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Abstract
The influence of dielectric layers on the hybridization of
stacked split-ring resonators (SRRs), or SRR dimers, is investigated in this article. It is found that when the permittivity of the layer between the two SRRs is higher than that
of free space, the electric dipole-dipole interaction plays a
dominant role in determining the modes of resonance. On
the other hand, for the case of a free-space intermediate
layer, the resonance modes are mainly determined by the
magnetic dipole interaction. As a consequence, this nearfield effect exerts a great impact on the far-field characteristics, i.e., the resonance behavior and chiral optical activity.
A Lagrangian formalism is used to characterize the interplay between the magnetic and electric couplings. The results suggest an additional degree of freedom to control the
behavior of this fundamental metamaterial element.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials are defined as a group of man-made materials with customizable electromagnetic properties. Typically, a metamaterial consists of subwavelength metallic
resonators usually aligned in a 2D or 3D periodic arrangement. The response of metamaterials is controlled by the
geometries, dimensions, and materials of these resonators.
In addition to that, near-field interactions between neighboring resonators also have significant effects on the response of metamaterials. The hybridization in metamaterials introduced by intercell couplings leads to new phenomena, including multiple or continuum modes of resonance
[1, 2].
This hybridization has been observed in a ‘magnetic
dimer’ that is composed of two stacked SRRs with their
gaps orthogonally aligned [3]. Although only one ring is directly excited, the other ring establishes an oscillating current via the magnetic coupling between the resonators. Effectively, the SRR hybridization causes resonance splitting
and a strong chiral optical activity. The concept of magnetic dimer has been extended to the case where the second
ring can be freely twisted around its axis [4, 5]. This configuration, known as stereometamaterial, allows the electric
dipole coupling to support or counteract the magnetic coupling depending on the twist angle. The optical activity
arising from this chiral metamaterial can be fully characterized through the Jones calculus employing a Lagrange
model with phase retardation [6].
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Figure 1: Schematic of SRR dimers. (a) Orientation of two
resonators in perspective view. (b) Back-to-back configuration in side view. (c) Front-to-front configuration in side
view. The twist angle θ can vary from 0◦ to 180◦ . The substrate thickness, t, and separation between SRRs, s, are 1.6
and 3.2 mm, respectively.
In this article, the influence of the supporting dielectric on stereometamaterials or SRR dimers is investigated
in detail. Changing the permittivity of the dielectric in the
vicinity of the dimers affects the local distribution of the
induced electric field. Implicitly, the hybridization or nearfield interactions in the dimers can be manipulated. The
effects are manifested through a change in the resonance
mode, strength, and position. Consequently, the state of
polarization is greatly affected. Although the effect of the
dielectric on SRR dimers has been mentioned briefly in [5],
in contrast to this study, it does not focus on a difference
in physical interactions nor discusses a difference in chiral
optical properties.
The study begins with an observation on the hybridization effect under the influence of dielectric in Sec 2. Section 3 presents an analysis of the results through a dipole
interaction model, together with a Lagrangian formalism.
Section 4 demonstrates the impact of the supporting dielectric on the chiral optical activity of SRR dimers.

2. Observation of the hybridization effect
An individual SRR in a dimer used in the experiment has
an inner radius, outer radius, and gap width of 2.5, 3.0, and
1.0 mm, respectively. Each SRR is made of copper with a
thickness of 0.035 mm. It is printed on an FR4 substrate
with a relative permittivity of 4.1, a loss tangent of 0.02,
and a thickness of 1.6 mm. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), a
SRR dimer is formed by stacking coaxially two identical
SRRs with a separation of 3.2 mm. The second SRR in
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Figure 2: Transmission profiles of SRR dimers. (a) Backto-back configuration. (b) Front-to-front configuration. The
twist angle varies from 0◦ , 90◦ , to 180◦ . The dotted lines
are from the simulation, and the solid lines are from the experiment. Two modes of resonance, symmetric and asymmetric, are denoted by ‘S’ and ‘A’, respectively.

metric (A) modes, the current loops in the two rings are
parallel and anti-parallel, respectively. The back-to-back
configuration shows relative resonance strengths and mode
orientation similar to that observed earlier [4]. However,
the relative strengths and orientation are different for the
front-to-front configuration, particularly at the twist angle
of 0◦ .

a dimer can be twisted with respect to the first SRR. Two
different forms of stacking are investigated as indicated in
Figs. 1(b,c). In the back-to-back configuration, the substrates fill the space between the two SRRs, and in the frontto-front configuration the dielectric in-between the SRRs is
free space. Periodic duplications of a dimer form a planar
array with a lattice constant of 20 mm.
The measurement is performed in an anechoic chamber with transmitting and receiving microwave horn antennas that are connected to a vector network analyzer, Agilent Technologies N5230A. As indicated in Fig. 1(a), the
E-field polarization is always perpendicular to the gap of
the SRR on the side of incidence. The measured sample
transmission is normalized by the free-space transmission
to remove any system dependence. As a complement, the
simulation is performed by using CST Microwave Studio
and cross-validated with HFSS. To replicate an infinite planar array of dimers, unit-cell boundary conditions are utilized for the transverse boundaries. A plane wave incident
normally to the array is transmitted and received by two
Floquet ports.
The numerical and experimental results compared in
Fig. 2 are in good agreement. Note that in the simulation
for the front-to-front configuration the separation s is increased to 4 mm to reflect the experimental inaccuracy. In
both of the configurations, the transmission profiles clearly
show resonance splitting as the twist angle varies from 0◦
to 180◦ . The different modes of resonance labelled ‘S’ and
‘A’ in Fig. 2 are deduced from the simulated surface current
distribution on the dimer. For the symmetric (S) and asym-

3. Analysis
3.1. Dipole-dipole interaction model
The hybridization effect observed in the previous section
can be explained via a dipole-dipole interaction model [4].
Essentially, an excited SRR develops an electric dipole
across the gap and a magnetic dipole in the axial direction.
Two identical SRRs aligned coaxially as in a SRR dimer
mutually interact through these dipoles, leading to resonance splitting. A resonance frequency is governed by the
relative orientation of dipoles and their moments. Specifically, a pair of transversely coupled dipoles with their moments in parallel and anti-parallel tends to shift the resonance up and down, respectively, whilst a pair of longitudinally coupled dipoles behalves vice versa. The net effect takes into account the separated electric and magnetic
dipole interactions. For a SRR dimer, the alignment of the
two magnetic dipoles is longitudinal, whilst that of the two
electric dipoles is transversal.
Figure 3 illustrates the model current and electric/magnetic moments in the SRR dimer. At the twist angle of 0◦ , for the symmetric mode in Fig. 3(a) the electric
dipole interaction tends to shift up the resonance, whilst the
magnetic interaction acts oppositely. The situation reverses
for the asymmetric mode in Fig. 3(d). Therefore, from the
results in Fig. 2 at the angle of 0◦ , it can be deduced that
2

resonance frequency (GHz)

for the back-to-back configuration, the electric dipole interaction determines the resonance modes, whilst for the
front-to-front configuration the magnetic dipole interaction
assumes the role. This is supported by the fact that the
electric field tends to couple into a dielectric with a high
permittivity. Figures 3(b,e) show that at the angle of 90◦
the two electric dipoles are aligned orthogonally. The hybridization is therefore solely determined by the magnetic
coupling. Hence, the modes are not influenced by the dielectric layers. This explains the similarity of the mode orientation in the two configurations at 90◦ in Fig. 2.
In Figs. 3(c,f), at the twist angle of 180◦ , the effects
from electric and magnetic dipole interactions become constructive. In this case, the resonance frequency is always
decreased and increased for the symmetric and asymmetric modes, respectively. The reinforcing electric and magnetic coupling effects cause a large resonance separation
observed in both of the configurations at 180◦ in Fig. 2.
A smaller separation for the front-to-front configuration is
attributed to a weak electric dipole coupling through free
space. As for the resonance strength, parallel dipole moments are preferentially coupled to the excitation field. This
explains the relatively strong resonance observable in the
symmetric mode at 0◦ and asymmetric mode at 180◦ .
It is clear that the interplay between the electric and
magnetic interactions, and hence the mode orientation and
resonance strength, can be controlled by changing the permittivity of the supporting dielectric. In particular, the presence of the intermediate dielectric layer in the back-to-back
configuration reinforces the electric coupling between the
two SRRs. On the other hand, a low permittivity of intermediate free space and a high permittivity of the backing substrates in the front-to-front configuration weaken the transverse electric dipole coupling to the point that the magnetic
coupling becomes dominant.
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Figure 4: Resonance frequencies of SRR dimers as a function of the twist angle. (a) Back-to-back configuration, and
(b) Front-to-front configuration. The numerical results are
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the lines.
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Figure 5: Coupling coefficients as a function of the twist
angle. The coefficients are obtained by fitting the numerical results in Fig. 4 with Eq. 1. The subscriptions b2b
and f2f denote the back-to-back and front-to-front configuration, respectively.
tions. Such a consideration is not critical, since the neighbour coupling changes the response only slightly [8] and the
multipole effect is not observed in the transmission results
[5].
Figure 4 shows the resonance frequencies obtained
from simulation as a function of the twist angle. The accompanying analytical curves are obtained by fitting Eq. 1
to the numerical data. The electric coupling coefficients
κE0 , i.e., κE at 0◦ twist angle, are estimated as 0.120
for the back-to-back configuration and 0.038 for the frontto-front configuration. The magnetic coupling coefficient
κH = 0.097 is fixed regardless of the dielectric arrangement. It is clear that the electric coupling coefficient can be
varied greatly by changing the dielectric permittivity.
Figure 5 further elucidates the variation in the near-field
coupling coefficients with respect to the twist angle and the
dielectric configuration. It shows that the electric coupling
strength in the back-to-back configuration is larger than the
magnetic coupling strength at a small twist angle. At 36◦
the electric and magnetic coupling strengths are equal, resulting in a mode crossing observable in Fig. 4. This crossing is not observed in the front-to-front configuration, as
its absolute electric coupling coefficient is well below the

3.2. Lagrangian formalism
The near-field interactions within the SRR dimer can be
quantitatively characterized on the basis of a quasistatic approximation [7]. According to the Lagrangian formalism,
the frequencies for the symmetric and asymmetric resonances in a SRR dimer are described as, respectively, [4, 5]
!
1 + κE
ωs = ω0
(1)
1 + κH
!
1 − κE
ωas = ω0
,
(2)
1 − κH
where κE = κE0 cos θ and κH represent the electric and
magnetic coupling coefficients, respectively. The resonance frequency of the uncoupled SRR is represented by
ω0 , which is slightly different for the two configurations
due to a difference in the substrate thickness, i.e., ω0,b2b =
5.49 GHz and ω0,f2f = 5.65 GHz. The cosine term for κE
reflects a change in the electric dipolar coupling strength
following the twist angle. This model does not consider
the effects from inter-dimer coupling or multipole interac3
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Figure 6: Polarization characteristics as a function of the
frequency and twist angle. (a,b) Tilt angle, and (c,d) Axial
ratio. The left column belongs to the back-to-back configuration, whilst the right column belongs to the front-to-front
configuration. The tilt angle is with respect to the incident
electric field polarization and with the positive sign in the
clockwise direction. The axial ratio is capped at 20 for clarity.

wave is nearly circularly polarized. Reducing the influence
of electric dipoles changes the polarization to ellipse with
an inverse rotation direction. In the second case in Fig. 7(b),
the transmitted wave can be altered between the linear and
elliptical polarizations via a change in the dielectric. Note
that the direction of polarization rotation in a SRR dimer
can be reversed in its mirrored structure.

5. Conclusion

magnetic coefficient at any angle.

In conclusion, the permittivity of neighboring dielectric
layers has a strong impact on the hybridization in a SRR
dimer. A high-permittivity dielectric mediating the dimer
strengthens the electric near-field interaction. In effect, this
electric dipolar interaction is mainly responsible for the resonance splitting and determines the modes of resonance.
As the intermediate dielectric is replaced by free space, the
strength of the magnetic interaction surpasses that of the
electric interaction. Hence, the modes of resonance are governed by magnetic dipoles. A quantitative analysis carried
out via the Lagrangian formalism confirms this explanation. This controllable near-field behavior is shown to have
a large impact on the far-field polarization activity. An implication of this study is the ability to actively manipulate
the response of SRR dimers or other chiral metamaterials
for optical devices. It shifts away from SRR twisting by offering an opportunity to optically or electrically control the
dielectric.

4. Chiral optical activity
Since a SRR dimer with a twist angle not equal to 0◦ or
180◦ is chiral, it can exhibit a degree of optical activity,
i.e., the structure imparts polarization rotation and phase
retardation to the incident wave. In summary, the incident
wave with an electric field polarized across the gap of the
first SRR induces the oscillating current, which builds up a
magnetic dipole along the axis of that SRR. The accumulated energy can be transferred to the second coaxial SRR
through the near-field coupling mechanisms discussed earlier. As a result, the second SRR develops its own electric dipole source with a polarization different from the incident field polarization. Thus, in effect, this hybridized
SRR dimer can change the polarization state of the incident
wave. This section compares the optical activities of SRR
dimers in the two configurations.
The polarization characteristics exhibited by the SRR
dimer with the back-to-back and front-to-front configurations are shown in Fig. 6. In general, the resonance mode
and twist angle in either configuration have a strong impact on the polarization state of the transmitted wave. Figure 6 further provides an overview of the influence of dielectric layers on the polarization behaviors. It is obvious
that the tilt angle and axial ratio for the two configurations
are significantly different, particularly below the twist angle of 90◦ . As an example, the polarization ellipses at a set
of frequencies and twist angles are compared in Fig. 7. In
Fig. 7(a) the electric dipoles dominate the near-field activity in the back-to-back configuration, and the transmitted
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fabrication tolerance and their absorption resonance is
narrow-band which limits their utility for energy harvesting.
Recently, we show experimentally for the first time
fabrication of a broadband perfect plasmonic absorber in a
stack of gold and gold-SiO2 nanocomposite showing nearly
100% absorbance at visible frequencies [7-8]. In this report,
we implemented the same idea but in a polymeric
nanocomposite and replacing Gold with a Copper to reduce
significantly the material cost. In copper based absorber, the
bandwidth is broader and since the Copper is cheaper than
Gold, the new developed absorber is more cost effective for
practical application. In addition, the average value of
absorption in visible spectrum is above 97% which is the
best reported broad band plasmonic perfect absorber so far.

Abstract
Metamaterials and plasmonics as a new
pioneering field in photonics joins the features
of photonics and electronics by coupling
photons to conduction electrons of a metal as
surface plasmons (SP). This concept haven
been implemented for variety of application
including negative index of refraction,
magnetism at visible frequencies, cloacking
devices amongst others. In the present work,
we used plasmonic hybrid material in order to
design and fabricate a broad-band perfect
plasmonic metamaterial absorber in a stack of
metal
and
Copper-PTFE
(Polytetrafluoroethylene)
nanocomposite
showing average absorbance of 97.5% in
whole visible frequencies. Our experimental
results showed that the absorption peak of the
stacks can be tuned upon varying the thickness
and type of the spacer layer due to the
sensitivity of plasmon resonance to its
environment. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first report of plasmonic
metamaterial absorber based on copper with
absorption around 100% in entire visible and
NIR.

2. Experimental procedure
A cylindrical vacuum chamber was used for sputtering
of the metal and polymeric film. By installing two
magnetron with an angle of 50º, co-sputtering was done in
order to make a nanocomposite out of a Copper and PTFE
targets. Simultaneous sputtering from different sources
allows deposition of nanocomposites with different filling
factors (ff) and thicknesses. For acquiring a uniform
thickness for the film and homogeneous metal distribution
for the composite, all depositions were done on the samples
attaching to a rotatable sample holder. For dielectric
deposition (PTFE in this case) a RF power and for
conductive targets (Copper) a DC power supply were used.
The details of co-sputtering methods can be found in our
former reports [9]. Thickness measurements was performed
using Dectak 8000 profilometer. Optical analysis carried out
by a UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer (Lambda900, Perkin Elmer).
Although Aluminum was used as a mirror for reflection
measurement, the data was normalized to a perfect reflector
in order to achieve absolute value of reflection. Since all the
base film thickness was 100nm which is far greater than the
skin depth of copper, it was assumed that the transmission is
zero. Therefore, all calculation of absorbance is based on:
A+R= 100%, where A stands for absorption and R is
reflection.

1. Introduction
The general attention in solar use fast raised in the mid70's due to the renewed interest in substitute energy
resources which resulted from the "oil crisis" [1]. Graded
structure made of metal-dielectric composite along with
anti-reflectors were the basic of the developed structure for
solar absorption which were fabricated by electroplating or
vacuum deposition methods (Details can be found in [1]).
Nowadays, due to the fast growing field of nanotechnology
and great demand for nanoscale system, the trends to realize
a system showing black absorption for solar and sensoric
purposes with sub-wavelength dimension increased.
However, so far most of the applied techniques (e.g.
perforated metallic films[2], grating structured systems [3]
and metamaterials [4-6] ) are either costly or has low
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3. Results and discussion
Schematic of the structure which was used in this work
is shown in Figure 1 (a). It is composed of an optically thick
copper film as base layer (100nm) and a nearly percolated
Copper-PTFE nanocomposite as top layer which are
separated by a dielectric inter-layer (PTFE). TEM of the
nanocomposite used in this work presented in Figure 1 (b).
One can see that the distance between the particles are very
small and the composite is near-percolation.

Figure 1(c): Photo of the perfect black absorber in
comparison with bare copper film.
Figure 1 (c) show the photograph of the optimized
sample compare to the bare copper film where one can see
the black appearance of the highly absorber system compare
to the shiny surface of metallic film. Optical measurements
showed that 20nm spacer layer of PTFE gives the best
performance of the device and thickening or thinning the
thickness of interlayer reduced (increases) the absorption
(the reflection) of system. Figure 2a shows the absorption
spectra of 20nm Cu-PTFE composite on 100nm copper base
layer separated with different thickness of interlayer. It is
obvious that changing the spacer layer thickness from the
optimum value of 20nm will alter the efficiency of the
device and the absorption drop. We attributed the drop to the
lack of coupling of the top nanoparticles and the base layer.
Indeed, in such a system, excitation of anti-parallel currents
between
nanoparticles
(embedded
within
the
nanocomposite) and base layer (known as magnetic
resonance) induced by dipole–image interaction will trap the
light within the inter-layer. However, it seems that upon
increment or decrease of spacer-layer thickness, dipoleimage interaction becomes less efficient and results in a drop
in absorption [6-7]. Deposition of the composite on a bare
base layer further support the mentioned idea in a sense that
when there is no distance between the film and
nanoparticles, no light can be confined and therefore the
reflection enhances (Figure 3 (green curve).
The optical response of such a stack is not only
dependent on the spacer layer thickness rather than the
filling factor of the composite plays a crucial role in the
efficiency of film. UV-vis measurement of the samples
prepared with different filling factor showed that the best
performance achieved when the ratio of sputtering rate of
copper to PTFE is 2.33. On the other hand, changing the
sputtering ratio to 2.0 or 2.66 reduce the overall absorption
of the device. Figure 2 (a) shows the absorption spectra of
the stacks with different sputtering ratio of Copper and
PTFE. It is obvious the highest absorption is happened when
the ratio is 2.33. When the ff raises far above the percolation
threshold the reflectivity of the upper layer goes up and
consequently the optical response of the stacks become
similar to thick copper film. In other word, as soon as the

Figure 1(a): Schematic draw of the perfect absorber
structure

Figure 1(b): Top-view TEM image of the near percolated
copper-PTFE nanocomposite.
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Figure 2(b): Absorption spectra of 20nm Cu-PTFE
composite (black) with sputtering ratio of 2.0 on 20nm
PTFE on glass in comparison of 100nm copper film (red).
Measuring the optical response of the metal alone
as well as the composite film with the same condition
deposited on glass substrate showed that the high absorption
of the system is not originated neither from the composite
alone nor from the metal. Figure 2 (b) shows the absorption
spectra of composite and bare copper film on glass. It is
clear that the average absorption value in both cases is less
than 30% which is far below the 97% of copper-perfect
absorber. This results further support the idea of plasmon
coupling in the highly absorber structure and shows that the
Ohmic losses of the device within the metallic particles due
to the localized particles plasmon resonance of copper
nanoparticles is not the dominating process of the overall
absorption.

Absorption %

Reflection/Absorption %

composite starts turning to a continuous metal film, the light
can not pass through the top layer anymore and it acts as a
metal reflector. Therefore the absorption of the structure
dramatically drops. Comparing the current results with our
previously report on gold base perfect absorber, one can see
that the broadness of the peak is more than that of gold one.
In other words, the average value of absorption in the visible
range (400-750nm) is around 97% which shows the higher
efficiency of Copper-absorber compared to Gold one which
shows the higher efficiency of former one. In fact, the filling
factor of optimized condition in copper system (70%) is far
above that of gold (40%) and therefore it is expected to be
highly reflective. However, a broader resonance and perfect
absorption was observed which we attributed to the
plasmonic damping of copper which occurs due to
interaband processes via electron photon as well as electronelectron scattering [10].
The role of magnetic resonance in the high absorption of the
structure was shown in our last work [7] however one can
not role out the significance of interference in the low
reflectivity of such a structure. The influence of interference
in perfect absorber has been recently studied by Chen [11].
He showed in a typical metamaterial absorber there is minor
near-field interaction or magnetic response among the
neighboring metal structures. In addition, the surface
currents with anti-parallel directions originated from the
interference and superposition, rather than excited by the
magnetic component of the incident electromagnetic fields
[11]. We believe that Chen's theory might hold for grating
on a film or resonator designed for MIR range of
frequencies but it can not be applied in our structure.
Because in our device, the inter-particles distance is less
than 5nm (Figure 1 (b)) and hence one can not neglect the
huge light confinement between the particles beside the light
trapping in the interface [12]. In addition, the resonance
band of our system is few hundred nanometers (i.e. very
broad low reflection) which can not be explained only by
interference phenomena.
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Figure 3: Absorption spectra of 20nm Cu PTFE composite
on PTFE spacer layer with different thickness on 100nm
Cu. Green curve show the composite on a base layer
without any inter-layer for comparison.
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Figure 2(a): Absorption (solid lines) and reflection (dot
lines) spectra of the near percolation nanocomposite
with three different sputtering ratio of polymer and
metal on a 100 nm gold film coated with 20nm PTFE
layer as spacer

In addition, the optical study of the system with different
spacer layer thickness further support the significant role of
dipole-image interaction in perfect absorption of our
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developed system (Figure 3). As it was mentioned above,
increasing the distance between the metal film and the
nanocomposite by adding a thick spacer layer, disturbs the
resonant condition and results in a weaker coupling.
Different to our previous report[7] a critical spacer layer of
20nm was observed where the absorption width and
intensity is maximized. The significant drop in the
absorption observed when the thickness of spacer layer
exceeds 50nm which we attributed to the lack of efficient
dipole-dipole interaction. Indeed, the difference of spacer
layer in Gold and Copper system can be attributed to two
effects. Firstly, the refractive index of PTFE is less than that
of SiO2. Secondly, the plasmon resonance of Gold and
Copper response differently to the certain dielectric [13].
Beside the two mentioned parameters, the ratio of gold to
SiO2 matrix in gold-perfect absorber was less than the ratio
of Copper in PTFE in copper-one. Indeed, all of the
difference originated from the different plasmon resonance
of Gold and Copper.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

4. Conclusions
In summary, we have developed and studied a new
plasmonic metamaterial with almost perfect absorption of
light in visible frequencies. Structure out of polymer matrix
of composite and spacer layer and Copper as a metallic
component showed that the perfect absorption can be
achieved with other system rather than Gold. However the
thickness of the inter-layer and the filling fraction of metal
should be varied depends on its dielectric function. We
concluded that interference theory can not explain the broadband perfect absorption of our developed system since both
the particle size and inter-particles distance is too small that
one can not neglect the strong electrical filed confinement
within the structure. Due to the simple fabrication technique
that we employed, the production cost is very low compare
to the competitive methods such as e-beam lithography. In
addition, the higher fabrication tolerance of our highly
absorber structure makes it an outstanding candidate for
future application in photovoltaic and sensor.
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Abstract  
We   present   a   theoretical   investigation   into   the   energy  
transport   and   transient   wave   propagation   in   the  
metamaterial   tunneling   structures   consisting   of   ε-negative  
(ENG)   and   μ-negative   (MNG)   materials.   It   is   proved   that  
the   conjugated   matched   ENG/MNG   bilayer   and   the   (zero  
index   material   doped)   photonic   crystal   heterostructure   can  
work  as  a  sub-wavelength  resonator  at  tunneling  frequency.  
While  the  tunneling  modes  need  a  certain  time  to  achieve  to  
the   steady   state   and   the   charge   up   characteristic   time  
increase   (nearly)   exponentially   with   the   thickness   of   the  
structures.   Under   the   steady   state,   the   waves   in   the   single  
negative  material  structures  are  not  evanescent,  but  a  hybrid  
of   traveling   wave   and   reactive   standing   wave.   The   phase  
difference   between   the   electric   field   and   magnetic   field  
varies   with   the   position   and   time.   The   investigation   of  
transient   wave   propagation   in   the   metamaterial   tunneling  
stuctures   will  help   us   to   understand  the  interaction   process  
between   wave   and   metamaterial   and   to   design   special  
functional  apparatus.     

1.  Introduction  
Recently,   metamaterials   with   non-positive   permittivity  
and/or   permeability   have   attracted   people’s   interest   due   to  
their   unique   electromagnetic   (EM)   properties[1-8].   Besides  
double-negative   metamaterials   (ε<0,   μ<0)   [1,2],   single  
negative   metamaterials   including   ε-negative   (ENG)  
materials  (ε<0,  μ>0)  and  μ-negative  (MNG)  materials      (ε>0,  
μ<0)   [3-6]   and   zero-index   metamaterials   (ZIMs)[7-9]   in  
which   ε=μ=0   or   ε=0,   μ≠0(ε≠0,   μ=0)   also   deserve   special  
attention.  Based  on  the  Maxwell  equations,  the  fields  inside  
a   matched   ZIM(ε=μ=0)   should   be   homogeneous   [10].   One  
of   the   most   important   features   of   metamaterials   is   the  
amplification  of  the  amplitude  of  evanescent  waves,  and  the  
double-negative   metamaterials   are   used   to   realize   perfect  
lens[2].   Furthermore,   it   was   demonstrated   that   the  
enhancement   of   the   evanescent   waves   also   exists   in   an  
ENG/MNG   bilayer   and   the   (ZIM   doped)   photonic   crystal  
heterostructure   at   zero   average   parameters[3,5].   The  
tunneling   structures   can   work   as   a   subwavelength  resonator  
since   the   tunneling   mode   is   independent   of   the   scaling.   In  
fact,  the  tunneling  mode  needs  a  certain  time  (which  can  be  
described   with   charging   up   characteristic   time   (CT)   τ)   to  
achieve   to   the   steady   state,   the   CT   increases   (nearly)  

exponentially   with   the   thickness   of   the   conjugate   matched  
ENG/MNG   bilayer[11,12].   In   Ref   13   and   14,   the   tunneling  
time   of   electromagnetic   planar   wave   propagating   through  
the   metamaterial   structure   are   studied.   In   this   paper,   we  
study   the   transient   wave   propagation   and   energy  
transportation   in   the   (ZIM   doped)   photonic   heterostructure  
containing  single  negative  materials.  

2.  Model  and  theory  
For  the  sake  of  simplicity,  we  first  consider  the  ENG/MNG  
bilayer,  and   a   TM   plane   wave   (Ex,   Hy)   is   incident  normally  
on   the   bilayer,   which   is   shown   in   the   inset   of   Fig.   1.   After  
applying  the   boundary   conditions   on   the   three   interfaces   of  
the   bilayer   and   some   mathematical   manipulation,   the  
complete  tunneling  condition  for  the  ENG/MNG  bilayer  can  
be  expressed  as[3]:  
1  1 d1 

2   2 d2    and 1 /  1 

 2 /  2             (1)     

where   d1   and   d2  are   the   thickness   of   ENG   and   MNG   slabs,  
respectively.   As  a  special  case,  a  conjugate  matched  bilayer  
is  denoted  by     1   2   ,   1  2   and  d1=d2=d,  we  
have     k i  jk  j  ,   (i=ENG,   MNG).   Where   the   bilayer  
possess   zero   average   permittivity   and   zero   average  
permeability.   The   steady   state   electromagnetic   (EM)   fields  
in  the  bilayer  can  be  expressed  as  follows.  
In  Region  ENG  :     

Ex1  E0 cosh  kz   j E0 sinh  kz   Ex1 e j            
0
E
E
H  0 cosh  kz   j 0 sinh  kz   H e j                            (2)     
E1

y1

0



y1

H1

Region  MNG:  


E sinh[ k ( z  2 d )]  E x 2 e j E 2   
0 0
E
E
 0 cosh[ k ( z  2d )]  j 0 sinh[k ( z  2d )]  H y 2 e j H 2 (3)  
0


E x 2  E0 cosh[ k ( z  2 d )]  j
Hy2

where   E0   is   the   incident   electric   field   amplitude   and   the  
wave   impedance   in   free   space   and   single   negative   material  
  0 /  0
are   0
and      /     respectively.   It   is   easy   to  
prove  
that  
the  
average  
power  
flow  
p  1 / 2 Exi  Hyi cos i  E02 / 20    in   all   the   regions   is   constant,  
Where   1   E1   H 1 and 2   E 2   H 2 ,   respectively.   In   our  
previous  paper  [12]  it  is  shown  that  ENG/MNG  can  work  as  

a   special   resonator,   there   is   a   substantial   amount   of   EM  
energy  (WEM)  stored  in  the  bilayer. It  takes  a  certain  amount  
  
of  time  for  the  fields  at  ENG/MNG  interface  and  the  exit  of  
MNG  slab  to  reach  to  its  steady  state  which  can  be  descried  
by   charging   up   process.   The   charging   up   process   of   the  
resonator   with   a   rectangular   waveform   signal   follows  
1-exp(-αt)   [15],   where   the   charging   up   coefficient   α=ω/2Q  
and  
the  
charging-up  
time  
is:  / T  2sinh2kd  / 2  arctane 2 kd    / 4/  [12],   where   Q  
is   the   quality   factor   of   the   resonator,   T   is   the   cycle   of   the  
wave   and   d   is   the   thickness   of   the   slab.   It   increases  
exponentially   with   the   thickness   of   the   slab,   corresponding  
to  the  increase  of  Q  factor  of  the  tunneling  mode  as  shown  in  
Fig.1(a)   (the   solid   line).   According   to   the   theory[5],   the  
(ZIM   doped)   photonic   heterostructure   containing   single  
negative  material  can  also  possess  complete  tunneling  mode  
under   zero   average   parameters.   And   the   transient   wave  
propagation  in   the  tunneling   structures   is   studied   by   FDTD  
method.  

bilayer   shown   in   the   inset   of   Fig.   1   is   modeled   by   using  
FDTD   method[16].   The   amplitude   and   phase   profiles   of  
steady  state  electric  and  magnetic  fields  are  plotted  in  Fig.  1  
In   simulation,   the   problem   space   is   1500   cells   long,   where  
 z  0 / 1500    with 0  300mm .   A   plane   sinusoidal   wave  
is   launched   at   about   a   half   wavelength   away   from   the  
surface   of   ENG   with   a   rectangular   waveform.   The  
thicknesses   of   the   ENG   and   MNG   layers  
are d ENG  d MNG  187.5z ,   the   time   step   is   set   to  
be   t  0.5z / c  1/ 3 ps .   As   from   the   time   histories   of   the  
electric   field   and   magnetic   field   in   Ref.11,   it   is   shown   that  
the   charging   up   process   of   the   resonator   with   a   rectangular  
waveform   signal   follows   1-exp(-αt).   As   verification   to   this  
theory,  we  have  also  computed  the  charging  up  characteristic  
time  τ/T  in  the  transient  process  simulations  and  plotted  it  in  
Fig.  1(a)  as  well.  The  analytical  and  simulated  results  agree  
to   each   other   very   well.   It   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   1(a)   that   the  
charging   up   characteristic   time   increases   ‘exponentially’  
with  the   thickness   of   the   slab.   It   is   due   to   the   ‘exponential’  
increase   of   the  reactive   field   inside  the   bilayer,  leading  to  a  
substantial  increase  of  the  Q  factor.  
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Figure   1.   (a)   The   analytical   and   FDTD   simulated   charging  
up   characteristic  times   τ/T   vs   thickness   d   of   the   conjugated  
matched   ENG/MNG   slabs,   the   inset   is   the   steady   state   EM  
fields   distribution   at   tunneling   frequency   (b)   The   phases   of  
electric   and   magnetic   fields   and   their   phase   difference,  
where  f0  =  1GHz,  ε/ε0  =  2,  µ/µ0  =  2,  d  =  37.5mm.  

3.  Results  and  discussions  
Consider   an   example   where   the   Drude   models   for   the  
permittivity  and  permeability  in  the  lossless  ENG  and  MNG  
slabs   are: 1 /  0  2  4 / f 2 , 1 / 0  2 ,   2 /  0  2  4 / f 2 ,  
 2 /  0  2 ,   where f is   frequency   measured   in   GHz  
and d1  d 2  37.5mm .   According   to   the   conjugate   matched  
condition   Eq.(1),   the   bilayer   exhibits   a   complete   tunneling  
mode   at   f0=1GHz.   The   conjugate   matched   ENG   and   MNG  
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Figure   2.   (a)  Transmittances   of   the   photonic  heterostructure  
(AB)5(CD)5   (black   solid   line)and   the   ZIM   doped  
heterostructure   (AB)5ZIM(CD)5   (blue   dotted   line).   (b)   The  
steady   state   EM   field   distribution   corresponding   to   the  
heterostructure  tunneling  mode.     
      z  (mm)

It  is  interesting  to  observe  that  the  phases  (  Ex ,  Hy )  of  Ex  
and   Hy   vary   in   an   opposite   way   inside  the   ENG   and   MNG  
slabs  –  not  being  constant  for  typical  evanescent  waves.  The  
phase   variations   of   EM   fields   inside   the   ENG   slab   are  
completely   ‘compensated’   inside   MNG   slab.   Moreover   the  
phases  of  EM  fields  remain  the  same  at  the  entrance  and  exit  
of   the   bilayer,   which   is   the   resonance   condition.   The  
thickness   of   bilayer   is   much   shorter   than   the   wavelength  

 eff of   the   periodic   ENG-MNG   layered   structures   under  
normal  
incident  
condition  
can  
be  
written  
as
,  
 eff  (  A / C d A / C   B / D d B / D ) / ( d A / C  d B / D )
 eff  (  A / C d A / C   B / D d B / D ) / ( d A / C  d B / D ) [17].   Here  

we  use  Drude  model  to  describe  the  isotropic  metamaterials,  
that   are    A / C  1  4 / f 2 ,    A / C  3    in   ENG   materials   and  
   in   MNG   materials.  
B/ D  1 4 / f
2 ,   at   about   1.0GHz,   ZIM   posses   zero  
 ZIM   ZIM  1  1 / f
effective   parameter.   The   thicknesses   of   ENG   ,   MNG   and  
ZIM   slabs   in   the   two   tunneling   structures   are   assumed   to  
be d A  d D  6mm ,   d B  d C  12mm ,   d ZIM  15mm   
respectively.   We   consider   the   transverse   electric   wave   case,  
e.g.,   the   electric   field   lies   in   the y direction.   The   treatment  
for   the   transverse   magnetic   wave   is   similar.   The  
transmittance   and   field   distributions   of   the   structure   can   be  
obtained  by  means  of  the  transfer  matrix  method[18].     
As   shown   in   Fig.2(a),   the   photonic   heterostructure  
(AB)5(CD)5   (black   solid   line)   and   the   ZIM   doped  
heterostructure   (AB)5ZIM(CD)5   (blue   dotted   line)   possess  
complete   tunneling   mode   at   1.0GHz.   The   steady   state   EM  
fields   distribution   corresponding   to   the   tunneling   mode   is  
shown  in  Fig.2(b).  It  is  shown  that  the  EM  fields  concentrate  
on   the  interface   and  the   evanescent   fields  are   seemed   to   be  
,  
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materials   respectively   and   m(n)    is   the   period   number.   In  
addition   the   photonic   heterostructure   (AB)m(CD)n   can   be   a  
effective   ENGeff/MNGeff   bilayer   under   the   tunneling  
condition.   According   to   the   effective   medium   theory,   the  
effective   permittivity    eff and   the   effective   permeability  

amplified  in  single  negative  materials.  It  is  worth  to  note  that  
the   establishment   of   the   tunneling   mode   will   also   need   a  
certain  time  to  achieve  to  the  steady  state.  

E/H  (arb.units)

(2d=λ0/4)   which   indicates   that   the   conjugate   matched  
ENG/MNG   bilayer   is  a   unique   sub-wavelength   open-cavity  
resonator.   The   phase   difference   θi   between   E   field   and   H  
field  starts  with  zero  at  the  entrance  to  ENG  slab,  indicating  
a   pure   travelling   wave,   then   increases   inside   the  ENG   slab,  
suggesting  that   the   electric   field   starts  to   decouple   with   the  
magnetic   field   –   becoming   partly   reactive.   The   phase  
difference   reaches   to   its   maximum,   corresponding   to   a  
strongest   reactive   field   or   standing   wave   at   the   ENG/MNG  
interface.  The  phase  difference  starts  to  fall  inside  the  MNG  
slab,  indicating  the  dropping  of  reactive  field,  and  reaches  to  
zero   at   the   exit   of   MNG   slab   –   back   to   a   pure   travelling  
wave.   It   indicates   clearly   that   the   electromagnetic   fields  
inside  the  conjugate  matched  ENG/MNG  bilayer  is  a  hybrid  
of  travelling  wave  and  reactive  standing  wave  with  the  ratio  
between  them  varying  with  the  position.        
It   was   shown   that   a   one-dimensional   photonic   crystal  
stacked   by   alternating   MNG   layer   and   ENG   layer   can  
possess   photonic   bandgaps   originating   from   the   interaction  
of   evanescent-wave-based   interface   modes[5,6].   While   the  
photonic  heterostructure   (AB)m(CD)n   (as   show   in   Fig.   2(b))  
and   the   ZIM   doped   photonic   heterostructure   (AB)mZIM  
(CD)n  (as   show   in   Fig.  5)   possess   complete   tunneling  mode  
without   phase   shift   under   the  zero   average   permittivity   and  
average  permeability  condition.  And  the  tunneling  structures  
can   also   work   as   a   sub-wavelength   resonator[5],   where  
A(C )    and   B (D )    indicate   ENG   materials   and   MNG  
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Figure   3.   Snapshots   of   the   electric   field   and   magnetic   field  
profiles  at  different  moments  of  transient  wave  propagation:  
(a)  a   wave   come   from   the   free   space   to   the  heterostructure,  
(b)at  entering  (AB)5,  (c)  at  entering  (CD)5,  (d)  at  building-up  
of  the  reactive  field,  (e)  reaching  to  the  steady  state.  
FDTD  space  steps

In   order   to   study   the   transient   wave   propagation   process,  
the  time  histories  of  the  electric  field  and  magnetic  fields  at  
any  position  of  the  tunneling  mode  are  simulated,  which  are  
not   show   here   since   they   are   similar   to   that   in   Fig.2   in  
Ref.12.  The  detailed  transient  wave  propagation  through  the  
photonic  heterostructure  is  further  investigated  by  observing  
the   animation   of   electric   and   magnetic   fields.   Some  
snapshots  of  the  field  profiles  in  sequence  are  shown  in  Fig.  
3.   Fig.   3(a)   shows   when   the   incident   wave   enters   into   the  
photonic   heterostructure   (AB)5(CD)5   with   the   reflection   at  
the  air-ENG  interface   –   the   phases   of   electric  and  magnetic  
fields   being   split,   which   indicates   that   the   phase   difference  
appears.   Fig.   3(b)   shows   when   the   wave   reaches   to  
ENG/MNG  photonic  crystal,  a  further  reflection  occurring  at  
the   ENG/MNG  interfaces.   Fig.   3(c)   shows   a   moment   when  
the  attenuated  wave  tunnels  through  the  heterostructure  with  
more   reflection.   Fig.   3(d)   shows   a   moment   of   the   reactive  
fields   being   built   up   inside   the   heterostructure   due   to   the  
multiple   reflections   and   transmissions.   Fig.   3(e)   shows   a  
moment   of   the   steady   complete   tunneling   state   being  
reached   –   indicating   a   complete   transparency   of   the  
heterostructure  to  the  incident  wave.     

crystal  (AB)n  are  shown,  where  n  is  the  period  number.  The  
black   solid   line   is   the   analytical   results,   in   which   the  
effective   parameters   (i.e.   εeff,   μeff,   and   d)  are   used,   the   stars  
(solid   circles)  represents  the   FDTD   simulated   characteristic  
times  based  on  (AB)n(CD)n  ((AB)nZIM(CD)n)  structure.  It  
is   shown   that   the   CT   is   larger   than   that   of   ENG/MNG  
bilayer   because   of   multiple   reflection.   Fig.4(b)   shows   the  
phase   difference   between   the   electric   field   and   magnetic  
fields   in   the   photonic   heterostructure   (AB)5(CD)5   at   the  
resonance  frequency.  It  is  interesting  to  notice  that  the  phase  
differences   are   nearly   symmetrical   relative   to   the  
heterostructure   interface   where   the   phase   difference   is  
maximum.  In  fact,  it  is  observed  that  the  phase  differences  at  
any  position  also  vary  with  time  in  the  transient  process.  So  
under   the   steady   state,   the   waves   in   the   single   negative  
material   structures   are   also   not   evanescent,   but   a   hybrid   of  
traveling   wave   and   reactive   standing   wave,   and   the   phase  
difference   between   the   electric   field   and   magnetic   field  
varies   with   the   position.   While   the   steady   state   phase  
difference  between  electric  field  and  magnetic  field  is  zero  at  
the   entrance   and   exist   of   the   tunneling   structure   which  
indicates  the  complete  transparency.  
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Figure   4.   (a)   The   analytical   and   FDTD   simulated  
characteristic   times   τ/T   vs   the   thickness   of   the   photonic  
crystal  (AB)n,  n  is  the  period  number,  the  black  solid  line  is  
the   analytical   results,   in   which   the   effective   parameters(i.e.  
εeff,   μeff,   and   d)   are   used,   the   stars   (solid   circles)   represents  
the   FDTD   simulated   CTs   based   on   (AB)n(CD)n  
((AB)nZIM(CD)n)   structure.   (b)The   phase   difference  
between  the  electric  field  and  magnetic  fields  in  the  photonic  
heterostructure  (AB)5(CD)5  at  the  resonance  frequency.  
In   Fig.   4.   (a),   the   analytical   and   FDTD   simulated  
characteristic   times   τ/T   vs   the   thickness   of   the   photonic  
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Figure   5.   (a)   The   steady   state   EM   field   distribution   in   the  
ZIM  doped  heterostructure  (AB)5ZIM(CD)5  at  the  tunneling  
mode.  (b)The  phase  difference  between  the  electric  field  and  
magnetic   fields   in   the   heterostructure   (AB)5ZIM(CD)5   at  
resonance  frequency.  
Fig.  5.  (a)  shows  the  steady  state  EM  field  distribution  in  
the   ZIM   doped   photonic  heterostructure   (AB)5ZIM(CD)5   at  
the   tunneling   frequency.   It   is   clear   that   the   fields   in   single  
negative   material   are   also   amplified   and   the   fields   are   all  
uniform  in  the  ZIM  material.  The  phase  difference  between  
the   electric   field   and   magnetic   fields   in   the   heterostructure  
(AB)5ZIM(CD)5   at   resonance   frequency   are   also   shown   in  

Fig.5(b),   it   is   also   shown   that   the   EM   fields   inside   the  
structure  is  a  hybrid  of  travelling  wave  and  reactive  standing  
wave  with  the  ratio  between  them  varying  with  the  position.  
The  phase  difference  is  the  same  in  all  the  ZIM  material  and  
the  phase  difference  is  a  maximum.  It  is  found  that  the  phase  
difference   in   the   tunneling   structures   compensates   the   field  
amplitude  at  very  position  to  keep  the  power  flow  constant.        

4.  conclusions  
In   conclusion,   the   transient   establishment   process   of   the  
tunneling   mode   in   the   photonic   crystal   heterostructures  
containing   single   negative   material   are   studied   by   FDTD  
method.  It  is  shown  that  the  conjugate  matched  ENG/MNG  
and   the   (ZIM   doped)   photonic   crystal   heterostructure   can  
work  as  a   sub-wavelength  resonator   at  tunneling   frequency.  
While  the  tunneling  modes  need  a  certain  time  to  achieve  to  
steady  state  and  the  CT  increases  (nearly)  exponentially  with  
the  thickness  of  the  ENG/MNG  bilayer,  the  CT  of  the  (ZIM  
doped)  photonic  crystal  heterostructure  is  larger  than  that  of  
ENG/MNG   bilayer   due   to   multiple   interface   reflection.  
Under  steady  state,  the  waves  in  the  single  negative  material  
are   a   hybrid   of   traveling   wave   and   reactive   standing   wave,  
and   the   phase   difference   between   the   electric   field   and  
magnetic  field  varies  with  the  positions.  
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Abstract— The paper present a new approach for designing electromagnetic metamaterials
which can be tuned by light. The results of experimental study of magnetic resonance behavior
of a tunable split-ring resonators loaded by a varactor diode and biased by a photodiode operated
in photovoltaic mode are presented.

Past several years seen a tremendous increase of the interest in the study of tunable, nonlinear
and active metamaterial structures. In particular, various efforts are being made to achieve tunability of the metamaterial properties, either externally [1] or by employing their nonlinear response [2].
At microwave frequencies, a split-ring resonator (SRR) loaded with a varactor diode can be considered as a tunable nonlinear meta-atom. The varactor diode can operate in either bias-free or biased
regimes [3, 4], and subsequently create a bulk nonlinear metamaterial [5] allowing a power-induced
control of the wave transmission and other intrigueing possibilities. The proposed biased regime
allows significant tuning of the resonan however, is not practical for application in bulk structures,
since the required circuitry becomes too cumbersome.
In this work we overcome this problem with a novel concept for creating light tunable metamaterials. We study experimentally SRRs with varactor diodes, which biasing is supplied by photodiodes
operated in the photovoltaic mode, and demonstrate that SRR’s magnetic resonance can be tuned
by changing the intensity of an external light source. We employ coupled SRRs to demonstrate
enhancement of the resonant response and switching between the bright and dark modes.
To study the tunability of such metamaterials with external light, first we consider a single
light-tunable SRR. The schematic of the SRR structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). The SRR is printed
on a dielectric FR4 substrate with εr ≈ 4.4 and thickness of 1.5 mm. We use SRRs identical to
those described in Ref. [3]. To achieve tunability we solder a SkyworksTM SMV1233 varactor diode
in additional gap in the outer ring of the SRR. The bias voltage for the varactor diode is produced
by a BPW-34-S photodiode from Opto SemiconductorsTM that operates in the photovoltaic mode.
Chip inductors connected in series with the photodiode are used to avoid shortening of the varactor

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the light-tunable SRR. (b) Photograph of tunable SRRs (two lower boards)
excited by a symmetric loop antenna (top board). (c) Switching between the dark and bright mode achieved
by illuminating the photodiodes in the structure.

2

by the large parasitic capacitance of the photodiode. The inductors and photodiode are soldered
to small metallic patches near the SRR that do not affect the magnetic resonance of the SRR.
As the voltage produced by the photodiode depends on the intensity of the incident light, the
capacitance of the varactor changes with the light intensity. In turn, the resonant frequency of
the SRR depends on the total loading capacitance in the entire resonator structure. The resonant
frequency of the SRR becomes dependent on the intensity of the incident light. To measure the
magnetic response of the fabricated particle we excite the SRR with an external magnetic field. We
designed symmetric microstrip loop antenna for these measurements. The antenna was fixed 5 mm
above the plane of the SRR and connected to the vector network analyzer. From the measurements
of the reflection coefficient we observe a shift in the resonant frequency of the SRR from 2.276 GHz
to 2.29 GHz when the light intensity illuminating the photodiode increases from 0 lx to 4 klx.
The sensitivity of the studied meta-atoms to the external light may be also increased using a
qualitatively different approach. Instead of meta-atoms formed by single SRRs, one may consider
structures composed of several coupled resonators. In the case of two coupled SRRs (we place the
SRRs in parallel planes with their axes coinciding, see Fig. 1 (b)) there exist two normal modes,
one has currents in both SRRs circulating in the same direction (even mode) and another mode
with currents circulating in the opposite directions (odd mode). When such a pair is placed into a
uniform external magnetic field, the even mode couples strongly to the external field, while the odd
mode is not excited at all. Therefore, the even mode is called bright mode and it is associated with
strong total magnetic moment, strong scattering, and a lower frequency; and the odd mode is called
dark mode, and it has vanishing magnetic moment and scattering, as well as higher frequency. The
splitting of the resonant frequencies of these modes is controlled by the strength of coupling that
can be adjusted by changing the separation between the two interacting SRRs.
In our work we fine-tune the coupling and, respectively, the splitting of the resonant frequencies
in the pair of SRRs without applied light so that it is equal to the shift in the resonant frequency of
an isolated SRR when the intensity of light is changed. As a result, in such structure by changing
the light intensity it becomes possible to switch between the bright and dark modes for the fixed
frequency of the electromagnetic wave. Fig. 1 (c) demonstrates the light-induced switching between
the bright and dark modes for the case when the SRRs are separated by d = 8 mm. When the
illumination strength is changed from 0 lx to 4 klx, the resonant curve shifts to the right. As a
result, if the external electromagnetic wave with the frequency around 2.23 GHz interacts with the
dark mode when the photodiode is not illuminated by light, then by switching the light on, the
properties of the coupled SRRs change so that the electromagnetic wave excites the bright mode.
In other words, initially nonmagnetic meta-particle will acquire a significant magnetic response.
In conclusion, we have suggested and demonstrated experimentally a novel approach for tunability of meta-atoms, the key elements of electromagnetic metamaterials. We have fabricated
split-ring resonators loaded with varactors, which are biased by photodiodes and demonstrated a
shift of the magnetic resonance by an external light source. We have employed several approaches
of collective SRR response to enhance this tunability. We believe this approach can be useful for
creating bulk metamaterials which properties can be controlled by reconfigurable light sources.
The authors acknowledge a support from the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation, Dynasty Foundation (Russia), the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(UK), and the Australian Research Council (Australia).
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Abstract
In this paper we have considered a magnetic anisotropic
media in cylindrical coordinate with scalar permittivity and
diagonal tensor permeability. A PEC (Perfect Electric
Conductor) boundary condition assumed at the radius ρ =
a . We have solved the Maxwell equations inside the
medium for radius less than a. Actually this structure is an
anisotropic cylindrical waveguide. Then, we have extracted
the characteristic equations for dominant TE and TM modes
for such a structure. By focusing on these equations we
have achieved several analytical conditions for different
situations of wave propagation such as left hand, right hand
or even evanescent mode depending on different signs of
cylindrical permeability components. After that, we have
focused on the left hand property and we achieved
below/above cutoff dual metamaterial band in cylindrical
waveguide. Negative effective permittivity and permeability
are obtained. Moreover the impedances are extracted to
show that this structure is operating in its dominant TE
mode.
Actually the novelty of this work is the design of a single
mode guided structure with multiple controllable
metamaterial bands both for below and above the cutoff
frequency.

1. Introduction
Negative refractive index materials basic theories and
artificial realizations have already been introduced.
Transmission line models have been proposed for these
structures by periodic shunt inductance and series
capacitance [1]. Recently, an intensive study of the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in media with
negative permittivity and permeability has been presented in
the literature [2– 4]. Some unique properties such as a
negative index of refraction, supporting backward waves,
and so forth, have been shown. But the main goal in this
field is to control the metamaterial bands [5]. In this paper
we tried to achieve a formula that enables us to control and
design a structure with metamaterial multipassbands.
In the second section we have supposed a magnetic
anisotropic guided cylindrical medium with scalar
permittivity and diagonal tensor permeability. Then we
have analyzed the wave propagation inside of this structure
to extract the characteristic equation for TE modes. By
using this equation it is proved that by changing the signs of

the components of the permeability tensor we can obtain
different situations such as backward, forward an even
evanescent at below and above the cutoff frequency. Then
we focus on backward case and calculate the real and
imaginary parts of effective permeability and permittivity to
prove the left hand property. Actually in this section we
propose a design formula to control the metamaterial
passbands for below and above the cutoff frequency.
In the third section by obtaining the impedances we have
proved that such a structure supports only the dominant
 .

2. Analysis of TE and extracting the constitutive
parameters
At the first, we consider a magnetic anisotropic medium in
cylindrical coordinate. The characteristics of such a medium
is mentioned below
 0
0
̿ =  0  0  & 
(1)
0
0 
The permittivity of this structure is a scalar and the
permeability is a diagonal tensor. By writing down the
Faraday and Ampere equations and extending them into
different directions and by considering  = (,)   ,
we can derive an equation that describes wave propagation
in cylindrical medium versus H for TE modes.
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We shall use the method of separation to solve the Eq. 4 and
finding the β for TE modes. If we suppose that  =
() ()   then we can derive some equations that
describe () and () . By some algebraic manipulation we
have

  





+

 

By looking carefully to Eq. 13 we can conclude that
different situations of wave propagation (backward, forward
or evanescent) can be achieved by changing the signs of 
and  for TE modes. If we suppose  < 0 and  > 0, we
have negative  and  , so we have LH passband. If we
suppose  < 0 and  < 0 we have negative  and
positive  , so we have evanescent mode and at last if we
suppose  > 0 and  > 0 , we have positive  and
positive or negative  and as a result we have an
evanescent or RH propagative mode. Here we focus on the
case of  < 0 and  > 0 where from Eq. 13 one can
obtain backward wave propagation. As it is reported in [5],
when the magnetic field of the incident wave is parallel to
the axis of MSRRs, they can produce negative permeability
along the direction of their axis in their resonance
frequencies. So, by locating MSRRs in the Z-direction of a
cylindrical waveguide we can obtain negative  because a
cylindrical waveguide has a magnetic field component along
the Z direction at its dominant TE mode and we can
suppose  =  because there is no MSRRs along the
radius. MSRRs can resonate both below and above the
cutoff of a cylindrical waveguide So if we consider the
illumination of TE mode on MSRRs we can satisfy the
condition of LH propagation (  < 0 and  > 0 ) at the
resonance frequencies of MSRRs. We suppose a MSRR
which comprises two copper rings placed back to back on
Rogers RT6002 substrate (substrate thickness 0.7 mm) with
slots oriented in opposite directions. The rings have an outer
diameter of 4mm with track width of 1 mm and a slit width
of 0.5 mm. Such a MSRR has two resonance frequencies
one in 6.7 GHz and the other in 11.4 GHz. If we locate these
MSRRs in the Z direction of a cylindrical waveguide with
radius of 9 mm(cutoff frequency of 10 GHz), we can
achieve negative  both below and above the cutoff of the
waveguide. As a result, below/above cutoff dual
metamaterial passband will be realized. We have located 13
MSRRs along the Z direction of a cylindrical waveguide.
Such a structure is shown in Fig. 1.

+

 (    )  
 

   
+1=
 (    )   

0

(5)

We know that  should be periodic corresponding to . So,
we should have
1 
= −
 ∶ 
  
 =  cos  +  sin 

(6)
(7)

By defining the below parameters, we can extract a
differential equation to describe the .

 (−  +    )
1

 
=

=

(8)
ℎ  (−  +    )
 (−  +    )

1 

+
+ 1 −
 = 0
(9)

(ℎ)
(ℎ)
ℎ (ℎ)
Eq. 9 is the Lommel differential equation [6]. In this
equation ν is not necessarily an integer, so this equation is
the generalized form of Bessel equation. The answers of this
equation are the Lommel functions. The Lommel functions
are  and  .  tends to infinity when the region of solution
contains the origin of the coordinate and so, in our problem
for ρ < a we should omit this function. By these
assumptions we have
 =  (ℎ)

:   

(10)

Now, by calculating the different components of the electric
and magnetic fields for TE mode and exerting the PEC
boundary conditions at  =  we can find that
ℎ=





(11)

Which χ is the n-th zero of the derivative of the ν-th order
of Lommel function and  is the radius of the waveguide.
Now by using the Eq. 8 and the ℎ which is defined in Eq. 11
we can find an expression for propagation constant of TE
modes.
  =     −


 
( )
 

(12)

By considering the supposed anisotropic medium as a
homogenous medium, we can obtain effective permeability
and effective permittivity. If we define   =    
then we can find some expressions for  and  as
follow
 =

1


 =    −  








(13)

Fig. 1. Perspective view of a MSRR and the waveguide with
MSRRs inside.
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In Fig. 1, we have used two bigger waveguide at the ends to
excite the smaller waveguide under its cutoff frequency 10
GHz.
The below and the above cutoff LH passbands are depicted
in Fig. 2a and 2b. To be sure about the LH property of these
passbands we have calculated the effective permeability and
effective permittivity in these bands by the method
introduced in [7]. Our extraction approach begins by
introducing composite terms  and  with S-Parameter.
 =  +

 =  −


1 +  
=
 +  = 1 +  2



(14)

Fig. 2a. . LH Passe at the below cutoff frequency.

(15)

Where the transmission term
 = exp   

(16)

Consequently from Eq. 13
 =  ±   − 1

(17)

Note that the expression for  is a complex function with
multiple branches. The ambiguity can be resolved using the
condition  > 0 . The combination of Eq. 13 and 14
yields
  = 

ln ()
 

Fig. 2b. LH Pass at the above cutoff frequency.

(18)

And we have
 = 


1 +  1 − 
=  

1 −  1 + 

ln () 1 +  1 − 
  1 −  1 + 
ln () 1 −  1 + 
=
  1 +  1 − 

(19)

 = 

(20)



(21)

The resulted effective permittivity and permeability are
shown in Fig. 3. As it is obvious in Fig. 3, the real parts of
effective permeability and permittivity are negative for
below and above cutoff passband. So we can conclude that
by using the Eq. 12 and 13 and tuning the resonance
frequency of a MSRR, we can achieve the below/above
cutoff dual metamaterial passband. Actually we can
introduce Eqs. 12 and 13 as designing equations because by
using these equations and negation of  by resonances of
MSRRs we can control our LH bands. Now, there is a
question. All the above analysis was for TE illumination, but
how can we be sure about illumination of dominant TE on
the MSRRs? In the next section of the paper we will answer
this question.

Fig. 3. Real and Imaginary parts of effective permeability
and permittivity for above and below cutoff passbands.

3

 =

3. Impedances of TM Modes and the Proof of
Single Mode Operation




To answer this question we will extract the cutoff
frequencies for TE and TM modes in such an anisotropic
medium, then we will show that the dominant TE mode is
TE11 and dominant TM mode is TM01 and at last by
obtaining the impedances we will show that it is TE11
mode that illuminates the MSRRs.
At the first we will find the cutoff frequency for TE mode.
By setting  = 0 in Eq. 12 we have :


      =

1
4  

    


     (  )

  




(27)

According to Eq. 27, we can calculate the impedance of
TM01 mode at the frequencies of passbands in Fig. 2a and
2b. It is calculated and depicted in Fig. 4. As it is obvious
the real part of impedances is zero, so we can conclude that
the TM01 mode does not propagate and as a result non of
the TM modes does not propagate in the LH passbands.



( ) (22)



When we suppose that  = 0, from Eq. 8 we have   =  ,

so the Lommel equation becomes Bessel. Then 
will be
-th zero of the derivative of the -th order Bessel function.


Among the values of 
, the 
has the smallest value. So,
between the  modes,  is the dominant and the next
TE mode is  . By finding the transverse components of
fields for TE and by using the Maxwell Equations, we can
find the TE impedance. We shall note that by locating the
MSRRs along the Z direction we can approximately set the
 and  equal to  . So we have
 =

  





    −  (  )
 

(23)

By an analysis similar to section 1, we can extract the
propagation constant for TM modes. We suppose that
1
(−  +    )
1
=
  = 



(− +   )
(−  +    )
ℎ

(24)

Then we have


      =     − ( )


(25)

Now, by setting  = 0 in Eq. 10 we have :


      =

1

( ) (26)
4    

Fig. 4. Real and Imaginary Parts of impedance of dominant
TM mode.

When we suppose that  = 0, from Eq. 24 we have   =
 , so, again the Lommel equation becomes Bessel. Then
 will be  -th zero of the of the  -th order Bessel
function. Among the values of  , the  has the smallest
value. So, between the  modes,  is the dominant.
By finding the transverse components of fields for  and
by using the Maxwell Equations, we can find the 
impedance. We shall note that by locating the MSRRs along
the Z direction we can approximately set the  and 
equal to  . So we have

Now we shall prove that this structure supports just the
dominant  mode. As it proved from Eq. 22, the
dominant mode is  and the next mode is  . The
cutoff frequency of  is 10 GHz and from Eq. 20 we can
find that the ratio of the cutoff frequencies of  and 
is

 
3.832
=  =
= 2.08 →  = 20.8 
  1.841

4

(26)

As it is calculated above, the cutoff frequency of  is
20.8 GHz but our operating frequency is 6.55GHz for below
cutoff and 11.4 GHz for above cutoff, so, just 
propagates through the structure and the next TE mode
definitely does not propagate.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have solved the problem of wave
propagation in a magnetic anisotropic cylindrical
waveguide. The characteristic equations for TE and TM
modes have been extracted. It has been proved that such an
anisotropic structure can support backward wave
propagation both at below and above the cutoff frequency.
To be sure about the backward property of these passbands,
we have shown that the real parts of the effective
permeability and permittivity are negative at the desired
metamaterial bands. In the continuation by obtaining the
impedances, we have proved that the propagated wave
inside this supposed medium is actually a guided single
mode wave.
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which is considered to be periodic in the non-orthogonal

Abstract
The Moment Method is a full-wave analysis with the
superior validity in practice as well as simplicity in its
analysis which it would be offered for analyzing
Frequency Selective Surface. The main advantage of this
method is that the reflection and transmission coefficient
could be computed efficiently for any stratified structure.
In this paper, we aim to model crossed-dipole Frequency
Selective Surface by the Method of Moments in the
spectral domain.
To ascertain the process of the extraction of the total
reflection coefficient, we exploit the stratified layers in a
structure which is employed in an antenna reflector.
Moreover, to show a good estimate of the induced surface
current density on the Frequency Selective Surface, we
have expressed the basis functions which are relevant to
the shape of the patches.

Figure.2. Based on the spectral-domain method of moments.

coordinate system, i.e. 1 and 2 , with the periodicities
T and T 2 respectively. Therefore, this structure consists
1

of the periodic, sub-section elements to generate the whole
of the Frequency Selective Surface which each of them
name "unit cell".

Introduction
To predict electromagnetic scattering of the periodic
structures have been studying for over a century now. The
Method of Moments (MoM) have received the great
majority of the candidates for the planar periodic
multilayer structures.
To elucidate the process of the derivation of the total
reflection coefficient, here, it is supposed that a single
layer frequency selective surface which is embedded in the
stratification of the layers as is depicted in Figure. 1.

Name of
material
Kevlar
Kapton
Kevlar
honeycomb
Kevlar

Thickness
(mm)
t1=0.05
t2=0.18
t3=7.5

Relative
permittivity
4.1-j0.024
3.2-j0.02
1.05

t4=0.18

4.1-j0.024

Figure.3. common geometry of two demintional unit cell.

Besides, many useful conclusions can be deduced from the
transformation properties of various observables under
rotations. Therefore it would be offered the rotation of the
axes in considerable detail in this article.
On the other hand, the disadvantage of the MoM is the low
speed in its convergence in both the basis functions and the
spectral Green's functions.Hence, we have developed the
asymptotic behavior of the of the Green's functions.
Moreover in order that one of the components of the
scattered electric field is resulted from the reflected field
which crossed-dipole elements have removed, it may
interest you to know that the extraction of the reflection
coefficient in this situation. Therefore we have maintained
its derivation.
Furthermore the current density on the whole of the twodimensional Frequency Selective Surface will be expanded
by a series with a set of complex-valued weight
coefficient, i.e. c j .
Therefore we have exploited the spectral Galerkin equation
to gain this set of complex-valued weight coefficient.

Usage
Protective film
Dielectric substrate
Dielectric
honeycomb structure
2th protective layers

Figure .1. The configuration of dielectric layers used in FSS.

The shape of patch element is based on controlling the
frequency response of the surface. We interest in starting
with the crossed–dipole Frequency Selective Surface

1

(i) tangential electric field is continuous at z=0,

In this corresponding, we persevere in our efforts to
ascertain how the modal of Frequency Selective Surface
will be extracted by Method of Moment in spectral
domain.

(3)
(ii) In order that the presence of the surface current
density, i.e.J, the tangential magnetic field is
discontinuous at z=0,
(4)
ẑ H(0 ) H(0 ) J
By expansion of the equation (4) in the Cartesian
coordinate, the following expressions can be obtained,
(5)
Jy= (Hx(0+) – Hx (0-))
(6)
Jx= -(Hy(0+) – Hy (0-))
Moreover, a shunt current source which is applied in the
equivalent transmission line models is owing to the
discontinuity in tangential magnetic field. For TE
polarization by applying equation and Kirchoff's current
law at the place of the source will be gained by the
following equations,
(7)
BC: Jy=Hx(0+)- Hx (0-)
(8)
KCL: Is= I (0+) + I (0-)
By comparison the equations (7) and (8) with J, I s sin
zˆ

I. Extraction of the Green's functions
The approach of this stage relies on the transverse
equivalent transmission line for a spectral wave.
It is necessary to rotate through angle , carrying ou into
ox, due to following considerations: (1) in order to get the
satisfaction of phase matching condition at every point on
the boundary planes, (2) furthermore, in the new system,
both E and H will maintain merely one tangential
component at the boundary planes, regardless of
polarization, (3) when the current sheet J u or J v is
appeared at the coordinates, one of its components is on
the rise to a field which TE-to–W, H w , E y , H x , and the
other component is on the rise to a field which is TM-toW, E w , E x , H y . In the other words, J x current generates
exactly the TM field and J y current produces only the TE
fields. Figure 4.
a)

E(0 ) E(0 )

0

can be realized. On the one hand, v=Is
Ey

V

TE

V , Ey

TE

could be obtained as follows,

EyTE= zinTE sin e j (

u

V)

j(
= E TE
y e

E TM
y

TM
z in
cos e j (

y

u

(12)

V)

zp+
+

I(0 )

uˆ
vˆ

cos
sin

cos

sin
cos

sin

sin

zˆ

cos

where

Hy

I

xˆ
yˆ

i

2

zp zp

zp-

I(0-)

wˆ

t=0

t=0

Figure.5. Equvalent transmission lines subscript 'p'
signifies that the type of polaritations.
Now, the TE and TM components should be comprised to
gained total electric field by the following equations,
Eu

( E TE
y o sin

= - ( z inTE sin 2
EV

ri o

2

Is

zinp

i 1,2 ,3,4

j

+

uˆ
vˆ

Figure .4.Coordinate transformation
According to the equivalent transmission lines, the
characteristic impedances in the +Z direction in ith layer
are determined as follows,
Ey j o
(1)
TE
zoi
Hx
i
(2)
Ex
TM
i
zoi

(9)

V)

can be computed as follows,
V , E TM
y

E xTM

xˆ
yˆ

u

o

The same as TE polarization, for TM polarization would
be found as follows,
(10)
BC: -Jx=Hy(0+)- Hy (0-)
(11)
KCL: Is=I(0+)+ I (0-)
In the similar to the procedure of the TE polarization,
Is
cos can be gained by comparing the equations
(10) and (11) with J. since V=Is z inTM and

u

b)

z inTE and

2 is the propagation constant in
ri k 0

=+( z

+Z direction in the ith layer, i.e. i=1,2,3,4.
On the other hand, the surface current density
J ( x̂ cos
ŷ sin ) e j( u V ) could be utilized as

( E
TE
in

TE
yo

z

cos

TM
in

E xTM
cos ) e j (
o
z inTM cos

E

TM
xo

) sin cos

2

) e j(

sin ) e
e j(

u

u

j( u

V)
u

V)

(13-a)

V)

V)

(13-b)

On the one hand, transform relationship between the
scattered field and the surface current is defined the form,
~
~
~
~
Eu ( , )
Guu ( , )
GuV ( , ) J u ( , )
(14)
~
EV ( , )

satisfaction of the following boundary conditions,

2

~
GVu ( , )

~
~
GVV ( , ) J V ( , )

By substituting the equations of the electric fields and
surface current into the above definition would be
computed the following equations,
~
Guu
~
GVu
~
GuV

~
GVV

~
Eu
~
Ju
~
Ev
~
Ju

zinTE sin 2
zinTE

~
Eu
~
JV

z inTE

~
EV
~
JV

z
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(15-c)
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(15-b)
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are the relative permittivities of two
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The asymptotic expansions of the Green's functions are
necessary to ascertain the total reflection coefficient. The
merits of the usage of the asymptotic behavior of the
Green's functions, instead of G n , mn , are both
accuracy and speed to its convergence.

o

(16-b)

o

and

k02

~
GVV

(16-a)

2j

j

~
G uV

(15-d)

2

r

layers.
By substituting the asymptotic expressions (22) and (23)
into the equations (15) the asymptotic behavior of the
Green's functions are obtained as follows,
2
(24-a)
k2 2
1
~

(15-a)

zinTM cos 2

2

where

o

TE
TM
are the characteristic impedances for
and zoo
and zoo
TE and TM polarizations of the plane wave fields in free
space with propagation constant o , i.e. r 1.

III. Computations of the reflected field

Note: the impedances z P and z P , in Figure 5., could be
determined with regarding to the Transmission Line theory
by the following expressions,
z P zooP coth 1 t1
P 01
(17-a)
z P z01
P
P
zoo
z01
coth 1 t1
P
z02

P
zoo
coth

t

(17-b)
z
z coth 2t2
The total input impedance seen by source, in Figure. 5,

zP

P
z02

P
oo

2 2

P
02

could be obtained by combining the
parallely.

z P with z P ,
Figure.6. reflected fields from the surface whose the
crossed dipoles are removed.
As the Figure. 6 shows the incident fields for both
polarizations are exposed by the following expressions,
(25)
k zˆ jk .r
ETE (r ) E
e
E eˆ e jk .r E ( xˆ sin
yˆ cos )e jk .r

II. Gaining the asymptotic behavior of the Green's
functions
The asymptotic expressions for characteristic impedances
which are based on Transmission Line theory can be
computed under the following considerations, i.e.
2
for each finite thickness of
| ri | K o2 and p t i
p

i

i i
| k zˆ |
k ( k ẑ ) jk .r
EiTM ( r ) Ei
e
| k ( k ẑ ) |

layer. These considerations result in the forms,
i

Coth

t

1

i i

(19)

Therefore,
j
zoiTE

(20)

Where

j ri o
The input impedances resulted from (20) and (21) as
follows,
j
(22)
z TM
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zinTM
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I

Eo êiII e jk .r

(28)

is the three-dimensional unit dyadic,i.e.

yˆ yˆ zˆzˆ , The reflected fields result from the
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The wave propagation in the reflected direction is defined
as follows,
(31)
k r ( I 2 zˆzˆ ).k

(23)
o

i

equations (27) and (28) the forms,

2
j

i

êr ( 2 ẑẑ I ).êi

(21)

p

zoiTM
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(26)
= Ei ( xˆ cos i cos i yˆ cos i sin i zˆ sin i )e jk.r
The unit vectors for both polarizations, TE and TM, are
ascertained as follows:
(27)
er
eˆi

(18)

p

i

)
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where k is the wave vector of the incident plane wave,
k K o ( xˆ sin cos
yˆ sin sin
zˆ cos ) and K o
o o

By substituting the equation (38) into the equation (14) the
scattered electric field is determined as follows,
E xS

, and P is the reflection coefficient of the structure which
is shown in Figure.6. It could be determined by the Theory
Transmission Line.

E yS

Based on Figure.7 the induced current density on the
whole Frequency Selective Surface, i.e. J(x,y), would be
written in the following expression,
where J o ( x, y ) is the current density on a single patch of
Frequency Selective Surface and ,
(33-a)
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Fourier
transform
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dxdy

j ( x, y ) , therefore, the equation (41 ) can be simplified to
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this form,
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1
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~
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~
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The Fourier transform of J(x,y) is gained as follows,
2
2
~
Jo ( , )
T 1 T 2 sin

~
G xy
~
G yy

where the superscript "T" indicates that transpose. Now,
we intend to employ the inner product on the scattered
electric field in the equation (39), therefore,

According to the definition of Fourier transform which is
given by the following equation,
~
~
(34)
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f ( x, y) e j ( x y ) dxdy
~
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In order that the frequency selective surface is finite in two
dimensions, the value of
( , ) is equal to one.
Moreover, an inner product for two dimensional elements
would defined in the form,
(40)
T

IV. Fourier Transform of the current density
surface
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(42)
In other words, the transform relationship between the
scattered field and the surface current density has indicated
in the equation (14) would be applied in the last equation.
The spectral-Galerkin
equation
results
from this
substitution as follows,

(37)
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i 1,2,...., M

inc

where the superscript ''†'' signifies that complex conjugate
transpose and M is the number of the crossed-dipole
elements where are etched on the dielectric medium.

VI. Gaining the expression of the transverse
electric field, i.e.x-y components

Figure.7. A two dimensional periodic FSS
Therefore, if a plane wave field is impinged on the
Frequency Selective surface, the scattered field is
including the infinite numbers of the discrete plane waves
and pq which are transverse
with the wave numbers

According to the spectral-domain of moment analysis
relationship between the electric field at the surface z=t1
and induced current at the surface z=0 is given by,
~
~
~
~
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phase constants.
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The spectra domain Method of the Moments procedure
have utilized as the solution in this stage.
First of all, J o ( , ) could be extended by choosing the
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Under consideration the equations (44), (43) and (34), the
expression (45) can be obtained as follows,

V. The spectral-Galerkin equation
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By comparing two sides of the equation (45) the transverse
electric field, i.e. x-y components, would be realized in the
form,
t
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Therefore, the entire scattered field is the form:
E S ( z t1 ) E xS E yS E zS

(55)

Now, we must set two equations (50) and (45) equally and
the expression of the reflection coefficients would be
resulted as follows,
r
r
j pq ( Eqpx Eoox
Eooy
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Therefore, the Fourier transform can be determined in the
following form,
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By substituting equations (46) and (47) into equation (48)
in Cartesian coordinates, we can maintain the following
expressions,
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On the other hand, an expression for the scattered field
defines in the form,
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Based on the Fourier transform, the currents equations
would be found as follows,
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the scattered field component is arisen from the reflected
field f dielectric medium whose crossed-dipole elements,
have removed as has clarified in the third stage.
If the scattered field splits into the its TE and TM
components, z-direction electric and magnetic vector
potentials will define in these expressions,

Basis functions are employed to show the approximation
of the induced surface current density on the Frequency
Selective Surface. According to the crossed-dipole shape,
Figure. 3, the basis functions can be realized in these
forms,
k
L
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w w
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which is resulted from the induced current on the etched
screen in the presence of the dielectric medium, (2) E ref ,

VII. Basis functions

k
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Based on the equation (51) the scattered field consists of
two parts: (1) E pq , is relevanted to the scattered field
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where c j is a set of a complex–valued weight coefficient.

Conclusion

VIII. Computation of the total reflection
coefficient of the frequency selective surface

In conclusion, we have employed to the Method of
Moment in spectral domain to model the crossed-dipole
Frequency Selective Surface which is involve in the
following stages: (1) extraction of the Green's functions,
(2) gaining the asymptotic behavior of the green's
functions, (3) computations of the reflected field, (4)
applying Fourier transform of the current density surface,
(5) using the spectral-Galerkin equation, (6) gaining the
expression of the transverse electric field, (7) employing
expressions of the basis current functions, (8) computation
of the total reflection coefficient of the Frequency

The goal of this stage is to derivate the reflection
coefficient for the Frequency Selective Surface which for
the Frequency Selective Surface has illustrated in figure.1.
The magnetic and electric vector potential for this structure
are defined by this form,
A
j (k x k y)
z
(50)
zˆ e
x

y

oo

F

Furthermore, the whole scattered electric field will be fund
in a discrete spectrum form as follows,

5

Selective Surface. In order to get results we have fulfilled
all these stages explicitly.
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Abstract
Contrary to popular belief, conventional wisdom states that
light bends away from the normal when it passes from high
to low refractive index media, here we demonstrate that the
electromagnetic power can bend to the normal in nearly parallel for all angles of incidence when passing from arbitrary
high refractive index medium (or air) to !-near-zero (ENZ)
metamaterial. This counterintuitive to conventional Snell’s
law refraction is resulted from the interplay between ENZ
and material loss, which switches the transmission angle
from the grazing to the normal. Moreover, the material loss
can increase the transmission at the air-ENZ interface. For
an ideal loss configuration, the collimated beam can travel
indefinitely without decay in anisotropic ENZ media when
the material loss approaches infinity.

ENZ media are unconventional and counterintuitive. Material loss can switch a broadband reflection to a broadband
transmission, meanwhile bend all spatial components to the
normal. Moreover, the transmission at the air-ENZ interface can increase with the increase of loss. Furthermore,
for a certain loss design, the propagation loss in anisotropic
ENZ media decreases with increasing the material loss.
The refraction and propagation anomaly can be used to
project EM power into one direction as shown in Fig. 1b,
where the waves coming from all directions are bent to
the normal upon entering the ENZ. A plasmonic coating
is superimposed on the ENZ to enhance the transmission
through structural resonances. Regardless of the incidence
angles, the transmitted powers can impinge normally to the
receptors or photocells embedded in the ENZ medium, increasing the acceptance angle and energy transfer.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials have gained a lot of attention due to their
intriguing properties, such as negative refraction [1], electromagnetic cloaking [2, 3] and shielding [4], ultrathin
waveguides [5, 6], beam shaping [7]–[10], and selfcollimation [11]–[13]. Wave refraction at the interface, a
fundamental phenomenon in optics, is described by Snell’s
law which dictates light bends towards the normal when
passing from low to high refractive index media. As a
manifestation of this effect, directive emission into air by
a source placed inside the material with vanishingly small
permittivity, known as epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterials, was demonstrated recently [14]. From the reciprocal
theorem, for radiation from high refractive index medium to
ENZ material, the transmitted beam should spread out into
grazing angles. Contrary to this conventional behavior, we
will show that the electromagnetic (EM) power can bend to
the normal when light passes from arbitrary high (!1 ! 1)
to low (!2 ≈ 0) refractive index media as shown in Fig. 1a
– anti-Snell’s law refraction. Moreover, the direction of the
transmission is close to the normal for all incidence angles.
Unlike negative refraction, this anti-Snell’s law refraction
is induced by material loss. The interplay between ENZ
and loss leads to unusual wave behavior that switches the
transmission angle from the grazing to the normal for all
angles of incidence. In the lossless case, the air-ENZ interface, in the limit of ! → 0, acts as a mirror due to highly
mismatched impedance. However, EM properties in lossy

Figure 1: (a) A plane wave is incident from an arbitrary
high permittivity (!1 ! 1) medium to ENZ (!2 ≈ 0) metamaterial. (b) Incoming waves from different directions in
air are bent to the normal upon entering the ENZ medium.
A plasmonic thin film is superimposed on the ENZ material to enhance the transmission. Receptors or photocells
are embedded in the ENZ metamaterial.

2. Anti-Snell’s law refraction
2.1. Angular switching
Our derivation is based on anisotropic media. Results can
be applied to isotropic media. Assuming a harmonic time
dependence exp(−iωt) for the EM field, from Maxwell’s
equations, we have
! −1
"
!
"
¯n · ∇ × E = k02 !¯n · E ,
∇ × µ̄
(1)
!
"
!
"
2 ¯
∇ × !¯−1
n · ∇ × H = k0 µ̄n · H ,
¯n are, respectively, the
where k0 = ω/c; and the !¯n and µ̄
permittivity and permeability tensors for each uniform area

(n = 1, 2, · · · ), which in the principal coordinates can be
described by
!¯n
¯n
µ̄

=
=

!nx x̂x̂ + !ny ŷ ŷ + !nz ẑ ẑ ,
µnx x̂x̂ + µny ŷ ŷ + µnz ẑ ẑ .

vector is measured from the Poynting vector to the surface
normal, and is given by θS = tan−1 (Sx /Sz ). Assume
non-magnetic materials µj = 1 (j = 1, 2). In Fig. 1a,
the input side is isotropic material with permittivity !1 ; the
output side is ENZ material (!2 ≈ 0). In the following,
both anisotropic (!2x (= !2z ) and isotropic (!2x = !2z ) ENZ
media will be considered. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of
ENZ-material loss on the transmission angle (TA) plotted
against angle of incidence (AOI) with and without loss for
different permittivity (!1 ) of the
In the top
! input medium.
"
panels, when the loss is zero )(!2z ) = 0 , the TA is 90◦
(grazing angle) except for the normal incidence, which is
complied with Snell’s law. In the bottom panels, with a
moderate loss )(!2z ) = 0.6, the TA switches to near zero
(normal direction) for all AOI. This switching phenomenon
persists even for the much higher permittivity (!1 = 100)
of the input medium (middle and right panels).

(2)

Consider transverse magnetic (TM) modes, corresponding
to non-zero field components Hy , Ex , and Ez . The magnetic field Hy satisfies the following wave equation:
1 ∂ 2 Hy
1 ∂ 2 Hy
+
+ k02 µy Hy = 0 ,
!z ∂x2
!x ∂z 2

(3)

which permits solutions of the form ψ(z) exp(iβx). Here
the transverse wave number β is determined by the incident
wave, and is conserved across the interface,
β 2 = k02 !nz µny − αn2

!nz
,
!nx

(n = 1, 2, · · · ) ,

(4)

2.2. Analysis
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To understand this loss-induced switching phenomenon, we
analyze the transmission angle (θS ), which is given by
#
$
β̄
'
Sx
!2z
tan(θS ) =
= '
(5)
! "2  ,
Sz
β̄
µ
2y

'
−
!2x
!2x !2z

ε1 = 100

40

where β̄ ≡ β/k0 , and β̄ (real) is given by incidence angle.
The transmission angle of the Poynting vector depends only
on the input and output media. In the case of !2x → 0 and
!2z finite, Eq. (5) indicates θS → 0◦ (normal direction). For
the case of !2z → 0 and !2x finite and the case of isotropic
ENZ material with !2x = !2z → 0, the analysis is more
involved. The numerator of Eq. (5) can be written as
#
$
β̄
β̄ !r2z
'
=
,
(6)
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|!2z |2
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where αn is the wave number in the z direction. The
functional form of ψ(z) is either a simple exponential
exp(iαn z) for the semi-infinite regions or a superposition
of cos(αn z) and sin(αn z) terms for the bounded regions
along the z direction. The other two components Ex and
Ez can be solved from Hy using Maxwell’s equations. By
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where !r2z ≡ '(!2z ). Assuming µ2y is real, the denominator of Eq. (5) becomes
'
! "2 
β̄
µ
2y
 = a β̄ ,
'
−
(7)
!2x
!2x !2z
|!2x !2z |

Figure 2: TA of the Poynting vector vs. AOI when !2z =
0.001 + i!i2z . Left and middle panels: anisotropic ENZ
with !2x = 1. Right panels: isotropic ENZ with !2x =
!2z . Top panels: !i2z = 0. Bottom panels: !i2z = 0.6.
Left panels: !1 = 1. Middle and right panels: !1 = 100.
A good agreement between the numerical (blue-solid) and
analytical (green-circles) results. Material loss switches the
TA from the grazing angle 90◦ (top panels) to the near-zero
angle (bottom panels) for all AOI.

where

a2 =

"
1! r
A!2x + B|!2x | − !r2x !r2z + !i2x !i2z ,
2

(8)

where !i2z ≡ )(!2z ), !r2x ≡ '(!2x ), !i2x ≡ )(!2x ), and

matching boundary conditions at the interfaces, i.e., the
continuity of Hy and Ex , the EM field can be derived in
each region; and then the Poynting vector S can be computed from S = '(E × H ∗ ). In anisotropic materials,
the direction of the Poynting vector is different from that
of the phase front of the field. Here, only the direction
of the Poynting vector is considered since it is associated
with the energy transport. The angle (θS ) of the Poynting

A≡

|!2z |2 µ2y
! "2 ,
β̄

B=

*
|!2z |2 − 2A!r2z + A2 .

(9)

Thus, the transmission angle (θS ) becomes
tan(θS ) =
2

|!2x |!r2z
.
a |!2z |

(10)

100

TA (deg.)

The loss-induced angular switch in Fig. 2 can be explained
from Eq. (10). For the anisotropic medium !2x (= !2z and
!2x is finite, if !i2z = 0, when !r2z → 0, !r2z /|!2z | → 1
and a → 0, thus θS → 90◦ . If !i2z (= 0, when !r2z → 0,
!r2z /|!2z | → 0 and a is finite, thus θS → 0◦ . On the other
√
hand, if !2z is finite, when !2x → 0, a → !2x , and thus
◦
θS → 0 . For the isotropic case, let !2x = !2z ≡ !r2 + i!i2 .
If !i2 = 0, when !r2 → 0, !r2z /|!2z | → 1 and a → (!r2 )3/2 ,
thus θS → 90◦ . If !i2 (= 0, when !r2 → 0, !r2z /|!2z | → 0
and a is finite, therefore θS → 0◦ . Equation (10) indicates
when !2z is finite, both the real and imaginary of !2x should
approach zero in order for θS → 0◦ . To validate Eq. (10),
in Fig. 2 the TA calculated from Eq. (10) (green-circles)
are compared to those computed numerically (blue-solid),
showing a perfect agreement.
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3. Loss-assisted transmission
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Not only can the loss switch the transmission angle from the
grazing to the normal, but also it can increase the transmission amplitude. The transmission and reflection coefficients
of the power at the interface can be calculated from

Figure 3: TA vs. AOI when '(!2z ) = 0.001 (blue-solid)
and '(!2z ) = 0.01 (green-dashed). Top panels: )(!2z ) =
1.5. Bottom panels: )(!2z ) = 3.2. The ENZ material
is anisotropic with !2x = 1.0 (left panels) and !2x = 2.0
(middle panels), and isotropic (right panels). The permittivity of the input medium !1 = 36.

0 02
'(Z2 ) 4 0Z1 0
T =
0
0 ,
'(Z1 ) 0Z1 + Z2 02

0
0
0 Z 1 − Z 2 02
0
0 ,
R=0
Z1 + Z2 0

(12)

where Z1 and Z2 are, respectively, the input and output
impedances generalized for oblique incidence, given by
Zj = αj /!jx (j = 1, 2). Without loss, the mismatched
impedance prevents EM waves from entering the medium.
With loss this picture changes dramatically. In fact, the
loss can mitigate the mismatch and increases the transmission. Figure 5 shows the transmittance and reflectance (top
and middle panels) of a plane wave incident from air to the
ENZ material, as well as the TA (bottom panels). To confirm our results, the numerically computed transmittance
(blue-solid) and reflectance (green-dashed) using scattering
matrix method are compared to the analytical calculation
(circles) using Eq. (12). The TA in the right bottom panel
spreads out from 0◦ to 90◦ since both '(!2z ) and |!2x | (= 0
(see Eq. (10) and the analysis). The flat transmission and

the transmission angle decreases with increasing the loss
)(!2z ) and decreasing '(!2z ). When '(!2z ) → 0, angular
width of the transmission can be estimated from

√
2 |!x | !rz



/
, if η ≤ 1


3/2
|!x | + !ix + η !rx

 |!z |
∆θS ≈
, (11)
√


2 |!x | !rz


*

!
" , if η ≥ 1

 |!z |3/2 !i + η |!x | + !r
x

ε2x = 2.0

)(!2z ) increases for different '(!2z ) and !2x . The bluesolid curves represent the transmission angles for the nearzero angle of incidence, while the green-dashed curves for
the grazing angle of incidence. The difference of these
two curves represents to the transmission angular width,
which is narrower in the isotropic ENZ media (right panels)
than that in the anisotropic media (left and middle panels).
Hence, the omnidirectionally collimated transmission can
occur when )(!2z ) ! '(!2z ) and '(!2z ) → 0.
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Figure 4: TA vs. )(!2z ) when AOI = 0.1◦ (blue-solid)
and AOI = 89◦ (green-dashed). Top panels: '(!2z ) =
0.001. Bottom panels: '(!2z ) = 0.01. Left and middle
panels: anisotropic ENZ material with !2x = 1.0 (left) and
!2x = 2.0 (middle). Right panels: isotropic ENZ material.
The permittivity of the input medium !1 = 36. TA quickly
converges to zero in all the scenarios.

To validate the loss-induced switching behavior is a robust
feature, in Fig. 3 the transmission angle vs. AOI is plotted
for different real parts of !2z and !2x and loss. In essence,
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x

|!z |µy
, and the subscript 2 in !x , !z , and µy
! 1 µ1
was omitted in above equation. Figure 4 demonstrates how
rapidly the transmission angle converges to zero as the loss
where η ≡
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For the fixed !x , a higher loss in !z means a smaller )(kz ),
and thus a longer propagation distance since waves inside
the ENZ medium propagate in the z-direction according to
above analysis. Thus, if the loss in !x can be kept small,
the loss in !z is, in fact, favored for propagation. Assume
µy = 1, it is straight forward to derive the imaginary of kz :
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Figure 6: Transmittance vs. AOI and loss when incident
from air to the ENZ medium. Left panel: '(!2x ) = 0.001
and !2z = 1. Middle panel: !2x = 1 and '(!2z ) = 0.001.
Right panel: !2x = !2z = !2 and '(!2 ) = 0.001. Note the
transmission is zero without loss.
reflection in the right panels is a special case where the angular dependent term in the denominator and numerator of
Eq. (12) happens to cancel each other when !2z = 1 and
√
!1 = 1 ⇒ Zj = cos θ/ !j (j = 1, 2). Figure 6 presents
the transmittance as a function of AOI and loss. The angular
independence in the left panel is the special case. Clearly,
material loss provides a mechanism for the EM power to
enter the “door”, and switches the broadband total reflection to the broadband transmission.

4. Loss-assisted propagation
Some material loss can increase the propagation distance in
anisotropic ENZ materials. The propagation constant in the
z-direction, from Eq. (4), is given by
1

k02 !x µy −

!x 2
β .
!z

(13)
4

#

14 /
|!x | 1 − 2γ!rz + γ 2 |!z |2 −
2
!
"5
!rx + γ !rx !rz + !ix !iz
5
14
→ |!x | − !rx , as )(!z ) → ∞ ,
2
=

(14)

$2
β
. Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of
k0 |!z |
the loss on the propagation in the anisotropic ENZ medium.
The left panels show the propagation loss )(k2z ) versus
the material loss )(!2z ) at different AOI and !2x . When
the loss )(!2z ) → ∞, the propagation loss exponentially
decays to the limit determined by the )(!2x ). The right
panels present the normalized transmission versus AOI at
different propagation distances inside the anisotropic ENZ
medium with different loss )(!z ). The right-bottom panel
indicates the transmission increases with the increase of
the loss )(!2z ) and is eventually saturated (the curves for
)(!2z ) = 3 and )(!2z ) = 20 are on top of each other).
A broadband spatial frequency can enter the ENZ medium
with more than 90% transmission for the angular bandwidth
up to 50 degree and more than 50% for up to 75 degree. As
the wave propagates inside the ENZ medium, the power
from the non-zero AOI is gradually absorbed except for the
normal incidence (right-middle and right-top panels). This
process is in fact quite opposite to what occurs in the lossless ENZ slab which, in the limit of ! → 0, only allow the
normal incidence for a total transmission and reject nonzero spatial components by the mismatched interface [10].
Therefore, a lossless ENZ slab acts as a spatial filter [10],
not a collimator. Whereas a lossy air-ENZ interface behaves as a collimator since a broadband spatial frequency
can pass the interface in parallel. Ideally, the EM wave can
propagate forever without decay if the loss )(!z ) → ∞
and the loss )(!x ) = 0. Physically, it can be understood
that !z is important for matching at the interface, but once
the wave enters the material it propagates mostly along the
normal, so the electric field ’feels’ only the x-component
of the permittivity. In essence, when the |!z | increases, the
influence of the !z on wave propagation diminishes as the
result of reducing transmission angle (see Fig. 4). Figure 8
shows the propagation of the normalized total power in the
ENZ medium at different losses. When )(!2z ) = 20 (right
panel), the power reduces to 60% after a propagation of
5λ. Note that the flat wavefront occurs only inside the ENZ
medium. When the power comes out of the medium into
air, the wavefront will return to the original form due to the
conservation of the parallel wave vector β. This result is
different from the lossless ENZ slab where the wavefront
keeps flat in air [10] since in their case the tilted wavefronts
where γ ≡

Figure 5: Transmittance (blue) and reflectance (green) vs.
AOI without loss (top panels) and with loss (middle panels),
showing perfect agreement between the numerical (solid &
dashed curves) and analytical results (circles). Bottom panels: TA corresponding to the middle panels. The middle
panels have the same permittivities as those in the corresponding bottom panels.
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np = 1.5567 + 8.0797 × 10−3 /λ2 + 3.5971 × 10−4 /λ4 ,
where λ is the wavelength in µm. The loss of APC is very
small and neglected. The Ag absorption is included via the
complex permittivity from Palik [18].
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Figure 7: Left panels: )(k2z ) vs. )(!2z ) when !2x = 1 +
0.2i (top) and !2x = 2 + 4i (bottom) at the AOI = 0◦
(blue-dots), 30◦ (green-solid), and 90◦ (red-dashed). Right
panels: transmitted power (normalized by the input power
at each AOI) in the ENZ medium vs. AOI at the air-ENZ
interface (z = 0, bottom), at the propagation distance z = λ
(middle), and z = 5λ (top). !2x = 1. Blue-solid: )(!2z ) =
0.6. Green-dashed: )(!2z ) = 3. Red-dots: )(!2z ) = 20.
No propagation decay for the normal beam since β = 0 in
Eq. (13). '(!2z ) = 0.001 for all plots.
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the overall structure matched to that of air. For simplicity,
we used a dielectric-metal-dielectric thin film as the coating. With proper thicknesses, this sandwich structure can
possess nearly-flat dispersion curve [15, 16] due to coupled
surface plasmon from closely spaced two dielectric-metal
interfaces. By varying the thicknesses of the layers, the
resonant frequency can be tuned. In our simulation, the
dielectric and metallic layers are amorphous polycarbonate
(APC) and silver (Ag), respectively. The refractive index of
the APC is given by [17]
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Figure 9: Top panels: Transmittance (blue-solid) and reflectance (green-dashed) of the APC-Ag-APC film vs. AOI
when the back of the film is ENZ medium with !2x = 1 (left
panels) and !2x = !2z (right panels). !2z = 0.001 + 0.6i.
Bottom panels: corresponding TA computed numerically
(blue-solid) and analytically (green-circles), showing a perfect agreement. The thickness of the Ag layer is 10 nm.

Figure 8: Normalized total transmitted power (integrated
over AOI) inside the ENZ material. '(!2z ) = 0.001 and
!2x = 1. Left: )(!2z ) = 0.6. Middle: )(!2z ) = 3. Right:
)(!2z ) = 20. Color bars represent the magnitude of the
power. The higher the loss )(!2z ), the slower the propagation decay.
can never get into the material in the first place. It is wellknown that many fascinating effects are diminished due to
the high loss of metamaterials. However, the material loss
here can play a positive role, which collimates the beam and
increases the transmission and propagation inside the ENZ
medium.

Figure 10: Transmittance of the APC-Ag-APC coating versus AOI and wavelength when the medium at the back of
the coating is the anisotropic (left panel) and isotropic (right
panel) ENZ materials. Color-bars represent the magnitude
of the transmittance. Simulation parameters are the same as
those in Fig. 9. In both cases, a wide-angle 90% transmission is observed.

5. Applications
Above unconventional phenomena may have applications,
such as directive antennas. Instead of radiation, here we
explore them from a receiving perspective, i.e., redirect the
EM power coming from different directions to the direction
of the receivers to enhance the acquisition power, as shown
in Fig. 1b, where a matching coating is deposited on the surface of the ENZ medium to make the effective impedance of

Figure 9 shows the transmittance and reflectance (top
5

panels) of a plane wave incident from air to the APC-AgAPC structure, as well as the corresponding TA (bottom
panels). At the resonance, the thickness of the APC layer
d = 100 nm and the resonant wavelength λ = 0.95 µm
for the anisotropic ENZ (left panels), and d = 80 nm and
λ = 0.64 µm for the isotropic ENZ (right panels) media.
About 90% transmission is achieved for the AOI up to 70◦
with a nearly-collimated beam propagating in the normal
direction. Compared with the one without the coating (see
the right-bottom panel of Fig. 7), the angular bandwith is
increased by 40%. A 2D view showing the transmittance
of the APC-Ag-APC as a function of AOI and wavelength
is presented in Fig. 10. Note the loss of the ENZ medium
was not included in the transmission, which was computed
right after the film, i.e., before traveling through the ENZ
medium. If the receptors are embedded close to the back
of the film, the propagation loss in the ENZ medium can be
minimized. On the other hand, by designing the anisotropic
loss, )(!x ) ≈ 0 and )(!z ) ! 0, the propagation distance
can be increased. With the recent advances in fabrication,
it seems plausible to precisely control the permittivity and
permeability of metamaterials.
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Abstract
We are studying arrays composed of a periodic arrangement
of sub-wavelength resonators. An analytical model is
developed inside an array of 4 by 4 multi-gap split ring
resonators. To describe the frequency splitting of the single
fundamental resonance, we propose a simple model based
on the approximation of each resonator as an electrical
dipole and a magnetic dipole that are driven by the same
complex amplitude. We show that the relative strength of
the two dipoles strongly depends on cell symmetry. With
this approximation, the dispersion relation can be obtained
for an infinite size array. A simple matrix diagonalization
provides a powerful way to deduce the resonant frequencies
for finite size array. These results are comforted by
numerical
simulations.
Finally,
an
experimental
demonstration of a tunable antenna based on this study is
presented.

1. Introduction
Behavior of electromagnetic waves in periodic medium in
which the lattice is much smaller than the wavelength is a
challenging field. Metamaterials are such composite
structures, which involves periodic arrays of sub
wavelength inclusions. By designing the elementary cell
and controlling some parameters like a given permittivity
and/or permeability, metamaterials can make up global
mediums with interesting properties, like a negative
refractive index.[1]
Most of the time, the resonant cell of a metamaterial are
designed to minimize the coupling between cells.
Consequently, all the metamaterial resonates at the same
frequency. This condition is required to apply theory of
homogenization and assume the metamaterial as a
continuous material. Nevertheless, coupling effect always
occurs and its preponderance is only a question of relative
weight with the self-resonance of the cell.
The coupling between an array of half wavelength long rods
that are only spaced by less a tenth of a wavelength have
been studied in ref.2. It has been shown that the coupling
induces a strong splitting of the resonance frequencies. This

phenomenon is analogous to Kronig-Penney potential wells
in solid state physics [3].
In this paper, we investigate the behavior of a finite array of
split ring resonators (SRR) popularized by Pendry et al.[4]..
We develop a dipolar model based on near-field effects. We
use this model to describe the nature and the origin of the
coupling between the resonators. Finally, we study the farfield radiation of the finite structure.
Two types of array are studied. Both consist of 4 by 4 split
ring resonators. For the first one, we use an asymmetric
square SRR with 3 gaps at the center of 3 sides. For the
second one, we use a symmetric square SRR with 4 gaps at
the center of the 4 sides. In Fig.1, a small loop placed above
one SRR of the first array provides a near field excitation of
the structure. It shows the splitting of the main resonance.
This splitting is the result of the coupling effect between the
resonators. When the small loop antenna is placed above the
second structure, the splitting phenomenon remains but
fewer resonances are observed (Fig.2). We propose here to
use a dipolar model to investigate these phenomena.

Figure 1: (a) Reflection coefficient of a small loop antenna.
The M1 to M7 gray level maps show the normal magnetic
field for 7 resonant frequencies. (b) the 4 by 4 array of 3gaps SRR. In red, the small loop antenna.

To describe the interaction between all the cells of the
array, we introduce the mutual coupling matrix Zm.
Moreover, we have to introduce the diagonal self-impedance
matrix Zs. Because, we deal with simple resonators, we
assume that the electrical behavior of each resonator is well
described by a simple RLC (resistance, inductance,
capacitive) system.

3. Currents determination
From the self (Zs) and mutual impedance (Zm) matrices
resulting from the near-field radiation of a magnetic and an
electric dipole, we deduce a set of N equations, where N is
the number of cells, between the complex amplitude of the
currents on the cells and the excitation FEM on each cell.

Figure 2 : Reflection coefficient of a small loop antenna of a
4 by 4 array of 4-gaps SRR

2. A dipolar model
We propose an original coupling model which is a
generalization of the work published in Ref [5][6]. It is well
known that the current distribution of the fundamental mode
depends mainly on frequency. Moreover we assume that this
current distribution can be approximated only by an
electrical and a magnetic dipole. This approximation have
been done with a Langrangian approach in [7].The
expression of these dipoles are given by the geometry of the
elementary cell:
Idu d
i
M ISu m
P

(i Ls

1
i Cs

Rs ) I (l , m)

Z (l ' l , m' m) I (l ' , m' )

0

(4)

l ' l ,m ' m

An implicit dispersion relation is deduced from (4) when
N is very large. Limiting the coupling to the closest
neighbors, an explicit and simple can be worked out for a 3
gaps SRR (see Fig.4(a)) and 4 gaps structure (see Fig.4(b)).
From this relation, we can derive the span of the frequency
splitting of the fundamental resonance. Those two curves
reflect the magnetic and electric coupling for the first
structure and the magnetic coupling for a second one.

(1)

where d and S are respectively a characteristic distance and
an effective surface of the resonator.
M

M

P

Figure 3: The dipolar model for a 3 gaps and an 4 gaps SRR
A 3 gaps SRR provides a magnetic and a electric dipoles
disposed as shown in Fig.3 While, because of its geometrical
symmetry, the 4 gaps SRR is only associated with a
magnetic dipole.
Near-field radiations of the electric and magnetic
dipoles at a distance r are given in Eq.2.
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(3(u d .P)u d
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Figure 4: Dispersion relations for two arrays of 3-gap cells
(a) and of 4-gap cells (b). The dispersion relation is plotted
on the 4 major axis of the Brillouin zone. The dashed lines
show the minimum and maximum values.
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For finite size system, the complex amplitude on each
resonator is deduced from the inversion of the mutual
coupling matrix which is the sum of the self and mutual
impedance matrices (Z=Zm+Zs)

With this approximation, an analytic expression of the
coupling between two cells is obtained. We choose to
describe the coupling in terms of electrical impedance, i.e.,
the FEM induced on a cell when a current flows through
another one.
emf

i

B 1 .dS 2

E 1 .dl 2

I

(Z m

Zs ) 1S ,

where S is the fem induces on each cell by the source.

(3)

2

We show that the resonances occurs when the imaginary
part of the eigen-values of Z are equal to zero. Because Zs is
equal to the identity matrix time the self impedance for an
individual cell, a resonance appears when the imaginary part
of the self impedance is opposite in sign to the self
impedance. Fig.5 shows the calculated resonant modes for
the 3 gaps structure. As expected, we observe that frequency
position and the amplitude of the modes depend on both the
mutual and the self impedance of the resonators. For 4 gaps
structure, we have shown theoretically that only one
resonance is observed because the coupling effect is too
weak to induce a mode splitting effect. Actually, as shown
by [8], even with SRR, the electric coupling can completely
dominate the magnetic one.

Figure 6: Measured reflection coefficient of a small
loop antenna for different voltage applied.
Thus, a tunable directive antenna can be realized by
adjusting the working frequency. This main advantages of
this antenna is to show a small form factor, a tunable
radiation directivity and a good matching.

Figure 5: Frequency dependence of : the self
impedance versus frequency (dash-dotted line), the
imaginary part of the eigen-values of the mutual
impedance times minus one (Continuous line shows)
and the current of one particular cell. These results
are obtained with an array of 4 by 4 3-gap cells.

4. A dynamic antenna tuning and beamforming
The eigen-modes of finite size arrays are poor radiators
because the spatial oscillations of the mode patterns are
smaller than a wavelength and sub-wavelength modes hardly
couple to propagative waves. However the Purcell’s effect
can mitigate this limitation. Indeed, the strong resonance
effect significantly enhances the radiated power and
compensates for the low coupling.
The studied structure can thereby be used as an antenna
radiating at these frequencies. With the impedance
formalism, the antenna pattern is simply worked out from
the current distribution of the array. On Fig. 6, instead of
tuning the fundamental frequency of the single cells, we
electrically tune the resonance frequency of the cells thanks
to diodes which has a variable capacitance that is a function
of the voltage applied on its terminals (varicaps). Fig. 7
shows the pattern of the radiated field for different voltages
impressed to the diodes. The different patterns correspond to
different splitted modes.

Figure 7: Measured radiation pattern of a small array of 3
gaps SRR for different applied voltage on the Varicaps for
the same frequency.

5. Conclusions
We developed a model based on impedance formalism for
infinite and finite size array of electric and magnetic
resonators that are separated by less than fraction of a
wavelength. Based on this approach, the electromagnetic
behavior of such a structure is explained. The
electromagnetic coupling induces a frequency splitting of
the fundamental mode a single cell. The dispersion relation
leads to estimate frequency span of the modes.
Diagonalization of the mutual impedance matrix explains
why the fundamental mode is splitted into N modes where
N is the number of cells of the array. Finally an application
to a tunable directive antenna is proposed. This small
antenna shows good radiation efficiency.
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Abstract
A metamaterial-inspired compact patch antenna resonating
at 5.5 GHz for the 5.5 GHz Wi-MAX range application is
proposed. The antenna is fed using a coplanar-waveguide
(CPW) feedline that has been designed to have a
characteristic impedance of 50Ω. The compact antenna is
also a wideband antenna with a bandwidth (below -10 dB)
of 1.3 GHz in the said frequency range, with a gain of 2.2
dB. The size of the patch in terms of the free-space
wavelength is λ0/15 x λ0/9 x λ0/29. The wide bandwidth of
the antenna is achieved through reactively loading the
single patch through the incorporation of the slot.

1. Introduction
Lately, the electromagnetic metamaterial (MTM) has drawn
considerable attention amongst engineers due to the
potential applications arising from the newly proposed
electromagnetic concepts. Electromagnetic MTM can be
achieved through resonant structures such as the split-ring
resonator-thin wire (SRR-TW) or non-resonant structures
which are transmission line-based [1]. The transmission line
(TL) approach towards a MTM structure has led towards
the proposed general structure/ model known as the
composite right/left-handed transmission line (CRLH-TL)
[2]. The CRLH-TL MTM structure is achieved by
incorporating series capacitances and shunt inductances into
a transmission line. The incorporated elements are termed
left-handed since they contribute towards the lefthandedness characteristic of the propagation within the
CRLH-TL. The series capacitance and shunt inductance can
be achieved through discrete or distributed components.
Amongst famous techniques by which the series
capacitance and shunt inductance are achieved are through
the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors and vias,
respectively [3]. It is good to note that the loading of the
capacitors and inductors into the planar structure, are in
essence a reactive loading mechanism.
Most of the proposed MTM structures are bulk
structures, which are structures that are achieved through
array arrangement of MTM unit cells that would finally
form an MTM. However, bulk MTM structures have
several shortcomings such as cumulative unit cell losses and
difficulty in the overall fabrication process [4]. Recently,
structures known as metamaterial-inspired antennas were
proposed [4]-[6]. Metamaterial-inspired antennas are

designed using the MTM paradigm, understanding and
parameters derived from MTM equivalent-circuit models in
order to achieve new structures or improve the performance
of existing structures [7]. Proposed metamaterial-inspired
antennas have no more than a few unit-cells, which helps in
circumventing the current limitations of bulk MTM
structures.
Reactive loading is one form of using the MTM
paradigm into antenna designs [5]. By reactively loading a
planar antenna, the equivalent-circuit parameters of the
antenna can be modified. This gives rise to different
antenna design and performance measurement. In this
paper, the reactive loading idea was used to improve the
performance of a coplanar-waveguide (CPW) fed patch
antenna working at the 5.5 GHz Wi-MAX frequency, while
maintaining the compact structure of the initial antenna.

2. Antenna Design
The geometry and configuration of the proposed antenna is
shown in Fig. 1. The antenna was designed on a substrate
that has a dielectric permittivity, εr of 10.2 with a thickness
of 1.905 mm. The antenna is in the form of a single patch
which has a single T-like slot incorporated onto it, and is
fed by a coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line that
has 50Ω characteristic impedance. The proposed antenna
structure has no ground plane on the bottom side. The
length, L and width, W of the entire antenna structure are 25
mm and 32 mm respectively. The length of the patch, Lp,
and its width, Wp are 5.7 mm and 6.2 mm respectively. This
corresponds to λ0/15 x λ0/9 x λ0/29 at the resonant
frequency, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength. The slots
have width, Ws, and length, Ls, which are 0.5 mm and 4.2
mm respectively. The single patch antenna without the slots
being incorporated is a single patch antenna that resonates
at the Wi-MAX 5.5 GHz frequency.
At the resonant frequency, the surface currents
throughout the surface of the radiating patch are in-phase as
shown in Fig. 2a. The introduction of the slot onto the
single patch antenna is inspired by the reactive loading of
planar MTM structures. The slot introduced a series
capacitive loading to the single patch antenna through the
gaps within the slots. The introduction of the slot did not
change the phase of the surface current distribution when
compared to the single patch antenna’s surface current
shown in Fig. 2a. The path of the current was only slightly
increased, corresponding to a slight increase in the series

the radiation pattern of the antenna of the E plane (xy-plane,
θ=900) and Fig 4b the H plane (yz-plane, φ=900).

inductance. The gaps produced by the slots provided for
series capacitances. The surface current of the proposed
slotted antenna is shown in Fig. 2b.

Figure 3 The return losses, S11 of the single patch antenna
and the proposed slotted antenna

Figure 1: The geometry of the proposed antenna structure.

(a)
(a)

(b)

Figure 2 (a) Surface current distribution of the monopole
antenna at 5.5 GHz (b) Surface current distribution of the
slotted monopole antenna at 5.5 GHz

3. Results and Discussion
The antenna structure was analyzed using the Finite
Integration Technique (FIT) based software, CST. The
return loss, S11 of both the single patch and the proposed
slotted patch antenna is shown in Fig. 3. The series
capacitance which was introduced by the slot was seen to
have enhanced the bandwidth of the single patch at the
resonant frequency of 5.5 GHz. Before the slots were
incorporated, the antenna had a -10dB bandwidth of 23%.
The slots were able to increase this bandwidth to 33% at the
same resonant frequency, giving a bandwidth (at -10dB) of
1.8 GHz. This enables the antenna to be categorized as an
ultra wideband (UWB) antenna.
The gain of the slotted antenna was also improved
as compared to the single patch antenna. The gain of the
slotted antenna is 2.2 dB, while the single patch antenna had
a gain of 2.1 dB. The simulated radiation pattern of the
proposed slotted antenna is shown in Fig. 4. Fig 4a shows

(b)
Figure 4 Simulated radiation patterns of the proposed
slotted antenna at 5.5 GHz (a) E plane (xy-plane, θ=900)
and (b) H plane (yz-plane, φ=900)

4. Conclusions
A bandwidth and gain enhanced slotted patch antenna was
designed for the 5.5 GHz Wi-MAX application. The slot

2

that was introduced onto the single patch configuration
served as a capacitive loading for the antenna design, which
was able to improve the bandwidth and gain of the initial
antenna. The proposed slotted patch antenna has a -10dB
bandwidth of 33% and gain of 2.2dB. The size of the
antenna at resonant frequency, in terms of the free-space
wavelength is λ0/15 x λ0/9 x λ0/29.
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Abstract
In this paper, a novel reconfigurable unit-cell structure for
planar Double Negative (DNG) metamaterials is presented.
DNG metamaterials are materials having both and less
than zero. The presented structure is first simulated with
CST Microwave Studio and then, the results of CST are
used in a parameter extraction algorithm using a MATLAB
code and the constitutive parameters of the structure are
extracted. According to the simulation results, this structure
has a wider bandwidth and smaller size compared to other
conventional structures.

1. Introduction
Double Negative (DNG) Metamaterials are amongst the
most interesting subjects during the recent years, the first
appearance of this concept was in the famous paper of
Veselago in 1968 [1], where it has been proved that an
electromagnetic wave can propagate in a material having
both relative permeability and permittivity less than zero.
According to Veselago, in DNG metamaterials, unlike the
conventional materials, the direction of the Poynting vector
is antiparallel to the direction of the phase velocity. He also
showed that DNG materials have a negative index of
refraction.
The first physical realization of negative permittivity
was in 1990s. Pendry et al. used an array of thin wires to
realize an epsilon-negative (ENG) media [2]. A structure
with negative permeability by using periodical Split Ring
Resonators (SRR) has been developed in [3]. Smith et al
were the first group who developed a double negative media
in 2000 [4]. They used an array of SRRs and thin metallic
wires to realize a structure with negative permittivity and
permeability at the same time. Since then, many different
applications have been found for DNG metamaterials in the
field of antennas and propagation. For example, DNG
metamaterials can be used as a cover to improve the antenna
performance [5] or to increase the antenna directivity [6] or
in the substrate of patch antennas [7].
The idea of designing a spiral resonator was first
introduced by J.D. Baena et al in 2004 [8]. They showed
that spiral structures can have some advantages over the
conventional split-ring resonators. According to Baena et al,

spiral resonators can provide a reduction of size in a DNG
unit-cell. Here, in order to propose a structure with a better
bandwidth, we use the same technique used in broadband
antennas that is gradually changing the dimensions of the
structure [9]. In this paper, we combine these two key
techniques to design a novel compact DNG unit-cell with an
enhanced bandwidth. In addition, in order to obtain a
reconfigurable structure, two PIN diodes are embedded in
the proposed structure. When the diodes are on, the unit-cell
is a modified shape three-turn spiral, but when the diodes
are off, the unit-cell behaves like three open rings with
gradually changing dimensions inside each other. Each of
these structures has certain characteristics and we discuss
them in the following sections.

2. The unit-cell layout
Fig. 1 shows the structure of the unit cell. This structure
consists of a three-turn spiral resonator, printed on a slab of
dielectric, but the line width of the rings of the spiral is not
constant and is gradually changing from a maximum in
center to zero in the edge.

Figure 1- The unit-cell structure.

The two vertical lines in Fig. 1 are in fact a part of the
modified spiral. These lines are used for connecting the
rings of the spiral together and completing the structure of
the spiral. Two PIN diodes are embedded in these lines, so
when the diodes are on, the unit cell is in fact a modified

shape spiral, but when the diodes are off, the unit cell acts as
a structure with three rings inside each other with gradually
changing dimensions, so we can switch between these two
different configurations by setting the diodes on or off.
These two different structures i.e. modified shape three-turn
spiral and three rings inside each other are shown in Fig. 2
(a) and (b) respectively.

(a) Magnitude of S11 and S21 when the diodes are ON.

(b) Phase of S11 and S21 when the diodes are ON.

(a)
(c) Magnitude of S11 and S21 when the diodes are OFF.

(b)
Figure 2- Two different configurations of the unit-cell (a)
when the diodes are on (b) when the diodes are off.

(d) Phase of S11 and S21 when the diodes are OFF.
Figure 3- The simulated S parameters for the unit-cell in two
different configurations.

The structures are simulated as the unit-cells of a planar
DNG metamaterials and the scattering parameters are
obtained.

Comparing the results of the two different configurations in
Fig. 3 shows that the structure is reconfigurable.

3. Simulation results

4. Parameter extraction

The simulation S parameters for Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3
(a) to (d). The simulation is done using CST Microwave
Studio and the unit-cell boundary conditions are applied.

The constitutive parameters of the media can be related to
the magnitude and phase of S11 and S21 using the method
described in [10]. In this method, we consider the
parameters of S11 and S21 as the reflection and transmission
coefficients. Therefore, for the impedance Z and the
refractive index n we have

z

n

2

(1 S11 ) 2
(1 S11 ) 2

2

S 21
2
S 21

1
{[Im[ln(e jnk 0 d ) 2m ]
k0 d

(1)

j Re[ln( e jnk 0 d )]} (2)

where k0 and d are the wave number in free space and the
unit-cell thickness, respectively, and m is an integer number
which is related to the branch index of the logarithm
function. The sign for Z in the equation (1) is chosen by this
requirement that the real part of Z should be positive in
order to have a passive medium. Permeability and
permittivity can be calculated from

n
Z

(3)

nZ

(4)

Applying the above algorithm to the S parameters of the
unit-cell, we can extract
and for this structure. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5- RLC model of a conventional DSR.
C0 is the capacitance between the half rings and C S is the
capacitance of the resonator.

According to this model, the resonance frequency of DSR
can be calculated as below

f0

2

1
LC s

(5)

According to Baena et al, a 3 turn spiral resonator can be
modeled as below [8].

(a)

Figure 6- RLC model of a three-turn spiral.

Fig. 6 shows that the capacitance of the model is increased
compared to Fig. 5. In the three-turn spiral, the current
distribution is uniform in the middle ring but not uniform in
the outer and inner rings [8]. For the outer ring, the current
density starts from zero at =0 and goes to a maximum at
=2 . For the inner ring, the current density is exactly
reversed and starts from a maximum at =0 and goes to
zero at =2 . So, the capacitance of the three turn spiral is
larger than the conventional DSR. The difference between
our three-turn resonator and the Banea's is the graduate
change of the line width from zero at =0, 2 to a
maximum at = . Fig. 7 shows the geometry of the
modified shape spiral. This new geometry causes some
changes in the current distribution. Firstly, the current
distribution is not anymore uniform in the middle ring. Since
the width of the line is maximum at = , the current should
be larger at center ( = ) than the edges ( =0, 2 ), and there
is a maximum in the current distribution of the middle ring
at = . For the outer and inner rings, there is also a
maximum at = , but for the outer the current is zero at
=0 while for the inner, the current is zero at =2 .

(b)
Figure 4- The extracted constitutive parameters of the unit-cell
in two different configurations (a) when the diodes are on (b)
when the diodes are off.

5. Modeling the structure
As shown in Fig. 5, a Double Split Ring Resonator (DSR),
which is widely used as a unit-cell of conventional DNG
metamaterials, can be modeled as an LC resonant circuit [8].

3

(a)
Figure 7- The modified shape three turn spiral.

Therefore, we can say that the capacitance of the modified
shape spiral is larger than that of the Baena’s spiral, while
the inductances of both of the structures are roughly the
same. So, having a larger capacitance and the same
inductance, our spiral structure can presents smaller
electrical size compared to Baena's.

6. Comparing with conventional SRRs
In order to show the advantages of the structure proposed in
this paper over a conventional SRR and also over Baena’s
three-turn spiral structure, we compare the results of the
proposed unit-cell with those two structures. Fig. 8 (a), (b)
and (c) show the extracted relative permittivity and
permeability for a conventional SRR, a three-turn spiral and
our structure, respectively. In order to better understand the
performance of each structure, horizontal lines showing
zeros of and are plotted in each graph. Comparing these
graphs reveals that the bandwidth of negativity for our
structure for is roughly from 5 GHz to 10 GHz while for
the three turn spiral the bandwidth is from 4.9 GHz to 6 GHz
and for SRR the bandwidth is from 4.8 GHz to 5.3 GHz. It
means that the bandwidth is at least 3 times better than the
other structure. There is also a down frequency shift in the
first resonance of permittivity and permeability of the
structure. The vertical arrows in Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c) show
the place of the first resonance for
and . The down
frequency shift means that the electrical size of the structure
is larger than that of the other structures while the physical
dimensions are the same. Therefore, we can miniaturize the
physical size of the structure while keeping the electrical
dimensions smaller than the other structures. According to
Fig. 8, the miniaturization factor is 0.66.

(b)

(c)
Figure 8- The relative permittivity and permeability for (a)
conventional DSR, (b) three turn spiral with constant line
width (c) the structure presented in this paper.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel reconfigurable unit-cell structure for
planar Double Negative (DNG) metamaterials has been
presented. This unit-cell is based on the concepts of spiral
resonators and gradually changing dimension structures.
These two key features allow the unit-cell to have smaller
electrical dimensions and a wider bandwidth compared to
conventional unit-cell structures. Putting two diodes in this
structure, the unit-cell can switch between a spiral
configuration and three open rings, leading to change the
parameters of the structure.
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Abstract

2. Design of CSRR

In this paper, spurious passband suppression in waveguide
bandpass filter by means of split ring resonators (SRRs) is
proposed. The bandpass waveguide filter is designed using
complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs). Then, the
split ring resonator (SRR) arrays are loaded in the
waveguide to reject multiple spurious passbands.
Simulation results show that for a 3rd order bandpass filter,
a rejection level exceeding 35dB is obtained in the first
three spurious passbands, while the desired passband is
maintained unaltered.

The structure of a CSRR in waveguide as proposed by [15]
is shown in Figure 1. The CSRR considered as an electric
dipole that cab be excited by an axial electric field. By
locating the CSRR transversally in the waveguide, good
interaction with the electromagnetic fields can be achieved
[14].

1. Introduction

Figure 1: CSRR configuration in waveguide
The transmission responses for the presented unit cell are
simulated by means of CST microwave studio software
package. Figure 2 illustrates frequency response for a CSRR
loaded waveguide with geometrical parameters d1=5.4mm,
d2=2.4mm, c=0.8mm and p=2.5mm.
0
-5
-10

S - Parameters (dB)

Split Ring Resonators (SRRs) and Complementary SplitRing Resonators (CSRRs) are widely used in
electromagnetic applications [1-8]. SRRs and CSRRs can
be used to design slow wave transmission lines, phase
shifters, various kinds of microstrip filters, etc [9-11].
Considering each propagation mode of the waveguide as a
transmission line, SRR and CSRR structures can be used as
resonance elements to design waveguide filters [12-16].
The circuit model of the SRR elements in the waveguide is
a parallel capacitance and inductance, placed in series in the
transmission line, therefore, these elements can be used to
design bandstop filters [12,13]. On the other hand, using the
duality theorem and Babinet’s principle, the CSRRs can be
used to design bandpass filters [14-16].
In this paper, the CSRR array
0=8.5 GHz) is used to design a 3rd order
bandpass waveguide filter. Then, multispurious passbands
of filter are suppressed using the SRR array pairs.
The bandpass filter, considered here, is a 3rd order filter
with 500MHz Bandwidth around operating frequency 8.5
GHz (5.88% bandwidth) implemented in a WR90
waveguide. RT/Duroid 5880 substrate is used to design the
CSRR and SRR elements.
Simulation results show that for a 3rd order bandpass filter
a rejection level exceeding 35 dB is obtained in the first
three spurious passbands, while the desired passband is kept
unaltered.
All the filter designs have been validated by simulation
using the CST software.
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Figure 2: Frequency response for a CSRR loaded
waveguide
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The resonance frequency and bandwidth of CSRR are
adjusted by properly choosing the geometrical parameters
of CSRR. the various geometrical parameters and their
effect on the resonance frequency (frequency in which the
S12 is maximum) and the relative bandwidth of frequency
response of CSRR, are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variation of resonance frequency (f0) and relative
bandwidth (BW) of CSRR structure versus geometrical
parameters ( increase, decrease).
parameter
d1
d2
c
p

f0
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d1 = 3.5 mm
d2 = 4.5 mm
C = 0.8 mm
P = 0.6 mm
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Figure 5: Scattering parameters of the SRR loaded
waveguide.
Geometrical parameters such as ring length, gap and the
metal width affect the resonant frequency and bandwidth.
The effect of the geometrical parameters on frequency
response of CSRR is shown in Table 2.

The CSRR element can be modeled by a parallel LC circuit
placed in parallel form across the transmission line [14].
The values of the L and C components are related to the
geometrical parameters of the CSRR and these elements can
be used to design bandpass filters. The equivalent circuit
model of a CSRR in the waveguide is depicted in Figure. 3.

Table 2. Variation of resonance frequency (f0) and relative
bandwidth (BW) of SRR structure versus different
parameters.
parameter
d2
d1
c
p

f0

BW

The SRR element can be modeled by a parallel LC circuit
placed in series form across a transmission line. The circuit
model of SRR loaded waveguide is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 3: Circuit model of a CSRR in waveguide.

3. Design of SRR
SRRs behave as a resonant magnetic dipole so an external
magnetic flux can excite it, exhibiting a strong
diamagnetism above their first resonance. Figure 4 shows
the topology of the SRR structure. The SRR is placed
longitudinally in the waveguide.

Figure 6: Circuit model of SRR loaded waveguide
The stopband attenuation and bandwidth depends on the
number of SRRs. To achieve desired bandwidth and
attenuation, the SRR array pairs are used. The triad array
pairs of SRR and simulated results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 4: SRR configuration in waveguide.
The scattering parameters simulated in the SRR loaded
waveguide is depicted in Figure 5.The waveguide is excited
by its fundamental TE10 mode. The SRR were placed
longitudinally in the waveguide and they were excited by
the magnetic field perpendicular to the SRR element.
(a)

2

12

5. Spurious Passbands Suppression

0

The common problem of the bandpass filters is spurious
passbands. The elimination of harmonic bands by means of
SRR arrays, will be applied to a third-order bandpass filter.
Thus, by the use of two SRR array pairs the first three
spurious passbands is suppressed. The structure must be
designed so that it most affects the higher order response
and least affects the fundamental response. By shifting
longitudinal arrays of SRRs from the center of the
waveguide to the side walls, the interaction between the
arrays and the fundamental response becomes less.
The bandwidth and attenuation of stopband are specified by
the geometrical parameters of the SRR in the array
(summarized in Table 2), number of unit cells and offset of
the arrays from center of the waveguide. It is found that the
attenuation is increasing with the number of unit cells. From
the simulation, more than 35dB suppression in the first
three spurious passband has been obtained for this design
while the desired passband is maintained unaltered.
The final designed filter and simulated results are depicted
in Figure 9.
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Figure 7: (a) SRR array pair configuration (b) simulated
results

4. 3rd order Bandpass Filter using CSRR Array
Using the classic procedure of designing filter a 3rd order
Chebyshev bandpass waveguide filter in the X-band, using
t
0=8.5 GHz), is designed. The center
frequency of filter is 8.5GHz. The final waveguide filter is
realized with CSRR structures and the simulated results of
the filter are depicted in Figure. 8.
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Figure 9: (a) Final filter structure (b) Simulated S21
parameter for the conventional (dotted line) and the
multispurious rejection (solid line) bandpass filters.
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6. Conclusions

(b)

A new approach for the rejection of undesired bands in
waveguide filter, based on SRRs, has been proposed. We
designed a 3rd order Chebyshev bandpass filter in the Xband using three CSRR located

Figure 8: (a) 3rd order bandpass waveguide filter
configuration (b) S-parameters simulation
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then by placing longitudinal SRR arrays shifted from center,
the spurious responses has been suppressed. We have
shown a 35 dB rejection level for the first three spurious
passbands leaving the passband of the structure unaltered.
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Abstract
Superluminal transmission of electromagnetic waves is
usually observed in a narrow bandwidth range and the velocity outside this range is subluminal. In this paper, it
is shown that the transmission coefficient for superluminal
propagation though a periodic metamaterial structure satisfies a sum rule. The sum rule and its corresponding physical bound relate wavelength regions with a phase velocity
above an arbitrary threshold with the thickness of the slab.
The theoretical results are illustrated with numerical examples.

1. Introduction
Superluminal propagation of electromagnetic waves refers
to propagation faster than the speed of light in free
space [1–6]. It is common to distinguish between group
and phase velocity. The phase velocity of electromagnetic
waves in waveguides and periodic structures can exceed the
speed of light in free space. Material that supports superluminal propagation are dispersive [4–6]. In this paper, superluminal propagation through arbitrary synthesized metamaterial slabs are analyzed by comparison with an idealized superluminal slab. It is shown that the bandwidth is
inversely proportional to 1 nm , where nm < 1 is the
refractive index of the desired ideal homogeneous superluminal slab.
The bounds are based on integral identities for Herglotz
functions and follow the general approach introduced in [7].
Similar approaches have previously been successfully applied to derive bounds on lossless matching networks [8],
radar absorbers [9], high impedance surfaces [10], scattering and absorption of electromagnetic waves [11–13], antennas [14], extra ordinary transmission [15, 16], and temporal dispersion of metamaterials [17].
This paper is organized as follows. Superluminal transmission through periodic slabs are analyzed in sec. 2. Numerical examples of a homogeneous Drude dispersive slab
and a periodic wire medium are presented in Sec. 3. Two
appendices follow the conclusions in Sec. 4. First, sum
rules for Herglotz functions and the Herglotz pulse function are reviewed in Sec. A. Transmission coefficients are
analyzed in Sec. B.

periodic structure
´b,n b

´b,n b

E (i)
E

(t)

E (r)

z
z=-d

z=0

Figure 1: Transmission through a periodic structure in z 2
[ d, 0] immersed between two half spaces with impedance
⌘b and refractive index nb .

2. Superluminal transmission
Consider the synthesis of a periodic metamaterial with desired refractive index n(k) ⇡ nm < 1 and impedance
⌘(k) ⇡ ⌘m in the wavenumber range k 2 B = [k1 , k2 ]. The
metamaterial is placed between two slabs made from lossless non-dispersive materials with refractive index n(k) =
nb 1 and impedance ⌘(k) = ⌘b = ⌘m . Here, we assume
that these materials exist. Note that they can be synthesized
from ordinary materials with ✏r
1 and µr
1 over a
sufficiently large bandwidth.
The transmitted field E (t) (k, r) is expanded in a
Fourier series (Floquet modes) [18]. It is only the lowest
order mode that propagates for low frequencies. Let T denote the co-polarized component of the lowest order mode
of the transmission dyadic [13]. Use that the periodic structure is composed of ordinary materials where the wavefront
velocity is limited by the speed of light c0 . This means that
the transmitted field depends causally with respect to the
incident field, i.e., the transmitted field cannot precede the
incident field. The transmission coefficient is hence a holomorphic function of k in Im k > 0. Moreover passivity
imply that |T (k)|  1 for Im k
0. This gives the representation T (k) = Bp (k)eih(k) where h(k) is a Herglotz
function with the high-frequency asymptotic h(k) ⇠ ↵kd
as k !1
ˆ
for some ↵ 0, see App. A.
The transmission coefficient for the desired homoge-

neous superluminal slab is

n(!)

a)
2

Tm (k) =

(1

r02 )ei(nm 1)kd
= ei(nm
1 r02 e2inm kd

Im
1)kd

(1)

1
!

as the impedance mismatch, r0 = (⌘b ⌘m )/(⌘b +⌘m ) = 0.
Note that the transmission coefficient has a reversed phase,
nm 1 < 0, compared to ordinary materials with refractive
index n 1.
It is desired to have T (k) ⇡ Tm (k) for k 2 B. Consider
the quotient
T (k)/Tm (k) = Bp (k)ei(h(k)+kd(1

nm ))

,

0
-1

h(k)+kd(1 nm ) ⇠

2

3

4

2

3

4

Re

-2
b)
1.5

(2)

where the bandwidth with T (k)/Tm (k) ⇡ 1 is determined
from compositions with a pulse Herglotz function see
App. A. The asymptotic low- and high-frequency expansions of the argument are
(

1

jT(!)¡Tm (!)j

1

0.5

O(k ) as k !0
ˆ
(↵ + 1 nm )kd as k !1
ˆ
1

(3)
0

!
1

giving the bound (30)
Figure 2: Drude dispersive model (8) with !p = 1 and
!r = 0.1. b) difference |T (k) Tm (k)| with nm = 0.75
giving B ⇡ 0.49 and B/Bbound ⇡ 0.50 where the threshold maxk2B |T (k) Tm (k)| = 0.25 is used.

max |T (k)
k2B

(1

Tm (k)|
(
nm )Bk0 d 1
4
2

lossy
lossless

for B ⌧ 1 (4)

3. Numerical examples

or equivalently a bound on the fractional bandwidth
B  Bbound = 2

maxk2B |T (k) Tm (k)|
(1 nm )k0 d

(

3.1. Drude dispersive slab

2 lossy
1 lossless.

A homogeneous slab with Drude models for the permittivity and permeability is used to illustrate the bounds (4)
and (7). Let

(5)
It is illustrative to compare the bound (4) with the results in [17], where it is shown that the temporal dispersion
of the refractive index satisfies
(
lossy
(1 nm )Bk0 1
max |k(n(k) 1)|
(6)
k2B
2
2
lossless

✏(!) = µ(!) = 1 +

max |T (k) Tm (k)|
k2B

nm )Bk0 d
2

(

(8)

where dimensionless units are used for the thickness
d/c0 = 1, plasma frequency !p = 1 and the resonance frequency !r = 0.1, see Fig. 2a. The difference
|T (!) Tm (!)| is depicted in Fig. 2b for the refractive
index nm = 0.75. It is observed that T (!) ⇡ Tm (!) and
n(!) ⇡ nm for ! = !0 ⇡ 2. The fractional bandwidth is
B ⇡ 0.49 that is comparable to the bound (7) and a factor
of two below (4), where the lossless cases are used. Note,
that the bound (4) overestimates the bandwidth for the homogeneous slab since is has no transmission zeros and that
it is used for |h| ⌧ 1.

for superluminal phase velocities. Using an arbitrary small
impedance mismatch, r0 = 0, and |k(n 1)| ⌧ 1 gives
(1

!p2
,
i!( i! + !r )

1 lossy
(7)
2 lossless

for B ⌧ 1. The results (4) and (7) differ by a factor of
two. This is explained by the fact that the transmission coefficients of homogeneous slabs have no transmission zeros, i.e., there are no Blaschke product in the representation
T (k) = eih(k) . The bound is hence reduced to the analysis
of |h(k)| 
over a bandwidth B. This is the case analyzed in [17] using the pulse Herglotz function. Note that
|h(k) + n2⇡| < also adds a factor of two to the bound if
n 6= 0.

3.2. Periodic wire medium
The transmission is also illustrated with a periodic structure composed of a wire medium, i.e., infinite strips in the
y-direction, see Fig. 3a. This is a classical structure that
emulate a plasma [20] with a low-frequency permittivity of
the form (8). The strips are aligned with the y-direction
2
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dx

a)
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Figure 3: Transmission through a periodic wire medium. a)
geometry. b) reconstructed refractive index, n, and relative
impedance, ⌘ using an equivalent homogeneous slab [19].

2 maxk2B |T Tm |
(n1 nm )k0 d
=

2(n1

1
.
nm )k0 d

f/GHz
0

2

4

6

8

Figure 4: Transmission through a periodic wire medium.
a) difference |T (k) Tm (k)| with nm = 1.5, B ⇡ 6%,
and B/Bbound ⇡ 0.36. b) difference |T (k) Tm (k)| with
nm = 1.5, B ⇡ 2%, and B/Bbound ⇡ 0.81.

and periodic in the x-direction with the unit cell length
dx = 10 mm. Five strips with width 1 mm are placed in the
z-direction at distances 10 mm. The strips are embedded in
a non-magnetic homogeneous slab with permittivity ✏b = 4
and thickness d = 50 mm. This means that the speed of the
p
wave front is limited by c0 /n1 , where n1 = ✏b = 2 is
the index if refraction for high frequencies.
The transmission and reflection coefficient are computed for f  8 GHz using the F-solver in CST Microwave
studio. The relative impedance ⌘ and refractive index n
of an equivalent homogeneous slab [19] are depicted in
Fig. 3b. The low-frequency results resembles the permittivity from a non-magnetic Drude model (8). It is observed
that ⌘ ⇡ 1 and Im n ⇡ 0 for 4 GHz < f < 7.5 GHz giving
a transmission |T (!)| ⇡ 1. The refractive index increases
from 0 to 2 = n1 in this frequency range giving a phase velocity below c0 /n1 . The difference |T (!) Tm (!)| with
nm = 1.5 < n1 is depicted in Fig. 4a. Here, it is observed that T (!) ⇡ Tm (!) for !/(2⇡) = f0 = 5.5 GHz
in agreement with the reconstruction in Fig. 3b, where
n(f0 ) ⇡ 1.5 and ⌘(f0 ) ⇡ 1. The bound (4) is determined
for max |T Tm | = 0.25 giving
B  Bbound =

2

close to the result for the homogeneous slab (7). Also
the reconstructed refractive index in Fig. 3b satisfies the
Kramers-Kronig relations with a high-frequency response
n(!) ! n1 = 2 as ! !1.
ˆ
The results are hence restricted
by the sharper bound in (7).
The bound (4) does not rely on the existence of a refractive index and is valid for arbitrary periodic structures.
As an example the difference from Tm = eikd(nm n1 )
with nm = 1.5 is depicted in Fig. 4b. It is observed
that T ⇡ Tm for f ⇡ GHz. The fractional bandwidth
for f ⇡ 5 GHz is B ⇡ 1.8% giving the performance
B/Bbound ⇡ 0.81 that is seen to be above the corresponding bound of material models in (7).

4. Conclusions
Bandwidth constraints on superluminal wave propagation
through passive metamaterial slabs are analyzed in this paper. It is shown that the bandwidth is inversely proportional to 1 nm , where nm is the refractive index of the
desired superluminal slab. The derivation follows the approach in [7], where Herglotz functions are used to construct sum rules and physical bounds. Passivity is essential
as it offers energy conservation used to bound the transmission coefficients by unity. It is also known that the temporal
dispersion of causal but active material models is not very
restrictive [21].

(9)

The result is B ⇡ 6% and B/Bbound ⇡ 0.36. This is
3
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1.5

A. Pulse Herglotz function

0.5

Herglotz functions, h(z), are holomorphic in the upper half
plane Im z > 0 and map the upper half plane into itself, i.e.,
Im h(z) 0, see [7, 22]. Here, we also restrict the analysis
to symmetric Herglotz function h(z) = h⇤ ( z ⇤ ). They
have at most linear growth as z !1
ˆ
and at most a simple pole as z !0,
ˆ where !
ˆ denotes limits for 0 < ↵ 
arg(z)  ⇡ ↵. Their asymptotic expansions are hence of
the form
h(z) =

a2n

1z

2n 1

+ o(z 2N0

1

)

n=0

and
h(z) =

as z !0
ˆ

-3

-2

n=0

b1

2n z

1 2n

+ o(z

1 2N1

)
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(10)
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ˆ
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Figure 5: The generalized pulse Herglotz function h3/2,1/2
with x0 = 3/2 and = 1/2. a) real and imaginary parts
of h3/2,1/2 (x). b) contour plot of the imaginary part as
function of z = x + iy.

for some N0
0 and N1
0, see [7]. The expansions (10) and (11) guarantees that Im(x) satisfy the integral identities
8
b2n 1
n<0
>
>
>
Z 1
<
a 1 b 1 n=0
2
Im{h(x)}
dx =
(12)
>
⇡ 0
x2n
n=1
>
> a 1 b1
:
a2n 1
n > 1,

where x0 > , see Fig. 5. The generalized pulse function
has the properties
8
Im hx0 , (z)  1
>
>
>
<
Im hx0 , (x) = 1 for |x ⌥ x0 | <
(15)
>
Im hx0 , (x) = 0 for |x ⌥ x0 | >
>
>
:
Im hx0 , (z) 1/2 for |z ⌥ x0 | < .

where n = 1 N1 , ..., N0 , see [7] for details. Note that
a simplified notation is used in this paper where the limits
in (12) are dropped, i.e., the integrand is the limit h(x + iy)
as y ! 0.
Composition of Herglotz functions is a powerful
method to construct new Herglotz functions and integral
identities (12). The pulse function
Z
1
1
h (z) =
d⇠
⇡ |⇠| ⇠ z
(
i
as z ! 0
1 z
= ln
⇠
(13)
2
⇡ z+
as z ! 1
⇡ z

Note that the case x0 <
reduces to the pulse Herglotz
function (13) with ! x0 + . It has similar properties
as in (15) but the high-frequency asymptotic is smaller as
seen in (13), i.e., 2(x0 + ) < 4 .

B. Passive transmission and reflection
coefficients
Passive transmission (and reflection) coefficients can be decomposed as
T (k) = Bp (k)eih(k) ,
(16)

is used in [7, 17] to bound the amplitude of Herglotz functions. Here, the pulse function is generalized to bound the
variation of Herglotz functions from a constant. Consider
the Herglotz function generated by a constant Im h(x) in
|x ⌥ x0 | < , i.e.,
Z
1
1
hx0 , (z) =
d⇠
⇡ |⇠±x0 | ⇠ z
1 z x0
1 z + x0
= ln
+ ln
⇡ z x0 +
⇡ z + x0 +
(
4
as z ! 0
1 (z
)2 x20
2z
⇡ x20
= ln
⇠
4
⇡ (z + )2 x20
as z ! 1,
⇡ z

where Bp (k) is a Blaschke product and h(k) is a Herglotz
function [7]. The symmetry T (k) = T ⇤ ( k ⇤ ) implies the
symmetries Bp (k) = Bp⇤ ( k ⇤ ) and h(k) = h⇤ ( k ⇤ ).
Blaschke products have the amplitude |Bp (k)| = 1 for k 2
R and can be constructed from the zeros, kn , of T (k) in
Im k > 0, i.e., T (kn ) = 0. They have the representation
Bp (k) =

Yk
n

k

kn
,
kn⇤

Im kn > 0,

(17)

where the symmetry Bp⇤ ( k ⇤ ) = Bp (k) implies that if kn
is a zero than so is kn⇤ .

(14)

4

Im k
zeros
k1

k2
Re k

k1*

k3*

Figure 6: Zeros and poles of a Blaschke product (17) and
the region of definition for the argument (k) (shaded region).
Blaschke products can also be written as functions
Bp (k) = ei (k) , where the argument (k) = ⇤ (k ⇤ ) is
an odd function for k 2 R, i.e., ( k) =
(k). The
argument is determined from
(k) =

i

Z

k
0

Bp0 ()
d
Bp ()

Bk0 min Im{h

0

(k) =

0.

max |h(k) + ↵1 k + ↵0

(19)

P1

m=2

↵m (k k0 )m

↵ 1 k0 )

(26)

.

(27)

Use (26) and the properties (15) to get
max |h(k)+↵1 k+↵0 ↵1 k0 |
k2B

b1 Bk0
2

(

1/2 lossy case
1 lossless case,
(28)

where Im h(k) = 0 in the lossless case.
For the superluminal case, we consider |1 T (k)|. Set
= r + i i = h(k) + ↵1 k + ↵0 ↵1 k0 and use
|1

ei | ⇡ | | + O(| |2 )

as | | ! 0

(29)

as | | ! 0. This gives the final estimates
max |1

(21)

T (k)|

k2B

= max |1
k2B

for Im k > 0 and |k k0 | < Im kn . It has a similar expansion around k = k0 .
The results in this paper rely on the analysis of transmission coefficients that have T (k) ⇡ 1 around k = ±k0
and are generated by Herglotz functions h(k) having the
high-frequency asymptotic h(k) ⇠ b1 k as k !1.
ˆ
Consider
the difference 1 T (k) around k = k0 . Use (21), to get
1 T (k) = 1 ei(h(k)+↵1 k+↵0

↵1 k0 | =

k2B

where the convergence radius is related to the distance
minn |kn ei (k0 ) |. The inequality (19) ensures that the
linear term ↵1 0. This expresses the transmission coefficient T (k) = Bp (k)eih(k) as
e

2
2

,
b1 + ↵ 1
b1

where B = (k2 k1 )/k0 is the fractional bandwidth and
k0 = (k1 + k2 )/2 is the center wavenumber. Now, consider
a bandwidth such that

n=0

↵ 1 k0 ) i

(23)

h(k) + ↵1 k }


The function (k) is not holomorphic in the entire upper
half plane, Im k > 0, but it is holomorphic in a region
around k 2 R. Its Taylor series expansion around a point
k0 2 R is
1
X
(k) =
↵n (k k0 )n ,
(20)

T (k) = ei(h(k)+↵0 +↵1 k

↵0 +↵1 k0 ,

k2B

(18)

that shows that the argument is monotone for k 2 R, i.e.,
Bp0 (k) X 2 Im kn k kn⇤
i
=
Bp (k)
(k kn⇤ )2 k kn
n
X
2 Im kn
=
(k Re kn )2 + (Im kn )2
n

for k ⇡ k0
for k ⇡ k0 .

This is a Herglotz function and its minimal variation can be
determined by composition of h(k) + ↵1 k with the pulse
Herglotz function h ↵0 +↵1 k0 , . This new Herglotz function has the asymptotic expansions
(
O(1) as k !0
ˆ
h ↵0 +↵1 k0 , h(k) + ↵1 k ⇠
4
ˆ
⇡k(b1 +↵1 ) as k !1
(24)
that follows from the expansion h(k) + ↵1 k ⇠ (b1 + ↵1 )k
as k !1.
ˆ
It satisfies the n = 0 sum rule (12)
Z 1
2
Im{h ↵0 +↵1 k0 , h(k) + ↵1 k } dk =
.
b
1 + ↵1
0
(25)
The integral is bounded from below by its minimum value
over a bandwidth B = [k1 , k2 ] times the bandwidth, i.e.,

k2*
+

+
+

+

+

+

Á(k)

poles

i.e., one needs to have a function
(
↵0 + ↵1 k0
h(k) + ↵1 k ⇡
+↵0 ↵1 k0

k3

ei(h(k)+↵1 k+↵0

|h(k) + ↵1 k + ↵0

↵ 1 k0 )

| 1 + O(B 2 )

↵1 k0 | 1 + O(B 2 )
b1 Bk0
+ O(B 3 )
4

(30)

as B ! 0, where the lossy case in (28) is used in (30).
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Abstract
In this paper, we design a µ-Negative metamaterial (MNG),
to be inserted between two substrates, in order to efficiently
suppress the electromagnetic coupling to achieve the full
potential of using MIMO antenna array at about 13.4GHz.
The performance of a rectangular patch antenna array with
MNG between two substrates was evaluated relative to a
similar array constructed on an only Teflon substrate.

1. Introduction
The MIMO (Multi-Input Multi-Output) system has received
a great attention in wireless communications. In fact, it can
increase the capacity of a communication channel without
requiring additional power or spectrum, unlike other systems
[1]. Furthermore, MIMO techniques combine signals from
multiple antennas to exploit the multipath in wireless
channel and enable higher capacity, better coverage and
increased reliability. However, High coupling coefficient
between two antennas introduces higher correlation thus
worse performance and the implementation of multi-antenna
structures is challenging in the very limited space provided
by the multi-system small terminal. Many researchers have
investigated different methods to overcome these
constraints. Metamaterials have been extensively applied for
antenna applications recently to achieve mutual coupling
reduction [2]. Indeed, Metamaterial structures have the
property to significantly reduce the circuit size and improve
the isolation between each antenna. On the other hand,
negative permittivity materials usually can be obtained by
using MNG which is composed by C-SRR. The resonance
frequency is determined by the capacitance and inductance
of its structure [3].Furthermore, in [4], the MNG is inserted
between the two antennas (back to back) and it consists of
Edge-Coupled Split Ring Resonator (EC-SRR) and a
Broadside-Coupled Square Ring Resonator (BC-SRR).
In this paper, we use only C-SRR to design the MNG
structure and it will be inserted between two substrates.
Details of the antenna design and experimental results are
presented and discussed.
Ansoft HFSS simulator is used in this paper to simulate a
2x2 MIMO antennas system.

2. Antenna and MNG designs
Initially, The MIMO system consists of two rectangular
patch antennas, the ground plane and the substrate. As
shown in Fig.1, each rectangular patch element is assumed
as a Finite conductivity and has a dimensions of Lp =7mm
and Wp =6.5 mm. It was fed by a 50 Ω microstrip line
which consists of two branches with values of wide =0.8
mm and 0.3 mm. The perfect conductor ground plane has a
dimension of 30.94×27.5 mm2.They are deposited on a
0.6mm thick Teflon substrate (εr = 2.2). The spacing
between the two elements is λ/2 where λ is the free space
wavelength.

Figure 1: Dimensions of the antenna (in millimeter)
In order to reduce the size of each antenna and enhance the
mutual coupling, we have used the MNG structure between
two Teflon substrates with a 0.5 mm as thickness and have
dimensions of 29.04* 19.17mm2 for each. First, The MNG
consists of a group of 4 sets of C-SRR. Each set consists of
8 unit cells. The separation distance between the slabs is
5.31mm.Moreover, the effective permeability characteristics
of the C-SRR unit cell can be determined using the method
described in [5] and it was -0.5 at 13.4 GHz as mentioned in
Fig.2. Second, we have designed two rectangular patch
antennas which assumed as a Finite conductivity with a
dimension of Lp =6mm and Wp = 6mm. We have conserved
the dimensions of the microstrip line. According this
situation, we have achieved more than 47% reduction in size
of each antenna. The dimensions of the used C-SRR are

shown in Fig. 3.The Perspective view of the two antennas
with MNG and the same spacing (λ/2) is shown in Fig.4.

measured in terms of S12 is -16dB compared to -19 dB
thanks to MNG structure.

Figure 5: Measured S-parameters with and without CSRR.

Figure 2: Simulated effective permeability

3.2. Bandwidth and gain
Fig .5 shows also that the 10 -dB bandwidth of the proposed
2*2 MIMO system without MNG is approximately
290MHz. This bandwidth is compared to that with MNG
and it was 1.14 GHz. Therefore, we note a significant
increase in bandwidth of 850MHZ.
The radiation pattern in Fig.6 shows a peak gain of 2.12dB
(H-plane) and 2.03dB (E-plane) respectively compared to
1.22 dB and 1.06 dB for the design without C-SRR.
Thus, we also note that the gain was clearly fructified.

Figure 3: Dimensions (in millimeter) of the proposed CSRR

Figure 6: Measured gain with and without C-SRR (E-Plane
and H-plane)

Figure 4: Perspective view of the two antennas with C-SRR

4. Conclusion

3. Analysis of Results

In this study, we have proposed and evaluated a method to
enhance the isolation characteristic of 2*2 MIMO system
using C-SRR. Indeed, The C-SRR array structure was
inserted between two Teflon substrates. Besides, the
miniaturization of the two antennas was successfully
accomplished with a percentage of 47.25% as compared as
the initial system without C-SRR. Additionally, we have
improved the mutual coupling, the bandwidth and the gain.
Thus, we can confirm that the MNG structure based on CSRR can be used in MIMO antennas system to fructify its
performances.

3.1. S-parameters
The simulated S-parameters with and without C-SRR
structure are illustrated in Fig. 5.
When the two radiating elements were excited, we have a
return loss of -12.65dB compared to -24.12 dB after the CSRR structure was inserted as proposed above. On the other
hand, a reduction in mutual coupling of 3 dB was achieved
for the antenna system with C-SRR. Otherwise, the isolation

2
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Abstract
It is shown that one can explore the optical conductivity of graphene, together with the ability of controlling
its electronic density by an applied gate voltage, in order
to achieve resonant coupling between an external electromagnetic radiation and surface plasmon-polaritons in the
graphene layer. This phenomenon can be achieved either in
the attenuated total reflection structure or in diffraction grating. This opens the possibility of electrical control of the
intensity of light, reflected from the graphene, by switching
between the regimes of total reflection and total absorption.
The predicted effect can be used to build graphene-based
optoelectronic switches.

1. Introduction
Coupling of light to the surface charges at metal-dielectric
interface gives rise to the special kind of electromagnetic
waves – surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) [1]. The specific properties of SPPs allow their using in variety of practical applications, like, e.g., plasmon sensors [2], or highresolution image [3].
At the same time diffraction of light on periodical structures leads to the series of interesting phenomena. Thus,
the spectrum of nanostructure photonic crystal is characterized by its band-gap structure [4]. The ability of light to
propagate in such photonic crystal depends upon the fact,
whether its wavelength belongs to the allowed band, or to
the photonic band gap. From the other side, diffraction of
p-polarized light on the metal surface with periodical surface grating is characterized by the presence of so-called
Wood and Rayleigh anomalies [5], first one occurring due
to the resonant excitation of the SPPs on the metal surface.
Transmission gratings, operating on the same resonant light
diffraction mechanism, are known to exhibit an unusual
property: this kind of structures can be highly transmitting
at certain frequencies. As an example, a transmittancy of
light through a flat, optically thick metal film, perforated
with the subwavelength hole 2D array can be much larger
than that expected from the standard aperture theory [6].
Nowadays a two-dimensional carbon material graphene
attracts strong attention of researches in different areas
[7, 8, 9] due to its unique and unusual properties. In plasmonics interest to graphene arises from the fact, that mobility of electrons in graphene (due to their Dirac-cone spectrum shape) is much higher compared with that in conven-

tional two-dimensional electron gas (for review see, e.g.,
[10]). At the same time the charge-carrier density (and, as a
consequence, the spectrum of SPPs) in graphene can be easily controlled through electrostatic doping by applying external gate voltage to the graphene layer [11]. Latter gives
an opportunity to elaborate graphene-based terahertz metamaterials and optoelectronic devices (like graphene-ribbon
array [12] or attenuated total reflection (ATR) scheme [13]),
where plasmon absorption peak frequency can be electrostatically tuned. One more interesting property of graphene
is the existence of s-polarized SPP mode [14], this fact allows creation a broadband graphene polarizer [15].
The aim of the present paper is to demonstrate the possibility of the attenuation of the microwave range electromagnetic waves by partial transforming the incident wave
energy into the energy of SPPs in graphene monolayer. We
achieve this using either the ATR scheme, or diffraction
grating. We show, that by applying the gate voltage to
graphene layer it is possible to tune the attenuation coefficient in wide range - from almost total absorption till almost
total reflectance of electromagnetic waves.

2. Excitation of surface plasmon-polaritons
in attenuated total reflection scheme with
graphene layer
In this section we consider the ATR structure for coupling
SPPs to external electromagnetic wave in so called Otto
geometry (Fig. 1). Thus, the p-polarized electromagnetic
wave with frequency ! falls on the interface between the
prism (with dielectric constant "3 ) and dielectric film characterized by the dielectric constant "2 . This film is considered to be deposited on top of single graphene layer, which
in its turn being deposited on the substrate with dielectric
constant "1 . Further in the paper we suppose, that all dielectric constants are real. If the angle of incidence ⇥ is
bigger than the critical angle of total internal reflection ⇥c
(determined as sin ⇥c = max("1 , "2 )/"3 ), then the electromagnetic wave in the gap between prism and graphene will
be evanescent in the direction z. Further two scenarios of
its interaction with graphene layer are possible, which can
be described in the following simplified manner: (i) if the
x-component of the incident wave wavevector
p
kx =  "3 sin ⇥

(1)

of Maxwell equations
"2
Hy(2) (x, z) = p
E (2) (x, z) = exp(ikx x) ⇥ (4)
"3 sin ⇥ z
n
o
(2)
(2)
B+ exp[p2 (z + d)] + B exp[ p2 (z + d)] ,
p2
Ex(2) (x, z) = i
exp(ikx x) ⇥ (5)
"2
n
o
(2)
(2)
B+ exp[p2 (z + d)] B exp[ p2 (z + d)] ,
describe the superpositions of two evanescent waves, while
in the graphene substrate (z > 0, medium m = 1)
Hy(1) (x, z) =

Figure 1: ATR scheme in Otto geometry, containing the
graphene layer on the substrate, and dielectric prism separated from graphene by a dielectric film of thickness d.

p

"1
E (1) (x, z) =
"3 sin ⇥ z

exp(ikx x)B

(1)

exp[ p1 z],
p
1
(1)
Ex(1) (x, z) = i
exp(ikx x)B exp[ p1 z],
"1

(here  = !/c) does not coincide with the eigen wavevector of SPPs in graphene kSP P (!) at frequency of incident wave, the interaction between external electromagnetic
wave and SPPs is off-resonant and low efficient, and, hence,
the incident wave is almost totally reflected at the prismdielectric interface (the reflectivity of ATR structure is close
to unity); (ii) in opposite situation, when kx = kSP P (!)1 ,
the incident electromagnetic wave–SPP resonant coupling
is highly efficient, and energy of electromagnetic wave can
be transformed into the energy of excited SPP in graphene.
Latter results in drastic decrease of the ATR structure reflectivity in the vicinity of SPP resonance.
In order to describe the above-mentioned mechanism
quantitatively, we solve Maxwell equations rotE(m) =
iH(m) , rotH(m) = i"m E(m) separately in each of
three media m = 1, 2, 3. Since our problem is uniform
in direction y, components of p-polarized electromagnetic
(m)
(m)
(m)
field E(m) = {Ex , 0, Ez } and H(m) = {0, Hy , 0}
in the semi-infinite medium m = 3 (inside the prism, which
occupies a half-space z < d) will have form
p
"3 (3)
(3)
Hy (x, z) =
E (x, z) = exp(ikx x) ⇥
(2)
sin ⇥ z
{Hi exp[ikz (z + d)] + Hr exp[ ikz (z + d)]} ,
cos ⇥
Ex(3) (x, z) = exp(ikx x) p
⇥
(3)
"3
{Hi exp[ikz (z + d)] Hr exp[ ikz (z + d)]} ,

(6)

(7)

solutions represent one evanescent wave, which amplitude
decreases
p in positive direction of axis z. In Eqs.(4)–(7)
pm =  "3 sin2 ⇥ "m 0.
Boundary conditions at z = d and z = 0 are slightly
different. So, at the interface z = d (between prism
and dielectric film) boundary conditions imply the continuity of the tangential components of the electric and mag(3)
(2)
(3)
netic field, Ex (x, d) = Ex (x, d), Hy (x, d) =
(2)
Hy (x, d)]. Meanwhile, at the interface z = 0 situation is changed due to presence of graphene layer: the
tangential component of the electric field is still continu(1)
(2)
ous Ex (x, 0) = Ex (x, 0), while the discontinuity of the
(1)
tangential component of the magnetic field, Hy (x, 0)
(2)
Hy (x, 0) = (4⇡/c)jx = (4⇡/c) (!)Ex (x, 0) stems
from the presence of surface currents in the graphene layer.
Matching these boundary conditions, we obtain an explicit
expression for the amplitude of the reflected field, namely
Hr =
where
1
2

n

"1
p

Hi n "11

+i 4⇡
c (!)

4⇡
p1 +i c

(!)

= tanh[p2 d]
=1

i"2p
cos ⇥
p2 "3

o
o

"2
1+ p
2
"2
1+ p
2

2

,

(8)

2

i"2p
cos ⇥
p2 "3 ,

tanh[p2 d],

and overbar stands for complex conjugation.
To analyze properties of Eq.(8) we notice, that in the
limit of infinitely thick dielectric film d ! 1 the equality
of its denominator to zero gives

p

where kz =  "3 cos ⇥ is z-component of the wavevector. Eqs.(2)–(3) represent a superposition of incident wave
(with magnetic field amplitude Hi ), and the reflected wave,
propagating in the positive and negative direction of axis z,
respectively.
In the dielectric film between prism and
graphene( d < z < 0, medium m = 2) solutions

"2
4⇡
"1
+
+i
(!) = 0.
p1
p2
c

(9)

p
Formal substitution of kSP P =  "3 sin ⇥ into
Eq.(9) transforms this equation into dispersion relations
!(kSP P ) = 0 for the p–polarized SPPs in graphene surrounded by two semi-infinite media ("1 and "2 ). Here we

1 below it will be shown, that this equality is valid only for infinite
distance d ! 1 between graphene and prism surface, in other case a
certain correction to this condition should be introduced.

2

solve the dispersion relation Eq.(9) for the graphene on
SiO2 substrate (with "1 = 3.9), neglecting real part of conductivity Real( (!)) = 0 (dispersion curves in the case
of nonzero real part of conductivity can be seen, e.g., in
Ref.[13]). From Fig.2(a) we can see that as eigen wavevector kSP P increases the eigenfrequency ! of SPPs increases
monotonically as well. Hence, SPPs possess a positive
group velocity, which is smaller than speed of light in either
pof the surrounding dielectrics, that is @!/@kSP P <
c/ max("1 , "2 ). At the same time increasing of the chemical potential of graphene results in growing of the SPP
group velocity [compare two dispersion curves for V =
25 V and V = 50 V in Fig.2(a)]. From other side, gatecontrolled graphene conductivity originates another interesting phenomenon. Since in the ATR structure the excitation of SPP occurs, when the ATR scanline (1) crosses
the SPP dispersion curve !(kSP P ), the resonance can be
tuned by changing the gate voltage applied to the graphene
layer. If the parameters of incident electromagnetic wave
(frequency and angle of incidence) and gate voltage V are
adjusted in order to excite SPPs at frequency ! = ⌦ [crossing point in Fig.2(a)], the excitation of SPP will correspond
to the minimum of reflectivity of ATR structure. Then, if
the parameters of incident wave are kept unchanged, while
gate voltage is varied to V 0 , the condition for the SPP excitation at frequency ! = ⌦ is not met any more (these
conditions will be met at frequency ⌦0 ). Thus, the reflection
coefficient, corresponding to frequency ⌦ will be increased,
this opens a possibility to construct a microwave attenuator,
where the power of reflected electromagnetic wave is tuned
through the gate voltage.

Figure 2: (a) SPP eigenfrequency ! versus eigen wavevector kSP P , calculated for a single graphene layer with the
following parameters: µ ' 0.16 eV, µ ' 0.22 eV, which
can be achieved by applying the gate voltage V = 25 V
or V = 50 V (indicated in panel), correspondingly, to
graphene layer deposited on SiO2 substrate with thickness
300 nm [11]; dispersion curves are combined with the ATR
scanline (1) [dashed line] for angle of incidence ⇥ = 60 .
(b) Reflectivity R versus angle of incidence ⇥ and frequency ! for the ATR structure with µ ' 0.16 eV (corresponding to V = 25 V of gate voltage), where blue and
red colors correspond to low and high reflectivities, correspondingly. (c) Reflectivity R versus angle of incidence
⇥, corresponding to the minimal value of R(!, ⇥), depicted in panel (a). (d) Frequency ! at which for given
⇥ the minimum of R in panel (a) occurs. (e) Angle of
incidence ⇥, and frequency !, corresponding to zero reflectivity of the ATR structure versus gate voltage V . (f)
Reflectivity R versus gate voltage V for ATR structure with
⇥ = 34.40 , ! = 2.894 meV [dashed line] or ⇥ = 34.35 ,
! = 3.044 meV [solid line]. In all panels other parameters
are "1 = 3.9, "2 = 1, "3 = 16, d = 40 µm.

2

The reflectivity R = |Hr /Hi | of ATR structure, calculated according to Eq.(8), is depicted in Fig.2(b), which
shows the minimum value of R at particular values of incident wave parameters ⇥ and ! (that can be controlled independently). Comparison of Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) demonstrates good correspondence between exact calculation of
position of reflectivity minimum and its estimation, which
comes from crossing point of the dispersion relation and
ATR scanline (in both cases ⌦ ⇡ 5.2 meV). It is clear
that the value of R can be made very small and even zero
by an appropriate choice of ⇥ and !. For the fixed ⇥ the
value of ! at which reflectivity minimum occurs, and the
value of this minimum R, can be read off from Figs.2(c)
and 2(d). At the same time for any value of gate voltage it
is possible to find such pair of (⇥, !), at which reflectivity
of ATR structure will be R = 0 (in a particular case, depicted in Figs.2(b)–(d), these parameters are ⇥ ⇡ 34.4 and
! = 2.95 meV). In other words, in this case the whole energy of incident wave is transformed into energy of excited
SPPs in graphene. In Figs.2(e) the pair of these parameters (⇥, !) at which total absorption of p-polarized incident
wave is achieved is shown as function of gate voltage.

from zero to almost unity (full reflectance) by varying the
gate voltage within a range of V ⇠ 10 V . As a result, the
ATR structure with graphene layer can operate as an attenuator of electromagnetic waves operating in the terahertz
range, where the intensity of the reflected electromagnetic
wave can be tuned by the gate voltage, applied to graphene.

3. Excitation of surface plasmon–polaritons
in graphene by incident wave diffraction on
periodic grating
Another possibility to excite SPPs is to use some kind of
periodic grating in the system (this can be either periodicity of substrate, or that of graphene conductivity). In
this case SPPs can be excited by the incident propagating
electromagnetic wave, falling directly on graphene; excitation of SPPs occurs as the result of diffraction of this
wave on periodicity. To realize this phenomenon, we con-

From Fig.2(f) we can see that indeed it is possible
to tune externally the resonance absorption condition by
changing the external gate voltage. Fig.2(f) demonstrates
the possibility of changing the ATR structure’s reflectivity
3

sider the structure, similar to that depicted in Fig.1, but
without using prism ("3 = "2 ), and the dielectric permeability of graphene substrate being periodically modulated along direction x with the modulation period D as
"1 (x) = "1 (x + D) = "0 [1 + a cos(gx)]. Here a is the
modulation depth (which is considered to be small a ⌧ 1),
g = 2⇡/D is the periodicity constant, "0 is the average dielectric permeability of substrate.
In the case of coordinate-dependent dielectric permeability the magnetic field of the p-polarized wave is governed by the wave equation (which is obtained from the
Maxwell equations)
(m)
@Hy (x, z)

2

h(1)
n (z) =

1
X

(2)

where pn
(2)

n,0 Hi

=

(2)

(2)

1 dhn (0)
= 0,
"2 dz
from which we obtain linear system of equations for ampli(r)
(t)
tudes of reflected Hn and transmitted Hn harmonics

(11)

1
X

1
"0

#
(2)
4⇡pn
1
(!) = (14)
ic"2
"
#
(2)
4⇡pn
(!) ,
n,0 Hi 1 +
ic"2

Hn(r)

1
X

n0 = 1

1/2 (t)
n 0 H n0

h

⇣

p(1)
n

⌘2

h(1)
n (z)
o
(1)
(1)
h
(z)
+
q
h
(z)
= 0,
1 n 1
n,n+1 n+1

1,n0

(2)

(2)

(1)

"

a
'n
2

'n,n0
+

Real(pn )
0, Imag(pn )  0. Notice that for ze(2)
roth harmonic p0 = ikz , and it corresponds to the superposition of forward-propagating incident wave with amplitude Hi and backward-propagating reflected wave with
(r)
amplitude H0 , while for n 6= 0 Eq.(12) describes either
(2)
backward-propagating diffracted wave (if Real(pn ) = 0)
(r)
(2)
with amplitude Hn , or evanescent wave (if Imag(pn ) =
(r)
0). In latter case Hn corresponds to its amplitude at
boundary z = 0.
In medium m = 1 situation is more complicated: here
spatial harmonics of transmitted wave are coupled due to
spatial periodicity. Namely, they are described by system
of equations

an
qn,n
2

(t)
Hn0 'n,n0

n0 = 1

(r)
(2)
exp( p(2)
n z) + Hn exp(pn z), (12)
h
i1/2
2
(kx + ng)
2 " 2
, such that

d2 hn (z)
dz 2

'n,n0 .

4⇡
dhn (0)
h(1)
h(2)
(!)
= 0,
n (0)
n (0) +
ic"2
dz
"
#
(1)
(1)
(1)
1 dhn (0) a dhn 1 (0) a dhn+1 (0)
"0
dz
2
dz
2
dz

where hn (z) is the amplitudes of n-th spatial harmonics of magnetic field in medium m, and kx is determined
as Eq.(1). In medium m = 2 dielectric permeability is
coordinate-independent, and, as a result, spatial harmonics
are independent and can be represented as
h(2)
n (z) =

⌘

eigenvector, corresponding to n0 eigenvalue. The boundary
conditions at z = 0, similar to that of Sec.2, imply

n= 1
(m)

1/2
n0 z

Here n0 are the eigenvalues of tridiagonal matrix T̂ (which
elements are Tn,n0 = (a/2) [ n,n0 +1 + n,n0 1 ] qn,n0 +
⇣
⌘2
(1)
), and 'n,n0 is the n-th element of matrix T̂
n,n0 pn

(m)
Hy (x, z)
@x2

h(m)
n (z) exp(ingx),

⇣

(t)

Hn0 exp

n0 = 1

d [log "m (x)]
@
+
+
dx
@x
(m)
@ 2 Hy (x, z)
+ 2 "m (x)Hy(m) (x, z) = 0. (10)
@z 2
Here m = 1, 2 is the index of the medium (similar to that,
introduced in Sec.2). Since the dielectric permeability is
periodic, the solution of Eq.(10) can be given in the form of
Fourier–Floquet series
Hy(m) = exp(ikx x)

1
X

pn
H (r) =
"2 n

i
a
'n+1,n0 (15)
2
(2)

n,0 Hi

pn
.
"2

Qualitatively the process of SPP excitation in periodic
structure can be described in the following manner. The
incident wave falling on graphene, upon the diffraction on
the periodical modulation of the substrate excites a series of
spatial harmonics (here evanescent harmonics correspond
to SPPs). The coupling between harmonics during the
diffraction process can clearly be seen from (and mathematically described by) the coupled Eqs.(13). The excitation of n-th harmonic occurs with maximal efficiency, when
parameters of incident wave (angle of incidence ⇥ and frequency !) correspond to the crossing point between the
SPP dispersion curve !(kSP P ) and line
1/2

kx = "2

sin ⇥ + ng

(16)

[similar to the ATR case (1)]. This situation is depicted
in Fig.3(a) for n = ±1 (notice, that excitation of harmonics with higher numbers |n|
2 is less effective), where
for given parameters SPPs can be excited at frequencies
⌦ 1 ⇡ 9.5 meV and ⌦1 ⇡ 10 meV. The excited SPP harmonic (through the above-mentioned coupling) makes an
influence on the zeroth reflected harmonics, giving rise to
some anomaly in the reflection spectrum. At the same time,

(13)
(1)

where qn,n0 = (n0 n) g (kx + ng)
2 " 0 , pn =
h
i1/2
2
(kx + ng)
2 " 0
. The system of Eqs.(13) possesses
a solution (for details see, e.g., [16])
4

(r)

2

(r)

2

H0 /Hi ⇡ 0.15 and H0 /Hi ⇡ 0.25), if compared
to that of ATR structure (where it can be varied from total reflection to total absorption). In order to increase the
reflectivity one should use gratings with larger modulation
depth a.

4. Conclusions
To conclude, we have demonstrated that both the ATR
structure and periodic grating incorporating a monolayer
graphene sheet can operate as THz attenuator where the reflectance of an electromagnetic wave can be switched from
nearly unity to nearly zero (in ATR structure) by applying
an external gate voltage to the graphene layer. Since the
typical frequencies are ⇠ 5 meV (or ⇠ 1.2 THz), this structure can operate in the submillimeter range. The frequency
of excited SPPs can be increased by using a prism material
with a higher dielectric permeability "3 in ATR structure, or
smaller grating period in periodic gratings. The proposed
device can also be used for spectroscopy of the graphene
optical conductivity through measuring the characteristics
of the excited SPPs.

Figure 3: (a) SPP eigenfrequency ! versus eigen wavevector kSP P , calculated for gate voltage V = 50 V [same as
in Fig.2(a)], but combined with lines (16) for n = 1 and
n = 1 (right and left dashed line, respectively). (b) Re(r)

flection coefficient of zero harmonic H0 /Hi
(r)

2

(red solid

2

line) and relative square amplitudes Hn /Hi of n = 1
(black dashed lines) and n = 1 (blue dashed lines) harmonics vs frequency !. For the comparison the reflectivity of the graphene, deposited on nonmodulated substrate
is depicted by solid green line. (c) Reflection coefficient of
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Abstract
Elastic wave propagation in functionally graded periodically layered and damaged composites is investigated using
the extended transfer matrix method and the boundary integral equation method. Two different models are developed
to approximate the damaged layer, namely, a periodic array
of cracks and continuously distributed springs in the layer.
The focus of this analysis is on the wave transmission and
reflection, band-gaps, localization and resonance phenomena due to the influences of functionally graded properties
and crack-like damages.

1. Introduction
In recent years, an increasing research interest on a new
class of functional composites, the so-called phononic crystals (PCs), arises in the research community from many different disciplines. PCs consist of two or more different constituent materials with a periodic arrangement, and many
anomalous wave propagation phenomena may arise in such
periodic structures. PCs may show some surprising effects,
which have potential applications such as in the design and
functional optimization of novel multi-functional composites, development of new acoustic and ultrasonic devices
(wave detectors, wave filters, acoustic lenses, etc.), noise
reduction and vibration isolation in high-precision mechanical systems and many others [1]. Usually the interface is
assumed to be continuous in the stress and displacement
components in the simulation, while an interface in a real
situation is much more complicated. The reason could arise
from micro level due to misfits at the grain boundaries, or
on a macro scale where a thin interface layer connects the
two solids. Various methods have been developed to model
such imperfect interfaces [2, 3, 4]. Another possible approach to deal with this mismatch between two different
materials is to impose a layer of a functionally graded material between the two homogeneous solids.
Elastic wave guides are susceptible to damages like
cracks during the manufacturing or in service. In particular, the delamination at imperfect interfaces between
the constituents and interior cracks in the individual layers can occur. Such interface or interior damages may
change the dynamic properties of the periodic composites
and correspondingly cause noticeable alterations in bandgaps and wave transmission spectra. To simplify the analy-

sis, imperfect interfaces are usually approximated by a periodic/stochastic distribution of interface cracks or by spring
boundary conditions [5], where the latter in a limiting case
corresponds to a crack. Several analytical and numerical
approaches have been developed so far for wave propagation analysis in periodic structures [6] including the transfer
matrix method employed in the present work. Wave propagation and diffraction by a crack in multilayered composite
structures can be efficiently investigated by using boundary
integral representations and Green’s functions in conjunction with the integral-transform technique [7].
The present study is a continuation of our previous research works [8, 9, 10]. Here a special type of PCs is
considered, namely, the one-dimensional PCs consisting of
unit-cells composed of two different elastic materials with
a periodicity in the thickness direction, where functionally
graded (FG) interlayers are placed between the two neighboring homogeneous layers with a single crack or a distribution of cracks.

2. Characterization of wave motion in
phononic crystals
In order to investigate wave phenomena in periodic layered
structures, several problems are studied (see Figures 1, 5).
In the following sections, numerical results for the propagation characteristics of P- and SV-waves in a periodic composite with crack-like damages are presented. Numerical
calculations are carried out for the same material parameters as in [10]. The structure is composed of N unit-cells
with periodically spaced Alumina and Aluminium, which
are denoted as Materials A and B correspondingly.

A
B

Material

Density

Alumina
Aluminium

[kg/m3 ]
4000
2700

Young’s
modulus
[GP a]
400
70

Poisson’s
ratio
0.231
0.33

Table 1: Elastic moduli and densities of materials A and B.
The two half-planes i = 0, i = N + 1 (the surrounding
media) are assumed to have the same elastic properties as
material A. The material parameters (density ρ1 , Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio) are given in Table 1.

2.1. Energy flow

The amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves
do not give sufficient information needed for the analysis,
so the energy transmission coefficient κ+ and the energy
reflection coefficient κ− are introduced. The energy transmission coefficient κ+ = E + /E 0 is defined as the ratio
of the time-averaged energy flow transmitted through the
layered stack E + to the energy transferable by the plane
wave E 0 , and analogously for the reflection coefficient
κ− = E − /E 0 . Obviously the energy conservation law
must be satisfied, i.e. κ+ + κ− = 1.

The transport of the elastic wave energy corresponding to
the time-harmonic displacement field ue−iωt with the circular frequency ω can be visualized by the energy streamlines, which show the trajectories of the time-averaged energy fluxes [11]. At every point energy streamlines are
tangential to the power density vector e = (ex , ez ) =
(e1 , e2 ) introduced by Umov [12] for elastodynamic wave
fields in the 19th century. Its components are expressed
via the displacement and stress vectors u and τ n : en =
− ω2 Im (u, τ n ), where τ n is the amplitude of the stress vector on an elementary area orthogonal to the n-th coordinate
axis.

2.3. Pass-bands and band-gaps
The transmission coefficient κ± is a suitable characteristic quantity to describe pass-bands and band-gaps, see [10].
Band-gaps are frequency ranges in which the transmission
coefficient is zero, i.e., no wave propagation is possible in
band-gaps. In general, band-gaps are dependent on the type
and the incidence angle θ of the incoming waves. For the
demonstration of the wave propagation phenomena related
to a periodically layered composite structure, it is often sufficient to consider the first band-gap only, because similar
wave propagation phenomena are also expected at medium
and high frequencies.

2.2. Transmission and reflection coefficients
The displacement vector u = {u1 , u2 } = {ux , uz } in the
elastic media is governed by the equations of motion
(1)

where the stress tensor σij can be expressed in terms of the
derivatives of the displacement components ui by
(2)
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Here δij is the Kronecker symbol; λ and µ are the Lamé
coefficients.
In the multilayered media the elastic constants λ and µ
are piecewise continuous functions with jumps on the layer
interfaces z = zn . On the interfaces, the following continuity conditions for the displacement and the stress components should be satisfied

N th unit-cell

[ui ]zn = 0,

A

[σ2i ]zn = 0.

Here [f ]zn denotes the jump of the function f (z) at z = zn .
In order to demonstrate the scheme, the simplest case
of plane SH wave propagation is considered. The displacement fields in both half-planes are plane waves and can be
expressed in the following form
! ik cos θz
e A
+ A− e−ikA cos θz , z ≤ 0
u1 (z) = eikA sin θx
+ ikA cos θ(z−d)
A e
,
z ≥ NH
while the component u2 = 0. Here θ is the incidence angle, A+ and A− are the amplitudes of the transmitted and
reflected plane waves, kA is the wavenumber of the SHwaves in the lower and upper half-planes [13].
The generalized state vector v(z) composed of the displacement u1 and the stress component σ12 can be expressed in terms of the propagator or transfer matrix (Tmatrix) [14] by
v(d) = T · v(0).

B
A
...

σij = λ(u1,1 + u2,2 )δij + µ(ui,j + uj,i ).

B
A
...

i, j = 1, 2

1 st unit-cell

σij,j + ρω 2 ui = 0,

B
A
A

Figure 1: Geometry of the undamaged functionally graded
periodic laminate.

The amplitudes A+ and A− of the transmitted and reflected
plane waves should satisfy the energy conservation law.
The total transfer matrix T is a multiplication of the transfer
matrices Ti of all the sublayers, e.g. [10].

2

ωH /2πcA

(a)

2

Figure 2: Variation of the material parameters.
1

The phononic crystals (PCs) under consideration are
composed of finite periodically spaced unit-cells in the
thickness direction made of both functionally graded (FG)
and isotropic materials (Figure 1). The FG interlayers are
composites consisting of two material phases with their
composition varying in the thickness direction leading to
continuous functions for the elastic constants λ(z), µ(z)
and the density ρ(z).
Two models for the FG layers are developed. The first
model is the so-called explicit FG model, in which the
transfer matrix is derived by the numerical solution of the
equations of motion with variable coefficients. The second
model is the multilayer model, where a number of homogeneous isotropic sublayers of piecewise constant material
properties is used to approximate the FG interlayers. In this
case the transfer matrix TF of the functionally graded layer
is approximated by a multiplication of the transfer matrices
of all the isotropic sublayers [10]. The correctness and the
accuracy of both models are verified by comparing the computed wave transmission coefficient and band-gaps.

0
ωH /2πcA
2
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0
0
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The location and the width of the band-gaps are in general dependent on the material gradation law describing the
FG interlayers and the geometrical parameters of the periodic laminates. Here, we first analyze the effects of the
FG interlayers on the band-gaps for the power-law material gradation. An example for the variation of the material
parameters in the power-law I and power-law II within the
unit-cell is presented in Figure 2.
The band-gaps are presented in Figures 3 and 4, which
show the influences of the relative thickness of the FG interlayers hF /H on the band-gaps. Figure 3 presents the numerical results for the incident plane time-harmonic P-wave
and different power-laws of the material gradation while
Figure 4 stands for the plane time-harmonic SV-wave at the
incidence angle θ = 0◦ for both case. The presence of the
FG interlayers in a PC and the material gradation law have
essential influences on the band-gaps (their form and location) in comparison with that without FG interlayers (case
of hF = 0) in the medium and high frequency ranges.

2

0
0

0.1

Figure 4: Influences of the interlayer thickness hF /H on
band-gaps for hA /hB = 1 and incident SV-wave. (a) Law
I; (b) Law II; (Darker and lighter domains denote band-gaps
with and without FG interlayers respectively).

(a)

0

(b)

4. Damaged phononic crystals

0.5

Now we consider time-harmonic wave propagation in a PC
with a damaged layer, see Figure 5. The damage is assumed
to be in the M -th unit-cell at a distance d from the interface z = aM −1 . Different kinds of damages are considered, namely, a single crack, a distribution of cracks, and
spring-like boundary conditions, see Figure 6. In order to

Figure 3: Influences of the interlayer thickness hF /H on
band-gaps for hA /hB = 1 and incident P-wave. (a) Law I;
(b) Law II; (Darker and lighter domains denote band-gaps
with and without FG interlayers respectively).

3

verify the analysis, the thickness of the FG interlayers for
the damaged PC is assumed to be zero, i.e., hF = 0 and
only homogeneous sublayers are present.

ered half-planes
usc (x, z) =

!

u− (x, z), z < 0,
u+ (x, z), z > 0,

(3)

and the corresponding integral representations for each
half-plane are applied in a similar manner as in [8]. On
the top surface of both half-planes an unknown load p(x)
is introduced, and an integral representation for the scattered displacement field is then employed [7]. For a large
number of layers the method is time consuming, thus the
technique developed in [7] is applied. The explicit description of the numerical construction of the Fourier-transform
of the Green’s matrix for multilayered elastic half-planes
can be found [15]. The load p(x) is determined from
the solution of the integral equation for the crack-openingdisplacements using a Galerkin method.

A
B
...

A
M th unit-cell

DAMAGED LAYER

...

(a)

45

6

z

B
|u|

A
A
0

Figure 5: Geometry of the damaged functionally graded
periodic laminate.
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Figure 6: Three different types of the damages.

4.1. A single crack

−6
−5

The total displacement field u = u + u in the periodic laminate with a strip-like crack of length 2l is continuous everywhere except on the crack-faces, where τ (x, z) =
{τxz (x, z), τzz (x, z)} = 0. The scattered wave field in the
composite media is considered separately for the two layin

0

x

5

sc

Figure 7: The displacement amplitude |u(x, z)| and related
energy streamlines for P-wave propagation at an angle θ =
0◦ ; hA /hB = 1; l/H = 1.0; d/H = 0.25; ω = 2.713.
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The presence of a single crack does not change the
band-gaps and the pass-bands. However, a single crack
changes the local wave pattern in its surroundings. Thus,
some localization and resonance phenomena can be observed, which are especially important to the failure of the
material from the practical point of view. The presence of
a crack may cause noticeably large amplitudes of the wave
motion, i.e., wave localization, in the vicinity of the crack.
In addition, very large stress and displacement amplitudes
are observed at resonance frequencies, and the localization
exhibits also in the occurrence of the energy vortices near
the cracks, for more details see [16].
In order to demonstrate the wave localization effect, the
parameters l, d and ω corresponding to the strongest resonances have been found after the analysis of the average
CODs and the stress intensity factors (SIFs). The corresponding wave pattern is shown in Figure 7 via the displacement amplitudes u and the energy streamlines, where
the crack is depicted by the green prolongated rounded rectangle. The wave pattern is symmetrical with respect to the
x = 0 axis due to the normal wave incidence (θ = 0◦ ). The
energy flow is sufficiently reflected by the crack and goes
like a channel wave in the two layers over and below the
damaged layer. Pairs of the energy vortices are observed
near the crack, where in the centers of the energy vortices
|e| = 0. The maximum energy flow is concentrated near
the crack seen as dark zones in Figure 7.

1

ωH /2πcA

1.5

1

0.5

0

0

0

1

l /H

2

Figure 8: Transmission coefficient κ+ (ω, l/H) in the damaged PC modeled by a periodic array of cracks in the
M = 15th layer. P-wave propagation at an angle θ = 0◦ ;
hA /hB = 1; d/H = 0.25.
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4.2. Distributed damages
Two different models are developed to approximate the
damaged layer with a distribution of cracks, namely, a periodic array of cracks of length 2l and spacing s and continuously distributed springs in the layer. In the first model, the
total wave field in the stack of elastic layers with cracks
is described by a sum of incident wave field determined
by the transfer matrix method and the scattered wave field
governed by a boundary integral representation [7] in terms
of the crack-opening-displacements (CODs) on the crackfaces. The problems for a single crack and for a periodic array of cracks are solved by using a boundary integral equation method in combination with a Galerkin method. In the
second model, the damaged layer is approximated by the
spring boundary conditions which allows us to use the Tmatrix method with an approximate estimation of the spring
stiffness [5]. To this end, the following spring boundary
conditions are introduced
" +
#−1
λ + 2µ+
λ− + 2µ−
+
−
σiz = σiz =
+ −
×
(λ+ + µ+ )µ+
(λ + µ− )µ−

0.5

0

0

0

1

l /H

2

Figure 9: Transmission coefficient κ+ (ω, l/H) in the damaged PC modeled by the spring boundary conditions in the
M = 15th layer. P-wave propagation at an angle θ = 0◦ ;
hA /hB = 1; d/H = 0.25.

ically layered composite weakened by a damaged layer.
The transmission coefficients κ+ (ω, l/H) calculated by the
model of periodic collinear cracks and the spring model
are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively for a normal
incidence of a plane time P-wave (θ = 0◦ ). The energy
transmission coefficients obtained by both models are in a
good agreement in the low-frequency range. In the second
and third pass-bands, obvious differences in the transmission coefficients from both models are observed. Since the
spring model is based on an averaging technique [17] and
the low-frequency assumption, the model is inadequate for
medium and high frequencies, and for predicting the wave
localization, resonance peaks of κ+ (ω, l/H) in the passbands and stress concentration phenomena near crack-tips.

4s
−
× (u+
(4)
i − ui ),
πl2
which relate the stresses and the displacements above and
below the line of the cracks denoted by the signs ±. The
constant in Equation (4) is given for distributed cracks of
length 2l with a density 2l/s, see [5] for more details.
The numerical results presented in Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the wave energy transmission through the period×
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49(2):344–354, 2012.

• Interface cracks do not exhibit strong resonances
within the band-gaps and the corresponding dynamic
stress intensity factors have small magnitudes in the
band-gaps.

[11] E. V. Glushkov and N. V. Glushkova. Blocking property of energy vortices in elastic waveguides. Journal of Acoustical Society of America, 102:1356–1360,
1997.
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Abstract
It is empirically shown by numerical modeling that a single
metafilm formed by an array of cut wires on a Silicon
substrate behaves like a homogeneous layer for normal or
oblique incidence.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials (MMs) have generated a lot of interest
during the last decade due to their ability to provide unusual
electromagnetic behavior, not encountered in natural
materials [1,2]. They are commonly obtained by an
implementation of a periodical arrangement of resonant
elements, called also meta-atoms. Both the periodicity and
the size of resonant elements are typically much smaller
than the wavelength. This feature makes it possible to
model their properties using an approach similar to that
used for continuous media in classical electrodynamics or
optics.
In this approach, MMs are treated as bulk effective media
with a certain thickness and associated dielectric
permittivity ε and magnetic permeability µ that are
anisotropic in the most general case.
This approach proved to be valid, but essentially in the
microwave domain [3]. Difficulties arise in the optical
domain, in particular for the most common case of a single
metafilm on a dielectric substrate. As mentioned by several
authors [3-7], it is not clear whether the effective medium
approach is valid for describing single metafilm behavior
and what thickness should be assigned to the MMs in this
case.
A few attempts to provide an answer to this question
were done in [8,9]. In [9] the behavior of a metafilm formed
by gold nanowires and split ring resonators (SRRs) was
investigated by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
experiments in the mid IR domain. By exploiting the
interferogram of the asymmetric cavity formed by the
metafilm and the silicon substrate and the zero order of
transmission of the silicon/metamaterial phase mask, it was

shown that an effective index of refraction could be indeed
assigned to the metafilm around the first plasmonic
resonance of SRRs. However since this kind of
interferometric measurements is sensitive to the optical
length difference, the question of unambiguous
determination of a metafilm effective index and thickness
remains still open.
This paper aims at providing an answer to this question
and to demonstrate that in the limit of Maxwell-Garnett (MG) effective medium model, the behavior of a single
metafilm on a substrate can be approximated by that of a
homogeneous layer with a thickness equal to that of the
deposited metal.

2. Single metafilm modeling and effective medium
behavior validity criteria
For our study we consider the example of an array of gold
cut wires (CWs) on a Silicon substrate. It represents
probably the most elementary type of MMs used for
building more complex geometry MMs. Its greatest
advantage is the essentially non-magnetic behavior with
µ≈1 due to the absence of notable coupling between the
electrical and magnetic resonances.
To prove that such a CW meta-surface can be indeed
described as a homogeneous layer, it is necessary to verify
that its behavior meets the following conditions:
• Effective magnetic permeability µ≈1, except near the
resonance region (non-magnetic behavior).
• Linearity of the dielectric permittivity variation with
MMs surface filling factor  (validity of (M-G)
approximation).
• Linearity of the optical length variation with respect to
the deposited metal thickness).
• Invariance of the MMs layer dielectric permittivity
with respect to the incidence angle variation
The phase and amplitude transmission and reflection
modeling of an array of gold cut wires (CWs) on a Silicon
substrate is performed by means of HFSS software from

Ansoft [10] and finite difference time domain (FDTD)
modeling [11]. The dielectric permittivity of Au used for
numerical modeling is that given by Palik [12]. For the sake
of simplicity we consider a substrate with a refractive index
of 3.45 that doesn’t vary with the wavelength. This index
value is that of the silicon at 1.5µm. To calculate the
metafilm effective permittivity εeff and permeability µ eff
from the complex reflection and transmission coefficients r
and t, respectively, we use the retrieval method detailed in
[13], derived in much the same way as in [6].
The refraction index of a metafilm of thickness h is:
2

 β 
2
2
neff = 
 + n1 sin θ1
k
h
 0 

corresponds to the case of a weak coupling interaction
between the CWs.

(1)

Here β = ± arc cos ( cos β ) + 2π m
(2)
k0 h
where m is an integer. The explanation about the proper
choice of the sign and value of the integer coefficient m can
be found in [14].
In its turn:
p1 pl
(1 − r 2 + t ′2 )
(3)
cos β =
p1 (1 − r ) + pl (1 + r )
t′

Figure 1: Real and imaginary parts of magnetic permeability
µ obtained for different metal thickness CW array.
The results obtained for normal incidence with electric
field orientation along the longitudinal CWs axis are
displayed Fig. 1. It can be seen that outside the resonance
region the condition µ≈1 is well satisfied in the whole range
of metal thickness variation, thus validating our hypothesis
about the thickness of the effective layer. The region where
µ differs from unity corresponds to the well-known
magnetic antiresonance that is always concomitant with the
electric resonance [15].
The shift toward higher frequencies of the resonance
when metal thickness is increased is likely to be related to
the decrease of the asymmetric bound supermode effective
index [16,17] for higher metal thickness. The gold material
dispersion also brings contribution to the effective
supermode index variation.

where p = ε cos θ = 1 cos θ
(4)
µ
z
is the medium characteristic admittance, i.e. the inverse of
the medium impedance z for polarization perpendicular to
the incidence plane. The index 1 and l designate first and
last semi-infinite media. The metafilm layer impedance zeff
is used for calculating εeff=neff/zeff and µ eff=neff·zeff:
1
1 1+ r
cos β −
p
t′
p
1
(5)
l
1 pl
2
zeff
=
2
1
−
r
cos (θ eff ) p cos β − p p
l
1 l
t′
where cos θ = 1 −  n1  sin 2 θ
(6)
eff
1
 neff 


The obtained results were used to verify the introduced
above effective medium validity criteria. For this the
numerical modeling detailed below was performed.

2.2. Dielectric permittivity variation with filling factor
The previous example has shown the validity of the (M-G)
effective medium model for the case of a low filling factor
MMs layer. Increasing the filling factor would obviously
result in an adjacent CWs interaction enhancement that
could alter the validity of M-G approximation. To verify the
M-G approximation validity for higher filling factors, we
vary the separation distance between CWs along both the
longitudinal and transverse direction.
The results obtained at normal incidence for
200×50×10nm CWs with electric field orientation along the
longitudinal axis are shown Fig. 2. In this example the
filling factor variation is obtained by changing the
transverse separation between adjacent CWs. For better
viewing the displayed results represent the effective
permittivity normalized by the filling factor: εnorm=εeff/ρ.
As it can be seen, the normalized permittivity is little
dependent on the filling factor. For both real and imaginary
part the maximal variation of permittivity is less than 16%,
while the filling factor variation attains 450%. The shift of
the resonance toward higher frequencies with the increase
of the filling factor is in agreement with similar MMs
structures reported in [18]. This shift is due to the

2.1. Metafilm thickness determination
The first point of our analysis concerns the determination
of the thickness to be assigned to the metafilm. As
mentioned, outside the resonance region, the effective
permeability obtained by the retrieval procedure must be
consistent with the condition µ≈1 [14].
In the (M-G) approximation the MMs layer represents a
mixture of CWs and air. Here we make the hypothesis that
its thickness h equals that of the deposited metal. To verify
this assertion, HFSS numerical modeling was performed for
CWs with several metal thicknesses ranging from 20nm to
100nm. The length of the CWs is fixed to 200nm and its
width to 50nm. The separation distance between adjacent
CWs in transverse and longitudinal directions is 250nm and
100nm, respectively. The related filling factor ρ, defined as
the fraction of the surface occupied by the MMs is 11% and
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enhancement of coupling between CWs by dipolar
interaction. As it will be shown in the following, the
variation of the normalized permittivity would be even
lower without the frequency shift.

Figure 2: Real and imaginary parts of normalized MMs
permittivity spectral characteristics for different filling
factors. Metal thickness 10nm.
The relative independence of the normalized permittivity
is conserved when the variation of the filling factor is
performed in a different manner. This point was verified for
filling factor variation obtained by changing the
longitudinal separation distance or the width of the CWs,
the rest of parameters being fixed. Similar behavior holds
also for higher metafilm thicknesses. Note also the high
values of normalized permittivity exceeding 1000. Even for
a filling factor of 10% this means an effective index around
10 at resonance.

Figure 3: (a) Normalized by filling factor optical length for
different CWs densities. b) Same as (a) for 148THz fixed
resonance frequency using tuned CWs.

2.3. Single metafilm optical length study

To understand the deviation from linear dependence we
compare the spectral characteristics of the normalized
permittivity for different MMs thickness. The results
corresponding to 10, 25 and 50nm MMs thickness are
represented Fig. 4a. The shift of the resonance frequency
and permittivity variation are much more important as
compared to the case of filling factor variation shown Fig.
3.
To separate thickness and frequency contributions, the
length and width of 10 and 50nm thick CWs was tuned to
shift the resonance to 148THz while keeping the same
filling factor. For 10nm thick CWs this was achieved by
changing the length to 138nm, the width to 72nm and
having same unit cell size of 300×300nm. A similar
procedure was applied to the 50nm thick MMs. For this
case the CWs length and width are 245×41nm for a
300×300nm unit cell.
The normalized permittivities for CWs having a
resonance at 148THz are represented Fig. 4b. The variation
of the normalized permittivity is less than 12% in this case,
while it attains 248% for the case corresponding to Fig. 4a.
It thus appears that a frequency shift brings a significant
contribution in the change of the metafim effective
parameters.

Genuine MMs effective parameters have to be independent
of the MMs thickness. For the microwave domain this
condition is readily verified by varying the number of MMs
layers. A convergence of the retrieved MMs effective
parameters is expected with the increase of the number of
layers. In the case of a single metafilm layer this means that
effective parameters have to be independent of the metal
thickness. The equivalent condition is to have a linear
variation of the optical length with h.
As for the previous examples CWs length is 200nm and
width is 50nm while normal incident light electric field
orientation is along the longitudinal axis. The refractive
index used to calculate the optical length corresponds to the
maximal value of the effective index at the resonance
frequency. As for the permittivity, its value is also
normalized by the filling factor.
The variation of the optical length (normalized by the filling
factor) as a function of the thickness h for different CWs
densities is shown Fig. 3a. The displayed results show that
the variation of the optical length with metal thickness is
approximately linear for a thin metal. Strong deviations
from linearity occur for metal thicknesses above 50nm,
especially for higher filling factors.
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Figure 5: Sketch of s polarization oblique incidence
configuration.
The reflection and transmission spectra computed for
different angles of incidence are shown in Fig. 6a.

Figure 4: (a) Real and imaginary parts of normalized MMs
permittivity spectral characteristics for different metafilm
thickness. (b) Same as (a) for 148THz fixed resonance
frequency using tuned CWs.
The optical length determined for the case of a resonance
frequency fixed to 148THz using CWs tuning procedure is
shown Fig. 4b. The dependence is much more linear in this
case, especially when the filling factor is low. This result
further proves the validity of the M-G effective medium
model applied to a single metafilm layer.
2.4. Metafilm oblique incidence s polarization behavior
The last point of our analysis concerns the metafilm
effective medium behavior under oblique incidence. For p
polarization the homogeneous layer approximation is not
valid because of the anisotropy of the CW properties with
respect to the electric field orientation. For the time being
there is no reliable analytical anisotropy retrieval procedure
that would allow an appropriate treatment of this case. For
this reason our analysis is mainly limited to the case of s
polarization, while some discussion concerning the possible
implementation of the retrieval procedure for p polarization
is presented in the next section. For the s polarization the
electric field orientation along the CWs longitudinal axis
doesn’t vary with the incidence angle. The configuration
corresponding to this case is sketched Fig. 5.

Figure 6: a) Reflection and transmission spectra of single
metafilm layer for s polarization different incidence angles.
b) Real and imaginary parts of effective MMs permittivity
spectral characteristics for s polarization different incidence
angles.
The plotted results correspond to 200×50×25nm CWs
with 11% filling factor. It can be observed that in
accordance with Fresnel reflection coefficients, the
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reflectivity increases with the incidence angle. At the same
time an apparent decrease of the resonance variation for
high incidence angles is observed in transmission and
reflection.
To extract the metafilm effective parameters we use the
described retrieval procedure. The obtained results
represented in Fig 6b show that permittivity and
permeability are independent of the incidence angle. It
should be noted also that outside the resonance region the
effective permittivity and respectively the effective index
are not too high for low filling factors. As it can be inferred
from the Fig. 6b, at low frequency neff≈3.8, that is not too
much higher as compared to Silicon. So at high incidence
angles, as those showed in our example, the refraction angle
inside the metafilm should substantially deviate from the
normal axis. It follows from that the independence of the
metafilm effective parameters of the incident angle can not
be attributed to the near normal axis propagation as it was
suggested in [19] were split ring resonators (SRRs) single
metafilm was investigated for different incidence angles in
the THz spectral domain.
The presented results show that for the particular
investigated geometry, when the electric field is oriented
along the main MMs symmetry axis, the metafilm behavior
is fully analogous to that of a homogeneous layer. The
thickness of this layer is that of the deposited metal.

solved by trial and error, through the implementation of an
evolutionary search algorithm.
If the tensors are assumed to be diagonal – which is
reasonable given the geometry of the structure presented
here – the retrieval can be done in two steps: first the
components of the tensors which are parallel the substrate
are retrieved from result computed for normal incidence,
then the tensor components perpendicular to the substrate
are retrieved from results computed for oblique incidence. It
is one of the future directions of our work.
In the case where the tensors are not diagonal, a similar
procedure can be applied, first by retrieving only the
components related to the plane parallel to the substrate,
and then by computing the remaining components using
several different angles of incidence and several
polarization. In this case, the retrieval of the optical
parameters of the material can be seen as a constrained
multi-objective optimization problem.

3. Summary and conclusions
The aim of the present work was to investigate the
possibility to describe single metafilm layer behavior
formed by an array of CWs as an effective medium. It has
been shown that for the particular investigated geometry,
when the electric field is oriented along the main MMs
symmetry axis, the metafilm behavior is indeed analogous
to that of a homogeneous layer. The thickness of this layer
is that of the deposited metal. The validity of this
conclusion was verified with respect to a number of criteria
consistent with the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium
model.
It was shown namely that outside the resonance region
the magnetic permeability µ≈1 and that in accordance with
the M-G approximation the effective permittivity is
proportional to the filling factor of the MMs. It was found
that for small metal thickness and filling factors the
metafilm optical length is proportional to the metal
thickness. The linearity of the optical length with metal
thickness turns to be greatly improved when considering
tuned MMs having the same resonance frequency.
Finally, for the polarization perpendicular to the
incidence plane the metafilm permittivity is independent of
the incident angle.
The generalization of this approach to the case of inplane polarization was considered, and a study of this case
is soon to be submitted [21].

2.5. Full anisotropic characterization
While there is no reliable analytical way to perform a
retrieval of the anisotropic dielectric tensor in the case of
the p polarization (Fig. 7), another approach can be
followed, in which the full permittivity and permeability
tensors are retrieved either through brute-force search or
heuristic methods.
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To do this, one only needs to know how to solve the
direct problem, which is the optical response of an
anisotropic slab [20] with known dielectric and permittivity
tensors. The inverse problem – retrieving the tensors from
known reflection and transmission coefficients – can be
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Abstract
Surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs) in a multilayer structure consisting of a metallic film and one or more layers of nanocrystal (NC) quantum dots (QDs) are studied.
It is shown that there is resonance coupling between the
plasmon-polaritons propagating along the metal/NC-layer
interface and excitons confined in the dots, which produces
a considerable effect on the optical properties of the structure unless the dispersion of the QD size is too large. Using a transfer matrix formalism, multilayer structures consisting of NC composite and metallic films are considered
and it is demonstrated that the coupling extends over several layers of different type. It can be explored in order to
selectively excite QDs of different size by making a layerby layer assembled NC planar structure and using an attenuated total reflection (ATR) configuration for the SPPenhanced excitation of the dots. It opens the possibility to
control the relative intensity of light of different color, emitted by the QDs of different size.

1. Introduction
Colloidal chemistry techniques have proved the ability to
synthesize high quality nanocrystals (NCs) of II-VI semiconductors, possessing the properties of quantum dots
(QDs). With these NCs, a broad variety of nanostructures
can be prepared, including multilayer structures of QDs of
different average size, deposited on different substrates [1].
Combining such structures with other materials, such as organic dielectrics [2] or graphene [3], can result in new interesting physics and applications related to the energy transfer from photoexcited NCs to these materials.
Recent experiments [4] demostrated the possibility of
strong coupling between excitons confined in nanocrystal
quantum dots (QDs) and surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs)
propagating along the interface of a silver film and the QD
layer deposited on top of it. The observation was achieved
by measuring attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectra of
the structure. In this work we develop the theory of the
observed effect taking into account the QD size dispersion.
We will show that the resonance SPP coupling to excitons
confined in QDs can be considerable unless the dispersion
of the QD size is too large or the dots are too far from the
metal/dielectric interface. The resonance coupling can be
used for controllable pumping the dots in order to explore
their uncomparable luminescence properties [1]. Based on

the calculated results, we will discuss possible applications
of ATR structures containing, beyond the silver film, several layers of NCs of different average size.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce
the complex dielectric function for a composite medium
containing semiconductor NCs and exemplify it for the case
of CdSe QDs embedded in PMMA. Next, we obtain and
illustrate the SPP dispersion relations and, finally, present
and discuss the calculated results for the reflectivity of ATR
structures containing several QDs and metallic layers arranged in a number of different ways.

2. Dielectric function of a composite material
containing quantum dots
A single QD can be described by a bare electronic susceptibility that takes into account inter-band transitions 1 :
"
#
2
2
2
4 |dcv | X
| n|
| n|
+
,
(!) =
3V
En i
~! En i + ~!
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(1)

where the sum runs over confined exciton states with energies Ei (i = 0 denotes exciton vacuum), dcv is the transition dipole moment matrix element between valence and
conduction bands of the underlying semiconductor material, V is the QD volume and
Z
(i)
i = gi
ex (r, r) dr
QD

(i)

with gi and ex (re , rh ) denoting the degeneracy factor and
the wavefunction of the corresponding exciton states.
The quantity
✏QD (!) = ✏1
s + 4⇡ (!)

(2)

can be regarded as a QD dielectric function, where ✏1
s is
the high-frequency dielectric constant of the QD material.
However, it can be more convenient to define the QD polarizability (assuming spherical shape of the dot),
↵(!) =

✏QD (!) ✏h 3
a ,
✏QD (!) + 2✏h

(3)

where a is the QD radius and ✏h is the dielectric constant
of the host material. Using these quantities (2), (3), one can
1 It

relates the QD polarization to the electric field inside the dot.

calculate an effective dielectric function, ✏? , of the composite material containing uniform size QDs embedded in the
host matrix using one of the following schemes:
(i) Maxwell-Garnett approximation (MGA) valid in the
low QD concentration limit [5],
✏? ✏h
4⇡
=
N↵ ;
✏? + 2✏h
3

⇠3 ⇡ 5.76, . . . are the roots of the spherical Bessel functions. Within this model, i = 2 for all i 1. 2 The dipole
moment matrix element can be expressed as
dcv =

(4)

where m0 is the free electron mass and 2p2cv /m0 ⇡20 eV
[12]. We take ✏h = 1.5 for PMMA matrix and assume a
Gaussian distribution of QD radius,

1
(a ā)2
F (a) = p
exp
2
2 2a
2⇡ a

(ii) Bruggemann mean field approximation (BA) [6],
f

✏QD ✏?
+ (1
✏QD + 2✏?

f)

✏h ✏?
=0,
✏h + 2✏?

(5)

3
where f = 4⇡
3 N a is the volume fraction of QDs. BA is
valid when f ⇠ 0.5. MGA can be extended up to f ⇠ 0.1
using a renormalized polarizability which takes into account dipole-dipole interactions between QDs as explained
in Ref.[7].
The modified MGA (MMGA) proposed in Refs. [7, 8]
allows for taking into account the QD radius dispersion. Let
F (a) denote the radius distribution function. The renormalized polarizability, ↵? , can be calculated by the following
equations,
p
Z
1 4⇥(a0 )
?
0 1
↵ = ↵(a )
F (a0 )da0 ;
(6)
2⇥(a0 )
Z
8⇡
↵(a)
⇥(a0 ) =
N ↵(a0 )
F (a)da
(7)
3
(a0 + a)3

where the mean, ā, and the variance, a , describe QD’s
average radius and size dispersion, respectively. The real
and imaginary parts of the effective dielectric function of
the QD/PMMA composite calculated for f = 0.1 and 0.3
is shown in Fig. 1. A small imaginary part, = 1 meV,
was introduced in the denominators of Eq. (1).
As it can be seen from Fig. 1, the imaginary part of the
effective dielectric function has a resonance at the exciton
frequency, with the broadening depending on the QD concentration and size dispersion. The real part of ✏? can reach
negative values in the vicinity of the exciton frequency only
for vanishing dispersion [Fig. 1(a)], while for larger dispersion it always remains positive [compare with Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c)]. For higher f [Fig. 1(d)] the difference in the real
part of "? in the vicinity of the resonance becomes more
pronounced. At the same time, increasing the filling factor results in an increase and the proportional broadening
of the peaks of the imaginary part of the effective dielectric
function [compare Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. This is in qualitative agreement with the experimentally measured absorption spectra of dilute dispersions and close-packed films of
nanocrystal QDs [13].

where ↵(a) is the polarizability of a QD of radius a. For
uniform-size QDs Eqs. (6) and (7) reduce to
↵? (a) =

2a3 ⇣
1
f↵
˜

p

1

f↵
˜2

⌘

where ↵
˜ = ↵/a3 . ↵? replaces ↵ in Eq. (4) [notice that for
small QD volume fraction f we get ↵? = ↵].
Using the mean-field idea of absence of scattering ”‘on
average”’ in a composite where its constituents are present
in comparable fractions [9], we can generalize BA by taking into account the QD radius dispersion. Thus, we introduce the modified BA (MBA) for ✏? through the following
equation,
Z
✏QD (a0 , !) ✏?
✏h ✏?
0
0
f
F
(a
)da
+
(1
f
)
=0.
✏QD (a0 , !) + 2✏?
✏h + 2✏?
(8)

4. SPP’s at metal/NC-layer interface
In order to demonstrate the involved physics, we shall
first discuss the dispersion relation for surface plasmonpolaritons in a simplified structure. Let us consider an
electromagneic wave in the vicinity of a plane interface between two semi-infinite media, a metal and a QD/dielectric
composite, and assume that the wave is p polarized. We
choose x axis along the direction of propagation of the
electromagnetic wave within the interface plane and z axis
perpendicular to the interface. Assuming electromagnetic
field’s time and x-coordinate dependence to be of the form
exp (ikx i!t) (where k and ! are the wavenumber and
frequency, respectively), we can write down the SPP dispersion relation in the form: [14]

3. The case of CdSe spherical QDs
Within the simplest model neglecting the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole (strong confinement
limit) and multiple sub-band structure of the valence band,
the QD exciton spectrum is given by [10]
~2 ⇠i2
Ei = E g +
2µa2

e~
pcv
im0 Eg

"M (!) "⇤ (!)
+
= 0,
pM
p⇤

(9)

(10)

2 We use this model for the sake of simplicity. Generalization to the
more realistic one [11, 12] taking into account complex valence band structure of the underlying material and fine structure of the confined hole states
is straightforward.

where Eg is the band gap energy (=1.75 eV for CdSe), µ
is the electron-hole reduced mass and ⇠1 = ⇡, ⇠2 ⇡ 4.49,
2

Figure 1: (color online) Real (solid lines) and imaginary
(dashed lines) parts of the CdSe QD - PMMA composite
dielectric function for average QD radius ā = 3 nm, calculated using either MMGA with filling factor f = 0.1 and
QD radius dispersion a = 0 (panel a), a = 0.005ā
(panel b), and a = 0.1ā (panel c), or MBA with filling
factor f = 0.3 and QD radius dispersion a = 0.1ā (panel
d).
p
p
where pM =
k 2 2 "M (!), p⇤ =
k 2 2 "⇤ (!),
 = !/c and "M (!) is the Drude-type dielectric function
of the metal. Eq. (10) can be solved for the wavenumber k,
yielding
✓ ⇤
◆1/2
" (!)"M (!)
k= ⇤
.
(11)
" (!) + "M (!)

Figure 2: (color online) Panels (a, c, e, g): Real (solid lines)
and imaginary (dashed lines) parts of the SPP wavevector versus frequency, calculated for the interface between
semiinfinite CdSe QD - PMMA composite and silver; Panels (b, d, f, h): reflectivity R versus angle of incidence ✓,
and frequency ! for the ATR structure with a glass prism
("g = 2.9584), a silver film of thickness d = 53.3 nm, and
a semiinfinite composite medium. The composite dielectric
function was calculated for average QD radius ā = 3 nm using MMGA with filling factor f = 0.1, and a = 0 (panels
a, b), a = 0.005ā (panels c, d), and a = 0.1ā (panels
e, f) or MBA with filling factor f = 0.3 and a = 0.1ā
(panels g, h).

The amplitude of the electromagnetic wave decays exponentially at both sides of the interface, ⇠ exp ( p⇤ z) for
z > 0 and ⇠ exp (pM z) for z < 0.
The frequency dependence of the real and imaginary
parts of k for an Ag/QD–PMMA interface is shown in Figs.
2(a), 2(c), 2(e) and 2(g). Im(k) increases drastically in the
vicinity of QD exciton transition frequencies. It reflects the
resonant coupling between SPPs and QD excitons. Again,
the resonance peak broadens with the increase of the QD
size dispersion [compare Figs.2(a), 2(c), 2(e)] because of
the weaker coupling involving fewer QDs for each given
!. Notice that the strengthening and relative narrowing of
the resonance peak can be achieved by increasing of filling
factor f [compare Figs. 2(e) and 2(g)].
As known, SPPs can be probed in the ATR geometry
schematically shown in Fig. 3. The system consists of a
prism, an Ag film 3 , and one or more layers of CdSe QD–
PMMA composites. Qualitatively the mechanism of SPPs
probing can be expressed in the following manner. The frequency and the x-projection of the wavevector of an external electromagnetic wave, connected by the relation known
as ”ATR scanline”,
kx =

!p
✏g sin ✓ .
c

should match ! and Re(k) of the surface polaritons [?]. In
Eq. (12) ✏g is the dielectric constant of the prism and ✓ is
the angle of incidence. In other words, the ATR scanline
should intersect the SPP dispersion curve given by Eq. (11)
in the case of a single interface. The matching is achieved
by adjusting ! and/or ✓ and is detected by measuring the
reflectance, R, which shows characteristic dips corresponding to the resonance transfer of the electromagnetic energy
into surface polaritons.
The reflectivity of the general structure consisting of
N finite layers (each layer being characterized by a complex dielectric function "n (!) and occupies the spatial domain zn 1 < z < zn , n = 1, 2, . . . , N ), and cladded
by two semiinfinte media (which occupy half-spaces z <

(12)

3 For the dielectric function of silver we used the expression and parameters given in Ref. [15].

3

Figure 3: ATR structure composed of a glass prism, a silver
plate, and two composite layers containing semiconductor
NCs of different average size
z0 = 0 and z > zN and have dielectric constants "0 (!) and
"N +1 (!), respectively) can be obtained by transfer-matrix
formalism and be represented as
r=

T12
,
T11

(13)

whereQT11 and T12 are the elements of the transfer matrix
N
T̂ = n=1 F̂n . In its turn
!
(+)
( )
Qn eqn (zn zn 1 ) Qn e qn (zn zn 1 )
(14)
F̂n =
( )
(+)
Qn eqn (zn zn 1 ) Qn e qn (zn zn 1 )
is the transfer matrix of the n-th layer. In the relation (14)

q
1
"n (!)qn+1
2
Q(±)
=
1
±
,
q
=
(kx /)
✏n .
n
n
2
"n+1 (!)qn

Figure 4: (color online) Reflectivity versus angle of incidence ✓ and frequency ! [panels (a, d, g)]; reflectivity versus frequency ! for a fixed ✓ [panels (b, e, h)]; minimal
reflectivity Rmin (dashed lines) and corresponding angle
of incidence ✓min (solid lines) for a given ! [panels (c, f,
i)] for the ATR structure with glass prism "g = 2.9584, silver film of thickness d = 53.3 nm, and CdSe QD–PMMA
composite layer of different thickness: semiinfinite (a–c),
d1 = 53.3 nm (d–f) and d1 = 19.78 nm (g–i). In the case
of finite d1 , the medium at z < d1 is vacuum. The composite dielectric function was calculated using MMGA with
f = 0.1, ā = 3 nm and a = 0.1ā.

The reflectivity R = |r|2 of the structure depicted in Fig. 3
can be obtained from Eq.(13), putting N = 4, the interface
coordinates are z0 = 0, z1 = d, z2 = d + d1 , z3 = d + d1 +
d2 , and the dielectric functions of the layers and cladding
media are "0 = ✏g , "1 = "M , "2 = "⇤1 , "3 = "⇤2 , and
"4 = 1 ("⇤1,2 denotes the dielectric function of the CdSe
QD–PMMA composite with the QD mean size a1,2 ).
The minima in the ATR spectra shown in Figs. 2(b),
2(d), 2(f), and 2(h) correspond to the intersections of the
dispersion curves with the ATR scanline and resemble the
structure of the corresponding Re(k) versus ! dependencies [Figs. 2(a), 2(c), 2(e), and 2(g)].

CdSe NCs [Figs. 4(a)–(c)] the resonant interaction of
modes occurs at ✓ ⇡ 50o for the chosen set of parameters. In the vicinity of this angle the dependence R(!) exhibits two minima with approximately equal depth, while
for other angles of incidence one of the minima is significantly deeper than the other [see Fig. 4(b)]. This is char-

5. Results and discussion
Let us consider the structure of the SPP-exciton resonance
in more detail. In the case of semiinfinite composite with
4

acteristic of mode anticrossing and corresponds to the experimental observation of Ref. [4]. The positions of these
minima (i.e., the angles of incidence, ✓min , at which the
reflectance reaches its minimum, Rmin , for a given frequency) are depicted in Fig. 4(c), where one can clearly see
the resonant SPP-exciton interaction, or mode anticrossing. At the same time, the depth of the resonant minima
of Rmin (!) at the corresponding angles ✓min demonstrates
that there are at least three points (! ⇡ 2.2 eV, ! ⇡ 2.47 eV,
! ⇡ 2.7 eV) where the reflectivity of the ATR structure
reaches zero, Rmin = 0.
How does the CdSe QD–PMMA layer thickness influence the ATR spectrum? First, the ATR resonance minima
are shifted to lower angles of incidence [compare Figs. 4(a)
and 4(d)]. Secondly, the anticrossing of modes becomes
weaker as manifested by the smaller separation of the reflectance minima in Fig. 4(e) for ✓ ⇡ 42.5o , as well as in
Fig. 4(f)]. Thirdly, the values of Rmin far from the exciton
resonance frequency are higher than in the case of semiinfinite composite medium. Further decrease of the CdSe
QD–PMMA layer thickness [Figs. 4 (g)–(i)] leads to the
damping of the SPP-exciton interaction. For example, in
the case of Fig. 4(g) the resonance is hardly distinguishable (it is confirmed also by Fig. 4(i) where the positions
of resonant minima are shown explicitly). The change in
the reflectivity spectrum when the angle ✓ is tuned into resonance, shown in Fig. 4(i), can be compared to the experimental data of Ref. [4] showing a good agrement with Fig.
3 of that article.

Figure 5: (color online) Reflectivity (a, d), and relative electric field square amplitude |Ex (z)/Ei |2 at z = d (b, e) and
z = d+d1 (c, f) versus angle of incidence and frequency for
the ATR structure consisting of glass prism "g = 2.9584,
Ag film of thickness d = 53.3 nm and two CdSe QD–
PMMA composite layers, one of thickness d1 = 19.78
nm (a–c) or d1 = 53.3 nm (d–e) and average QD radius
a1 = 3.7 nm, and the other semi-infinite, with average QD
radius a2 = 3 nm. The dielectric functions for both composite layers were calculated using MMGA with f = 0.1
and QD radius dispersion a = 0.1ā in all cases.

Now let us turn to the structures with the same silver
film and two composite layers, one of thickness d1 containing QDs of average radius a1 and the other (semi-infinite)
with QDs of radius a2 (Fig. 3 with d2 ! 1). In the ATR
spectrum of this structure [Figs. 5(a), 5(d)], one can observe resonances corresponding to both a1 [! ⇡ 2.12 eV,
! ⇡ 2.5 eV and ! ⇡ 2.95 eV in Figs. 5(a), 5(d)] and a2
QDs [! ⇡ 2.3 eV and ! ⇡ 2.85 eV in Figs. 5 (a), 5(d)].
Increasing d1 results in a stronger anticrossing between the
SPP and the a1 QD exciton modes, and in a weakening of
the a2 resonance [compare Figs. 5(a) and 5(d)]. Nevertheless, choosing an appropriate composite layer thickness,
one can achieve SPP coupling to QD excitons localized in
the composite layer which is not adjacent to the metallic
film.

sented in Ref. [16], with colour characteristics which can
be controlled either by the excitation frequency or by the
ATR incidence angle.
Finally, we considered several other types of potentially
interesting sandwich-type structures containing two [Fig.
6(a)], or three [Fig. 6(b)] interfaces between silver and
CdSe QD–PMMA composite. For the structures of Fig. 6,
the calculated reflectivity spectra contain two or three minima (at different ✓ for a given frequency), respectively. In
these plots one can observe a rather sophisticated ”bunching” of modes in the vicinity of the excitonic resonance.

ATR minima correspond to some particular values of
! and ✓ for which the energy of the incident electromagnetic wave is most efficiently transferred to SPP and, consequently, to the QD excitons. This is shown in Figs.
5(b),(c),(e) and (f), where the squared average amplitude of
the electric field is plotted for each of the CdSe QD–PMMA
layers. It represents the intensity of excitation of QD luminescence, whose characteristic colour is determined by
the QD size. Therefore one can adjust the relative intensity
of light of different colours emitted by two or more composite layers containing QDs of different average radii. It
opens the possibility of building a lighting device based on
a planar strucrure of multiple NC layers, similar to that pre-

6. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that the resonance coupling
between the plasmon-polaritons propagating along the
metal/NC-layer interface and excitons confined in chemically synthesized semiconductor NCs, experimentally observed in Ref. [4], can be nicely described theoretically
using the appropriate effective dielectric function for the
NC composite layer and standard multilayer optics. The
SPP-exciton interaction produces a considerable effect on
the optical properties of the structure if the dispersion of the
5
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[7] M. I. Vasilevskiy and E. V. Anda, Effective dielectric
response of semiconductor composites, Phys. Rev. B
54: 5844-5851, 1996.

Figure 6: (color online) Panels (a, b): Reflectivity versus angle of incidence and frequency for the ATR structure consisting of glass prism, one silver film of thickness
d = 53.3 nm, one CdSe QD–PMMA composite layer with
average QD radius a1 = 3 nm and thickness d⇤ = 300 nm,
and a semiinfinite silver layer (a) or a second silver film of
thickness dM = 69.23 nm and a semi-infinite CdSe QD–
PMMA composite with average QD radius a1 (b).
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NC size in the composite layer is not too large. In particular, it can be used for obtaining the metal-enhanced fluorescence of QDs[17]. Moreover, we have shown that combining several composite layers with appropriately sized quantum dots and/or more than one metallic films can result in
interesting interactions between the various SPP and exciton modes. Owing to these interactions, the energy of an
incident electromagnetic wave can be distributed, by means
of surface plasmons, between the different QD species, as
it has been suggested for molecules adsorbed on a metallic surface [18]. It can provide the possibility to control
the relative intensity of light of different colors, emitted by
the QDs of different sizes layer-by-layer assembled into a
planar structure.
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Abstract
Electrically small configurations consisting of resonant
active coated nano-particles of a circularly cylindrical shape
are considered in the case of a magnetic line source
excitation at optical frequencies. The active particles are
comprised of a canonical gain-impregnated silica nano-core
covered concentrically with a silver, gold, or copper nanoshell. Particular attention is devoted to both the direction
and the magnitude of the power flow density inside and
outside of such particles. The results for the active coated
nano-particles are related to those of the corresponding
passive designs at optical frequencies, and are further
contrasted to the results for the electrically small structures
based on epsilon-negative materials at radio frequencies.

1. Introduction
Numerous potential applications exploiting metamaterials
(MTMs), as well as plasmonic materials, have been
proposed [1, 2], with particular attention devoted to subwavelength MTM-based [3]-[5] and plasmonic-based [6][10] particles. The gain inclusion in the active designs was
found to lead to the so-called super-resonant states, which
for a plane wave incidence resulted in scattering crosssections vastly surpassing values predicted by the
geometrical size of the CNPs [6], [10]. Similarly,
enormously large radiated powers were obtained in the case
of localized excitation sources [8], [9]. These are all
desirable features which make the plasmonic-based CNPs
attractive candidates for nano-sensing, -lasing and amplifying applications; see e.g., a recent review [11] and
the works references therein for an excellent overview of
applications and potentials of plasmonic-based devices.
To better understand the interaction between the
localized sources and plasmonic-based particles, and their
overall radiation process, the present work investigates the
power flow associated with various types of circularly
cylindrical active coated nano-particles (CNPs) excited by a
magnetic line source (MLS) at optical frequencies.
Specifically, the active particles are comprised of a gainimpregnated silica nano-core covered concentrically with a
silver, gold, or copper nano-shell where the size-dependency
of the permittivity of this nano-shell is taken into account.
The gain model for the active CNPs is a canonical, constant

frequency, gain model. The previously reported superresonant states of the proposed active CNPs in [9], and the
associated large levels of the radiated power, are correlated
with the correspondingly large localizations of the power
density near specific parts of the shell-interfaces and its
corresponding large magnitude inside the gain region. The
resulting interactions with the gain material lead to a strong
and distinct dipolar power radiation in all of these
electrically small, active super-resonant CNP designs. These
active CNP power flow results are compared to those
obtained for the corresponding passive structures at optical
frequencies, and are further contrasted to epsilon-negative
(ENG) sub-wavelength resonator designs at radio
frequencies. The latter sheds further light on important
differences between the optical and radio frequency cases.
We note that interesting power flow results were reported in
[5] for MTM-based cylindrical configurations for a finite
radius line source excitation, as well as in [10] for active,
and [11], [12] for passive nano-particles of spherical shape,
against which the present findings for the cylindrical active
CNPs will be displayed. Throughout the work, the time
being the angular frequency, and
factor exp( j t ) , with
t being the time, is assumed and suppressed.

2. Configuration and methods of analysis
We consider the CNP configuration depicted in Figure 1; it
consists of an infinite circular cylindrical nano-core (Region
1) covered concentrically with an infinite cylindrical nanoshell (Region 2). The inner and outer radii of the nano-shell
are denoted by 1 and 2 , respectively, and the CNP is
imbedded in free-space (region 3) with the permittivity,
permeability,

0

, and wave number k0

0

0

2 /

0

,
,

with
being the free-space wavelength. The CNP is
illuminated by the field provided by an arbitrarily located
and infinitely long magnetic line source (MLS) possessing a
constant magnetic current I m [V/m]. The nano-core and
nano-shell regions of the CNP may, in general, contain an
arbitrary simple, lossy and dispersive material. However, for
the present purposes, specific materials are chosen for these
two regions, as explained later in Section 3 of this
manuscript.

conjugation. In Section 3, attention will be devoted to both
the amplitude and the direction of the Poynting vector
determined with (1).

A circular cylindrical coordinate system ( , , z ) and an
associated rectangular coordinate system ( x, y , z ) are
introduced such that their origins coincide with the crosssectional center of the CNP, and such that the entire CNPMLS configuration is infinite in the z-direction, with the
MLS being parallel to the axis of the cylinders. The
coordinates of the observation point are ( , ), while those
of the MLS are (

s

,

s

3.

As reported in [6], [8]-[10], highly resonant sub-wavelength
CNPs can be designed by including gain in their interiors,
e.g., their nano-cores. As to the cylindrical CNPs considered
in [9], the nano-core was in all cases made of silica, had a
radius of 24 nm, and was coated with a 6 nm thick
plasmonic (silver, gold, or copper) nano-shell. The
permittivity of the silica nano-core was expressed as
2
(n 2
2 jn ) 0 and was comprised of two
1
contributions: a contribution from its refractive index in the

).

2.05 ) and a contribution
considered frequency region ( n
from the canonical gain model. The parameter (termed the
optical loss or gain constant) determines the nature of the
nano-core: lossless (and passive) for
0 , lossy and
passive for
0 (optical loss constant) and active for
0 (optical gain constant). As to the plasmonic nanoshell permittivity, its empirical values, which account for its
size-dependence and were used successfully in [6], were
employed. In particular, for the silver-based CNP
configuration excited by a MLS, the so-called superresonant state, with a large total radiated power, was
identified for
0.175 and the free-space excitation
wavelength
577.70 nm [9]. This total radiated power
enhancement is shown in Figure 2 in terms of the
normalized radiation resistance (NRR) as a function of the
wavelength when the MLS is located at 12 nm along the
positive x-axis and has the current amplitude: I m 1 [V/m].

Figure 1: The MLS-excited CNP.
The analytical solution for the problem in Figure 1 has been
derived in [4], and only its main features will be outlined in
here. For the MLS excitation case, the magnetic field in all
regions (incident and scattered fields in the region
containing the MLS, and total fields in the remaining
regions) contains only a z-component, i.e., H ẑH z , while
the electric field in all regions has the form
ˆE , where E and E are its - and
of E ˆE
components. The unknown field components are expanded
in cylindrical wave functions, and thus contain a number of
unknown expansion coefficients. The latter follow in a
straightforward manner from the application of the
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the two interfaces of
the CNP. These field solutions were used in [4] to perform
an extensive study of electrically small passive MTM-based
particles of cylindrical shape. To account for the near- and
far-field properties of a number of cylindrical active
plasmonic-based CNP configurations, the necessary gain
levels for the so-called super-resonant state were determined
recently [9]. To further address the intriguing
electromagnetic properties of these particles, the field
solutions from [4] are presently used to explore the flow of
electromagnetic power inside and outside the CNP. This is
done in terms of the Poynting vector S, which is given by

S

(1 / 2) Re E H *
xˆ S cos

xˆS x

S sin

Figure 1: The NRR of a silver-based passive and superresonant active CNP.
Note that the NRR equals the total power radiated by the
MLS in the presence of the CNP normalized with the power
radiated by the MLS alone in free-space. As can be seen in
the figure, a peak value of the NRR
super-resonant active CNP at 577.70 nm. This should be

yˆ S y

yˆ S sin

S cos

,

(1)

lossless and passive CNP (
0 ), which also is included in
the figure. As explained in [9] in terms of the near-field
distributions of the magnetic field, the super-resonance
behavior reported in Figure 2 for the active silver-based
CNP is due to a strong excitation of the resonant dipole

where S x and S y are the x- and y-components of S , while
S

Re E H z* / 2 and S
-components.

The

Re E H z* / 2 are its
asterix

*

designates
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- and
complex

2

mode inside the CNP. The existence of the resonant dipole
mode inside an electrically small CNP (diameter size of
approximately / 10 ) is a result of juxtaposing of two
materials, one with positive permittivity (silica nano-core)
and the other with a negative permittivity (silver nano-shell)
[1]. The strong excitation of this dipole mode is heavily
assisted by the gain-impregnation of the silica-nano core; its
presence overcomes the plasmonic material losses [6].

direction inside the CNP. It is mainly directed along the
negative and positive x-direction in the left and right halves,
respectively, of the nano-core. This is particularly true near
the inner surface of the nano-shell, where one witnesses a
profound localization of the power density within the CNP.
The interaction of the large fields in the electrically small
resonant CNP with the canonical gain inside the nano-core
leads to a clear and strong dipolar radiated power pattern.
This radiated power behavior is illustrated with by an
outward-propagating Poynting vector from the surface of the
CNP in Figure 3a). While the magnitude of the Poynting
vector suggests the pattern is symmetric, its direction reveals
a slight asymmetry which is attributed to the off-set MLS
location in this case. In contrast to the super-resonant Agbased CNP results, Figure 3b) shows the magnitude and the
direction of the corresponding passive Ag-based CNP. No
excitation of a resonant dipole mode is in evidence; this is
consistent with the very low radiated power levels observed,
e.g., in Figure 2.

The super-resonant state of the active Ag-based CNP is next
illustrated in Figure 3a). The magnitude (color) and direction
(arrows) of the Poynting vector (1) is shown when the MLS
is located at 12 nm along the positive x-axis.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: The magnitude (color) and direction (arrows) of
the power flow density for the super-resonant active Agbased CNP (a) and for the corresponding passive Ag-based
CNP (b). In both cases, the radius of the silica nano-core is
24 nm, the thickness of the plasmonic nano-shell is 6 nm,
and the MLS is located at 12 nm along the positive x-axis.
Note that the dynamic range in (a) is larger than that in (b).
The curves representing the cylindrical surfaces of the CNP
are included in the figure.

(b)
Figure 4: The magnitude (color) and direction (arrows) of
the power flow density for the super-resonant active Aubased CNP (a) and Cu-based CNP (b). In both cases, the
radius of the silica nano-core is 24 nm, the thickness of the
plasmonic nano-shell is 6 nm, and the MLS is located at 12
nm along the positive x-axis. The curves representing the
cylindrical surfaces of the CNP are included in the figure.

A very clear and strong dipolar pattern, as though it is being
produced by a dipolar source of radiation centered at the
origin of the CNP, is observed in this figure. The power
density is rather strong and homogeneous in strength and

-based CNP configuration considered above,
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the corresponding super-resonant CNPs with their nanoshell composed of either gold or copper have also been
studied [9]. For the Au-based CNP, the super-resonance was
identified for
0.262 and
669.39 nm, with a
resulting NRR
-based CNP, it was
identified for
0.310 and
662.19 nm, with a
resulting NRR
with the MLS located at 12 nm along the positive x-axis is
illustrated further with the power flow density results
reported for the Au-based CNP in Figure 4a) and for the Cubased CNP in Figure 4b). Again, the power flow clearly has
a dipolar form. However, its magnitude for the Au-based
CNP surpasses the values for the other two CNPs given in
Figures 3a) and 4b
corresponding value for the super-resonant Cu-based CNP is
the lowest of all of the super-resonant cases. The large levels
of the power flow density for the Au-based CNP correspond
to a strong localization of the power density within the CNP,
which in turn leads to the largest NRR values of the three
super-resonant CNP cases. The relatively low levels for the
Cu-based CNP are perfectly in line with the correspondingly
lowest NRR values.

(magnitude and direction) is depicted in Figure 5b). It is
found to differ significantly from any of the super-resonant
active CNP cases. In this case, the power flow lines are seen
to exhibit an interesting behavior, including vortices, at the
three “deep-blue” spots – one to the left of the particle and
two inside the shell-region. In fact, the power flow outside
of the resonant ENG-based particle resembles the one for the
lossless and passive CNP in Figure 3b), rather than that of
the super-resonant active CNP. In the latter, the significantly
smaller physical size of the particle, as well as the gain
inclusion, are the driving factors behind the clear and strong
outward power flow and the dipolar shape of the response.

We note that for all super-resonant CNPs cases considered
above, the power flow has also been observed in an
extended range up to 200 nm in both the x- and y-directions.
Throughout such a range, a clear dipolar pattern, suggesting
an outwardly propagating power flow density away from the
CNP, was observed. Moreover, power flow results were
obtained for super-resonant CNPs (
0.175 ) for
wavelengths shorter (
587.70 )
567.70 ) and longer (
than the super-resonant state wavelength (
577.70 ).
Although they are not included here, these results still show
dipolar patterns with an outwardly propagating power flow
density similar to those found in Figures 3a) and 4, but with
a lower strength. Thus, contrary to power flows for active
[10] and passive [13] nano-particles of spherical shape,
which were found to exhibit specific vortices near their
plasmon resonances, this is not the case for the (infinite and,
hence, effectively two-dimensional) active super-resonant
CNPs of cylindrical shape investigated here.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: (a) The NRR as a function of frequency, f, for an
ENG shell. (b) The magnitude (color) and direction (arrows)
of the power flow density for the resonant ENG-shell at 300
MHz. In (a) and (b), the MLS is at 3 mm along the positive
x-axis. Note that the curves representing the cylindrical
surfaces of the ENG shell are also included in (b).

The above results for the electrically small super-resonant
cylindrical CNPs, which employ the naturally occurring
ENG-based metals at optical frequencies, are next contrasted
to the analogous electrically small structures at radio
frequencies which must utilize ENG metamaterials. To this
end, Figure 5a) shows the NRR as a function of frequency, f,
for a resonant sub-wavelength ENG shell with an inner
radius of 6 mm and an outer radius of 10.03 mm. The ENG
shell is modeled by a lossless Drude dispersion model [1]
adjusted to select the relative permittivity of the shell to be 3.0 at the design frequency of 300 MHz (giving the diameter
of the particle to be / 50 ). The so-selected geometrical and
electrical parameters of the shell are in compliance with the
well-known resonance conditions in electrically small
structures of cylindrical shape [3], [4]. Figure 5a), which
was obtained when the MLS was located along the x-axis at
3mm, shows a resonance phenomenon with the NRR

4. Summary and conclusions
The power flow density (magnitude and direction) in the
interior and exterior of electrically small configurations
consisting of resonant active coated nano-particles (CNPs)
of a circularly cylindrical shape was examined. The source
of excitation was taken to be an infinitely long magnetic line
source (MLS) at optical frequencies. The active particles
were comprised of a canonical gain-impregnated silica nano-

4

core covered concentrically with a silver, gold, or copper
nano-shell. The previously reported super-resonant states,
excited in silver-, gold-, and copper-based CNPs and leading
to large powers extracted from the MLS for a given value of
the current along it, were confirmed with the power flow
density results. For all cases, the power density was found to
be rather strong and homogeneous in strength and direction
inside the CNP; this being particularly so near the inner
surface of the nano-shell, where a profound localization of
the power density within the CNP was observed. The
interaction of such large fields with the canonical gain inside
the nano-core was found to lead to a clear and strong dipolar
power pattern, with an outwardly propagating power flow
density. These effects were found to be most notable for the
gold-based CNP, as it is the least lossy case of all at the
resonance wavelength. Moreover, no peculiar behavior in
terms of certain vortices was found for the cylindrical active
and super-resonant active CNPs at specific wavelengths that
are shorter or longer than the resonant wavelength, this
appearing in contrast to the observations for spherical
particles [10], [13]. The results for the active CNPs at
optical frequencies were furthermore contrasted to those
obtained at radio frequencies for the corresponding epsilonnegative based particles. The latter resulted in power flow
behavior significantly different from any of the superresonant active optical CNP cases. In fact, the power flow
lines in the radio frequency case were found to exhibit an
interesting behavior including vortices at specific locations
in the interior and exterior of the particle.
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Abstract
The directivities of the fields radiated by a variety of
cylindrical and spherical active coated nano-particles, which
are excited by their respective sources of illumination at
optical frequencies, are investigated. Particular attention is
devoted to the influence of the source location and optical
gain constant on the directivities. While significant
variations in the directivities are realized in the cylindrical
cases for different source locations within and slightly
outside the nano-particles and values of the optical gain
constant, the corresponding spherical cases exhibit
negligible differences.

1. Introduction
The performance of electrically small antennas (ESAs) is
constrained by certain conventional limitations. For
instance, if not matched properly, they are very inefficient
radiators of electromagnetic energy, due to their intrinsic
non-resonant nature, with accompanying low directivities
[1]. While a variety of traditional matching techniques exist,
the recent advent in metamaterial (MTM) research has,
among other things, fostered truly novel means of matching
ESAs [2]. In particular, the use of double-negative (DNG),
epsilon-negative (ENG), and/or mu-negative (MNG) MTMs
was found to lead to interesting and highly resonant
properties in sub-wavelength configurations when properly
combined with ordinary double-positive (DPS) materials
[2]-[5]. These resonances were exploited in [6] and [7],
where efficient MTM-based ESAs were proposed, and in [8]
where MTM-inspired electrically small near-field parasitic
resonators were used as impedance transformers to realize
matching of the overall antenna system to its source and to
the wave impedance of the medium in which it radiates.
While the above works focused on radio and microwave
frequencies, similar highly resonant properties, for potential
use in nano-sensing, -amplifying and -antenna applications,
were reported for passive plasmonic-based configurations at
optical frequencies, see e.g., [9], [10] and the works
referenced therein, as well as active plasmonic-based
configurations, see e.g., [11] and the works referenced
therein, as well as [12] and [13]. In particular, interesting
enhancements of directivity patterns for higher order mode
sub-wavelength radiators made of DPS materials in

conjunction with passive MTMs or plasmonic materials,
were reported in [10], this providing an alternate route
towards sub-wavelength radiators with high directivities.
The present work examines the directivity properties of
nano-antennas consisting of active coated nano-particles
(CNPs) of cylindrical and spherical shape excited by their
respective sources of illumination at optical frequencies. For
spherical CNPs, the source of excitation is an electric
Hertzian dipole, which is taken to be normal as well as
tangential to surfaces of the CNP, while for cylindrical
CNPs, the source of excitation is an infinitely long magnetic
line source (MLS). The CNPs emphasized inhere are all
made of a silica nano-core and are layered with a concentric
silver nano-shell; however, other variations in the materials
of the CNP can be easily accounted for. The gain is
introduced inside the dielectric part of the CNP, i.e., the
nano-core, via the so-called canonical, constant frequency,
gain model. This work constitutes an extension of [12] and
[13] where detailed near-field studies have revealed superresonant properties of the examined active CNPs despite
their very small electrical sizes. Particular attention is
devoted to the influence of the source location and the
optical gain constant on the resulting directivity patterns. In
the cylindrical case, it is shown how the directivity of a
super-resonant CNP can be re-shaped by either changing the
location of the MLS or adjusting the value of the optical
gain constant. As to the spherical CNPs, the resulting
directivity patterns are shown to be unaffected by the
presence of the CNP - even in its super-resonant state for
which large amounts of the radiated power are extracted
from the source – and they largely correspond to the pattern
of an isolated dipole. Thus, as in the passive spherical case
[10], the dipolar resonance excited inside the examined
active spherical CNPs does not modify the directivity
pattern of the exciting Hertzian dipole, but rather enhances
its total radiated power.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the configurations to be discussed, while the methods of
their analysis and the associated analytical results are
summarized in Section 3. The numerical results are
presented in Section 4, and the entire work is summarized
and concluded in Section 5. Throughout the work, the time
being the angular frequency, and
factor exp( j t ) , with
t being the time, is assumed and suppressed.

For the spherical CNP, the inner and outer radii of the
nano-shell are denoted by r1 and r2 , respectively. The CNP
is illuminated by the field generated by an arbitrarily
oriented and located electric Hertzian dipole (EHD) with the
dipole moment p pˆ s p s , where p̂ s is its orientation and
p s [Am] is its complex amplitude. A spherical coordinate
system ( r , , ) and the associated rectangular coordinate
system ( x, y, z ) are introduced such that the origin of these
coincide with the center of the CNP. The coordinates of the
observation point are ( r , , ), and those of the EHD are
( rs , s , s ).

2. Configurations
We consider both cylindrical (Figure 1a)) and spherical
(Figure 1b)) CNPs.

3. Analytical results
The analytical solutions for the problems shown in Figure 1
have been derived in [4] and [5], and are used here to study
the directivity of these configurations.
For the cylindrical CNP configurations, the solution
procedure is as follows. The field due to the MLS, which
constitutes the known incident field, is expanded in terms of
cylindrical wave functions. This is likewise the case with the
unknown scattered fields due to the CNP in the three
regions. The fields due to the CNP involve the unknown
expansion coefficients Ci ,n , where i 1 for the field in

(a)

region 1, i 2 and 3 for the field in region 2, and i 4 for
the field in region 3, and where the symbol n is the mode
number ( n 0 is the monopole mode in the
expansion, n 1 is the dipole mode, etc. for the other
modes). The unknown expansion coefficients depend on the
location of the MLS and are obtained by enforcing the
boundary conditions at the two cylindrical interfaces,
1 and
2 . With the exact field solutions at hand,
the directivity, D, defined as the ratio of the radiation
intensity to the total average power per unit angle, can be
expressed as [4]

(b)
Figure 1: The cylindrical (a), and spherical (b) CNP
configurations.
In both cases, they are comprised of a dielectric nano-core
covered concentrically with a plasmonic nano-shell, and are
immersed in free-space, which has the permittivity, 0 ,
permeability,
0
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where denotes the free-space wavelength.
For the cylindrical CNP, the inner and outer radii of the
nano-shell are denoted by 1 and 2 , respectively. The
CNP is illuminated by the field generated by an arbitrarily
located infinitely long magnetic line source (MLS)
possessing a constant magnetic current I m [V/m]. A circular
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MLS

inside

the

CNP,

) C 4,n for the MLS outside the CNP. In

these results, the function J n ( ) is the Bessel function of
order n , n is the Neumann number ( n 1 for the
n 0 mode and n 2 otherwise), while N max is the
truncation limit in the implementation of the exact infinite
summation chosen to ensure the convergence of the
expansion in (1). The expression in (1) was used to study the
directivity properties of sub-wavelength passive MTMbased particles in [4], and of super-resonant active CNPs in
[13] for a variety of MLS locations.
For the spherical CNP configuration, the solution
procedure is as follows. The field due to the EHD, which

cylindrical coordinate system, with the coordinates ( , , z )
and an associated rectangular coordinate system ( x, y , z )
are introduced such that their origins coincide with the
cross-sectional center of the CNP. Furthermore, the entire
CNP-MLS configuration is infinite in the z-direction, with
the MLS being parallel to the axis of the cylinders. The
coordinates of the observation point are ( , ), and those of
the MLS are ( s , s ).
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constitutes the known incident field, is expanded in terms of
transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)
(c )
spherical waves with the known expansion coefficients a nm

nm

respectively, where i 1 for the field in region 1, i 2 and
3 for the field in region 2, and i 4 for the field in region 3.
These expansion coefficients depend on the EHD location
and orientation, and are easily obtained by enforcing the
boundary conditions on the two spherical interfaces, r r1
and r r2 . The general field solutions have been obtained
in [5] and are specialized here for the far-field observation
points in order to derive an expression for the directivity of
the configuration in Figure 2b). In particular, the directivity
takes on the form,
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Numerical results and discussion

2.05 in the frequency region of
refractive index n
interest and another accounting for the canonical, constant
frequency, gain model through which its permittivity reads
2
(n 2
2 jn ) 0 , where the parameter (optical
1
loss or gain constant) determines the nature of the nanocore: lossless (and passive) for
0 , lossy and passive for
0 (optical
0 (optical loss constant) and active for
gain constant). For such CNPs, the so-called super-resonant
states, with very large radiated powers, were identified for
0.175 at the excitation
the cylindrical case for
wavelength of
577.70 nm, and for the spherical case for
0.245 at the excitation wavelength of
502.1 nm.
These super-resonances are illustrated in Figure 2 in terms
of the normalized radiation resistance (NRR), i.e., the ratio
of the total power radiated when the source and the CNP are
present to the total power radiated by the source in the
absence of the CNP, as a function of the source location, xs.
The sources are located along the positive x-axis for both the
cylindrical and the spherical Ag-based CNPs. For the
cylindrical CNP, the MLS possesses a current amplitude
I m 1 [V/m], while both x- as well as z- oriented EHDs

1 jm | m|
Pn (cos )
k0 sin

nm

( 4)
bnm

Previous results [11]-[14] have demonstrated that highly
resonant sub-wavelength CNPs can be designed by
including gain, e.g., inside their nano-cores. This
configuration was found to lead to scattering cross-sections
that are orders of magnitude larger than the values predicted
by their geometrical sizes, see e.g., [11] and the works
referenced therein, as well as to the enormous radiated
powers for localized excitation sources [12]-[14]. Significant
attention in those works has been devoted to a CNP
consisting of a silica nano-core of radius 24 nm, coated with
a 6nm thick silver nano-shell for which the size-dependency
of the permittivity was taken into account. The silica nanocore permittivity consisted of two contributions: one from its

Ft ,
n

nm

4.1. Background – sub-wavelength resonances in CNPs

where

N max

A4,nm and

outside the CNP [5]. Moreover, Pn|m| ( ) is the associated
Legendre function of the first kind of degree n and order |m|,
while the symbol N max is the truncation limit in the
implementation of the exact infinite summation chosen to
ensure the convergence of the expansion in (2). While the
expression for the total radiated power in (4) was used in [5]
and [12], [14] to conduct a thorough analysis of subwavelength resonances in passive and active spherical
CNPs, respectively, the directivity properties of such active
particles on the basis of (2) have not been reported
previously.

(c )
(TM coefficients), and bnm
, (TE coefficients), where the
index c denotes the region in which the field is determined.
The unknown scattered fields due to the CNP in the three
regions are likewise expanded in terms of TM and TE
spherical waves; these expansions involve the unknown TM
and TE expansion coefficients denoted by Ai ,nm and Bi ,nm ,

D( , )

( 4)
a nm

have a dipole moment p s 5 10 9 [Am]. In what follows,
the directivity properties of these Ag-based CNPs of
cylindrical and spherical shape are thoroughly examined.

(4)

B4,nm ,

when the EHD is inside the two regions of the CNP, while
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0 o or
180 o direction, depending on the
along the
value of . For the examined values of which are larger
0.175 ), the main beam
than the super-resonant value (
(which is approaching a maximum directivity of 3) points in
180 o direction. In contrast, it points along the
the

0 o direction for values of
resonant value.

smaller than the super-

Figure 2: Normalized radiation resistance (NRR) as a
function of the source location, xs, along the positive x-axis
for both the cylindrical (2D) and the spherical (3D) superresonant Ag-based CNPs. In the latter case, the EHD is
taken to be both x- and z-oriented. The nano-core and nanoshell regions are indicated in the figure.
4.2. Cylindrical CNPs
The large variations in the NRR shown in Figure 2, with the
alternating MLS location in the cylindrical case were
thoroughly explained in [13]. Here, it is of great interest to
explore the directivity behavior of such configurations. As
illustrated in Figure 3a), which shows the directivity (1) for
0.175 ;
the super-resonant (
577.70 nm) Ag-based
CNP for the indicated MLS locations along the positive xaxis within the nano-core, there are large variations in the
resulting patterns. The directivity in the super-resonant state
can be re-shaped from a perfectly monopolar pattern
(attained at xs = 0 nm) to a perfectly symmetric dipolar
pattern (attained at xs = 5nm) with small variations in the
MLS location. The former case agrees well with the absence
of any resonant phenomena observed in Figure 2 when the
MLS is at or very near the center of the CNP (NRR around 0
dB). On the other hand, the latter case indicates a strong
excitation (NRR around 45 dB for xs = 5nm) of the dipolar
mode necessary for the rapidly increasing NRR values in
Figure 2 for MLS locations further away from the CNP
center. These far-field results are in line with the near-field
distributions reported for this Ag-based CNP configuration
in [13]. The maximum directivity of 2 is found for the
perfectly symmetric dipolar pattern in Figure 3a) along the
0 o and
180 o directions. However, larger values can
be obtained for specific MLS locations (near the CNP
center) for which the dominant mode is a mixture of a
monopolar and dipolar modes, rather than the resonant
dipolar mode alone. For instance, the result obtained for xs =
0.1 nm given in Figure 3b) illustrates this point.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: Directivity for the Ag-based CNP excited by a
MLS. In (a), the CNP is super-resonant, and different MLS
locations, xs , inside the nano-core along the positive x-axis
are considered. In (b), the MLS is located at xs = 5nm and
different values of the optical gain constant are considered.
Aside from these interesting results for the cylindrical Agbased CNP, a few other remarks are in order. As explained
in [13] using the near-field distribution results, the main
reason for the peak amplitude changes of the NRR in Figure
2 is the difference in the coupling strength with the varying
MLS location which determines the potency of the
underlying resonant dipolar mode. As an example, the nearfield of the resonant dipolar mode is significantly stronger
for the MLS located near the nano-shell interface, e.g., at xs
= 23 nm, than inside the nano-shell at xs = 28.74 nm, where
the NRR experiences the dip shown in Figure 2. However,

Apart from the pattern re-shaping possibilities with varying
location of the MLS, it is interesting to note that adjustment
for a given location of the
of the optical gain constant
source can likewise re-shape the overall directivity pattern.
With reference to Figure 3b), which shows the directivity for
the Ag-based CNP when the MLS is located at xs = 5nm, the
perfectly symmetric dipolar pattern attained in the superresonant case can be re-shaped such that its main beam is

4

once the MLS is sufficiently far away from the origin so that
the perfectly symmetric dipolar pattern is obtained, as the
one illustrated in Figure 3a) for xs = 5 nm, the very same
directivity pattern (of maximum directivity of 2) results also
for other MLS locations inside the CNP, as well as outside
of it at close distances. This is partly illustrated in Figure 4)
which shows the directivity for three MLS locations inside
the nano-shell of the super-resonant Ag-based CNP: near the
first interface (xs = 25 nm), at the location of minimum NRR
inside the nano-shell (xs = 27.84 nm), and near the second
interface (xs = 29 nm). In all cases, the same symmetric
dipolar pattern is observed.

obtained. In addition, since the NRR of the MTM-based
structures in [5] drops to 0 dB for a particular source
location inside the shell-region, the pattern re-shaping also
occurs for altering source locations in this region.
Specifically, for the minimum NRR location of the source
inside the shell-region, a perfect monopolar pattern is
obtained [5]. These findings for sub-wavelength resonant
MTM-based ENG-coated passive structures, as those studied
in [5], appear in sharp contrast to the above gain-enhanced
results for the Ag-based active CNPs.
4.3. Spherical CNPs
Figure 2 reveals interesting differences between the z- and xoriented EHD excitations of the super-resonant Ag-based
spherical CNP, which were detailed through near-field
investigations in [14].
Figure 5 shows the directivity of the Ag-based CNP for
varying values of the parameter in the case of a z-oriented
EHD excitation. The EHD has the dipole moment

Thus, once the MLS location is established away from the
origin, the symmetric dipolar pattern is observed. Moreover,
the explanation for the varying levels of the NRR found in
Figure 2 cannot be revealed by inspecting the directivity
patterns (which are identical), but rather the near-field
distributions must be examined. Results essentially the same
as those in Figure 4 are also obtained for MLS locations in
the exterior of the CNP at sufficiently close distances to it.

p s 5 10 9 [Am] and is located on the x-axis at +12 nm
from the origin. Specifically, the E-plane (xz-plane) pattern
results are shown in Figure 5a) and the H-plane (xy-plane)
pattern results are shown in Figure 5b). Despite the large
levels of the NRR, the directivity of the super-resonant state,
which is clearly dipolar, is not enhanced relative to that of
an isolated z-oriented EHD. In particular, its value remains
around 1.5. Unlike the cylindrical case, there is a complete
symmetry in the CNP and, consequently, no preferred axis.
are found, again
Moreover, the investigated values of
because of the symmetry, to have only a negligible effect on
the directivity. The directivity of the super-resonant Agbased CNP is shown in Figure 5c) as a function of
(0o , 180o ) and
(0o , 360o ) , clearly supporting the
above observations.
For the x-oriented EHD excitation of the super-resonant
Ag-based CNP, Figure 6 shows the resulting directivity.
The E-plane (xz-plane) pattern is shown in Figure 6a); the
H-plane (yz-plane) pattern is shown in Figure 6b). The
(0 o , 180 o ) and
directivity as a function of

It is furthermore interesting to parallel the above results with
those of the corresponding sub-wavelength resonant MTMbased structures at radio frequencies [5]. In [5], an electric
line source excitation of double-negative (DNG) or munegative (MNG) coated passive structures were examined.
As remarked there, those results also apply, by duality, to
epsilon-negative (ENG) coated passive structures excited by
a MLS. The maximum NRR levels in [5] for the resonant
cylindrical MTM-based structures are well below (with
maximum NRR around 23 dB) those reported in Figure 2.
Moreover, a complete symmetry in their dipolar directivity
patterns was not obtained. In particular, for the source inside
the ENG shell-region, asymmetric directivity patterns
(which are each other’s images with respect to y-axis) result
for MLS locations near the first and the second shell
interface. This is in sharp contrast to the results of Figure 4
where identical and completely symmetric patterns are

(0 o , 360 o ) is shown in Figure 6c). Except from the
flipping of the E-plane pattern by 90o relative to the zoriented EHD case in Figure 5a), the same over-all
conclusions apply as with the z-oriented EHD case, i.e., the
directivity is not enhanced by the presence of the superresonant Ag-based CNP (for which large NRR values are
obtained), its maximum value remains around 1.5 (which is
that of an isolated EHD), and the H-plane (xy-plane) pattern
is azimuthally symmetric. This behavior is again expected
because of the spherical symmetry of the CNP. Thus, as in
the passive spherical case [10], the dipolar resonance excited
inside the examined active electrically small spherical CNPs
does not modify the directivity pattern of the exciting
Hertzian dipole, but rather reinforces it. Moreover, the
varying NRR levels observed for the x-oriented EHD in
Figure 2 cannot be revealed through the directivity pattern
alone, but rather require studying the near-field distributions.

Figure 4: Directivity for the super-resonant Ag-based CNP
excited by a MLS located at three different locations inside
the nano-shell region of the particle.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Directivity for the super-resonant Ag-based CNP
for a x-oriented EHD located along the x-axis at 12 nm. The
E-plane (xz-plane) results are shown in (a), the H-plane
results (yz-plane) are shown in (b), while the results for all
values of and are shown in (c).

(b)

5. Summary and conclusions
This work examined the directivity properties of nanoantennas made of active CNPs of cylindrical and spherical
shapes; the CNPs were excited by a magnetic line source
(MLS), in the cylindrical case, and an electric Hertzian
dipole (EHD), in the spherical case. The nano-core of the
particle consisted of silica, whereas silver was used for the
nano-shell material. A canonical, constant frequency, gain
model was incorporated inside the dielectric part of the
particle. In our studies, particular attention was devoted to
the influence of the source location and the optical gain
constant on the resulting directivity patterns.
For cylindrical active CNPs, significant variation in the
directivity was reported when either the MLS location or the
value of the optical gain constant was varied. Specifically,
pattern re-shaping from a perfectly monopolar form to a
perfectly dipolar pattern (with maximum directivity of 2)
was demonstrated for super-resonant CNPs upon the
variation of the MLS location - the re-shaping being owed to
the coupling strength with the varying MLS location which
determines the potency of the underlying resonant dipolar

(c)
Figure 5: Directivity for the Ag-based CNP for a z-oriented
EHD located along the x-axis at +12 nm for different values
of the parameter . The E-plane (xz-plane) pattern results
are shown in (a), and the H-plane pattern results (xy-plane)
are shown in (b). In the case of the super-resonant Ag-based
CNP, the directivity is shown in (c) for all values of and
.
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mode. Moreover, the perfectly symmetric dipolar patterns of
the super-resonant CNPs were re-shaped by proper
adjustments of the optical gain constant; their main beams

[7] R. W. Ziolkowski, and A. Erentok “Metamaterial-based
efficient electrically small antennas,” IEEE Trans.
Antennas Propag., Vol. 54, No. 7, pp.2113-2130, July
2006.
[8] A. Erentok, and R.W. Ziolkowski, “Metamaterialinspired efficient electrically small antennas,” IEEE
Ant. Propag., Vol. 56, No. 3, 691-707, 2008.
[9] S. J. Oldenburg, G. D. Hale, J. B. Jackson, and N. J.
Halas, “Light scattering from dipole and quadrupole
nanoshell antennas,” Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 75, No. 8,
pp. 1063-1065, Aug. 1999.
[10] A. Alú, and N. Engheta, “Enhanced directivity from
sub-wavelength infrared/optical nano-antennas loaded
with plasmonic materials or metamaterials,” IEEE
Trans. Ant. Propag., Vol. 55, No. 11, 3027–3039, 2007.
[11] J. A. Gordon, and R. W. Ziolkowski, “The design and
simulated performance of a coated nano-particle laser,”
Opt. Express, Vol. 15, No. 5, 2622-2651, 2007.
[12] S. Arslanagi , and R. W. Ziolkowski, “Active coated
nano-particle excited by an arbitrarily located electric
Hertzian dipole – resonance and transparency effects,”
J. Opt., Vol. 12, 024014, 2010.
[13] S. Arslanagi , and R. W. Ziolkowski, “Impact of the
excitation source and plasmonic material on cylindrical
active coated nano-particles,” Sensors, Vol. 11, 91099120, 2011.
[14] R. W. Ziolkowski, S. Arslanagi , and J. Geng, “Where
high-frequency engineering advances opics: active
nanoparticles as nanoantennas,” to appear in Optical
Nanoantennas, Eds. A. Alú and M. Agio, Cambridge
University Press, London, 2012.

0 o or
180 o directions, with the
pointed in either the
corresponding directivities of almost 3. Moreover, it was
found that, once the MLS location for a super-resonant CNP
is sufficiently away from its center, the symmetric dipolar
mode is excited, and it dominates the behavior of the
directivity pattern. The pattern was found to remain
unaltered for MLS locations inside the nano-core even at
locations further away from the CNP center, as well as for
those inside the nano-shell, and outside the CNP at close
distances to it. These results are in sharp contrast to those
reported
for
corresponding
passive
MTM-based
configurations at radio frequencies.
The directivity patterns for the active spherical CNPs
were shown to be unaffected by variations in the parameters
specifying the configurations - even in its super-resonant
state for which large amounts of the radiated power are
generated by the source. In particular, it was demonstrated
that they largely correspond to the pattern of an isolated
dipole, i.e., their maximum value remained around 1.5.
Unlike the cylindrical case, there is a complete symmetry in
the CNP and, consequently, no preferred axis. Thus, as in
the passive spherical case treated in [10], the dipolar
resonance excited inside the active spherical CNPs does not
modify the directivity pattern of the exciting Hertzian
dipole. The potential excitation of higher order modes in
other configurations of the active CNPs will be considered
in a future report.
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Abstract
A scheme for a new kind of surface plasmon resonance
system (SPR) is proposed. The system is composed of three
layers: a prism, a thin metal film, and a hybrid dielectric
consisting of EIT atoms and a background substance. It is
found that due to the inherently quantum feature of EIT, the
EIT-based SPR system exhibits some interesting quantum
properties, which are absent in ordinary SPR systems and
may be used for novel sensors which can detect very small
variations of quantum properties of matters such as small
shifts of atomic levels caused by external fields and have
sub-wavelength spatial resolution.

1. Introduction
Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a fascinating effect in which an otherwise opaque medium becomes transparent to a resonant (probe) field by use of another (coupling) field [1]. The destructive quantum interference between two atomic transition pathways leads to null
absorption and large dispersion within the induced transparency window. The phenomenon has attracted great attention on account of its potential applications in the coherent control of the optical properties of atomic media and solid systems, e.g. photonic crystals [2], or quantum metamaterials [3]. Recent theoretical investigation has
also shown that EIT can be used for coherent control of
the group velocity [4] of the polaritons at the surface of
a negative-refractive- index metamaterial under the condition of near-zero loss of the polaritons. The key point of
this investigation is that the near-zero loss can be realized
at special frequencies where the double negative indexes
occurs(i.e., the real part of the permittivity and the permeability are both negative). However, for a bulk metal, only
the permittivity can have a negative real part in the visible
spectrum. So a question arises: for surface-plasmon polaritons at a metal surface, will coherent control based on EIT
be possible, or will some other coherent phenomena be observed? It will be shown in this paper that coherent control
is indeed tolerant of metal loss, and some very interesting
phenomena may be observed, even for an EIT material of
very low atomic number density. It will be also shown that
new phenomena can occur when surface plasmons are excited under EIT conditions. To my knowledge, an SPR system based on EIT has never been investigated before, and

this kind of system may to be used for novel sensors for
detecting not only the small variations of refractive index
as ordinary SPR system[5], but also the quantum properties
such as small shifts of energy-levels of matters with subwavelength spatial resolution.

2. EIT in an atomic medium
The EIT medium can be an atomic gas or doped solid medium composed of three-level atoms of Λ configuration. For
a single atom, the wavefunction of the electronic state can
be written as |ψ(t)! = c0 (t)|0! + c1 (t)|1! + c2 (t)|2!, where
c0 , c1 , and c2 are the probability amplitude of the ground
state, the excited state, and the second ground state of the
atom, respectively.
According to the Schrödinger equation in the interaction picture, the motion of the probability amplitudes can
be obtained as follows (with the method similar to Ref. [1])
Ω (x,y,z)

p
0
i dc
c1
dt =
2
Ω (x,y,z)
dc1
i dt = −(δp + i γ2 )c1 + p 2
c0 + Ωc (x,y,z)
c2 . (1)
2
Ωc (x,y,z)
γ!
dc2
i dt = −(δp − δc + i 2 )c2 +
c
1
2

Here δp is the probe detuning defined by δp = ωp − ω10 ,
and δc is the coupling detuning defined by δc = ωc − ω12 ,
where ωp and ωc are the angular frequencies of the probe
and coupling fields, respectively, ω10 and ω12 are the atomic transition angular frequencies of |1 > −|0 > and |1 >
−|2 > transitions, respectively, Ωp and Ωc are the Rabi→
−
µ 10 ·Ep (x,y,z)
frequencies defined by Ωp (x, y, z) =
and
!
→
−

Ωc (x, y, z) = µ 21 ·E!c (x,y,z) , respectively, Ep (x, y, z) and
Ec (x, y, z) are the electric field amplitudes of the probe and
→
→
the coupling fields, respectively, and, −
µ 10 and −
µ 21 are the
transition electronic dipole moments of |1 > −|0 > and
|1 > −|2 > transitions, respectively. Also, γ and γ # are
the decay rates of states |1 > and |2 >, respectively. The
quantum interference between |0 > −|1 > and |2 > −|1 >
transitions can strongly modify the optical response of the
system. All the laser fields in this paper are assumed to be
monochromatic. In this case, the field amplitudes Ep and
Ec are time independent. However, it should be noted that,
in general cases Ep or Ec can be position dependent. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume the EIT medium is composed of cold atoms where the Doppler effect can be neglected, and only consider the weak probe field case where

Ωp << γ, Ωc . According to Ref. [1], the susceptibility χ
can be given by
χ(x, y, z) = −

→
|−
µ 10 |2 N
c∗0 c1
.
!ε0 Ωp (x, y, z)

coupling field

(2)

Tp
probe field

Tc

metal

We consider the transitions of the sodium D2 line. Ac−
−
cording
to Ref. [6], |→
µ 10 | can be evaluated by |→
µ 10 | =
!

coupling field

Tp

prism
probe field

x
z

Tc

metal

prism
x
SPP

EIT medium

z

EIT medium

(a)

(b)

coupling field

with a0 being the Bohr radius and ε0 the
permittivity of vacuum, and γ = 61.54MHz. According to
Ref. [7], N = 3 × 1018 /m3 .
We assume that the atom is initially in the ground state,
and probe field is assumed to be very weak so that c0 (t) ≈ 1
is satisfied at all times. The steady-state solution of Eq.(1)
can be easily obtained, and substituting the solution into Eq.
(2) , it is easy to obtained that
1
3 3.5247ea0

Tp
probe field

Tc

:p

x

metal

SPPs

Gc

Gp

prism

z

|1²

:c

(SPP)

EIT medium

|2²

|0²

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: (Color online) Schematic of the system. The system is composed of an atomic EIT medium (green), a metal
film(gray), and a cylindrical prism (blue).(a) The case that
both of the probe field and the coupling field in the atomic
medium are freely propagating fields (no SPR effect). (b)
The case that the probe field is a SPP field but the coupling
field is a freely propagating field in the atomic medium.
(c) The case that both of the probe field and the coupling
field are SPP fields. (d) Energy-level diagram of three-level
atoms of Λ-configuration.

χ(x, y, z)
γ!
1
→
|−
µ 10 |2 N
2 (δp − δc + i 2 )
=−
! .
!ε0 − 14 Ωc (x, y, z)2 + (δp + i γ2 )(δp − δc + i γ2 )
(3)
It should be noted that, according to Eq. (3), χ is independent on Ωp , i.e. the atomic medium is a linear medium
for the probe field under the weak-field approximation, and
the function χ(x, y, z) depends on the function Ωc (x, y, z).
We assume that the incident coupling beam (in the prism) is a traveling wave with planar wavefront. Under this
condition, if we consider the coupling field in the EIT medium, however, we find there are two typical situations:
(1) The coupling field in the EIT medium is a freelypropagating field. In this situation, constant Ωc lead to a
spatially independent susceptibility χ. This result is applicable to all the cases where the probe field in the EIT
medium is weak, even to the case where the probe field is
a SPP but the coupling field is a freely-propagating field of
planar-wave.
(2) The coupling field in the EIT medium a SPP field.
In this situation, spatially dependent function Ωc (x, y, z)
leads to a spatially dependent susceptibility χ(x, y, z).
The two situations occur for different incident angles
(θc ) and have quite different frequency spectra of reflectivity, which will be discussed later.
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3. Surface EIT with a freely-propagating
coupling field

Figure 2: (Color online) Angle-dependence of the probefield reflectivity (R) for different dielectric layers (Blue
dashed: vacuum; Black: two-level atom (Ωc = 0) with
δp = 0; Red: EIT atom with δp = 0 and Ωc = 1.23γ;
Green: EIT atom with δp = 0.3γ and Ωc = 1.23γ. The
atomic transitions are of sodium D2 line where λ0 = 589.1
nm (probe-field wavelength); γ = 61.54 MHz, ω20 = 1.8
GHz. Other parameters: np = 1.51, N = 3.3 × 1018 /m3 ,
εm = −13.3 + 0.883i [15] (which is approximated a constant within EIT frequency-band (about 100 MHz)), and
q = 50 nm(thickness of the silver film).

In this section we consider the case of freely-propagating
coupling field. The scheme of EIT-based SPR is shown in
Fig. 1, where the EIT medium can be atomic gases or doped
solid medium which are composed of of three-level atoms
of Λ configuration.
The coupling field in the dielectric can be a freely propagating field when Im(kdx ) = 0, or an evanescent field
when Im(kdx ) > 0, depending on the incident angle θc .
We can calculate θc according to Eqs.(8) and (10). If the

imaginary parts of np and εd can be neglected, we can eas2
ily obtain the critical angle with the equation kdx
= 0, i.e.
√
np sin θ = εd , which gives the critical angle θcrt . For
np = 1.51 and εd = 1, we obtain θcrt = 41.47o .
In the case of θc < θcrt , the coupling field in the dielectric is a freely propagating field (shown in Fig. 1(a)
and (b)), and Ωc is spatially independent. With effective2

2

medium theory and taking into account local-field effects
for generality, the permittivity of the atomic medium can
be given by [8, 9]
εd = εb +

χ εb + 2
,
1 − 13 χ 3

which is defined by Te = |E(m/d)|
|E(p/m)|2 , where E(m/d) and
E(p/m) are the electric field at metal/dielectric and prism/metal interfaces, respectively. For TM polarization, according to Ref. [10], the relation between Te and T is given
ε
by Te = εpd T .
With Eqs.(3) and (4), we can calculate the permittivity
of the atomic medium, and, in combination with Eqs. (5),
(6), (7),(8), (9), and (10), we can calculate the reflectivity
(R) of the probe-field laser beam. It is found that the probefield reflectivity is strongly influenced by the coupling laser
via the quantum interference effect in the EIT medium.

(4)

where εb is the background permittivity and χ is given by
Eq.(3). The background is assumed to be an vacuum (εb =1)
or a very dilute dielectric (εb ≈ 1). Here N is the density
of the atomic number. So εd can be easily obtained with
above equationsin particular, for dilute vapors ( 13 χ << 1),
εd can be given by εd ≈ εb + χ.
It should be noted that, because the coupling field only
drives transition |2 > −|1 > of the atoms and the population in state |2 > is near zero at all times, the effect of the
atoms on the coupling field can be safely neglected. So we
only consider the effect of the atomic medium on the probe
field. We now calculate the reflectivity R of the probe beam
defined by R = |rpmd |2 , where rpmd is the three-layer amplitude reflection coefficient and is given by the Fresnel formula
rpm + rmd exp(2ikmx q)
rpmd =
,
(5)
1 + rpm rmd exp(2ikmx q)

4. Surface EIT with a SPP coupling field
In this section we consider the case of SPP coupling field.
The SPP coupling field is resonantly excited by the incident
coupling beam when θc ≈ θres (θres > θcrt ), and can be
numerically determined by the angle of minimum reflectivity of the coupling beam. For an evanescent-wave coupling
field (θc > θcrt ), the Rabi-frequency (Ωc ) can be written
(c)
as Ωc (x) = Ωc0 e−ikvx x , where x < 0 (i.e. in the atomic
medium), and,
"
ωc2
(c) 2
(c)
kvx =
− kz ,
(12)
2
c
ωc
kz(c) =
np sinθc .
(13)
c
In resonant case when SPP is excited, i.e. θc ≈ θres , we
obtain that kvx (c) ≈ iκ(c) with κ(c) being a real number
which represent the attenuation of the SPP in x-direction.
In this case, to calculate the reflection coefficient at metal/dielectric interface (rmd ), we firstly consider the threelayer (metal/vacuum/dielectric) structure and then set the
thickness of the vacuum layer (qv ) to be zero.
The magnetic field H of the incident field is given by
H = HIy ey with HIy (x, z) = AI e−ikvx x+ikz z , where AI
is the field amplitude, and kvx is the x-component of the
wavevector in the vacuum layer being given by
"
ωp2
kvx =
− kz2 ,
(14)
c2

where q is the thickness of the metal film, and the two-layer
amplitude reflection coefficients rpm and rmd at the prism/metal and metal/dielectric interfaces, respectively, are
given by
εm kpx − εp kmx
rpm =
(6)
εm kpx + εp kmx
and
rmd =

εd kmx − εm kdx
.
εd kmx + εm kdx

(7)

Here kz is parallel wave vector and can be given by
kz = k0 np sinθp ,
where

(8)

ωp
,
(9)
c
are normal wave vectors and can be given by
!
kjx = k02 εj − kz2
(10)
k0 =

and kjx

and kz is given by Eq. (8).
The three-layer (metal/vacuum/dielectric) amplitude reflectivity is given by

with j = p, m, d denoting the prism, the metal, and the
dielectric (EIT medium), respectively. The field enhance2
ment due to surface plasmon is defined by [10] T = |tpmd |
H (m/d)
with tpmd = Hyy (p/m) , where Hy (m/d) and Hy (p/m) are
the magnetic field at metal/dielectric and prism/metal interfaces, respectively, and tpmd can be calculated with the
Fresnel formula
tpmd =

tpm tmd exp(ikmx q))
,
1 + rpm rmd exp(2ikmx q)

rmvd =

rmv + rvd exp(2ikvx qv )
.
1 + rmv rvd exp(2ikvx qv )

(15)

Set qv = 0, we obtain two-layer (metal/dielectric) amplitude reflectivity rmd :
rmd =

(11)

where

rmv + rvd
,
1 + rmv rvd

(16)

kmx − εm kvx
.
(17)
kmx + εm kvx
We now calculate rvd . We consider a probe field propagating in vacuum is made incidence on the the dielectric
rmv =

where tij = 1 + rij being derived from the boundary conditions, and i, j = p, m or i, j = m, d. Similarly, we can
also calculate the field enhancement of the electric field Te ,
3
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Figure 3: (Color online) Reflectivity of the probe laser
beam R versus the probe-detuning δp for θp = 43.61o . The
blue curve is for freely-propagating coupling field (θc <
θcrt ) and εb = 1; The other (red and black) curves are for
SPP coupling field in the case of θc ≈ θp (red for εb = 1
and black for εb = 1.005). Here Ωc = Ωc0 = 1.2A, other
parameters are same as that in Fig. 2
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Figure 4: (Color online) Detuning spectra of the reflectivity
R for θp = 43.61o but different atomic densities, where the
coupling field is a SPP in the case of θc ≈ θp . The solid
curves are for Ωc0 = 1.2A, while the dashed curves are
for Ωc0 = 0 (Black: N = 3.3 × 1018 /m3 ; blue: N =
8 × 1018 /m3 ; red: N = 8 × 1019 /m3 .). Other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.

surface. If εd (x) ≈ 1, with perturbation theory similar to
to the probe detunings (δp ). When the dielectric is an EIT
that in Ref. [11], the reflection field can be written as
medium and δp = 0, the R(θp ) curve is very close to that
# 0
!
when there is a vacuum. If the probe field is slightly deHRy (x, z) = AI eikz z k02
G(x−x# ) [εd (x# ) − 1] e−ikvx x dx# .
tuned from resonance, e.g. δ = 0.5γ, the resonance angle
−∞
(i.e. the dip in the R(θp ) curve) will be significantly shift(18)
ed. For the two-level case, however, the minimum of R is
The Green function G(x − x# ) is given by
much larger than in the EIT case. Similar phenomena can
i ikvx (x−x! )
also occur on the field enhancement factors (T and Te ) .
G(x − x# ) =
e
(19)
2kvx
This kind of properties may be used for detecting the very
small atomic-level shifts induced by external fields. In this
The amplitude reflectivity rvd , which is defined by
HRy (0,z)
sense this SPR system can be regarded as a quantum SPR
HIy (0,z) , can be obtained by substituting Eq. (19) into (18)
system.
as follows
The probe-detuning dependence is shown in Fig. 3. Be$
%
→
k02
|−
µ 10 |2 N
1
cause
of very steep dispersion of the atomic medium for
rvd = 2 εb − 1 −
F (1, b; 1 + b; 1/β)
kvx
!ε0 δp + iγ/2
the probe field, the reflectivity spectrum R is extremely
(20)
sensitive to the probe detuning δp . If both the lasers are
where F is the general hypergeometric function[12], and,
monochromatic, then the variations of δp and δc account
for atomic level shifts induced by environmental fields, e.g.
b = −ikvx /Im[kvx (c) ],
(21)
by DC magnetic fields via the Zeeman effect. It should be
#
emphasized that a probe-field SPP strongly confined in the
4(δp + iγ/2)(δp − δc + iγ /2)
β=
.
(22)
metal/EIT medium interface only responds to a DC mag2
Ωc0
netic field very near the interface. Consequently, it may be
In the typical case when ωp ≈ ωc (e.g. ωp − ωc ≈ 1.8
possible to apply this EIT-SPR system in novel magnetomeGHz in the EIT experiment of Ref.[7]), if we take θp =
ters for highly localized measurements.
θc , according to Eqs.(14), (12), (13), and (8), it is easy to
It is also found from Fig. 3 that the reflectivity spectrum
see that kvx ≈ kvx (c) = iIm[kvx (c) ], and therefore it is
R is sensitive to variation of the substrate permittivity εb .
obtained from Eq. (21) that b ≈ 1. Substituting it into Eq.
For a dilute-gas EIT medium, a small increase in εb can
(20)), we obtain
be caused by another background dilute gas mixed with the
$
%
→
EIT gas. It is shown that a variation of only 5/1000 of +b can
k02
|−
µ 10 |2 N
β
rvd =
ln(1 − 1/β) ,
dramatically change the reflectivity spectrum (see Fig. 3,
2 εb − 1 −
!ε0 δp + iγ/2
kvx
red curve for εb = 0, while black curve for εb = 1.005).
(23)
Although εb depends on ωp in general, it is frequency indeUsing Eqs. (15), (16), (17), (23), and (8), we can numeripendent within the ultra-narrow EIT transparency window.
cally calculate the reflectivity of the probe beam (R). The
The substrate sensitivity of the spectrum may possibly be
incident-angle-dependence of reflectivity is shown in Fig. 2.
used for chemical or biological sensors.
It obvious that the angle-dependence of reflectivity R(θp )
will be strongly modified by the coupling field and the resThe detuning spectrum of the reflectivity R is also
onance angle (i.e. the dip in the Fig. 2) is very sensitive
strongly dependent on the atomic number density of the EIT
4

medium , as shown in Fig. 4. In the two-level case there is
a peak in the R(δp ) spectrum, which becomes broader with
the increase of the atomic number density N . In the EIT
case, however, a very narrow dip appears at the center of the
background peak. It is interesting that as N increases the
dip becomes narrower but the background peak becomes
broader.

0.06

kspp/k0−1

0.05

and
κm,d =

εd εm
εd + εm

!
2 − k2 ε
kspp
0 m,d ,

(24)

&
'
1 k02
(0)
Re
κ
p
(0)
2 kspp

#

0
−∞

0

δ /γ

1

2

3

!
(0)
κi = ωci 1+εm1 (ωi ) − εb , respectively (i = p, c denote
‘probe’ and ‘coupling’ ,respectively).

(25)

If the difference of the two ground states is very small
compared with the laser frequencies, e.g. 1.8GHz in the
experiment of Ref.[7], then εm (ωp ) ≈ εm (ωc ), and then
(0)
κp ≈ κc , where the superscript 0 denotes ‘zeroth order’,
i.e. the case when the dielectric is vacuum. Thus we obtain

(26)

δkspp =

$
%
→
1 k02
|−
µ 10 |2 N
β
ε
−
1
+
ln(1
−
1/β)
.
b
(0)
2 kspp
!ε0 δp + iγ/2
(29)

Within the EIT transparency window, Im(kspp ) ≈ 0,
i.e. the polaritons only suffer low losses. Fig. 5 shows
the probe-detuning dependence of the propagation constant, kspp (δp ). The ultra-narrow bandwidth of transparency
and the steep dispersion of the bulk EIT-medium leads to a
sharp dip in Im[kspp (δp )] (blue dashed curve) and a large
gradient of the function Re[kspp (δp )] ( blue solid curve),
and therefore lead to a sharp resonant excitation of SPP. Although more accurate calculation for kspp should consider
the role of the thickness of the metal film (see eg. Ref. [10]),
the rough evaluate here present a simple and qualitative explanation of the sharp dip in the reflectivity spectrum R(δp ).
It is interesting that, comparing the two cases: the coupling field is a SPP and that it is a freely-propagating field,
we find in the formal case the gradient of the Re[kspp (δp )]
curve is more steep(see red solid curve in Fig. 5.), and the
dips in Im[kspp (δp )] (see red dashed curve in Fig. 5) is
pointed, which lead to pointed dip in R(δp ) (see the red
curve in Fig. 3). The pointed dips arises from the strong
confinement of the coupling-field SPP which are absent in
ordinary EIT systems, and are signatures of the surface EIT
and should be observable experimentally.

(27)

where
δkspp =

−1

Figure 5: (Color online) Probe-detuning dependence of
kspp /k0 − 1, where kspp is the propagation constant of the
probe-field SPP (the solid and dashed curves denote its real and imaginary parts, respectively). Black curves are for
SPP coupling field and εb = 1.005; Blue curves are for
freely-propagating coupling field and εb = 1; Red curves
are for SPP coupling field and εb = 1. The parameters are
the same as in Fig. 3.

where εd and εm are the permittivities of the dielectric
and the metal, respectively. For the EIT case, εd will
be coherently controlled by the coupling field. Because
the EIT ‘transparency’ range is very narrow (about 100
MHz)), the frequency dependence of εm can be safely neglected. The probe field wavelength is taken to be about
589.1 nm, where, according to experimental data [15],
εm = −13.3 + 0.883i, and the imaginary part accounts
for metal loss.
It should be emphasized that the amplitude of the electric component of the coupling field Ec is spatially independent for freely propagating (traveling) fields, but decays
exponentially with x for SPP. Only in the former case is εd
spatially independent and Eqs. (25) and (26) are valid. For
a coupling-field SPP, Ωc (x) = Ωc0 eRe[κc ]x , then εd will
depend on x. If the variation of the refractivity satisfies
δnd << nb ≈ 1, then the SPP propagation constant kspp
can be calculated by perturbation theory [11]:
(0)
kspp = kspp
+ δkspp

−2

p

where ’+’ is for x < 0, while ’−’ is for x > 0, and Hy0 is
field-amplitude. kspp and κm,d are given by
kspp = k0

0.02

0
−3

In order to understand the resonant phenomena we roughly evaluate the propagation constant of the probe field SPP
(kSPP ). We consider a weak probe field polariton [transverse magnetic (TM) mode] at the interface between a homogeneous dielectric and a metal of semi-infinite medium.
From the surface boundary conditions for an SPP wave vector, its magnetic field can be given by [13, 14]

"

0.03

0.01

5. Interpretation of the resonant excitation of
the probe-field SPP

Hy = Hy0 eikspp z±κm,d x

0.04

(0)
e2Re[κp ]x [εd (x) − 1] dx.

(28)
According to Eq. (26) the zeroth-order propagation
con!
(0)
εm (ωi )
stant and confinement are kspp (ωi ) = ωci 1+ε
, and
m (ωi )
5

6. Discussion
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(crt)

The coupling field will be an evanescent field if θc > θc ,
(crt)
but will be a freely propagating field if θc < θc . In practice, the EIT-SPR system may be realized with three different schemes using different arrangements of the coupling
field, as follows.
(1) With thin silver films (e.g. q = 20 − 30 nm) and a
normally incident coupling beam.
(2) With thicker silver films (e.g. 50 nm ) and a TM (ppolarized) coupling field with the incidence angle of θc ≈
(crt)
θc . In this case Te ≈ 0.47.
(3) With an incidence angle of θc ≈ θres . Similar to
(2) but the field enhancement factor Te is very large(Te ≈
100 for 50 nm silver film). Hence the EIT -based coherent
control is effective even if the coupling-field at the input
end of the system is very weak, which may be used for lowlight-level optical switching. .
It should also be noted that although here both the coupling and the probe fields are assumed to be classical, we
should consider the possibility of observing nonclassical
phenomena arising from the quantum properties of EM
fields. The large field-enhancement effect can lead to strong
coupling between photon and atom. Further investigation
should be made on the quantum state exchange between
photon and atom in this SPR system, which may attract
broad interest due to its potential applications in quantum
information science.

[10] H. Raether, Surface plasmons on smooth and rough
surfaces and on gratings, Springer-Verlag Berlin, pp.
10–18, 118–123 Heidelberg 1988.

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, a new kind of surface-plasmon-resonance
system is proposed which is based on EIT effect of atomic
medium. It is found that this system has remarkable quantum properties, i.e. can be extremely sensitive to the small
variations of the quantum properties of the detected matters
such as their energy-level shifts, and therefore may be used
for novel sensors for detecting quantum state of matters,
novel magnetometers with subwavelength resolution, and
nano-optical devices for quantum information processing.
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Abstract
We investigate terahertz plasmon-polariton (PP) resonances
for hetero-structures (AlGaN/GaN, SiGe/ Si/SiGe, AlGaAs/
GaAs and InAlGaN/ GaN) with grating coupler in order to
find the overall optimal structure showing the strongest
absorption. We show by a parametric study (influence of
geometry, temperature…) that the resonances are tunable in
frequency allowing to a control of the terahertz detection
and GaN based heterostructures present the higher PP
resonances at room temperature. The non uniform 2DEG
distribution function in the gated and ungated regions is
used for the structure AlGaAs/GaAs and its absorption
spectrum is compared with that of homogeneous 2DEG.
Moreover, the effect of the metallization biasing on the
spectrum has also been studied, showing that the resonant
frequency is tunable.

1. Introduction
Two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) presents a growing
interest in the Terahertz (THz) frequency range for the
development of compact, tunable, room temperature
operating, cheap sources and detectors [1]. The high electron
concentration and large electron mobility value are the main
advantages of 2DEG confined in heterostructures. Such
devices are based on plasmon–polariton (PP) properties. The
coupling between the two dimensional plasmon and the
electromagnetic (EM) field is the key issue to be solved. PP
can be excited through a metal grating deposited above
heterostructures. The existence of metal modifies the carrier
concentration in the quantum well (QW) in a varying degree
depending on the Fermi level pinning at the free
semiconductor surface compared with the barrier height
below the metallization. The non uniform 2DEG can change
the properties of the resonant peaks in the absorption
spectrum and influence the coupling efficiency.
This article deals with the coupling effect between incident
EM wave and 2D plasmons in four typical hetero structures
in order to find out the best material. Section 2 demonstrates
the homogeneous 2DEG calculation model based on the
Drude type conductivity. The absorption spectrum is
compared by the commercial code ANSOFT HFSS [2]
based on finite element method (FEM) and an indigenous
program based on the coupled wave method (CWM) [3].

The results of the parametric study of the influences of
structure, material and temperature properties on the PP
excitation strength are shown with HFSS for the four
materials. In section 3, the non uniform 2DEG distribution is
considered for the structure AlGaAs/GaAs, and the effect of
polarization on the absorption spectrum is evaluated using
the CWM code. Section 4 gives the general conclusions and
perspectives of this work.

2. Homogeneous 2DEG
2.1. Modeling of homogeneous 2DEG

The modeling of the 2DEG can be addressed through an
anisotropic permittivity of the layers [4] or through a sheet
Drude conductivity as in [5]. Both approaches were
compared and provided the same results. For a typical
hetero-structure, such as AlGaAs/GaAs shown in Figure 1,
the 2DEG thickness is usually a dozen of nanometers. In
order to couple the normally incident electromagnetic wave
in THz frequency range, the periodic metal gratings are
deposited at a distance of d from the 2DEG layer. The width
of the metal strip is denoted as W and L is the period of
gratings. The thickness of the grating metallization is 200
nm and the conductivity of gold is supposed to be
σGOLD=4.1×107 S/m. Electric field is polarized along the x
axis, and the whole structure is assumed to be infinite in the
y direction.
The electrons in the QWs can move freely in the x-y plane
while their wavevector is quantified along the growth axis.
Its anisotropic permittivity component ε xx is modeled
according to the Drude type conductivity σ 3 D , while ε zz is
kept as the static permittivity of the background material
where 2DEG lies. No absorption is considered in both the
barrier and substrate layers.
ε xx ( x | ω ) = ε yy ( x | ω ) = ε s +

iσ 3 D ( x | ω )

ωε 0

, ε zz = ε s

(1)

and
2

σ 3D ( x | ω) =

N s ( x )e τ
m * d 2 DEG (1 - jωτ )

where ε s is the relative permittivity of the substrate, ε 0 is
the permittivity in vacuum, N s ( x ) is the sheet carriers
density in function of the position x in the gas layer, d 2DEG is

obtained, Ex and Ez could be calculated according to (2).
Because of the periodicity of the grating, the EM field can
be expressed as a quasi-periodic expansion,

the thickness of QW, τ = µ2 DEG m * / e is the momentum
relaxation time, µ2 DEG , m * and e are the mobility, effective
mass and unit charge of an electron respectively.

H y ( x; z | ω ) =
=

ε 0 +∞
∑ exp( jkxn x)H yn ( z | ω )
µ0 n=−∞

(3)

ε 0 +∞
∑ exp( jkxn x) [ An exp(− jkzn ( z − z1 )) + Bn exp( jkzn ( z − z1 ))]
µ0 n=−∞

where An and Bn are the incident (-z direction) and reflected
(z direction) field amplitude, respectively. The in-plane
wave vector are kxn=kx+2πn/L, n=0,±1,±2... following the
scattering order of grating and the x component of incident
wave vector kx=0. The z component of wave vector
k zn =

Figure 1: Calculation model for AlGaAs/GaAs
nominal structure.

reported in Table 1. For the convenience of comparison,
the first resonant peak position is fixed at 1 THz, and the
different grating periods L are chosen according to the
simulation results in the next section. L increases with
carrier density NS of the 2DEG when the barrier thickness
d is fixed.

T=

AlGaN/GaN
InAlN/GaN
SiGe/Si/SiGe
AlGaAs/GaAs

17

1.2×10
1.2×1017
5×1016
1016

2.2
1.55
1.3
1.0

25
10
25
25

µ2DEG
@300K
(m2/Vs)
0.2
0.11
0.3
0.8

The dielectric function is not position-dependent
εxx(x|ω)=ε(ω), when substituting Ns(x)=Ns in the expression
(1).Two methods are available for the spectrum calculation
(Transmission, Reflection and Absorption) in the multilayer
structure with periodic metal gratings:
• Commercial code ANSOFT HFSS based on FEM
• Indigenous program based on transfer matrix method
According to Maxwell equations, for a normal and TM
polarized incident wave illustrated in Figure 1, the non zero
field components are related in the thin 2DEG layer
(z2<z<z1) by
E x ( x; z | ω ) =
Ez ( x; z | ω ) =
H y ( x; z | ω ) =

−j

∂H y ( x; z | ω )

ωε 0ε xx (ω )

∂z

j

∂H y ( x; z | ω )

ωε 0ε zz

∂x

,R =

Anair=0

, A = 1− T − R

0.25

µ2DEG
@77K
(m2/Vs)
1.0
0.33
3.2
5

Absorption 300 K (a.u.)

Material

d
(nm)

ε s Anair=0

The two approaches are in excellent agreement for the
absorption spectrum of the nominal AlGaN/GaN structure
from 0 to 5 THz shown in Figure 2.

Table 1: Parameters of the four nominal structures
L
(µm)

(4)

In the numerical realization, the maximum number of
scattering waves is truncated. In our simulation, nmax ≥ 15 is
sufficient to achieve a good convergence criterion
(max(∆T)<10-6). The field amplitudes An and Bn in each
material layer are linked by the boundary conditions. By
applying suitable initial conditions, the spectrum are given
by the corresponding field amplitudes of the n=0 order
wave in the semi-infinite superstrate (z>z0) and substrate
(z<z2).
Ansubstrate
Bnair=0
(5)
=0

The PP resonances depend on the grating period (L), the
aspect ratio (W/L where W is the finger length of the
grating), the distance (d) between gratings and QWs, and the
sheet carriers density (Ns). Besides AlGaAs/GaAs, the PP
performances of other three hetero structures will be studied
at room and cryogenic temperatures. The parameters of the
standard structures including a 12 nm QW thickness are

Ns
(m-2)

ε xx (ω )
ω2
(ε zz 2 − k xn2 )
c
ε zz

0.2
0.15

FEM (solid)
CMW (dashed)

0.1
0.05
0
0

1

2
3
f (THz)

4

5

Figure 2 Comparison of the two numerical methods: Absorption
spectrum of the nominal AlGaN/GaN structure at 300 K, where
L=2.2µm, W/L=0.75 and Ns=1.2×1017 m-2 (solid line: HFSS(FEM),
∆S=0.005 broken line: CMW, nmax=25)

2.2. Absorption spectrum
In this section, we present the numerical results of the PP
resonances at 300 K and 77 K for the four nominal heterostructures with HFSS, where the electron concentration is
uniform as listed in Table 1.
The main results are that, in order to have a strong PP
excitation, we should have high Ns and a relatively small d.
A large d distance allows a strong decrease of the
evanescent waves at the vicinity of metal gratings, however,

(2)

1 ∂Ex ( x; z | ω ) ∂Ez ( x; z | ω )
(
)
−
jωµ0
∂z
∂x

where µ0 is the vacuum permeability. Once Hy has been

2

a too small d distance will also reduce the coupling
efficiency because of the screening effect of metals) and
great W/L (0.25-0.9 in the simulation) [see also in Ref.8].
Here we find the optimal structure which has the maximum
PP absorption amplitude among the four nominal materials
at different temperatures.
Figure 3 (a) and (b) present the absorption spectra for each
material at 300 K and 77 K. Each spectrum was normalized
by the equivalent spectrum of the incident wave. The role
played by the grating and the quantum well must be
carefully separated to isolate the very intrinsic contribution
of the PP on the absorption signal. The first peak is located
at 1THz while the other resonances can shift slightly from 2
or 4 THz. The PP resonances are more pronounced and are
narrower as the low field electron mobility, µ improves.
Low temperature increases the resolution of PP resonance
without modifying PP dispersion. This is because that, for
resonant excitation, the quality factor ωτ is improved
(narrow peak) and the 2DEG dielectric function is nearly
unchanged according to equation (1). Among the different
studied hetero-structures, the optimal PP resonance in
amplitude and width at half height at 1 THz is obtained for
InAlN/GaN quantum well. However, the structure
AlGaAs/GaAs and SiGe/Si/SiGe also show equivalent
resonant amplitudes at 77 K because of the greater increase
of carrier mobility.
The PP dispersion shows the frequency is proportional to
the square root of the in-plan wave vector kxn. Figure 4
shows the first resonant frequency position f1 versus the
grating period L, where the relation [9,10]

f 1 ~ k x1 ~

1
L

Absorption 300 K (a.u.)

0.25

(a)

0.2
SiGe/Si/SiGe

0.15

InAlN/GaN
0.1

AlGaN/GaN

0.05
0
0

Absorption 77 K (a.u.)

0.25

AlGaAs/GaAs
1
2
3
f (THz)

4

5

(b)

0.2

SiGe/Si/SiGe
AlGaN/GaN

0.15

InAlN/GaN

0.1

AlGaAs/GaAs
0.05
0
0

1

2
3
f(THz)

4

5

Figure 3: Absorption spectra for the four nominal materials at (a)
300 K and (b) 77 K.

holds. The frequency can be tuned in

3

the 0.5~3 THz frequency range through the gratings period
in the micron range. The different L values listed in Table 1
have been chosen in such way, that all the structures exhibit
the same f1=1 THz first absorption resonance peak.

InAlN/GaN

2.5

SiGe/Si/SiGe

f (THz)

2

1

3. Non uniform 2DEG

AlGaN/GaN

1.5

In most publications dealing with the PP resonances with
metal gratings, the carrier concentration is considered to be
constant with the position in x direction. Strictly speaking,
due to the different Fermi levels pinning at the interfaces
metal/semiconductor and air/semiconductor, the electron
density will vary within one period.
The electron density distribution in 2DEG layer with and
without metals on top of the structure can be calculated
numerically by a self consistent one dimensional PoissonSchrödinger solver in the frame of the envelope
approximation and of the effective mass [11,12].
The Au/Ti barrier height on the AlGaAs layer is 0.85 eV
[13] will the surface potential is chosen equal to 0.65 eV in
the ungated region. For the two hetero structures based on
group III-nitride layers, the Fermi level pinning does not
vary greatly in the two regions then the approximation of a
homogeneous 2DEG distribution is reasonable. Concerning
the surface Fermi level of the strained Si/SiO2 interface as
far as we know no measurements data are available.

1
0.5
AlGaAs/GaAs
0
0

1

2

3
L(µ
µm)

4

5

Figure 4: Tunability of grating period on the first resonant peak
position for the four nominal materials at 300 K.

Then only the AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure will be
considered for the non homogeneous 2DEG modeling with
the homemade program.
By applying a VG bias on the meal and the density N1 (see
Figure 6) will be altered accordingly. The tunability of the
resonance frequency in the absorption spectrum can be
possibly realized by varying the applied bias, as it will be
shown by the modeling.
The calculated wave function and energy bands are
displayed in Figure 5 and sheet carrier concentration N1 is

3

listed in Table 2 with varying voltage. VG=0.2V gives a
homogeneous 2DEG (N1=N2) and the values around 0.2V
will alter slightly N1. Large negative VG can greatly reduce
N1. In the simulation, the doping level ND=2×1019cm-3 in a
2 nm thickness Al0.3Ga0.7As, which is separated by a 3 nm
NID Al0.3Ga0.7As layer from the NID GaAs surface. The
total thickness of AlGaAs is 25 nm.

2

Ec (V = 0)
G

Ef
Ec (V = -0.8 V)
G

1.5
Energy (eV)

φ (V = -0.8 V)
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The wave vector dependent permittivity εn is given by the
integral of the position dependent permittivity εxx in one
period of the gratings. After substituting (6) into (2) and
doing the Fourier expansion described in Ref.6 to get better
numerical convergence, we arrive at an eigenvalue problem
in matrix form for solving the z-component of the wave
vector in the 2DEG region. Once the wave vector and EM
distributions are calculated in the 2DEG layer, the spectrum
can be obtained based on the standard procedures as in the
above case with homogeneous 2DEG.
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When Ns varies with x, the 2DEG permittivity εxx will
become position dependent within a period. The coupled
wave method (CMW) [3,6] is employed to find the wave
vector and electromagnetic field in the 12 nm thick 2DEG
layer. Because of the periodic metal on top of the structure,
the carrier distribution function is supposed to be periodic
with the same periodicity L. The Fourier expansion of the
dielectric function εxx in this layer is:

-0.02
200

For piecewise constant distribution, the sheet concentrations
of 2DEG in the gated and non gated portion of one grating
period are constant and assigned as N1 and N2 respectively.

Figure 5 Calculated wave function and energy bands in
AlGaAs/GaAs for the two cases: VG=0 and VG=-0.8V

Table 2: Electron sheet concentration N1 in the gated region
with applied voltage VG (V) for AlGaAs/GaAs structure,
where N2=1.65×1016 m-2.
VG(V)

0.4
0.2
0
-0.5
-0.8

N1 (m-2)

1.72×1016
1.65×1016
1.28×1016
0.71×1016
0.12×1016

Figure 7 Piecewise constant periodic permittivity in 2DEG layer

As illustrated in the Figure 7, the periodic permittivity εxx is
expressed as
ε (ω ), mL < x < mL + W
,
ε xx ( x | ω ) =  1
(
),
mL
+
W
<
x
<
(
m
+
1)
L
ε
ω
 2

3.1. Modeling of PP with a non uniform 2DEG

(7)

Where ε1(ω) and ε2(ω) are calculated by substituting N1 and
N2 into equation (1) accordingly, m is an integer.
And the Fourier component ε n is given by equation (6)

Three types of 2DEG concentration profiles functions
(piecewise constant, linear and parabolic) have been used to
calculate the absorption spectrum of AlGaAs/GaAs
structure, which is shown in Figure 6.

L −W
W
 L ε1 (ω ) + L ε 2 (ω )

ε n (ω ) = 
2π n
1 − exp(− j
W)

L
( ε1 (ω ) − ε 2 (ω ) )
j 2π n


n=0

,

(8)

n≠0

For the linear and parabolic 2DEG distribution function, the
integral in equation (6) should be solved numerically to find
the values ε n. The present modeling approach remains local
further investigations require a non local model based on
Green functions.
Figure 6 (color online) Parabolic (solid), linear (dotted) and
piecewise constant (broken) one dimensional distribution profile
of electron concentration in 2DEG layer
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microcavities in the region L-W and the ungated plasmon
begins to dominate in the absorption spectrum. As the metal
strip width W decreases shown in Figure 9(b), two
resonance peaks appear (the second peak exists at 5.02 THz
but not shown in Figure 9(a)) and the first peak shifts to low
frequency (1.2 THz) due to the increase of ungated plasmon
wavelength proportional to the gap width L-W. The
resonant amplitude has a higher value than that with the
homogeneous 2DEG concentration N1=N2=1.65×1016 m-2,
showing the ungated plasmon is more efficient to coupler
with the incident THz signal [15]. This effect will be further
studied in a future work.
(3) As the metal width W decreases, all the absorption
amplitudes decrease and the resonant peaks of the gated
plasmon move to a slightly larger values predicted in Ref.5,
while the shift of the ungated plasmon resonant position is
in an inverse direction.

3.2. Results and discussions
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Figure 8 Comparison of the absorption spectrum with the three
types of 2DEG density distribution functions (parabolic, linear and
piecewise constant) for AlGaAs/GaAs at 300 K, where
N1=1.28×1016 m-2, N2=1.65×1016 m-2, t1= 20nm, L=1 µm and
W=0.75 µm
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Now we turn to the influence of “gate” biasing on the
absorption spectrum. The electron concentration N2 in the
ungated region is kept constant and N1 in the gated region is
varied between 0.12×1016 m-2 and 1.65×1016 m-2. The
influence of N1 on the absorption spectrum of the
AlGaAs/GaAs structure is shown in Figure 9 with two
typical metal filling factors W/L.
Several observations can be made:
(1) In comparison with the concentration N2, a slightly
higher (lower) N1 will shifts the resonant peaks to high (low)
frequencies. This is because the gated plasmon frequency
increases monotonically with the carrier density. The
piecewise constant 2DEG is not equivalent to a
homogeneous 2DEG with an average concentration
Navg=N1*W/L+N2*(L-W)/L, because the gated and ungated
plasmon follow different dispersions [14] and absorption
mechanisms.
(2) When the 2DEG is mostly gated as in Figure 9(a), the
absorption amplitudes decrease a little and if the gated
2DEG concentration is nearly zero, a resonance peak
appears at a higher frequency (2.3 THz) with an important
amplitude. We attribute this phenomenon as the onset of
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In Figure 8, the three types of 2DEG profile functions are
compared for the AlGaAs/GaAs structure at room
temperature. The sheet density N1=1.28×1016 m-2 with VG=0.
The spatial extension of the transition zone has been
calculated: t1 =20 nm (Figure 6), connecting the two
adjacent regions with constant 2DEG concentrations. The
absorption at low frequencies is attributed to the Drude
absorption background, where the metal gratings do not
exist. The three models show exactly the same spectrum,
and this is due to the connection region width t1 (20 nm) is
very small comparing with the gap width L-W (250 nm in
minimum). For the easiness of calculation, only the
piecewise constant model is utilized for the structure
AlGaAs/GaAs.
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Figure 9 Absorption spectrum of the AlGaAs/GaAs structure with
different 2DEG concentration N1 at 300 K, where the metal width
(a) W=0.75µm and (b) W=0.5µm. The piecewise constant model
16 -2
is used with the parameters N2=1.65×10 m and L=1µm.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the effectiveness of the coupling between 2D
plasmon and THz waves for several hetero structures such as
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AlGaN/GaN, InAlN/GaN, SiGe/Si/SiGe, AlGaAs/ GaAs has
been calculated using HFSS software and home made
model. The overall optimal hetero structure which has the
maximum absorption due to the excitation of plasmon
polariton has been proved to be the nitride based material. A
large carrier concentration could be formed by the high
spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations without any
doping layer. The other types of structures also have
interesting performances at cryogenic temperatures because
of the dramatic increase of the momentum relaxation time.
Then the incidence of a non uniform 2DEG concentration in
the QW has been investigated. Three non uniform 2DEG
profile models (piecewise constant, linear and parabolic)
have been compared by the coupled wave method for the
structure AlGaAs/GaAs. They are equivalent in this case
because of the calculated small width t1 of the transition
region. The effect of the metallization voltage on the
absorption spectrum reveals that the excitation of the
ungated plasmon polariton shows considerable absorptions,
following a way different from the gated plasmon polariton.
Further investigations are still needed. Moreover, the
tunability of the resonant frequency by the polarization on
metals is also possible.
The perspectives of this work are to take into account the
non locality of the dielectric permittivity in the QW.
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Abstract
A sensitive molecule detector is realized by strong plasmonvibration coupling effects between functional groups and
plasmonic meta-surfaces. Various plasmonic meta-surfaces
are fabricated by a series of asymmetric spilt ring resonators
arrays (asy-SRRA). The ASRRA inherent strong localized
plasmonic infrared field enhances the spectral signature of
molecular vibrations. The fabricated ASRRs structures
exhibit multiple reflectance peaks, whose spectral positions
are designable by our standing-wave plasmonic resonance
model, providing a design rule for this multi-mode
plasmon-vibration sensor (MPVS). By employing
unpolarized light, our experiment results perform significant
plasmon-vibration resonances in the bands respective at
subradiant mode and superradiant mode resonances. We
further manifest that the superradiant modes possess greater
sensitivity
associated
with
stronger
localized
electromagnetic field than the subradiant mode. These
unique merits enable the ASRR-based sensor a multifunctional biosensor and a potential label-free imaging
device.

1. Introduction
The plasmonic effects currently attract lot of interesting,
these nano-scale metallic structures displaying many
fascinating applications in optical frequency, including
biomedical and chemical sensing [1], surface enhanced and
near field microscopy [2]. Like a focusing antenna [3],
plasmonic structures can collect the incident light and be
localized on the surfaces, therefore, such light-matter
interaction processes and resonance, are called localized
surface Plasmon resonance (LSPR), which strongly
depended on the shape, size and environment refractive
index [4]. Based on these concepts, scientists theoretically
and excrementally manifest some of refractive index sensors,
which structured from nanorods [5], nanoparticles [6], nano
pillars [7], and more complex geometry: nanoscale split ring
resonators (SRRs) [8]. A common approach to SRR based
index sensing is to measure the localized surface plamon
resonance (LSPR) wavelength shift with small index
changes in local environment. However, these sensors can
only detect the refractive index change, quite impotent to
identify dilute molecular compound. To determine molecule
composition, the surface enhanced vibrational spectroscopy
is an efficiency technique, which owing ability to amplify

function groups oscillation through localized surface
plasmon resonance.
Complementary to refractive index sensors are surface
enhanced characteristics, including surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) [9] and surface enhanced infrared
absorption (SEIRA) [10]. Both techniques are widely
applied on chemical and biological sensing since the high
electric field intensities of nano-structures leading
significant signal enhancement, for instance, the signal
enhancement factors in SERS and SEIRA are respectively
on the order 108 and 104-105. Clearly, the enhancement
factor of SEIRA is much weaker than SERS, because the
SEIRA enhancement factor only depends on |E2| versus |E4|
for SERS. Such weak response in SEIRA obstructs the
sensing development, therefore, in this study, we design a
coupler free, labeler free, and tunable spectrum range
molecule detection platform based on various asymmetrical
split ring resonators (asy-SRR) array. Our asy-SRRs under
the electric field excitation, perform strong eigenfriquencies
resonance [11]. At the multi-modes resonances, the AsySRRs efficiently confine electromagnetic fields and enhance
the SEIRA effects.

2. Asymmetry split ring resonators (asy-SRR)
array fabrication
As a consequence, the design of the asy-SRR unit cell
was specified by side length d, bottom side length s, line
width w and total length L = 2d+s-w, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). To reveal the influence of total length L on the
resonance response, four different aspect ratio asy-SRR
square arrays were fabricated by 50 nm thick gold layers on
double published silicon substrates with an area of
200×200µm2 through E-beam lithographic and lift-off
processes. The details of the measured geometric parameters
of each sample can be found in Table 1. Next, the fabricated
SRRs were characterized by a micro-Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopic system (µ-FTIR) in reflectance
measurements directly under normal incidence without
using optical couplers (please see the Fig. 1(b)). For analyst
layer, we deposit a thin polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
film, whose two major function groups, carbonyl (C=O) and
C-O stretching are respectively to of 1730 cm-1 and 1150
cm-1 resonant frequencies [12].

resonance wavelengths can be interpreted by the standingwave plasmonic resonance (SWPR) model:

L=

m( λ m + λ 0 )
2 neff

(1)

, where L denotes the total length of SRR, λm is the
resonance wavelength, m is the resonance mode, neff is the
effective refractive index of the dielectric environment and
λ0 depends on the geometric structure. Therefore, by
controlling various geometric aspect ratio of asy-SRR, the
plasmonic modes resonant frequencies should locate at fixed
positions, easing the design rules.

Figure 1: (a) Upleft: Scanning electron microscopic (SEM)
picture displays the asy-SRR array template, whose
linewidth is 80 nm and 2 um for periodicity. Besides, the
asy-SRR array reflects two plamonic modes, respectively
indicated to SP1 and SP2. (b) Sketch of measurement setup,
the PMMA was deposited on the asy-SRR array; and the IR
incident light is normal to ASRRA surface.

Figure 2: Measured transmission (red) and reflection (black)
spectra, the solid spectra present as the PMMA deposited on
the asy-500 SRR array. The dash spectrum shows the
reflection spectrum of PMMA deposited on 50 nm gold thin
film.
By applying an analyte layer (PMMA, 50nm), a series
of significant plasmon induced vibration resonances can be
observed on the asy-SRRA template. First, the PMMA is
deposited on the bare gold smooth film. Its measured spectra
is shown in Fig. 2, exhibiting a noise but flat reflection
spectra, whose reflection is only changed 0.05 by carbonyl
vibration and 0.008 by C-O stretching. Then, the same
thickness of PMMA is coated on the ays-SRRA template,
the measured reflection spectrum exhibits a frequency
dependent enhancement, in which, the carbonyl and C-O
vibration signals are amplified near to 0.14 and 0.1. Notably,
based on theatrical and experimental work, the enhanced
area main within 10 nm from the particle structure [13], thus,
the values of enhancement factors can reach up to 2 × 103 of
magnitude. Particularly, the PMMA could not bond to the
gold surface, therefore, it is very large enhancement factor
compared to the conversional coupler free chemical sensor.
The enhancement factor is also strong dependent on the
resonant frequency, as shown in the Fig. 3(a). For
conventional chemical compound, different function groups
are vibrating at their specific frequencies, call chemical
fingerprint. Here, we emulate the effect of various molecules
coupled to an asy-SRRA template by employing a Lorentz
oscillator model (for analyte) and Drude model (for gold)
media. The Lorentz model is chosen for that they can analog
to molecular vibration, and reproduce a similar absorption

Table 1. Measured geometrical parameters of the fabricated
planar asy-SRRs.
Design
(nm)

Side length
(d, nm)

Asy-800

350

Bottom
length
(s, nm)
1200

Asy-700

450

Asy-600
Asy-500

Line width
(w, nm)

Aspect
ratio (d/s)

102

0.29

750

106

0.6

500

600

98

0.83

600

510

80

1.166

3. Strong plasmon-vibration coupling between
ASRRA and molecular function group
There are two resonant band positions of Asy-SRR designed
to match to the carbonyl (C=O) and C-H stretch vibration
frequency, and that could be numerically verified by using a
commercial finite integral time domain (CST Microwave
Studio). The measured spectra are shown in Fig. 1(a),
presenting multiple reflectance peaks (SP1 and SP2) under a
normal incident unpolarized light, located at 1950-1 and
3100 cm-1. Both plasmonic modes also could be excited by
polarized light, corresponding to E-field polarization
directions (defined as E|| and E┴), respectively [8]. Their

2

coupling efficiency, for instance, the first SP mode (1st SP
mode) revealing double-out phase-dipoles type resonance
(subradiant mode) on sidebars of the asy-SRR structure, but
second SP mode (2nd SP mode) exhibiting double-inphasedipoles mode (superradiant mode) on sidebar (as shown in
Fig. 3(b)). The inphase-dipoles mode induced by 2nd SP
mode will be more efficiency coupled to the molecular
vibration since the energy absorption obeyed:

profile associated to measured spectra of the function group
vibration. Our simulation results indicate that with very
close frequency (small ∆ω) between vibration and asySRRA’s stranding wave plasmonic (SP) resonance, the
reflection spectra changing 0.08 and 0.14 for first (1st SP
mode) and second SP modes (2nd SP mode), respectively.
Their relative enhancement factors are near to 104, however,
with more difference resonance frequencies between
vibration and SP modes (large ∆ω), the enhanced factor
exhibits continue decay tendency as the rate of 1 / Δω ,
finally, the enhancement factors are left over 101 to 102 for
1st SP mode and 2nd SP mode, respectively. Based on above
results, we summary that our ASRRA template can support
multi-bands sensing range and large enhancement factors
(EF), differed from previous plasmonic sensing schemes that
rely on index change [14].

A ∝| ∂u

∂Q


• E |2

(2)

, where the u and Q respective are molecular polarizability
and induced current. Clearly, the second mode (2nd SP mode)
is oscillating paralleled to incident fields, perfectly coupled
to far-field and molecule, leading more sensitivity than 1st
SP mode, as show in Fig. 4(a).

Figure 4: (a) A bar chart of enhancement factor (EF) versus
to aspect ratio of asy-SRR. (b) Electric energy distribution
of various aspect ratio of asy-SRR, (left, aspect ratio=2;
middle, aspect ratio=1; and right, aspect ratio=0.33).

Figure 3: (a) A bar chart shows the reflection change with
frequency difference (∆ω=|ωPMMA-ωSP|) between molecular
vibration mode and plasmonic mode. (b) The current density
of 1st SP and 2nd mode, whose dipole modes are shown as
arrows.

Figure 4(a) also shows the relationship between various
aspect ratio of asy-SRR and its enhanced sensitivity (EF).
The EF of 2nd SP mode strongly depends on the aspect ratio,
but 1st SP not. At the 2nd SP mode resonance, the most
symmetric shape (the aspect ratio is equal to one) of SRR
will enhanced more significant than other shapes asy-SRRs.
Such different EF attributes are referred to their shapes,
which could be explained by their field distribution. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), at the 1st SP mode resonances, the
localized electric energy density maintain on the magnitude
of 105 J/m3, unaffected with the aspect ratio of asy-SRR
shape. For 2nd SP mode, as Fig. 4(b) shown, the localized
field of sidebar is strongly excited in the narrow shape of
asy-SRR but its localized area is not enough to enhance
more PMMA molecules. Thus, as Fig. 4(b) shown, with
wider shape, the localized field suffered small loss, but

4. Achieved sensitive sensor by enhanced localized
field
To further discuss the nature of the enhancement phenomena
at both SP modes resonances, we apply three dimensional
field analyses, which can detail display the local electric
field energy density and current distribution on the surface
of nano structures. In the far-field detection, the enhanced
factors (EF) are the ratio of surface fields (Esur) to the far
field illumination (Ein) [15], in other words, the energy is
focused by SRR-type antenna and absorbed by PMMA
molecules with near field coupling, then, the vibration
energy reradiated to far field by SRR-type antenna. Based
on this concept, the antenna type will directly influence the

3

wider shape could increase the effective area, amplifying EF
value. However, as Fig. 4(b) shown, a too wide shape will
weaken its localized fields to reduce the EF value, because
short excited sidebars cannot contribute enough energy to
entire structure.

[11]
[12]

5. Conclusion
In this study, we successfully demonstrate asy-SRR
based molecular detector, which can experimentally enhance
least three order of vibration signal in multi-bands. The unit
asy-SRR also demonstrates strong enhanced local fields,
whose electric energy densities are five orders larger than
that of incident electromagnetic fields, such simulation
results are agree well to measured profiles. These enhanced
near fields interact with molecules vibration, leading a Fanotype resonance mode and allowing far-field detection. We
also make a summary of that the enhancement factor of 2nd
SP mode dependent on the aspect ratio of asy-SRR since the
trade-off between localized field intensity and its effective
area. Base on our simulation and experiment results, the asySRR could be optimized to a sensitive biosensor or a
potential label-free imaging device.

[13]
[14]

[15]
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Abstract
We present a novel theory of surface plasmon polariton interaction on the surface of photorefractive crystal. The effect of the total internal reflection of a weak signal plasmon
beam from a high-power reference beam is discussed. Both
ray and wave theories are used to describe signal propagation. The effect of the signal tunneling through the narrow
inhomogeneity induced by the reference beam is considered.

1. Introduction
Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is electromagnetic wave
propagating along the interface of media with different
signs of permittivity or permeability values. Recently besides widely known SPP on metal–dielectric interfaces [1,
2] also SPP on left-handed [3, 4] and exotic metamaterial
interfaces [5] are studied.
Optical SPP is localized in a very thin layer of less than
1 µm and exponentially decays in the direction transverse to
the interface. This unique feature can be used both in nonlinear photonics due to very high energy concentration and
in compact plasmonic devices. Therefore the methods of
SPP control are of prime interest. Nowadays several methods of SPP management by nanoparticles or heterostructure
design are proposed [6, 7].
We focus our attention on the possibility of light-bylight control that has a great importance for nonlinear optics
and photonics [8, 9]. The properties or direction of a signal laser beam are controlled by a reference beam. A very
perspective approach is to combine methods of nonlinear
photonics with the recent success of plasmonics [10, 11] in
order to engineer high-speed and compact devices [12]. In
this work the possibility of signal surface plasmon propagation direction management with the high-power reference
plasmon via the phenomenon of total internal reflection is
demonstrated.
The total internal reflection is a well-known optical phenomenon that takes place if the light falls on a boundary of
a less dense medium. However the inhomogeneity of the
refractive index induced in the nonlinear media by a highpower laser beam can act like such boundary, too, causing
the opacity of the reference beam region and the total reflection of the signal beam. The phenomenon of the nonlinear
total internal reflection of the bulk laser beams was considered in Ref. [13, 14]. This work is devoted to the plasmon
interaction with the inhomogeneity of the dielectric permit-

tivity induced by the high-power reference plasmon in the
photorefractive crystal.

2. Theory of SPP beam propagation on
photorefractive surface
We consider an interaction of two plasmon beams at the
interface between the photorefractive crystal (i.e. lithium
niobate) and the noble metal (i.e. silver or gold). The following differential equation describes the monochromatic
reference plasmon propagation along the interface:
~
E

~ + "j k02 E
~ = 0,
grad divE

(1)

where index j = d, m corresponds to metal or dielectric,
k0 = !/c is the wave number in vacuum. The geometry
of the problem is selected to be as follows: Oz axis is perpendicular to the interface, the dielectric and metal occupy
half-spaces z > 0 and z < 0 correspondingly. The pump
plasmon beam propagates along Ox axis, the signal beam
propagates at a small angle ' to it.
Under the influence of strong electromagnetic field
due to the photorefractive effect dielectric permittivity "d
changes:
⇣
⌘
⇣
⌘
~ 2 = "L + "N L |E|
~ 2 = "L +
"d |E|

~ 2
|E|
, (2)
~ 2
↵ + |E|

where "L is the linear part of dielectric permittivity, and
nonlinear part "N L is determined by the field intensity
with the coefficients describing nonlinearity and ↵ corresponding to saturation intensity value.
For the solution of the Eq. (1) we use the slowly varying amplitude method adapted for the paraxial plasmonic
beams that was described in Ref. [15] in detail. We seek
the solution of Eq. (1) in the following form:
~ = [A(x, y)Ex0 (z)~ex
E

iB(x, y)Ez0 (z)~ez ] e

i x

(3)

where A, B are the slowly varying amplitudes and
E~0 = {Ex0 , 0, Ez0 }

(4)

is the transversal profile obtained as a solution of linear
equation (1):
Ex0 = e j |z| ,
(5)
Ez0 =

sgn(z)e
j

j |z|

.

(6)

The propagation constant
j are determined as:

and the localization coefficients

= k0

j

= k0

r

s

"m "L
,
"m + "L
"2j
.
"m + "L

In this equation index r refers to the reference beam, Dr =
1
2 r ✓1r is the diffraction coefficient.
The equation describing signal SPP (index s) propagation can be obtained in a quite similar way. We assume
that self-action of the signal plasmon is weak and can be
neglected while diffraction and the dielectric permittivity
inhomogeneity induced by the pump should be taken into
account:

(7)

(8)

@As (x, y)
@ 2 As (x, y)
(x, y)
+ iDs
+i
As (x, y) = 0,
2
@x
@y
2 s ✓1s
(14)
where the induced inhomogeneity:

Note that in the more complicated case (e.g. on gyrotropic
interface [16]) SPP has another profile and dispersion.
We assume that the plasmon profile and polarization remains nearly the same as in the linear problem (A ⇡ B,
@A
@A
@z = 0) and the beams are rather wide so that | @x | ⌧
|A|. Substituting (3) in Eq. (1), multiplying the equation
projections onto Ox and Oz axis by Ex0 and Ez0 correspondingly, and integrating over transverse coordinate z the
sum of the obtained equations we finally get

✓
◆
@2A
@A
↵✓3
|A|2
2
2i
✓
+
✓
k
A
1
ln
1
+
= 0.
1
2 0
@y 2
@x
|A|2
↵✓3
(9)
The coefficients ✓j=1,2,3 appear due to the integration
that physically means averaging over transversal direction.
These coefficients equal:
✓1 = 1


,
1 + 2

1
,
1 + 2

✓3 =
,
1+

✓2 =

(x, y) =

0

3
~ 0r (z)|2 |E
~ 0s (z)|2
s k0s
|Ar (x, y)|2 |E
dz.
2
~ 0r (z)|2
2 2s ✓s2 "2 ↵ + |Ar (x, y)|2 |E

(15)
is determined both by pump and signal plasmon transversal profiles. The sign of inhomogeneity coincides with the
nonlinearity sign . The profile of the inhomogeneity due
to the saturation of photorefractive nonlinearity does not exactly repeat the shape of the pump plasmon beam. As far as
@ /@|Ar |2 > 0 the regions with higher plasmon intensity
correspond to the larger inhomogeneity values.
Although the value of inhomogeneity can not be derived analytically it can be numerically calculated almost
for every possible pump field distribution and pump and
signal frequency ratios. For the intensities of the reference
beam much smaller than the saturation intensity the induced
inhomogeneity can be analytically derived as:

(10)
(11)
(12)

|Ar (x, y)|2
,
↵

(16)

(1 + r ) 2s k02
.
2r s2 ✓1s ( 2s + 2r )

(17)

(x, y) = ✓4

where  = "2 /"1 . Notice that usually |"1 |
"2 and
 ⌧ 1 so that the coefficient ✓1 ⇡ 1 leading to the linear parabolic diffraction equation that was obtained in the
linear case in our previous work [17]. The photorefractive nonlinearity coefficient
is multiplied by ✓2 ⇡ 1
(in the extreme case of  ⌧ 1) since the electromagnetic
field is mainly concentrated in photorefractive dielectric.
The saturation value ↵ is re-normalized to ✓3 for convenience. The coefficient ✓3 actually accounts for field ampli~
tude |A(x, y)E(0)|
normalization.

where the coefficient ✓4
✓4 =

In this case the inhomogeneity profile repeats the profile of
the reference beam.

4. Ray theory of signal SPP propagation
Now we assume that the induced efficient inhomogeneity
(x, y) is known and focus our attention on the possible
regimes of signal plasmon beam propagation. For the simplification of our analysis we derive the equation for the signal plasmon trajectory. We use the eikonal method of ray
theory that was described in [13] in a detail. The equation
for the signal plasmon beam trajectory is:

3. SPP beam propagation in the presence of
SPP-induced inhomogeneity
We consider two SPP beams propagating at a small angle
to each other. One of the SPP beams is high-power reference beam and another is weak signal beam. Therefore the
influence of signal beam on the reference beam propagation can be neglected and only self-action and diffraction
phenomena taken into account:
@Ar (x, y)
@ 2 Ar (x, y)
+iDr
+
@x
@y 2

✓
◆
k02
↵✓3r
|Ar |2
i
A 1
ln 1 +
= 0.
2 r ✓1r
|Ar |2
↵✓3r

+1
Z

d2 y
@ (x, y)
=
.
dx2
@y

(18)

If we consider a rather small interaction region so that its
sizes do not exceed the pump diffraction and nonlinear
lengths we can assume that the reference plasmon amplitude does not change significantly in this region so that

(13)

2

Ar (x, y) ⇡ Ar (y). Therefore the inhomogeneity = (y)
and the solution of the Eq. (18) have the following form:
y

p Z
x = x0 ± (2) p
y0

d⇠
(⇠)

(y0 ) + '2 /2

.

(19)

For the different parts of the trajectory the sign before the
integral is different. Notice that the solution in defocusing
media ( < 0) can have a turning point yt at which the
trajectory is parallel to the x axis (dy/dx = 0) if
(yt )

(y0 ) =

'2 /2.

(20)

The direction of signal plasmon beam propagation sufficiently depends both on the induced inhomogeneity and on
the initial tilt angle '. For the fixed inhomogeneity the turning point exists only if the initial tilt angle is less than the
critical value 'cr determined as:
max(

) = '2cr /2.

Figure 1: The trajectories of the signal plasmon beam corresponding to the same initial tilt and the different reference
plasmon intensities: green curve – below, red curve - equal,
blue curve - above the critical value.

(21)

Here we neglected the permittivity change at the initial
point y0 (that is considered to be at a rather large distance
from a pump plasmon).
Depending on the ratio between initial tilt signal angle
and maximum effective inhomogeneity induces by pump
three possible regimes of signal plasmon propagation can
be distinguished (see Fig. 1). Notice that although the trajectory itself sufficiently depends on the reference beam
profile the regime of propagation does not depend on it.
The first regime is the analogous of ordinary refraction
of a beam in the inhomogeneous media and takes place
if ' > 'cr . The trajectory of the signal beam is curved
though it keeps propagating at the initial angle after passing the inhomogeneity.
The second regime takes place if ' < 'cr and is analogous to the total internal reflection phenomenon on the interface of two dielectric media. The signal plasmon beam
is reflected from the inhomogeneity.
The third regime corresponds to the strict fulfillment of
the condition ' = 'cr . It can be shown (see Eq. (18)) that
all the derivatives dm y/dxm tend to zero near the turning
point so that the signal ray asymptotically approaches inhomogeneity maximum.
The trajectories of the signal plasmon corresponding to
these three regimes were calculated by solving the Eq. (18)
and are shown in Fig. 1.

The maximum of the initial spatial SPP spectrum
S(x = 0, ky ):
+1
Z
S(x = 0, ky ) =
A(x = 0, ky )e

iky y

dy

(22)

1

at certain kyi can be associated with the initial angle ':
'=

kyi

(23)

.

For the definiteness we assume that kyi > 0 that means that
the plasmon beam is initially located in the region y < 0.
The paraxial approximation used above is valid only if the
tilt angles are small ' ⌧ 1, or kyi ⌧ .
If all components of the spatial plasmon spectrum correspond to the initial angles of total internal reflection or to
the refraction angles the ray theory describes the plasmon
propagation with a very good accuracy (see Fig. (2).
However near critical angle due to the finite spatial
spectrum width part of the spectral components get in the
reflection region while the others occur to be refracted. This
two spectral parts are bounded by the critical value ky0 . The
transmission coefficient can be calculated:

5. Spectral approach to the signal SPP
propagation description

T =

We confirmed the theoretical results presented here by the
numerical simulation of signal SPP beam propagation in
the presence of the pump SPP. We neglected the self-action
and diffraction of the pump beam and considered its profile unchanged. Such simplification allowed us to solve the
Eq. (14) for a signal plasmon beam numerically with a fixed
inhomogeneity induced by the pump beam. Hereafter the
specification signal of a plasmon beam will be omitted.

+1
R

S 2 (x = 0, ky )dky

ky0

+1
R

.
S 2 (x

(24)

= 0, ky )dky

1

Note that Fresnel reflection is neglected in our examination since the inhomogeneity is very small ⌧ 1 and the
phenomenon discussed above appear only due to the finite
width of the spatial spectrum.
The amount of energy corresponding to the propagation
parallel to the inhomogeneity exactly equals to zero since it
3

(a)

(b)

(c)

kRy0

ky0

2

2,

✓1

r

( (y) +

'2
)dy.
2

(27)

It is important to mention that this expression for tunneling coefficient is different from the transmission coefficient (24). In both cases of tunneling and partial transmission the incident beam is partially reflected and partially refracted nevertheless this phenomenon occurs due to two different mechanisms. Tunneling of the beam through the inhomogeneity is possible due to the leakage of the waves that
are evanescent between the turning points and sufficiently
depends on the width and profile of the inhomogeneity as
is follows from Eq. (26). Partial transmission described by
Eq. (24) occurs due to the wide spatial plasmon beam spectrum and depends only on the signal beam shape and the
magnitude of the inhomogeneity (that determines ky0 ).
Fig. 3 illustrates the tunneling of the signal plasmon
beam through the inhomogeneities of different width.
In order to determine accurately the transmission and
reflection coefficients one should take into account both finite spatial spectrum width and tunneling effect. The resulting transmission coefficient can be found as:

According to the developed ray theory of signal SPP propagation in the presence of the induced inhomogeneity the
regime of the SPP propagation (reflection or refraction) is
determined only by the magnitude of the inhomogeneity
and not by its shape or width. However if the inhomogeneity width is rather small the effect of tunneling that is
similar to the same effect in quantum mechanics can be observed.
In analogy with quantum mechanics (see, for example, [18]) we can determine the turning points yt1,2 (see
Eq. (20)):
'2
(yt1,2 ) =
(25)
2
and the tunneling coefficient can be written as:
1 + 14 e

Zyt2

yt 1

6. SPP beam tunneling through the induced
inhomogeneity

2

(d)

=

proach explains why the beam tilted at near-critical angle is
divided by inhomogeneity into two but not three parts (in
contrast to the mentioned above three regimes of ray propagation).
Therefore the plasmon beam is partially reflected and
partially transmitted through the inhomogeneity if its central spectral component is close to the critical value as it is
illustrated by the Fig. 2 (c).
In our numerical calculations the amplitude of the induced inhomogeneity was 0 = 10 3 and its profile had
2
2
Gaussian form (y) = 0 e y /a with the width a =
50 /2⇡ equal to the signal beam width. The value of critical angle was 'cr = 2.6o .

e

(c)

where

S 2 (x = 0, ky )dky = 0. This ap-

T̃ =

(b)

Figure 3: SPP tunneling through the induced inhomogeneity shown by gray lines. Reference beam width equals
ar = 0.02as , 0.05as , 0.1as , 0.2as for (a)-(d) figures correspondingly. Black lines illustrate the results of the ray
theory.

Figure 2: (a) The refraction (' = 1.25'cr ) and (b) reflection (' = 0.8'cr ) of SPP on the induced inhomogeneity
(shown by gray dash lines). (c) SPP partial reflection and
partial refraction near the critical initial angle ' = 'cr .
Black line illustrates the results of the ray theory.
can be defined as:

(a)

+1
Z
T =
T̃ (ky )S 2 (ky )dky .

(28)

1

In order to induce higher inhomogeneities the pump
beam can be focused and the signal plasmon can be reflected from its waist. Although we considered the reference beam profile to remain unchanged the results obtained
above can be also applicable for this case if the interaction
region is rather small. Anyway the tunneling effect certainly will take place for a narrow reference beam waists.

(26)
4

7. Conclusion
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Abstract
Coherent perfect absorption (CPA) using a colloidal gold
film is studied when the structure is illuminated using either plane waves or gaussian beams from opposite sides at
oblique incidence. Using standard tranfer matrix approach,
we show that the CPA frequency can be tuned over the visible range of the spectrum by appropriately tuning the system parameters. We also show that it is possible to achieve
CPA at two distinct frequencies for oblique incidence. Furthermore, we demonstrate that CPA can be achieved when
the composite film is illuminated by two gaussian beams
with a beam waist of 50 µm from either side.

1. Introduction
Perfect absorption by micro and nano structures has been
extensively studied for their possible applications in enhancing solar cell efficiency, light storage and development
of ultrasensitive biosensors. Geometries that have been
used to achive critical coupling or perfect absorption of
light by a structure include gratings, fiber–disc systems and
planar dielectric structures with a few nanometer thick absorbing layer [1, 2, 3, 4]. It was shown by Cai et al. that it
is possible to slow down light and eventually store it in the
structure by using the fiber–disc system [2]. A different approach using a nano absorbing layer placed on a dielectric
Bragg reflector (DBR) separated by a spacer, was investigated by Tischler et al. and Dutta Gupta [3, 4]. The spacer
between the DBR and the absorbing layer controlled the
amplitudes and phases of the different reflected waves comming from different interfaces. Thus by tuning the thickness of the spacer, it was possible to ensure zero reflection
due to destructive interference of the the reflected waves
from different interfaces. Moreover, by choosing parameters of the DBR such that the working wavelength was in
a stop band ensured zero transmission from the structure.
Therefore, the structure neither transmitted nor reflected,
implying that the entire incident light was “perfectly” absorbed by the few–nanometer thick lossy layer.
Usually a single incident beam is used for illuminating the sample when studying the critical coupling of light
by a structure. Recently, it was shown by Cao et al. that
the use of two incident beams from opposite sides leads to
the so called coherent perfect absorption (CPA), which has
the added flexibility that the two beams can be controlled
independently [5, 6]. A silicon slab of thickness 100 µm
was illuminated from either side at normal incidence and

by tuning the phase of one incident beam with respect to
the other it was possible to achieve coherent perfect absorption of light. A limitation of using such a silicon slab as the
absorber in CPA is tunability of the CPA frequency. In a
recent paper we showed that it is possible to achieve CPA
using a metal-dielectric composite slab when it is illuminated with plane waves at normal incidence from either side
[7]. The tunability of the CPA frequency was demonstrated
by modifying the properties of the composite film. Furthermore, it was shown that it is possible to achieve CPA at two
distinct frequencies.
In this paper, we first study coherent perfect absorption
of light when a metal-dielectric composite slab is illuminated by two plane waves incident at oblique angles from
either side. We show that it is possible to achieve CPA at
two distinct frequencies for oblique incidence as well. Finally, we study how the CPA of light is modified when the
structure is illuminated by two gaussian beams from either
sides as opposed to two plane waves.
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!" !2 !"
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#

d
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tf

Figure 1: Schematics of the CPA setup.

2. Formulation
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 1, where a metal–
dielectric (Au SiO2 ) composite layer of thickness d is
illuminated by two coherent monochromatic planewaves
with unit amplitude incident from either side at an angle
✓. For future reference we label the wave propagating forward and incident from left (right) and resulting reflected
and transmitted waves with subscript f (b). Symmetry (incident and emmergent media are the same) ensures that the
total scattered amplitudes in the medium of incidence and
emergence are the same since the reflected and transmitted amplitudes individually are the same (rf = rb = r,
tf = tb = t). The nature of scattering in both directions is governed by the interference between r and t. It
will be destructive and leading to CPA if the magnitudes of
these waves are the same with a phase difference of ⇡, i.e.,
|r| = |t| and | | = | r
t | = ⇡, where r and t refer

to the phases of r and t, respectively. Inherent symmetry
ensures that when destructive interference occurs in the incidence medium, the same would happen in the emergence
medium, leading to CPA.
The complex reflection and transmission amplitudes for
plane wave illumination were calculated using the transfer
matrix approach [8]. The contributions for left and right
incidences were calculated separately and then superposed
to obtain the total scattered amplitudes on both the sides.
In all the calculations presented in this paper the following
parameters were kept constant: "1 = 1.0 and "d = 2.25
( SiO2 ). The dielectric function of gold was taken from
the data provided by Johnson and Christy [9]. The optical
properties of this metal–dielectric composite (Au SiO2 ),
with a metal volume fraction of fm , were modelled using
the Bruggeman effective medium theory. Space frequency
decomposition technique was used to decompose the gaussian beam into various plane waves and the response of
each plane wave was calculated using the transfer matrix
approach.
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Figure 2: Absolute values of reflected (dashed line) and
transmitted (solid line) amplitudes |r| and |t| (arrow shows
the point where conditions for CPA are satisfied), (b) phase
difference
between the forward reflected and backward
transmitted plane waves and (c) log10 |r + t|2 , as a function
of for fm = 0.0035, ✓ = 45 and d = 5.1 µm.
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cies for normal incidence, it should be possible to achieve
CPA at two distinct frequencies for oblique incidence [7].
This is shown in Fig. 3, where by choosing fm = 0.0045
and d = 5 µm, we see two distinct wavelengths where the
CPA condition is satisfied.
Figure 4 shows the variation of |r|,|t|,
and log10 |r+
t|2 as a function of ✓ for a composite layer with fm =
0.0024 and d = 5.0 µm when it is illuminated with plane
waves with = 532 nm. It can be seen that the CPA condition is fulfilled at ✓ = 52.65 , i.e, |r| = |t| and
= ⇡.
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Figure 3: Absolute values of reflected (dashed line) and
transmitted (solid line) amplitudes |r| and |t| (arrow shows
the point where conditions for CPA are satisfied), (b) phase
difference
between the forward reflected and backward
transmitted plane waves and (c) log10 |r + t|2 , as a function
of for fm = 0.0045, ✓ = 45 and d = 5 µm.

3. Results and discussions
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Figure 4: Absolute values of reflected (dashed line) and
transmitted (solid line) amplitudes |r| and |t| (arrow shows
the point where conditions for CPA are satisfied), (b) phase
difference
between the forward reflected and backward
transmitted plane waves and (c) log10 |r + t|2 , as a function
of ✓ for fm = 0.0024, = 532 nm and d = 5 µm.

3.1. Plane wave illumination
Let the structure shown in Fig. 1 be illuminated by plane
waves from either side at an angle of ✓ = 45 . The dependence of |r|, |t|,
and log10 |r + t|2 as functions of
for a composite layer with fm = 0.0035 and d = 5.1 µm
is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the necessary conditions for CPA, i.e., destructive interference between r and t,
is satisfied at 520 nm. Moreover, we observe dual crossings
of |r| and |t| curves in Fig. 2(a), implying amplitude matching at two different wavelengths. While the phase difference condition for CPA is satisfied at one of these crossings
(the left one at = 520 nm), it is slightly off for the other
one. Similar to the case of CPA occuring at dual frequen-

Looking at the dispersion diagram of the system (see
Fig. 5), i.e., the log of the total scattered intensity as a function of ✓ and , we observe multiple parameter combinations of ✓ and for which the CPA conditions are fulfilled.
The position of the CPA dips can be tuned by varying the
volume fraction of the composite (see Fig. 5 (a) and (b)).
Further control of the CPA frequency can be achieved by
2
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Figure 6: |Er |2 (blue), |Et |2 (red) and |Er + Et |2 (green)
as a function of the cross-section of the beam for gaussian
beams incident at an angle of 52.65 with a waist of (a)
w0 = 50 µm and (b)w0 = 500 µm. The other parameters
were the same as in Fig. 4.

Figure 5: Log of the total scattered intensity (log10 |r + t|2 )
as a function of ✓ and for (a) fm = 0.002 and (b) fm =
0.005. The thickness of the slab was taken to be 5 µm.
varying the thickness of the composite as well as its constituents.

plane waves or by gaussian beams from either side. Moreover, the flexibility of using such a composite was demonstrated by showing the tunability of the CPA frequency by
appropriately choosing the system parameters. We also
demonstrated that it is possible to achieve CPA at two distinct frequencies even for oblique plane wave incidences.
Finally, we showed that when the composite film was illuminated by two gaussian beams simultaneously, with a
waist of w0 = 50 µm, it was possible to achieve CPA.
We have also studied plasmon mediated CPA and the role
of long and short range modes in such perfect absorption.
These results will be reported else where.

3.2. Gaussian beam illumination
We now study how coherent perfect absorption is modified
when two gaussian beams are used to illuminate the sample
from either side as opposed to two plane waves. Let the
structure shown in Fig. 1 be illuminated by two gaussian
beams, each with a beam waist of w0 and = 532 nm, at
an angle of ✓ = 52.65 from either side. The aforementioned parameters were chosen such that coherent perfect
absorption was ensured for plane wave illumination (see
Fig. 4). Figure 6 shows the intensity of the electric field
(at the composite-air interface) for both single and dual
gaussian beam incidences for two different beam waists
(w0 = 50 µm and w0 = 500 µm). It can be clearly seen
for both the beam waists considered here, the total electric field intensity (|Er + Et |2 ) due to dual beam incidence
is negligible compared to single beam incidence (|Er |2 or
|Et |2 ). Therefore, a tightly focussed gaussian beams with
beam waist of 50 µm can be absorbed by such a composite
film.
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Abstract
The ability to provide large electric field enhancements make the triangular nanoprisms and
branched nanoparticles very attractive for applications in surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS). Theoretical studies on the optical properties of triangular prisms in water solution are
presented in this paper to determine how structural modifications and the incident field polarization affect the extinction spectrum and the enhanced local electric-fields (E-field) around particles
in the wavelength range 300 − 1000 nm. The near-field properties such as the E-field close to
the particle determine the electromagnetic enhancements in SERS. The full orientation could be
approximated using three orientations, but orientations where the polarization vector is parallel
to the triangular cross section are most important to the overall extinction than those where the
polarization vector is perpendicular to the plane. The extinction spectrum presents three distinct
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSP R) for silver triangular nanoprism. These are assigned
as in-plane dipolar and quadrupolar plasmon excitations using electrodynamic modeling based on
the finite difference time domain (F DT D). The dipole resonance is found to be very intense, and
its peak wavelength is extremely sensitive to the thickness and edge length of the nanoprism. In
contrast, the intensity of the quadrupole resonance is much weaker relative to the dipole resonance.
The distribution of the local field around the particle at specified wavelengths, showing values of
the peak field is presented. All of the localized surface plasmon resonances are clearly resolved in
the visible. The experimental data are used for comparison. These new spectral features could
be very promising in nano-optics and for bio-sensing applications.

1

Introduction

Recent interest in nanoparticles is propelled by both the advances in scientific understanding of
their synthesis and physical properties [1–6] as well as the possibility of using them for applications
in chemical and biological sensing [7–11], cancer treatment [4, 12, 13], catalysis [14, 15], as markers
for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [16, 17] and
various specialized photonic and electronic applications [18–20]. These applications are based on the
unique optical properties of metal nanoparticles [21, 22].
When the incident electromagnetic wave interacts with a nanoparticle, localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR), which is a collective oscillation of conduction electrons, is excited. This phenomenon has two key consequences: first, selective photon absorption allows the optical properties
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of the nanoparticles to be monitored. Second, enhancement of the electromagnetic fields surrounding the nanoparticles lead to surface-enhanced spectroscopic techniques including surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy [23].
LSPR of a nanoparticle is very sensitive to its components [24], shape [21, 25], size [26], and
dielectric environment [27, 28]. Nanoparticles of different sizes have been studied for their optical
spectra and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) properties. Anisotropic metal nanoparticles like nanoprisms or branched nanostructures may be attractive for applications that use surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy as they provide large electric enhancements.
This article is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly introduce the FDTD method. In
section III, our main results are provided. Silver triangular nanoprism is given as an example to
study the influence of orientation and size on LSPR properties. The modulation on the dipole and
quadrupole surface plasmon resonance peak and the corresponding local field enhancement characteristics are investigated and discussed. Theoretical and experimental spectra are compared. The
section IV is devoted to the conclusion.

2

Numerical Methodology

The optical properties of nanoparticles can be calculated exactly only for simple shape like sphere
[29–31]. This justifies why various numerical methods and techniques have been applied to solve
Maxwell equations for non-spherical particles. In case of metal nanoparticles, these tools allow us to
compute the plasmon resonance as well as local electric fields, and hence the local enhancement of
fields and effects resulting from them. The most commonly used numerically accurate methods are
discrete dipole approximation (DDA) and T-matrix methods, though multiple multipole methods
(MMP) and finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods have been utilized as well [32]. Of all,
the finite difference time domain technique of Taflove [33–36] and Sullivan [37] has proved to be a
powerful tool to calculate the spectra as well as the near field properties of metal colloids. This
method solves the time-dependent Maxwell equations by discretizing space and time and involves a
relativity simple time-stepping algorithm. The electric flux dependent form of Maxwell equations is
given by:
"
∂D
"
=∇×H
∂t

(1)

"
"
D(ω)
= $(ω)E(ω)

(2)

"
∂H
1
"
=− ∇×E
∂t
µ0

(3)

" , E
" and D
" are the magnetic, electric and displacement field, respectively. µ0 is the perwhere H
meability of free space and $(ω) the complex dielectric constant. The technique consists of solving
these equations on a discrete grid, replacing all derivatives by finite differences. To indicate time,
Yee’s superscript [38] is used. The superscript n is related to time t by the following equation. The
variable $t is referred to as the time-step size,
t = n$t

(4)

In the FDTD method, electric field values are only defined at whole number time steps, while magnetic
field values are defined only at half time steps. Thus relative to time step n, two arbitrary electric
field values can be expressed as,
E n [i, j, k]

E n+1 [i, j, k]

and
2

(5)

Likewise, relative to time step n, two magnetic field values can be written as,
1

H n+ 2 [i, j, k]

and

1

H n− 2 [i, j, k]

(6)

The benefit of defining electric and magnetic field components in this way in regard to time is
that it allows electric and magnetic field component updates in a FDTD analysis to be interlaced
in time. Electric field values are first calculated at each time step, then the magnetic field values
are computed at half time steps. Note that in updating a field component, only past electric and
magnetic field components are required. In cases where an electric field value is needed at a half
time step, a value can be approximated by averaging electric field values between whole time steps.
According to Taflove and Brodwin [33], for a FDTD analysis based on central differencing to remain
stable the following mathematical statement must be true:
1

vmax .$t ≤ (($x)−2 + ($y)−2 + ($z)−2 )− 2

(7)

where vmax is the maximum wave phase velocity expected in the model, $t is the time step size,
$x, $y and $z refer to the mesh discretization size along each coordinate axis. The choice of the
mesh density and the time step size is motivated by the need for analysis stability and accuracy.
The stability criterion sets a minimum limit in the relationship between the time step size, mesh cell
size, and propagation speed. Likewise the need for accuracy sets a limiting relationship between the
quality of results and the overall mesh size. The simulation is computationally intensive when high
spatial precision is required; the latter generates the problem of computer memory allocation.
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Results and discussion

All calculations here refer to water as the external dielectric medium. The FDTD calculations
use a cubic grid with a grid spacing of 1.0 nm. This grid spacing leads to high-quality simulations of
extinction spectra which are converged with respect to grid spacing.
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Figure 1: Absorption spectrum of silver triangular nanoprism (edge length 100 nm, thickness 15 nm) in water
" orientations.
solution n=1.33, FDTD simulations with grid=1.0 nm, with different E
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In Figure 1, there are three dominant peaks in the absorption spectrum corresponding to different
modes of plasmon excitation. The spectrum of the Ag triangular prism with side length 100 nm and
thickness 15 nm shows a strong in-plane dipole plasmon resonance at 766 nm (curve a) and 760
nm (curve b) , an in-plane quadrupole resonance at 458 nm (curve a) and 468 nm (curve b), and
an out-of-plane quadrupole resonance at 341 nm refers to the bluest resonance. This third plasmon
resonance, due to out-of-plane quadrupole excitation, is accessible in our calculations; it appears with
" is perpendicular to the large face of the prism (curve c).
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Figure 2: Plot of the relationship between the prism thickness and the LSPR response. The silver triangular
nanoprism (edge length 100 nm with different thickness) in water solution n=1.33.

Figure 2 shows that the long wavelength dipole resonance shifts to red as the thickness decreases.
Increasing the prism aspect ratio for fixed edge length, we note a red shift of the resonance corresponding to the dipole mode from 691 to 867 nm and quadrupole mode from 409 to 506 nm. It is
important to notice that the out-of-plane quadrupole resonance is invariable and its value 341 nm
does not change, despite the variation of the length and thickness of the triangular prism (Figure 1
and 2).The extinction spectrum of the nanoprisms is also sensitive to the thickness of the particles.
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Figure 3: Experimental ensemble extinction spectrum (....) vs theoretical modeling (black curve) of a single
triangular nanoprism using the FDTD method. The theoretical spectrum is calculated for a nanoprism with
edge length 100 nm and height 15 nm. FDTD simulations with grid=1.0nm

Figure 3 compares ensemble averaged results with those provided by the theory for single triangular nanoparticles. This comparison gives significant information about the triangular nanoprism
properties, including the assignment of the modes of plasmon excitation which are responsible for
each of the three experimentally observed plasmon peaks at 760, 500 and 342 nm in the case of nano
triangular prism of length 100 nm and thickness 15 nm.
SERS has been the subject of extensive studies, and it is generally agreed that an important
contribution to the SERS enhancement comes from the electromagnetic field enhancements that
occur near the particle surface as a result of plasmon excitation [39]. This E-field enhancement in
turn leads to enhanced Raman scattering intensities.
The E-field contours show that the maximum enhancement for the dipole resonances occurs at the
prism tips. The largest fields (|E|2 ) for the dipole resonance is 3, 7.104 times the applied field for
the triangular prism (Figure 4). The fields for in-plane quadrupole resonance is less than for the
dipole resonance (Figure 5). The shorter wavelength resonances have smaller E-fields as represented
in Figure 6. The calculations reveal that the electric field intensity on the metal monomer decays
significantly with distance. One can see that the intensity of the near field is sensible to the prism
aspect ratio.
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Figure 4: 3D plots of the E-field enhancement contours external to Ag nanoprism at λ = 760nm. The axis
perpendicular to the selected plane represents the amount of E-field enhancement around the nanoprism. The
" is polarized in the y direction and propagating in the z direction. FDTD simulations with
incident field E
grid=1.0nm.
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Conclusion

We use the finite difference time domain method to study the optical properties of isolated silver
triangular nanoprism. It is noted that the full orientation could be approximated using three orienta" is parallel to the triangular cross section
tions [40], but orientations where the polarization vector E
are most important to the overall extinction than orientations where the polarization vector is perpendicular to the plane. The positions of plasmon resonances depend, among other parameters, on
particle size, or more specifically on the ratio between the edge length and thickness. These particles
exhibit distinct dipole and quadrupole plasmon resonances; the excitations of these resonances create
an E-field external to the particles that is important in determining normal and single molecule SERS
intensities. The anisotropic nanoparticles, particularly nanoparticles with sharp points such as triangular nanoprisms, produce much stronger electric fields than the simplest structures like nanospheres,
nanorods [41]. The peak enhancement is associated with peak extinction for all structures studied.
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the plasmonic planar lens. These
structures have
tunable surface plasmon resonances, and the coupling of the
Er3+ ions to such structures can lead the discovering of
interesting optical and electronic properties. This might also
lead to applications in optical telecommunications, and, of
course, in nanophotonics.
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The plasmon resonance modes of gold nanoparticles
embedded in an erbium doped germanium-tellurite glass are
activated using laser lines at 808 and 480 nm in resonance
with radiative transitions of Er3+ ions. The gold
nanoparticles were grown within the host glass by thermal
annealing at several times, leading to diameters lower than
1.6 nm. The resonance wavelengths determined theoretically
and experimentally are 770 and 800 nm, respectively. The
absorption wavelength of nanoparticles was determined by
using the Frohlich condition. Gold nanoparticles provide
tunable emission resulting in a large enhancement for the
2
H11/2 4I13/2 (emission at 805 nm) and 4S3/2 4I13/2 (emission
at 840 nm) electronic transitions of Er3+ ions, this is
associate with the quantum yield of the energy transfer
transition. The excitation pathways, up-conversion and
luminescence spectra of Er3+ ions are described through
simplified energy levels diagrams. We observed that upconversion is favored by the excited-state absorption due to
the presence of the gold nanoparticles coupled with the Er 3+
ions within the glass matrix.

Unfortunately, the characteristic size of a NP is strongly
dependent of the fabrication process that usually gives rise
to a mixture of different NPs diameters, making it difficult
to correlate certain properties that define the NPs sizes.
Inasmuch as the absorption cross section depends on the NP
size [5, 8], the frequency of incident radiation can be chosen
such that only particles whose size lies in a narrow range
within the NPs size distribution, absorb light efficiently [9].
It must be kept in mind that during decay of the electronic
excitation, the absorbed photon energy rapidly dissipates for
a temperature increment into surrounding media (Joule
effect) [10].

The goal of the work presented here is to investigate the best
way to achieve an efficient coupling between gold
nanoparticles (Au-NPs) and Er3+ ions, considering: (i) the
incident radiation and (ii) the energy transfer between Er 3+
ions and Au-NPs in order to enhance (or not) the
luminescence intensity in these germanium-tellurite glass

samples. Additionally, it is presented the effects of the
system glass on the nucleation and formation of NPs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
acquired with a Philips-CM120 equipment.
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depends on the NP size, but also on the incident radiation
and the plasmon modes resonance. Regarding this effect,
Localized Surface Plasmons (LSPs) are collective
oscillations of the conduction electrons in noble metals. The
movement of the conduction electrons upon excitation with
incident light leads to a buildup of polarization charges on
the particle surface. This acts as a restoring force, allowing a
resonance with a particular frequency (resonance mode),
which is termed dipole surface plasmon resonance
frequency. These induced dipoles (higher multipoles) are
proportional to (d/2r)2l+1, where r is the interparticle
distance, and l is the multipole order (l=1 for dipole, l=2 for
quadrupole, etc) [15].

prepared according to
the composition 75TeO2 + 15Na2O +7ZnO + 2GeO2 +
1Er2O3 (mol %), by the classical melt-casting technique. The
glasses were doped with 0.25% of AuCl3 (wt %). The
precursors TeO2, Na2CO3, ZnO GeO2, Er2O3 and AuCl3
were weighed in appropriate amounts to obtain a 10 g. The
melting was carried out in a platinum crucible at 750 0C for
2.0 hours and the homogenized glass melt was then poured
onto a pre-heated brass mold. The annealing treatments
aiming to reduce the Au3+ ions to Au0 atoms and to nucleate
the Au-NPs were performed at 300 °C for 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and
10.0 hours and subsequently cooled down to room
temperature inside the same electrical furnace to minimize
internal stresses. The glasses samples of 45×20×2 mm3 were
finally polished for the optical characterizations.
The glass transition temperature value (Tg) was determined
by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) with heating
rates of 10 0C/min. The measured onset values of Tg is 287 ±
2 0C. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained
from a Rigaku-Rota Flex model RU200B diffractometer.

The Figure 1 presents the TEM images of the samples heat
treated at 300 0C during 2.5 hours (a), 5.0 h (c) and 7.5 h (e)
with their corresponding NPs size distribution (b), (d) and
(f), respectively. We can notice the irregular circular shape
on the TEM images, aspect ratio [0.8 – 1.3]. The picture (c),
whose magnification is lower, show the deformation caused
by elastic stress generated into the glass by the migration
and nucleation of Au-NPs [5]. Moreover, the distribution of
the NPs on the TEM images is quite inhomogeneous,
confirmed by the rather broad size distribution presented in
Figure 1 (b), (d) and (f). Figure 1 also shows the X-ray
diffraction patterns (g) of the glass with the annealing time
as a parameter. Two diffraction peaks are observed in Figure
1 (g) on the patterns of the samples containing Au-NPs at 2
= 38.3  0.4° and 2 = 44.6  0.3°, that were attributed to
the Au crystals (111) and (200) diffraction planes,
respectively [ 16 ]. The average sizes of the Au crystals,
calculated   from   the   Scherrer’s   relation,   are reported in the
Table 1. In the melting process, the Au3+ ions and Au0 atoms
are formed by thermal reduction of Au3+ ions (Au3++3eAu0).

2𝐴𝑢𝐶𝑙3 → 2𝐴𝑢 3+ + 3𝐶𝑙20 (𝑔)
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Figure 1. TEM images of the glass samples (a) 2.5 h, (c) 5.0
and (e) 7.5 of annealing at 300 0C with their respective NP
size distribution (b), (d) e (f), where the aspect ratio change
significantly with the increase of annealing time. The picture
(c) shows the effects of the elastic stress. (g) X-ray
diffraction patterns of the glass samples as a function of
annealing time and (h) estimated Au-NPs’  diameter d versus
annealing time. Error bars to 3%.





 



 

The measured mean values for the refractive index of
samples containing Au-NPs are: n=533 = 2.014±0.003,
n=633 = 1.992±0.002 and n=1530 = 1.940±0.003. The
measured mean values for the samples without Au-NPs are:
n=533 = 2.293±0.002, n=633 = 2.007±0.002 and n=1530 =
1.951±0.003. It appears that NPs modify the medium
polarizability and the dielectric function (Table 1). By using
the   measured   refractive   index   values   and   the   Sellmeier’s  

equation [18], we have calculated that the wavelength of
surface plasmon resonance p is 749 and 773 nm for
excitation wavelengths of 488 and 808 nm respectively,
p(d( )).
No absorption band related to the LSPR is observed in the
absorption spectra presented in Figure 2 (a), probably due to
the low quantity of Au into the samples and the existence of
an Er3+ absorption band in that region, which may hide the
plasmon band. That’s   why   glass   samples   without   Er3+ ions
were also prepared. Their optical absorption spectra, shown
in Figure 2 (b), clearly exhibit the LSPR absorption band in
the 702 - 860 nm range approximately.

Figure 2: (a) Absorption spectra of glass samples as function
of annealing time and of the glass without Au-NPs. The
Plasmon band is not observed because the amount of the
Au-NPs is not sufficient to originate a modification in the
plasmon band. (b) Absorption spectra of the Er3+ ions
without samples containing Au-NPs only annealed for the
same time of all samples in study; line black is the without
metallic NPs glass doped with Er3+ ions.


 
 

    










From the latter equation, for       , the Au-NP
absorption
presents
a
maximum.
The
case:
      , the so-called the Frohlich condition is
associated with dipole mode [23].

𝜆𝑝 = 𝜋𝑛 10𝜅(2𝛿 2 + 𝑟 2 𝑙𝑛[𝜅])



Physical parameter
N(atom/cm3)
Er3+
rm (Å)
Diffraction plane (111), size (nm)
Diffraction plane (200), size (nm)



Average for all samples
2.17×1020
25.5 ± 1.2
0.91 ± 0.21
1.25 ± 0.38

Thus NPs can be excited by a predefined incident radiation
through a direct coupling between the excited states of the
both Er3+ ions and NPs, resulting in: (i) a local field increase
(Frohlich condition), at  , (ii) a nonradiatively decay (heat



generation by Joule effect) or (iii) a radiative energy release
which depends on the albedo of the NPs. Thereby, the exact
response of LSPR will depend on the details of the physical
system (e.g.,  , arrangement), and usually not strictly



symmetric about the resonant frequency.
The dielectric constants     and      reported in the




    

      

Table 2 were determined from the refractive index
measurements of the host matrix and from the data of Palik
[25] for gold. The bold values indicate that the Frohlich

condition is < 0.8, i.e., absorption by NPs is quasi-effective.
In other words, the Er3+:Au-NP system exhibits a good local
field factor f. Consequently, a luminescence intensity
enhancement is expected for the corresponding Er 3+
transitions, presented in Table 2 – text in bold.
 

Electronic Transitions
of Er3+ ion ((nm))
4
F7/24I15/2 (488)
4
S3/24I15/2 (550)
4
F9/24I15/2 (650)
4
I9/24I15/2 (800)
4
I11/24I15/2 (980)


Re[()]
(F/m)
-1.83
-7.11
-10.75
-25.12
-44.69

 



-2d() (F/m)
-8.30
-8.86
-7.88
-7.74
-7.65



 
--<<< 1
80387.11
<<< 1

A schematic representation of the interaction process within
the Er3+:Au-NP system is depicted in Figure 4. The
calculated Rayleigh scattering values for different
wavelength are reported in the Table 2, evidencing a more
prominent scattering at  = 800 nm.

Figure 4: (a) Schematic representation of the Er 3+:Au-NP
system, (i) absorption of the incident radiation Ip by the Er3+
ion while the Au-NP absorbs the excitation frequency
resonant with p; (ii) activation of the Au-NPs by energy
transfer from the Er3+:Au-NP coupling; (iii) by assuming
that:      < 0.8, a quasi-effective absorption occurs,
enhancing the local field; (iv) the NPs oscillate with p and
can decay nonradiatively by heat generation (Joule effect) or
radiatively releasing energy that depends on the albedo of
the NPs (Qscatt). (v) Au-NP transmitter, via electric dipole.
Such coupling depends on the distance between the Au-NPs
and Er3+ ions. Finally, the emission intensity is: IT = I1+I2.
(b) Representation of metallic Au-NP for two different
polarizations that depend .

Figure 5: (a) Quenching is observed for all samples.
However, enhancement of the 2H11/24I15/2 transition is
observed for the sample heat treated for 5.0 h (b)
Luminescence spectra at the telecommunication window.
Quenching is observed for all samples. (c) Er3+ energy levels
diagram. Pumping at 808 nm: (0) Absorption of Au-NPs (1)
energy transfer from Er3+ (2H11/24I15/2 transition) to AuNPs. (2) energy transfer from Er3+ to Au-NPs. Quenching of
the 4S3/24I15/2 transition. (3), (4) and (5) 4F9/24I15/2,
2
H11/24I13/2 and 4S3/24I13/2 transitions. Energy transfer
from Au-NPs to Er3+ with an enhancement in local field due
to proximity with p (6) Luminescence quenching for
2
H11/2 4I13/2 (805 nm) and 4S3/2 4I13/2 (840 nm) transitions
electronic. Pumping at 808 nm. Center peak: a – 530, b –
556, c – 675, d – 805, e – 830 and f – 1555 nm. NR: nonradiative transition, ESA: Excited State Absorption and
CET: Cooperative Energy Transfer.

One might expect that the most favored transitions are:
4
I9/24I15/2 (direct emission, with low probability) or
2
H11/24I13/2 and 4S3/24I13/2 (thermal population levels, 4levels transitions). In order to check these hypotheses,
different excitation wavelengths were used to determine
what process or transitions are favored into this tellurite
glass. Energy transfer processes could have either a negative
or a positive impact for a specific excited state depending on
the efficiency coupling between Er3+:Au-NP, i.e., the size
and shape of the Au-NP and their environment with the Er3+
ions.
Figure 5 (a) shows the up-conversion (UC) emission spectra
in the region from 510 up to 580 nm of the Er 3+:Au-NPs
doped glass samples pumped at 808 nm (4I15/2 4I9/2
transition). Quenching is observed for all samples. Ground
state absorption is followed by non-radiative transition and
excited-state absorption (ESA) from the 4I13/2 level to 2H11/2
level. In parallel, the Au-NPs partly absorb the excitation
beam due to its nearby wavelength with p, resulting in both
UC and luminescence quenching (Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b)).




Figure 6 shows the UC emission when the samples are
pumped at 488 nm (4I15/24F7/2 transition). In the 520-580
nm region (Figure 6 (a)), the luminescence quenching
observed can be explained considering an energy transfer
from Er3+ to Au-NPs, leading to 2H11/24I15/2 and
4
S3/24I15/2 transitions. Figure 6 (b) shows a large
enhancement for the 4F9/24I15/2, 2H11/24I15/2 and
4
S3/24I15/2 transitions, for all samples except the one for 2.5
h. The enhancement observed for the 4F9/24I15/2 transition
is own to the plasmon resonance at Frohlich condition (see
Table 2), and not ESA as in previous cases. Additionally, in
the region from 780 to 860 nm the Er 3+ emission is close to
p, i.e., an enhancement of both Er3+ ions and Au-NPs
emission intensity is obtained.
A particular behavior observed in the Figure 6 (c), in the
telecommunication range, is that the sample heated for 7.5 h
exhibits a large enhancement (~80% intensity increment)
and a blue-shift for the 4I13/24I15/2 transition. Such feature
can be related to the size of the Au-NPs, which is the
smallest in comparison with the other samples (0.9 ± 0.1 nm
of diameter), and therefore, the electric dipole is favored [7].
As for the luminescence studies at 808 nm excitation
described above, a simplified energy level diagram for Er 3+
ions is presented in Figure 6 (d) and describes the excitation
pathways and the luminescence emission shown in Figure 6
(a) to (c) and also the Au-NP:Er3+ interaction.









Figure 7 shows the lifetimes as a function on annealing time
for the Er3+ ions, of the levels 2H11/2 and 4S3/2, pumped at
pump = 488 nm and 100 mW. Measurements were
performed with a 10 nm bandwidth filter centered at 800 and
850 nm, respectively. Decay times obtained for Au-NPs
without samples are also shown for comparison.

Luminescence enhancement is possible for the 2H11/2 4I13/2
(805 nm) and 2S4/2 4I13/2 (840 nm) transitions, which can
be explained by the increased excitation transition rate of the
Er+3 ions due to the proximity between the p and the
excitation wavelength. This increased excitation rate is
responsible for the 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 lifetime lowering, in
agreement with the results reported in references [7, 9].

Figure 7: Decay times values for the levels 2H11/2 (805 nm)
and 4S3/2 (850 nm), pumped with an OPO center in 488 nm,
100 mW. Luminescence enhancement occurred in the
samples with Au-NP (solids bar) as indicated by the
lowering of lifetime as compared with the respective
samples without Au-NP (dashed lines).

    





 



















In summary, we verified that the Au-NPs form electric
dipoles with the emitters, the Er3+ ions. These are activated
by the 4F9/2 4I15/2, 4I9/2 4I15/2, 4I11/2 4I15/2 and 4I13/2 4I15/2
transitions of the Er3+ ions, forming a LSPR. For a plasmon
wavelength of about 800 nm an enhancement of the Er 3+
ions luminescence is observed for the band ranging from
800 up to 840 nm upon excitation at 488 nm. Both effects
are obtained for UC luminescence since the presence of AuNPs favors the ESA process. An enhancement of the
luminescence spectrum is also observed in the region 640 up
to 720 nm, excepted for the glass heated for 2.5 h.
Furthermore, a luminescence quenching is observed in the
telecommunication window. However, a large enhancement
is observed in this window for the sample annealed for 7.5 h
when excited at 488 nm. In this case, the formation of
electric dipoles is found to be dependent with the NP size.
These dipoles produce an enhanced local field and
consequently an increment of the luminescence intensity.
The decrease lifetime indicates that energy transfer occurs
between the Er3+ ions and the Au-NPs, leading to an
increase in the radiative transition rate from these levels, this
is verified through
. Nevertheless, the
formation and diffusion of Au-NPs in the TeO2-Na2O-ZnOGeO2-Er2O3 germanium-tellurite glass matrix is not
favorable because of the small NPs size produced in the
matrix and the induced mechanical stress resulting in
microscopic cracks into the glass.
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Abstract
We report the evidence of plasmonic-photonic resonances
in hybrid metallo-dielectric quasi-crystal nanostructures
composed of aperiodically-patterned low-contrast dielectric
slabs backed on a metal layer. Via both experimental and
numerical studies, with specific reference to the AmmannBeenker octagonal tiling geometry, we analyze the resonant
phenomena and investigate the underlying physics. We
show that, by comparison with standard periodic structures
with the same filling factor, a richer spectrum of resonant
modes may be excited, characterized by a distinctive
plasmonic or photonic behavior. Concerning the possible
applications, we explore the structure functionalization via
high refractive index overlays, as well as its surface
sensitivity to deposition of nanolayers of materials
mimicking bio-molecular binding. Finally, in connection
with the energy-harvesting field, we also present a
comparative study on the application of 1-D periodic- and
quasiperiodic-based nanostructures as backreflectors for
thin-film solar-cell photovoltaics.

1. Introduction
Currently, there is a great deal of interest in the study of
out-of-plane resonances occurring in nanostructured
metallic and dielectric films, stimulated by applications to
highly strategic fields such as chemical and biological
sensing. It is well known that flat metallic films can support
surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), which are due to
coherent oscillations of the surface charge density bound at
the metal surface[1]. Moreover, nanostructured metallic
films may also give rise to local surface plasmon resonances
which, in contrast with propagating SPPs, are confined
around the nanostructure, and exhibit higher local field
intensity [2]. Furthermore, dielectric photonic crystals (PCs)
slabs [3] can support guided resonances (GRs) due to the
coupling of leaky modes with the continuum of radiative
modes of the surrounding environment [4]. Both types of
resonant phenomena (henceforth, simply referred to as
“plasmonic” and “photonic,” respectively) are characterized
by peculiar spectral features and selectivity. In particular,
they exhibit strong sensitivity in terms of wavelength shift
to changes in the refractive properties of the surrounding
environment. While well-established chemical/bio-sensing

schemes are either plasmonic- (see, e.g., Refs. 5-7) or
photonic-based (see, e.g., Refs. 8-9), some recent studies
[10-12] have demonstrated the very promising potentials of
hybrid plasmonic-photonic platforms based on metallodielectric nanostructures. The potential interplay between
plasmonic and photonic resonances can maintain the
advantages offered by the single constituents, while
overcoming their respective limitations such as the lossy
character of plasmonic resonances. 2-D nanostructured
metallo-dielectric plasmonic-photonic crystals have been
successfully fabricated [10-12] via self-assembly of a
dielectric PC structure constituted by a mono-layer of
colloidal spheres on a metallic film. Such hybrid structures
may exhibit very high-quality-factor plasmonic and
photonic resonant modes, with a high degree of tunability
and a strong sensitivity to external materials deposited on
the dielectric PC surface. The inherent richness of
interplaying resonant phenomena renders these structures
extremely promising candidates for a variety of other
applications (besides sensing [13]), e.g., to tunable lightemitting and active filtering devices.
The above plasmonic-photonic structures are inherently
based on periodic nanostructuring, which can be easily
achieved via self-assembly. However, recent studies on
either plasmonic (e.g., arrays of sub-wavelength holes in
metallic screens, [14] and arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles
[15-16]) or photonic (holey dielectric slabs [17-20])
structures, have demonstrated the possible advantages of
using aperiodically-ordered lattice geometries. Such
geometries, inspired by the concept of “quasi-crystal” (QC)
in solid-state physics, [21-22] retain the essential
characteristics of periodic-like light scattering (and, hence,
the possibility of exciting plasmonic/photonic resonances)
while introducing additional geometric degrees of freedom
(e.g.,
higher-order
non-crystallographic
rotational
symmetries, richer spatial spectra and defect states, etc.)
that can be judiciously exploited for tuning/optimizing the
response. Here we present a numerical and experimental
study of hybrid plasmonic and photonic resonances in
nanostructured low-contrast metallo-dielectric QCs. In
particular, the metallo-dielectric nanostructure considered in
this study is schematically represented in Fig. 1a. It
essentially consists of a patterned (holey) dielectric layer
backed by an unpatterned nanosized metallic (aluminum)

film laid on a sapphire substrate. The pattern is based on the
octagonal (Ammann-Beenker) quasi-periodic squarerhombus tiling [22] shown in Fig. 1b. We design and
fabricate this structure and characterize its out-of-plane
optical response in terms of plasmonic and photonic
resonances, studying their dependence on nanosized
deposited overlays. We also compare the results with those
pertaining to a standard periodic (square) geometry with
same filling factor, highlighting similarities and differences.

different hole radius, to equalize the filling fraction (~21%).
With the SEM metrology tools, the hole diameter was found
to be 480 nm for the QC case, and 510 nm for the periodic
case, while the lattice constant a was found to be 1 µm in
both cases.
In order to characterize the hybrid photonic-plasmonic
resonant behavior of the fabricated samples, we performed
out-of-plane spectral reflectance measurements at normal
incidence, via a standard reflection setup. We utilized a
broad-band white light source directly coupled into a
standard fiber-based reflection probe acting simultaneously
as light launcher and collector. The reflection probe
illuminates the entire patterned area via an optical fiber
bundle with six outside fibers in ring-shaped configuration.
The light reflected by the sample (placed on a motorized
XYZ positioning stage enabling a 10 µm absolute on-axis
accuracy) is collected by a central fiber (with a collection
spot diameter ~350 µm) directly connected to an optical
spectrum analyzer operating with a resolution of 0.4 nm. As
a tradeoff between the fulfilling of paraxial (normal
incidence) conditions and an adequate signal-to-noise ratio,
we selected a distance of 7 mm between the sample and the
reflection probe.

patterned
ZEP
370 nm
30 nm
Al

a

Al2O3

(b)

(a)

1 µm

1 µm
510 nm
480 nm

Figure 1: (a) 3-D schematic (not in scale) of the hybrid
metallo-dielectric structure with indication of the layer
thickness values. (b) Ammann-Beenker tiling (third stage),
with a zoom of the central region and the lattice constant a
(square/rhombus tile sidelength) shown in the inset. SEM
images of the QC (c) and square (d) lattices patterned onto
the ZEP layer. The inset in (a) shows a magnified detail.
The measured values of lattice constant a = 1 µm and hole
diameter (480 nm in (c), and 510 nm in (d)) are also
indicated.
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Figure 2: (a), (b) Experimental (black solid) and numerical
(red dashed) reflectance spectra of the hybrid metallodielectric QC and periodic samples shown Fig. 1(c) and
2(d), respectively. The insets show the (quarter of) supercell
(a) and unit-cell (b) used in the simulations. (c), (d) Electric
field intensity maps (normalized with respect to the
maximum value observed) at the reflectance minima in a
section of the structure (shaded wall in the inset) for the QC
and periodic case, respectively.

The nanometer-size patterns were defined in an electronbeam positive resist by standard electron beam lithography
(EBL). A 30 nm film of aluminum was first deposited on a
sapphire substrate by direct-current magnetron sputtering in
an ultra-high vacuum system at a base pressure of 8×10-8
Torr. The sample was then spin-coated with ~ 370 nm of
electron-beam positive resist (ZEP 520A, Zeon Chemicals)
and baked on an hot plate for 2 min at 180°C. Subsequently,
a 400×400 µm2 matrix of circular holes (placed at the tiling
vertices) was patterned on the same substrate by using a
Raith 150 EBL system with a voltage of 20kV and a dose of
55 µC/cm2. In this process, the metallic film also acts as
charge dissipation layer to avoid deflection of the electronbeam during the writing process. After the electron-beam
exposure, the sample was developed in a ZED N50 solution
(Zeon Chemicals) for 45 sec, and subsequently rinsed in
isopropanol. The scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of the fabricated structure is shown in Fig. 1(c). In
order to highlight similarities and differences with the
standard (periodic) case, we also fabricated a square crystal
(shown in Fig. 1d), with same lattice constant and slightly

The measured reflectance spectra were finally normalized
with respect the (known) reference response of an
aluminum mirror. The measured reflectance spectra for
normally-incident un-polarized light are shown as blacksolid lines in Figs. 2a and 2b for the QC and periodic
structures, respectively. For the QC case (Fig. 2a), three
sharp resonant dips appear at 934 nm (with quality factor
Q~41), 1146.5 nm (Q~51) and 1466 nm (Q~89). For the
periodic case, two dips are observed at 1100 nm (Q~74) and
1367 nm (Q~84).
We also carried out numerical studies (via the finiteelement-based commercial software package COMSOL
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Multiphysics [23]) aimed at assessing the predictability of
the resonant phenomena and understanding their physical
nature. For the simpler periodic case, also in view of the
mirror symmetries involved, the computational domain was
reduced to one-quarter of the unit-cell (shown as an inset in
Fig. 2b) with perfectly-electric-conducting (PEC) and
perfectly-magnetic-conducting (PMC) in-plane terminations
compatible with normal-incidence illumination. In the more
complex QC case, where the use of the unit-cell concept is
prevented by the lack of translational symmetry, we relied
on a periodic approximant based on a suitably large square
“supercell” of sidelength L = ( 4 + 3 2 ) ⋅ a , [17-19] whose
mirror symmetry also allowed its reduction to a single
quarter (see the inset in Fig. 2(a)). The numerically
computed reflectance spectra, also shown (as red-dashed
curves) in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), are in very good agreement
with the experimental results. While this was somehow
expectable for the periodic case, it was not to be taken for
granted for the QC case. In fact, the actual applicability and
effectiveness of periodic-approximant-based numerical
modeling as a computationally affordable design tool for
hybrid QC constitutes one of the key results of the present
study.

Figure 3: (a), (b) (a), (b) Experimental reflectance of the QC
and periodic structures, respectively, for different values of
the aluminum film thickness. (c), (d) Electric field intensity
for the QC and periodic structures, respectively, at the
reflectance minima for photonic (first column) plasmonic
(second column), and different values of the aluminum film
thickness.
A further validation of our resonance classification may
be derived investigating the effect of the metal film
thickness on the observed resonances. Intuitively, a
significant influence of the metal thickness on the
plasmonic resonances excitation and modal field
distribution is expected in view of the active role of the
metal in supporting SPPs. Conversely, in the photonic case,
a weaker influence is expected, since the metal film
essentially plays the passive role of a mere reflective mirror.
In this framework, we fabricated and characterized two
additional samples with different values of aluminum
thickness tAl (10 nm and 20 nm), with the other geometrical
parameters kept constant. Closer to the resonances, two
markedly different trends are observed. While the photonic
resonance remains essentially stable, as expected, the
plasmonic resonances become sharper and more
pronounced. In particular, for both the QC and periodic
cases, the higher-wavelength plasmonic resonances
practically disappear for tAl =10 nm. As a further indication,
Figs. 3c and 4d show the corresponding field distributions
for the QC and periodic case, respectively. Differently from
the photonic case, the plasmonic resonances are excited
when tAl approaches 20 nm. Moreover, for increasing
aluminum thickness, it can be observed that the resonant
field distributions tend to become more concentrated (in the
dielectric layer, for the photonic case; at the metal-film
interface, for the plasmonic case). This may justify the blueshift observed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which, in agreement
with the numerical predictions in Ref. 24, is much stronger
in the plasmonic case. However, small differences in the
hole radii among the different samples (due to fabrication
tolerances) may also contribute to such blue-shift.
We point out that, although no specific parameter
optimization was performed, the Q-factors exhibited by our
hybrid metallo-dielectric structures are significantly larger

3. Resonances Classification
The resonant dips in Figs. 2a and 2b are attributable to the
excitation of plasmonic (SPP) and photonic (GR) modes. In
the hybrid structure considered here, the patterned dielectric
layer plays a two-fold role, acting both as a diffraction
grating for the excitation of SPPs and, at the same time, as a
guiding layer supporting photonic GRs. Both types of
resonant phenomena arise from phase-matching conditions
between modes supported by the structure and Bragg peaks
in the spatial spectrum of the holey structure (reciprocal
lattice). In view of their inherently richer spatial spectra, and
the consequent easier achievement of phase-matching
conditions, it is not surprising that the QC structure may
exhibit a higher number of resonances (by comparison with
the periodic counterpart) and offer extra degrees of freedom
for their design.
In order to identify the physical nature of the resonances,
we studied the corresponding field distributions, which are
expected to be mostly localized in the dielectric region for
the GR case, and essentially bound at the metal-dielectric
interface for the SPP case. As it can be observed from Fig.
2c, for the QC case, the lowest-wavelength resonance
exhibits a field distribution mostly concentrated in the
dielectric region, and may accordingly be classified as
photonic (henceforth labeled as GR1). Conversely, both the
dips at 1146.5 nm and 1466 nm are attributable to
plasmonic resonances (SPP1 and SPP2, respectively), since
their field distributions turn out to be mostly bound at the
metal-film interface. Likewise, for the periodic case shown
in Fig. 2d, the resonance occurring at 1100 nm can be
classified as photonic (GR0), whereas the one located at
1367 nm as plasmonic (SPP0).

3

than those observed in typical plasmonic crystal
configurations (see, e.g., Ref. 25). To summarize, in our
parameter configuration, the highest Q-factor was observed
for a plasmonic resonance in the QC case. Moreover, the
QC structure was found to exhibit a richer resonant
spectrum, with a resonance dip amplitude comparable with
the periodic counterpart.

Moreover, by comparing Figures 4a and 4b, it clearly
emerges the inherently denser character of the QC spatial
spectrum, and the consequent easier achievement of phasematching conditions. It is therefore not surprising that the
QC structure may exhibit a higher number of resonances
and offer extra degrees of freedom for their design.
The intrinsic difference of the nature and spacing of the
resonances in a QC can be exploited in a number of
applications, such as solar cells or nonlinear phase
matching, as well as chemical and biological sensing. For
instance, in thin-film solar cells, the resonance spacing and
coupling strength may be adjusted so as to match the
spectral profile of the absorbing layer, whereas in nonlinear
phase matching, non-evenly-spaced resonances may be
useful in order to compensate for material dispersion. An
additional feature of these structures is their potential ability
to tailor the resonant optical field distribution so as to
enhance the spectral sensitivity to local environmental
changes, which plays a fundamental role in label-free
sensors for chemical and biological detection.
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Figure 4: (a) Dispersion curves of the lowest-order antisymmetrical TE bound mode supported by a homogenized
grounded dielectric slab waveguide (magenta-solid), and the
SPP mode supported at the interface between the aluminum
and homogenized-dielectric media (orange-dashed). (b), (c)
Spatial spectra of the QC and periodic PC, respectively,
with overlayed the circles of radii β a pertaining to the
resonant wavelengths (marked with crosses and labeled in
the dispersion curves).

5. Resonance Tuning
Tuning and re-configurability of resonant modes represent
key features for components and devices to be incorporated
in modern optical systems. In this framework, the use of
nanosized HRI coatings represents an effective approach
typically exploited to modify the modal distributions, and
particularly suited to tailor the final spectral characteristics
of optical components. In addition, the exploitation of
suitable active HRI materials may open up promising
perspectives for actively (e.g., electronically, magnetically,
thermally) tuning the resonances of the functionalized
device. In order to assess the applicability of this approach
to our hybrid metallo-dielectric QCs, we deposited a 15nmthick layer of SiO (refractive index ~1.95) on the surface of
a sample. For comparison, we also fabricated a periodic
counterpart using the same procedure.

4. Mode Coupling Mechanism

Reflectance

From the physical viewpoint, the observed resonant
phenomena may be understood via approximate semianalytical models based on phase-matching conditions
between Bragg-type peaks in the lattice spatial spectrum
(reciprocal lattice) and the photonic and plasmonic bound
modes supported by an effective homogenized structure.
For instance, Figure 4a shows the dispersion curves for i)
the lowest-order anti-symmetric transverse-electric (TE1)
photonic bound mode supported by a homogenized
(assuming a filling-factor of 21%) dielectric slab waveguide
backed by a perfectly conducting metallic wall[33]
(magenta-solid), and ii) the SPP mode supported at the
interface between the aluminum and homogenizeddielectric media [1] (orange-dashed). From these curves, it
is possible to extract the (real part of) in-plane propagation
constant (normalized to the lattice constant a) pertaining to
the resonant wavelengths in Figure 2 (marked with crosses
and labeled in Figure 4a), and therefore assess the phasematching conditions β a = k n a (with k n denoting a Bragg
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Figure 5: (a), (b) Reflectance spectra for uncoated (black
solid) and 15nm SiO-coated (red dashed) QC and periodic
structures, respectively.

wave-vector in the reciprocal space) by drawing circles of
radii β a overlayed on the spatial spectra of the QC and
periodic PC, as shown in Figures 4b and 4c, respectively. It
can be observed that, for both the QC and periodic PC case,
all the circles fall rather close to certain orders of spectral
peaks, and may therefore be associated to the corresponding
phase-matching conditions. As a further illustration of the
inherent richness of resonant phenomena in these hybrid
structures, it is also observed that the same order of spectral
peaks can yield resonances at different wavelengths by
interacting with both a photonic and plasmonic mode (e.g.,
GR1 and SPP1, or GR0 and SPP0).

The reflectance spectra of the SiO-coated QC and
periodic structures are compared in Fig. 5 with those
pertaining to the uncoated samples. As it can be observed,
the HRI functionalization produces three main effects: i) a
red shift of all resonant modes, ii) the improvement of the
quality factor of both photonic and plasmonic resonances,
and iii) an increase of the reflectance baseline, also
accompanied by a decrease of resonance visibility.
Specifically, for the QC case, photonic and plasmonic
resonances shift towards longer wavelengths (consistent
with an increase of the effective refractive index of the

4

resonant modes due to the higher refractive index of the
overlay with respect to the patterned dielectric), also
exhibiting a dip amplitude reduction of ~18%. This clearly
reveals that the SiO deposition, as expected, occurs either
on the top surface of the structure or inside its holes,
thereby enabling the electric field associated to both
photonic and plasmonic modes to be modified by the HRI
material. In particular, the red-shift exhibited by the
plasmonic resonances SPP1 and SPP2 (∆λSPP1=17.6 nm and
∆λSPP2 =18.0 nm) is more pronounced than that observed in
the photonic case (∆λGR1=17.2 nm). A qualitatively similar
behavior is obtained in the periodic case, where red-shifts of
the same order are also observed for both the GR0 and
SPP0 resonances. Here, however, the shift associated to the
photonic resonance (∆λGR0= 19.2 nm) turns out to be larger
than the plasmonic one (∆λSPP0= 15.2 nm).
Another important advantage of the HRI functionalization is
the Q-factor enhancement. Indeed, the reflectance spectra
reported in Fig. 5 clearly show that the resonance dips
become sharper after the SiO deposition. In particular, with
reference to the QC case in Fig. 5a, a 27% Q-factor
enhancement was calculated for the photonic resonance
GR1, as well as of nearly 12% and 8% for the plasmonic
resonances SPP1 and SPP2, respectively. This effect is also
observed for the periodic structure (cf. Fig. 5b), but with a
weaker Q-factor enhancement, namely ~9% for the
photonic resonance GR0, and no sensible variation for the
plasmonic resonance SPP0. Further optimization margins
may be expected by exploiting the geometrical degrees of
freedom in the aperiodic tiling, so as to favor a stronger
modal overlap with the HRI overlay.

molecular sensitivity at monolayer scale, namely, surface
sensitivities (in terms of resonance shift per nanometer of
deposited overlay) as high as 0.40 nm and 0.43 nm for the
plasmonic and photonic resonances, respectively.
Considering the typical sizes of biological molecules (3.85.2 nm), it can be inferred that the binding of a single
biological monolayer to the sample surface is able to
generate a resonance shift of approximately 1.5-2 nm,
which may be easily detected via low-cost commercial
spectrophotometer, thereby opening up new perspectives in
label-free biochemical sensing. Moreover, for the QC case,
further optimization margins exist by acting on the tiling
geometry, so as to tailor the field distribution of the
resonant modes for improving their surface sensitivity.
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Figure 6: (a), (b) Reflectivity spectra for uncoated (black
solid) and 15nm-SiO2 coated (red dashed) metallo-dielectric
PQC (a) and PC (e) structures. The insets (b-d) and (f,g)
show magnified details around the resonance dips for the
PQC and PC case, respectively.

6. Resonance Surface Sensitivity
Due to the high surface sensitivity of the resonant modes
demonstrated in the case of HRI functionalization, we
performed a different experiment, using suitable nanosized
overlays with refractive index similar to those exhibited by
most of the biological species of practical interest.
Specifically, we carried out the deposition of nanoscale (15
nm thick) overlays of SiO2 (refractive index ~1.45), which
well resembles the binding typical of biomolecular
interactions [26].
Figure 6a compares the reflectance spectra of the QC
structure before and after the deposition. Also in this case, a
red-shift of both resonance types occurs, but less evident
than the SiO case, mainly due to the lower refractive index
of SiO2. In particular, the photonic resonance GR1 exhibits
a slightly larger shift (∆λGR1=6.4 nm) than the plasmonic
ones SPP1 and SPP2 (∆λSPP1=∆λSPP2=6.0 nm). For
comparison, we show in Fig. 6e the reflectance spectra of
the uncoated and SiO2-coated periodic samples. Also in this
case, the wavelength shift observed for the photonic
resonance GR0 (∆λGR0= 6.4 nm) is slightly larger than that
associated to the plasmonic one SPP0 (∆λSPP0=4.0 nm).
Interestingly, while the wavelength shifts of the photonic
resonances observed in the QC and periodic cases turn out
to be comparable, the plasmonic resonances in the QC case
exhibit a sensitivity enhancement up to 50% with respect to
the periodic counterpart. The above results reveal promising

7. Absorption Enhancement in Thin Film Solar
Cells with Quasi-Periodic Backreflectors
Due The ability to engineer the plasmonic and photonic
resonances (e.g., number and spectral locations) may
provide new solutions in a variety of highly strategic fields,
such as thin-film solar cells. In this context, it is well known
that a serious limitation to the overall efficiency stems from
the poor light absorption, especially at longer wavelengths
of the solar spectrum, which is in turn attributable to the
limited thickness of the semiconductor (active) region with
respect to the absorption length of near infrared photons[28]
Accordingly, over the last few years, light-trapping
techniques have been proposed in order to increase the
optical thickness of the absorbing layer. A particularly
promising approach relies on the use of metallic
nanogratings on the back surface, which can couple the
incoming radiation into both plasmonic (excited at the
metal/semiconductor interface) and photonic modes (guided
directly in the semiconductor layer).[28] In such
configurations, the patterned metallic backreflector is
capable of efficiently coupling the incoming light into
photonic and plasmonic modes whose field distributions are
mainly localized in the active region of the solar cell.[29] In
this framework, QC backreflectors may be exploited to
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judiciously tailor the number and location of
photonic/plasmonic modes within the near-infrared
wavelength range, so as to enhance the overall performance.

planar waveguide, or iii) plasmonic modes at the
semiconductor-metal interface (only for the TM case).[29]
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Figure 7: (a) Schematic (supercell for numerical simulation)
of the solar cell with a Fibonacci-like nanograting as
backreflector. (b) AM 1.5 solar spectrum (golden-dotted);
absorption spectra for the TE polarization (red-solid) and
TM polarization (blue-solid) of the structure in (a);
absorption spectrum of the solar cell with a silver mirror as
backreflector (black-dotted). (c) Same as (b), but with a
periodic grating as backreflector. Details in the text.

Figure 8: Total-absorption excess enhancement factor E '
in (4), pertaining to a Fibonacci-like grating with respect to
a periodic one, as function of the (average) period and
filling factor.
A detailed discussion and classification of these three
effects is beyond the scope of the present work. Also shown
in Figure 7b is the absorption spectrum A flat (λ ) of the

As a representative example, we evaluate the performance
of a 1-D nanograting based on the generalized- Fibonacci
deterministic aperiodic sequence. The proposed solar-cell
structure is shown in Figure 7a. It essentially consists of a
50 nm thick top layer of ZnO acting as a transparent
electrode, a light-absorbing amorphous silicon middle layer
(active region) with a thickness of 200 nm, and a silver
nanograting which also serves as the bottom electrode. The
grating is constituted of ridges of thickness 50 nm, placed
according to the generalized-Fibonacci geometry with the
scale-ratio parameter ν = d b / d a = τ (where d a and

same solar cell with a flat silver mirror in place of the
grating. The total-absorption excess enhancement factor E
with respect to this reference configuration, defined as

η

E = 100 Fibonacci − 1
 η

flat



(1)

with

η Fibonacci =

d b = ν d a denote the two scales of the model and

1
2

[∫ A

TE

(λ ) ⋅ S (λ ) ⋅ dλ + ∫ ATM (λ ) ⋅ S (λ ) ⋅ dλ

η flat = ∫ A flat (λ ) ⋅ S (λ ) ⋅ dλ

τ = (1 + 5 ) / 2 the Golden mean) and width W = 0.3 d av ,
with d av = (d a + τ d b ) /(1 + τ ) = 425 nm denoting the

]

(2)
(3)

was found to be 14.7 %. As a comparison, Figure 7c
shows the absorption spectra pertaining to a periodic
nanograting (ν = 1 ) with same average spacing and filling
factor. In this case, fewer absorption peaks (for both
polarizations) can be observed, likely attributable to the
lower number of photonic and plasmonic modes excited in
the structure, resulting in a 2.2 % lower enhancement factor.
In order to facilitate direct comparison between periodic
and aperiodic nanogratings, as a figure of merit, we
evaluated the total-absorption excess enhancement factor

average spacing. The grating grooves are filled with
amorphous silicon.
The light absorption is calculated [29] as the flux of the
Poynting vector (real part) through the surface of the
amorphous-silicon layer (including the grooves) when the
structure is illuminated by a normally incident plane wave.
Similar considerations as for the previously studied
(octagonal) structure hold, with the periodic approximant
shown in Figure 7a (21-element supercell). The ZnO
refractive index was extracted directly from measurements
(1.96 @ λ=500 nm, and 1.77 @ λ=950 nm).
Figure 7b shows the absorption spectra in the wavelength
range 500-950 nm for both the transverse-electric (TE) and
transverse-magnetic (TM) polarizations ( ATE (λ ) and

η

E ( = 100 Fibonacci − 1
η

 periodic


(4)

(with η periodic defined as in (3) but for a periodic grating)
for different combinations of the average period (within the
range 150 - 500 nm) and filling factor (within 10% to 90%),
with the results summarized as a false-color-scale plot in
Figure 8. It can be observed that, although not fully
optimized, the Fibonacci geometry may yield up to 7%

ATM (λ ) , respectively), overlayed on the AM 1.5
normalized solar spectrum S (λ ) . Several absorption peaks
can be observed, each of which may attributable to the
excitation of i) cavity resonances due to the Fabry-Peròt
effect, ii) guided photonic modes in the amorphous-silicon
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higher enhancements (against a maximum 2.7% loss) for
given average spacings and filling factors.

[4] Fan, S.; Joannopoulos, J. D. Analysis of guided
resonances in photonic crystal slabs. Phys. Rev. B 2002,
65, 235112.
[5] Ostuni, E.; Chapman, R. G.; Holmlin, R. E.; Takayama,
S.; Whitesides, G. M. A survey of structure−property
relationships of surfaces that resist the adsorption of
protein, Langmuir 2001, 17, 5605.
[6] Zhao, J.; Zhang, X.; Yonzon, C. R.; Haes, A. J.; Van
Duyne, R. P. Localized surface plasmon resonance
biosensors. Nanomedicine 2006, 1, 219.
[7] Lassiter, J. B.; Sobhani, H.; Fan, J. A.; Kundu, J.;
Capasso, F.; Nordlander, P.; Halas, N. J. Fano
resonances in plasmonic nanoclusters: Geometrical and
chemical tunability. Nano Lett. 2010, 10, 3184.
[8] Ganesh, N.; Zhang, W.; Mathias, P. C.; Chow, E.;
Sooares, J. A. N. T.; Malyarchuk, V.; Smith, A. D.;
Cunningham, B. T. Enhanced fluorescence emission
from quantum dots on a photonic crystal surface.
Nature Nanotechnology 2007, 2, 515.
[9] El Beheiry, M.; V, L.; Fan, S.; Levi, O. Sensitivity
enhancement in photonic crystal slab biosensors. Opt.
Express 2010, 18, 22702.
[10] Yu, X.; Shi, L.; Han, D.; Zi, J.; Paul V. Braun, P. V.
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Sánchez-Marcos, J.; López, C.; García-Martín, A.
Enhancement and directionality of spontaneous
emission in hybrid self-assembled photonic–plasmonic
crystals. Small 2010, 6, 757.
[12] Shi, L.; Liu, X.; Yina, H.; Zi, J. Optical response of a
flat metallic surface coated with a monolayer array of
latex spheres. Phys. Lett. A 2010, 374, 1059.
[13] De Angelis, F.; Patrini, M.; Das, G.; Maksymov, I.;
Galli, M.; Businaro, L:, Andreani, L. C.; Di Fabrizio, E.
A hybrid plasmonic−photonic nanodevice for label-free
detection of a few molecules. Nano Lett. 2008, 8, 2321.
[14] Matsui, T.; Agrawal, A.; Nahata, A.; Vardeny, Z. V.
Transmission resonances through aperiodic arrays of
subwavelength apertures. Nature 2007, 446, 517.
[15] Gopinath, A.; Boriskina, S. V.; Feng, N.-N.; Reinhard,
B. M.; Dal Negro, L. Photonic-plasmonic scattering
resonances in deterministic aperiodic structures. Nano
Lett. 2008, 8, 2423.
[16] Forestiere, C.; Miano, G.; Boriskina, S. V.; Dal Negro,
L. The role of nanoparticle shapes and deterministic
aperiodicity for the design of nanoplasmonic arrays.
Opt. Express 2009, 17, 9648.
[17] Ricciardi, A.; Gallina, I.; Campopiano, S.; Castaldi, G.;
Pisco, M.; Galdi, V.; Cusano, A. Guided resonances in
photonic quasicrystals. Opt. Express 2009, 17, 6335.
[18] Gallina, I.; Pisco, M.; Ricciardi, A.; Campopiano, S.;
Castaldi, G.; Cusano, A.; Galdi, V. Guided resonances
in photonic crystals with point-defected aperiodicallyordered supercells. Opt. Express 2009, 17, 19586.

8. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have reported here the first evidence
of out-of-plane resonances in hybrid metallo-dielectric QC
nanostructures. Via measurements and full-wave numerical
simulations on structures characterized by octagonal
(Amman-Beenker) geometry, we have observed the
presence of sharp resonant dips in the reflectance spectrum,
attributable to the excitation of plasmonic and photonic
resonant modes, and verified the actual applicability of
periodic-approximant-based
computationally-affordable
design tools.
By comparison with a reference periodic (square)
structure with same filling fraction, the proposed QC
structure exhibits a richer resonant spectrum, which is
attributable to the easier achievement of phase-matching
conditions endowed by its denser Bragg spectrum.
Moreover, the measured Q-factors, in the QC and periodic
cases, turn out to be comparable and higher than those
observed
in
periodic
patterned
fully
metallic
nanostructures.[28-31] We have also assessed the surface
sensitivity with respect to nanosized deposition of SiO
overlays (for response tuning/optimization), and SiO2
overlays (with refractive index resembling that of biological
molecules). The proposed metallo-dielectric QC
nanostructures exhibit remarkably high surface sensitivity,
namely, 0.4 nm wavelength shift per nanometer of
deposited SiO2 overlay, with an enhancement of 50% with
respect to the plasmonic resonances in the periodic
counterpart. By acting on the extra degrees of freedom
typical of QCs, there exist further margin of optimization
for the surface sensitivity, and therefore concrete
perspectives to outperform PC-based chemical and
biological sensors based on periodic nanostructures
currently available on the market.
Finally, we have shown that the resonance-engineering
capabilities of QC nanostructures, in terms of tailoring the
number and spectral positions of plasmonic and photonic
resonances, may be effectively exploited in order to
enhance the efficiency of thin film solar cells.
Overall, the results and examples illustrated here pave the
way to the development of novel nanodevices, with possible
applications to a variety of highly strategic fields, ranging
from chemical and biological sensing to energy harvesting.
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Abstract

We report the design, fabrication and characterization of a
2D hybrid metallo-dielectric nanostructure supporting
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR), directly
realized by innovatively applying the electron beam
lithography technique on the cleaved end face of a standard
single mode optical fiber (SMF). In our configuration, the
structure is illuminated in the out-of-plane direction and
plasmonic-photonic resonances are excited due to the phase
matching condition between the scattered waves and the
modes supported by the hybrid nanostructure. The
resonances can be easily tuned by acting on the physical
and geometrical parameters of the structure. Moreover, with
a view towards possible applications, we present some
preliminary results demonstrating how the proposed device
can work effectively as an optical probe for label free
chemical and biological sensing as well as a microphone for
acoustic wave detection.

1. Introduction
The “Lab on Fiber” concept essentially envisages the
integration of highly functionalized materials at nano and
micro scale within a single optical fiber and aims to develop
a novel generation of miniaturized and advanced “all-infiber” technological platforms (namely “Labs”) for both
communication and sensing applications.
The “Lab on Fiber” Technology would thus represent the
cornerstone of a photonics technological revolution
enabling the implementation of fiber-based multifunction
sensing and actuating micro- and nano-systems, showing
unique advantages in terms of miniaturization, light weight,
cost effectiveness, robustness, power consumption and
information control. Multifunctional labs integrated in a
single optical fiber, exchanging information and combining
sensorial data, could provide effective auto-diagnostic
features as well as new photonic and electro-optic
functionalities useful in many strategic sectors such as
optical processing, environment, life science, safety and
security. The labs design deals with all those phenomena
that provide light manipulation and control at nanoscale,
such as trapping and guiding effects in photonic crystals [13] and quasicrystals [4, 5] as well as plasmonic
nanostructures [6-9], eventually combined all together in
hybrid metallo-dielectric devices [10-13].

However, the realization of highly integrated optical fiber
devices requires that several micro and nanostructures be
fabricated, embedded and connected all together in order to
achieve the necessary light-matter interaction and physical
connection. As a consequence, a critical issue to be
addressed consists in the definition of a reliable fabrication
procedure able to integrate and process, at micro- and nanoscale, several materials with the desired physical,
mechanical, magnetic, chemical and biological properties
onto unconventional substrates such as the optical fiber tip.
Promising approaches in this direction were recently
introduced by Capasso’s group [14,15]. The proposed
methodology relies on the preventive fabrication of metallic
nanostructures on planar silicon wafers by means of
electron-beam lithography (EBL), and their successive
transfer to small and/or non conventional substrates (i.e. the
fiber tip) [14].
A further method in this direction was also recently
demonstrated by the same group through the use of soft
lithography and mechanical sectioning, using an
ultramicrotome equipped with a diamond knife. Dip coating
technique was finally adopted to transfer onto the optical
fiber facet composite nano-slices containing gold
nanostructures with complex shapes [15] opening the way
to the development of competitive all-fiber localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPRs)- and surface-enhanced raman
spectroscopy-based sensing devices.
Following the transferring approach, a monolithic silicon
photonic crystal (PC) fiber tip sensor (for both refractive
index and temperature sensing) was also recently proposed
by Jung et al. [17] employing a complex combination of
EBL and reactive ion etching (RIE) for the structure
fabrication and focused ion beam (FIB) milling for the
transferring step. A simpler and low cost method based on
UV nano imprint and transfer lithography (NITL) technique
was introduced by Scheerlinck et al. [18]. This procedure
was applied for the fabrication of optical probes for
photonic integrated circuits based on a waveguide-to-fiber
gold grating coupler [18].
Although these methods rely on well-assessed fabrication
processes on planar substrates, the final transferring step
plays a fundamental role in determining both the fabrication
yield and the performance of the final device. This aspect is
crucial since it poses severe limitations in the ability to
control the transferring procedure at nanoscale, as well as in
the adhesive strength of the nanostructures.

To overcome these limitations, alternative approaches based
on direct-write patterning of the fiber tip have been
explored. The key aspect of these methodologies is to adapt
all the standard fabrication processes and tools in terms of
material deposition (spin coating, dip coating, sputtering,
evaporation, etc..), sub-wavelength patterning and postprocessing (FIB, EBL, RIE, etc..) to operate on the optical
fiber tip. This approach is not straightforward, however,
since spin coating and etching procedures are very
challenging when operating on such a substrate [14,15].
Thus far, only few direct-writing attempts have been
performed [19-20] in particular for creating metallic
nanostructures, giving rise to LSPR effects exploited for
chemical and biological sensing. In particular, FIB milling
of gold-coated fiber tips has been used to fabricate ordered
arrays of apertures with sub-wavelength dimensions and
submicron periodicity [19]. Moreover, by using EBL and
RIE, ordered arrays of gold nanodots have been fabricated
on the fiber tip for biosensing demonstration [20].
In this work we report on a reliable fabrication process
that enables the realization of both dielectric and metallic
nanostructures directly on the fiber facet, involving
conventional nanotechnology techniques.
Optical
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Dielectric overlay

superstrate

fiber tip

deposition

patterning

deposition

main innovations of this approach relies on the capability to
deposit ZEP layers onto the fiber facet with controlled and
uniform thickness over the fiber core by using a modified
spin coating technique. Specifically, the modified spin
coating technique enables the direct deposition of ZEP
overlays onto the cleaved end of SMF, with controllable
thickness ranging from 100 to 400 nm and flat surface areas
nearly 50 µm in diameter large. With reference to Fig. 1a,
the fiber facet of a SMF (core and cladding diameters of 9
µm and 125 µm, respectively) was firstly coated with a 200
nm-thick layer of ZEP by means of the modified spin
coating technique.

Figura 2: (a) SEM image of the patterned fiber and (b)
zoomed detail.

2. Structure Fabrication

The microscope top view of the spinned fiber is shown
in Fig. 1b: the concentric circles of different colors are
attributable to the ZEP film thickness variation due to edge
bead. However a uniform thickness area of approximately
50 µm in diameter around the center of the optical fiber has
been estimated to be sufficient to cover the active optical
area. With the purpose of estimating the obtained layer
thickness, an hole was drilled onto the coated fiber tip by an
excimer laser, operating at 248 nm; then the layer thickness
was measured via an optical profilometer (Veeco, Wyko
9100 NT) and was found to be around 200 nm ± 10 nm. The
square lattice, consisting of a 100×100 µm2 matrix of
circular holes (holes radius r=225 nm, period a=900 nm),
was written on the covered fiber tip, by using a Raith 150 ebeam lithography system. Finally, a 40 nm gold layer was
sputtered on the fiber tip to realize the photonic-plasmonic
device. The SEM image (top view) of the fabricated device
is shown in Fig 2a together with a zoomed-in image of the
holey structure (Fig. 2b). The fabrication process follows
almost ordinary lithographic techniques, allows rapid
prototyping with a 90% yield and is able to produce robust
and reusable devices.

The hybrid structure was realized by means of
conventional
nano-scale
deposition
and
fabrication/patterning tools typically exploited for planar
devices and here properly adapted to enable direct in-fiber
operations. In particular, the fabrication steps (reproduced
in Fig. 1a), are: 1) dielectric overlay deposition with flat
surface over the fiber core, 2) dielectric overlay nanopatterning and 3) metallic superstrate deposition. A positive
tone electron beam resist (ZEP 520A, Zeon Chemicals,
refractive index n~1.54) and gold have been selected as
dielectric and metallic materials, respectively. One of the

Figure 3: (a) schematic of the hybrid metallo-dielectric PC

(a)

50 µm

(b)

Figure 1: a) Schematics of the main technological steps for
the fabrication of the hybrid metallo-dielectric PC based
fiber tip device, (b) microscope image of the ZEP overlay
deposited by spin coated on the fiber facet.

2

structure integrated on the optical fiber tip. (b) 3D view of
¼ of unit cell (computational domain).

notice a considerable blue shift (67 nm), together with a
reduction of both the visibility and the Q-factor. These
discrepancies can be attributed to the fabrication tolerances
and mainly to the numerical analysis carried out in the
hypothesis of plane wave excitation assuming an infinite
structure in the periodicity plane. In order to demonstrate
the tunability of our device via a proper crystal design, we
also fabricated other two samples with different periods
(850 nm and 1000 nm) and same filling factor (r=213 nm
and r=250 nm). Since the resonant wavelengths are directly
related to the lattice period, a red shift is expected in the
case of higher lattice period while a blue shift should occur
in the opposite case. Indeed, we experimentally observed a
red shift of about 100 nm for a=1000 nm and a blue shift of
approx. 70 nm for a=850 nm (see Fig. 5).

3. Numerical and Experimental Analysis
When the realized hybrid structure is illuminated in outof-plane configuration, as the case of single mode fiber
illumination in the paraxial propagation regime, hybrid
plasmonic-photonic resonances are expected to be excited
due to the phase matching condition between the scattered
waves and the modes supported by the hybrid nanostructure
[21]. A numerical analysis of the structure (schematically
represented in Fig. 3a) has been carried out by the
commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics (RF module)
based on the finite element method. Following the same
approach of [22], by exploiting the crystal translational and
mirror symmetries, the computational domain can be
reduced to one quarter of unit cell. The resulting structure
(Fig. 3b) supports a transverse electromagnetic wave
emulating the normally-incident plane-wave. The Lorentz–
Drude model was used for modeling gold in the IR
wavelengths. Fig. 4 shows the numerically retrieved
reflectance spectrum for the structure exhibiting period
a=900 nm and holes radius r=225 nm, corresponding to a
filling factor (radius to period ratio, r/a) of about 0.25.

Figura 5: Measured reflectivity of hybrid metallo-dilectric
PC-based structures characterized by a period a=850
(dashed blue curve), a=900nm (solid black curve) and
a=1000nm (dotted red curve).

4. Refractive Index Measurements
The metallo-dielectric nanostructure fabricated onto the
fiber tip supports LSPRs, whose excitation wavelengths are
very sensitive to variations of the surrounding refractive
index. Therefore, a change in the local or bulk refractive
index around the fiber tip device gives rise to a wavelength
shift of the resonant peak due to a change of the phase
matching condition. Actually, a 40 nm thick gold layer
deposited on fiber tip strongly shields the external
environment from the plasmonic mode excited within the
hybrid crystal, resulting in a very weak sensitivity. In order
to enhance the surface sensitivity of the final device, it is
necessary to increase the light matter interaction with the
external environment by properly tailoring the resonant
mode field distribution. To this aim, we can exploit all the
degrees of freedom exhibited by the hybrid nanostructures,
e.g. the lattice design and layer thickness. On this basis, we
fabricated and tested a different sample with a gold layer
thickness of only 20 nm (keeping constant the other
geometrical parameters i.e. a=900 nm, r=225 nm and
tZEP=200 nm).

Figura 4: Simulated reflectivity of the hybrid metallodilectric structure of Fig. 3a. The PC period is a=900nm and
the holes radius is 450 nm. (inset) Electric field intensity
distribution at the reflectivity minimum.
The high reflectivity (>85%) base line is interrupted by a
resonance dip centered at 1378 nm with a Q-factor of 53. In
the inset of Fig. 4, the cross section of the electric field
distribution corresponding to the resonant mode evaluated at
the resonance wavelength is shown.
According to PC theory, the resonant wavelength can be
tailored for the specific application by a proper choice of the
device parameters (lattice period, filling factor, dielectric
and gold thickness). In order to experimental characterize
the realized structure, the optical reflectance spectrum has
been measured using as reference mirror a second optical
fiber terminated with a 160 nm-thick gold film. The
measured reflectance is shown in Fig. 5 (solid black curve).
A resonance dip centered at 1311 nm was found with a
Q-factor of about 23. Comparing the experimental
reflectivity with the numerical counterpart it is possible to
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Figura 6: Reflectance spectra of a sample with a 20 nm
thick gold thickness, immersed in water (solid blue),
ethanol (dashed green) and isopropyl alcohol (dotted red);
(inset) relative wavelength shifts of the reflection dips as a
function of the SRI.
The new sample was then immersed in different liquid
solutions such as water (n=1.333), ethanol (n=1.362) and
isopropyl alcohol (n=1.378) and the reflectance spectra were
measured. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6, in
which is evident the typical red-shift of the curves with
increasing values of the surrounding refractive index (SRI).
In particular, in the inset of Fig. 6 we plot the relative
wavelength shifts of the reflection dips as a function of the
SRI. The graph demonstrates a sensitivity of ~125 nm/RIU
for detecting changes in the bulk refractive indices of
different chemicals surrounding the fiber tip device.
We point out that no attempts at this stage have been made
to optimize the platform performances. However, by
exploiting the degrees of freedom offered when dealing with
composite
metallo-dielectric
nanostructures,
some
optimization strategies for performance improvement are
presently under investigation.

Figura 7: Experimental setup exploited for the acoustic
measurements.
In Fig.8.a (upper curve) it is reported the typical time
response of the hybrid crystal-based device to a 4kHz
acoustic tone with duration of about 250ms. For comparison,
the response of the reference microphone is also reported in
Fig. 8.a (lower curve).
Data clearly reveal the capability of the fiber sensor to
detect the incident acoustic wave along with the good
agreement with the reference device. As evident, the
electrical signal is delayed in respect with the optical
counterpart, the delay being due to the slightly longer
distance at which the reference microphone is located from
the acoustic source. In addition it is worth noting that,
although a relatively high noise level is visible in Fig. 8.a
(the standard deviation of the sensor signal - σnoise - in
absence of acoustic wave is nearly 0.1V), that can be
attributable to the instability of the utilized tunable laser, the
response of the metallo-dielectric fiber facet device was
found to be more than an order of magnitude higher than the
noise level. In Fig. 8.b the FFT spectra obtained by the same
optical fiber microphone in response to three acoustic tone
with different frequencies (4, 4.5 and 5 kHz) are also shown.
The ability of the optical device to discriminate among
them is clearly evident. The different amplitude of the
sample response to the three tones is due to the different
amplification the optical signal undergoes during the
electronic processing. Once again, we emphasize that the
above results are only preliminary and no efforts have been
made to optimize the performance of the final device.
Hence, also in this case, further optimization margins exist
through varying the crystal design and metallic layer
thickness in order to maximize the dependence of the
resonant wavelength on the geometric features of the
patterned polymer.

5. Acoustic Detection
As a further application, we also investigated the
capability of our LSPR-based fiber tip device to detect
acoustic waves. Indeed, by taking advantage from the
typical low Young’s modulus of the patterned ZEP,
significant variations in the geometrical characteristics of the
patterned dielectric slab are expected in response to an
applied acoustic pressure wave, hence promoting a
consequent shift of the resonant wavelength. It is important
to stress, in this case, the fundamental and active role played
by the dielectric structure to determine the acoustic
performance of the final device.
As proof of principle, preliminary acoustic experiments
have been carried out by testing the sample characterized by
a period a=900 nm (whose reflectance spectrum is shown in
Fig. 5). A schematic representation of the exploited setup is
shown in Fig. 7. An acoustic tone of frequency f was
generated by an audio speaker and then launched onto the
fiber facet. The sample was interrogated by means of a
tunable laser (Thotlabs – INTUN TL1300-B) locked at the
wavelength corresponding to the steepest slope of the
resonance right edge. The optical power reflected by the
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Figure 8: (a)Typical time responses of the hybrid metallo-dielectric fiber tip device (top) and reference microphone
(bottom) to a 4KHz acoustic pressure pulse with duration 250 ms. (b) FFT spectra obtained by the optical fiber sensor
in response to three acoustic tones with increasing frequency (4, 4.5 and 5 kHz)

6. Conclusions
To summarize, we report the design, fabrication and
characterization of a 2D hybrid metallo-dielectric
nanostructure supporting LSPR, directly realized on the end
face of a SMF. In particular, using a customization of the
standard spin coating method, we were able to deposit ZEP
overlays onto the cleaved end of SMF, with controllable
thickness and flat surface areas nearly 50 µm around the
fiber core. Moreover, via measurements and numerical
simulations, we observed the presence of a resonant dip in
the reflectance spectrum due to the phase matching
condition between the scattered waves and the modes
supported by the hybrid metallo-dielectric PC structure. As
reported, the resonance dip can be easily tuned by acting
also on the geometrical parameters of the lattice. Moreover,
with a view towards possible applications, we first present
some preliminary results demonstrating the capability of our
platform to be used for label free chemical and biological
applications with a bulk sensitivity of about 125 nm/RIU.
Finally, we also show the surprising capability of the
proposed platform to detect acoustic waves taking advantage
from the low elastic modulus of the patterned polymer.
Overall, our results demonstrate how the definition of viable
“Lab on Fiber” technologies would open up the realization
of technological worlds completely integrated in a single
optical fiber to be exploited in many application fields.
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Abstract
In this paper, we report the design, the fabrication and the
near field optical microscopy of Negative Index Material
(NIM) flat lenses. They were fabricated on the basis of an
InP-based photonic crystal technological platform and show
the possibility of subwavelength focusing by NIM.
Particular attention is paid to the analysis of SNOM images
using three-dimensional simulations. Finally, preliminary
results for a GRadient INdex (GRIN) slab and for a twodimensional cloaking device are presented.

1. Introduction
All-dielectric artificial propagation media – including
photonic crystals (PCs), metamaterials and transformation
optics based devices – appear as potential candidates to
achieve advanced functionalities in the field of integrated
nanophotonics at infrared and visible wavelengths [1-5]. The
common feature of all these approaches is their dispersion
engineering – and resulting ultrarefraction phenomena –
which occur at various wavelength scales depending on the
targeted applications. In this paper, three paths to control
light propagation and focusing at infrared (1.55 µm) are
explored. They result from a close collaboration between
Institut Fresnel/Marseille and IEMN/Lille for design (homemade code for device design and commercial FDTD
software for two and three-dimensional virtual prototyping),
IEMN/Lille for fabrication (single mask original process
using a negative resist) and ICB/Dijon for characterization
(scanning near field optical microscopy – SNOM – set-up).
First, an optimized PC-based flat lens optimized in
resolution (~ 0.8λ) and transmission efficiency (~ 30 %) is
presented. It operates in the negative refraction regime
(n = -1) [6-8] with a patterning scale (a/λ) of 0.3 (a denotes
the crystal period). The double focusing of a quasi-point
source was unambiguously experimentally assessed and
validated by three dimensional (3D) simulations. Second,
the focusing of a plane wave was studied by means of socalled GRIN (gradient index) lenses [9]. Square lattices of

hole and pillar arrays were designed, operating for
complementary optical field polarization, in the long
wavelength regime (a/λ < 0.1). Index variation in the
direction transverse to the direction of propagation is
obtained by varying the hole or pillar diameters while the
lattice period is kept constant. Here again, the focusing is
clearly evidenced by means of SNOM measurements. Then,
in a prospective manner, partial invisibility was searched by
means of two dimensional (2D) transformation optics
concepts to go beyond initial proposals based on mixed
pass- and stop- band photonic crystals [10]. Here, the idea
consists in decreasing the scattering by an object deposited
on a reflector [11]. A preliminary feasibility study of such a
device will be initiated.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to
fundamental physical principles which allow us to exploit
ultra-refraction phenomena using local and bulk dispersion
engineering in patterned dielectrics. In section 3, the InPbased technological platform used to fabricate hole and
pillar arrays at nanometer scale are presented. In Section 4,
experimental results by means of near field optical
microscopy are shown and analyzed notably by means of 3D
FDTD simulations. Section 4 contains concluding remarks
and prospects towards cloaking devices or integration of flat
photonic lenses in imaging systems are evoked.

2. Dispersion engineering in all-dielectric
propagation media
To perform dispersion engineering in all-dielectric artificial
materials, two main research axes are privileged, depending
on the structuring scale of the matter (a) versus operating
wavelength (λ). For a/λ ratios above 0.3, we face the
domain of PCs, intrinsically periodic, and whose ultrarefraction phenomena are extracted from band-structure
calculations. Generally, it consists in a “bulk” dispersion
engineering to reach one particular operating mode. One of
the most well-known examples of this class of devices is
undoubtedly the “flat lens”, detailed in section 2.1. For

As shown in Figure 2, which illustrates the double focusing
obtained for an incident point source with a flat lens,
promising performances are obtained with a very low level
of reflection at the input of the lens and a well-defined and
bright spot on the right hand side whose position fits merely
the expected value using geometrical optics. A slight
difference between d1 and d2 (theoretically perfectly equal)
that is observed is probably due to the presence of the ARCs
whose thicknesses are not negligible compared to the lens
thickness (10 %). The estimated resolution reaches 0.41λ,
which is lower than the Rayleigh limit, bringing this lens in
the field of “superlenses” but it remains higher than the
structuring scale as it can be expected (far from the concept
of “perfect lens” that only uses effective constitutive
parameters but ignores the real patterning scale).

lower a/λ ratios, typically around 0.1, we reach the
“metamaterial” regime with no requisite of periodicity and,
using the tools of transformation optics, localized dispersion
engineering becomes possible to develop GRIN (gradient
index) lenses, for example (see section 2.2) or more
complex devices towards the goal of invisibility.
2.1. Photonic crystal based flat lens
Figure 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the 2D PCbased flat lens we designed. In brief, we use a 2D PC of air
holes etched in a semiconductor matrix. The refractive
index of the latter is set to 3.26 and corresponds to the one
of the first propagating mode in an InP/InGaAsP/InP
heterostructure aimed to operate in monomode regime
around 1.5 µm. Lattice period and air filling factor are
adjusted to reach an n = -1 regime (crossing between the
light line and a pass-band with negative slope) in the second
pass-band of the PC for a/λ = 0.31. The triangular
arrangement of air holes is used to promote isotropic
behavior in terms of refraction.
2D Photonic Crystal:
Hole diameter
Lattice period
Filling factor
Effective index (neff)
Anti-reflecting coatings (ARC):
Triangle height (h)
Triangle base (b)
Semiconductor thickness in
front of a hole (t)
Flat lens:
Number of rows
Thickness :
- Without ARC
- With ARC
Resolution at 1.55 µm
Focusing lengths
- d1
- d2

347 nm
476 nm
48 %
3.26
329 nm
238 nm
33 nm
13

Figure 2: 2D FDTD simulation of the PC based flat lens
described in Figure 1.

5.36 µm
6 µm
640 nm (0.41λ
λ)
2.24 µm
2.35 µm

2.2. GRIN lenses
d1

d2

The double focusing of a point source using a flat lens
obtained by negative refraction is not the sole operating
mode which could be interesting to reach using flat lenses
in the field of nanophotonics. Even if the previous lens
possesses interesting properties in terms of applications,
notably the fact that it behaves very differently versus the
nature of the incident wave (fully transparent in theory for a
plane wave and focusing for a point source), the opposite
behavior could also be of interest: the focusing of a plane
wave. GRIN lenses, for GRadient INdex lenses, have been
discovered a long time ago but very few have been
engineered up to now for integrated nanophotonics. In this
area, our ability to engineer dispersion using periodic or
pseudo-periodic PCs or metamaterials can be helpful to
design original and efficient lenses?

Figure 1: Dimensioning and expected performances of the
2D PC based flat lens at 1.55 µm.
As it is commonly admitted in the field of PCs, an n = -1
index value is not sufficient to guarantee the fabrication of a
performing flat lens. Indeed, in terms of surface impedance,
such an n value is not synonymous of z = 1, the necessary
condition to match that of the adjacent air. Moreover,
extraction of effective permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ)
which can be performed (with caution for such a/λ values)
on such crystals shows that not only ε and µ are far from
unity but they also vary strongly with the incidence angle of
the wave impinging on the crystal. To overcome this
limitation and to obtain high light transmission efficiency
through the lens, anti-reflection coatings (ARCs) have been
superimposed on both sides of the lens. The main concern
was to ensure matching for the largest incidence angle range
possible. 2D simulations of PCs covered by ARCs
composed of triangles situated between two successive
holes of the PC (see Figure 1, middle row) yielded
transmission levels higher than 80% for incidence angle as
high as 60°.

Figure 3 illustrates an approach that can be developed based
by changing some of the parameters of a PC lattice to
modify locally its effective refractive index. Let us mention
here that what matters to control precisely the propagation
of light in the device is the index difference between two
regions of space. The origin of this gradient, i.e. whether it
arises from a domain with positive or negative index values,
is not fundamental. This explains why such gradients can be
obtained for low a/λ values by exploiting for example the
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slope of the first band of an all-dielectric PC, slope whose
amplitude depends mainly on two coupled parameters: the
lattice period and the filling factor. Moreover, as a local
engineering is needed and has to operate for a particular
incidence angle, most of the constraints developed in the
previous paragraph concerning isotropy for impedance
matching are here relaxed. Additional degrees of freedom
will exist for the design of GRIN lens, such as the use of
hole or pillar arrays, as shown in the following.

3. Technological platform
The all-dielectric prototypes developed in the following
make use of a common one-mask technological process. It
allows us to create the different building blocks including
the devices and their environment: optical waveguide for
injecting and/or collecting light as well as hole or pillar
arrays for the active zones.
To build the 2D ½ photonic devices, we start from an InPbased heterostructure grown by molecular beam epitaxy:
Superstrate InP (0.2 µm) / Core InGaAsP (0.5 µm) / InP
(1.3 µm) / InP Substrate. Based on such a heterostructure, it
is possible to confine light in a plane (in the direction of
growth) and to use a unique propagation mode. This
propagation can then be modulated in the other two spatial
directions by a 2D-PC. The transverse propagation mode is
characterized by an effective index which is found to be
3.26.
Fabrication of PCs for near-field and infrared operation, or
even towards the visible range, relies on exploiting the most
advanced micro- and nanotechnologies. These are electron
lithography and deep etching, respectively. The first allows
us to define the pattern and geometry according to the
nanometric scale, while the second allows us to make holes
as well as define pillars with a high aspect ratio and
anisotropy. The technological process that we will describe
briefly draws its originality from its simplicity, that is to say
a unique mask allowing us to define large plots and/or
guides (several dozen or hundreds of µm long) and the
lattice of submicronic holes in a single step. This same
mask is used also for etching. Figure 5(a) details the process
developed while Figure 5(b) illustrates some results
obtained at different stages of the process.

Hole diameter engineering

Figure 3: GRIN lens design by local hole diameter
engineering of a 2D photonic crystal
Since, the effective index in the first band of a PC is a direct
consequence of the filling factor, it appears natural, for a
fixed lattice period, to diminish the air hole diameter
(Figure 3) or to increase the semiconducting pillar diameter
if one wants to increase the local index. Also, it can be
shown that a parabolic variation of the index in the direction
normal to the direction of the propagation makes optical
rays bend towards a specific point of the real space.
Parabolic index variation

Plane wave
injection

Hole diameter : r(y)/a = 0.25 + 1.042 10-3 y2

Figure 4: 2D FDTD simulation of the focusing of a plane
wave by a PC based GRIN lens at 1.55 µm.
Figure 4 shows a 2D FDTD simulation of a GRIN lens
based on a hole diameter engineering at 1.55 µm starting
from a PC equivalent to the one described for the flat lens.
A 0.6λ spot size is obtained. Here, given that geometrical
changes are required, a crucial issue is to estimate the range
of particle, hole or pillar, diameters within reach of our
technological platform.

Figure 5: (a) One-mask technological process and (b) SEM
view of fabricated devices.
The technological process relies on the use of a negative
electronic resist, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), which is
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well known for its resolution (~3–8 nm) and its capacity to
resist plasma attacks after oxidation. Moreover, its
negativity implies that only written zones will remain in
place after development. This represents an undeniable
advantage for our structures, insofar as the optical wave
guides (narrow at 0.4–0.6 µm, but long at some mm) and
the PC (with hole filling factor approaching 50%) can be
simultaneously defined.

Such a result is however extremely encouraging, even if
from the 2D design process to the 3D prototype reality,
many parameters can cause a slight shift of the optimal
operating wavelength around the targeted value (around a
few per cent). Moreover, the ARC design which tolerates a
large range of incidence angles remains resonant in
wavelength and is also designed for a precise wavelength.
Here also, small deviations from the initial mask design to
the fabricated lens interface can be obtained. This quite
general issue of 3D reality versus 2D design will be
addressed in the next paragraph.

In short, a resist thickness of approximately 500 nm is
deposited on the epitaxial layer. After looking for an
optimal dose and fine correction of the proximity effects, a
stage of electronic lithography allows us to describe the
pattern to be created in the resist. This pattern integrates
rectangular structures with a high length/width aspect ratio
and discs that are submicronic in size but high in density.
Non-exposed resist is dissolved with a KOH developer. The
remaining resist is then oxidized and acquires a hardness
that is sufficient to withstand etching of the semiconductor
epitaxial layer. Etching is done by inductive coupled
plasma, with a gas of the type Cl2/H2/CH4, allowing us to
obtain the desired anisotropic etching with the high aspect
ratio after optimization. Width/diameter ratios for the holes
of approximately five to 10 can be obtained, allowing us to
reach the 2D½ regime we are looking for. Figure 5(b)
illustrates some results obtained showing the large
regularity obtained for the lattice associated with the
perfectly defined etching flank for the lens. The same
approach is used to fabricate the ARCs on both sides of the
lens or for the fabrication of pillar arrays. In this last case,
special attention is paid to the deep etching since its
dynamic differs (species evacuation) compared to the hole
formation.

(1) 21-row n = -1 flat lens without ARCs / λ = 1.55 µm

(2) 13-row n = -1 flat lens with ARCs / λ = 1.55 µm

Figure 6: Double focusing experiments (using SNOM setup) using PC based n = -1 flat lenses at 1.55 µm

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. SNOM measurements
Figure 6 shows SNOM (scanning near filed optical
microscope) measurements which illustrates the double
focusing effect with an n = -1 PC based flat lenses at λ =
1.55 µm. In the first case (1), which corresponds to a bare
21-rows lens, a focused spot with a low intensity,
approximately 1/100e of the incident power, is registered at
the expected position behind the lens (about 4.3 µm / half
the lens thickness for an equivalent source-lens distance).
The associated resolution, taking into account the finite
dimension of the probe is estimated to 0.8λ. The second set
of experiments (2) tests the behavior of 13-row lenses
covered by ARCs. Several different ARC designs were used
to test the robustness of our theoretical approach to
technological constraints. In all cases, the transmission light
efficiency is significantly increased compared to the bare
lens to reach a maximum estimated about 30 %. In this last
case, resolution is close to λ, probably due to a set of PCs
with higher propagation losses due to less deep holes
obtained during the etching process.

pillar array

incident
plane wave

hole array

focal point

Figure 7: Focusing of a plane wave by a pillar-based (left
side) or hole-based (right side) GRIN lens at 1.55 µm
Figure 7 illustrates the preliminary results obtained in the
case of hole-based or pillar-based GRIN lenses also at 1.55
µm. As a major difference compared to flat focusing lenses,
one can observe the injection region which consists of a
large (three times the lens dimension) aperture cut
waveguide to generate a quasi-plane wave. In practice we
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start from a classical optical waveguide, as before, but
instead of keeping it at a subwavelength dimension up to
the vicinity of the lens, this “horn” waveguide is
progressively widened, over a distance much longer than
the guided wavelength to avoid extra losses. As seen on the
SNOM images, it allows us to define a planar wavefront as
expected. For the two lenses, a focus spot is obtained at the
output of the lens at the position anticipated by the FDTD
calculations (0.7λ). In the hole case, the width of this spot is
about 0.8λ (taking into account the probe finite dimension),
close to the expected theoretical value. In the pillar case, a
larger spot is unexpectedly obtained which remains to be
fully interpreted.

altitude. Looking at Figure 5(b), this means that the
reconstructed image is composed of information collected at
different heights and does not correspond to the case of a
2D simulation which presupposes invariance in the
transverse direction. To obtain simulated images as close as
possible to the experimental ones, shown at the bottom of
Figure 8, we start from a full 3D FDTD device simulation
(taking into account the epitaxial sequence in the vertical
direction, the input waveguide, the real lens height and
finite depth of holes, ARCs, …) and extract the calculated
optical field using the topology map given by the SNOM.
Such a procedure has been applied for two distinct SNOM
probe courses: a few nanometers (left side of figure 8) and
1.6 µm (right side of figure 8) above the surface. Behind the
lens this latter distance corresponds to the longitudinal
plane of the quantum well of the confining heterostructure
and thus to the plane where maximum optical power is
expected.

4.2. Three dimensional analysis
In the field of nanophotonics making use of PCs and/or
metamaterials to exploit abnormal refraction properties,
most of the designing procedures are carried on 2D models.
By essence, reality is intrinsically 3D and so are the
fabricated prototypes. The analysis of measurements
becomes thus sometimes difficult when exclusively
compared to 2D simulations. Erroneous conclusions can
even be drawn from a careful study of experimental images.

Strong similarities between SNOM and such reconstructed
images can be evidenced. One of the main added values of
the approach concerns the spot size estimation. It is very
tempting using SNOM images to claim a subwavelength
resolution using the image corresponding to a probe course
close to the substrate (left side of Figure 8). However in this
case, the spot position is too close from the output interface
of the lens compared to the targeted operating regime, and
do not respect Snell’s law of refraction for n = -1. On the
contrary, the right hand side images, calculated in the
quantum well plane of the confining heterostructure, give
larger spots, not subwavelength (between 0.8λ and λ), but
correctly positioned. This shows the extreme difficulty of
interpreting SNOM images directly, especially when
devices have rough surfaces and a probe which follows their
topology at a fixed distance.

To avoid such misguided interpretations, 3D calculations
are required even if they may be impractical for
optimization purposes due to the calculation time and
memory space requirements needed to obtain sufficient
precision. However, for reverse engineering, a post-2D
numerical image reconstruction is particularly informationrich. Figure 8 illustrates such an approach dedicated to the
double focusing experiment by an n = -1 flat lens evaluated
using SNOM images.
3D Simulation : Image at a given height (1.6 µm above the substrate)

Despite these necessary precautions, our 3D analysis has
unambiguously confirmed that the measured phenomena
were those expected and optimized using a 2D approach.
Excellent performances have been obtained both for flat
lenses and GRIN lenses at optical wavelengths. However,
the 2D picture of a double focusing using a PC based flat
lens or plane wave focusing using a GRIN lens is often too
simple to evaluate resolutions and a fully 3D approach is
required to predict the real performance of such devices for
applications in future integrated photonic circuits.

3D Simulation :
Image reconstruction
following the SNOM
probe course

A few nm above the substrate

1.6 µm above the substrate

5. Concluding remarks and prospects

SNOM measurements
The SNOM probe
follows the
device topology
(variable height)

Figure 8: Analysis of SNOM images using 3D FDTD
simulation of the double focusing experiment by a flat lens

At this stage, we have shown the ability of full dielectric
periodic or pseudo-periodic 2D½ crystals to reach
interesting performances as focusing lenses (for point
sources or plane waves) using bulk or localized dispersion
engineering. We have also seen that, on a practical side, both
hole and pillar based approaches for patterning a
semiconducting heterostructure can be employed.

In practice, a SNOM image is formed by recording the
optical power coupled to a probe which follows the device
topology at a given distance, and thus at a variable absolute

If it is commonly accepted now that PC based devices will
not reach outstanding performances in terms of
subwavelength resolution for example due to their
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structuring scale compared to the promises of metamaterials,
they are undoubtedly the most mature systems for
applications at optical wavelengths. To deepen our
knowledge, the next development stages of such devices can
be envisaged in two main directions.
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MTT 53: 1535-56, 2005
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Phys. Lett., 97: 071119, 2010
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2008
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15757-15768, 2010
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Pendry, A.F. Starr, D.R. Smith, Metamaterial
electromagnetic cloak at microwave frequencies.
Science, 314: 977-80, 2006
[13] E. Centeno, D. Cassagne, Graded Photonic crystals.
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First, can the field of transformation optics rich of proposals
for manipulating light at ultra-short scale be explored using
all-dielectric structures [12-13]? One possible avenue would
be to design geometries mixing holes and pillars. As shown
in Figure 9, our technological “single mask” process can
fully meet these objectives. In this case, the main practical
challenge is to evaluate the ultimate limits in dimensions for
pillar or hole diameters and heights we are able to fabricate
to fulfill the stringent precision of dispersion required by the
theory of transformation optics to perform cloaking or
routing functions at optical wavelengths.
pillars

holes

Figure 9: Towards transformation optics based devices:
combination of holes and pillars in a single technological
process for a metamaterial which mimics a flat mirror.
The second research axis consists in understanding how the
fabricated lenses could be of use for more complex
applications for detection and/or imaging [14]. Preliminary
results for infrared detection and imaging, inspired by
tomography in reflection, including an n = - 1 flat lens have
been proposed [15]. These works are currently pursued with
GRIN lenses in a transmissive approach.
In all cases, it is believed that the performances reached by
all-dielectric devices at optical wavelengths open right now
the way for future innovative applications for integrated
nanophotonics.
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domain. For each of spectral components, the periodic line
sources excite a set of weighted space-harmonic fields. The
spectral response of the photonic crystal to the line source
excitation is calculated using the lattice sums [7], the Tmatrix of a circular cylinder, and the generalized reflection
and transmission matrices of the layered system [8]. The
radiated field is obtained by the finite integral of the spectral
response. The directivity and beam shaping of radiation
related to the far-zone fields can be calculated by the
conventional asymptotic method without performing the
integration.
In this manuscript, we give the physical insight into why the
radiation patterns are modified in the presence of the
photonic crystals. For this purpose, the lattice sums and
generalized reflection matrix technique in the spectral
domain is useful because the radiated far field is obtained in
closed-form using the generalized reflection and
transmission matrices of photonic crystals. It is shown that
the directivity of radiation is uniquely determined by the
location of transmission windows of the photonic crystal in
the frequency and angular spectral domains and the FabryPerot resonance condition for the radiated field in the space
surrounding the source. Numerical examples demonstrate
the validity of the theoretical analysis.

Abstract
A novel formulation of radiation from a localized line
source placed in two-dimensional photonic crystals
consisting of layered periodic arrays of parallel circular
cylinders is presented. The method employs the spectral
domain approach. The spectral response of the photonic
crystals to the line source excitation is calculated using the
lattice sums, the T-matrix of a circular cylinder and the
generalized reflection and transmission matrices of the
layered system. The far-zone radiated field is obtained using
the conventional asymptotic method to the spectral response.
The radiation patterns of the localized line source
sandwiched by two photonic crystals are numerically
studied. It is shown that the directivity is uniquely
characterized by the transmission windows of the photonic
crystals in the frequency and angular spectral domains and
the Fabry-Perot resonance condition for the radiated field in
the space surrounding the source.

1. Introduction
Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric or metallic
structures [1], in which the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in particular direction is prohibited or allowed within
a certain frequency range. Because of these distinct features,
the photonic crystals have received a growing attention for
their applications to antennas and waveguide components in
microwave and millimetre wave regions. For the antenna
applications, the electromagnetic crystals have been used as
substrates [2] and superstrates [3] for the radiating elements.
The electromagnetic radiation from antennas coupled to
photonic crystals has been extensively investigated using the
array scanning method [4] combined with the method of
moments, the phased array method [5] combined with the
plane-wave expansion method, the finite difference time
domain method [6]. These studies have reported that the
radiation patterns of antennas are remarkably improved
through the interaction with photonic crystals.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to formulate the
radiation from a line source placed in photonic crystals
consisting of layered periodic arrays of parallel circular
cylinders. The method employs the spectral domain
approach. The line source is transformed into an infinite
periodic array of linearly phased line sources in the spectral

2. Formulation of the Problem
We consider a two-dimensional model of a localized source
coupled to a photonic crystal as shown in Fig. 1. An
impressed electric line source with J ( x , y )
( x ) ( y ) zˆ is
located at the origin of x-y coordinate system. The line
source is sandwiched in between a photonic crystal and a
dielectric slab backed by a perfect conductor with separation
distances t1 and t2 , respectively. The background medium is
a free space. The crystal consists of N-layered periodic
arrays of circular cylinders, which are infinitely long in the z
direction and periodically spaced with a common distance h
in the x direction. The cylindrical elements should be same
along each layer of the arrays but those in different layers
need not be necessarily the same in material properties and
dimensions. Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of the
square lattice, where the identical arrays of cylinders with
are layered
the same radius a and relative permittivity

2

with an equal spacing in the y direction. The relative
permittivity and thickness of the dielectric slab are s and d ,
respectively.

/h

h
2

E z ( x, y )

E z , P ( x, y , ) d .

(6)

/h

Thus the problem is reduced to calculate the electric field
Ez , P ( x, y, ) radiated from the infinite periodic array of
linearly phased line sources J P ( x, y, ) .
Using the Fourier integral representation of the Hankel

Ezi ( x, y, ) radiated from the
periodic line sources J P ( x, y, ) defined by (4) is

function, the primary field
expressed as follows:
i

E z ( x, y , )

e

i h

e
Fig.1. A line source sandwiched in between 2D
photonic crystal and a dielectric slab backed by a
perfect conductor.
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the up-going and down-going space harmonics given by (7)
are expressed in terms of the amplitude vector s ( ) defined
as follows:

s( )

(4)

Ez ( x, y ) from a localized line source:
( x) ( y)

(8)

H 0 is the zero-th order Hankel

,

harmonic fields up-going in the region y

h) e i

0)

with the origin at the -th line source. Since the primary
field is expressed as a superposition of the Floquet mode, the
scattered fields can be calculated using the technique of the
reflection and transmission matrices of layered periodic
arrays for the incidence of plane waves. The periodic line
sources located on the plane y 0 excite a set of space

/h

(x

(y

( ) y]

function of the first kind and

It follows that if Ez , P ( x, y, ) is the electric field radiated
from a periodic array of line sources defined as:

J P ( x, y , )

i[ x
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with

h

,

e
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we have the following expression:
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Since the system concerned is not periodic, the conventional
Floquet mode expansion method cannot be directly used.
Instead, let us consider the expression of the localized line
source in terms of an infinite periodic array of linearly
phased line sources in the spectral domain. Using the
identities:

( x)

(1)

H 0 ( k0

2
h

( )

.

(9)

Using the lattice sums and generalized reflection matrix
technique, radiation problem is reduced to a reflection and
transmission problem of electromagnetic crystal for space

(5)

i[

is given by:

x

( ) y]

} , where l
2l / h
harmonic fields {e
(l 0, 1, 2, ) . The details of the calculation procedure
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are presented in [9,10]. Following the proposed analysis by
the authors, the amplitude vector c( ) of space harmonic
fields characterizing the transmitted field into the upper
half-space is obtained as follows [9,10]:
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stopbands, 0

where R1 ( ) and F1 ( ) are the generalized reflection and

in

transmission matrices of the upper crystal, R 2 ( ) is the
reflection matrix of the dielectric slab backed by a perfect
conductor, s ( ) denotes the vector of the spectral amplitude
of the line source excitation and
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1 over 0
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the

other
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hand,

because the lower

dielectric slab is backed by a perfect conductor.

is the Kronecker’s delta.

3. Design Principle of Directivity of the Line
Source Coupled to Photonic Crystals
Equations (16)-(18) indicates that the directivity depends on
three functions F1,00 ( k0 , ) , D ( k0 , ) and K ( k0 , ) . Since

exp ik 0
k0

4

,

(15)

K ( k0 , ) is a smooth function of

for a fixed wave-

number k0 , the directivity is governed by the frequency and

k0 cos

angular-spectral response of F1,00 ( k0 , ) and D ( k0 , ) .
Bearing this in mind, the directivity is categorized into three
cases as follows:

where T0l ( ) represents the (0, l ) -element of the matrix
T defined in Eq.(10),

the

R2,00 ( k0 , )

Applying the steepest-decent method to the transmitted field
in the spectral domain expressed in terms of c( ) , the far
field of radiation is obtained as follows:
Ez ( , )

R1,00 ( k0 , )]

have unique features distinct from those of conventional
dielectrics and magnetic materials. For photonic crystals,
there exist stopbands or transmission bands in which the
propagation of electromagnetic waves in particular direction
is prohibited or allowed within a certain frequency range.
The locations of the stopbands and transmission bands and
their strengths depend on the lattice parameters and sizes of

with
D( )

(17)

| T00 ( k0 , ) |2 . In (16)-(18), R1,00 ( k0 , ) and F 1,00 ( k0 , )

)] s( )

1(

i 2 k0 t sin

R2,00 ( k0 , )

Since s0 ( k0 cos ) in Eq.(9) is proportional to 1/ sin , it
follows that the directivity of radiation is proportional to

(10)

)

i 2 k0t1 sin

i 2 k0t2 sin

x2

y2

and

is the

observation angle measured from the x-axis. In what follows,
we shall focus the present analysis on the case
of h / 0 1.0 , which is usually assumed in the antenna
applications of photonic crystals. In this case, the principal
nature of the far field given by Eq.(15) is governed by the
fundamental space-harmonic component with l 0 because

Case [1]:

F 1,00 ( k0 , )

0 and R1,00 ( k0 , )

1 for

0
180 ;
In this case, the transmission of electromagnetic waves
through the electromagnetic crystal is prohibited for a given
frequency and hence there is no radiation into the upper
half-space for 0
180 .

all other harmonic components contained in T0l ( ) become
the non-propagating evanescent waves in the y direction.

Case [2]:

Approximating T00 ( k0 cos ) by the principal terms, we
have:

In this case, the space sandwiched by the grounded dielectric
slab and the upper crystal behaves as a Fabry-Perot
resonator to the line source. The primary field radiated from
the line source resonates when D ( k0 , ) 0 is satisfied

T00 ( k 0 cos )

F1,00 ( k 0 , )
D ( k0 , )

K ( k0 , ) e

ik0 t1 sin

(16)

R 1,00 ( k0 , )

1 and D ( k0 , )

0;

and the radiation is enhanced in the particular direction

where

which satisfies D ( k0 , )

4

0 for the given frequency.
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1,

we may express R1,00 ( k0 , ) and R2,00 ( k0 , ) as follows:
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coefficients. Then the resonance condition D ( k0 , )

0

for the Fabry-Perot resonator is expressed as follows:
P ( k0 , )

2k0t sin
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)
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1, 2, 3, )
(21)
where P ( k0 , ) defines the phase function in the transverse
direction and t t1 t2 . It should be noted that even if the
resonance condition (21) is satisfied for a particular
direction , the radiation into the upper half-space does not
occur so long as the transmission window with
F1, 00 ( k0 , ) 0 is not opened in that direction.

Case [3]: 0

(

1 and D ( k0 , )

Fig.2.

Generalized

transmission

R1,00 ( k0 , )

reflection

F1,00 ( k0 , )

coefficients

electromagnetic crystal with N
angle
of observation.

and

of

the

12 as functions of the

0;

In this case, the resonance condition is not satisfied and
hence the primary field from the line source is directly
radiated into the upper half space through the transmission
windows of the upper crystal. Then the directivity strongly
depends on the intrinsic electromagnetic nature of the crystal.

4. Numerical Validation of the Theory
To validate the proposed principle for designing the
directivity, we have simulated the radiation pattern of the
line source shown in Fig. 1 for several different resonator
size t t1 t2 . The photonic crystal consists of a square
lattice formed by the parallel circular cylinders having
radius a / h 0.13 and relative permittivity
9.8 . The
relative permittivity and thickness of the lower dielectric
slab are s 3.5 and d / h 1.0 . The line source is excited
at the frequency h /

0

0.49 where

0

Fig.3. Phase function P ( k0 , ) versus the angle

observation for different values of the distance t1
between the line source and the electromagnetic crystal,
where t 2 / h

0.5 and N

For the given frequency h /
bands

2 / k 0 . At this

98

normalized frequency only the 0-th order space harmonic
becomes the propagation wave. All of these parameters are
fixed throughout the numerical examples.

in

the

12 .

0

0.49, there exist wide stop-

directions

of

25

82

and

155 .Within the stop-bands, the crystal behaves

as a perfectly reflecting superstrate with R 1,00

1 , which

does not allow the transmission of electromagnetic waves
radiated from the line source. We can see that the reflection
coefficient is almost zero at
10 and
170 and
narrow transmission bands are formed around these two
directions. It could be seen also that the transmission

Firstly, we calculated the generalized reflection R 1,00 and
transmission F 1,00 coefficients of the upper crystal with
N

of

12 and the phase function P ( k0 , ) . Figure 2 shows

coefficient is F 1,00

R 1,00 and F 1,00 as functions of the observation angle .

0.18 at

90 and the reflection

coefficient R 1,00 is very close to 1.0 in this direction. On
the other hand, R 2,00

5

1 for 0

180 , because the

dielectric slab is backed by a perfect conductor. Figure 3
shows the phase function P ( k0 , ) defined by Eq.(21) as
functions of
t1 : t1 / h

for t 2 / h

0.5 and three different values of

0.45, 0.55 and 0.5982. Note that the size of the

resonator (t t1 t2 ) increases with t1 . We can see that the
phase function P ( k0 , ) at around

90 approaches to

the resonance as t1 increases. When t1 / h 0.5982 , a
complete resonance, which satisfies Eq. (21) with n 1 is
obtained at
90 .
The characteristics of

R1,00 ( k 0 , ) ,

F1,00 ( k 0 , )

and

(b ) t1 / h

P ( k0 , ) shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are used to analyze the

0.55

directivity of radiation under the prescribed parameters. The
results are compared with those numerically calculated using
Eq. (15). Figure 3 shows that when t1 / h 0.45 , the phase
function P ( k0 , ) is far from the resonance condition
Eq.(21) over 0
180 . Then the energy radiated from
the line source is transmitted in the three directions of
10 , 90 and 170 through the transmission windows
of the upper crystal as shown in Fig. 2. When t1 / h

0.55,

the phase function P ( k0 , ) approaches to the resonance for
90

and hence, the radiation in this direction is
( c ) t1 / h

increased, whereas the radiation in
10 and 170 is
decreased because these directions are far from the
resonance. When t1 / h 0.5982, the phase function satisfies

0.5982

Fig.4. Radiation patterns of the line source placed with (a)

t1 / h

0.45, (b) t1 / h

where t 2 / h

the resonance condition for
90 and hence the resonant
radiation in this direction will occur with a suppression of
the directional side lobes in the directions of
10 and

0.55 and (c) t1 / h

0.5 and N

0.5982,

12 .

Figure 5 shows the phase function P ( k 0 , ) when t1 is

170 . The directivity of radiation calculated using Eq. (15)

is shown in Fig. 4 for three different values of t1 . We can
confirm that the directivity predicted from the analysis on
R1,00 ( k0 , ) , F1,00 ( k 0 , ) and P ( k0 , ) agrees well with

further increased to t1 / h

those obtained from the rigorous field analysis.

there occurs no resonant radiation because F1,00 ( k0 , )

function for t1 / h
(21) with n

1 at

1.20 and 1.618 . The phase

1.20 satisfies the resonance condition
45 and 135 . However, we note that

0

in these directions as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the
radiated energy is transmitted through the transmission
windows at
10 , 90 and 170 of the upper crystal. We
also note that P ( k 0 , 90 )

3

when t1 / h

1.20. This

means that the transmission into the direction of
90 is
in anti-resonance and hence the radiation in this direction is
significantly decreased. When t1 / h 1.20, therefore, we
can expect a directivity with enhanced directional lobes in
the directions of
10 and 170 . When t1 / h 1.618 , on
the other hand, the phase function P ( k 0 , ) satisfies the
( a ) t1 / h

resonance condition (13) at

0.45

35 , 90 and 145 . For this

case, there is no radiation in the direction of

6

35 and

145 because F1,00 ( k 0 , )

We can confirm again that directivity predicted from the
analysis on R1,00 ( k 0 , ) ,
F1,00 ( k0 , ) and P ( k 0 , )

0 in these directions, whereas

we can expect a strong resonant radiation in the direction of
90 through the transmission window as shown in Fig.2.
The directivity calculated using Eq.(15) is illustrated in Fig.
6.

agrees well with those obtained from the rigorous field
analysis.

5. Conclusions

Fig.5. Phase function

A novel formulation of radiation from a localized line source
embedded in photonic crystals consisting of layered periodic
arrays of parallel circular cylinders is proposed. The method
employs the spectral domain approach. The line source is
transformed into an infinite periodic array of linearly phased
line sources in spectral domain. In the spectral domain the
radiation problem is reduced to the problem of reflection and
transmission of the space harmonic waves by the finite
photonic crystals. The spectral response of the photonic
crystal to the line source excitation has been calculated using
the lattice sums, T-matrix of a circular cylinder, and the
generalized reflection and transmission matrices of the
layered system. The directivity of radiation from a localized
source coupled to photonic crystals has been investigated
theoretically using a two-dimensional model. The closed
form expression for the far field of radiation has been
derived and used to analyze the directivity. We have shown
that the directivity is uniquely determined by the
characteristics of the transmission windows of the crystals
and the Fabry-Perot resonance condition for the radiated
field in the space surrounding the source. This peculiar
feature could be used to design and control the radiation
pattern of photonic-crystal-based antennas.

P ( k0 , ) versus the angle

of observation for t 1 / h
where t 2 / h 0.5 and N

1.20 and t 1 / h 1.618 ,

12 .
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Abstract
We introduce a novel design of wide Slot Photonic Crystal
Waveguides (SPCW) by structuring the slot as a comb. This
allows performing dispersion engineering in order to
achieve very low group velocities over a few nanometers
bandwidth. This kind of SPCW offers opportunities to
realize devices requiring strong interactions between light
and an optically non-linear low index material by providing
an ultra-high optical density while easing the filling of the
slot due to its width. We will present dispersion engineering
results by Plane Wave Expansion method and Finite
Difference Time Domain analysis, followed by
experimental realization.

corrugations to the slot, similar to Bragg gratings. This
provides three additional degrees of freedom and allows
tailoring the guided mode in order to obtain a flat band
group index curve. It is shown that these corrugations
improve the localization of the electric field along the
waveguide direction.
We engineer the dispersion curves of the two modes,
because the W1 defect mode presents an easier coupling
from a strip waveguide due its mode profile and this mode is
guiding light when the slot is narrow, whereas the “slot”
mode is relevant when the slot is very large, which can be
required in applications such as sensing despite a lower
coupling efficiency, as explained in [10].

2. Dispersion engineering of the slot
1. Introduction
Photonic Crystals Waveguides (PCW) operating in slow
light regime are promising devices for all-optical signal
processing and enhanced light-matter interactions [1].
However, the issue of propagation losses at low group
velocities is still challenging their generalization, whereas it
has partially addressed by dispersion engineering [2]. The
strong dependence of the nonlinear phase shift on the group
velocity gives rise to strong benefits of slow light for
nonlinear operations [3]. This gain can be further enhanced
with the introduction of a slot, allowing the use of nonlinear
polymers with higher figures of merit than silicon [4].
Indeed, for χ(2) nonlinear polymers, efficient electrooptic
modulation has already been successfully reported [5-6].
Opening a slot along the line defect of PCW pulls the
fundamental mode of the slot within the photonic bandgap
[7]. This slope is positive in the First Brillouin Zone (FBZ),
unlike the standard defect mode. Depending on the slot
width, these two guided modes with the same even
symmetry can coexist [8], but the W1 defect mode exits the
photonic bandgap in case of large slots. The latter has
received more interest than the slot one, because of the
stronger optical confinement in narrow slots and an easier
coupling from/to a photonic nanowire. Due to a stronger
confinement in narrower slots and an easier coupling, the
W1 defect band has received more interest [5-6,8-9]. But
wider slots improve the poling efficiency of χ(2) polymers
and are more easily filled [6].
We report here a method to obtain a SPCW with wide
slot, i.e. > 150 nm, operating in a flat band slow light
regime. We realize this dispersion engineering by adding

2.1. Introduction of a slot mode
The SPCW is optimized through calculations performed by
Plane Wave Expansion method using the MPB software [11]
for a quasi-TE polarization. Eigenmodes are calculated in
the unit cell depicted in fig. 1, consisting in a Silicon On
Insulator (SOI) slab with a lower silica layer and an upper
cladding layer (e.g. polymer), with indices nSilicon=3.48,
nSilica=1.44 and nPolymer=1.6, respectively. The slab thickness
h is fixed to 260 nm, the lattice constant a=400 nm, and the
hole radius r is 120 nm to ensure a wide TE bandgap. As
explained in our previous work [12], the optimization
process begins with the choice of the desired slot width Wslot.
For technological reasons, it is preferable to work with large
slots, at least larger than 150 nm. This requires an
enlargement of the line defect in order to keep the guided
mode within the photonic bandgap. Therefore, we change
the W1 defect to W1.25, i.e. a width of 1.25√3a.
2.2. Tuning the slot mode
The W1.25 photonic crystal waveguide is taken as a starting
point. We then calculate the dispersion diagram for
increasing values of Wslot, in order to evaluate the suitable
Wslot value giving a flat dispersion curve under the light line
to the “slot” mode. The dispersion curve is progressively
flattened for increasing Wslot values, as the frequency values
increase near the edge of the FBZ at k=0.5. The optimum is
found around Wslot =0.4a because for larger values, the
dispersion curve slope becomes positive. In the same time,
the increasing values of W s l o t reject the W1 defect

∆ω ,

GBP = ng

(1)

ω0

where <ng> stands for the average group index over a
bandwidth ∆ω and ω0 the central wavelength, we obtain a
GBP of 0.139. It has to be kept in mind that this GBP is not
as large as in some previous studies [2] because of the
cladding layer index considered here (nPolymer=1.6) which
enlarges the light cone compared to air cladding, thus
reducing the available bandwidth.
We express the optical confinement [12] by defining
the ratio of optical power within the slot over the total
power, and the optical intensity I as divided by the crosssection of section of the slot, i.e. h*Wslot with h the height of
the silicon slab. We include the effect of electromagnetic
density enhancement due to slow light propagation by
setting this confinement as the product of the previous
optical intensity and the group index ng for the m-th mode:

Figure 1: Schematic draw of the unit cell with all relevant
parameters in the yz plane.
mode outside the photonic bandgap when it reaches
Wslot=0.4a. Next, it is here necessary to pre-compensate the
slope of the guided mode before introducing corrugations to
the slot by shifting the W2 and W3 hole rows. Forecoming
simulations indeed show that decreasing the two values of
W2 and W3 (which are nominally equal to 0.5√3a) makes
the slope negative under the light line.
We then introduce corrugations on the slot as described
in fig. 1. The comb possesses three parameters: the duty
cycle l, the depth dy of the gratings, and the displacement dx
of the comb grating regards to the center of the first hole
row. It is crucial to keep the periodicity of the comb exactly
the same as that of the photonic crystal. Therefore, the
bandgap remains controlled by the hole lattice, and the comb
provides the three additional degrees of freedom previously
mentioned for dispersion engineering. Results about the
obtained group index values by considering W1.25,
W2=W3=0.4√3a, Wslot=0.4a, dx=0, l=0.8, dy=0.35a,
respectively, are reported on fig.2. By referring to the
definition of the group index bandwidth product (GBP):

ηm =

ng , m
hWs

∫
∫

(ε (r ) E (r ) ) d r
( ε (r ) E ( r ) ) d r

comb

cell

2

3

m

2

(2)

3

m

We find here for our structure a confinement factor of
144 µm-2, for an in-slot confinement of 15% of the total
power. We recall for comparison that in the case of total
internal reflection slot waveguide with the same slot width,
the confinement factor is only around 10 µm-2, representing
a fifteen-fold enhancement of the confinement. Interestingly,
compared to SPCW without any structuration of the slot, the
narrowing of the slot provides a stronger confinement of the
mode along the waveguide direction, as seen on fig. 2 d).
Despite an expectable increase of the scattering losses, it
still remains interesting since the modal volume becomes
strongly reduced by this structuration, and the same goes for
the nonlinear effective area of the guided mode.
2.3. Tuning the W1 mode
Similar dispersion engineering to the one presented in the
previous section can be applied to tune the W1 defect mode.
The origin of this mode being different, it is less sensitive to
the structuration of the comb, when the mode is far from the
air band. Nevertheless, we can apply the same procedure.
We start with the choice of an adequate slot width, the slope
is adjusted by changing the values of W2 and W3, and
finally, we tailor the comb. If we want to engineer the
dispersion of a SPCW with a wider slot, it is better to work
with an enlarged PCW channel, e.g. W1.4, but we lose the
benefit of a stronger localization of light at the narrowing,
and it is harder to tailor the W1 defect mode which is more
sensitive to the modification of the hole array. Moreover, a
W1.25 defect still strongly reduces the overlap between the
mode and the holes, and leaves the slot as the main source
of scattering, then reducing the losses if compared to W1
SPCWs. After structuring the slot, we can see that the
parameter dx affects the mode profile. An optimum
confinement is found when dx=0.5a, as depicted on fig. 3.
This means that where the mode is naturally localized in the
slot, adding a corrugation there will strongly enhance the
local intensity in the slot, even more if the comb duty cycle

Figure 2: a) Band diagram of the dispersion engineered slot
mode. b) Corresponding group index. c) Cross-section of
the ε|E|² pattern at k=0.45 in the yz plane. d) Same pattern
viewed in the xy plane.
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Figure 4: Representation of the FDTD computational cell
with different detailed views. The source and the sensors are
highlighted in red and blue, respectively.
complete structure with all sub-regions is 177.5 µm. The
computational cell is wide enough to avoid coupling with
the Perfectly Matched Layers. We perform here 2D FDTD
calculations with slab effective index approximation for two
reasons: 3D FDTD is excessively time consuming for long
devices and out-of-plane losses are not a drawback, since we
work exclusively under the light line and backscattering is
the main source of losses. The effective index of the silicon
in the present case is evaluated to 2.83 by slab optical mode
solver. The simulation time range is 70 ps (i.e. 50,000 c/a
time units) and the source is a broadband gaussian pulse
centered at 1,550 nm with a spectral width of 500 nm. The
sensors have a resolution of 50 pm. The grid resolution is 20
nm per pixel. This represents a computation time of 50 hours
on 16 CPU. The parameters of the photonic crystal are
W1.4, W2=0.65, W3=0.45, r1=0.25a, r2=0.38a, r=0.3a, and
those of the comb are Wslot=0.4a, dy=0.5a, dx=0.5a, and
l=0.75. The engineered SPCW has a “W1” mode with group
index plateau of 45 over 5 nm as shown in fig. 5 and
calculated by PWE method. The group index dependence
with respect to the bandwidth is extracted from the FabryPerot fringes as described in [16]. The transmission is
around -12dB, even close to the band edge, confirming the
efficiency of the mode conversion and a low level of
intrinsic losses and coupling losses. However, we find a
mismatch between the group index curves calculated by

Figure 3: a) Band diagram of the dispersion engineered W1
defect mode (green curve). b) Corresponding group index. c)
Cross-section of the ε|E|² pattern at k=0.45 in the yz plane. d)
Same pattern viewed in the xy plane.
l is increased, leading to very sharp corrugations. We finally
tune the mode to obtain a flat band group index curve by
reducing the radius r1 of the first hole row to 0.28a and by
increasing the radius r2 of the second hole row to 0.38a,
similarly to [9]. In this case, with the following parameters:
W1.4, W2=0.65, W3=0.45, Wslot= 0.35a, dx=0.5a, dy=0.4a,
l=0.75, r1=0.28a, r2=0.38a, we obtain a mean group index
of 48 over a bandwidth of 4.5 nm, giving a GBP of 0.147.
This configuration gives a field concentration of 13% in the
slot, and a confinement factor of 177 µm-2. We do not
exploit the “slot” mode in this case, although present in the
photonic bandgap, since the shape of the comb decreases
the confinement of the mode in the slot, thus reducing its
interest.

3. FDTD Analysis
After optimization of the guided mode in the SPCW, it is a
necessity to compute the transmission of a complete device
for the evaluation of the propagation losses. The
transmission spectrum of the photonic crystal waveguide is
calculated by Finite Difference Time Domain simulation
using the MEEP software [13]. The implemented structure is
shown on fig. 4. It consists of a SPCW with input and output
waveguides. The strip waveguides are converted by a 15 µm
long taper into slot waveguides with a high coupling
efficiency [14] in order to convert adiabatically the mode
within the slot, at the input and output of the SPCW. Then,
the slot waveguide mode can be coupled to the SPCW one
using two transitions regions to adapt the fast light
propagation to a slow light regime by slightly stretching the
PC lattice in the longitudinal direction [15]. In the injection
zone, and next to the reflection zone, the lattice constants ainj
and arefl are stretched to 420 nm and 410 nm, respectively,
while the lattice constant a remains 400 nm in the central
part of the SPCW. As a whole, the length of the photonic
crystal crystal waveguide is 88.7µm, which keeps the device
footprint to an acceptable value, and the length of the

Figure 5: Up: group indices obtained by PWE calculation
(red curve) and FDTD calculation (blue dotted curve).
Down: corresponding FDTD transmission spectrum.
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PWE and FDTD methods due to a difference of the
definition of the computation grid, making hard to retieve
the same flat band group index curve with the same
parameters obtained by PWE. Moreover, the band edge is
shifted of approximately 5 nm. However, we retrieve a flat
band group index curve by FDTD calculation, confirming
the operation in slow light regime with a mean group index
of 35 on a 6 nm bandwidth. We underline here that the
running time is a critical parameter for the observation of the
interference fringes: indeed, physically, the slow pulse needs
to reach the output in order to be detected by the sensor.
Therefore, group indices above 70 are not consistent.
However, this computation gives a good estimation of the
level of coupling and intrinsic losses in the SPCW and
shows that it is possible to manipulate slow light by FDTD
method by directly linking it to the transmission spectrum.

4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a comb photonic crystal
waveguide is a suitable structure for strongly confining light
in a low index material. We have shown that a proper
dispersion engineering of the slot itself ensures a flat band
group index curve, enabling a slow light operation over a a
few nanometers bandwidth. Two structures relying on two
different guided modes have been presented. They are
operating in slow light regime with group indices of 40 and
48 over bandwidths of 5 nm and 4.5nm, respectively, with
slot widths above 140 nm at the narrowest parts. In-slot
optical confinements of 15% and 13 % are reported. The slot
enlargement is not realized at the expense of a low optical
intensity, and the narrowing of the slot into the comb
presents a high localization of the electric field, which is of
interest for configurations requiring small modal volume and
nonlinear effective area.
Finally, FDTD calculations showed an efficient mode
conversion from the photonic wire to the SPCW and a high
transmission near the band edge. The simulated structure
shows slow light operation with a flat band group index of
35 over a bandwidth of 6 nm and a transmission of -12 dB at
the band edge. The high localization of the electric field will
offer a good opportunity for sensing devices and nonlinear
optical effects.
The next task is to work towards the experimental
achievement of slow light propagation in a dispersion
engineered comb photonic crystal waveguide by analyzing
the interference fringes in a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer.
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Abstract
Self-collimation of light is explored in novel photonic crystals structures that combine either positive and negative index layers or homogeneous and etched dielectric materials.
These novel photonic crystals are demonstrated to present
resonant or slow light self-collimation effects. In metamaterials of zero-average optical index, diffraction-free beams
are in addition propelled with a cancelled total phase delay. In all dielectric structures based on 2D photonic crystal properties, self-collimation is shown to arise for almost
non-etched structures and in a slow light regime. A beam
propagation model is developed and gives a comprehensive
interpretation of these beam shaping properties.

1. Introduction
Beating light diffraction with linear optical devices has attracted much attention the last decade because of potential
applications for telecommunications, biophotonics or imaging systems. Using photonic crystals (PhCs) and more recently metamaterials, it has been shown that diffraction-free
beams can be generated without the help of any nonlinear
process such as Kerr effect. This linear property known
as self-collimation effect has firstly been introduced by H.
Kosaka in his pioneering works on PhCs[1]. In this approach, self-collimation stems from the use of ”flat dispersion curves” that present parallel group velocities for all the
Bloch waves constituting the beam. An other route to stop
diffraction relies on the unusual properties of metamaterials. This alternative has been recently explored in some theoretical studies [2], [3], [4] and in an experiment involving
dielectric PhC superlattices [5]. These structures are based
on 1D PhCs with a unit cell consisting of layers with complementaries electric and magnetic permittivities have led
to the concept of zero-average index metamaterials [6],[7],
[8]. Such metamaterials, presenting a null average index
over a lattice period, are known to present a forbidden band
named zero-n̄ gap that is insensitive to the period scaling,
to disorder or to the light polarization [7]. These properties
have been experimentally demonstrated with metamaterials
layers presenting double negative electric and magnetic permittivities alternated with air layers at GHz frequencies [9].
These experimental demonstrations have been transposed
in the near-infrared spectrum of light with photonic crystal superlattices [10], [5]. Kocaman and co-authors have in
addition proven that the phase delay of a signal propagating through an average index material is cancelled when its

frequency lies in the zero-n̄ gap. Although the transmission efficiency is very low in that case, these experimental
results show the ability of zero average index material to
control the light phase [11].
In recent works, we have shown that the selfcollimation effect can be made resonant or be combined
with slow light regime in layered media [4], [12]. Here,
we first present a beam propagation theory in layered media that provides the key parameters for getting the mesoscopic self-collimation or the phase compensation mechanism. Then we consider zero-average index metamaterials and demonstrate that resonant self-collimated beams
lying in zero-n̄ gap allow to cancel the phase delay of the
signal while maintaining a high transmission efficiency conversely to the recent results of Kocaman and co-authors
[11]. The role of material dispersion and its impact on the
resonance conditions in the zero-n̄ gap will be discussed.
In the third part, we will demonstrate that zero-average
index materials are not necessary to get self-collimation.
Photonic crystal superlattices of all-positive optical index
materials will be shown to propel diffraction-free beams.
Guided by the theoretical model, we will demonstrate that
mesoscopic self-collimation of light is governed by a scaleinvariant law. This theory leads to the design of original
devices with very low filling factors in air and presenting
slow light and self-collimation effects.

2. Theory of mescocopic self-collimation
Let us consider a layered media whose unit cell consists
in two slabs of thicknesses d1 and d2 (of lattice constant
D = d1 + d2 ), characterized by their dispersion relations of
the form ky (!, kx ). These photonic dispersions represent
either the effective optical properties of a metamaterial slab
or the photonic band diagram of a PhC layer. A Gaussian
beam U (x, 0) = exp( x2 /W02 ), of initial waist W0 , impinges the structures at y = 0. Assuming that reflections at
the layer interfaces are neglected, the electromagnetic field
is obtained with the following Fourier transform :

U (x, y) =

Z

1

dkx U (kx , 0)eikx x eiky (!,kx )y

(1)

1

p
where U (kx , 0) = W0 /(2 ⇡) exp( (kx W0 /2)2 ). In the
paraxial approximation, the propagation constant in each

For a given direction propagation, a dispersion curve
ky (!, kx ) is characterized by its curvature index nc which
1
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the case of a homogeneous medium, nc simply equal to
the optical index, but it can take positive or negative values
for metamaterial or 2D PhC media. Plugging Eq.(2) into
Eq.(1), one can derive the expression of the beam propagating through a lattice period D:
Z 1
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Figure 1: (a) and (c): dispersion relation. (b) and (d): Reflection coefficient for the structure composed of N = 50
periods. Black and red curves correspond to the nondispersive and dispersive cases respectively. The parameters are n1 = 1, n02 = 2, ⌘1 = 1, ⌘2 = 0.5, d1 = 2D/3,
d2 = D/3 and D/ 0 = 13/8. In (a) and (b) the dispersion
parameter is C = 0.5/ 0 and in (c) and (d) the dispersion
increases to C = 1/ 0 .
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(3)
This expression shows that to important parameters control
the phase and shape of the beam. It appears that the wave
accumulates the mean phase hky (!, 0)i D = k1 d1 + k2 d2
and that the initial GaussianDbeam
E can be retrieved when the
average curvature is null: n1c = 0. By introducing the
ratio in thickness layers ↵ = d2 /d1 , this condition writes:

zero−n gap
1.2
1
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1/nc1 + ↵/nc2 = 0
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This result demonstrates that beams self-collimated at the
mesoscopic scale obey to a scale-invariant law since it not
depends on the period D. In the following sections, we will
see that those parameters have a direct impact on the phase
compensation and self-collimation effects.
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Figure 2: (a) dispersion relation, (b) reflection coefficient where black and red curves correspond to the nondispersive and dispersive cases respectively. Same parameters as in Fig. 1 but D/ 0 = 1.5.

Before demonstrating resonant and slow light selfcollimation in zero-average index metamaterials, let us recall the necessary conditions to open a zero-n̄ and resonant
modes. For a 1D PhC consisting of a set of periodic layers of thickness d1 and d2 , optical indices n1 and n2 and
impedances ⌘1 and ⌘2 respectively, the dispersion relation
reads:

The impact of dispersion is studied by considering that
n2 ( ) = n02 + n2 ( ), where n2 ( ) = C(
0 ) is
assumed in first approximation to be a linear function vanishing at the wavelength 0 . Figures 1 and 2 show that
the FP peak broaden when the dispersion parameter C increases.
However, when the FP and the zero-average index conditions are simultaneously satisfied for the same frequency,
a sharp resonance appears whatever the material dispersion,
Fig. 2. These results indicate that a high control of the
material parameters is needed to create the right electromagnetic environment for the excitation of FP modes in the
zero-n̄ gap. Conversely to common defect modes localized
in microcavities embedded in Bragg mirrors, FP modes in
zero-average index materials are obtained without breaking the lattice period and propagate throughout the whole
structure without an exponential decay. This unique property allows us to envisage resonant beam shaping opera-

cos(D) = cos(hki D) + ⌧ sin(n1 kd1 ) sin(|n2 |kd2 ), (5)
2

1 ⌘2 )
where ⌧ = (⌘2⌘
and k = 2⇡/ is the wave number
1 ⌘2
in vacuum and  the Bloch wave vector. For mismatched
impedances, the zero-n̄ gap appears when the average phase
over a lattice period is null i.e hki D = 0. In the case
of homogeneous layers this leads to the zero-average index condition n1 d1 + n2 d2 = 0 [7]. Singular resonances
can however exist when the Fabry-Perot (FP) condition,
kn1 d1 = m⇡ is satisfied (m being an integer). As discussed in [4], for dispersive materials the opening of the
zero-n̄ gap and the obtention of the FP resonance can occur
for different frequencies. The offset between both conditions dramatically disturbs the band diagram since the resonance broadening reduces the extend of the zero-n̄ gap.

2

tions such as self-collimation. Since a FP mode is characterized by singulars wavevector and frequency, its dispersive properties cannot been deduced from a band diagram
analysis. However, the previous theory shows that mesoscopic self-collimation is obtained when the dispersion curvature are compensated for. In the case of homogeneous
slabs this condition writes d1 /n1 + d2 /n2 = 0. Combining
the zero-average index condition with the latter mesoscopic
self-collimation leads to d1 = d2 and n1 = n2 , which
are the parameters settled in V. Mocella’s experiment [5].
Figure 4 shows the propagation of a self-collimated beam
through 200 zero-average index metamaterial for the reduce frequency D/ = 1.5 corresponding to the resonant
FP mode of Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Band diagram and group index of a structure
whose parameters are n1 = 1, n02 = 1.25, ⌘1 = 1,
⌘2 = 0.5, d1 = 5D/9, d2 = 4D/9, D/ 0 = 39/55
and C = 1/ 0 . The red dashed line indicates the selfcollimation frequency D/ = 0.612.
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Figure 3: (a) Modulus of the electromagnetic field for a
self-collimated FP mode. (b) Phase of the signal inside the
zero-average index metamaterial.

Photonic crystals superlattices have firstly been introduced
to mimic zero-average index metamaterials but in the nearinfrared spectrum of light. This approach has successfully
proven that negative index slab of metamaterials can be replaced by 2D PhC layers of -1 effective index leading thus
to open a zero-n̄ gap [5], [11]. However, we have recently
demonstrated that these complex nanophotonic structures
can also been used to generate self-collimated beams without the need of zero-average index devices. Our approach
relaxes the numerous optical conditions introduced in the
previous section and enables to go further in the control
of light [12]. We start with the first dispersion band of a
2D PhC consisting of a square lattice of air holes etched
in a dielectric material of optical index n2 . In TM polarization, one recognizes a frequency domain presenting flat isofrequency curves used for guiding self-collimated beams
[13], Fig. 5. As shown Eq.(3), the local curvature of the dispersion curve drives the divergence of the beam during its
propagation through the PhC. In our case, flat iso-frequency
curves are associated to a null curvature in the M direction at the reduce frequency a/ = 0.235, Fig.6a. The
curvature changes sign either side of this frequency with a
2D PhC passing from a dispersive to a focalizing regime for
higher frequencies. Let us stress that here, the focalization
is related to the curvature of dispersion relation and not to a
specific value of the effective phase index.
Mesoscopic self-collimation stems from the focalization power of 2D PhCs to compensate diffraction in homogeneous layers. Consider now a photonic crystal superlattice alternating periodically the previous 2D PhC sized in a
layer of thickness d1 and a homogeneous slab of thickness
d2 and optical index n2 . The null average curvature con-

Beyond the resonant behavior of this diffraction-free mechanism, one can see that the phase of the signal is exactly
compensated over one lattice period. This zero-phase delay is in agreement with Eq.(3) where the accumulate phase
is null when the zero-average index condition is satisfied
i.e. hky (!, 0)i D = 0. This property as recently been experimentally observed but in a devices that not support FP
modes leading to a very low transmission efficiency smaller
than 20dB [11]. Here, this zero-phase delay can be combined with a resonant self-collimated beam carrying a high
amount of energy. The simulation of Fig. 3 shows that
the transmission coefficient is larger than 90% and finally
the incident beam seems to be translated over hundred of
wavelengths without any change in its phase or shape. This
result also proves that beam shaping operation can be dissociated from the value of the optical index but rather depends
on the local dispersion curvature. This property can be used
to tune the mesoscopic self-collimation frequency at the desired frequency in the photonic band diagram. The operating frequency can in particular be shifted near a photonic
band gap edge where the speed of light is known to dramatically decrease. Figure 4 gives the dispersion curve and
group index (ng = c/vg ) for a zero-average index metamaterial presenting a self-collimated condition at the boundary
of a zero-n̄ gap. High group index of 40 can be expected in
this configuration, showing the versatility of layered positive and negative index structures.
3

Figure 5: Iso-frequency curves of the first band and for TE
polarization. The PhC parameters are r/a = 0.2 and n2 =
2.9. The arrows indicate the direction of the group velocity
and the red and blue areas correspond respectively to IFCs
of positive and negative curvatures.
Figure 7: Map of the magnetic field modulus for a Gaussian beam of waist W0 = 8a (a) At the reduce frequency
p
a/ = 0.239 for a PhC superlattice for d1 = 4a 2 and
p
↵ = 1. (b) At the reduce frequency 0.243 for d1 = 3a 2
and ↵ = 3. (c) The same Gaussian beam propagating in
a homogeneous medium of optical index n2 = 2.9 and for
a/ = 0.239.
Figure 6: Curvature function 1/nc computed in M direction versus the reduce frequency. (a) For the infinite
2D PhC of unit cell depicted in the inset. The intersection
points between 1/nc and the straight dashed-lines for ↵ =
0, 1 and 3 correspond respectively to the self-collimation
frequencies for the unbounded 2D PhC and for PhC superlattices of two filling ratios in PhC layers. (b) Graph of
1/nc computed for the supercell corresponding
to a PhC
p
superlattice with ↵ = 1 and d1 = 3a 2 shown in the inset.

D/λ

dition over a macro period D writes 1/nc = ↵/n2 with
↵ = d2 /d1 showing that a continuous set of operating frequency can be chosen providing that 1/nc is negative. Selfcollimation is then expected to appears at the reduced frequencies 0.241 and 0.244 for ↵ = 1 and ↵ = 3 respectively.
These frequencies agree within an error of 1% to the exact
values extracted from superlattices band structures. For instance with ↵ = 1, the dispersion diagram obtained for the
unit cell depicted in the inset of Fig.6.b gives a null curvature at 0.239. These results are also confirmed by FDTD
simulations of beam propagation through superlattices presenting two ratios ↵ = 1 and ↵ = 3, Fig.7. Notice that the
filling factor in air is dramatically reduced since it attains
only 3% for ↵ = 3. This demonstrates that self-collimation
is achievable in almost non-etched devices.
Similarly to zero-average index metamaterials, a smart engineering of the dispersion relation allows us to push the
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macro period is
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D = 8a 2. In that case the self-collimation effect appears
in the slow light regime.

mesoscopic self-collimation frequency around a band gap
edge by tuning the size of the macro period D. Figure 8
shows dispersion band diagrams and their associated group
index for superlattices having a fixed ↵ = 1 but with two
4

distinct macro periods. New photonic band gaps originating
from Bragg interferences open now in the frequency rang
corresponding to the transparent window of the unbounded
2D PhC. It is seen that an additional forbidden band appears at the vicinity of
p the mesoscopic self-collimation frequency for D = 8a 2. In that case high group index of
30 to 50 can be found, enabling a slow light regime [12].
These results show that self-collimation can be combined
with slow light in superlattices, a property unattainable with
other PhC based devices.
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Abstract
Photonic metamaterials made of graded photonic crystals
operating near the bandgap frequency region are proposed
for field manipulation around λ=1.5µm. Proof-of-concept
structures have been studied using Hamiltonian optics and
FDTD simulation, fabricated, and characterized using farfield optical measurements. Experimental results are in
good agreement with predictions, showing the interest of
graded photonic crystals as an (ultra-low loss) alternative
solution to the use of metamaterials combining dielectric
and metallic materials with sub-wavelength unit cells.

1. Introduction
Controlling light trajectories and beam cross-sections of
waves in slab optical structures has received a strong
interest for some years. The main proposed approach is
based on the use of metamaterials [1-4]. With the formalism
of coordinate transformations, this method has led to several
results showing the possibility to control the flow of
electromagnetic fields in almost arbitrary shape
waveguiding structures [5-10]. However, strongly
anisotropic metamaterials with complicated permittivities
and permeabilities are needed at optical wavelengths, while
strong losses often appear due to the use of metals. This is
why experimental results have been mostly obtained by
reducing the goals to the use of all-dielectric structures, i.e.
by using sub-wavelength dielectric structures to control the
local average optical index of planar waveguides [11,12].
We present here another approach for the control of
optical beams, which relies on strong index contrast (silicon
on insulator: SOI) photonic crystals operating near the
photonic bandgap and allows to: i) remove the use of
metals, ii) operate with dielectric corrugation with periods
around 400nm to lead to easier clean room fabrication.
Proof-of-concept structures made of one or several 90°bends have been theoretically studied, designed, fabricated
using e-beam lithography and ICP etching techniques, and
optically characterized in the near infra-red around
λ=1.5µm.

2. Design
To address light manipulation properties in the diffraction
regime, it was decided to design a 90°-bending structure

relying on a graded photonic crystal (GPhC) area. The
considered structure is made of a two dimensional gradient
of air hole filling factor in a square lattice photonic crystal
with lattice constant a=390nm on the 260nm thick silicon
film of SOI wafer. Hole radius of GPhC area varies in x-y
coordinate by a function of r/a(ρ)=0.35.exp(-ρ2/2R2), where
ρ=√(x2+y2) is distance from the bottom left corner (0,0)
point of GPhC area (zero point), as shown in Fig. 1, with
R=62µm. The PhC lattice in considered configuration was
rotated by 45° to minimize the incident angle around zero.
Practically, in the GPhC area, the maximum value of holes
radius is 136nm at zero point and hole radius is limited to
85nm for lattice points located above the distance 0.96R
from the origin.

Figure 1: Graded photonic crystal (GPhCs) structure with
two-dimensional chirp of air hole filling factor

The chosen configuration also includes two additional
input and output tapering regions which are made of a twodimensional chirp of the air hole radius and a onedimensional chirp of the lattice period. The purpose of
using these two tapers is to minimize the impedance
mismatch for electromagnetic waves at the slab
waveguides/GPhC interfaces and thus minimize the power
reflection. Input light beam is chosen to be injected to the
GPhCs area at the (x=0,y=R/2) incident point.
Within the proposed configuration, the photonic
bandstructure (PBS) locally varies with in space due to the
two-dimensional chirp of the structure. Fig. 2a shows the
calculated PBS of a 2D PhC made of r/a=0.31 normalized
radius (value of the air hole radius at the incident point) in a
2.95 index host material, and performed using the MIT
Photonic Band (MBP) software. This index value was
chosen as it corresponds to the effective index obtained for a

260nm thick silicon on insulator (SOI) slab waveguide at
λ=1550nm for the TE light polarization. Fig. 2b presents the
equi-frequency surfaces (EFSs) exploited in reciprocal space
for the first band and obtained by considering again the
photonic lattice at the incident point. Due to the strong
periodic corrugation, EFSs departs for circles above the
homogenization regime and turns into square shapes around
the M points for a/λ approaching 0.20-0.22. The operating
frequencies designed for the considered configuration are in
the first TE band with normalized frequency a/λ around
0.25, near the bandgap between the first and second band
where EFSs have circle-like shape, close to M point as seen
in Fig. 2b.
(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Distribution of electric field at normalized frequency
a/λ=0.25 inside the GPhC structure with input/output tapers, (b)
and (c) Overall transmission spectrum of the studied configuration
calculated using FDTD simulation as a function of frequency and
wavelength, respectively.

(b)
Figure 2: (a) Photonic bandstructure of the first band of a square
lattice photonic crystal made of air holes with r/a=0.31 normalized
radius (value to be considered at the incident light point) in TE light
polarization, in a 2.95 effective index slab waveguide, and (b) EquiFrequency Surfaces in a quarter of the first Brillouin area for the same
band, with values of the normalized frequency a/λ..

As can be seen, after penetrating into the GPhC region,
light path is bended to the right, i.e. towards the region of
large radius air holes. Such a property could not be
observed with a sub-wavelength corrugation of the photonic
crystal area. The structure was designed to frequencies close
to the bandgap between band 1 and band 2 but below the
light line to minimize the out-off-plane losses. As can be
seen in Fig. 3b, the calculated transmission is around 90%
for the targeted operating frequencies (0.23-0.25). This
transmission power was collected by the sensor for

Fig. 3(a) shows the simulated light path within the
considered GPhC configuration using two-dimensional
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method. In this
simulation, a Gaussian beam waist of 7a (2.6µm) was used
to excite the electric field in transverse electric (TE)
polarization [13].
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(b)

transmission. A good agreement between the calculated
transmission spectra in Fig. 3b and the band structure in
Fig. 2a is obtained. For frequencies lower than 0.2,
transmission power is almost zero, as at this frequency light
tends to goes straight, whereas in the range of 0.26-0.28,
frequency is inside the photonic bandgap between the first
and second band, thus making the transmission power
negligible.
Pursuing similar ideas, a for 4-channel demultiplexer
configuration was designed by combining three 90°bending structures, as shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b presents the
field steady-state maps obtained for four frequencies: 0.255,
0.25, 0.245 and 0.24, respectively. It clearly shows a left to
right shift of the beam for decreasing frequencies. Within
this configuration, the overall insertion loss is around -2dB
for each of four channels and the crosstalk is around -10dB
as seen in Fig. 4c.

(c)
Figure 4: FDTD simulation of 270°-bending structure that allow the
four-channel demultiplexers (a) Overview of the structure dielectric
permittivity, (b) Steady-state Hz fields obtained for four frequencies
ω=0.2545; 0.25; 0.245 and 0.24, respectively and (c) Calculated
transmission at each output channel

3. Fabrication and experimental results
For fabrication, we turned back to simpler structures. Their
processing contained two stages. Strip waveguides were
first defined using a RAITH150 electron beam lithography
process using negative resist. The GPhC structure was then
separately insolated by mean of a lithography process with
positive resist. The photoresist patterns were transferred to
the 150nm thick top silica cladding layer using a reactive
ion etching system, This layer served as mask to etch the
silicon film through a SF6/O2 anisotropic etching process.
To give a better picture of the fabricated GPhCs
devices, three SEM images are shown in Fig. 5a, 5b and 5c
for the 90° bending structure, 90°-bending structure for 2channel demultiplexer, and 270°-bending for 4-channel
demultiplexer.

(a)

(a)
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(a)

(b)

(b)
(c)
Figure 6: (a) Experimental overall transmission of studied GPhCs
showing the 90°-bending effect at optical wavelength and (b)
Operation of two-channel demultiplexer based on GPhCs channel
1: λ1 = 1552nm and channel 2: λ2 = 1616nm.

Figure 5: Scanning electron microscope images: (a) Overall view
of studied GPhCs structure with input/output waveguides, (b)
GPhCs with two output waveguides for two-channel
demultiplexer, and (c) a 270°-bending configuration.

The normalized 90°-turn light transmission powers
through the one and two output waveguides configurations,
respectively, are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b . The observed
ripples are due to Fabry-Perot resonances at the two edges
of the sample. Fig. 6a shows that light is bended and
transmitted through the GPhC area with low loss. It can be
also seen that light bending occurs at slightly shorter
wavelengths that predicted using FDTD simulation, and that
the band width is smaller in comparison with the simulation
result (see Fig. 3c). This wavelength shift and the
bandwidth constrain can be understood by the fact that 2D
simulation was done with the effective index approximation
[15].
Results of Fig. 6b show a correct agreement between
experiments and simulation, with again a slight wavelength
blue-shift, just like already pointed out. Two centered
wavelengths of the demultiplexer are well separated and
then collected at two output channels with low loss (<2dB)
and low crosstalk (less than -20dB).

The fabricated devices have been characterized by using
a tunable laser which gives a wide spectra band from
1390nm to 1620nm. Light was set to a polarization
controller to provide TE polarization, then through an
optical fiber at the entrance facet of structure, and coupled
into the input a strip waveguide of 3µm width. The first
output waveguide has a width of 90µm to cover all the
GPhC area width, i.e. to collect the whole light power after
the 90°-turn inside the PhC area. This output waveguide is
then slowly reduced to 3µm width with a 1 mm transition
length. A microscope objective was used to collect the
output transmission power, and the signal was then used to
measure the optical transfer function a MT9820A using
optical component tester. To estimate the optical losses in
fabricated GPhCs device, the measured results were
normalized by the signal obtained in the normalization
samples that has exactly the same dimensions and
input/output beam conditions.
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[9] Nathan I. Landy and Willie J. Padilla, Guiding light
with conformal transformations, Optics Express Vol.
17, N°17, 14872-14879, 2009.
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and Xiudong Sun, Arbitrary waveguide bends using
isotropic and homogeneous metamaterial, Applied Phys.
Lett., Vol. 96, 041102-041104, 2010.
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dielectrics, Nature Materials, Vol. 8, 568-571, 2009.
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2009.
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demonstration of light bending at optical frequencies
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4. Conclusions
In order to explore the possibility of light manipulation by
photonic metamaterials, a graded photonic crystal relying
on an all-dielectric structure to minimize the optical losses
has been chosen and studied. The structure was designed to
work in the diffraction regime, thus enabling the
reconfiguration of the light paths by wavelength tuning and
facilitating the technological fabrication if compared with
sub-wavelength structures.
The obtained experimental results are in good
agreement with the predictions performed using the
equations of Hamiltonian optics and Finite-Difference
Time-Domain simulations [13,14,15]. They show the low
level of optical loss in the fabricated graded photonic crystal
structure (∼2dB). As a whole, the reported results open
opportunities for light manipulation and applications in
photonic circuits using a combination of unusual dispersive
phenomena in PhCs and additional degrees of freedom
brought by a generalized two-dimensional chirp of PhCs
lattice parameters. This is also an alternative solution to the
use of photonic metamaterials combining dielectric and
metallic materials with sub-wavelength unit cells.
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Abstract
Thin layers of all-dielectric metamaterials based on TiO2
spherical particle resonators are investigated. A new method
based on spray-drying of dissolved nanoparticles is used in
the fabrication process. Spectral footprints of electric and
magnetic dipoles are reported numerically and through
experimental tests. It is a promising step for the
construction of novel three-dimensional isotropic
metamaterials exhibiting desired electromagnetic properties
for terahertz applications.

1. Introduction
Since their advent, metamaterials have been explored for
their potential use in sub-diffraction-limited imaging [1],
medical imaging [2], sensing applications [3], cloaking [4]
and so on. We focus in this paper on the study of All
Dielectric (AD) metamaterials based on layers of Titanium
Dioxide (TiO2) microspheres. Their effective electric and
magnetic responses are related to Mie resonances in each
single particle. For high-enough dielectric permittivity of
the particles, it is then possible to achieve e.g. negative
effective magnetic permeability [5]. Although AD
metamaterials have raised broad interests [6], only few of
them have been experimentally shown to present a magnetic
resonance in the THz spectral range. For example, laser
micromachining was employed to fabricate a tunable THz
metamaterial made of SrTiO3 rods [7]. Majority of other
works focused on the microwave region. For instance, Zhao
et al. demonstrated experimentally a negative magnetic
permeability at microwave frequencies in a threedimensional dielectric composite metamaterial based on
high dielectric permittivity cubic particles of Ba0.5Sr0.5TiO3
(BST) coated with Teflon [8]. Vendik et al. [9] in their
works investigated theoretically and numerically a periodic
composite medium consisting of two lattices of dielectric
spherical particles with different diameters or dielectric
constants at microwave frequencies. The authors showed
that effective isotropic double negative media (DNG) can
be realized in the frequency region where the resonance of
the TM mode in one kind of particles and of the TE mode in
the other kind of particles are achieved simultaneously.

Moreover, Peng et al., [10] observed experimentally a lefthanded behaviour at gigahertz frequencies in an array of
standard dielectric resonators. Lepetit et al. [11] have
measured a negative refractive index in all-dielectric
metamaterial in the microwave frequency range. Shibuya et
al. [12] predicted theoretically a left-handed behaviour in a
lattice combining two sets of TiO2 cubes with two different
sizes.

2. Our investigated metamaterials
In this work, inexpensive methods were used to fabricate
monodisperse micron-sized spheres. First, we mixed
commercial TiO2-nanoparticles with ethanol to obtain a
liquid suspension, which was suddenly dried upon spraying
through a flame. This resulted in assembling TiO2nanoparticles into fragile mostly spherical dense clusters .
These microspheres were then sintered in a tube furnace at
1200°C for 2 hours, in order to solidify them and to
minimize their porosity. A scanning-electron-microscope
image of these particles is shown in Fig. 1b.
Hinc

Einc
k

100 µm
20 µm

P
P

d

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: (a) Schematic view of the simulated microspheresbased metamaterial, with the relevant geometrical
dimensions: diameter d = 45 µm, period P = 103 µm, and
the appropriate electric and magnetic field polarizations. (b)
Scanning electron microscope images of our TiO2
microspheres before the sorting procedure.

The microspheres were finally sieved and sorted along their
diameters d. We investigated powders with the following
diameters:
(i) MS<38, d < 38 µm, (ii) MS38-40,
38 µm < d < 40 µm, and (iii) MS40-50, 40 µm < d < 50 µm.

the block B. The measurement has to be supplemented by
three reference measurements: (i) waveform transmitted
through the block A (including the first echo), (ii)
waveform transmitted through the block B and (iii)
waveform transmitted through an empty space. The
complex transmittance and reflectance spectra of the
metamaterial are then calculated from

3. Result of numerical and experimental
characterization
We measured the complex transmission and reflection of
the samples by terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THzTDS) to retrieve the effective electromagnetic response of
the metamaterial structures. Thin layer of TiO2
microparticles has been spread randomly between two thick
blocks of sapphire separated by a 70 µm thick teflon
(PTFE) o-ring. This fixes and controls the thickness of the
film which is then essentially composed of a single layer of
the microparticles.
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Figure 2: (a) Scheme of the pulse propagation through the
structure AXB (sapphire – powder – sapphire) and within
the three associated reference measurements. The reflected
beams are shifted vertically for graphical clarity. (b)
Example of the time-domain signal transmitted through the
structure AXB. Dotted lines delimit the intervals containing:
I – main pulse (E0-AXB); II – 1st echo in A (E1-AXB); III –
superposition of 1st echo in B and 2nd echo in A.
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where zA and zB are the relative wave impedances of the
blocks A and B, respectively, and E denotes the Fourier
transformations (spectra) of the time-domain signals defined
in Fig. 2a. The use of the same blocks in the reference
measurements ensures that the transmittance and reflectance
phase is not corrupted by a possible uncertainty in the
determination of the thickness of these blocks. We used
thick sapphire blocks (3 and 6 mm). The internally reflected
pulses (echoes) are thus separated by more than 60 ps (see
dotted lines in Fig. 2b) which enables a good spectral
resolution [1/(60 ps) ≈ 0.03 THz]. The transmission and
reflection spectra are then extracted numerically as shown
in Fig. 3. In the related numerical simulations, we
considered a periodic array of monodisperse spheres (d =
45µm, filling factor = 10%), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). We
found that TiO2 microparticles have a relative dielectric
permittivity of about 92 and a moderate loss-level of about
5% (tanδ ∼ 0.05) at terahertz frequencies. The overall
agreement between simulation and experiment is rather
good, keeping in mind that a regular structure is simulated
while the measured sample is necessarily irregular and the
microspheres may touch each other. We notice minor
differences in the simulated phases compared to the
measured ones (c.f. Fig. 3(b) and 3(d)) above the first Mie
mode around 0.75 THz, which is probably due to the
polydispersity of microspheres.
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THz pulses passing through the structure directly carry
information about the complex transmittance of the powder
while THz pulses coming from internal reflections in the
blocks and from the partial reflection on the
sapphire/powder interface carry information also about the
complex reflectance of the powder (Fig. 2a). These pulses
are resolved as a sequence of echoes in the time-domain
signal transmitted through the entire structure [13] (see
Fig. 2b). The sapphire block B is about 2 times thicker than
the block A which ensures that the first internal reflection in
the block A does not mix with the internal reflections from
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Figure 3: Spectra of the sample MS40-50: simulated (solid
lines) and measured (hollow circles) magnitude of the
reflection (a), phase of the reflection (b), magnitude of the
transmission (c), phase of the transmission (d).
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Furthermore, the calculated permittivity at low frequencies
is significantly lower than the measured one and the
resonance observed here is not as strong as the measured
one. This difference between simulation and experiment can
be partly explained by the complex topology of our samples
[note that a simple square lattice of microspheres was
considered in the simulations represented in Fig. 1(a)]. In
order to attempt reproducing the resonant behavior of the
electric response, we performed further numerical
calculations taking into account pairs of microspheres in
contact (dimers) arranged in a rectangular lattice, as
illustrated in Fig. 4(c). The resonant behavior, similar to the
experimental one shown in Fig. 4(d) is then observed in the
permittivity spectra for probing electric field parallel to the
dimer axis.
On the one hand, polydispersity of the spheres in
samples broadens the resonance and prevents µ from
reaching negative values. On the other hand, numerical
simulations show that using much larger filling fraction
(e.g. 50%) provides a metamaterial with µ < 0 in spite of the
inhomogeneous broadening. This implies that the
microparticles fabricated by our method can induce a
negative-permeability metamaterial for large filling
fractions. Unfortunately, the high absorption for filling
fractions exceeding ~15% precluded an accurate
experimental determination of the permeability in such
structures.

4. Retrieval of the effective electromagnetic
parameters
Using the retrieval method based on the inversion of Fresnel
equations [14], we determined the effective permittivity and
permeability. The result of the extraction procedure is given
in Fig. 4. There is a good agreement between the simulated
and the measured effective magnetic response (Fig. 4b). We
believe that magnetic resonances are excited individually
within each particle forming the metamaterial and it is only
weakly influenced by the mutual coupling between particles
[7,16,17]. Both measured and calculated effective dielectric
permittivities are rather low (Fig. 4a), which is due to the
low filling factor (about 10%) and low percolation degree
which is controlled by the actual structure of the film [15].
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In conclusion, TiO2 microparticles based metamaterials were
fabricated using inexpensive spray-drying method.
Numerical calculations and experimental characterizations
have been conducted, demonstrating effective electric and
magnetic response at terahertz frequencies, due to Mie
resonances. It is a promising step for implementing
improved electromagnetic functionalities, involving cheap
and easy made metamaterials.
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1. Introduction
It is a well-known fact that Maxwell’s equations are forminvariant under coordinate transformations [1]. In other
words, under a coordinate transformation Maxwell’s
equations preserve their mathematical form, but the
constitutive parameters (i.e. the permittivity, permeability
and conductivity) are modified. In order to account for the
resulting change in the field behavior after the coordinate
transformation, the original material parameters are
replaced by anisotropic and spatially-varying constitutive
parameters, yielding a duality relationship between
geometry and constitutive relations. The concept of form
invariance of Maxwell’s equations under coordinate
transformations is not new, but dates back to early twentieth
century and has been first investigated by the mathematical
physicist H. Bateman [2]. However, the idea became
popular after almost a century, when it was demonstrated
that it is possible to build an “invisibility cloak” by using a
specific coordinate transformation [3]. The anisotropic
material which is dictated by this transformation bends
electromagnetic waves around the object in such a way that
the object becomes invisible to an observer. This exciting
discovery has been followed by other applications of
transformation media (i.e., material media whose
constitutive parameters are obtained by means of coordinate
transformations), such as electromagnetic reshaping, lenses,
rotators, etc [4-11]).
The main aim of this paper is the utilization of virtual
reality
transformation
media
in
computational
electromagnetics for the effective and efficient numerical
modeling and solution of certain electromagnetic wave
propagation problems in time or frequency domains. In other
words, the concept of coordinate transformations is utilized
only in the numerical models and the accompanying
software (and therefore, they are named as software
metamaterials, in order to distinguish them from the
metamaterials constructed and used in the physical world),
which implies that the spatial and/or temporal complexity of
their constitutive parameters do not pose any challenge,
since they only reside in virtual reality. Although there are
several possible usages of software metamaterials in
computational
electromagnetics,
three
important

applications of this approach will be discussed in this paper
as explained below.

2. Applications of Software Metamaterials
(i) A coordinate transformation is introduced in order to
handle curved geometries by using a Cartesian grid or mesh
in finite methods such as the Finite Element Method (FEM)
or the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method. The
transformation is depicted in Fig. 1, where an object (e.g. a
scatterer in the case of a scattering problem) with a curved
boundary is illustrated. The object is placed within a
hypothetical metamaterial layer and the region inside the
software metamaterial layer Ω M is mapped to the region
 = Ω ∪ Ω by using the transformation given below:
Ω
M



 

(1)
r → r = T ( r ) = K ( r − rb ) + rc
   


where K = ra − rc / ra − rb . The vectors r and r are
the position vectors of the points P and P in the original

and transformed coordinate systems, respectively. Also, ra ,


rb and rc are the position vectors of the corresponding
points. By means of this transformation, a one-to-one
correspondence is achieved between the boundary of the
object and the inner boundary of the virtual reality material
layer which is conformal to a Cartesian grid. As a result, the
curved geometry of the original object (which needs a
discretization in terms of a non-uniform triangular mesh)
can be handled by means of a software metamaterial layer
whose boundary is conformal to a Cartesian coordinate
system, which implies that a simpler uniform mesh with
rectangular elements can be used in the numerical solution.
(ii) The second application is devised for the efficient
solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems
involving electrically-small geometric features. In FEM
modeling, the difficulty associated with this problem can be
resolved by means of local mesh refinement in the vicinity
of fine geometric features. However, this is not an easy task
in FEM, and it is formidable in finite difference schemes.
Therefore, the coordinate transformation approach may be
utilized in order to handle small-scale geometric
subdomains efficiently. As an example of such a case, an
object coated with an electrically-thin dielectric layer is

shown in Fig. 2. By means of a coordinate transformation, it
is possible to use FEM without mesh refinement, with an
easy-to-generate mesh by introducing a software
metamaterial layer into the computational domain. In the
design of the metamaterial, the region Ω M = Ω ∪ Ω d is
 = Ω , by using (1). This
mapped to the region Ω
d

transformation expands the fields inside the thin dielectric
layer to the metamaterial region.
(iii) Another application area of the coordinate
transformation technique is the numerical modeling of
electromagnetic boundary value problems involving nonconvex objects. It is well-known that a non-convex object
introduces an excessive white space region in FEM or
FDTD models. This is a result of the fact that finite element
or finite difference discretizations are approximations of
boundary value problems governed by partial differential
equations and in the case of a non-convex object, mutual
coupling and/or multiple reflections from different parts
must be handled. By means of a software metamaterial
region, it is possible to compress the excessive space and
guide the electromagnetic interactions through this region
without causing any distortion in the electromagnetic field
distribution. The utilization of transformation media in
spatial compression is shown in Fig. 3. The coordinate
transformation is designed by mapping Ω M to the region
 = Ω ∪ Ω , by using (1).
Ω

Fig. 3. Compression of excessive space.

3. Computation of Metamaterial Parameters using
Form Invariance of Maxwell’s Equations Under
Coordinate Transformations
 ,
A general coordinate transformation ( T :Ω → Ω




r → r = T ( r ) ) maps any point r = ( x, y , z ) within the

original space Ω to the point r = ( x , y , z ) in the new space

 . Under this transformation, the electromagnetic field is
Ω
also modified. It is possible to change the direction of
propagation of an electromagnetic wave by means of this
transformation. The role of a software metamaterial
designed via a coordinate transformation is to obtain the
required modification in the electromagnetic field for a
simpler and more efficient numerical modeling.
The effect of a coordinate transformation on the
 
electromagnetic field ( E , H ) is to transform the original
material medium to a new anisotropic medium with
constitutive parameters depending on the nature of the
coordinate transformation. In this way, the mathematical
expressions of Maxwell’s equations remain invariant, with a
proper modification of the constitutive parameters. As a
specific example, assume that the original medium is free
space with the permittivity and permeability parameters
( ε 0 , µ0 ). In this case, Maxwell’s equations are expressed as:
 
 
(2)
∇ × E ( r ) = − jωµ0 H ( r )
 
 
(3)
∇ × H ( r ) = jωε 0 E ( r )
The coordinate transformation yields a new anisotropic
medium with the tensor permittivity and permeability
parameters given by ( ε , µ ), and Maxwell’s equations
become:
 
 
∇ × E ( r ) = − jω µ ⋅ H ( r )
(4)
 
 
∇ × H ( r ) = jω ε ⋅ E ( r )
(5)
The Jacobian matrix of the transformation plays an
important role in the determination of the new field
variables and constitutive parameters:

M

Fig. 1. Coordinate transformation for handling a curved
geometry by means of a Cartesian grid.

 ∂x ∂x ∂x ∂y ∂x ∂z 
∂ ( x , y , z ) 
J=
= ∂y ∂x ∂y ∂y ∂y ∂z 
(6)

∂ ( x, y , z ) 
 ∂z ∂x ∂z ∂y ∂z ∂z 
The relationship between the original and transformed field
variables is given as [1]:

Fig. 2. Modeling an object coated by an electrically-thin
dielectric layer.

2

 

E (r ) = J T ⋅ E
 

H (r ) = J T ⋅ H

( r )
( r )

Fig. 6(b), a uniform mesh is used with element size λ/40
everywhere. The mean-square percentage difference
between these two simulations is 8.20e-4%.

(7)
(8)

The constitutive parameters of the transformation medium
are obtained as follows [1]:

ε = ε0 Λ

(9)

µ = µ0 Λ

(10)

(

Λ = (det J ) J T ⋅ J

)

-1

(11)

4. Numerical Results
The performance of each application in Sec. 2 is tested with
various simulations performed by our finite element code or
finite difference time domain code in the context of TMz
electromagnetic scattering problems.
(i) First, we consider the technique designed to handle
curved geometries by using a Cartesian grid or mesh. In
Fig. 4, we consider the scattering by a circular object whose
radius is 1.8λ [λ=1 m is wavelength]. In the solution of this
canonical problem by means of finite methods, the mesh
must be fitted to the curved boundary of the object to get
reliable results. Fig. 4(a) shows the standard finite element
solution by using a triangular mesh that is conformal to the
boundary. However, if a Cartesian mesh is employed,
staircased modeling of the boundary will obviously cause
errors due to non-conformal mesh. Fig. 4(b) shows the
solution of the proposed approach which employs a
matematerial layer of thickness 1.2λ fitted to the Cartesian
grid. The metamaterial layer creates a virtual reality in the
sense that Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) must be equivalent and must
yield identical field values inside the free-space region (Ω).
To confirm this claim, we measure the mean-square
percentage difference between the field values of these two
simulations as 0.0970%.
The second simulation is performed by the finite
difference time domain method for the trapezoidal geometry
shown in Fig. 5 and excited by a sine wave at 3 GHz. We
measure the performance of the equivalent problem
employing a metamaterial region in Fig. 5(b) over the
original problem Fig. 5(a) at different time instants. The
original problem is staircased on a “fine” Cartesian grid
such that the staircasing error is reduced to a certain value
by adjusting the grid size sufficiently small. The meansquare percentage difference between the field values of
these two cases is 4.68e-5% (at n=800), 5.41e-4% (at
n=1000), and 7.92e-4% (at n=1200).
The results demonstrate that the proposed approach can
reliably be used without the need for changing simple
Cartesian grids.
(ii) Second, we consider the approach for handling
electrically-small geometric features. In Fig. 6, we assume
that a circular object of diameter 2λ is coated by a thin
dielectric layer of thickness λ/20 and dielectric constant 4.
The thickness of the metamaterial layer is 0.5λ. In Fig. 6(a),
a non-uniform mesh is created with element size λ/200
within the dielectric layer and λ/40 outside. However, in

Fig. 4. Electric field distribution for scattering by a circular
object [finite element method]: (a) Solution with a nonuniform mesh conformal to the curved boundary of the
object, (b) Solution with a matematerial layer fitted to a
uniform Cartesian grid.

Fig. 5. Electric field distribution for scattering by a
trapezoidal object at different time instants [finite difference
time domain method]: (a) Solution with fine Cartesian grid,
(b) Solution with a matematerial layer.

3

Fig. 6. Scattered electric field distribution from a circular
object coated by a dielectric layer [finite element method]:
(a) Original problem with refined mesh within the dielectric
layer, (b) Equivalent problem with metamaterial layer, (c)
Radar Cross Section (RCS) profiles.
(iii) Finally, we consider the transformation medium
acting as a spatial space compressor. Fig. 7 illustrates a
scattering problem, where a plane wave is incident to a thin
half-circular inlet-like object whose diameter is 4λ. In this
figure, we plot the scattered field distribution and the RCS
profiles corresponding to the original and equivalent
problems. In the equivalent problem, we design the
metamaterial layer by using unit vectors directed along the
center (Pc) shown by the ‘black dot’. Note that the
equivalent problem achieves 40% reduction in unknowns,
in comparison to the original problem.

Fig. 7. Scattered electric field distribution for half-circular object
by using a spatial domain compressor: (a) Original problem, (b)
Equivalent problem with metamaterial layer, (c) Radar Cross
Section (RCS) profiles.
[5] O. Ozgun, and M. Kuzuoglu, Utilization of anisotropic
metamaterial layers in waveguide miniaturization and
transitions, IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters, 17: 754-756, 2007.
[6] O. Ozgun, and M. Kuzuoglu, Form-invariance of Maxwell's
Equations in Coordinate Transformations: Metamaterials and
Numerical Models, Chapter 3 in Metamaterials: Classes,
Properties and Applications, Nova Science, 2010.
[7] B. Donderici, and F.L. Teixeria, Metamaterial blueprints for
reflectionless waveguide bends, IEEE Microwave and
Wireless Components Letters, 18: 233-235, 2008.
[8] I. Gallina, G. Castaldi, and V. Galdi, Transformation Media
for Thin Planar Retrodirective Reflectors, IEEE Antennas and
Wireless Propagation Letters, 7:603-605, 2008.
[9] G.X. Yu, W.X. Jiang, X.Y. Zhou, and T.J. Cui, Nonrotationally invariant invisibility cloaks and concentrators of
EM Waves, Eur. Phys. J. Appl. Phys, 44: 181-185, 2008.
[10] B. Vasic, G. Isic, R. Gajic and K. Hingerl, Coordinate
transformation based design of confined metamaterial
structures, Physical Review B, 79: 085103, 2009.
[11] P.H. Tichit, S.N. Burokur, and A. Lustrac, Ultradirective
antenna via transformation optics, Journal of Applied Physics,
105: 104912, 2009.

5. Conclusions
We have proposed new techniques for computational
electromagnetics by placing anisotropic metamaterial
regions, whose parameters are obtained by the coordinate
transformation, within the computational domain in order to
alleviate certain numerical difficulties. We have observed,
through numerical results, that theoretical predictions are in
good agreement with the numerical simulations.
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Abstract
We review our recent results on a new framework for transformation optics based on nonlocal coordinate transformations in the spectral (wavenumber) domain, rather than in
the conventional spatial domain. Our proposed approach
supports a physically-incisive and powerful geometrical interpretation in terms of deformation of the equi-frequency
contours, and it may open intriguing venues in dispersion
engineering of electromagnetic metamaterials.

1. Introduction
Spatial dispersion [1, 2] in electromagnetic (EM) metamaterials is currently eliciting growing attention, in view of its
relevance in many homogenized (effective-medium) models [3, 4] and anomalous wave interactions [5]–[7], as well
as for the novel degrees of freedom that its proper tailoring
may endow [8].
During recent years, the transformation optics (TO)
paradigm, based on the form-invariant properties of
coordinate-transformed Helmholtz [9] and Maxwell’s equations [10], has become a very powerful and versatile framework for designing metamaterials with prescribed fieldmanipulation capabilities (see, e.g., [11] for a recent review). In spite of the several extensions and generalizations (see, e.g., [12]–[14]) proposed in order to enlarge the
class of “transformation media” that may be obtained, attention and applications have been hitherto focused on local
effects.
In a recent study [15], we have introduced a
spectral-domain-based TO framework to engineer spatiallydispersive transformation media capable of yielding given
nonlocal field manipulation effects. In what follows, we review the basic theory underlying this approach as we have
given in [15], as well as some application-oriented aspects.

2. Nonlocal TO framework
2.1. Basic theory
As we have expressed in [15], our proposed framework relies on coordinate transformations in the spectral domain,
where nonlocal constitutive relationships can easily be dealt
with in terms of wavenumber-dependent constitutive operators.

Following our work in [15], for illustration, we start
considering the (algebrized) Maxwell’s curl equations in
the time-harmonic [exp(−iωt)] spectral wavenumber domain k!
ik! × Ẽ! (k! ) = iωµ0 H̃! (k! ) − M̃! (k! ),
ik! × H̃! (k! ) = −iωε0Ẽ! (k! ) + J̃! (k! ),

(1a)
(1b)

which describe the radiation of assigned electric and magnetic source distributions (J! and M! , respectively) in an
auxiliary (primed coordinate) vacuum space. Here and
henceforth, boldface symbols identify vector quantities,
and the tilde ∼ identifies spectral-domain quantities. Next,
we apply a real-valued coordinate transformation to a new
spectral domain k,
T

k! = Λ̃ (k) · k = F̃ (k) ,

(2)

where the double underline identifies a second-rank tensor operator, and the superscript T indicates the transpose.
Similar to the standard (spatial-domain) TO approach [10],
the form-invariant properties of Maxwells equations in the
mapped spectral domain k can be exploited to relate the
corresponding fields, sources, and constitutive relationships
to those in the original vacuum domain, viz.,
!
"
!
"#
$
−T
Ẽ, H̃ (k) = Λ̃ · Ẽ! , H̃! F̃ (k) ,
(3a)
!
"
!
"#
$
−1% &
J̃, M̃ (k) = det Λ̃ Λ̃ · J̃! , M̃! F̃ (k) , (3b)
!
"
$
−1#
T
ε̃, µ̃ (k) = det Λ̃ (k) Λ̃ (k) · Λ̃ (k) ,
(3c)
where det(·) denotes the determinant, the superscript −T
the inverse transpose, and ε̃, µ̃ the relative permittivity and
permeability tensors, respectively. The relationships in
(3) in principle resemble those encountered in the standard (spatial-domain) TO approach [10], and trivially reduce to them in the case of linear spectral mapping [i.e.,
k-independent Λ̃ in (2)], which corresponds to the local coordinate mapping
r! = Λ̃

−1

· r.

(4)

However, as we mentioned in [15], a general nonlinear
spectral mapping in (2) would yield k-dependent constitutive tensors in (3c), i.e., nonlocal constitutive relationships.

which defines in explicit form the EFC shape that is required. Within our framework, this shape may be obtained,
for instance, via the spectral mapping [15]
'
#
$
1
F̃x (kx ) = k02 + 2 log2 T̃ (kx ) , F̃z (kz ) = kz . (11)
d

Moreover, specific physical properties may be directly enforced via suitable restrictions in the coordinate mapping.
For instance, the Hermitian condition
T

∗

Λ̃ (k) = Λ̃ (k)

(5)

yields lossless media, whereas the center-symmetry condition
Λ̃ (k) = Λ̃ (−k)
(6)

It is evident that the applicability of our approach relies
on the possibility to approximate the constitutive blueprints
in (3c) within given frequency and wavenumber ranges.
While this is significantly more challenging than what encountered in standard spatial-domain TO, we have shown in
[15] that it is still possible to engineer interesting nonlocal
effects based on simple artificial materials that can be described by nonlocal homogenized models. Here, we review
the example [15].

yields reciprocal media.
The above spectral field/source transformations can be
used to systematically design a desired response in a fictitious curved-coordinate spectral domain, which may be
equivalently obtained in an actual physical space filled
up by a spatially-dispersive transformation medium whose
constitutive “blueprints” are explicitly given in (3c).

3. Example of application

2.2. Geometrical interpretation

3.1. Problem statement

Our nonlocal TO approach admits a geometrical interpretation in terms of direct manipulation of the dispersion characteristics via deformation of the equi-frequency contours
(EFCs). Figure 1 exemplifies this interpretation with specific reference to an (x, z) two-dimensional (2-D) scenario,
by showing the deformation of the circular EFC pertaining
to the vacuum space [Fig. 1(a)]
2

2

k ! x + k ! z = k02 ,

As an example of application, in what follows, we illustrate
the design of a nonlocal transformation-medium half-space
capable of splitting a transversely-magnetic (TM) polarized
(i.e., y-directed magnetic field) plane wave with assigned
wavevector k! = ki [with angle θi from the z-axis and associated group velocity vg! (ki ) = c0 ki /|ki |, cf. Fig. 1(a)]
impinging from vacuum into two transmitted waves with
prescribed directions, i.e., group velocities forming angles
θt1 and θt2 , respectively, with the z-axis.

(7)

as an effect of the spectral mapping
F̃x2 (kx , kz ) + F̃z2 (kx , kz ) = k02 ,

3.2. Synthesis procedure

(8)

First, we note that a transmitted-wave wavevector kt is the
image of the incident wavevector ki in the deformed ECF(s)
(8), subject to the tangential-wavevector continuity ktx =
kix and to the radiation condition Re(ktz ) > 0 (see Fig. 1
for illustration), with corresponding group velocity (normal
to the deformed EFC) via
T
(
c0 J̃ (kt ) · F̃ (kt )
∂ω ((
vg (kt ) ≡
=±
,
(12)
∂k (ki
|F̃ (kt ) |

with k0 = ω/c0 denoting the vacuum wavenumber, and
√
c0 = 1/ ε0 µ0 the corresponding speed of light. As
we stated in [15], depending on the single- or doublevaluedness of the mapping, this may result in a moderate deformation [Fig. 1(b)] or the appearance of an extra
branch [Fig. 1(c)], respectively.
2.3. Possible applications
The geometrical interpretation above enables for direct manipulation of the kinematical (wavevector and velocity)
properties of the wave propagation and reflection/refraction
[16], and establishes a straightforward connection between
the multi-valuedness of the mapping and the presence of
additional extraordinary waves.
Moreover, considering the the same 2-D scenario as
above with a single-valued coordinate mapping, and looking at the relationship between the 1-D spatial spectra of
two (x-dependent) aperture transverse field distributions at
two planes [say, Φ̃0 at z = 0, and Φ̃d at z = d],
Φ̃d (kx ) = exp (ikz d) Φ̃0 (kx ) ≡ T̃ (kx )Φ̃0 (kx ),

where J̃(k) ≡ ∂k! /∂k denotes the Jacobian matrix of the
transformation in (2), and the ± sign is dictated by the radiation condition Re(vgz ) > 0.
Our problem can be posed as finding a double-valued
spectral-domain transformation (2) which maps [via (8)]
the incident wavevector ki into two transmitted wavevectors kt1 and kt2 with conserved tangential (i.e., x-) components and desired group-velocity directions, viz.,
kt1x = kt2x
vgx (kt1,2 )
vgz (kt1,2 )

(9)

=

kix = k0 sin θi ,

(13a)

=

tan θt1,2 ,

(13b)

with vg given by (12). For simplicity, as we have done in
[15], we assume a variable-separated algebraic mapping
)
F̃x (kx ) = kx a0 + a2 kx2 ,
(14a)
)
2
F̃z (kz ) = kz b0 + b2 kz ,
(14b)

we note that a desired modulation transfer function T̃ (kx )
may be in principle engineered via the mapping
#
$
i
kz = − log T̃ (kx ) ,
(10)
d
2

vg 2
k z!

kz

v g!

ki!

kz

vg

kt

kt 2
v g1
kt 1
kx

k x!

kix

kx

kix

(a)

kix

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (From [15]) Schematic of EFCs pertaining to the auxiliary vacuum space (a) and the deformed versions obtained via
a single-valued (b) and double-valued (c) spectral coordinate mapping. Also shown are the wavevectors and group velocities
pertaining to a refraction scenario (details in the text).
which, substituted in (8) [with (13a)], yields kt1 and kt2
in analytical closed-form (see [15] for details). Then, analytical solution of the algebraic system of equations arising from (13b) [with (12) and (14)], yields two unknowns
coefficients (say b0 and b2 ) in (14). This identifies a family of (infinite) coordinate transformations which, for the
given incidence conditions, ensures the desired directions
θt1 and θt2 of the transmitted waves (see [15] for details).
For instance, assuming θi = 40o , and θt1 = 70o (i.e., positive refraction) and θt2 = −45o (i.e., negative refraction), a
candidate double-valued EFC is shown [blue (solid) curves]
in Fig. 2(a), with transformation parameters given in the
caption. The degrees of freedom a0 and a2 in the transformation can be exploited so as to facilitate the engineering of
the transformation medium. Additional degrees of freedom
are available in the choice of the tensor operator Λ̃, whose
association [via (2)] to the vector mapping F̃ in (14) is not
unique, reflecting the fact that different materials may exhibit identical EFCs. We consider a simple diagonal form


F̃x /kx
Λ̃ = 
0
0

0
Λ̃yy
0


0
,
0
F̃z /kz

permittivity components
ε̃xx (kz ) =
ε̃zz (kx ) =

F̃x F̃z
,
kx kz

(17a)
(17b)

shown [blue (solid) curves] in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) for the
same parameters as above.
The variable-separated rational form of the permittivity
components in (17) closely resembles the nonlocal homogenized model derived in [18] for a 1-D multi-layered photonic crystal (PC). This suggests that, at a given frequency
and within limited spectral-wavenumber ranges, such a
simple artificial material may be exploited to approximate
our TO-based constitutive blueprints. Within this framework, we consider a 1-D PC made of alternating layers of
homogeneous, isotropic materials (with relative permittivity εa and εb , and thickness da and db , respectively) periodically stacked along the x-axis, as illustrated in the inset
of Fig. 2(b). In order to derive the homogenized model,
we developed a modified version of the procedure in [18],
likewise based on matching the arising dispersion law with
the McLaurin expansion of the exact Bloch-type dispersion
law of the PC (see [15] for details). Finally, as shown in
[15], via a semi-analytical procedure based on the matching between the above nonlocal homogenized model and
the TO-based blueprints in (17) (see [15] for details), we
were able to determine the parameters of a PC approximant,
which, for the example considered, resulted in εa = 2.752,
da = 0.0668λ0, εb = −2.082, db = 0.0332λ0 (with
λ0 = 2π/k0 denoting the vacuum wavelength).
The corresponding exact (i.e., Bloch) EFCs and (nonlocal homogenized) constitutive parameters are also displayed [red (dashed) curves] in Fig. 2, showing a satisfactory agreement with the TO-based blueprints, especially in
those regions of direct relevance to the refraction scenario
of interest, i.e., nearby the transmitted wavevectors kt1 and

(15)

where, for the assumed TM-polarization, the component
Λ̃yy is a free parameter. Similar to the spatial-TO approach
[17], it may be desirable to chose this parameter so as to
ensure µ̃yy = 1, i.e., an effectively non-magnetic material,
which may be more easily scalable towards optical frequencies. From (3c), it is readily understood that this condition
may be obtained by choosing

Λ̃yy =

1
,
b0 + b2 kz2
1
,
a0 + a2 kx2

(16)

which yields a uniaxial anisotropic medium with relevant
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Figure 2: (From [15]) Examples of EFCs (a) and constitutive parameters (b,c) pertaining to a refraction scenario featuring the
splitting of a plane wave with incidence angle θi = 40o into two transmitted waves with angles θt1 = 70o and θt2 = −45o .
Blue (solid) curves represent the TO-based blueprints, obtained from (14) and (17) with a0 = 0.877, a2 = −0.0289k0−2,
b0 = 0.0934, b2 = −0.0014k0−2. Red (dashed) curves pertain to the synthesized 1-D PC (unit-cell shown in the inset) with
εa = 2.752, da = 0.0668λ0 , εb = −2.082, db = 0.0332λ0 (see [15] for details). The vertical dotted line in (a) defines the
incident wavenumber kix , from which the transmitted wavevectors (marked with crosses) are determined.
kt2 (marked with crosses).

between the actual and prescribed transmitted directions.
We point out that, while the positively-refracted beam
arises from local effects and may accordingly be predicted
by standard effective-medium modeling, the negativelyrefracted beam stems from the excitation and coupling
of surface-plasmon-polaritons propagating along the interfaces between the negative-permittivity and dielectric layers of the PC, which are clearly visible in Fig. 3. This additional extraordinary wave can therefore be predicted (and
controlled) only via nonlocal modeling.
The above results validate the synthesis procedure outlined in Sec. 3.2, and demonstrate that its outcomes are
robust with respect to spatial truncation of the structure and
illumination. More details can be found in [15].

3.3. Validation
In order to validate the above results, in [15] we carried out
a finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulation [19] involving a finite-size PC slab consisting of 890 unit cells
[geometry and parameters as in Fig. 2(b)] with a total
size of 89λ0 (along x) × 15λ0 (along z). The PC slab
is illuminated by a collimated Gaussian beam with waist
of size 15λ0 , impinging from a vacuum region vacuum
(z < 0) with an angle θi = 40o with respect to the zaxis. We used a uniform spatial discretization of step√
∆x =
∆z = λ0 /120, with time sampling ∆t = ∆x /(5 2c0 )
(i.e., five-time below the Courant numerical stability limit),
and second-order Mur-type absorbing boundary conditions
for terminating the computational domain. At this stage,
we neglected material losses so as to better highlight the
wave-splitting phenomenon of interest. In particular, for
the negative-permittivity layers, we implemented (via the
auxiliary differential equation method [19]) a plasma-type
model
ωp2
εb (ω) = 1 − 2 ,
(18)
ω

4. Conclusions
In this review talk, we have summarized our recent results
on a spectral-domain-based TO framework for the systematic synthesis of spatially-dispersive metamaterials embedding prescribed nonlocal field-transformation effects.
Our approach admits a physically-incisive and powerful geometrical interpretation in terms of EFC deformation,
and relies on nonlocal homogenized models which are becoming increasingly available within the current research
trends in materials engineering. Therefore, its relevance
and practical applicability to a growing number of scenarios
in spatial dispersion engineering may be envisaged within

with ωp = 1.756ω.
From the field map shown in Fig. 3, it can be observed
the splitting of an incident wide-waisted Gaussian beam
into two transmitted beams, as well as the good agreement
4
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Figure 3: (From [15]) FDTD-computed magnetic-field intensity (|Hy |2 ) map illustrating the transmission of a collimated
Gaussian beam in a finite-size PC with parameters as in Fig. 2. The dashed line indicates the vacuum-PC interface, whereas
the cyan and green thick arrows indicate the incident-beam and (prescribed) transmitted-beam directions, respectively.
the near future.
Also worth of interest is the exploration of non centersymmetric coordinate transformations for the engineering
of nonreciprocal effects.
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Abstract  
The   design   of   a   frequency   selective   surface   (FSS)   screen  
constructed   using   a   coupling   configuration   to   implement   a  
broadband   microwave   absorber   is   presented   in   this   paper.  
The   reflectivity  
representation   recognizes  
the  
characterization   of   the   absorber.   Simulation   and  
measurement   results   are   presented   and   analyzed.   A  
coupling  FSS  screen  is  introduced  in  order  to  obtain  a  better  
bandwidth   and   absorption.   The   bandwidth   with   the  
reflectivity   below   -10dB   could   get   5.45-18GHz,   compared  
with   the   6.28-18GHz   of   the   absorber   with   square   patches  
FSS,  provided  that  the  thickness  of  the  absorber  is  4mm.    

fractal   square   patch   to   form   a   compact   single   particle.   The  
reflectivity   of   the   absorber   exhibits   three   apexes   in   the  
frequency  range  of  2-18GHz.  Moreover,  owing  to  symmetry  
geometry,  the  absorber  is  independent  on  the  polarization  of  
an  incident  wave.  

2.   Design  
On   the   basis   of   the   conventional   square   patches   shape,   a  
complex  and  coupling  FSS  structure  is  presented,  as  shown  
in  Figure  1  (b).  

a

1.   Introduction  
Microwave   absorber   is   a   kind   of   function  material   that   can  
be   used   in   stealth   technology.   The  applications   in   areocraft  
such   as   battleplan   and   missile   determine   that   the   absorber  
must  have  broadband  wave  absorbing  performance  to  reduce  
the  probability  of  being  explored.  As  a  potential  candidate  of  
high   performance   wave   absorber,   the   researches   of   the  
metamaterial   absorber   are   mostly   concentrating   on   the  
perfect   and   multi-bands   absorption   [1-5].   Usually   the  
Jaumann  screen  and  lossy  frequency  selective  surface  (FSS)  
could  realize  broadband  radar  absorber  [6-9].  Because  of  the  
egregious   thickness   of   the   Jaumann   screen   [6],   lossy   FSS  
absorber,   which   is   consist   of   resistive   FSS   and   dielectric  
substrate,  is  the  best  choice  of  the  broadband  absorber  [9].  
The  main  means  of  study  the  FSS  absorber  are  numeric  
method   and   equivalent   circuit   method   [9-10],   also   some  
optimization   method   is   necessary   due   to   the   parameters  
determining  the  wave  absorbing  performance  [11-12].  As  to  
the   single   layer   lossy   FSS   absorber,   broadband   wave  
absorbing   performance   can   be   realized   through   any   FSS  
patterns   [8-9].   But   the   optimal   bandwidths   of   the   familiar  
FSS   absorbers   have   not   been   reported   up   to   now.   On   the  
other   hand,   unlike   the   numerous   FSS   patterns   designed   in  
the   HIP   (high   impedance   surface)   field   [13-16],   the   FSS  
patterns  reported  in  the  lossy  FSS  absorber  by  far  are  simple,  
such  as  square  patch,  crisscross,  and  ring,  whose  impedance  
are  represented  by  series  RLC  circuit  [9].  In  this  letter,  based  
on   the   optimized   results   of   the   conventional   absorber,   we  
report  a   broadband  lossy   FSS   absorber  using   crisscross  and  
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Figure.1   FSS   screen   of   the   absorber.   The   black   represents  
the  FSS  and  the  blue  indicates  the  dielectric  substrate.  

  
Compared   with   the   square   patches,   the   coupling  
structure   has   more   optimizing   parameters.   The   reflectivity  
properties,  optimized  by  GA,  are  proposed  for  the  coupling  
FSS  absorbers  and  those  of  the  square  patches  FSS  absorber  
are   also   proposed   for   comparison,   as   shown   in   Figure   2.  
The  results  shown  in  Figure  2  indicate  that  the  bandwidth  is  
improved   by   using   coupling   FSS   structure   and   there   are  
three  reflectivity  nulls  in  the  considerable  frequency  range.  

(b)

  

Figure  2:  Modeled  reflectivity  of  the  absorber  with  different  
FSS  pattern.  
        To   get   an   insight   into   the   origin   of   the   bandwidth  
broadening,   we   monitor   the   surface   current   densities   on   the  
coupling  FSS  at  resonance  frequencies  as  shown  in  Figure  3.  

(a)

  

Figure  3:  Distribution  of  the  surface  currents  on  the  FSS  at  
the  resonance  frequencies  
        The   current  distribution   shown  in   Figure   3  indicates  
that   there   are   two   resonances   in   the   coupling   FSS,   one   of  
which  is  due  to  the  coupling  between  the  crisscross  and  the  
fractal   square   patch  along  the   magnetic   field   direction.   The  
other   occurs   between   the   adjacent   unit   cells   along   the  
electric   field   direction.   We   can   predict   that   the   double  
resonances   are   the   main   factors   bringing   the   broadening   of  
the  bandwidth.  
The   optimized   parameters   of   the   absorbers   are   list   in  
Table.1.  

  

Table.1  Optimized  parameters  of  the  designed  absorber  
FSS  shape  

a  
(mm)  

b  
(mm)  

c  
(mm)  

d  
(mm)  

l1  
(mm)  

l2  
(mm)  

w1  
(mm)  

w2  
(mm)  

εr  

Rs  
(Ω/□)  

Square  patches  

13.7  

10.3  

/  

/  

/  

/  

/  

/  

1.8  

99.8  

Coupling  FSS  

17.8  

13.9  

3.6  

3.8  

11.4  

4.8  

0.45  

1  

1  

29.7  

  

dielectric   substrate.   The   pictures   of   180mm×180mm  
broadband  sample  is  shown  in  Figure  4  

3.   Experiment  and  Result  
The  feasibility  of  the  broadband  absorber  was  demonstrated  
by   experimental   prototype.   The   resistive   patterns  
representing   the   lossy   FSS   have   been   manufactured   by   the  
silk   printing   technique   through   a   photo   etched   frame.   The  
commercial   rigid   polyurethane   foam   was   used   as   the  
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Abstract
In this paper we propose to investigate a metasurface
designed, fabricated and characterized for an operation at
microwave frequencies. A good quantitative agreement has
been observed between simulations performed using finite
element method-based commercial code HFSS and
experiments made using a free space setup, based on vector
network analyzer and horn antennas. Our proposed
metasurface has further been validated as a Partially
Reflecting Surface in a Fabry-Pérot cavity, with the aim to
enhance the directivity of conventional microstrip patch
antennas.

1. Introduction
Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSSs) are considered as
spatial filters, which are generally realized using planar
periodic structures [1-4]. Once exposed to an
electromagnetic radiation, the FSS acts as a spatial filter,
causing some wavelengths to be transmitted and others to
be reflected. The response of a FSS is entirely determined
by the size and geometry of the unit element, periodicity,
and also by electrical properties of the dielectric substrate.
FSSs have been initially used in military applications for
stealth technology so as to reduce the Radar Cross Section
(RCS) of an antenna system outside its frequency band of
operation. In the last few years, many research groups have
contributed to their development and integration in modern
telecommunications systems. Considered as a subclass of
metamaterial surfaces also known as metasurfaces, FSSs
with their remarkable properties in controlling the
propagation of electromagnetic waves have found many
applications, which make them promising solutions to
antennas and microwaves circuit’s problems. Some
examples are reflector antennas, radome design, polarizers,
beam splitters and planar radar absorbers.
In this present work, we propose to investigate a
Frequency Selective Surface. The sample is illuminated by
a plane wave with TM polarization (i.e. E//z, H//y and k//x),
at normal incidence with only one layer along the direction

of propagation k. The dependency of the FSS on the
incidence angle of the electromagnetic exciting wave is
evaluated. The response of our FSS remains relatively
unchanged for incidence angles between ± 45°. An
enhancement of the selectivity of our FSS is validated by
stacking several layers of our prototype sample along the
direction of propagation k, and regularly spaced by an air
gap. We also propose theoretically an original way to tune
the response of our FSS. The basic idea consists in stacking
two layers of our FSS (double-layered FSS) spaced by an
air gap, and to apply a lateral displacement d to only one
layer with regard to the other. Almost 22% tunability is
observed using this method.
This FSS is then proposed as a metasurface acting as a
Partially Reflecting Surface (PRS) in a Fabry-Pérot (FP)
cavity with the main goal to enhance the directivity of a
printed patch antenna inserted in this cavity. Numerical
calculations, prototypes fabrication and experimental
characterizations are performed in the microwave regime at
around 9 GHz. Simulations and measurements agree very
well, demonstrating a high directivity of the device.

2. Spectral response of the FSS
The proposed FSS is shown in Fig. 1(a). It consists of 35
µm thick metallic (copper) patterns printed on a single face
of 0.5 mm thick dielectric substrate (Epoxy, εr = 4.4, tan(δ)
= 0.02). The relevant geometrical dimensions of the FSS
unit cell are as follows: a = 4 mm, b = 3 mm, c = 1 mm and
d = 3 mm. Using the full wave electromagnetic simulator
HFSS based on finite element method, we performed
simulations in order to predict the spectral response of the
structure. The sample is illuminated by a plane wave with
TM polarization (i.e. E//z, H//y and k//x), at normal
incidence with only one layer along the direction of
propagation k. Microwave measurements have been done
on a fabricated prototype composed of 23×25 cells. The
reflection and transmission measurements have been
performed applying an ABMillimetreTM network vector
analyzer and horn antennas in a quasi-optical configuration.

In the transmission measurements, the incident plane waves
are normal to the sample surface and the transmitted
intensity is normalized with respect to transmission in free
space between the two horn antennas. Similarly, the
reflection coefficient, measured with a directional coupler
in the reflection geometry, is normalized using a sheet of
copper as reflecting mirror. Fig. 1(b) shows the simulated
and measured transmission responses of the FSS. A pass
band frequency behavior centered around 40 GHz with a
bandwidth at -3 dB estimated at 6 GHz is observed. The
bandwidth is rather wide, which indicates the poor
selectivity of the spatial filter. The transmission peak
reaches a maximum value of about -1 dB at 40 GHz and a
good agreement is reported between simulations and
experiments. The dip in the measured transmission around
38 GHz near the resonant frequency is due to the finite
nature of the fabricated prototype, since we simulated an
infinite 2D structure, which is fully illuminated by plane
wave. Further numerical calculations that have been
performed, but not shown here, demonstrated the critical
influence of a more realistic and finite prototype on the
spectral response.

shift may be due to the physical displacement that can occur
between the metallic patterns when the layers are stacked.

(a)

Figure 1: (a) Experimental prototype of our investigated
Frequency Selective Surface with relevant geometrical
dimensions a = 4 mm, b = 3 mm, c = 1 mm, d = 3 mm and t
= 0.5 mm. The appropriate polarization of the electric and
magnetic fields is also shown. (b) Magnitude of the
simulated (solid line) and measured (line and symbols)
transmission coefficient.

(b)

Depending on the targeted application, the selectivity of a
spatial filter can be a very important and critical
characteristic in its functionality, which should be taken into
account during the design procedure. We propose here to
enhance the selectivity of our FSS by stacking several layers
of our prototype along the direction of propagation k, and
regularly spaced by an air gap gair = 1 mm. Indeed, the
selectivity of the spatial filter is significantly increased as
shown in Fig. 2(a) and a fairly good quantitative agreement
between the simulated (solid lines) and measured (lines and
symbols) transmission coefficient for 1, 2, 3 and 4 FSS
layers is observed. The bandwidth of the filter at -3 dB goes
from 6 GHz to 3 GHz for 4 FSS staked layers. We also
notice a decrease in the level of transmission at the 40 GHz
resonant frequency, with a minor shift towards lower
frequencies in the measured responses, in the case of 3 and 4
staked layers, compared to the simulated responses. This

(c)
Figure 2: (a) Magnitude of the calculated (solid lines) and
measured (lines and symbols) transmission coefficient for 1,
2, 3 and 4 stacked layers respectively along the direction of
propagation k, (b) Our FSS under investigation, for the

2

angular study, (c) magnitude of the transmission coefficient
of the FSS, measured for different incidence angles θinc
between -45° and +45°.

assimilated to the previously reported fishnet structure [89], presenting a negative effective index. However, due to
the air gap of 1 mm used in our study, negative index will
not be observed.

The dependency of the FSS on the incidence angle of
the electromagnetic exciting wave has also been evaluated.
Fig. 2(b) shows the typical scenario used for the oblique
incidence study of a single metasurface. The transmitting
and receiving antennas remain fixed, while the sample
under investigation is rotated. The response of our FSS
remains relatively unchanged for incidence angles between
± 45° as depicted in Fig. 2(c), which is potentially very
interesting and useful for oblique incidence applications.
The dip appearing near the resonant frequency, which has
been previously mentioned, is much more pronounced
beyond ±15° incidence since the number of unit cells
illuminated by the incident wave-fronts is reduced.
However, measurements performed on a larger prototype
should give better results.

(a)

3. Tunability of the spectral response of the FSS
Frequency tunable responses of electronic and
electromagnetic devices are highly desired since they offer
the possibility to operate at different frequencies. The most
common method to obtain tunability is to change the
effective electric length or the effective permittivity of the
structure, and the techniques used to reach this goal are
various and widely discussed in scientific literature. Here, we
propose theoretically an original way to tune the response of
our FSS. The basic idea consists in stacking two layers of our
FSS (double-layered FSS) spaced by an air gap gair = 1 mm,
and to apply a lateral displacement d to only one layer with
regard to the other, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
(b)

3.1. Double-layered FSS
The horizontal displacement d introduce additional peaks
around 42.5 GHz, 45.9 GHz and 62.7 GHz respectively, as
illustrated by the reflexion coefficient (black-solid-line) of
Fig. 3(b) in the case d = 100 µm. For a better understanding
of the origin of these peaks, we have performed a series of
numerical simulations on our investigated double-layered
FSS. Our investigations reveal that each peak is in fact a
contribution of different sub-elements constituting the unit
cell of the double-layered FSS, thus the resulting response
is the superposition of each sub-element%s response. Indeed,
the unit cell of our investigated double-layered FSS can be
regarded as a combination of an array of shifted metallic
continuous-wire pairs in the direction of the electric field
and an array of double-plate pairs. The first and the second
higher order modes that appear around 42.5 GHz and 46
GHz, comes from the shifted metallic continuous-wire pairs
and the third higher order mode that occurs at about 62.7
GHz corresponds to the contribution of the double-plate
pairs, as it can be clearly observed in Fig. 3(b). Similar
effect has been previously observed for multiple-frequency
band applications in terahertz regime [5-7]. At this stage, it
is important to note that when the air gap gair and the
horizontal shift d are set to 0, the double-layered FSS can be

Figure 3: (a) Configuration of our system which leads the
tunability of the spectral response of the double-FSS, one
layer of the double-FSS is translated horizontally along the
yy% axis, while the second layer remains fixed, (b)
illustration of the origin of additional peaks that appear on
the reflection coefficient during the lateral displacement d.
Tunability of the transmission (c) and the reflection (d)
coefficients, for different values of the displacement d along
yy% axis from 0 µm to 500 µm.
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with the development
structures [11-16].

3.2. Tunable FSS
The tunability effect can be explained as follows: the total
structure can be regarded as an electric equivalent LC
circuit having a resonant frequency fr. The resonant
frequency strongly depends of the electric properties of the
material used and the geometrical dimensions of the unit
cell of the sample. As detailed in Ref. 8 for the fishnet
structure, the FSS is composed of a slab (plate) and a neck
(continuous wire). The resonant frequency of our
investigated FSS is given by the following approximate
expression [9]: f r = 1 2π LC , where L corresponds to the
inductance of the metallic patterns of the unit cell along the

of

metallo-dielectric

periodic

r

direction of the electric field E and C corresponds to the
capacitance created between the two metallic patterns
separated by the dielectric substrate and the air-gap. The
capacitance C takes into account both the capacitance Cn of
the neck pair and the capacitance Cs of the slab pair. The
lateral displacement along the yy’ axis of one layer in the
double-layered FSS causes a misalignment of the metal
patterns, changing Cn and thus modifying the resonant
frequency of the structure. In this case, Cs is unchanged.
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show the tunability effect on the
transmission and reflection spectra, respectively for
different values of parameter d. The resonant frequency
decreases from its nominal value 41 GHz to 32.5 GHz,
when d goes from 0 µm to 500 µm (about 22% of
tunability). From our calculations, we have also noticed that

(a)

r

the translation of one layer along the electric field E
direction (polarized along zz% axis) does not affect
significantly the response of the FSS, creating only a minor
level of tunability. In this type of translation, we will be in
presence of two possible situations; either one neck faces
another neck or one neck faces a slab. In both cases, Cn will
be similar. However, Cs will be modified, but only slightly,
explaining the minor level of tunability. The main
transmission peak centered at about 41 GHz splits into new
peaks which move in opposite directions. The fundamental
mode decreases in intensity and moves towards low
frequencies from 41 GHz to 32.5 GHz when d increases
from 0 µm to 500 µm. As pointed out in the beginning of
this section, higher order modes are observed in both
transmission and reflection coefficients at the
aforementioned frequencies.

(b)
Figure 4: (a) Calculated (solid lines) and measured (lines and
symbols) magnitudes (a) and phases (b) of transmission and
reflection coefficients.
For
antenna
experimental
measurement
setup
availability, we carry out this application investigation in the
X band at around 9 GHz. Here we design our FSS in order to
act as the PRS in such a reflex-cavity antenna. Using a
standard printed circuit board and optical lithography, a
planar prototype composed of 9×9 cells having optimized
geometrical dimensions: a = 18 mm, b = 12 mm, c = 3.5 mm
and d = 12 mm, has been fabricated on the epoxy substrate of
thickness 1.6 mm in order to validate simulation results.
Measurements have been carried out in an anechoic chamber
using a network vector analyzer, and two broadband horn
lens-antennas working in the [2 GHz - 18 GHz] frequency
band are used as emitter and receiver. Fig. 4(a) shows the
calculated (solid lines) and measured (lines and symbols)
spectral responses of the structure. We observe a good
quantitative agreement between theory and experiment. Our

4. Directivity enhancement of microstrip patch
antennas
Following our investigations on the FSS in the above
sections, we now propose a potential and interesting
application of this metasurface. Indeed, the FSS can be very
useful as a metasurface reflector in Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavities.
Since the pioneering works of G. V. Trentini in the 50’s [10],
these cavities have been studied as reflex-cavity antennas for
their directive emissions. Consequently, we propose to
evaluate the studied FSS as a Partially Reflecting Surface
(PRS) in a FP cavity so as to enhance the directivity of
antennas based on the use of a single feeding source. This
class of antennas has received renewed interest, particularly

4

proposed structure can be regarded as a pass-band spatial
filter, with a first resonant mode localized at about 7.5 GHz.
The reflection phase shown in Fig. 4(b) varies from +180° to
-180° and passes through zero at resonance. The reflection
phase values are used to calculate the thickness h versus
frequency at which maximum boresight directivity (θ = 0°)
can be obtained (Fig. 5(a)). This resonance thickness is
determined by the following equation:
hr + t ε r = (ϕ PRS + ϕ r )

λ
λ
±N ,
4π
2

mm thick resonant FP cavity, respectively. The
performances obtained from measurements (lines with
symbols) carried out on the fabricated prototypes agree very
well with the numerical calculations (solid lines). The
directivity of our investigated system is considerably
enhanced and goes from 8 dB for the patch antenna to 20
dB for the cavity and the parasitic side lobes level of the
cavity remains below -10 dB. These results show the
potential application of our proposed FSS in a FP cavity for
highly directive emissions. Moreover, the study performed
on the frequency tunability of the double-layered FSS
suggests the possibility of a frequency reconfigurable cavity
using such type of FSS as reflector.

(1)

where ϕPRS represents the reflection phase of the partially
reflecting surface, ϕr is the reflection phase of the reflector
screen near the antenna, λ is the operating wavelength and
N is an integer corresponding to the order of the cavity’s
electromagnetic mode. t and εr are the thickness and the
relative dielectric permittivity dielectric substrate
supporting the feeding source, respectively. At 9 GHz, a
reflection phase close -180° is observed, suggesting a cavity
thickness close to λ/2. We shall note that the reflection at
this frequency is quite high (about -1 dB), which is
necessary for confining electromagnetic waves in the
cavity. This confinement allows achieving high directivity
since directivity is given by D = (1+R)/(1-R) [11]. To
illustrate the directivity enhancement, we performed
numerical simulations and measurements on the cavity
using the FSS reflector.

5. Conclusions
To summarize, we have theoretically and experimentally
investigated a planar FSS that has been designed, fabricated
and characterized for an operation frequency in the
microwave regime. The selectivity of the studied FSS is
considerably enhanced when stacking several layers. The
angular robustness of the transmission response was
demonstrated, and an original technique has been proposed
in order to obtain a tunability of the spectral response. The
FSS has been used as a Partially Reflecting Surface in a
Fabry-Pérot cavity where the radiation patterns have shown
a highly directive emission.
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Abstract
A novel flexible uniplanar Artificial Magnetic Conductor
(AMC) design is presented. A prototype is manufactured
and characterized under flat and bent conditions in anechoic
chamber. The designed prototype shows broad AMC
operation bandwidth, polarization angle independency and
high angular stability margin when operating under oblique
incidence.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials exhibit unique properties in controlling
the propagation of electromagnetic waves which make them
very attractive as potential solution for some microwaves
circuits and antennas problems.
At microwave frequencies, uniplanar Frequency Selective
Surfaces (FSSs) over a metallic ground plane can be used as
Electromagnetic Band-Gaps (EBGs) (exhibiting one or
several frequency bands in which no mode propagation is
allowed) or as Artificial Magnetic Conductors (AMCs)
(exhibiting in-phase reflection). In the absent of via holes,
both EBG frequency band and AMC frequency band do not
necessarily coincide [1]. At the resonance frequency, both
EBGs and AMC structures, exhibit high impedance surface
and so they are also called High Impedance Surfaces (HIS)
[2]-[6].
AMCs are electromagnetically dual to Perfect Electric
Conductors (PEC) and behave as Perfect Magnetic
Conductors (PMCs) over a certain frequency band (as
PMCs do not exist in Nature), the so-called AMC frequency
band. AMCs can be used as reflectors, in the design of lowprofile and highly efficient antennas and to reduce the
antenna radiation to the body in wearable applications.
The interest in flexible AMCs is growing since it would be
desirable to have AMC being object-shape-adapted for
many applications as RFID tags over metallic objects [7],
wearable antennas [8]-[11] and RCS reduction [12]-[13].
This would require the AMC to be flexible but without
losing its functionality. In addition, the AMC performance
for different polarization of the electrical incident field
(under normal incidence) and under oblique incidence is
very important. AMC designs with as higher angular
stability as possible are desirable [14].
In this contribution a novel flexible AMC design is
presented in section 2. It has several additional advantages

as being uniplanar, compact and without via holes which
makes it cost-reduced. A prototype of the flexible AMC is
manufactured using a bendable dielectric substrate. Section
3 describes the AMC prototype characterization process and
results, showing that in addition, the novel design exhibits
broad AMC operation bandwidth together with high angular
stability in both flat and bent conditions. Finally, some
conclusions are given in section 4.

2. AMC design
Each unit-cell of an AMC structure implements a
distributed LC network with one or more resonance
frequencies at 1 (2π LC ) where the structure exhibits high
surface impedance meanwhile the in-phase reflection
bandwidth is proportional to L C . At frequencies below
the resonance frequency the surface impedance of the
periodic structure is inductive and supports TM waves
whereas at frequencies higher than the resonance frequency,
the surface impedance is capacitive and supports TE waves.
The unit-cell geometry together with the substrate relative
permittivity and thickness mainly determine the AMC
resonant frequency and AMC frequency bandwidth. So
those are the elements modified by a designer in order to
obtain an AMC at a specific frequency and with a given
bandwidth. To increase the AMC bandwidth a thicker
dielectric substrate is needed, as it increases the equivalent
L, meanwhile it decreases the resonance frequency. Another
way of increasing the equivalent L and so the AMC
bandwidth, is including narrow strips in the geometry
design. In addition, by reducing the substrate’s relative
dielectric permittivity εr and increasing the gap between
adjacent unit-cells the equivalent C can be reduced and the
AMC bandwidth will be also increased. Finally, it has to be
taken into account that higher εr reduces the resonance
frequency and the AMC bandwidth. In sum, to obtain both
compact size and broad AMC operation bandwidth a tradeoff solution has to be taken considering substrate thickness
and εr.
Taking all these facts into account a uniplanar AMC [15][16] at 6GHz has been designed using ROGER3003
substrate with a thickness h=0.762 mm, relative dielectric
permittivity εr = 3.0 and loss tangent tgδ=0.0013. The
geometry of the AMC unit-cell is shown in Fig. 1 and the

is obtained under normal incidence. It is a broad bandwidth
for a very thin AMC (λ0/65.6 at 6GHz).

final optimized dimensions for operation at 6GHz using
Ansoft HFSS [17] are detailed in table I.
HFSS simulation set-up used to obtain the reflection
coefficient phase based on Finite Element Method (FEM)
and Bloch-Floquet theory is shown in Fig.2. It models a
single unit-cell of the structure with periodic boundary
conditions (PBCs) on its sides, to resemble the modelling of
an infinite structure [2],[15]. To illuminate the periodic
surface normal plane waves are launched using a waveport
positioned a half-wavelength above it. The phase reference
plane is taken on the periodic surface and the phase of the
reflection coefficient for the AMC structure is compared to
that of a PEC plane taken as reference, placed at exactly the
same position as the AMC, in the same way as in [2].

Waveport

PBCs

W

Unit-cell

c
d

h

g1

b

PBCs

Ground plane

W

i

a

Figure 2: Simulation set-up for determining the reflection
properties of the AMC.
At the resonance frequency an AMC behaves as a PMC
exhibiting high surface impedance due to a very low value
(ideally null) of the tangential magnetic field. To verify this
fact, simulations have been carried out for a normal incident
plane wave using the setup of Fig 2 (with PBCs so that the
structure mimics an infinite AMC). Fig 3. shows the
magnetic field variation along a plane at three different
positions of the AMC unit-cell for different frequencies. As
it could be expected, at the resonance frequency (6GHz) the
magnetic field (H) on the periodic surface considerably
decreases compared to its value at the other frequencies out
of the AMC frequency band.

g2

e

f

Figure 1: AMC unit-cell geometry top view.
Table 1: Unit-cell dimensions.
Dimensions (mm)
W
a
b
c
d
12.000 6.456 1.646 1.827 0.609
e
f
g1
g2
i
0.945
0.730 0.032 0.154 0.522

f=5.0GHz

Fig. 4 shows the reflection coefficient phase simulation [15]
results for the designed AMC. As it could be expected, at
low frequencies compared to the resonance frequency, the
reflection coefficient phase is 180º, and the periodic
structure behaves like a PEC. The reflection phase crosses
through zero at the resonance frequency and returns to -180º
above it. When the surface impedance exceeds the free
space impedance the reflection phase falls in -90º, 90º.
Image currents are in-phase rather than out of phase within
this range, as in a PMC, and for this reason it is generally
considered the AMC operation bandwidth. The inherent inphase reflection property of AMCs makes possible antenna
elements lay directly on the periodic surface without being
short-circuited or malfunctioning.
From the reflection coefficient phase simulation results (see
Fig.4) an AMC operation bandwidth of 500 MHz (8.33%)

f=5.4GHz

f=6.0GHz

f=6.6GHz

Figure 3: Magnetic field distribution on an AMC unit-cell
with periodic boundary conditions at different frequencies.

2

AMC have the same size), for the upper frequency (f = 7
GHz), the far field distance (RFF = 2D2 / λ) is RFF,7GHz ~
0.97m, whereas for the lower frequency (f = 5 GHz) it
decreases until RFF,5GHz ~ 0.69m. So the prototypes have
been measured in far field conditions.

Angular stability [14] is a key fact in AMC design and even
more in flexible ones as in may of the intended applications,
such as RFID tags or wearable antennas, it has a direct
impact on their performance. For example, when combining
and AMC with an antenna for an RFID tag, the AMC
angular stability influences the antenna radiation
performance and so the reading range. In sum, it is desirable
an AMC with as higher angular stability as possible.
180
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60º

Reflection Phase (deg)

135
90
45
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-45
-90
-135
-180
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5.5

6
6.5
Frequency (GHz)

7

Figure 5: Reflection coefficient measurement set-up in
anechoic camber.

7.5

Figure 4: Simulation results of AMC reflection coefficient
phase for TE polarization under different incidence angles
θinc=0º, 20º, 40º and 60º .

There are many possible ways of bending an AMC. Two
typical different bending patterns for the AMC have been
selected and tested (see Fig.6) a “creeping” pattern which
can be caused in textile AMC integrated in the garment for
example when the arm is bent at the elbow, and a “smooth”
pattern which can be caused in the torso or in the shoulder.

Concerning AMC stability for different polarizations of the
incident electric field, this can be ensured by using a
symmetric design as the one presented in this contribution
which exhibits four symmetry planes.
The reflection coefficient phase versus frequency for
different incident angles θinc between 0º and 60º has been
simulated for transverse electric (TE) polarized waves
aiming to study the angular stability margin [14] of the
presented structure. From Fig. 4 it can be obtained the
absolute and relative deviations of the resonant frequency
which are respectively 96MHz and 1.6%. So, it can be
concluded that the presented AMC design is highly stable as
it exhibits an angular margin of θinc=±60º.

Figure 6: AMC manufactured prototype and bending
patterns: a) Flat manufactured prototype b) smooth
prototype with Ws=125mm, and hs=30mm; c) creeping
prototype with Wc1=60mm, Wc2=52mm, hc1=18mm, and
hc2=15mm

3. AMC prototype characterization
A 12x12 cells AMC prototype has been manufactured using
laser micromachining. The prototype physical size is
14.4cm x 14.4cm
Fig. 5 shows the reflection coefficient measurement setup in
anechoic chamber (similar to the one used in [15]). Two
horn antenna probes working in the band 5-7 GHz have
been chosen as Tx and Rx, being 3m the separation between
each probe and the object-under-test. The followed
methodology [2],[15] is based on the utilization of a
reference measurement (a metallic plate considered as PEC)
to calculate the reflection coefficient of the AMC and is in
fact the same used for the full-wave simulation. Taking into
account the measured prototypes physical size (PEC and

The measured reflection phase of the flat and bent
manufactured prototypes for normal incidence conditions
are shown in Fig. 7. The flat prototype has the resonance at
6.178GHz which means a 2.9% deviation with respect to
the simulation (6.0GHz) due to under-etching in the laser
micromachining. There is no frequency shift for the
creeping bent prototype with respect to the flat prototype
resonance, whereas the smooth bent prototype has its
resonance at 6.208GHz, which means just a 1.69%
deviation with respect to the flat prototype.

3

flat prototype resonance conditions are met within an
angular margin of θinc=±10º (see Fig.8) whereas for the
smooth and creeping bent prototypes (see Fig.9 and Fig.10)
the obtained angular margin is θinc=±8º.
These results show that it is possible to obtain a flexible
AMC without reducing the bandwidth of AMC performance
with respect to a rigid AMC that uses the same unit cell
design and preserving its angular stability under oblique
incidence.

The flat prototype shows a 430MHz (6.96%) AMC
operation bandwidth in good agreement with simulated
value (8.33%) whereas the creeping bent prototype exhibits
625MHz (10.07%) and the smooth bent AMC shows
487MHz (8.02%), even slightly wider than that of the flat
prototype.
180
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Figure 7: AMC reflection coefficient phase under flat and
bent conditions.
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Figure 9: Reflection coefficient phase of the manufactured
smooth prototype for different incident angles (θinc).

Under normal incidence (θinc = 0º) the flat prototype
presents the same reflection phase for any polarization due
to the unit cell symmetry. In the case of the bent prototype,
this invariance with respect to the polarization angle is also
present.
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Figure 10: Reflection coefficient phase of the
manufactured creeping prototype for different incident
angles (θinc).

Figure 8: Reflection coefficient phase of the manufactured
flat prototype for different incident angles (θinc).

4. Conclusions
The presented novel uniplanar low-profile flexible AMC
design without via holes exhibits broad AMC operation
bandwidth, polarization angle independency under normal
incidence and high angular stability under oblique
incidence. Its low cost, simple fabrication and integration
make it very attractive for applications involving antennas
in RFID tags, wearable systems, and RCS reduction.

The reflection coefficient phase versus frequency, for
different incident angles θinc has been measured. As it was
explained in the previous section, simulation results (see
Fig.4) show an angular margin of θinc=±60º for transverse
electric (TE) polarized waves with 1.6% relative deviation
of the resonant frequency. In measurement this angular
margin decreased due to finite size of prototypes. For the
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Abstract
An enhanced metamaterial absorber based on the circumscribed-cross resonator is introduced in this paper. The new
structure is polarization-independent, due to the symmetry
of its unit cell, and is proven efficient for the attenuation
of obliquely incident waves. The absorption mechanism is
thoroughly investigated and is found to be mainly related to
the losses of the dielectric substrate. Furthermore, by exploiting the scalability property of metamaterials, the operational bandwidth of our design can be drastically improved
by placing unit cells with properly scaled resonators adjacent to each other. In this context, various combinations
of three, four, and nine unit cells, that can increase the full
width at half maximum up to as much as 11.18%, are developed. The overall performance of the proposed configurations is deemed promising for the realization of microwave
metamaterial absorbers for several practical applications.

1. Introduction
Metamaterial absorbers have, recently, triggered a notable
scientific investigation with an escalating impact on modern microwave systems. To this objective, the combination of an electric-LC (ELC) resonator with a split-wire
has been proposed for the construction of an almost perfect arrangement, which, in its initial design, has been very
sub-wavelength (around λ0 /35) [1]. Although quite narrowband and basically effective only for normally incident
waves, this device inspired several researchers to probe its
absorption mechanism [2], [3]. In the meanwhile, a considerable variety of instructive ideas have been launched in
order to produce efficient metamaterial absorbers in the microwave, terahertz, and infrared frequency regions [4]-[10].
However, contemporary real-world applications, like
RCS minimization from airplanes, steamboats and other vehicles or protection from electromagnetic interference due
to mobile phones and local area networks, require more
sophisticated features, while preserving the ultra-thin size
of the original approach. Amid them, one can discern the
larger bandwidth or multiple bands of operation as well
as the wide-angle and polarization-independent absorption
rates [11]-[17]. Essentially, most of the structures reported
in the literature focus on the improvement of just one of
the prior characteristics, thus turning the construction of an
overall optimized device into a challenging design problem.
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Figure 1: (a) Front and (b) perspective view of the CCR
absorber. Dimensions: r = 2.06 mm, d = 0.40 mm, g =
0.39 mm, w = 0.37 mm, p = 8 mm, and t = 1 mm.
In this paper, a novel metamaterial absorber with improved bandwidth performance that operates around the
middle of the microwave X-band (8.0 − 12.0 GHz), is presented. The proposed design, implemented by means of the
circumscribed-cross resonator (CCR), exhibits remarkable
wide-angle absorption and independence on the polarization of the incident radiation. Moreover, taking avail of
metamaterial scalability, the operational bandwidth of the
structure is significantly enhanced by combining appropriately tailored unit cells in certain periodic arrangements. In
this way, the demanding obliquely incident waves are efficiently absorbed, without any other non-physical conventions. The merits of the optimized absorber are thoroughly
validated via different metal and dielectric material setups,
while some possible future extensions are finally discussed.

2. Theory and design of the CCR absorber
The primary design concept of the proposed device is based
on the CCR, depicted in Fig. 1a, which belongs to the class
of ELC resonators [18] and its first resonance is usually excited by an electric field component parallel to one of its
crossed wires. The CCR is imprinted on a standard 1 mmthick FR-4 substrate (εr = 4.3, tan δ = 0.022), whereas
the opposite face of the dielectric spacer is covered with
a copper layer (Fig. 1b), so as to ensure zero transmission
throughout the structure. Additionally, periodic boundary
conditions are applied along the x- and y-axis in order to
model an infinite array of unit cells. For our analysis, all
simulations are carried out through the frequency domain
solver of CST MWSTM computational package [19].
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Figure 3: Absorption for various θ angles and φ = 0◦ .

Figure 2: Absorption and reflectance of the proposed structure. The absorption peak of 96.41% occurs at the frequency of 9.90 GHz and the FWHM is 4.96%.

1
0.9

Starting with arbitrary dimensions and considering a
normally incident plane wave propagating along the zdirection with its electric-field component polarized along
the x-axis, a genetic algorithm is employed to reach the optimal unit cell parameters for maximum absorption near the
middle of the X-band. The absorption of the structure is calculated from the values of the simulated scattering parameters through its definition as A(ω) = 1−R(ω)−T (ω), with
R(ω) = |S11 |2 and T (ω) = |S21 |2 being the reflectance
and transmittance, respectively. Since T (ω) = 0 due to the
copper plane, Fig. 2 illustrates the reflectance and absorption of the device, revealing an absorption peak of 96.41%
at 9.90 GHz and a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 4.96% around this center frequency. Note, also, that
the complete symmetry of the unit cell along the x- and ydirection ensures the accomplishment of similar absorptive
behavior for arbitrary polarizations of the incident wave.
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Figure 4: Absorption for various φ angles and θ = 0◦ .

3. Angle-independent absorption
characteristics of the CCR absorber
In this section, the response of our device to obliquely incident radiation is examined. To this end, angles θ and φ are
defined, as those formed between the propagation vector of
the incident wave and the z-axis over the yz- and xz-plane,
respectively (see Fig. 1b for axes definition). Initially, angle θ is varied, while keeping φ = 0◦ . The corresponding
absorption curves are illustrated in Fig 3, indicating an almost angle-independent performance up to θ = 70◦ . On the
other hand, by setting θ = 0◦ and varying angle φ, Fig 4 is
obtained. Again, the absorption spectrum remains almost
unchanged, except for a slight downshift of the maximum
absorption frequency for φ = 40◦ .
Although the above results constitute a strong indication for the angle-insensitive performance of the proposed
absorber, it is crucial to explore the most general case of
obliquely incident radiation. For this goal, angles θ and φ
are varied simultaneously (with a step of 10◦ each). The
peak absorption values for all possible angle combinations,
are given in the surface plot of Fig. 5. Very efficient absorption for any angle φ and for θ values up to 70◦ can be
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Figure 5: Absorption maximum for various combinations
of obliquely incident waves (variations of θ and φ angles
from 0◦ to 80◦ , with a 10◦ increment for both of them).
promptly observed. However, slight variations in the center
frequency of the maximum absorption occur, especially for
angles larger than 60◦ , as provided in Table 1. These findings are indeed very promising and seem to even transcend
other similar results available in the literature [15].

4. Investigation of the loss mechanism
The absorption mechanism should be an issue of systematic
investigation, since it can offer valuable physical interpretations. Actually, there are two generally accepted loss mechanisms; dielectric losses arising from the imaginary part of
2

Table 1: Maximum absorption frequency fmax (GHz) for
various oblique incidence angles θ and φ.
Angle φ

0◦
9.90
9.88
9.80
9.85
9.85

◦

0
20◦
40◦
60◦
80◦

20◦
9.84
9.86
9.79
9.83
9.88

Angle θ
40◦
9.81
9.85
9.76
9.83
9.85

xs1
xs2
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9.83
9.82
9.61
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Figure 7: (a) Combined structure with three unit cells and
(b) absorption performance of variants with different scaling factors, as explained in Table 2.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 6: Absorption performance for different dielectrics
(lossless or lossy) and metal properties (copper or PEC).

Table 2: Scaling factors and FWHM for the different variants of Fig. 7b.

the substrate’s dielectric constant and ohmic losses due to
the finite conductivity of the structure’s metallic parts.
Herein, we perform additional simulations for all possible combinations of dielectric (lossless or lossy) and metal
(copper with finite conductivity or perfectly electric conductor (PEC)) types to reveal their actual contribution to the
absorption performance, presented in Fig. 6. As expected,
the PEC-lossless dielectric case exhibits zero absorbance
over the whole frequency range. Moreover, in the copperlossless substrate scenario, A(ω) reaches a peak value of
23% at 9.90 GHz. Such an outcome could lead to the assumption that both absorption mechanisms are involved in
the CCR structure with additive effects. Nonetheless, in
the case of a lossy dielectric, the absorbance plot remains
almost unchanged when replacing copper with a PEC material, substantiating that practically only dielectric losses
affect the optimized absorber’s overall performance.

s1
s2
FWHM

Orig.
1.000
1.000
4.96%

Var. 1
0.990
1.010
5.66%

Var. 2
0.985
1.015
6.36%

Var. 3
0.980
1.020
7.68%

In this framework, we employ a similar idea to the original unit cell of Section 2, which can be considered as the
borderline case of a multiband design. Specifically, by arranging unit cells with scaling factors very close to unity,
adjacent to each other, a new, larger unit cell is formed with
multiple overlapping absorptive regions. In the following
subsections, diverse implementations with three, four, and
nine unit cells are suggested and studied in order to improve
the FWHM of the initially introduced CCR absorber.
5.1. Three unit-cells

5. Bandwidth-enhanced variants

First, our approach is applied to a set of three unit cells
(Fig. 7a). As observed, two scaled unit cells, with scaling
factors s1 and s2 , respectively, are combined with the original one. Three different variants with enhanced FWHM
values are illustrated in Fig. 7b, for the scaling factors summarized in Table 2. It becomes apparent that for scaling
factors gradually departing from unity, the absorption spectrum of each individual unit cell starts to discriminate from
the whole, leading to decreased overlapping and lower absorption peaks. However, it is stressed that in all variants of
Fig. 7b, the FWHM is significantly increased from 4.96%
of the original unit cell up to 7.68% for variant 3.

To further enhance the absorption bandwidth of the novel
design, the scalability property of metamaterials is utilized.
In particular, by multiplying the dimensions of the original CCR along the x- and y-axis with a scaling factor s,
the center frequency can be downshifted (s > 1) or upshifted (s < 1), while the absorption curve retains its original shape and fractional bandwidth. This property may be
used for the synthesis of multiband absorbers, as in [15].
It is mentioned that unit cells with different absorbing frequencies, owing to their scaled CCRs, can be alternately
placed to form a multiband absorbing metasurface.
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Figure 9: (a) Combined structure with nine unit cells and
(b) absorption performance of variants with different scaling factors, as explained in Table 4.

Table 3: Scaling factors and FWHM for the different variants of Fig. 8b.
Orig.
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
4.96%

9

Frequency (GHz)
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Figure 8: (a) Combined structure with four unit cells and (b)
absorption performance of variants with different scaling
factors, as explained in Table 3.
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Table 4: Scaling factors and FWHM for the different variants of Fig. 9b.

Var. 4
0.970
0.990
1.010
1.030
8.79%

s11
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s13
s21
s22
s23
s31
s32
s33
FWHM

5.2. Four unit-cells
Next, the same concept is utilized in a set of four unit cells,
as in Fig. 8a. Various possibilities arise by properly controlling scaling factors sij , for (i, j) = 1, 2. Specifically, four
different variants with improved FWHM values are demonstrated in Fig. 8b, for the scaling factors listed in Table 3.
Again, we can readily detect the considerable bandwidth
enhancement that is achieved through the pertinent selection of sij . For instance, in variant 4 of Fig. 8b, the FWHM
is increased from 4.96% of the original unit cell to 8.79%.

Orig.
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
4.96%

Var. 1
1.000
0.985
1.005
1.010
1.000
0.990
0.995
1.015
1.000
5.98%

Var. 2
1.000
0.980
1.010
1.015
1.000
0.985
0.990
1.020
1.000
8.08%

Var. 3
1.000
0.980
1.020
1.020
1.000
0.980
0.980
1.020
1.000
9.96%

Var. 4
1.000
0.960
1.040
1.040
1.000
0.960
0.960
1.040
1.000
11.18%

ent variants with enhanced values of FWHM are considered
and their performance is shown in Fig. 9b, for the scaling
factors of Table 4. From the results, one can deduce that in
all variants the FWHM is significantly raised; from 4.96%
of the original unit cell up to 11.18% for variant 4.

5.3. Nine unit-cells

6. Discussion and conclusions

As our final configuration, we investigate the combined device of Fig. 9a, comprising nine unit cells, which offers additional design perspectives via the appropriate choice of
scaling factors sij , for (i, j) = 1, 2, 3. In a similar fashion
with the scenario of the previous subsection, four differ-

A class of robust metamaterial absorbers based on the CCR
geometry has been presented in this paper. The proposed
devices have been shown to exhibit several attractive characteristics, such as wide-angle and polarization-insensitive
4

absorption, by implementing an electrically thin (λ0 /30
at the resonance frequency), low-cost FR-4 dielectric substrate. In essence, analysis has proven that their performance is principally related to the dielectric losses of the
substrate. Additionally, the possibility to attain bandwidthenhanced structures has been extensively discussed and the
FWHM of the original unit cell has been increased from
4.96% to 11.18%. Possible extensions of the new absorber
can be envisaged in terms of tunable metamaterials, as an
alternative path to performance-enhanced components. For
example, by loading the CCRs with varactor elements, a
fully controllable surface may be attained, as in [20], providing supplementary degrees of freedom to the design procedure presented herein. Hence, the aforementioned assets
can render this structure a potential candidate for diverse
real-world applications in the microwave spectrum.
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be located over a limited size surface in order to produce an
in-phase reflection.
In this paper, a new dual-band AMC based on a spiral
pattern is introduced. The proposed design is uni-planar and
does not contain any vias in order to obtain an inexpensive
and easy-to-fabricate structure. Each band can be tuned
independently and to facilitate the design, an analytical
model is given which can predict the resonance frequency
of both the bands. Section 2 presents the spiral-based
single-band AMC along with analytic formulae. In section
3, an additional resonance is introduced to achieve the dualband behavior and the related analytical model is given. In
section 4, a dual-band GPS application is considered and
related designing issues are discussed. Finally, a conclusion
is drawn in section 5.

Abstract
A dual-band Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) is
presented in this paper. The proposed metasurface is based
on a spiral geometry in which an additional resonance has
been introduced thanks to a physical understanding of the
structure’s behavior. The design is compact and the two
frequency bands can be adjusted independently.
Furthermore, an analytical model is developed which can
predict both the frequencies at which the metasurface
reflects incident waves in-phase.

1. Introduction
Metasurfaces such as High Impedance Surfaces (HIS) have
a great potential regarding antenna applications [1]. These
surfaces can exhibit two interesting properties. One is an
Electromagnetic Band Gap (EBG) which forbids the
propagation of surface waves. This property can help in
reducing the mutual coupling between different antennas of
an array for example. The second one is the in-phase
reflection of incident waves that makes the metasurface
behaving like an Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC).
This second property allows locating such a metasurface
close to an antenna in order to enhance its directivity by
acting as a reflector.
AMC metasurfaces are resonant surfaces composed of
printed unit-cells over a grounded dielectric slab. So the inphase reflection of incident waves is achieved only about
their resonance frequency. However, antennas are
frequently
operating
at
different
frequencies
simultaneously. Consequently, multi-band AMC are
required.
Dual-band behavior can be obtained using two or more
layers of metallic printed patterns [2, 3], or using lumped
components [4, 5]. However, both these approaches
increase the cost of the AMC. Thus, several uni-planar
designs have been proposed in order to achieve either dualband [6-11] or multi-band characteristics [12]. However,
these surfaces are not easy to design because their
frequency bands cannot be adjusted independently. In [13],
a simple dual-band design based on a square patch and a
slot is proposed for which two frequency bands can be
adjusted independently. However, the unit-cell is relatively
large and comparable to the size of a wideband monopole
antenna [13]. This may be a problem especially if the
surface available for the AMC is not large. A compact unitcell design insures that a sufficient number of unit-cells can

2. Single-band AMC
2.1. Design
The proposed structure is based on a spiral unit-cell
introduced in [14] which presents the advantage to be
compact while exhibiting a bandwidth similar to other
bigger patterns [15]. However, unlike in [14], the spiral used
here does not contain any metallic vias and the structure is
consequently similar to the one found in [16]. A quarter of
the unit-cell is presented in figure 1. To obtain the complete
unit-cell, the spiral has to be mirror duplicated along x- and
y-axis. The metallic pattern is constructed with the
geometrical parameters lspir and g. g is the gap between
spiral’s arms and lspir is related to the gap g and the width of
spiral’s arms wCPW with:
l spir = wCPW + g

(1)

So the length of this quarter unit-cell is 8lspir. The spiral is
printed on a grounded dielectric slab. In figure 1, the
grounded dielectric slab is actually composed of two
dielectric layers of thickness h1, h2 and relative permittivity
εr1, εr2, respectively. Only the lower layer (h1, εr1) has a
ground plane. Two layers are taken into account in order to
consider the following scenario. The upper layer is a
dielectric substrate, necessary for the spiral to be printed,
whereas the lower layer is only vacuum (which in practice
can be foam or honeycomb structure). This vacuum layer is
useful in order to increase the thickness of the structure, and
so the AMC bandwidth, without increasing significantly
neither the weight nor the losses.

2

where θ1 et θ2 are the electrical lengths showed in figure 2
and equal to:
θ1 = β 1l1 =

ω

θ 2 = β 2 l2 =

c

ε reff 1 .l1

(3)

ε reff 2 .l 2

(4)

ω
c

with ω the angular frequency, c the light velocity, l1 = 6.5lspir
and l2 = 9.5lspir - g/2. Rz is the ratio between the
characteristic impedance Z2 of the dipole’s part whose line
length is θ2 and width WCPW2 = lspir-g and the characteristic
impedance Z1 of the part of length θ1 and line width
WCPW1 = 2lspir-g. So the impedance ratio is equal to:
Z
(5)
R = 2
z

2Z 1

Consequently, by determining Rz and the effective
permittivity of each part of the dipole, the resonance
frequency can be found by solving equation (2).
Characteristics of a multilayered substrate conductorbacked CPW can be determined with conformal mapping
[18, 19] by assuming a propagating quasi-static TEM mode.
Thus, the effective permittivity can be calculated using the
following set of equations:

Figure 1: Single-band spiral AMC quarter unit-cell.

2.2. Analytical Modeling
In order to obtain a dual-band AMC, it is necessary to add a
second resonance to the metasurface. To do so, we firstly
analyze the resonance phenomenon involved in the spiral.
The figure 2 presents the full spiral unit-cell. At the
frequency for which the surface behaves like an AMC (i.e.
when the reflected phase is null), a resonance occurs. A
stationary wave is established in the split strip presented in
blue color in figure 2 (the incident electric field is
considered polarized along x-axis). This strip supports a
coplanar waveguide (CPW)-like quasi-TEM mode of
propagation with grey lines being its ground plane. Yellow
lines are parts of the neighbor resonating strips. Note that
when the electric field is polarized along y-axis, resonating
strips become the ground plane and vice versa. So the
structure is equivalent to a CPW stepped-impedance dipole.
Consequently, its resonance frequency can be analytically
determined.

ε reff = 1 + q1ε r1 + q 2 (ε r 2 − ε r1 )
qi =

( )

1 K (k i ) K k
2 K k i' K (k 0 )

( )

'
0

(6)
(7)

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and:
a
(8)
k =
0

b



πa

tanh
2(h1 + h2 ) 

k1 =

πb 

tanh
 2(h1 + h2 ) 
 πa 

sinh 
 2h2 
k2 =
 πb 

sinh 
 2h2 

(9)

(10)

k i' = 1 − k i2

(11)

wCPW
2
wCPW
b=
+g
2

(12)

a=

(13)

To obtain the value of Rz from equation (5), impedances Z1
and Z2 are determined with:
1
(14)
Z=
c ε reff C 0
 K (k 0 ) K (k1 ) 

C 0 = 2ε 0 
+
'
K k1' 
 K k0

( )

( )

(15)

Figure 2: CPW stepped-impedance dipole identification.
2.3. Numerical validation
To validate the proposed model, an example of spiral using
no substrate but vacuum is firstly considered (so
εr1 = εr2 = 1). Dimensions are (h1 + h2) = 4.73 mm and
g = 0.4 mm. lspir value ranges from 1.1 mm up to 4.7 mm.

By considering the first mode of a stepped-impedance
resonator, resonance conditions are satisfied when [17]:
tan (θ 1 ) tan (θ 2 ) = R z

(2)

3

The AMC behavior occurs when the CPW steppedimpedance dipole resonates. This resonance frequency is
determined analytically by solving equation (5) and results
are compared with those obtained from a full-wave-analysis
with the frequency domain solver of CST Microwave
Studio. From full-wave-analysis, the frequency at which the
reflected phase is null in the AMC’s plane is determined
following the procedure described in [20]. Results are shown
in figure 3. As expected, it is observed that when the size of
the spiral increases (i.e. when lspir increases), the null phase
frequency decreases. Also, analytical and full-wave results
are in good agreement, except when lspir is small and so the
null phase frequency is high. This can be explained by the
fact that the analytical model supposes a quasi-static TEM
mode of propagation. This assumption is valid as long as the
substrate thickness is small compared to the wavelength.
When the operating frequency increases, the thickness
h1 + h2 becomes larger with respect to the wavelength.
Nevertheless, for the given example, the model gives quite
accurate results for frequencies below 2 GHz, even though
the finite ground plane size, bends, open-end discontinuities
and the coupling between the neighbor dipoles are not taken
into account.
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Figure 4: Influence of the relative permittivity εr2 on the null
phase frequency (εr1 = 1, h1 = 3.15 mm, h2 = 1.58 mm,
g = 0.4 mm, lspir = 2.1 mm).

3. Dual-Band AMC
3.1. Design and concept
The proposed dual-band geometry is presented in figure 5.
Because of its symmetry, only a quarter of the structure is
shown. Knowing that the current circulating along a CPW is
mainly concentrated along line edges, a slot can be etched in
the middle of the CPW without disturbing too much the
propagation along it. By doing so, the slot creates an
additional propagation structure: a Coplanar Strip Line
(CPS) of gap value wCPS. This structure, being shortcircuited at one end and open-circuited at the other end,
introduces an additional resonance when its equivalent
length (lCPS) is equal to a quarter of guided wavelength. So
by adjusting the length of the slot, it is possible to adjust the
resonance frequency of the CPS while keeping unchanged
the resonance frequency of the CPW.
To validate the concept, full-wave simulations are
performed with CST Microwave Studio using the following
properties: εr1 = εr2 = 1, (h1+h2) = 4.73 mm, g = 0.4 mm,
wCPS = 0.2 mm, lspir = 2.1 mm and lCPS varies from 26.75 mm
up to 33.4 mm, which is the longest possible CPS length. At
this value, the physical CPS length is equal to the physical
CPW length (lCPS = l1 + l2). Reflection phase results are
shown in Figure 6. One can observe that the reflection
becomes null twice over the frequency band of interest. At
the lower frequency, the resonance is due to the CPW
stepped-impedance dipole. At the upper frequency, the
resonance is due to the CPS and so the frequency changes
significantly for different values of lCPS. Thus, two different
null reflected phase frequencies can be adjusted
independently which is highly suitable for dual-band
designing.
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dispersion which is not taken into account in the analytical
model.
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Figure 3: Influence of the spiral size (through parameter
lspir) on the null phase frequency (εr1 = εr2 = 1,
(h1 + h2) = 4.73 mm, g = 0.4 mm).
As a second example, the presence of a dielectric layer
is now considered. Dimensions are the same as previously
except that lspir is kept constant at 2.1 mm, h1= 3.15 mm and
h2 = 1.58 mm. The effect of the relative permittivity εr2 is
investigated and its value ranges from 1 up to 9. Analytical
and full-wave results are shown in figure 4. One can notice
that the null phase frequency decreases from 1.57 GHz
down to 0.75 GHz (from full-wave results) as the
permittivity increases from 1 up to 9. When εr2 = 1,
analytical and full-wave results are in good agreement.
However, the error increases as the permittivity increases,
reaching about 11% when εr2 = 9. It appears that, in the
given example, the analytical model is more accurate for
lower permittivity values. This may be explained by the fact
that the higher the permittivity, the more the field is
concentrated in the dielectric, thereby inducing more

4

Analytical results obtained from equation (16) are compared
with a full-wave analysis in figure 7. The model and the
full-wave analysis results are in good agreement although
the lower ground plane is not taken into account. The gap
wCPS being narrow, the electromagnetic field is largely
concentrated in its proximity and so the lower ground plane
has little influence on the propagating mode.
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Figure 5: Dual-band spiral AMC quarter unit-cell.
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Figure 7: Influence of the CPS length (through parameter
lCPS) on the CPS null phase frequency (εr1 = εr2 = 1,
(h1+h2) = 4.73 mm,
g = 0.4 mm,
wCPS = 0.2 mm,
lspir = 2.1 mm).
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The second example considers the presence of a dielectric
layer. Dimensions are the same than previously except that
lCPS is now equal to 26.75 mm, h1= 3.15 mm and
h2 = 1.58 mm. The effect of the relative permittivity εr2 is
investigated and its value ranges from 1 up to 9. Analytical
model is compared to full-wave analysis in figure 8. The
null phase frequency decreases from 2.84 GHz down to
1.3 GHz as the permittivity increases from 1 up to 9.
Results are in very good agreement. Since the CPS’s gap
wCPS is small with respect to the wavelength, the quasi-static
TEM mode assumption is largely satisfied.

3

Figure 6: Reflection phase full-wave simulation results:
influence of lCPS (εr1 = εr2 = 1, (h1+h2) = 4.73 mm,
g = 0.4 mm, wCPS = 0.2 mm, lspir = 2.1 mm).
3.2. Analytical Modeling
Considering the quarter-wavelength resonance of the CPS,
the resonance frequency is thereby given by:
c
(16)
f CPS =
4l CPS ε reff
0

By again performing a conformal mapping based on a quasistatic TEM mode assumption and by neglecting the presence
of the lower ground plane, the effective permittivity of the
CPS can be determined by [18]:
(ε − 1) K (k 0 ) K (k 2' )
(17)
ε = 1 + r2
2

( )

K k 0' K (k 2 )

using same parameters than previously except that:
wCPS
2
WCPW l spir − g
b=
=
2
2
a=

full-wave
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3.3. Numerical validation
Figure 8: Influence of the relative permittivity εr2 on the
CPS null phase frequency (εr1 = 1, h1 = 3.15 mm,
h2 = 1.58 mm, g = 0.4 mm, wCPS = 0.2 mm, lspir = 2.1 mm,
lCPS = 26.75 mm).

The accuracy of the proposed CPS model is studied by
taking an example similar to the previous one with a
vacuum substrate (εr1 = εr2 = 1) and the following
dimensions
are:
(h1+h2) = 4.73 mm,
lspir = 2.1 mm,
g = 0.4 mm and wCPS = 0.2 mm. lCPS varies from 25.75 mm
up to 33.4 mm, which is the longest possible CPS length.
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4. Design Considerations
In some dual-band applications, the two operating
frequencies are relatively close to each other. For instance,
GPS operating bands L1 and L2 are centered on 1.57 GHz
and 1.22 GHz, respectively. Designing a wideband AMC
able to cover the upper and the lower bands simultaneously
is challenging [4] and may lead to very thick metasurfaces.
Thus, dual-band AMCs appear to be a possible solution.
However, regarding this application, a ratio fu/fl = 1.28
between upper and lower frequencies is required. Such a
low ratio is not easy to obtain with conventional dual-band
AMC. Even with our proposed design where two distinct
propagating structures can resonate, it can be observed,
from previous sections, that this ratio may be difficult to
obtain. For instance, by comparing the CPW resonance
frequency obtained for lspir = 2.1 mm in figure 3 (i.e.
1.57 GHz) and the CPS one obtained in figure 7 for the
maximum slot length (i.e. 2.31 GHz), the ratio fu/fl reaches a
value of 1.47. That is why an additional degree of freedom
available within the structure is now investigated: the gap g.
Its influence on the effective permittivity of each line can be
simply and efficiently investigated with analytical models
previously developed.
According to figure 1, a vacuum layer with a thickness
h1 = 3.15 mm and a substrate of permittivity εr2 = 2.5 with a
thickness h2 = 1.58 mm is considered. Design parameters
have following values: lspir = 2.3 mm, lCPS = 35.3 mm (this is
the maximum possible value for which lCPS = l1 + l2) and
wCPS = 2.3 mm. Results regarding the resonance frequencies
of CPW and CPS lines are shown in figure 9. The gap g has
no significant influence on the CPS’s resonance. However,
when g increases, the CPW’s resonance frequency increases
too and so the ratio fu/fl decreases. Consequently, the
parameter g can be used to adjust the CPW resonance
frequency, within the limit of the structure (the CPW width
WCPW and gap g are related through equation (1): when g
increases, WCPW decreases). For g = 1 mm, the upper
frequency (CPS) is 1.625 GHz and the lower one (CPW) is
1.265 GHz. So a ratio fu/fl = 1.28 is achieved.

Finally, taking into account previous comments, a final
AMC is designed and simulated in CST Microwave Studio.
After optimization, the following parameter values are
found: εr1 = 1, εr2 = 2.5, h1 = 3.15 mm, h2 = 1.58 mm,
lspir = 2.3 mm, lCPS = 35.3 mm, g = 1.45 mm, wCPS = 0.2 mm.
The obtained reflected phase is shown in figure 10. Null
phase frequencies occur at 1.26 GHz and 1.61 GHz and so
exhibit a ratio fu/fl = 1.28. The bandwidth defined with the
+/-90° criteria on the reflected phase [1] are:
• lower-band: ∆f = 4.3 MHz (3.4%)
• upper-band: ∆f = 1.13 MHz (0.7%)
The lower band can cover the L2 bandwidth (1.7 %);
however the upper band cannot cover the L1 bandwidth
(1.5 %). Consequently further efforts should be done in
order to increase this bandwidth.

Figure 10: Dual-band AMC: reflection phase full-wave
simulation results (εr1 = 1, εr2 = 2.5, h1 = 3.15 mm,
h2 = 1.58 mm, lspir = 2.3 mm, lCPS = 35.3 mm, g = 1.45 mm,
wCPS = 0.2 mm).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a new dual-band Artificial Magnetic
Conductor (AMC) has been introduced. It has been shown
that the two operating frequencies at which this AMC
reflects incident waves in-phase can be set independently,
which largely facilitates the designing process.
Based on a compact modified spiral pattern, the
proposed AMC takes benefit of two different resonances
involved within the structure. We have identified that one
resonance takes place in a coplanar waveguide (CPW)-like
structure whereas the other one occurs in a coplanar stripline
(CPS)-like structure. Thanks to this identification, an
analytical model based on conformal mapping has been
developed. The model is able to predict with accuracy the
null phase frequency of both bands under quasi-static
assumption. Results obtained by the model have been
validated with a commercial full-wave analysis software.
Finally, it has been proved that the proposed design is
capable of working on two bands close to each other, with a
ratio fu/fl = 1.28 between upper and lower frequencies. These
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Figure 9: Influence of the gap g on the CPW and CPS null
phase
frequency
(εr1 = εr2 = 1,
(h1+h2) = 4.73 mm,
lspir = 2.3 mm, lCPS = 35.3 mm).
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results along with the analytical expressions make the
proposed AMC an easy-to-design and versatile metasurface.
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Abstract
In this contribution we exploit the controlled reflection
provided by metasurfaces together with holographic
techniques to design non-profiled diffractive optical
elements working at 334 GHz. The required
metasurfaces are synthesized via an iterative algorithm,
fabricated by photolithography and experimentally
validated using a submillimeter-wave BWO
spectrometer.

1. Introduction
Cosmetics have come a long way from the days of thick
creams and pancakes powders. Using optically complex
pigments and particles that scatter light, today’s
cosmetic industry has engineered sophisticated new
products that enhance people’s features rather than
cover up their skin. Likewise, metamaterials, whose
underlying physics relies as well in engineering the
building block of the structure, hold promise to
improve electromagnetic as well as acoustic devices
[1]. However, great deal of research has done in
microwaves and truly useful devices at higher
frequencies are scarce. This lack of devices is even
more dramatic at the terahertz spectrum (0.3 to 10 THz)
because of its inherent underdevelopment compared to
microwaves and optics arisen from historical reasons
(founded on natural and technological limitations) [2].

spatial-dependent reflection with an accurate staircase
approximation.
The schematic of our approach can be seen in
Fig. 1. It relies on an artificial impedance surface [3]
with spatial-dependent impedance. The required
reflection was realized by geometrical morphing of the
U-shape resonators from patches to split-rings along the
metasurface. For an accurate performance, the
reference beam, i.e. the beam incident to the
metasurface, was characterized experimentally and its
profile was included in the Gerchberg-Saxton iterative
algorithm [4]. Subsequently, the designed patterns with
overall dimensions 70 mm × 70 mm were then
fabricated by photolithography on grounded
polypropylene
slabs.
For
the
experimental
characterization, a pyroelectric detector mounted on 2D
raster scanning system combined with a subterahertz
BWO spectrometer was used.

2. Design
Within this framework, we aim to make the leap from
theory to real application by designing, numerically
analyzing, fabricating and measuring diffractive
terahertz elements. The design’s rule relies in the
classical concept of holography. However, the practical
implementation is based on metamaterial resonators
given their great flexibility to map the continuous ideal

Figure 1: Schematic of the diffractive terahertz element
based on the holographic metasurface.

3. Results

References

In this work, we developed and studied several
holographic metasurfaces for reflective terahertz
focusing designed for the frequency of 334 GHz. The
devices included ones for focusing radiation into a
single spot and four spaced spots. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
illustrates examples of the experimentally measured
intensity on the focal plane for both cases. The intensity
is normalized to that of the incident beam. The obtained
results demonstrate the operability of the proposed
approach for creating flat (non-profiled) diffractive
elements for the terahertz band.
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Figure 2: Experimental results on radiation focusing
into a single spot at frequency 334 GHz.

Figure 3: Experimental results on radiation focusing
into four spaced spots at frequency 334 GHz.
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Abstract- In this work, annular ring microstrip antennas (ARMSA) on metamaterial substrates are
modeled and analyzed using full-wave analysis in conjunction with Ansoft HFSS. The influence of
the permeability tensor of the split ring resonator (SRR) medium on the resonant characteristics of
the antenna is considered. Numerical results for typical resonant frequency behavior and return loss
are presented as function of the metamaterial properties and antenna structural parameters.
In recent years, artificially structured metamaterials have received widespread attention in high frequency
applications because of their ability to offer electromagnetic responses unavailable in conventional materials
[1]-[2]. It has been considered a great potential substrate for a new generation of low-profile antennas and
components for modern microwave technology [3]-[5]. Microstrip antennas are used in a broad range of
applications such as mobile radio, wireless communications, aircraft, missile and satellite applications, due to
their attractive features. In this work, annular ring antennas printed on metamaterial substrates are under
consideration. From the modeling used in [5], it is possible to obtain the propagation characteristics of the
ARMSA as a function of some geometrical dimensions and metamaterial properties. We consider enhanced
positive electric permittivity and magnetic permeability for microwave applications [4].
The cross section view of the proposed antenna employing a metamaterial as substrate is depicted in Fig. 1.
The annular ring patch is taken as perfectly conducting and has inner radius r1 and outer radius r2. The ground
plane is assumed to be infinitely long and perfectly conducting. Dielectric region (1) is air-filled, with ε0 and µ0
denoting the free-space values of the permittivity and permeability, respectively.

Fig. 1 – Geometry of an annular ring microstrip antenna.

For the ARMSA supported by metamaterial substrate (Fig. 1, region 2), the permittivity tensor and the
permeability tensor are, respectively, given as [5]:

&ε ρρ

ε = ε 0 $$ 0
$% 0

0
ε ρρ
0

0#
0 !! ;
ε zz !"

0#
&µ ρρ 0

$
µ = µ 0 $ 0 µ ρρ 0 !!
$% 0
0 µ zz !"

(1)

Results are obtained taking into account two possible configurations of the metamaterial tensors by
considering the variations of the effective permeability. In this paper, we consider that the components of the
permittivity assume values εzz = ερρ = εr . On the other hand, only z-component of the permeability assume
effective values therefore µρρ = 1 and µzz = µ eff for the CASE 1. In the CASE 2, the only z-component of the
permeability assume relative value therefore µρρ = µeff and µzz = 1.
The analysis considers that the periodic arrangement of metallic elements is embedded in a dielectric with
permittivity εr= 4.4 and permeability µr = 1, composed of arrays of resonant cells each of which contains the split
ring resonator (SRR), as shown in Fig. 2. The resonant frequency of this structure can be controlled by tuning the
SRR dimensions. The component of the permeability tensor in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
SRR is given by [3]:
Fω2
µ eff = 1 − 2
(2)
ω − ω02m + jωζ m
The effective permeability response to frequency variation of a periodic array of SRRs is depicted in Fig. 2,
which exhibits the resonant behavior predicted by Eq. (2). The SRR unit cell was designed on FR4 substrate with
εr = 4.4. The effect of the radius variations on the effective permeability is shown. For r = 15 mm, we choose that
µeff is approximately 3.21 at 2.45 GHz. Also, it can be shown that the resonant frequency of the SRR structure
shifts to a higher frequency when the radius r decreases.

Fig. 2 – Effective permeability as a function of resonant frequency.

In Fig. 3, numerical simulations using the Ansoft HFSS are carried out for an ARMSA supporting
metamaterial substrate (CASE 1) with d = 4 mm, εr = 4.4, and µeff = 3.21. The ARMSA is designed to resonate at
2.45 GHz, with outer radius r2 = 13.5 mm. The results show that the resonant frequency of the proposed antenna
on metamaterial substrate shifts to 2.48 GHz with a return loss of -14.6 dB and 2.28 GHz through full-wave
analysis as described in [5], for the mode TM11, showing a good agreement and validating the technique

developed in this work. If the antenna is printed on isotropic substrate (εr = 4.4), the resonant frequency
approaches 2.55 GHz with a return loss of -15.8 dB. It can be seen that for the same resonant frequency, 2.48
GHz, the antenna on metamaterial substrate has better performance and a compression factor of the resonant
frequency.
The input return losses for the metamaterial patch antenna (εr = 4.4, µ eff = 3.21) and for the conventional
patch antenna (εr = 4.4, µr = 1) are shown in Fig. 4. The resonant frequency of the metamaterial antenna (µeff =
3.21, r1 = r2/2, r2 = 13.5 cm) is chosen at 2.48 GHz. The resonant frequency of the conventional antenna (µr = 1,
r1 = r2/2, r2 = 13.9 cm) is chosen at 2.48 GHz. It is also verified that the return losses are equal to -14.64 dB and
-18.42 dB for the antenna printed on metamaterial and isotropic layer, respectively. The curves show that for the
CASE 1 tensor configurations, the results of the resonant frequency and dimensions are very close to those
obtained for the antenna on isotropic substrate.

Fig. 3 – Return loss as a function of resonant frequency.

Fig. 4 – Return loss as a function of resonant frequency.

Fig. 5 shows the variation of the return losses with the frequency for two different configuration of tensors,
CASE 1 and CASE 2. Numerical simulations using the Ansoft HFSS are carried out for a patch antenna
supporting metamaterial. From the results, it can be seen that for a given value of r2, other resonant frequency
appears for the CASE 2. The results give a return loss of -20.50 dB at 1.66 GHz. For the same antenna design,
through full-wave analysis as described in [5], the resonant frequency is 1.28 GHz in the mode TM11.

Fig. 5 – Return loss as a function of resonant frequency.

Conclusions - In this work, theoretical and numerical investigations have been carried out to study the effect of
the metamaterial substrates on the resonance behavior of the annular ring microstrip patch antennas. It can be
seen that the use of metamaterials, as antenna substrates, yields to the miniaturization of these structures. The
results show the influence of the tensor of the metamaterial in the behavior of the ARMSA.
Acknowledgements - This work was supported by CNPq under covenant 573939/2008-0 (INCT-CSF) and
covenant 620230/2008-8, CAPES, and Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte (UFRN).
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Abstract-In this paper, the propagation constant of a rectangular metallic waveguides
partially and symmetrically filled with single negative metamaterial slab is studied. A
rigorous study of the transverse operator method (TOM) is described to study the
propagation in this waveguides followed by an application of the Galerkin’s method. The
results are compared to those previously published and they show a good agreement.

Introduction
Many researches have been interested in the propagation in guides of metamaterial [1-3].
H. Cory [4], Y. Xu [5] and D. Zhang [6] have studied the wave propagation in a rectangular
metallic waveguide loaded with metamaterial slab.
In this paper, we have developed the TOM [7,8] followed by Galerkin’s method to study a
rectangular metallic waveguide partially filled with metamaterial slab. The TOM takes into
account the discontinuities of these mediums applied in the transverse fields. We present a
comparison with the literature.
Analysis
 In
 a system of rectangular coordinates in an orthonormous reference mark of space
( u x , u y , u z ), one may consider the structure of figure 1 comprising the media characterized by
their scalar permittivity and permeability with i the order of the media ( i = 1, 2, 3 ). In other
words, let us consider the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in this structure according
to Oz. E z and H z which will respectively be the longitudinal components of the electric and
magnetic fields. Accordingly, Et and H t will respectively be the transverse components of
the fields E and H .

(ε r 2 < 0, µ r 2 > 0 )

y
d
b

εr3 = 1 


 µ r 3 = 1

 ε r1 = 1 
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/

O

x

a
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Fig. 1 The rectangular waveguide partially filled with metamaterial slab
The Maxwell equations describing the propagation of the electromagnetic field in an
isotropic medium number i are written as

 



∇ × E = − jωµi H

(1)
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= ω µ 0ε 0

and ∇ × is the rotational operator.
TOM consists in eliminating the longitudinal components E z and H z from the propagation
equations (1) and (2). Thus, we ontain the following system of eauations

 Et 
 L11 0   Et 

  '  = jη∂ z  ' 
 0 L22   H t 
 Ht 

(7)

L̂ is called the transverse operator which is expressed by [7,8]
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By realising an algebraic calculation, we obtain a system of propagation equations in Et
according to





ɵ Et = k Et
L
z
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2

(10)

with k z is the propagation constant according to z.

ɵ = k 2 µ ε − µ ∂  1 ∂t+  − η ∂  1 ∂t+  η ε
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For the structure of figure 1, the expressions of the transverse electric field checking the
boundary conditions ( Et = 0 , for x = 0 or a , y = 0 or b ), can be broken up in the following
form
∞
mπ
nπ
E x = ∑ E x ,mn cos
x.sin
y
(12)
∞

a
mπ

nπ

m,n=0

a

b

m ,n =0

E y = ∑ E y , mn sin

x.cos

b

y

(13)

By applying the Galerkin method [8], we obtain the system with the eigenvalues according to
2
TE = k z E
(14)
t
t
T is a square matrix of order 2N with N the number of modes ; m and n are natural entireties
such as ( m, n) ≠ (0, 0) . The values and the proper vectors of T are respectiveley the
propagation constants and the coefficients of the developpement of the real guide fields.
Simulation Results
Let us consider a rectangular guide of waves of width a = 25 mm as schown in fig. 1,
partially and symmetrically filled with single negative metamaterial slab of relative permittivity
ε r 2 = −2 and relative permeability µ r 2 = 1 of thickness d = 5 mm . We compare our results of
the constant of propagation of the higher order mode with those of ref. [5].
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Fig. 2 The curves of the propagation constant according to the frequency
____________ : mode of order 1 (our results with TOM)
- - - - - - - - - - - : mode of order 2 (our results with TOM)
* * * * * * * * * * : Results of the ref. [5].
The obtained curves with the TOM of the propagation constant according to the
frequency, are compared in fig. 2 with the curves schown with asterisks which are obtained
in ref. [5]. From this figure, the cutoff frequencies increase with the thickness of the slab for
all curves. It is found that the agreement between two methods is very good. We can say that
the present method is effective for this problem.
Conclusion
We have studied the propagation of the rectangular metallic waveguide partially filled with
metamaterial by the method called TOM which is rapidly and satisfying for this problem.
Propagation constants and cutoff frequencies are calculated and increase with frequency.
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Abstract
The current industry needs for new results require current
capabilities of computer technology can solve problems on
a whole new level. This article briefly describes the
algorithms for obtaining the structures and the appearance
of discontinuities in the growth of crystals.

the growth process of a real crystal and the resulting defects
in it.

1. Introduction
Solution of some technological issues requires study the
internal structure of electron shells. There is a problem of
explaining the phenomenon of increasing orders of the
electronic resistivity silicon with the introduction of a probe
by the diffusion of electrons. To elucidate the structure of
the outer electron shells of the 18 copper is an essential
knowledge of the inner radius of these shells that is the
outer radius of the lower shells. Reference data on X-ray
spectra have become an important and reliable source of
information on the geometrical dimensions of the inner
electron shells of atoms of any chemical element.

2. Computer simulation of Cu structure

Figure 1: The sphere-rod model third sphere model of the
fcc lattice with 24 atoms. The model is rotated 45є around
the axis z. Atoms and bond rods are shown in different
colors.

For example, for copper Z = 29, R = 0,004915 nm.
Computer simulation was carried out in the cluster
approximation, which consists in the fact that the volume of
the crystal was cut limited selection, the initial positions of
the atoms which correspond to their positions in the nodes
of the real crystal lattice. For copper in figure 1 is shown the
sphere-rod model third sphere of the fcc lattice with 24
atoms, but the model is rotated 45є around the axis z.
In figure 2 is shown the sphere-rod model seventh sphere
fcc lattice with 48 atoms. The model is rotated 45є about
the axis of x. Atoms and bond rods are shown in different
colors.
The modeling of properties shows that the crystal
structure within a certain distance a gap of uniform growth
occurs in the distances from the central atom. For copper, a
spatial gap occurs after 321-th atomic node in the cluster.
Further, these discontinuities are repeated periodically. And
this is a defect associated with impaired growth are not in
real crystals and the properties of the ideal lattice. The
instability of the first cluster and the introduction of a defect
in the corresponding crystal structure is the very first
principle on which to conduct a fairly accurate analysis of

Figure 2: The sphere-rod model seventh sphere model of
the fcc lattice with 48 atoms. The model is rotated 45є
about the axis of x. Atoms and bond rods are shown in
different colors.
Copper is a metal, but also for semiconductors,
computer simulation provides essential information for
subsequent analysis of the process of their growth and

ultimate properties. For example, computer simulation was
conducted for the AsGa in the cluster approximation, which
consists in the fact that the volume of the crystal was cut
limited selection, the initial positions of the atoms of which
comply with their provisions at the nodes of the real crystal
lattice.
The lattice with a radius of 6 in her coverage of the atomic
cores is considered. Calculation of the AsGa parameters
were performed using the package we have created
programs. As a cluster model was chosen 918-atom
fragment of the crystal lattice of quantum dots based on
GaAs. The properties of clusters depend on their size.
Electron spectroscopy gives information averaged over the
ensemble non isometric clusters on the surface and in the
bulk solid. Therefore, to improve the accuracy and reliability
of the information is necessary to create ensembles of
clusters with a low dimensional variance.
Consider the finite crystal with unbroken intervals (except
for the crystal boundary violation). For simplicity, we take a
large number of cores, when there is a nearly ideal
periodicity of the crystal. In this case, the parameters
obtained from the mathematical formalism for the analysis
of the band spectrum are periodic functions, except for the
boundary of the crystal. The crystal potential and wave
functions have a period equal to the distance between the
cores, depending on the chosen direction. The energies have
multiple frequency modulus of the wave vector in the quasimomentum space [1]-[3]. Now turn to the crystal with a very
small number of cores. In such a crystal frequency is not as
ideal as in the previous case. The simulation of such a
crystal is insurmountable difficulties for traditional methods,
but this is the case is taken by us as a basic demonstration
version. The object in question is distant from a perfect
crystal due to its limited size. And despite this, the technique
presented by us showed the periodicity of the above
parameters. Thus in our problems are not used the condition
of periodicity and Bloch's theorem as the necessary initial
conditions. The figure 3 shows it on the example of GaAs.

Figure 3: The As atoms and Ga for the radius of coverage 6.
Red marked atoms As, in blue denote atoms Ga. Central
atom is As.

2.1. Computer modeling of the crystal structure of GaAs

In computer modeling of the crystal structure of GaAs,
combined with three-and five-valent elements are observed
the following regularities (see Table I). When the radius of
coverage is two in this range there are 38 cores. As the first
atomic core in the center of origin, the four Ga atoms are
located at a distance of 3 next 12 As atoms at a distance of 8.
Nine Ga atoms at a distance there are 11. Six As atoms at a
distance of 16, three Ga at a distance of 19 and three Ga at a
distance of 27.
Table 1: The Combined lattice GaAs.
№
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

2

x
0
−1
−1
1
1
0
0
0
0
−2
−2
2
2
−2
−2
2
2
1
1
−3
−1
3
1

y
0
−1
1
−1
1
2
2
−2
−2
2
−2
2
−2
0
0
0
0
3
−1
1
3
1
−3

z
0
1
−1
−1
1
−2
2
−2
2
0
0
0
0
2
−2
2
−2
−1
3
1
1
−1
1

d2

0
3
3
3
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
11
11
11
11
11
11

Ion
As
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
As
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga

breaking

breaking

breaking

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

−1
3
1
0
−4
4
0
0
0
3
1
3
1
5
1

1
−1
1
4
0
0
0
0
−4
3
3
1
5
1
1

3
1
−3
0
0
0
−4
4
0
1
3
3
1
1
5

11
11
11
16
16
16
16
16
16
19
19
19
27
27
27

Ga
Ga
Ga
As
As
As
As
As
As
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga
Ga

lattice. The figure 6 shows the grid with a radius of
coverage 3. There are 110 atomic cores in it. There is again
a periodic step structure. The structure of the previous
lattice is preserved. And while the structure of the central
ion and its neighbors on the tetrahedron is stored and
located in the center of this lattice. The figure 7 shows the
grid with a radius of coverage 4. There are 282 atomic cores
in it. Again, there is a periodic step structure. The structure
of the previous lattice is preserved. Again, the structure of
the central ion and its neighbors on the tetrahedron is stored
and located in the center of this lattice. The figure 8 shows
the grid with a radius of coverage 5. There are 498 atomic
cores in it. There is a periodic step structure. The structure
of the previous lattice is preserved. And the structure of the
central ion and its neighbors on the tetrahedron is stored and
located in the center of this lattice.

breaking

breaking

breaking

Total number of cores with zero: 38
From this calculation, the differences in distance between
the various groups are as (1):
Δr
Δr
Δr
Δr
Δr
Δr

1
2
3
4
5
6

= r −r =3
= r −r =5,
= r −r =3,
= r −r =5,
= r −r =3,
= r −r =8.
2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4

6

5

7

6

(1)

We observe quasiperiodic change in the difference. At the
border radius of coverage this periodicity is broken. When
increasing the radius of coverage this periodicity is restored
to the previous radius, but is broken on the new range.
Thus, the boundary conditions lead to a violation of the
periodicity. Simulated lattice shown in the following
figures. The first figure shows the four first neighbors As in
the lattice. Neighbors’ ions Ga (blue) form a tetrahedron
with the center of As (red).
The boundary atoms can approximately account for
modeling the interface of the quantum dot with the matrix.
The figure 4 shows the grid with a radius of coverage 1.
There are 5 atomic cores in it. There is a periodic step
structure. The structure of the central ion and its neighbors
on the tetrahedron is stored and located in the center of this
lattice.

Figure 4: The grid with a radius of coverage where there are
5 atomic cores.
The figure 5 shows the grid with a radius of coverage 2.
There are 38 atomic cores in it. There is a periodic step
structure. The structure of the central ion and its neighbors
on the tetrahedron is stored and located in the center of this

3

Figure 7: The grid with a radius of coverage 4. where there
are 282 atomic cores.

Figure 5: The grid with a radius of coverage 2 where there
are 38 atomic cores.

Figure 8: The grid with a radius of coverage 5. where there
are 498 atomic cores.
The figure 1 shows the grid with a radius of coverage 6.
There are 918 atomic cores in it. There is a periodic step
structure. The structure of the previous lattice is preserved.
And the structure of the central ion and its neighbors on the
tetrahedron is stored and located in the center of this lattice.
It can be seen as an increase in the radius of coverage is
restored periodicity in the lattice covered by the previous
radius and there is a new violation of the periodicity on the
boundary spanning lattice. The depth of violation increases
with the radius of coverage. This is well observed in the
tables you demonstrated for different cores.
On the basis of the direct lattice can construct the reciprocal
lattice and define the properties of the Fermi surface. And
the radius of coverage can be taken arbitrary (millions of
skeletons).
The calculated structure allows to reach a real-time
implementation and to take into account of defects and of
real devices based on GaAs, because these are high-speed
computing now by our proposed method.
On the basis of the direct lattice we can also construct the
reciprocal lattice and define the properties of the Fermi
surface. And the radius of coverage can be taken arbitrary
(millions of skeletons). High-speed computing enables a
dynamic computer simulation of the properties of real
crystals of the GaAs.
Since the GaAs lattice is identical to the lattice of Si,
sphalerite and diamond, we can apply the technology
provided by and for these substances.
In calculating of coordination spheres cells of FCC- and
BCC-lattices are presented as superlattice structure to fill
own nodes by atoms of cells and additional nodes of the
simple cubic lattices (SCL) — interstitial atoms [2]. The
completing of coordination spheres with atoms is

Figure 6: The grid with a radius of coverage 3. where there
are 110 atomic cores.

4

determined on the basis of a small SC-lattice, taking into
account octahedral, tetrahedral internodes.
If atoms in the lattice arrange with the dense packing, Pnodes are centers of the inter-body lattices in the methods of
presentment of the spatial distribution of atoms and
internodes along the coordination spheres in the crystals.
Tetrahedral and octahedral internodes in the ion-interionic
terminology mean inter-body lattice space surrounded by
the atoms in the crystal lattice nodes.
The Table 1 contains the number of atoms and the distance
from the central atom of the diamond-like structure. The
distance is given in units of the lattice constant a. Let us
choose the maximum distance based on these conditions,
forming a set of atoms contributions on which the
calculation of the potential are taken into account.

Solving (8), we obtain


u ( ri ) = − 8 π ∑

n ,l


Uс (r ) =

(2)

(3)

where ρо(r) — the density of the electrons of the occupied
levels at the distance r from the center of the atom. The
density is calculated as follows:

r 2 Rnl2 ( r ).

∑

n ,l

(4)

Function Rnl(r) — the radial part of the electron wave
function for a hydrogen atom [4], [5]. Using the principle of
superposition of the electronic densities and the additivity
of the integral equation (3) can solve as follows:

U0 (r ) =

I

∑ u ( r ),

(5)

u nl ( ri ),

(6)

i

i= 0

u ( ri ) =

∑

n ,l

where I — the set of the number of atoms minus one, ri —
the distance from the center of the i-th atom to the specified
point

  
ri = r − ai .

(7)

Here ai — the radius-vector of the i-th atom with respect to
the center of origin. Let us obtain the Poisson equation for
an electron of i-th atom:



∇ 2unl ( ri ) = − 8 π ri 2 Rnl2 ( ri ).

i

2

.

(9)

n

i

0

(10)

Thus, the Coulomb potential is calculated from all the
surrounding atoms [1], [6].
This approach allows us to select any line capacity in any
direction from the lattice points, and may be any length of
line. Moreover, we can specify a curved line capacity.
The cell potential near the nucleus has a singularity, and the
distance from the nucleus is close to zero in hyperbole. For
a single atom inside the Wigner-Seitz sphere the main
contribution comes from the nucleus of an atom [6], [7].
Consider the cell potential obtained at the line potential. In
this case, clearly seen the potential frequency, which is
created by all the atoms are now set. In passing through the
core potential becomes singular. The potential between the
atoms is identical and negligible in the magnitude. There is
a little effect of the atoms located at the centers of the faces
of the two face-centered cubic lattices [8].
The obtained simulation results show the crystal potential,
the crystal can be modeled with all its features. In contrast
to known methods of calculating of the crystal potential as
described in the engineering calculations of the crystal
potential is universal. It gives the results without making
any correction factors, does not require the use of
logarithmic scales, and other non-uniform, allows you to
quickly calculate the crystalline potential for all elements of
the given crystal structure. There are facilities for the
further developments of such technology in the direction of
accounting for various disturbances. It will allow a
calculating the electronic potential even more precisely.
However, even without taking into account the properties of
an ideal crystal, this calculation provides sufficiently
accurate results. To illustrate the power and versatility of
the described technique for the calculating of the potential
capabilities it is shown an interaction potential on line
drawn along the main diagonals of the two face-centered
cubic lattices in figure 9.

where Un = −2Z/r. Here, Z — number of the element, r —
distance from the atom to the specified point.
Potential Uо is a solution of the Poisson equation:

ρ0 (r ) =

i



∑ U (r ) + U (r ) .
i

In this work we consider the crystal potential for crystals
with the diamond structure. The Coulomb potential is the
sum of the capacity building of the nucleus and the
electrons occupied levels:

∇2Uо = –8 πρо(r),

nl

Directly using the functions (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) we find the
potential U0(r). This approach allows us to calculate
effectively and accurately the electronic potential. We
rewrite the expression (2) accounted for the entire set of
atoms:

3. The crystal potential for crystals with the
diamond structure

Uc = Un + U0,

 
∫∫ u ( r ) dr

(8)
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addition, inter-ionic space intervals are also still a kind of
“elements” of the crystal. But then the conclusion is that in
the crystal lattice there are two — the well-known lattice
consisting of the atomic cores, and another, equally
important for the existence of the crystal lattice of the
valence electrons are concentrated between the cores. The
lattice periodicity of the atomic cores immediately implies
the lattice periodicity of the inter-ionic space. Even more
natural in such a conclusion, if you do not forget that the
atomic cores of the crystal lattice — not a point in space,
but the figures, which occupy a significant part of the whole
space of the crystal, and inter-ionic space also has a periodic
structure, as well as skeletons. The period of this lattice
coincides with the usual of the core of the lattice. Figure 10
shows a two-dimensional lattice with the lattice constant a0.
The coordinate origin of the system Oxy is at the center of
one of the cores, and the origin of the coordinate system
O'x'y' is located in the center of one of the inter-ionic cells.
The coordinate system O'x'y' is formed by the translation of
the coordinate system Oxy in a0n/2, where n = {0, 1, 2, ...}.
We assume inter-ionic intervals are the inter-ionic elements
of the lattice, which is shifted with respect to a core of the
lattice by half a lattice constant in all coordinate axes.

Figure 9: An interaction potential on line drawn along the
main diagonals of the two face-centered cubic lattice.
In determining the energy spectra of quantum-mechanical
problems for periodic structures, it often uses methods of
the broadcast. In particular, semiconductors have a periodic
structure. The crystal potential, having the grating period,
usually modeled by the expression [1], [9]:

 + N
 (


V ( r ) = ) ∑ Vn ( ri ) & + U 0 ( r ) + Vexh ( r ).
* i= 0
'

(11)

where Vn(ri) — the potential created by the i-th nucleus at
the point r; U0(r) — the electronic potential, formed by the
electrons of the core at some point r and is determined from
the Poisson equation



∇ 2U 0 ( r ) = − 8 π ρ 0 ( r ).

(12)

Here ρ0(r) — the electronic density of the occupied levels at
a distance r from the center of the atom; Vexh(r) —the
exchange potential at point r; ri=,r-ai, — the distance
from the i-th node to the point r; ai — the node location; N
— the number of neighbors taken into account relatively to
the cores. The solution of Schrцdinger equation based on
the potential (11) is carried out by the Hartree-Fock-Slater
[10].
The specificity of a solid compared to other bodies, is the
decisive role of spatial-structural properties: a lattice type, a
location and an interaction of the defects, a structure of core
lattices and inter-ionic space. The period of the inter-ionic
lattice coincides with the period of the core lattice. Spatially
periodic structure of two weakly coupled and oppositely
charged objects is the cause of the stability of rigid body —
in this case the semiconductor GaAs — because between
these objects appear spatially periodic Coulomb forces. In
the geometric structure of each inter-ionic space surrounded
on six sides by positive ion cores, and the ionic core in turn
— intervals. For a uniform distribution of electrons in the
space of interaction between them becomes energetically
unfavorable. There is the possibility of an orderly
arrangement of electrons in space, the emergence of the socalled Wigner or "electron crystal". The geometrical
structure of the crystal consists not only of the atomic cores,
but inter-ionic space intervals. The valence electrons in
inter-ionic space intervals are also elements of the crystal,
along with the atomic cores. The inter-ionic space is gap,
i.e. the most probable location of the valence electrons. In

Figure 10: A two-dimensional lattice with the lattice
constant a0. Cores and inter-ionic space two-dimensional
lattice include 1) frame, 2) inter-ionic space.
The determining the location of the centers of the location
of the centers of the inter-ionic intervals can be easily
receive from the definition of the basis vector for the nodes
of the crystal (the core) of the lattice with any structure. But
it should be noted that by increasing the radius of inter-ionic
volumes (not just their centers) there is a change the number
under the consideration inter-ionic space compared to the
amount covered by the cores. Since you want to cover all
inter-ionic space surrounding covered the skeletons, the
radius of coverage inter-ionic space few more skeletons
examined. Crystal is in a stable condition thanks to the
orderly arrangement of opposite charges. Most of the
properties of crystals (eg, electrical conductivity, magnetic
susceptibility), are caused not only property of the host
lattice, but also the existence of inter-ionic lattice. This
inter-ion lattice in addition to the core determines the
physical properties of the crystal. Specificity of a solid
compared to other bodies is that in them play crucial role
spatial structural properties: the lattice type, location and
interaction of defects, the structure of the nucleus and inter-
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ion lattice. The period of the inter-ion lattice coincides with
the period of the core lattice. Spatially periodic structure of
two weakly coupled and oppositely charged objects is the
cause of the stability of rigid body — in this case the GaAs
— because between these objects appear spatially periodic
Coulomb forces. In the geometric structure of each interionic cell surrounded on six sides by positive ion cores, and
the ionic core in turn — the inter-ionic gaps.

main parameters (the crystal potential, the wave functions
and energies in wave vector space) in all directions of the
crystal boundaries (in our case spherical).

5. Conclusions
In the study of solid-state we considered two sites within
the crystal, virtually connected to each other. A theoretical
study of solid-state is easily accomplished with the use of
these facilities both qualitative and quantitative methods.
But the most effective way of investigating solids is to use a
direct computer simulation, and that we have done for
simple structures.
Thus, the use of techniques discussed in the article allows
the calculation of real properties of GaAs crystals with
defects and other constraints.

4. Discussion
Computer simulation of the properties of the crystal lattice
gives to use up to 1010 ч 1012 atoms. Using the described
technique can be obtained from any of these atomic
systems, as well as changes in the radii of coordination
spheres at various distances. Simultaneously, you can get a
number of nearby neighbors, the location of atoms on the
coordination sphere.
Thus, algorithms are developed for the FCC, BCC and
diamond-like structures for determining the orderly and
semiregular Archimedean and Platonic figures, as well as
their complexes.
We can develop an algorithm for constructing the structure
of compound semiconductor-type A3B5, based on this
principle. For example, to the type of A3B5 of
semiconductor compounds it is used compound GaAs. It is
crystal lattice of two face-centered cubic lattices shifted
relative to each other at ј spatial diagonal. Each Ga atom
has four nearest neighbors located at the tops of a
tetrahedron. Each ion is surrounded by four nearest
neighboring ions of opposite sign. There are four ions with
qi qj= –1 at a distance a02Ѕ/2, eight ions of opposite sign of
qi qj = +1 at the 2 distance a02Ѕ. The system of links of the
GaAs structure establishes the order of the atomic body
along tetrahedral combinations [2], [3]. For such
compounds of the tetrahedral group of atoms is one-eighth
of the basic lattice, so it is convenient to consider as a
superstructure. The cell of the GaAs lattice consists of four
tetrahedral sublattices.
One of the advantages of the described technique is its
application to systems with short-range order, which does
not use Bloch's theorem as the initial conditions. This was
possible due to the fact that translational invariance follows
as a consequence of the calculations, and not postulated
initially. Thus, translational invariance in real space and in
the quasi-momentum space is not a prerequisite for the
determination of the crystal potential, wave functions and
energies in wave vector space.
This, in turn, allows you to define these parameters not only
for infinite crystals, but also for the real limits on the size of
the crystals. Therefore, it is possible to determine the
properties of crystals with impaired structure of a single
scheme, with no additional idealizations. Individual interest
is a violation of the periodicity on the boundary of the
crystal. In fact, it is inherent in all real crystals violation of
the ideal (i.e. infinite) crystal structure.
The violation of a perfect crystal at the border no doubt
affects the theoretical study of the band spectrum. Boundary
effects appear in the form of decay phase portraits of the
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Abstract

(a)

In the context of coupled periodic waveguides,
“couplonics” refers to the rigorous equivalence between
continuous wave coupling and localized interactions. We
extend it here to a cyclic ternary system, looked upon as the
simplest discrete photonic crystal with actual periodic
boundary conditions. A linear decomposition on a
supermode basis enables one to reduce the original sixwave problem to three independent two-wave distributed
Bragg reflectors (or 1D PC).

1. Introduction
Whatever the frequency range, a system made of coupled
periodic waveguides (CPW) ensures simultaneously
filtering and addressing functions. When dealing with CPW,
“couplonics” [1-2] stems from the formal identification
between the continuous configuration, represented by an
invariant evolution operator, and the discrete one, seen as
multiple-port networks interconnected by segments of
transmission lines [3]. In a symmetric system limited to
only two CPW, a linear decomposition on the even/odd
eigenbasis (that of the “supermodes”) enables one to
express any scattering parameter as a linear superposition of
S-parameters of the underlying even/odd two-port networks.
On the other hand, for each supermode, the system can be
thought of as an instance of Distributed Bragg Reflector
(DBR), well described in terms of Coupled-Mode Theory
(CMT) [4].
The ternary configuration is a bit more complicated.
Even if the periodic waveguides are identical, the
symmetries of the system depend on the distribution of the
mutual coupling. In what follows, we consider a system
made of three identical single-mode Λ-periodic waveguides,
of propagation constant β along the z-axis, symmetrically
coupled in a cyclic way [Fig. 1]. Such a configuration could
be achieved, for instance, in a three-core optical fibre with a
photo-induced index grating. For the sake of clarity, the unit
cell of each waveguide is assumed symmetrical and
lossless. Time dependence is taken as exp(+i ω t).

Λ
(b)
1

4

2

5

3

6

z

Figure 1: Cyclic ternary system made of single-mode Λperiodic waveguides: (a) schematic representation; (b)
unit cell seen as a symmetrical six-port network.

2. Evolution operator
2.1. Supermodes of the non-periodic structure
When only co-directional coupling occurs, with
coupling constant χ (real and positive without loss of
generality), slowly varying envelopes An of fields
Fn = An exp(–i β z) should obey:

 A1 
 A1   0
∂  
  
i  A2  = [K]  A2  =  χ
∂z  
 A  χ
 A3 
 3 

χ
0

χ

χ  A1 

χ 
 A2  .
 A 
0 
3

(1)

Eigenvalues of operator [K] are λa = +2 χ, λb = λc = –χ. We
establish an orthogonal eigenmode basis such as:

 A1 
 Aa 
 
 
 A2  = [P]  Ab  ,
A 
A 
 3
 c
 2
1 
[P] =
 2
6
 2


each “eigen-DBR” being characterized by a forbidden band
of bandwidth 2 κx, centred on δx = 0 [5]. This result can be
thought of as a partial lift of degeneracy. Taken separately,
each waveguide is characterised by a forbidden band of
width 2 κ centred on δ = 0. In terms of supermodes,
coupling constant χ is responsible for a shift of the band
centres, whereas coupling constant ξ affects both the
rejection rate and the bandwidth.
The transfer matrix [mx] for a unit cell is such as:

(2a)

1

−2  .

1 

− 3
0
3

(2b)

 Cx+ (0) 
 Cx+ (Λ) 
=
[m
]
 − 
.
x  −
 Cx (0) 
 Cx (Λ) 

In that basis, the evolution operator is obviously
diagonal. Note that in this cyclic case, the degeneracy is not
completely lifted (λb = λc).
Matrix [P] is unitary. The inverse matrix reads:

 2
1 
[P] =
− 3
6
 1


2

3 .

1 


(5a)

With γx = [ |κx|2 – δx2 ]1/2, its elements are:



δ Λ 
mx11 = − cosh(γ x Λ ) + i  x  sinh(γ x Λ )  ,
 γ xΛ 



(5b)

(5c)

2.2. Cyclic ternary periodic structure

κ Λ
mx12 = i  x  sinh(γ x Λ ) = −mx 21 ,
 γ xΛ 

The (6×6) evolution operator [K] connecting the
envelopes (Cn+, Cn–) of co- and contra-propagating fields
Fn+ = Cn+ exp(–i βB z) and Fn– = Cn– exp(+i βB z) reads:



δ Λ 
mx 22 = − cosh(γ x Λ ) − i  x  sinh(γ x Λ )  . (5d)
 γ xΛ 



2

−1

0
−2

(2c)

For a structure made of N unit cells, the reflectance and
transmittance read:

 C1+ 
 C1+ 
 −
 −
 C1 
 C1 
+ 

C+ 
C
∂
i  2−  = [K]  2−  ,
∂z  C 2 
 C2 
C+ 
C+ 
 3− 
 3− 
C 
C 
 3
 3

(3a)

with

rx =

M x 21
−i κ x sinh(γ x L)
=
,
M x11 γ x cosh(γ x L) + i δ x sinh(γ x L)

(6a)

tx =

(−1) N γ x
,
γ x cosh(γ x L) + i δ x sinh(γ x L )

(6b)

with L = N Λ.
δ

 −κ
 χ
[K] = 
 −ξ
 χ

 −ξ

κ

χ

ξ

χ

−δ

−ξ

−χ

−ξ

ξ
δ
κ
χ
− χ −κ −δ −ξ
ξ
χ ξ
δ
− χ −ξ − χ −κ

ξ 

−χ 
ξ 
 (3b)
−χ 
κ 

−δ 

2.3. Scattering parameters
The system is therefore totally determined by four
coefficients only:

∂  Cx+   δ x
 =
∂z  Cx−   −κ x

κ x   Cx+ 
  ,
−δ x   Cx− 

(4a)

δb = δc = δ – χ,

(4b)

κa = κ + 2 ξ,

κb = κc = κ – ξ.

(4c)

(7a)

ta ,

t b = tc .

(7b)

S11 = S22 = S33 = (ra + 2 rb)/3 = r//,

(8a)

S41 = S52 = S63 = (ta + 2 tb)/3 = t//,

(8b)

S21 = S32 = S13 = (ra – rb)/3 = r⊥,

(8c)

S51 = S62 = S43 = (ta – tb)/3 = t⊥.

(8d)

The system is both symmetrical and reciprocal: ∀ (p, q),
Spq = Sqp. The S-parameters can take only one out of 4
values: direct transmission t// (S41 and the like), direct
reflection r// (Spp), crossed transmission t⊥ (S51 and the like),
crossed reflection r⊥ (S21 and the like).

for x ∈ {a, b, c}, with

δa = δ + 2 χ,

rb = rc,

It is not difficult to establish that:

where βB = π/Λ denotes the Bragg wavevector, δ = β – βB
the detuning, κ and ξ the (real positive) constants for direct
and crossed contra-directional coupling.
A straightforward calculation shows that, in the
eigenmode basis:

i

ra,

We recognize the typical equation for contra-directional
mode coupling in a Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR),

2

draw in Figure 2 the spectral transmittance of a cyclic
ternary CPW system for κL = 2, χL = 1, ξL = 0.25, as
compared to the spectral response of a single (uncoupled)
periodic waveguide. The coupling is obviously responsible
for a partial lift of degeneracy: taken separately, each
periodic waveguide is characterised by a forbidden band
centred on δL = 0, of bandwidth 2 |κL|. In terms of supermodes, codirectional coupling constant χ is responsible for
a shift of the stop-band, whereas crossed contradirectional
coupling constant ξ modifies both its rejection rate and
bandwidth.

3. Discrete configuration
3.1. Transmittance and reflectance
Let us now consider the discrete configuration. The whole
system is totally determined by four coefficients only: (r//,
r⊥, t//, t⊥). Symmetries being the same as in the continuous
case, eigenmodes of the former are also eigenmodes of the
latter. We get:
ra = r// + 2 r⊥,

rb = rc = r// – r⊥,

(9a)

ta = t// + 2 t⊥,

tb = tc = t// – t⊥.

(9b)

Once again, the six-port network can be decomposed as
a linear superposition of two-port networks.

1

3.2. Couplonic identification

0.8

For any eigenmode, the corresponding two-port network
can always be expressed in terms of coupled-mode theory.
This stems from the symmetry properties of the unitary
transfer matrix of one unit cell, as elegantly established in
1997 by Matuschek et al. in the case of an arbitrary
multilayer Distributed Bragg Reflector [6]. For a long time,
it has been believed that CMT holds only in a perturbative
way (for small index modulations), and only if the
interaction length L is much greater than period Λ, but we
would like to emphasise that, as shown in [6], the
equivalence remains mathematically exact at the scale of Λ
only, whatever the precise content of the unit cell.
This enables one to define without ambiguity, for any
eigenmode x ∈ {a, b, c}, an equivalent coupling constant κx
and an equivalent detuning δx.
Or, to be more specific, since we work at the scale of
one unit cell, we can establish dimensionless parameters
(κaΛ, δaΛ) and (κbΛ, δbΛ), which in turn lead to four
dimensionless parameters (δΛ, κΛ, χΛ, ξΛ) that completely
describe the whole system:

0.6

δΛ =
χΛ =
κΛ =
ξΛ =

δ a Λ + 2δ b Λ
3

δ a Λ − δb Λ
3

,

κ a Λ + 2κ b Λ
3

κ a Λ − κb Λ
3

,

Tb

0.4
0.2

Ta

δL
-10

0

5

10

As a matter of fact, the maximum reflectance and
minimum transmittance are given by [5]:

Rx max = tanh 2 (| κ x L |) ,

(11a)

Tx min = 1 − tanh 2 (| κ x L |) .

(11b)

The reflectance is reported in Figure 3 for the same set
of reduced parameters:

(10a)

1
0.8

(10c)

0.6
.

-5

Figure 2: Normalised spectral transmittance Ta and Tb of
the supermodes (Tx = |tx|2), as compared to transmittance
T of a single (uncoupled) periodic waveguide (κL = 2,
χL = 1, ξL = 0.25)

(10b)
,

T

(10d)

R
Rb

0.4

We call couplons these parameters, which should be
interpreted as elementary quanta of detuning or coupling
that take place at the scale of one unit cell. As a matter of
fact, as can be seen from Eqns.(5-6), the responses of the
system made of N cells involves only multiple quantities
such as δL = N δΛ, κL = N κΛ, χL = N χΛ, ξL = N ξΛ.

0.2

Ra

δL
-10

-5

0

5

10

Figure 3: Normalised spectral reflectance Ra and Rb of
the supermodes (Rx = |rx|2), as compared to
transmittance R of a single (uncoupled) periodic
waveguide (κL = 2, χL = 1, ξL = 0.25)

3.3. Normalised spectral responses
Whatever the configuration – continuous or discrete –, the
spectral responses take the same form. For instance, we

3

3.4. Universal Bragg reflector
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Figure 4: Normalised reflectance R = |M21/M11|2 of a
“universal” DBR.
Each spectrum of Figure 3 can be recovered by
following a specific path over the universal relief of Figure
4. By an obvious topographic analogy [7], we can speak of
“couplonic alpinism”.

4. Conclusions
We have established analytically, in terms of reduced
dimensionless parameters, the spectral responses of a cyclic
ternary system made of symmetrically coupled periodic
waveguides. In the supermode basis, the method stems from
a rigorous mathematical identification between the
continuous and discrete configurations.
Taking losses into account would not cause any special
difficulty: it would be enough to add two new reduced
parameters, corresponding respectively to average losses and
to loss-modulation (loss coupling). Optical amplification
would appear just as straightforward, the structure becoming
a cyclic array of coupled Distributed Feedback (DFB)
emitters [8].
The so-called “couplonic” approach is an elegant as well
as powerful theoretical tool, not only for studying spectrally
selective splitters, but also for the analysis or synthesis of
discrete electromagnetic crystals of finite size [3]. Moreover,
it comes well within the framework of current research on
discrete photonics based on coupled waveguides [9-10].
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Abstract
The design of metamaterials is currently a fertile research
domain. However, most of the metamaterial designs described in the literature arise from physical intuition, and
often assume infinite periodicity. There is therefore a need
for a design methodology capable of computing patterns
and designs involving two different materials where the underlying design variables correspond to a finite set of pixels
in a 2-dimensional mesh, and where the goal is a design
with prescribed metamaterial properties. This naturally
leads to the consideration of binary optimization models in
contrast to classical (continuous) gradient-based methods
which generically provide continuous solutions that then
need to be “rounded” to binary values. While the potential drawback of binary optimization is that its computational complexity is usually NP-hard and hence theoretically unattractive, we show herein that binary optimization
combined with a reduced basis approach can relatively efficiently produce very good solutions to metamaterial design
problems of interest.

1. Introduction
Wave phenomena in acoustics, elastodynamics and electromagnetics have been widely studied in the last two decades.
These phenomena have found numerous applications in
many domains of engineering, and therefore accurate,
efficient, and reliable numerical simulation is extremely
important. For the problems in our scope of concern,
a Finite Element Method is required since it provides
geometric flexibility and well-known error bounds. In
particular, the hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method, or
just HDG, introduced in [?] for acoustics and elastodynamics as well as in [?] for Maxwell’s equations and thus
electromagnetics, has been proven to be a robust, accurate
and efficient simulation tool for these sort of problems.
Indeed, these methods were devised to guarantee that
only the degrees of freedom of the approximation of the
scalar variable on the interelement boundaries are globally
coupled, see [?]. In addition to that, this method will
provide particular properties that will become essential
later on for the work presented in this paper.
The family of problems related to wave phenomena
has lately increased due to the growing interest in meta-

material design. Metamaterials are materials that have
very particular properties due only to their structure, not
their composition. There is often a microscopic pattern of
existing materials that, when extended periodically, will
provide a particularly effective macroscopic property that is
otherwise unobtainable. Potential applications of metamaterials in acoustics involve sound bullets and acoustic filters
[?], negative Poisson’s ratio materials in elastodynamics
[?], and regarding electromagnetism, cloaking devices
[?] and photonic bandgap phenomena [?] among others.
Some of the examples above will be further analyzed in
this paper as well as a similar extension to the heat equation.
The design of metamaterials usually is difficult because modeling and computing effective design patterns
is fraught with computational challenges. Especially
when trying to design manufacturable and realizable
materials, physical and mathematical intuition are insufficient by themselves. One is therefore led to consider
optimization-based approaches to design. However, the
optimization problems that arise in metamaterial design
are of discrete nature, leading to binary or mixed-integer
optimization models that are theoretically hard problems.
Indeed, in considering design variables that correspond
to a finite set of pixels, the optimization problem is to
choose between two given materials for each pixel, hence
the typical application problem results in the need to
solve a binary optimization model. Algorithms to solve
binary optimization problems exactly are not efficient, i.e.,
they cannot be exactly solved in polynomial-time (with
respect to the natural dimensions of the problem). In this
paper we present a binary optimization model approach
that combines local search approximation with a reduced
basis approximation, that produces good local solutions
with good relative efficiency. Our approach utilizes a
reduced basis projected problem [?] and the use of binary
generalized gradients to ensure feasibility of all solutions.
This paper will provide a capability for the simulation
and design optimization of metamaterials. Section ?? explains the suitability of the HDG method used as well as
derives the particular formulation for the Helmholtz equation case. Section ?? derives the reduced basis algorithm
used for the binary optimization local search method that

is used for the design optimization. Results for the Poisson’s equation as well as for the one dimensional bandgap
problem are further analyzed in section ??.

first-order absorbing and it is taken solely for the purposes
of illustration. Such boundary condition could be easily replaced by higher-order local or exact global conditions as
well as by suitable perfectly matched layers.
The HDG method firstly writes the partial differential
equation (PDE) as a first-order system of partial differential
equations and thus, after introducing the gradient as q =
ru for convenience, the following system can be written:

2. HDG method for Helmholtz equation
In this section we want to describe a Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin Method for a model Helmholtz equation.
The extension of these results to the linear second order
wave equation is trivial and can be found in [?]. Let us
begin justifying the choice of this method for the simulations, which is actually a key point. Firstly, given the interest in high order methods, it is quite clear that a Finite
Element Method -FEM- needs to be chosen. Furthermore,
we need more geometric flexibility than the one offered by
a Finite Differences or a Finite Volumes scheme. Nevertheless, classic continuous FEM would not work properly for
the type of problems we are going to be dealing with due
to the inherent discontinuities of the material and potential discontinuities of the solution. Therefore, Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods need to be considered. These
methods have been proven to be quite successful for a variety hyperbolic problems, even nonlinear, but their extension to diffusion problems was criticized for providing suboptimal convergent approximations as well as producing a
substantially larger amount of globally-coupled degrees of
freedom. The HDG methods were introduced in [?] to address these issues.
In particular, the HDG methods provide a smaller global
system of equations, especially for high orders of accuracy. The methods are highly parallelizable and superconvergence has also been proven [?, ?]. On top of that, section
?? shows how the actual definition of the HDG method will
allow the design parameters to be pulled out linearly for every single element of the discretization. Since the material
properties are variables in metamaterial design problems,
such capability allows for an overall crucial speed up when
solving the system of equations as well as a dramatic reduction on the memory needed. All these reasons make the
HDG method not only the most suitable but also unique for
the metamaterial simulations that we are about to carry out.

q ru = 0
r · "q k 2 u = f
"q · n + iku = g

Wh = {w 2 L2 (Th ), w|K 2 W (K), 8K 2 Th }
Vh = {v 2 [L2 (Th )]d , v|K 2 V(K), 8K 2 Th }
Mh = {µ 2 L2 (Fh ), µ|F 2 M (F ), 8F 2 Fh }

(3)

where W (K), V(K) and M (F ) are suitably chosen finite
dimensional spaces. Furthermore, let us define the contractions involved within this HDG method.
For functions
R
v, w 2 [L2 (D)]d we denote (v, w)D = DRv · w; for functions v, w 2 L2 (D) we write (v,
R w)D = D vw if D is a
domain in Rd and hv, wiD = D vw if D is a domain in
Rd 1 . We finally introduce
X
(v, w)Th =
(v, w)K
(µ, ⌘)@Th

=

K2T
Xh

(µ, ⌘)@K

(4)

K2Th

for v, w defined in Th and µ, ⌘ defined on @Th respectively. The HDG approximations uh 2 Wh , qh 2 Vh and
u
bh 2 Mh are now determined by requiring that the following finite discrete system of equations holds 8(s, r, µ) 2
W h ⇥ V h ⇥ Mh .

In this section we want to show how the hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method applies to a model Helmholtz
equation. The extension from these derivations to a different domain or to Poisson’s equation will be later discussed.
To that end, let us firstly consider the Helmholtz problem
as follows:
in ⌦ ⇢ Rd
on @⌦a

(2)

Later on and for convenience, the term iku will be pushed
into the righthandside modifying f and becoming a function of u. The second equation will therefore become
r · "q = fu , where fu = f iku.
Let Th form a triangulation of the domain ⌦ into elements K and @Th = {@K, K 2 Th } be the set of faces F
of each element K of the triangulation, also known as Fh .
Then the method seeks a scalar approximation uh to u, a
vector approximation qh to q and a scalar approximation
ûh to the traces ûh minimizing the representation error in
-or distance to- some approximation spaces defined as:

2.1. HDG derivation

r · "ru k 2 u = f
"ru · ~n + iku = g

in ⌦
in ⌦
on @⌦a

(qh , r)Th + (uh , r · r)Th

hb
uh , r · ni@Th =
0,
("qh , rw)Th hc
"qh · n, wi@Th k 2 (uh , w)Th =
(f, w)Th ,
hc
"qh · n, µi@Th \@⌦a + hc
"qh · n + ikb
uh , µi@⌦a =
hg, µi@⌦ .

(1)

(5)
Note that the HDG method uses the extra stabilization condition for the flux traces through the definition of the numerical fluxes as

where u is a scalar variable, " is the square of the propagation speed, k is the wavenumber, f is a given source term
and g determines the absorbing boundary condition. Moreover, ⌦ is a Lipschitz polyhedral domain in Rd 1 . Note
that the boundary condition considered in the description is
2

"c
qh = "qh + ⌧ (uh

u
bh )n

(6)

on @Th . Here, ⌧ is the so-called stabilization function. The
bh is the key feaactual definition of the numerical traces q
ture of the HDG method. The last equation in (??), which
is defined over the degrees of freedom on the edges, can be
solved for u
bh in a global sense and, after that, the rest of
the equations will locally recover uh and qh . Such local
systems of equations can be totally parallelized and thus
solved very efficiently for the degrees of freedom inside
each element. Moreover, it has been shown in [?] that this
Helmholtz problem actually achieves an optimal superconvergence order for both uh and qh after a postprocessing of
the solution.

the following values of the matrices Kq , 8q = 0..Nel .

D Et
K0 =
,
E M
Kq =

Let us first of all define as U the variables related to the
displacement uh of the degrees of freedom inside each element, Q the variables related to their fluxes qh and ⇤ the
variables related to the traces u
bh for every degree of freedom along the edges of the triangulation. Now if equation
(??) is plugged into the system of equations (??) we elimibh variables and thus the following system of equanate the q
tions is obtained.

A
4 B(")
C(")

B
Dt
E

32

3

2

3

0
C
Q
Et 5 4 U 5 = 4 F 5
M
⇤
G
t

Bt
1 t
B

BA
CA

1

Ct
1 t
C

(10)

, 8q = 1..Nel .

The first order absorbing boundary conditions have been
introduced in [?] for the time dependent wave equation as
@u
+ ru · n = 0.
@t

(11)

Here, we are dealing with the Helmholtz equation
which is the steady version of the second order time dependent wave equation derived through separation of variables.
If we thus assume u(x, t) = u(x)ei!t and plug it in equation (??) we obtain the following expression:

(7)

Now this system of equations gives rise to a matrix
equation that can be written as follows:
t

1

2.3. First-order absorbing boundary conditions

(qh , r)Th + (uh , r · r)Th

2

BA
CA

Moreover, note how the terms D and BA 1 Bt are block diagonal (since both A and B are) and thus the system in (??)
can be efficiently solved as any HDG method, i.e. solve
only for the unknowns on the edges.
Being able to pull out " elementwise will actually be the
key feature for this method. We will no longer need to compute and store the HDG system matrices for every single
pattern distribution but only once and store the elemental
matrices. To solve for a particular distribution of material
we will just need to assemble and solve the precomputed
elemental matrices.

2.2. Implementation

hb
uh , r · ni@Th =
0,
("r · qh , w)Th ⌧ h(uh u
bh ), wi@Th
k 2 (uh , w)Th =
(f, w)Th ,
h"qh · n ⌧ (uh u
bh ), µi@Th \@⌦a +
h"qh · n ⌧ uh (⌧ + ik)b
uh , µi@⌦a =
hg, µi@⌦ .



ru(x) · n =

i!u(x)

(12)

Furthermore, we are actually interested in applying the
absorbing boundary conditions to the scattered field instead
of the total field. We can thus write us = u u0 , where us
represents the scattered field, u the total solution and u0 the
original solution, i.e. initial condition in the time dependent
problem. If we finally write (??) in terms of the scattered
field we obtain the following expression:

(8)

where the submatrices A, B, C, D, E and M correspond to
the discretization of the dot products above. One very interesting property of the HDG method shows up at this point:
the matrices A, B, C and D are block diagonal, i.e. they are
very sparse and every single element only contributes with
nonzero entries to the degrees of freedom of that element.
This fact will actually allow us to write equation (??) as a
system of equations for ⇤ and then back solve for the inner element degrees of freedom, through the Schur complement. Moreover, there is another key property at this point:
" can be pulled out from the terms where it shows up. We
will therefore be able to write the system (??) as follows:
!
Nel
X
q
K0 +
" Kq u = f
(9)

rus · n = i!us
m
ru · n = i!u + ru0 · n + i!u0

(13)

yet to be applied to each of the boundaries in the actual
domain ⌦. Moreover, if there are extra boundary conditions
which are Neumann we can just use r · u = h and proceed
identically for any h; if there are any Dirichlet boundary
conditions we may just change the approximation spaces
introduced above to fit the values on such boundaries.

3. Binary Optimization

q=1

for Nel number of elements. After writing Q from the first
row in equation (??) as Q = A 1 (Bt U + Ct ⇤) and considering u = [U ⇤]t and f = [F G]t equation (??) holds for

For a given wave phenomenon problem, let us consider " to
be the property defining each material. Since the problem
will be governed by a Partial Differential Equation of the
3

form F (u("), ") = 0, the discretized PDE (with Nel discretized elements) can be expressed as a system of the form
A(")u = f in the linear case. Moreover, using the HDG
discretization introduced in section
??, the system matrix
PNel
can be written as A(") = K0 + q=1
"q Kq as in equation
(??). Let J(u("), ") be the objective function measuring
the deviation to a desired and known solution often just
J(u("), ") = ||u(") u0 ||22 and denoted by J(u(")) ,
then the metamaterial design optimization problem can be
written in the following general form:
min
",u

J(u("), ")

s.t.

⌧ K0 +

Nel
X
q=1

"q K q

!

u=f

sensitivities or just solutions for the entire family of parameters is seldom achievable.
Let n  Nel be the number of regions where a material parameter needs to be chosen and k < n be a certain positive integer corresponding to the reduced basis
size. For a given feasible pattern " 2 {"min , "max }n , let
u1 = u("), and define k 1 neighbors by just perturbing a small number of pixels from either "min to "max or
vice versa, and then computing their corresponding solutions uj = u("j ) for j = 2, . . . , k. We now define the
reduced basis as = span[u1 , u2 , . . . , uk ] 2 RNel ⇥k , and
we can then define an approximate version of any given
Pk
k
u(") as ũ(") =
= ↵("). Note that
j=1 ↵j (")u
now the discretized system can be approximately solved
t
t
as
A(") ↵(") =
f . Finally, if we define Ãq =
t q
t
A
2 Rk⇥k , for 1  q  n and also f̃ = f 2 Rk ,
we will be able to solve the governing system as:
!
n
X
q
Ã (") ↵(") = f̃
(15)

(14)

" 2 {"min , "max }Nel
Problem (??) arises in many areas of applied engineering such as inverse problems, shape optimization, topology
optimization, optimal design and optimal control. However, the PDE constraints and the nature of the design
variables often pose several significant challenges for contemporary optimization methods. First, the problem is in
general nonlinear and non-convex due to an implicit dependence of the objective function on the design variables
through the underlying PDEs. Second, the problem is largescale since the discretization of the PDEs leads to a very
large system of equations. And third, if some (or all) design variables can only take on integer or discrete values
then problem (??) becomes a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem. Unfortunately, while discrete variables
are common in practice, their presence causes the optimization problem to be NP-hard in general. It is therefore necessary to develop a suitable approximation of the problem
in order to achieve computational tractability in practice.
In developing an approximation to the problem (??),
we want to be able to efficiently compute the true objective function value. That is, for a given value of the design
variables ", we want to compute u(") inexpensively and
then compute J(u). To that end, we will solve the PDE
through a reduced basis approach. Subsection ?? derives
the particular optimization problem after the reduced basis
procedure is applied.
Also in the context of developing an approximation to
the problem (??), in order to solve the optimization problem stated in (??) assuming we can now efficiently compute the objective function value, we still need to devise
an optimization method that ensures the binary constraints
" 2 {"min "max }Nel are satisfied. To that end we introduce
the binary gradients in Subsection ??.

q=1

which is a k ⇥ k system in contrast to the original Nel ⇥ Nel
system. We then recover ũ(") = ↵("). Note, furthermore, that Ãq (") can be derived from Aq as in (??) and
therefore still retains the property of being able to work with
" as needed.
3.2. Binary Gradient
Since we want to maintain binary solutions throughout
the optimization process, we will only allow directional
changes that leave a current pixel as is, or that flips "min
to "max or vice versa. This can be done by defining the
sensitivities of our objective function according to unitary
changes instead of differential changes. To accomplish this
we introduce the following binary generalized gradient:
Gm (") =

J(u( m )) J(u("))
J(u("))
=
,
"
"max "min

(16)

for m = 1, . . . , Nel , where m just changes the mth
component of " from "min to "max or vice versa. We then
choose the descent direction that provides the smallest
value of Gm (") and advance in that descent direction iteratively, as in any steepest descent algorithm for continuous
optimization.
3.3. Optimization Algorithm
Table ?? summarizes the optimization algorithm based on
the ideas described above. Let l  k be the size of the
initial basis computed around an initial guess "(0) and let
the subindex of " denote the vector position in the basis .
Note that this algorithm is actually a local search approach to the binary optimization problem (??). The complexity of binary optimization problems is NP-hard, which
implies that whenever the variable set is large, the problem
is generically intractable. In our case, the parameter space

3.1. Reduced Basis
The reduced basis method (RB) method can be used
to provide an accurate, reliable and efficient solution
of parametrized PDEs, see [?, ?] and further references
therein. Material design or optimal control problems involve large numbers of parameters, and thus computing
4

see for instance [?]. However, the results reported in a large
fraction of the literature so far have been obtained without
imposing integer constraints on the design variables.
Luckily, in the photonic bandgap problem, optimal solutions assuming infinite periodicity turn out to be binary,
as observed by Lord Rayleigh as early as 1888, [?]. Nevertheless, if we are interested in extending the conceptual
ideas introduced by the photonic bandgap to other wave
phenomena, we need to mitigate the non-binary nature of
the continuously relaxed optimal solution. Consequently,
if we want to obtain satisfactory solutions most notably
fabricability , we must effectively constrain solutions to
be binary.

Table 1: Binary Optimization algorithm
123456789-

Start with an initial guess "(0),
Obtain the objective function value J(u("(0))),
Compute the solutions u1 · · · ul for "1 · · · "l exactly,
Form ("(0)) = [u("1 ) · · · u("l ))],
Compute binary sensitivities Gm using (??) and (??),
If Gm 0, 8m, end.
m̄
Else, pick m̄ = arg minm Gm and set "(0)
,
Compute l0 random neighbors and update
("(0))
[ ("(0)) u("1 ) · · · u("l0 ))],
If size{ ("(0))} = p > k, remove the p k
elements m with smallest values of ↵m ("(0)) in (??),
Go to 2,

is very large, typically on the order of O(102d ) where d is
the spatial dimension considered. Local search algorithms
are a good approach to solve these problems. However,
they are only able to guarantee local minima and the quality
of the computed local minima really depends on the quality of the neighborhoods considered (often only very large
neighborhoods work well). Metamaterial design optimization is yet harder, since unless the local search neighborhoods are very small, the computational burden of the local
search methodology itself is excessive. By joining together
the HDG properties and the reduced basis theory, we seek
a balance wherein the approximate local search algorithm
will find local optima of good quality with relatively good
computation time. Several starting guesses, as well as further clever enhancements - like letting the solution worsen
slightly to avoid getting stuck at a bad local optima - might
be required for some applications.

Figure 1: 1-dimensional Photonic Bandgap with yellow incident wave, black reflected wave and green transmitted
wave. Top: continuous optimum; Middle: Discrete projection; Bottom: binary optimum.
Figure ?? shows the 1d photonic bandgap application.
The governing equation for the frequency domain problem
is exactly the Helmholtz equation analyzed in the first section where " is the permittivity of the material. The incident frequency corresponds to ! ' 0.33 after it has been
normalized over the geometry. Here the photonic crystal is
made up of two different materials: air (" = 1, color coded
as dark red) and silicon (" = 13, color coded as blue).
Figure ?? shows the optimized structures obtained with
(Top) the standard adjoint method with relaxation of the
integer constraints, see [?] for the full derivations regarding the adjoint method for this particular example, (Middle) the adjoint method with enforcement of the integer
constraints via projection into the closest binary value, and
(Bottom) our proposed method. Our method produces exactly (up to machine precision error) an optimal binary solution within only six iterations, whereas the standard adjoint method computes an optimal solution which is not binary (and thus not fabricable nor acceptable) and the projected adjoint method produces a binary solution which is
not optimal (and thus an inferior design).
This computational result is especially encouraging
since the basis need not contain more than 10 solution vectors to guarantee a very good approximation of the exact
solutions and therefore the systems of equations (??) used
to compute the binary gradient never exceeded a 10 ⇥ 10
system. Furthermore the binary gradient computation (??)
which is of order O(n) (recall n is the number of pixels

4. Results
We have successfully applied the methodology described
herein to one-dimensional photonic bandgap problems. In
particular, we have succeeded in designing a binary material that is able to totally reflect a given frequency considering the finiteness of the domain. This phenomena is
well-known if the pattern is considered periodic and therefore infinite (and hence is not realizable) but is not so wellknown for finite structures. Section ?? below analyzes this
problem, comparing the binary solution computed herein
with the continuous optimum. In Section ??, we apply the
same optimization procedure to a 2-dimensional problem
governed by the heat transfer equation.
4.1. The 1-dimensional Bandgap problem
Photonic crystals are periodic structures created from the
arrangement of low and high index materials. They are designed to affect the motion of light by prohibiting the propagation of electromagnetic waves in all directions within certain frequency ranges. They have been of crucial use for the
design of important novel devices and applications such as
frequency filters, waveguides, switches and optical buffers,
5

or more generally the parameter space size) took less time
than one single HDG computation takes. It is also encouraging that the binary gradient computations are extremely
accurate, with errors of O(10 8 ).

Note that for the homogeneous case with " = 1 the
analytical solution u = sin(⇡x) sin(⇡y) to (??) provides a
squared volume of J(u(1)) = 0.5, whereas if we pick the
homogeneous material with " = 2 the objective drops down
to the value J(u(2)) = 0.0625, which would be the optimal
solution had not we considered the volume constraints.

4.2. Poisson’s Equation
In a similar setting but in a 2-dimensional context we consider the heat transfer problem. For this problem the governing equation will be the Poisson equation instead of
Helmholtz equation, however, we can just adapt our derivations in the first section by removing the term k 2 u that
was actually included in the source term fu for this purpose. The problem we want to solve now will be governed
by the following partial differential equation:
in ⌦ = [0, 1]2
on @⌦

r · "ru = f
u=0

(17)

where the source term has been chosen to be f =
2⇡ 2 sin(⇡x) sin(⇡y). We seek a 2-dimensional pattern
maximizing the heat transferred from the Dirichlet boundaries of a square plate into the center point. Note that if
we do not include an extra volume constraint, the optimum
will be obtained when the material used everywhere corresponds to the one holding a larger thermal conductivity.
Therefore the overall setting of the optimization problem
for this case will be slightly modified by the volume constraint. If we choose 0   1 as the volume fraction that
we are allowed to change, the problem can be written as:
min
",u

s.t.

J(u("), ")
⌧ K0 +

Nel
X
q=1
q

q

" Kq

!

u=f

Nel
1 X
"
"min

Nel q=1 "max "min

(18)

Figure 2: 2-dimensional heat transfer problem. Left figures
correspond to = 0.44 and right figures to = 0.58. Top
figures show the continuous solutions obtained through the
Adjoint method, middle figures the projected binary solutions and bottom the the binary solutions after using our
proposed method.

" 2 {"min , "max }n

A square domain with a 20 by 20 parametric grid has
been considered with "min = 1 and "max = 2. Firstly, the
problem has been solved considering the continuous relaxation " 2 ["min , "max ]Nel through the Adjoint method. In a
very similar way to the bandgap problem and analogously
derived to that case as in [?], the Adjoint method provides
us with the sensitivities or gradient and thus the direction
to take at each iterate. We can then pick a small enough
step size, take the step, and iterate until we reach the final optimal and feasible solution determined by the volume
constraint. Such a constraint can also be dualized into the
objective function and one can instead solve the new optimization problem with the modified objective:
J(u("), ") = ||u(")||22 +

Nel
X
"q "min
"
"min
q=1 max

Nel

Results have been computed for = 0.44 and = 0.58
and are shown in Figure ??. We can observe how the continuous optimal solutions provide a non-binary solution that
after projection into " = {1, 2}Nel and respecting the volume constraint, the resulting solution is suboptimal. In
fact, for the case = 0.44 the optimal objective value is
J(u("cont )) = ||u||22 = 0.0973 in the continuous case,
and once projected it increases to J(u("proj )) = 0.1020.
We can do better, as our binary optimum demonstrates, obtaining J(u("bin )) = 0.0991. Table ?? summarizes the
different values obtained for each case.
Note how the binary optimum is more than 2.5 times
closer to the continuous optima than the projected naive
solution for = 0.44 and more than 5.5 times closer for

!

(19)
and the original set of constraints. Both strategies lead to
the same solutions.
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and elastodynamics,” J. C. Phys., Vol. 230, No. 10,
3695–3718, 2011.

Table 2: Results for the Heat transfer problem
0%
44%
58%
100%

Jcont
0.5
0.0973
0.0825
0.0625

Jproj
0.5
0.1020
0.0875
0.0625

Jbin
0.5
0.0991
0.0834
0.0625

[2] Nguyen, N. C., Peraire, J. and Cockburn, B. “Hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin methods for the
time-harmonic Maxwells equations,” J. C. Phys.,
Vol. 230, No. 19, 7151–7175, 2011.
[3] Schurig, D., Mock, J.J., Justice, B.J., Cummer, S.A.,
Pendry, J.B., Starr, A.F. and Smith, D.R “Metamaterial Electromagnetic Cloak at Microwave Frequencies,” Science., Vol. 314, No. 5801, 977–980, 2006.

= 0.58. With a given material allowance we have thus
been able to provide a binary pattern, easily fabricable,
which is very close to the non-fabricable continuous optimum for the same volume of material.

[4] Men, H., Nguyen, N.C., Freund, R.M., Parrilo, P. and
Peraire, J.“Bandgap optimization of two-dimensional
photonic crystals using semidefinite programming and
subspace methods,” J. Comp. Phys., Vol. 229, No. 10,
3706–3725, 2010.

5. Conclusions
The Adjoint method leads to continuous optimal solutions
that provide an objective function value Jcont that is less
than or equal to the value Jbin , where Jcont and Jbin denote the optimal objective values for the continuous relaxation of the problem and our binary optimization method,
respectively. Clearly the binary solution is feasible to the
continuously relaxed problem and therefore the inequality
above follows. However, continuous solutions are not binary and thus not fabricable and hence not practical. If we
just project the continuous solution we may easily produce
inferior solutions, unless the continuous optimum is very
robust. Both examples analyzed in this paper show that the
projected binary optimum is indeed inferior in practice. Our
proposed method is thus able to compute efficiently and accurately good local binary optima.
This paper presents a very different approach to the design of metamaterials. As we have seen so far, the HDG
method allows us not only to obtain high order solutions efficiently but also provides us with a couple of properties that
make a binary optimization approach possible. The reduced
basis method lets us compute efficiently and accurately solutions of neighbors and demonstrates the practicality of
our concept of a binary generalized gradient. This extension of the gradient concept lets us move only within feasible binary solutions while improving the objective function
value. There is no guarantee that we will reach a global optimum, but that is something that can just not be expected in
discrete optimization if we seek efficient algorithms (unless
P=NP).
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Abstract
Super-resolution imaging involves the interaction of
electromagnetic waves with objects that have dimensions
similar to, or smaller than the wavelength. That is precisely
the hallmark of microwave technology. It suggests that
microwave concepts and design approaches may not only
be helpful in the description and modeling of the superlens
behavior, but also provide useful tools for designing and
realizing the superlens, notably the metamaterial itself. In
this paper we present some interesting results and insights
yielded by the microwave perspective, including
waveguide, circuit and filter representations of the
superlens.

1. Introduction
The goal of modeling devices or physical processes is to
capture their essential characteristics. Reduction to the
simplest possible representation not only facilitates their
theoretical and numerical treatment but also can provide
insights that are helpful in relating new observations to
known phenomena. In the case of superresolution imaging
with the Veselago/Pendry superlens [1][2] consisting of
double-negative metamaterial, the use of waveguide and
lumped element circuit models can considerably simplify
both its theoretical and its numerical analysis at various
levels of abstraction[3]. Given the long time required for the
lens to reach the steady-state [4][5][6][7], such simplified
models facilitate exploration of resolution limits, allow easy
quantification of its imaging performance, and provide a
link to microwave engineering and filter design. In this
paper we highlight some interesting results and insights
yielded by the microwave and filter perspective [6].

2. Waveguide model of sub-wavelength imaging
The imaging of a sub-wavelength sized object is typically
based on a spatial Fourier transform of the field emanating
from the object, either directly or by scattering of an
incident field. The resulting continuous spatial spectrum is
then transferred in the frequency domain through the
superlens, and the image is recovered by inverse Fourier
transform. In the general case this is a three-dimensional
electromagnetic problem that must be solved in a semiinfinite half-space. Clearly, the treatment of this problem
with space- and time-discrete numerical methods such as

FDTD or TLM [8], will require large computational
resources and long simulation times.
2.1. Discretization of the spatial spectrum

The first major simplification of the problem is achieved by
discretizing the spatial spectrum of the object field into a
series of harmonically related samples. This yields a spatial
Fourier series; its inverse Fourier transform corresponds to
the field produced not by a single object, but by an infinite
array of such objects. Fig. 1 illustrates this concept for an
object field that has the form of a half-cosine (approximating
the field in a narrow slot illuminated by a plane wave
polarized parallel to the slot (Fig. 1a)). The spatial Fourier
transform perpendicular to the slot is given by:

F (k )

2w /
cos(kw / 2) ,
1 k 2 (w / )2

(1)

where w is the width of the slot, and k=
t is the
transverse wavenumber or spatial angular frequency. (1)
represents the continuous spatial spectrum shown in
normalized form in Fig. 1b. If we sample this spectrum at
intervals n=k/ k we obtain a Fourier series which represents
the discrete spectrum of an infinite array of identical slots
separated by a distance s=2 / k (the red curve in Fig. 1a).
The latter curve has been obtained by adding only the first
six Fourier terms together. Again, the functions are
normalized for better comparison. This example shows that
the image of a single slot is very well approximated by an
image of periodic slots over the base w. However, the
discrete Fourier series approximation considerably
simplifies the mathematical formulation of image
transmission by the superlens. It naturally leads to the
spectral waveguide model of the superlens reported in [6].
This model not only yields existing steady-state
formulations of superlens behavior in well-known
waveguide terminology, but it also dramatically reduces the
computational burden of numerical solutions when studying
the dynamics of the lens. Note that this waveguide model
describes the transfer of the object field to the image plane
in terms of propagating and evanescent waveguide modes
and is not a representation of the metamaterial of the lens. It
is especially helpful in the transient numerical analysis of
superlens behavior that requires millions of time steps [6].

Field in a
slot array

Field in a
single slot

z

y

(a)

w

s

Spectrum of Single Slot
Spectrum of Periodic Slot Array

Fig. 2 Odd and even resonance conditions of the metamaterial superlens, modeled by the equivalent waveguide
model. Even and odd eigenfrequencies are those frequencies at which the sum of the two impedances Z1e and Z1o in
the plane A becomes zero in the even and odd cases, respectively (after [6]).

(b)
Fig. 1 (a) Electric field in a single slot and in periodic
slots in a perfect conductor. (b) Normalized spatial spectrum
of the single slot (continuous) and of periodic slots
(discrete). w=40 nm, s=100 nm. Note that the term at n=0
has only one-half the amplitude of the continuous spectrum
since the spectral terms for negative n are not included in the
discrete spectrum.
2.2. Waveguide model of coupled plasmonic resonances
The spectral waveguide model is well suited for the
investigation of the dynamic field response of the superlens.
As discussed in [4][5][9][10][11] the evanescent part of the
object field (transmitted in the form of evanescent
waveguide modes) excites surface resonances on the two
faces of the superlens, thus forming a system of two weakly
coupled resonators. In fact, the lens can support an even and
an odd mode of coupled resonances. Their resonance
frequencies are the roots of a transcendental transmission
line equation formulated in terms of waveguide impedances
and propagation constants. The equivalent transmission line
models are shown in Fig. 2. When we simulate the transient
response of the waveguide model including the lens, it is
very realistic because the metamaterial can be modeled as a
dispersive medium with properties that evolve during the
transient build-up of electromagnetic energy in the
metamaterial [6]. For the TE mode excitation illustrated in
Fig. 1a, the classical waveguide expressions for the
characteristic impedance and propagation constant naturally
yield an inductive behavior of the air-filled sections of the
waveguide model, while the metamaterial-filled sections
behave capacitively. This indicates that the resonant
response of the lens can be predicted by an extremely
simple lumped element network consisting of two resonant
LC circuits that are loosely coupled through a small reactive
series element. This opens the way to the application of
circuit and filter theory to superresolution imaging.

Fig. 3 Even and odd eigenfrequencies of the superlens for
transverse wavelengths of 100 nm (first spectral term) and
50 nm (second spectral term), obtained with MEFiSTo-3D
Pro simulation. Simulation data and theoretical values predicted by the model in Fig. 2 agree within 0.1% (see [6]).

3. Lumped equivalent circuit of the superlens
The equivalent circuit of the lens and its even and odd
variants that emulate the responses of the lens at the
operating frequency and at the even and odd frequencies are
shown in Fig. 4 a-c. The waveguide formalism yields
simple expressions for the elements of that equivalent
circuit in terms of the wave properties of the metamaterial
[6]. However, the circuit model is not as good as the
waveguide representation since the values of the lumped
elements would have to be dependent on frequency to be
accurate. Nevertheless, the model improves when the
coupling between the resonators becomes weaker and the
two characteristic frequencies degenerate into a single
resonance.

2

d.

e.

One might ask what the benefit of such an equivalent circuit
would be when there exists already a well-known analytical
transfer function in the literature that will give the same
result. The main advantage of the circuit model is the
physical interpretation of the lens as two coupled resonators
[6] [7] which could be realized in many different ways
[12][13], thus suggesting that there exist possible alternative
realizations of superresolution devices. Indeed, the fishnet
concept is such an alternative, and we can find circuit
models of the fishnet elements [14] that are very similar to
our coupled resonator model in Fig. 5. Further research is
underway to explore other alternative structures that exhibit
similar behavior and can be realized with sufficiently low
loss to achieve significant large spatial spectral bandwidth
suitable for superresolution imaging.

Fig. 4 Electric field distribution and equivalent lumped
element circuit of the superlens (a) at the operating
frequency, (b) at the even resonance frequency, and (c) at
the odd resonance frequency.
Note that the models in Figs. 2 and 4 are valid for all
evanescent spectral terms, but the values of the their circuit
elements are different for different spectral terms.
The final step is now to create an equivalent network
representation of an entire superresolution system based on
a perfect Veselago/Pendry lens. Such a network would
include the evanescent waveguide sections that separate the
object and image planes form the lens. Knowing that at the
operating frequency the field decays exponentially in
positive x-direction, each section can be represented by an
ideal transformer of turn ratio n1 / n2 e k xn d / 2 where knx is
the longitudinal decay constant of the n-th spectral term.
This value is based on the assumption that the object and
image planes are both located at a distance d/2 on each side
of the lens. The equivalent circuit of the imaging system
thus consists of a set of modal equivalent networks shown
in Fig. 5.

4. Conclusions
We have shown that the field emitted or scattered by a subwavelength object can be closely approximated by a Fourier
series through sampling of its continuous spectrum. The
discrete spectral terms can be interpreted as the eigenmodes
of a spectral waveguide model that allows us to describe the
superlens imaging of the object using waveguide formalism.
The waveguide model is especially useful for numerical
modeling of superlens imaging because it provides a
compact computational domain truncated by boundary
conditions that are numerically robust (perfect electric and
magnetic walls), and allows fine discretization and large
numbers of time steps that are required to handle the long
settling times of the higher evanescent spectral terms. The
waveguide model naturally leads to an even simpler coupled
resonator model of the Veselago-Pendry superlens which
provides deeper physical insight into the physics of the
superlens, connects it with the theory of filters and resonant
surfaces, and may facilitate the search for alternative ways
to realize superresolution devices.

Fig. 5 Equivalent lumped element network of a superresolution imaging system containing a superlens. The complete
system comprises one such circuit for every term of the discrete spatial spectrum. n1 / n2 e k xn d / 2 .
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The steps involved in the modeling of image transmission
are as follows:
a.
b.
c.

Compute the output voltage of each circuit in
response to the excitation by the appropriate
Fourier term (Voltage proportional to the Fourier
coefficient);
Compose the image by adding all transmitted
Fourier terms together.
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Abstract
In this paper, a polarizability matrix retrieval method for
bianisotropic metamaterials is presented. Assuming that
scatterers can be modeled by electric and magnetic pointdipoles located at their centers, the induced dipole moments
are analytically related to the normally incident fields, while
the scattered fields are also analytically obtained for two
individual cases of normal wave incidence. The latter can be
combined with the incident fields, to express the desired polarizabilities, with regard to the measured or simulated scattering parameters. In this way, the polarizability matrix can
be extracted by solving the resulting non-linear system of
equations. The proposed technique is applied to two different split-ring resonator structures and reveals very good
agreement with previously reported techniques.

1. Introduction
Over the past years, the problem of homogenization in
metamaterials, i.e. their modeling via appropriate sets of effective parameters, has risen as a crucial subject for the sound
comprehension of their properties as well as for design purposes. Two basic techniques for the calculation of effective
parameters exist. The former extracts the effective constitutive parameters from the S-parameters of plane waves normally incident on bulk metamaterial structures, via the analytical inversion of the Fresnel-Airy equations [1], [2]. This approach has gained significant popularity due to its simplicity
and adequate accuracy. However, it has also been questioned,
since it completely ignores the microscopic structure of the
metamaterial. Furthermore, several issues have occurred concerning the correct branch selection for the real part of the
refraction index, as elaborately discussed in [3], while recently it has been proven that the constitutive parameters, so obtained, do not always represent meaningful material parameters [4]. The second approach, originating from the quasistatic Maxwell-Garnett mixing theory, employs the polarizabilities of individual scatterers in order to extract sets of effective metamaterial parameters [5–7]. For these techniques, the
knowledge of the polarizability matrix of the scatterer under
study is a crucial and relatively unexplored topic.
Recently, a dynamic approach has been presented for the
extraction of electric and magnetic polarizabilities of simple
uniaxial scatterers [8]. The scattereres are replaced by electric and magnetic dipole moments, assuming only their elec-

trically small size. In this manner, an infinite array is considered to form a 2-D metasurface. Closed form expressions
for the desired polarizabilities are obtained, as a function of
the scattering parameters of normally incident plane waves
and the interaction coefficients matrix [C], whose elements
have previously been calculated in the form of rapidly convergent series [9].
To the best of our knowledge, such a procedure has not
been yet applied to bianisotropic scatterers, which constitute
an important part of practical metamaterials. In this paper, we
implement an algorithm for the extraction of the polarizability
matrix, bearing in mind its common form for the most popular bianisotropic metamaterials, namely the split-ring resonators (SRRs).

2. Polarizability extraction methodology
In this section, our polarizability matrix extraction technique
is systematically described, starting from its typical form for
a well-known bianisotropic particle; the edge-coupled splitring resonator (EC-SRR). This structure can generally be
modeled by three dipole moments, which can be directly estimated from the incident field and the polarizability matrix.
Next, the scattered field of particle arrays is analytically treated, by substituting the discrete distribution of scatterers with
equivalent electric and magnetic currents, induced on the
array plane. The scattering parameters, derived from those
surfaces, can then be written through their definition as a
function of the particle dipole moments. The final objective
is to construct and solve a system of equations in order to
determine the polarizabilities through the simulated or measured scattering parameters of the structure.
2.1. Dipole moments calculation from the incident field
Let us consider the EC-SRR of Fig. 1 as the basis of our
analysis, since it is a bianisotropic particle of great importance in the literature of metamaterials. Our analysis is
based on the point-dipole approximation, which requires that
the dimensions of the scatterer are small enough compared
to the radiation wavelength in the surrounding space (typically smaller than /2). Under this assumption, the EC-SRR
may be appropriately modeled by two electric dipole moments px, py and a magnetic dipole moment mz [10], which
can be related to the local electric and magnetic fields at its
center, Eloc and Hloc, respectively, through
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a

py
Ey

x
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kx
y
x

Figure 1: Geometry and axes definition of the EC-SRR.
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Figure 2: The first metasurface of bianisotropic scatterers at
the x = 0 plane. The periods of the lattice along the y and z
direction, are b and a, respectively. A TEM wave propagating along the x-axis impinges normally on the metasurface.
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are the electric-electric, elecwhere eexx , eeyy , em
tric-magnetic, and magnetic-magnetic polarizabilities of the
scatterer, correspondingly. As the polarizability matrix [ ] in
(1) contains four unknown quantities, an equal number of
linearly independent equations is required to uniquely define
them. Considering an infinite array of particles and a plane
wave normally incident on their plane, the local field at the
center of any resonator is given by
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Plugging (6b) into (4), a second set of dipoles with respect
to the polarizabilities of (1) is obtained, which is defined by
px , B p y , B c -1mz , B

B

T

.

(6c).

2.2. Dipole moments relation to the S-parameters
Having obtained the dipole moments of the scatterers from
the incident field, we can, now, express them as a function
of the simulated or measured scattering parameters of an
equivalent homogenized surface.
Let us recall the two metasurfaces of Figs 2 and 3. For
the first incidence case, the discrete array of electric and
magnetic dipoles can be substituted with equivalent homogeneous electric and magnetic polarizations, given by

(5a)

(5b)

T

T

E yinc, B c 1 H zinc, B

f Binc

Psx , A

Substituting (5b) into (4), we acquire a set of dipole moments, denoted as
p x , A p y , A c 1mz , A

Exinc, B

or by normalizing the incident electric field amplitude,

or, by normalizing the incident electric field amplitude,
f Ainc

0

(4)

E yinc, A

y

On the other hand, the second metasurface is given in Fig.
3. he components of the incident plane wave are

Let us, now, consider two different cases of normal incidence to an infinite array of EC-SRRs (in the following, we
will refer to these arrays with the term “metasurface”). The
first metasurface is depicted in Fig. 2. For this case, the
components of the incident plane wave are
f Ainc

x

Figure 3: The second metasurface of bianisotropic scatterers
at the y = 0 plane. The periods of the lattice along the x and
z, direction are b and a, respectively. A TEM wave propagating along the y-axis impinges normally on the metasurface.

(2)

The components of the interaction coefficient matrix [C] are
computed via the dyadic Green’s function method [11]. By
substituting (2) and (3) into (1), the dipole moments of an
arbitrary scatterer can be expressed as
1

b

mz

Hz

where f inc is the incident field and f scat stands for the scattered field vector induced at the center of an arbitrary scatterer from its neighboring ones, defined by
0

ky

z
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scat
,
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c -1 H zscat
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Utilizing the Poisson summation formula, (7) transforms to

(5c)
Psx , A

as a function of the polarizability matrix [ ].
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In a similar fashion, electric polarization Psy,A and magnetic polarization Msz,A are found equal to
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where px,A, py,A, and mz,A, are the dipole moments of an arbitrary resonator, as described in subsection 2.1.
For a wave propagation toward the x-axis, (8)-(10) represent a sum of waves with a propagation constant of
2 m
2 n
k mn k xmn xˆ k ym yˆ k zn zˆ k xmn xˆ
yˆ
zˆ , (11)
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b
where caped quantities correspond to the unitary vectors of
the Cartesian coordinate system, shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the
propagation constant toward the x-direction is given by
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and, finally, the polarizations’ terms that contribute in a
propagating wave are similar to those in (15), namely
Psx , B

Hx

Escat

e
m

t

0

Ps

e jk0 | x| yˆ ,
(23)
2ab
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance in vacuum. Analogously, from (19) and (21), the scattered electric field component due to the magnetic surface current, is given by
j 0 mz , A jk0 | x|
e
sgn( x)
E scat
yˆ .
(24)
Ks , A
2ab
Summation of (23) and (24) leads to the scattered field expression of the first case, i.e.
j
E scat
Z 0 p y , A sgn( x) j 0 mz , A e jk0 | x| yˆ , (25)
A
2ab
whereas the scattered field for the second case is derived by
j
E scat
Z 0 px , B sgn( y ) 0 mz , B e jk0 | y| xˆ . (26)
B
2ab
Through (25) and (26), we may find the S-parameters for
each metasurface, owing to their relation with the reflected
and transmitted wave at the reference planes ± l, as presented in Fig. 4. Distance l is sufficiently large so that higher
order terms of (8)-(10) and (16) are adequately attenuated.
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z
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j

0
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Js , A

As observed, the only solution of (14) is m = n = 0. This
indicates that only the first (zeroth-order) term of the sum in
(8)-(10) represents a propagating wave, while all higherorder terms correspond to evanescent waves. Therefore, the
polarizations that contribute in that propagating wave are
py, A
px , A
mz , A
, Psy , A
, M sz , A
.
(15)
Psx , A
ab
ab
ab
Likewise, the homogeneous electric and magnetic polarizations for the second metasurface are given by
Psx , B

Ez

0

t

0

equation (22) results in

Moreover, if a,b < 0/2, which implies an electrically small
unit cell, as already assumed, one gets
1

Hx

Hz

Note that for a propagating wave, we required k xmn
.
From (12) and the definition of k0 =
0 0 as the free-space
wavenumber, it follows that
2

Ez

Hz

0

As expected, surface current components normal to the surface do not produce any scattered field. Considering also that

2

2 n
b

Hz

Applying the right parts of (18) and (19), for the polarizations of (15), we acquire the equivalent electric, Js, and
magnetic, Ks, surface currents
py
px
Js j
xˆ j
yˆ ,
(20)
ab
ab
m
K s j 0 z zˆ .
(21)
ab
Furthermore, equating these results to the left-hand sides of
(18) and (19), the scattering field from the equivalent homogenized metasurface is derived. For the first case, the
scattered fields are obtained as

n
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Figure 4: The simulation/measurement configuration. Propagation occurs along the positive h-direction, which corresponds to x- and y-axis (first and second case, respectively).
The central rectangle depicts the metasurface and gray areas
the reference planes, at a distance of ± l for the metasurface.

(17)

ab
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ab
The scattered field from a metasurface can be evaluated
through boundary conditions [12]
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Subsequently, considering the fields on the reference
planes, we calculate S-parameters by means of
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Substitution of (25) and (26) in (27) and (28), finally, yields
the dipole moments parallel to each equivalent surface as a
function of the S-parameters,
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Figure 5: Geometry of the simulated EC-SRR, with r = 3.2
mm, c = 0.5 mm, d = 0.5 mm, and g = 0.5 mm. The periods
of the lattice, as depicted in Figs 2 and 3, are a = b = 10 mm,
and the distance from the reference planes is l = ± 3a.
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If we plug the dipole moments, evaluated from (4), for both
incidence cases, into (29), a system of four linearly independent equations is obtained, containing polarizabilities
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ee ,
ee ,
em , and
mm . Moreover, due to (1), equation
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Figure 6: Transmission coefficient for the EC-SRR of Fig. 6,
for the x- and y-incidence, respectively. The axes convention
is the same as that established in Fig. 1.
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The new polarizability extraction methodology is, herein,
applied to two SRR structures. All simulations are conducted via the frequency domain solver of the CST MWSTM
computational package [13]. The first structure is the bianisotropic EC-SRR of Fig. 5, which is known to produce a
strong magnetic field, opposite to the incident and perpendicular to its plane, on its first resonance frequency. The
transmission coefficient of EC-SRR for x- and y-incidence is
displayed in Fig. 6, indicating the first two resonances. The
polarizabilitites, extracted by our technique are given in Fig.
7. It is straightforward to detect that both polarizabilities
yy
zz
ee and
mm become resonant approximately at the same
frequency. This outcome is in agreement with the assumpzz
tions of [10]. Next, polarizabilities eexx , eeyy , and mm
are
further validated by comparing them with the SipeKranendonk condition [14] for lossless scatterers, which
reads (for i = x,y,z and j = e,m)
k03
.
6

0.7

0

3. Results and Discussion

1
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(29c) contains only the aeexx term and hence it can be solved
directly, thus reducing the final system to three equations for
yz
zz
the unknown polarizabilities eeyy , em
, and mm
. Such system is non-linear and a closed solution, although very instructive, is not generally feasible. In the special case where
yz
0 , the closed-form solution of (29) is viable and the
em
result coincides with the method presented in [8], as verified
in Section 3. In the following section, we apply the NewtonRaphson method (see Appendix I) to numerically solve (29).
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Figure 7: Polarizabilities of the EC-SRR, extracted via the
proposed method.
As presented in Fig. 8, outside the resonance bands, where
the lossless condition is not valid, the Sipe-Kranendonk
condition is satisfied by the polarizabilities of Fig. 7.
Next, let us focus on the non-bianisotropic SRR (NBSRR) of Fig. 9. Despite its designation, bianisotropic effects
are not totally absent in that structure, as our analysis will
reveal. The transmission coefficient for the two first resonances is illustrated in Fig. 10 for both x- and y-incidence,
while the corresponding polarizabilities are presented in Fig.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the Sipe-Kranendonk criterion for
lossless scatterers with the polarizabilities of the EC-SRR
extracted in Fig. 7. The criterion is not satisfied on resonance bands, where the lossless assumption is not valid.

Figure 11: Polarizabilities of the NB-SRR, extracted via the
proposed method.
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mm, c = 0.5 mm, d = 0.5 mm, and g = 0.5 mm. The periods
of the lattice, as depicted in Figs 2 and 3, are a = b = 15
mm, and the distance from the reference planes is l = ± 3a.
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Figure 12: Detail of Fig. 11, including comparison of the
results with those of [8].
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Figure 10: Transmission coefficient for the NB-SRR of Fig.
9, for the x- and y-incidence, respectively. The axes convention is the same as that established in Fig. 1.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the Sipe-Kranendonk criterion for
lossless scatterers with the polarizabilities of the NB-SRR
extracted in Fig. 11. The criterion is not satisfied on resonance bands, where the lossless assumption is not valid.

11. Figure 12 presents a comparison of our results with
those of [8], valid for uniaxially anisotropic scatterers,
where a very good agreement can be promptly detected.
Deviations are significant only in the resonance bands,
where a considerable electric-magnetic polarizability has
been is found in our simulations and has not been taken into
account in [8]. These deductions suggest that the proposed

technique can be regarded as a generalization of [8], as already mentioned before. Finally in Fig. 13, by applying the

5

zz
, we
Sipe-Kranendonk criterion (30) on eexx , eeyy , and mm
attain additional verification on the efficiency of our method.

f1
f

4. Conclusions
A novel methodology for extracting polarizabilities from
bianisotropic scatterers has been introduced in this paper. Its
formulation is based on the use of the point-dipole approximation for both the microscopic and macroscopic description of an equivalent metasurface. Initially, the dipole moments are acquired as a function of the polarizabilities of the
scatterers. Assuming, additionally, that infinite rectangular
arrays of scatterers constitute equivalent homogenized metasurfaces, the equivalent surface currents generated by a normally incident wave are analytically obtained and dipole moments are expressed as a function of the simulated/ measured
S-parameters. Furthermore, equating the polarizabilities, acquired from the microscopic and macroscopic approach, a
non-linear system of equations for the unknown polarizabilities is derived, which can be numerically solved.
Concerning the certification of our algorithm, two of the
most popular SRR structures, namely the EC-SRR and NBSRR, have been investigated. The results are in very good
agreement with those reported already in the relevant literature and have been further validated by means of the SipeKranendonk criterion. Moreover, for the case of the NBSRR, outcomes have been compared with those of an existing method, developed for uniaxially anisotropic scatterers.
Again, our results coincidence is very satisfactory, while some
differences between the two schemes is attributed to the existence of a non-vanishing electric-magnetic polarizability
inside the resonance band, which is a priori ignored in [8].
Future work is going to address the expansion of the reported methodology to a broader set of scatterers, with an
even larger number of unknown polarizabilites, on condition
that an equal number of different and independent measurements can be carried out. Finally, polarizabilities extracted
through the method could be utilized in rigorous homogenization techniques that are currently being developed, such as
the one developed in [4].
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for i (1, 2,..., n ) . Setting f i (u1( k 1) , u2( k 1) ,..., un( k 1) ) 0 , we
extract the following system of equations
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Using the subsequent Jacobian matrix
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Substituting (37) in (33) and taking into account (32), we
derive
u(k

(31b)
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u(k ) J

1

A u(k ) u( k ) b ,

(38)

where the elements of J are calculated via
J ij

where coefficients aij, are not constant, but functions of variT

(32)

equations (34) are rewritten as

a11u1 a12 u2 ... a1n un

parameters and b

,

where vector u represents the components’ modification,
while advancing from the k-th to the (k+1)-th step.
Let us consider the following Taylor expansion, where
second order terms are forfeit

or in full form

T

0
...

(k )

Assume a non-linear system

ables ui. Vector u

f2
...
fn

ainun bi 0 for i (1, 2,..., n ) .
where fi ai1u1 ai 2u2
According to the Newton-Raphson method, the approximate solutions u(k+1), u(k+1) on the (k+1)-th and k-th step respectively, are given by

Appendix I
The Newton-Raphson method for non-linear systems
A (u ) u

0

{u1 , u2 ,..., un } contains the unknown
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aij
k 1
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uk .
ui

(39)
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The CRLH unit cell is printed on a Rogers Duroid RT5880
substrate (εr=2.2, tanδ=0.0009). Geometrical parameters of
the cell are given in Table I.

Abstract
This paper presents an analytical model for CRLH
(Composite Right-Left Handed) antennas preliminary
design. The objective of this work is to develop a tool to
estimate quickly the scattering and radiating characteristics
of these CRLH based structures. The analytical model
provides thus a set of parameters which roughly fulfill
desired requirements. Afterwards, the antenna designer can
refine the CRLH based antenna performances with full 3D
electromagnetic simulation software.

Table 1: CRLH unit cell parameters
Variables
Interdigital finger length
Interdigital finger width
Gap between fingers
Stub length
Stub width
Via radius
Substrate thickness

1. Introduction
Composite Right-Left Handed (CRLH) radiating structures
are very attractive antennas because of their scanning
capability and wideband performances. These structures are
generally periodic and present multiple resonances. In
addition, when interdigital capacitors are used in the unit
cell implementation, the small gap between digits requires
fine meshing in the electromagnetic simulation. This could
lead to very long simulation duration. In order to obtain a
first design very quickly, an analytical model describing the
electromagnetic behavior of these structures would be
useful. The model can be used to realize antennas composed
by CRLH unit cells by exploiting their radiation properties.
Only based on the electromagnetic properties of the CRLH
radiating structure, this model can estimate S-parameters
and radiation performances of the whole antenna. To
validate the analytical model, a meander antenna is designed
with two branches composed by CRLH radiating structures.
First of all S-parameters and radiations patterns of a linear
CRLH radiating structure are presented. Afterwards the
analytical model is detailed. And finally this model is used
to predict S-parameters and radiations patterns of the CRLH
based meander antenna.

Length (mm)
10.2
0.3
0.3
10.9
1
0.25
1.57

The CRLH unit cell has an infinitesimal length ≪  ,
where λg is the guided wavelength. Thus the CRLH unit cell
can be characterized by an equivalent circuit model based on
LC parameters of a transmission line (figure 2). For the ideal
case, the interdigital capacitor of CRLH unit cell is
synthesized by series capacitance CL and series inductance
LR, while the stub inductor is a shunt inductor LL and a
capacitance CR.

Figure 1: CRLH unit cell

2. Linear CRLH radiating structure
A CRLH structure is an artificial periodic transmission line
structure. The CRLH unit cell used in this paper is a
microstrip structure composed by an interdigital capacitor
and a via-shorted stub [1] (figure 1).

Figure2: Equivalent circuit model of a CRLH unit cell
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 = −  sin  = − 

Open waveguides or transmission lines act as a leaky-wave
antenna if their dispersion diagram crosses the radiation
cone. Radiation cone is the region delimited by the condition
–k0< β < k0, (k0 is the free space propagation constant). The
propagation constant β and the attenuation constant α of a
CRLH structure, of a total length l, can be calculated from
its transmission coefficient.
 = | | .  =    

p is the CRLH unit cell length
α is the leakage factor of the CRLH structure
β is the propagation constant of the CRLH structure
m is the location of each CRLH unit cell in the linear CRLH
radiating structure
M is the total number of CRLH unit cells of the linear
CRLH radiating structure

(1)

The scan angle θ0 of a CRLH leaky-wave antenna can be
determined by the propagation constant β [2]:
 =




sin  
 

The array factor of the CRLH radiating structure is:
     
,  = ∑
  

(2)

,  =          

7



The radiation pattern of the CRLH leaky-wave antenna can
then be estimated by this analytical expression:
,  =  ,  ∗ , 

2.1. Analytical approach for 1D CRLH leaky-wave
antenna

8



,  = cos0.5 ∗  ∗           9

To describe radiation patterns of the CRLH based antenna,
an estimation of the electromagnetic properties of the linear
CRLH radiating structure is needed. Different analytical
approaches have been proposed to predict radiation patterns
of CRLH leaky-wave antenna [3], [4]. The first one, applied
here, uses an array factor approach. Because the CRLH
leaky-wave antenna is a 1D periodic structure so it can be
described as an antenna array where each antenna is
represented by a CRLH unit cell. The spacing between
antennas of the array is the length of the CRLH unit cell.



2.2. Validation of the 1D analytical approach
A CRLH leaky-wave antenna composed by 16 cells (Fig.4)
is simulated with the TLM (Transmission Line Matrix)
solver of CST Microwave Studio®. The CRLH unit cell has
identical geometrical parameters than those presented on
Table 1. However via shorted stubs are alternated in order to
reduce cross-polarization level in radiation patterns [5].

Figure 4: CRLH leaky-wave antenna with 16 cells

Figure 3: Array approach of a CRLH leaky-wave antenna

Full-wave simulation gives S-parameters of the CRLH
antenna. Dispersion diagram is obtained from the phase of
the transmission coefficient (Eq.1).

Due to its small length, the radiation pattern of the CRLH
unit cell seems to be quasi isotropic. Nevertheless,
electromagnetic simulations show that radiation patterns of
the CRLH unit cell RUC exhibit a maximum in broadside and
minima at θ=≤90°. This electromagnetic behavior looks like
cos (θ). In order to improve the evaluation of the minima of
the radiation patterns, a 0.5 factor is added in the description
of the CRLH unit cell radiation patterns:
(3)

Each CRLH unit cell is fed with an amplitude function Im
and a phase function χm.
 =   

(6)



Interdigital capacitors used in the CRLH unit cell
implementation require fine meshing in the electromagnetic
simulation and then very long simulation duration. In order
to describe the leaky-wave behavior of the CRLH structure,
an analytical model can be advantageously used.

 ,  = cos0.5 ∗ 

(5)

Figure 5: Dispersion diagram of the 16 cells CRLH
leaky-wave antenna

(4)
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Figure 5 shows that the CRLH leaky-wave bandwidth
appears to be from 1.75 GHz to 3.6 GHz, with a zeroth order
resonance (β=0) at 2.3 GHz.

F=2.3 GHz

F=2.6 GHz
Figure 6: Simulated reflection and transmission coefficients
of the 16 cells CRLH leaky-wave antenna
The return loss and the transmission coefficient of the
CRLH antenna are presented in figure 6. The return loss of
the CRLH antenna is less than -15dB from 1GHz to 4 GHz.
However, close to the zeroth order resonance (2.3 GHz)
from 2.2 GHz to 2.4 GHz, it goes around -7dB. This
mismatching is due to the high variation of the input
impedance around the zeroth order resonance. The
transmission coefficient varies from -1 dB to -0.6 dB in the
leaky-wave band (1.75-3.6 GHz). The radiation efficiency of
the CRLH antenna can be calculated from S-parameters:
 % = 1 − | | − | |

Figure 7: Radiation patterns of the 16 cells CRLH
leaky-wave antenna in (xOz) plane (φ=0°)

(10)

Then S-parameters show that the radiation efficiency of the
16 cells CRLH leaky-wave antenna is approximately 20%.
In figure 7and figure 8, simulated radiation patterns are
compared to those obtained with the 1D analytical model
described above.
Radiation patterns synthesized by the analytical model
illustrate well the scanning capability of the CRLH leakywave antenna. The direction of the main lobe and the HPBW
are well estimated by the analytical model for the three
frequencies presented in figure 7.Simulations exhibit in the
(xOz) plane at least a difference of -13dB between copolarization and cross-polarization. The HPBW is also well
approximated in the (yOz) plane, but there are some level
differences. Indeed the analytical model supposes that the
CRLH leaky-wave antenna accepted power is all radiated on
the polarization plane (xOz).

F=2.1 GHz

F=2.3 GHz

F=2.1 GHz

F=2.6 GHz
Figure 8: Radiation patterns of the 16 cells CRLH
leaky-wave antenna in (yOz) plane (φ=90°)
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For the 1st CRLH radiating structure, each m CRLH unit cell
is fed with an amplitude function Im1 and phase


amplitude
. 
is, for each CRLH unit cell of the 1st line,
the phase delay introduced by previous CRLH unit cells.

3. CRLH based antennas
CRLH radiating structures can be used to design innovate
antennas. The objective is to use the model based on
electromagnetic properties of CRLH radiating structures to
predict radiation patterns of the whole antenna.
The proposed CRLH based antenna has a shape of a
meander line in which two CRLH structures are horizontal
branches connected with microstrip bends as shown in
figure 9. The linear CRLH leaky-wave antenna, composed
of M cells, presented above is used to construct this CRLH
based antenna. For this antenna, a 2D analytical model is
developed.



=   



For the 2nd CRLH line, each m CRLH unit cell is fed with an
amplitude function Im2 and a phase function χm2. χm2 is the
sum of the total phase delay introduced by the 1st CRLH
line, the phase delay set by CRLH unit cells preceding this
considered cell and the phase delay introduced by microstrip
bends connecting the 1st and 2nd CRLH lines.



    
∗

 =  .
=
=




.

    
∗
    
∗

    
∗

(19)

 , 


   ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗  
= ∑
 
(20)



(11)
 

The radiation pattern R(θ,φ) of the meander antenna is then
obtained by a summation of radiation patterns of each
CRLH radiating structure which are determined by the
product of the single CRLH unit cell RUC(θ,φ) and its array
factor AFCRLH1,2 (Equ.21). CRLH unit cells that are in the
same CRLH radiating structure have the same polarization
vector (p1=1). However CRLH unit cells of the 2nd CRLH
structure are polarized oppositely to those of the 1st one.

S-parameters of the meander antenna are then obtained from
the ABCD matrix [6] by using equations (11) to (14), where
Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the CRLH structure.
=

(18)

δ is the phase delay introduced by microstrip bends
connecting the two CRLH radiating structures.
Then the array factor of the 2nd CRLH radiating structure is:

The ABCD matrix of the complete antenna is calculated by
cascading ABCD matrix of each branch of the meander
antenna.



∗
  

∗∗∗



= − ∗  − 1 ∗  +  ∗  − 1 −  ∗  + 

3.1. Prediction of the S-parameters of the CRLH based
meander antenna




∗
  

(16)

  ∗∗∗ ∗  
 ,  = ∑
(17)
  

Figure 9: Array approach of the CRLH based
meander antenna




=
 




= − ∗  ∗ 

So the array factor of the first CRLH radiating structure is:



=  





and

(12)

, 
=  ,  ∗  ∗  ,  −  ,  21

(13)
(14)

3.3. Validation of the analytical model
To validate prediction of the radiation patterns obtained with
the analytical model presented above, a CRLH based
meander antenna is simulated. The meander antenna is
realized with two linear CRLH radiating structures. Each
CRLH structure has 15 cells.

(15)

The meander antenna is made of two identical CRLH
radiating structures, so only S-parameters of the CRLH
radiating structure and microstrip bends length are needed to
calculate S-parameters of the whole antenna.
3.2. Prediction of radiation patterns of the CRLH based
meander antenna with an analytical model
The CRLH based meander antenna is considered as a 2D
array antenna, where each antenna is a CRLH unit cell. Each
unit cell is identified by its location on (Ox) and (Oy) axis
respectively by dx and dy.

Figure 10: CRLH based meander antenna
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Full-wave simulation of the CRLH based meander antenna
is performed with the TLM (Transmission Line Matrix)
solver of CST Microwave Studio®.
S-parameters obtained with the model by cascading chain
matrixes of each element of the meander antenna (Eq.11) are
compared with simulated S-parameters in figure 11.
F=1.9 GHz

F=2.4 GHz

Figure 11: Validation of S-parameters prediction
F=2.6 GHz

Fig.11 exhibits a frequency shift of about 80MHz between
simulation and model. The maximum difference between
simulated and analytic transmission coefficients is about
0.7dB, while it is 5dB between simulated and analytic
reflection coefficients. These dissimilarities can be
explained by the cascade of the chain matrix of the different
CRLH unit cells (in the analytical model), which does not
take into account the coupling between CRLH unit cells.
The CRLH based meander antenna exhibits a good
impedance matching (|S11|<-10dB) from 1.5 GHz to 4 GHz,
except around the zeroth order resonance like for the CRLH
linear 16 cells presented above.
The radiation efficiency of the CRLH based antenna is
calculated from S-parameters (Eq.10). Simulated and
analytical S-parameters show that the maximum radiation
efficiency of the CRLH based meander antenna is 25% at
f=1.9 GHz. This radiation efficiency can be improved with a
higher number of CRLH radiating structures.
Radiation patterns obtained with the analytical model are
compared to the simulated results (Fig.12 and Fig.13). To
validate the results obtained with the analytical model, three
frequencies are chosen: f=1.9GHz (β<0), f=2.4GHz (β=0)
and f=2.6 GHz (β>0). HPBW of the different radiation
patterns are well estimated by the analytical model. We note
a good agreement between simulation and analytical model
especially in the (xOz) plane (φ=0°). Indeed in the model it
is supposed that the antenna accepted power is all radiated in
the (xOz) plane. That is why there are some discrepancies
between simulation and model in the (yOz) plane.

Figure 12: Radiation patterns of the CRLH based
meander antenna in (xOz) plane (φ=0°)

F=1.9 GHz

F=2.4 GHz
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F=2.6 GHz
Figure 13: Radiation patterns of the CRLH based
meander antenna in (yOz) plane (φ=90°)
The CRLH based meander antenna exhibits interesting
behaviors. It has radiation patterns with large HPBW at the
limit frequencies of the leaky wave bandwidth and when we
approach the zeroth order resonance the HPBW of the main
lobe is reduced. By adjusting appropriately the microstrip
bends connecting the CRLH radiating structures of the
meander antenna, radiation patterns of the whole antenna
can be altered. We can obtain a main lobe more or less
directive in broadside or another direction. In the other hand
we can obtain radiation patterns with a high HPBW >≤60°,
and a maximum level at broadside more than -3dB. This last
case would be very interesting compared to classical antenna
arrays which provide a maximal HPBW of ≤60°.

4. Conclusions
CRLH based antennas are designed by connecting CRLH
radiating structures. An analytical model has been proposed
to predict quickly their performance whatever the geometry
of the complete antenna is. This model uses electromagnetic
properties of the single CRLH radiating structure. Results
obtained with full 3D electromagnetic simulation software
prove the validity of the analytical model. This model is
very useful because it provides rapidly performances of the
CRLH based antenna while full 3D simulation software take
long simulation duration (more than 3 days for a CRLH
based meander antenna of 15 cells instead of 1 minute with
the model). Thus the model can now be used to find the
adequate geometry of the CRLH based antenna in order to
have a desired radiation pattern.
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Abstract
The random textured surface or the patterned surface such
as the pyramid or wedge shaped texture is commonly
applied on the layer boundary between the silicon layer and
the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) layer for the
purpose of enhancing the sunlight absorbing efficiency of
thin film solar cell. In order to obtain the high sunlight
absorbing efficiency for the thin film solar cell, this study
will suggest the design study to obtain the modified shape
of the surface texture having the improved wave absorbing
efficiency and topology optimization design method with
time dependent finite element analysis is employed. The
wave propagation is represented as the Maxwell's equation
and is solved in time domain. The triangle patterned
textured surface is considered as the initial shape of twodimensional (2D) wave analysis and the periodic boundary
condition is applied to save the computing time. The design
objective is set to maximize the energy flux in time period
at wave absorbing boundary and the objective function is
calculated as the time integration of Poynting vector
formulation. The design sensitivity for optimization is
computed using the adjoint variable method and is also
performed in time integrated calculation. Multiple layered
design of silicon and TCO layers is obtained as the optimal
shape of wave absorbing boundary pattern.

1. Introduction
Thin film solar cell is multi layered system and wave
reflection losses are occurred at the layer boundaries such as
interface of TCO and silicon layer. In order to obtain the
high efficiency solar cell, the surface textures are employed
[1-4]. Pyramid shaped texture, and groove patterned grating
is generally used in absorbing layer boundary [5-7]. Haase
et al considered the pyramid shaped front TCO and back
TCO, and responses according to the open angle of the
pyramid are compared. [6] Dewan et al showed the
efficiency comparison according to the groove height and
periodic size [7]. They supposed the specific texture pattern
as the high efficiency absorbing boundary and the design
study is restricted in initial design. This research shows
design study suggestion having the design freedom for the
surface texture of the thin film solar cell. Peculiarities of

this study are using the finite element analysis of time
dependent wave propagation and topology optimization
design method.
Topology optimization is the material layout design
method and it can be applied various physical field, such as
elastic, thermal, acoustic, and electromagnetic field [8, 9]. It
can be applied on not only just stationary problem but also
dynamic field or time varying field problem [10-14]. Jensen
et al obtained optimal topology in the wave field [10], and
Matzen et al applied on the photonic crystal design problem
[14]. This study aims to design of the wave absorbing
structure for the thin film solar cell, and the wavelength of
700nm is considered as the incident wave condition.
Maxwell's equation in time varying field is solved using
finite element analysis program COMSOL and periodic
boundary condition is applied to save the computation time
due to the time integration calculation [11-13].
This study proposes absorbing layer boundary design
in time dependent wave analysis condition for the purpose
of reflection wave reduction and penetration wave
enhancement. Numerical calculation is performed with 2D
finite element models and the model used for analysis and
design is illustrated in Fig. 1. Periodic boundary condition
is applied at the left and right side [15]. The design domain
set on the TCO layer and triangle shape is considered as the
initial TCO shape. The measuring domain for objective
function calculation and design sensitivity calculation is
located under the design domain and the objective function
is defined as the translated energy flux efficiency. The time
integration calculation is applied on the objective function
and design sensitivity analysis. The solid isotropic material
and penalization method is used in design variable
definition of topology optimization.

2. Analysis Model
2.1. Finite element model
The analysis model of thin film solar cell is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and it is a multi-layered system of air, TCO layer and
silicon layer. Since the periodic condition is applied, the
periodic width of the initial surface texture is modeled and
600nm of periodic width is considered. The thickness of the
silicon layer and the TCO layer are set to 1000nm and
900nm, respectively. The design domain is set on the TCO

layer and the width and the height of the design domain are
600nm and 900nm, respectively. The number of design
domain elements is set to 300 450. The initial surface
texture of absorbing layer is shaped as a triangle and 600nm
of the periodic texture width and 300 nm of the triangle
height are considered.
The measuring domain for objective function is set on
the location under the TCO layer and the wave penetrated
into the TCO layer and absorbed in the silicon layer is
calculated in the domain.

2.3. Load and boundary Condition
In the incident wave boundary, the Sommerfeld
radiation condition is applied. The incident wave is excited
at the air boundary end and a single wave frequency is
considered in this analysis. The load condition of incident
wave can be written as follows.
1 Hz
r

In the time-varying field, the optical wave propagation
can be represented by the electric and magnetic wave
formulation. In this wave analysis, the TM polarized
electromagnetic wave mode is considered and it can be
expressed using Maxwell's equation.
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In the electromagnetic wave field and the optical field,
the energy flux which can be expressed by the Poynting
vector formulation is generally used. Since the wave flows
to the y-direction only, the Poynting vector formulation can
be written as follows.

where r is the material property of optical media and it is
the relative value of electric permittivity. It can be also
expressed as n2 and n means the refractive index. With
700nm wavelength, which is the specified value in this
study, the refractive index values of Si and TCO are
3.7412+j0.0131 and 1.9736, respectively and Zinc-Oxide
(ZnO) is selected as TCO material. H is the magnetic field
vector and c0 represents the wave speed of light in the
vacuum.
In this study, 2D x and y plane wave propagation is
considered and only z-directional field strength Hz is
expressed. In the 2D system, the propagation wave can be
written as follows.
1

1 Hz

where Hzinc is the field strength amplitude of incident wave
and the imaginary symbol of j is employed to match the
phase of wave.
In the boundary condition of this analysis model, the
periodic boundary condition is applied to reduce the model
size and to save the computation time during the iterative
analysis. The periodic boundary condition is employed in
the left and right side of the analysis model and it can be
written as follows.
(4)
Hz x L , y Hz x R , y

2.2. Wave analysis
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3. Optimization
3.1. Topology optimization
Topology optimization is the structural design method to
obtain the optimal layout of material distribution. The
optimal layout is originally represented by void or solid
filled condition of the material in each element in the design
domain and it can be expressed to define the value of design
variable to 0 or 1 in the numerical optimization problem. In
cased of the two phase material problem, the problem can
be changed to find out the material distribution of two
materials 0 and 1 and the definition of material condition
can be expressed as follows

(2)

0 in the media
1 in the media

(6)

0
1

However, the virtual property of material, which
represents the intermediate media condition, is necessary in
order to avoid the discontinuity of 0 and 1 and in this case
the design variable has the value between 0 and 1. The
property in design domain is expressed as the proportional
function of density parameter and it can be written as
follows.
P
0

1

P
1

(7)

The density parameter
is the design variable in the
topology optimization design problem and penalization
parameter p is used for good convergence of density
parameter to void or filled condition.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the analysis model.
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In the optical wave problem, the refractive index n is
used for the design material. Since the design layout of
surface texture or absorbing layer is on the TCO and Si, the
design material can be written as follows.
P
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3.2. Design Objective
The goal of the optimization problem is to obtain layout
design of the absorbing layer in order to maximize the wave
flux to penetrate into the TCO layer. The Poynting vector
formulation is written in equation (5). In the time harmonic
wave field, the Poynting vector is calculated as the time
average form such as <S>=0.5S. However, the time
integrated Poynting vector is calculated in this study, since
Poynting vector history in time domain is considered. Thus,
the time integrating formulations of the Poynting vector in
measuring domain and in incident boundary are expressed
as follows.
t1
obj

t0
t1

inc

t0

Sd d
Sd d

A in measuring domain

(9)

L in incident boundary

(10)

(b)

where and are the measuring domain and the incident
boundary, respectively, and t0, and t1 are the time start and
time end for time integration. A and L are the area of the
measuring domain and the width of the incident boundary,
respectively.
The objective function is defined as the energy flux
efficiency .
obj

Maximize

,

(11)

inc

(c)
Figure 2: Convergence history of volume and objective
function and its layer shape changes according to
various initial conditions as (a) full TCO (b) wedge (c)
multi layer.

4. Numerical Result
4.1. Topology Optimization Result
Topology optimization results are dependent on the
initial condition of material distribution in general because
the local optimum is found after the topology optimization
design process. Three cases of initial conditions are
considered in this study. First case is the full-TCO case and
the whole design domain is filled with the TCO materials.

(a)

3

Second one is the wedge shaped texture generally
considered as the anti-reflection boundary shape. The last
case is the multi-layered shape and the thickness of each
initial layers are determined from the anti-reflection coating
thickness as nd= /4.
The volume and objective function convergence history
and the layer shape history of the TCO/Si boundary layer
resulted from the optimization process are displayed in Fig.
2 according to various initial conditions. The black domain
represents the TCO layer and the white domain displays the
Si layer. On the proceeding of optimization, it can be
confirmed that the shape of TCO/Si boundary layer is
converged to stacked layers of flat surface regardless of the
initial conditions.
The average thickness of TCO layer ranges from 174 to
174.7nm and the range of Si is 96.7nm. It can be confirmed
that the values converged to 1/n( /2) values of TCO and Si,
which are 177nm and 94nm, respectively. Thickness values
are listed in Table 1 and the obtained shapes of result by
topology optimization are compared in Fig.3. As can be
confirmed in absorbing efficiency histories displayed in Fig.
2, every case shows improved performance compared with
that of the wedge shaped initial model.
Figure 4: Wave absorbing efficiency comparison according
to the design parameter variation.

Table 1: Thickness values of the layered structure.
Full
Multi
Thickness
Wedge
1/n( /2)
TCO
Layer
d0
26
26
10
d1
96
96
98
d2
176
176
170
d3
96
96
96
d4
172
172
176
d5
98
98
96
d6
176
174
178
Average
174.7
174.0
174.7
177
TCO
Average
96.7
96.7
96.7
94
Si

4.2. Parameter study
In every case of the optimization procedure, the stacked
layer is obtained as a result of topology optimization and
the layer thickness is converged to the value of 1/n( /2)
except the first layer of TCO material. In order to find out
the optimal thickness of the first TCO layer, a parameter
study is performed. The default value of the first TCO layer
is set to 1/n( /2) and the parameter variation is defined to
the 0.5~1.5 ratio of the default thickness.
The comparison plot of the wave absorbing efficiency is
listed in Fig 4 and the 1/n( /4) thickness case shows the
maximum value of wave absorbing efficiency of 0.349.
Therefore, the 1/n( /2) thickness multi layered model with
1/n( /4) thickness first TCO layered case can be optimal
design for the purpose of maximizing the wave absorbing
efficiency.

5. Conclusion

(a)

(b)

This study suggest a half wavelength thickness stacked
layer model with quarter wavelength thickness TCO top
layer on the TCO/Si boundary layer, to obtain highly
efficient thin film solar cells. For layer structure design, it is
confirmed that topology optimization combined with the
time dependent finite element analysis and the time
integrated design objective is effective. Regardless of the
initial condition, a similar layered structure is obtained.
The important outcome of this study is to suggest a
systematic design process for the structure which shows the
improved wave absorbing performance for the specific
wavelength of 700nm. For the future study, a design process
for a specified wavelength range needs to be supplemented.

(c)

Figure 3: Layer thickness comparison of optimal results
according to various initial conditions as (a) full TCO (b)
wedge (c) multi layer.
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"Topology optimization for the design of periodic
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Abstract
The performance of monolithic microwave and millimeter
wave integrated circuits (MMIC) built on silicon substrates
is highly deteriorated for the losses due to the low resistivity of the modern Si-CMOS process. Furthermore, at the
millimetre range of frequencies, the conductor losses due
to the skin effect in the metal interconnections (which are
enhanced due to the comparable dimensions of the metal
layers of modern submicrometer Si-CMOS technology and
the skin depth), reduce even more the overall performance
of the Si-MMIC in terms of losses.
In this paper a new shielded coplanar waveguide designed in a 90nm Si-CMOS technology is presented, the
design and optimization procedure are shown. The novelty of this new structure is its ability to reduce the losses
caused not only for the substrate losses, but also the conductor losses. The shield of the coplanar waveguide is built
using the metallization layers available for the technology.
The analysis and design of the new structures is performed
using the 3D EM finite element simulations. The results
achieved show a loss reduction up to 40% compared to the
normal coplanar waveguides.

1. Introduction
The design of current microwave and millimeter wave wireless communication systems has been largely dominated by
the III-V compounds. The reason behind the domain of the
III-V technologies is due to their better raw performance
compared to other technologies. However the III-V compounds have important disadvantages in terms of cost, integration level and power consumption. As consequence of
that, important limitations are imposed in the design wireless communication systems making them expensive, complex and with high power consumption.
On the other side, the recent advances of the submicrometer Si-CMOS process, has allowed the MOS transistor to reach maximum oscillation frequencies fmax in the
order of hundred of GHz making the Si-CMOS process an
interesting option for the development of low cost, high integrated and low power communication systems. However,
some crucial issues must be addressed before to think in the
Si-CMOS as the best option for the development of high
frequency wireless communication systems. In this sense,
the losses due to the low resistivity of the silicon substrates
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and the conductor losses due to the skin effect at high frequencies, has been recognized as the main limitation of the
technology.
Many approaches has been proposed to reduce the
losses of transmission lines built on Silicon substrates. In
[1] [2] new materials are introduced to the Si-CMOS process in order to reduce the losses, however the insertion
of different materials to the Si-CMOS technology, alter
the manufacturing process making the new substrate more
complex and with lower integration level. Another important approach is the development of shields using the metallization layers provided by the Si-CMOS technology [3]
[5] [6] [7]. However most of them are focused in the reduction of the losses introduced by the substrate letting aside
the metallization losses caused by the skin effect at high
frequencies.
In this paper, is developed a new structure aimed to reduce the losses caused by the low resistivity of the substrate
and the limited conductivity of the metal interconnections
due to the skin effect. The new full floating shield avoids
the interaction of the electromagnetic fields with the substrate reducing in this way the losses caused by the low
resistivity of the silicon. Moreover, the new structure induces a better current distribution in the transmission line,
maximizing the conductive capabilities of the line which in
turns reduce the conductor losses. The paper is composed
as follows: Section II provides a brief introduction of the
main loss mechanisms and describe the development of the
new shield structure, section III explain the characterization
criteria used to evaluate the new structure, in section, in section IV are presented the final results finally in section V a
conclusion is provided.

2. Development of low loss CPW structures.
The way in which a electromagnetic wave propagates is dependent of the characteristics of the propagation media. In
this sense, the best way to describe the propagation characteristics of a wave is using the complex propagation constant described in Equation (1).
γ=

!

α + jβ

(1)

Where α describes the losses of the electromagnetic
wave. The main source of losses in coplanar waveguides
are the losses caused by the limited conductivity of the met-

allization layers and the losses caused by the low resistivity
substrate, thus the losses can be described as Equation (2).

α = αcond + αsubs

(2)

Both loss mechanisms are frequency dependent, however, they behave in a totally different way, the approach
followed to reduce their effects must take into consideration that behaviour, the loss mechanisms of the structure
are described next.
2.1. Substrate losses.

Figure 1: Structure Proposed.

The substrate losses are caused by the interaction of the
electromagnetic fields to the substrate. This kind of losses
can be divided as the losses due to the conductivity of the
substrate, and the losses caused by the polarization of the
substrate. The losses due to the conductivity of the substrate
are not dependent on the frequency, however the losses
caused by the polarization of the substrate has a strong
frequency dependence as explained in [8]. Different approaches can be found to reduce the interaction between the
electromagnetic fields of the transmission lines and the substrate as shown in [3] [5] [6] [7]. One approach followed to
use a ground plane placed at the bottom of the substrate [9].
Another approach is to build a shield using the interconnection layers provide by the technology. The shield built
can be grounded as shown in [6] or floating as depicted in
[5] being this approach the most suitable for high frequency
applications due to the advantages that a floating shield provide.

The structure is designed to have a periodic shield that
avoids the interaction of the electromagnetic field and the
substrate, added to this, a second shield is designed above
the periodic shield that reduces even more the interaction of
the electromagnetic fields and the substrate as can be seen
in Figure 2.

2.2. Conductive losses.

Figure 2: Field distribution of the structure proposed.

At high frequencies the losses due to the limited conductivity of the metallization layers are increased due to the reduction of the skin depth. The skin depth can be described
as Equation (3):

δ=√

1
π·σ·µ·f

The second shield improves the current distribution of
the transmission line maximizing the conductive properties
of the transmission line. An map of the electromagnetic
fields distribution of the conventional CPW is shown in Figure 3

(3)

Added to the skin effect, the improper distribution of the
current density reduces the conductive capabilities of the
transmission line. In [4] a new approach aimed to produce
a better distribution of the current density of the CPW is
proposed. The structure proposed by [4] a grounded shield
is built using the interconnection layers of the technology
which is aimed to produce a better distribution of the current density increasing the capabilities of the transmission
line. Taking the main advantages of the structures proposed
by [4] and [5] new structure proposed and is shown in Figure 1. One important characteristic of this structure is that
is fully floating structure.

Figure 3: Electromagnetic fields of the CPW.
The electromagnetic fields of the structure proposed are
shown in the Figure 4
2

Figure 4: Electromagnetic fields of the structure proposed.

Figure 5: Attenuation Comparision.

From the results shown, is clear the increased performance of the structure proposed compared to the conventional CPW.

The matching characteristics are shown in Figure 6

3. Characterization of the new structure.
The characterization of the structures is performed following the approach of [10] where a methodology for extracting the components of transmission lines from the Sparameters, is developed. The relevance of this approach is
the link between the physics of the wave characteristics and
the S-parameters Equation (4).

ln
γ=

"

2
2
1−S11
+S21
2S21

±K

l

#

(4)
Figure 6: S parameters comparision.

where K is described by Equation (5)

K=

$

2 − S 2 + 1)2 − (2S )2
(S11
11
21
2
(2S21 )

As can be seen, the structure proposed reaches a loss
reduction in the order of 40% and an increased performance
in terms of matching.
(5)

5. Conclusions
A new full floating structure is proposed which effectively
reduce the substrate losses and the conductive losses. The
new structure uses the metallization layers provided by the
modern Si-CMOS technology. The main advantage of this
approach is that the process is not affected allowing to
keep the advantages in terms of integration level and low
cost. An improvement around of 40% in terms of losses
is achieved in comparison to conventional coplanar waveguide CPW.

Even though in [10] this methodology is demonstrated
up to 20 GHz, in [12] and in [13] this methodology is used
up to 120GHz. A second approach to characterize the losses
in CPW is presented by [11] as Equation (6)

Dissipation = 10 log10

1 − |S11 |2
|S21 |2

(6)
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Abstract
In this paper the effect of coupling two kinds of
metamaterial cells with a coil to achieve Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is investigated. Both an array of
four spirals and a single spiral-shaped metamaterial are
associated to the coil antenna. The goal is to increase the
sensitivity of the whole system and to improve the
homogeneity of the RF magnetic field pattern. The spiralshaped metamaterials associated to the antenna give very
promising numerical results. We are fabricating both
structures using microfabrication techniques because of the
small size of the structures.

1. Introduction
In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), the use of a small
sized radio frequency surface coil allows to perform high
resolution images with sufficient signal to noise ratio (SNR)
[1]. However, the magnetic field generated decreases as it
goes deeper in the human body. Moreover, the presence of
samples with high permittivity and conductivity detunes the
RF coil and decreases its quality factor. Nevertheless,
associating a new material usually called metamaterial is
becoming a rather interesting solution to improve the overall
performance of the system. Indeed, the effective parameters
of metamaterials are tunable and they could be either
positive or negative [2]-[7]. The idea of placing a swiss-roll
over an RF coil to act as a magnetic flux guide was
successfully tested [8]-[9]. This metamaterial allowed
receiving images from more distant samples. Furthermore,
the resolution of the metamaterial based structure was
higher. In our design, the metamaterials will be used to
increase the sensitivity of small surface coil by both
improving the RF magnetic field pattern and reducing losses
and frequency shift resulting from dielectric coupling with
the sample.

2. The design of the RF coil
The RF coil consists of two transmission lines (see figure 1)
on both sides of a 0.5 µm thick LaAlO3 substrate with a
permittivity of 23.6. The two parts of the antenna are
diametrically opposite to one other. These transmission
lines are equivalent to an inductance and the substrate placed

between the copper strips behaves like a distributed
capacitance. The space between every two adjacent turns is
150 µm and the copper strips are 150 µm wide either. The
external diameter of each side of the antenna is 13.6mm.
This coil (both sides together), which was designed on
HFSS, is operating at the VHF band for high resolution MRI
at 1.5 Tesla.
Top side

13.6mm

Bottom side

Figure 1: Detailed view of both sides of the coil antenna
Both sides of this antenna work together to maximize the
magnitude of the magnetic field. The difference of 180° in
the orientation of either coil makes that possible. The current
in each coil generates constructive magnetic fields making it
the best configuration.
This coil antenna generates a quite high magnetic field in its
vicinity. However, the performance of this coil antenna
needs to be improved for MRI technology. The magnetic
field tends to weaken by a factor 9 or more, depending on
the region of reference taken into consideration.
Furthermore, one can notice on figure 2 that the magnetic
field is not homogeneous near the RF coil.
One way to improve this RF coil antenna for MRI is the use
of metamaterials. This periodic resonant material would

strengthen the magnetic field and would make it more
homogeneous.

15.3 mm

Figure 4: Two layers of 25-turn spirals forming the
metamaterial
In the metamaterial structure on figure 3, the two layers are
not identical as it is explicitly shown on figure 5. The two
layers are actually symmetrical. In addition to that, in the
same layer, the four spirals are not identically oriented
either. They are arranged in such a way that the two spirals
on the left are symmetrical to the two other spirals on the
right. This symmetry in the same layer in combination with
the symmetry between the two layers ensures the best
interaction between each particle. In other words, by using
this configuration we have the strongest magnetic field
emanating from the whole structure.

Figure 2: Side and bottom views (at 10 mm distance) of the
magnitude of the magnetic field of the RF coil.

3. Metamaterials used with the RF coil
Metamaterial structures were associated to the coil antenna
in order to form a new structure with a better performance.
Indeed, the presence of metamaterials acts on the
electromagnetic fields. In our case, we have chosen
magnetic metamaterials in order to tailor the magnetic field
generated by the coil antenna.
The coil antenna being λ/100 small, we need to use
metamaterials with a comparable size. To obtain
metamaterial structures as small as λ/100, we used metallic
spiral resonators instead of the usual C-shaped resonators
because the latter structure resonates at a frequency
corresponding to just λ/10. Here, we present two different
unit cells of metamaterials: two layers of a four-spiral array
in which each spiral has 15 turns and two layers of a 25-turn
spiral. The first unit cell is 18.6 mm wide and the latter is
15.3mm wide. Figure 3 and figure 4 show both types of
metamaterials. The two layer metamaterials shown below
are put on the top side of the coil antenna shown on figure 1.

a)

b)

18.6 mm

Figure 5: First layer (a) and second layer (b) of a four-spiral
metamaterial with15 turns in each spiral

Figure 3: Two layers of four-spiral metamaterials with 15
turns in each spiral
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The same statement holds for the metamaterial structure
shown on figure 4: the two layers are not identical either.
The two layers are symmetrical again. In other words, the
second layer is rotated 180° around the axis that is
orthogonal to the whole structure. This difference between
the two layers is, just like what was mentioned in the last
paragraph, aiming at making the magnetic field strongest.

assigned to smallest possible value and red is assigned to
the highest value : 50A/m.
The bottom view of the magnetic field was picked up at a
distance of 10 mm away from the bottom side of the
antenna for having a reference. This allows us to see how
the magnitude of the magnetic field decreases as the
distance increases between the antenna and the sample.
Moreover, it gives an overview of the homogeneity of the
magnetic field at the considered distance.

a)

a)

b)

d)

Figure 7: Side view (a) and bottom view (b) of the RF coil
antenna without metamaterials versus side view (c) and
bottom view (d) of the antenna with the first kind of
metamaterials

b)
Figure 6: First layer (a) and second layer (b) of a 25 turnspiral-shaped metamaterial

If we refer to the scale given in middle, one can notice that
both the bottom views and the side views of the magnetic
field show that the metamaterial based structure give the
best results. In the side view on the right (with
metamaterials), the region exhibiting a maximum magnetic
field (in red) is larger. Even in the farthest regions from the
antenna the magnetic field is still increased by a factor of 4
at least.

4. Numerical results
•

c)

Case 1 : coil antenna associated to the first kind
of metamaterials

The next figure compares between the magnetic field
calculated for the antenna alone (on the left) and the antenna
associated to the two layer metamaterial previously shown
on figure 3 (detailed views were given in figure 5). The
difference can be easily seen because the calculations were
made by considering exactly the same conditions.

The second feature we are interested in is field
homogeneity. Both the side view and the bottom view (on
the right) show that the magnetic field becomes more
homogeneous when first kind of metamaterials is added to
the RF coil antenna.

Each value of the magnitude of the magnetic field is
represented by a color. This color scale spans from dark
blue to red. This represents magnitudes of the magnetic
field going from 0.0000 A/m up to 50 A/m. Dark blue is
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Case 2 : coil antenna associated to the second
kind of metamaterials

see that the magnitude of the magnitude field was increased
by a factor of 6.

Similarly to figure 7, figure 8 summarizes the results of
magnetic field magnitude calculations for the antenna alone
(figure1) versus those obtained by adding the metamaterial
structure introduced in figure 4. The figures on the left hand
side represent the magnitude of the magnetic field of the coil
antenna without metamaterials. The figures on the right hand
side represent the magnitude of the magnetic field of the
antenna after adding the second kind of metamaterial on the
top of the coil antenna. The bottom views were picked up 10
mm away from the bottom side of the antenna for having the
same reference as in previously calculated structures.
Moreover, we use the same color scale and we consider
exactly the same hypotheses to carry out the calculations.
This allowed us to easily compare the results.

As for the homogeneity criterion, it can be evaluated
through the presence of the same value of the magnetic field
around the considered structures. The side views give an
overview of the evolution of the magnetic field as we move
away from the structure of interest. However, it’s easier to
analyze the homogeneity of the magnetic field by
considering just the bottom views. It can easily be seen that
we obtain the same color on the whole plane-surface when
metamaterials are added to the coil antenna. This means the
metamaterials not only increase the value of the magnitude
of the magnetic field, but they make it more homogeneous.

•

After having proven the benefits of adding the metamaterial
structures (figures 3 and 4) to the coil antenna, practical
results are needed to complete the study. We are fabricating
all the structures presented in this paper. The fabrication
process involves the use of microfabrication techniques due
to the small size of the structures. This will be possible
thanks to CTU IEF-MINERVE clean rooms and
equipments.
In order to get as much data as possible, the structures will
be fabricated by using the electrolytic deposition upon three
different substrates: LaAlO3, Si and glass.

5. Conclusion

a)

In this paper, an RF coil antenna was associated to two
different kinds of metamaterials. The new structures give
very interesting results for MRI because the magnetic fields
become more homogeneous and 4 to 6 times stronger and
even more in some regions. These successful results pave
the way to the next step: fabrication and measurements. We
are currently fabricating both particles on three different
substrates: LaAlO3, Si and glass. This would give further
proofs of the usefulness of using such structures in MRI
technology.

c)
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Abstract
Optical devices for the terahertz wave band are being
developed now and require better designs. This paper
proposes an artificial dielectric lens with metallic corrugated
structures for the terahertz wave band. A periodic analysis
model extracted from the full model by assuming periodicity
confirms the phase delay, which produces the focusing
effect. Full model analysis also confirms the focusing effect.
The full model analysis also confirms that the focusing
length is longer with the wider spacing of corrugated baffles,
the wider metallic groove width, and the shallower groove
depth. The lens shape without grooves does not produce the
focusing effect. The results of the full model analysis are
qualitatively consistent with those of the periodic model
ones. This implies that the design for an exact size lens is
possible by using the periodic model.

1. Introduction
Optical devices for the terahertz wave band ranging
from 0.1 to 10 THz are now being developed and require
better designs. It is not easy to arbitrarily realize a desired
refractive index n using naturally-occurring materials.
When materials are directly used for optical devices, the
material properties themselves determine the optical
characteristics. Typical lenses for the terahertz wave band
are made of high density polymer, Tsurupica, and silicon
with refractive indices of 1.52, 1.56, and 3.41, respectively.
It is significant that the unit cell of the electromagnetic
metamaterial controls the refractive index with respect to
design flexibility and cost performance. Lenses composed
of electromagnetic metamaterials, sphere arrays, disk arrays,
square plate arrays, and strip arrays, have been proposed for
microwave frequency band in [1]-[5]. These lenses produce
focusing action due to the phase delay, slow wave effect.
Lenses that make use of high phase velocity of propagation
mode in a parallel plate have been proposed in [6]. The
works in [7]-[10] present a metamaterial absorber, that in
[11] presents an antireflection coating, that in [12] presents
a metamaterial with an unnaturally high refractive index,
and those in [13] and [14] present a three-dimensional
metamaterial in the terahertz wave band. The effective
permittivity and permeability of a metal slit array are

(a) Bird’s-eye view

(b) Top view

(c) Side View
Figure 1: Lens with metal corrugated structure
for terahertz wave band
derived and the proper refractive index is estimated as 1 in
[15]. The work in [16] reports anomalies in a doublelayered metallic slit. It is relatively easy to fabricate the
terahertz electromagnetic metamaterial by metallic
processing and chemical reduction on a film with thin metal
[13], [14] when compared with a metamaterial in optical
range because the dimensions of the unit element are on the
order of tens of microns.
This paper proposes an artificial dielectric lens with

metallic corrugated structures [17] and studies the focusing
effect in the terahertz wave band. A periodic analysis model,
extracted from the full model by assuming periodicity,
confirms the phase delay used to estimate the focusing
effect in the full model. Commercial EM simulators are
now quite powerful but are still too heavy especially for the
design optimization of a whole array. A lens with a large
but finite and complicated unit cell array is generally
cumbersome and challenging to design. The analysis and
design using the periodic model is fast and effective for the
iterative design procedure [18]. Results from the periodic
model imply the possibility of efficient design for an exact
size lens. The dimensions of the full analysis model are
small compared with those of the actual lens to reduce
analysis time. An HFSS simulation of the full model
confirms that the focusing length is longer with the wider
spacing of corrugated baffles, the wider metallic groove and
the shallower groove. Section 2 explains the structure and
dimensions of the artificial dielectric lens with metallic
corrugation. Section 3 shows the analysis results of the
periodic model and Section 4 shows those of the full model.

since the refractive index is 1. An electromagnetic wave
with an x-polarized electric field and y-polarized magnetic
field does not converge due to cut-off.
The lens dimensions, r =1.32 mm (2.21 ), R =1.60 mm
(2.67 ) and h =0.70 mm (1.17 ), are used for the full model
analysis. Figure 2 shows the unit cell models. Pattern A is
used to study the characteristics of the baffle spacing with
corrugated grooves and the number of baffles N. The full
model dimension is fixed. Pattern B is used to study the
characteristics of the metallic groove width. Pattern C is
used to study the characteristics of the metallic grooves
depth. Table 1 shows the parameters of the reference model
in Fig. 2. The design frequency is 0.5 THz.

3. Phase delay analysis by periodic model
Figure 3 shows the periodic analysis model extracted
from the full model. The phase delay is computed from the
analysis of the periodic model in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows the
phase delay results by Ansys HFSS (Ver. 13).
The dimensions of the baffle spacing d in Pattern A are
d=30 m (0.050 ), 50 m (0.083 ), 70 m (0.12 ). The
delayed phase at the 9th groove is -148.9, -88.8 and -66.1
degrees with d=30 m, 50 m and 70 m, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 4 (a). The phase delay decreases as the
y
Periodic Boundary Walls
x

2. Structure and dimensions of
artificial dielectric lens with metallic corrugation
Figure 1 shows the artificial dielectric lens with
corrugated structures composed of baffles with a few 10 m
grooves. A +z traveling TEM wave with a +y-polarized
electric field propagates through the lens and converges at a
focal point. The phase of electromagnetic wave in the
dielectric material is delayed by the slow-wave effect. This
effect is caused by the molecules and atoms which
microscopically act as electrical dipoles to the
electromagnetic wave. Thus, the lens shape focuses the
electromagnetic wave. The corrugated structure is a slowwave circuit. A lens composed of only baffles does not
produce a slow wave effect and the beam does not converge
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Figure 3: Analysis model with periodic boundary walls for
estimation of phase delay.
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Figure 2: Unit cell models

2

The dimensions of groove depth c2 in Pattern C are
c2=30 m (0.050 ), c2=15 m (0.025 ), c2=0 m. The
delayed phases at the 9th groove are -148.9, -31.9 and -1.6
degrees with c2=30 m, 15 m and 0 m, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 4 (c). The phase delay decreases as the
groove depth c2 decreases.
The decreasing phase delays imply a decreasing of
refractive index, which results in an increasing of the
focusing length.

Table 1: Lens parameters for reference model.

Phase Delay (degrees)

0
-30

4. Lens full model analysis

-60

-30

Only one quarter of the analysis model is analyzed using
image theory [19] in order to reduce the problem size. The
full wave analysis results are obtained by Ansys HFSS (Ver.
13). The workstation CPU is an Intel Xeon 5690 (3.46 GHz
6 Core) x 2 and applied memory is 82.4 GB. It took 26
hours 9 minutes to analyze the reference model. The
incident electric field with 1 V/m is shown in Figure 5 for
the reference model. It is verified that the lens with
corrugated structures produces a focusing effect. The local
maximum value of the electric field magnitude is 2.5 times
that of the incident wave at 2.31 mm (3.85 ) from the top of
lens sphere.
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4.1. Pattern A
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(a) Pattern A

Phase Delay (degrees)

0

Figure 6 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern A-1, d =50 m (0.083 ) and N =20. For Pattern A-1,
the local maximum value of the electric field magnitude is
2.1 times that of the incident wave at 2.36 mm (3.93 ) from
the top of the lens sphere, as shown in Figure 9 (a). Fig. 6
(b) shows the full model analysis result for Pattern A-2, d
=70 m (0.12 ), N =18. For Pattern A-2 the local maximum
value of the electric field magnitude is 1.9 times that of the
incident wave at 2.69 mm (4.49 ) from the top of the lens
sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). The results of periodic model
in Fig. 4 (a) are qualitatively consistent with those of full
model because the focusing length increases as the baffle
spacing increases. The equivalent refractive index decreases
as the baffle spacing increases.
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4.2. Pattern B
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Figure 7 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern B-1, c1=20 m (0.033 ). The local maximum value
of the electric field magnitude is 2.7 times that of the
incident wave at 1.97 mm (3.29 ) from the top of the lens
sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). Fig. 7 (b) shows the full
model analysis result for Pattern B-2, c1=60 m (0.10 ). The
local maximum value of the electric field magnitude is 2.4
times that of the incident wave at 2.32 mm (3.86 ) from the
top of the lens sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). The focusing
length for Pattern B-1 is shorter compared to that of the
reference model. The focusing length for Pattern B-2 is
almost the same compared to the reference model. The
results of the full model are qualitatively consistent with
those of the periodic model, as shown in Fig. 4 (b).The
equivalent refractive index decreases as the metallic groove
width c1 increases.
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(c) Pattern C
Figure 4: Phase delay for analysis model
with periodic boundary walls.
baffle spacing d increases.
The dimensions of groove width c1 in Pattern B are c1
=20 m (0.033 ), c1=40 m (0.067 ) and c1=60 m (0.10 ).
The delayed phases are -170.7, -148.9 and -143.4 degrees
with c1 =20 m, c1=40 m and c1=60 m, respectively, for
1.2 pass length, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The phase delay
decreases as the groove width c1 increases, but that for
c1=40 and c1=60 m are almost same.
3

(a) C-1

Figure 5: Full wave analysis results for criterion model.

(b) C-2

Figure 8: Full wave analysis results for model pattern C.
4.3. Pattern C

(a) A-1

Figure 8 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern C-1, c2 =15 m (0.025 ), d =60 m (0.10 ). The
focusing length is longer than the focusing length of the
analysis model, 4.30 mm (7.17 ) for Pattern C-1, as shown
in Fig. 9 (c). Fig. 8 (b) shows the full model analysis result
without metallic grooves for Pattern C-2, d = 90 m (0.15 ).
A lens composed of only baffles does not converge as seen
in Fig. 8 (b). The focusing length increases as the metallic
groove depth c2 decreases as seen by comparison between
the reference model and Pattern C-1. The results of the full
model are qualitatively consistent with those of the periodic
model as shown in Fig. 4 (c). The equivalent refractive
index decreases as the metallic groove depth c2 decreases.
Thus, the full model analysis confirms that the focusing
length is longer with the wider spacing of corrugated baffles,
the wider metallic groove width, and the shallower groove
depth. The results of the periodic model analysis imply the
possibility of estimating the refractive index of artificial
dielectric lens with metallic corrugated structures. The
analysis and design of the actual-size lens is not easy and
estimation by the periodic model is much more effective for
an iterative design procedure.

(b) A-2

Figure 6: Full wave analysis results for model pattern A.

(a) B-1

5. Conclusions
This paper proposes an artificial dielectric lens that
consists of metallic corrugated structures. The analyses of
the periodic model confirm the phase delay and those of the
full model confirm the focus effect. The full model analysis
confirms that the focusing length is longer with the wider
spacing of corrugated baffles, the wider metallic groove
width, and the shallower groove depth. The lens shape with
baffles only and no corrugation does not produce a focusing
effect. The analysis using the periodic model can estimate
the refractive index of an artificial dielectric lens with

(b) B-2

Figure 7: Full wave analysis results for model pattern B.
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Abstract
Optical devices for the terahertz wave band are being
developed now and require better designs. This paper
analyzes an artificial dielectric lens with metallic rectangular
chips for the terahertz wave band. This paper also provides
an explanation of the phenomena by use of a periodic model.
The periodic analysis model, extracted from the full one by
assuming periodicity, confirms the phase delay as the
mechanism that produces the focusing effect. Furthermore,
the results of full model confirm the focusing length is
longer with the larger periodicity of rectangular metal chips
along the direction transverse to the propagation direction. It
also indicates a nonuniform change for the periodicity along
the propagation direction and the longer focusing length
with narrower rectangular chips. The results of the full
model analysis are qualitatively consistent with those of the
periodic model one. This implies that the design for an exact
size lens is possible through use of the periodic model.

1. Introduction
Optical devices for the terahertz wave band ranging
from 0.1 to 10 THz are currently being developed and
require improved designs. It is not easy to realize an
arbitrary refractive index n using naturally-occurring
materials. When materials are directly used for optical
devices, the material properties themselves determine the
optical characteristics. Typical lenses for the terahertz wave
band are made of high density polymer, Tsurupica, and
silicon with refractive indices of 1.52, 1.56, and 3.41,
respectively. It is significant that the unit cell of the
electromagnetic metamaterial controls the refractive index
with respect to design flexibility and cost performance.
Lenses composed of electromagnetic metamaterials, sphere
arrays, disk arrays, square plate arrays, and strip arrays,
have been proposed for microwave frequency band in [1][5]. These lenses produce focusing action due to the phase
delay, slow wave effect. Lenses that use the high phase
velocity of the propagation mode in a parallel plate
waveguide structure have been proposed in [6]. The works
in [7]-[10] present a metamaterial absorber, that in [11]
presents an antireflection coating, that in [12] presents a
metamaterial with an unnaturally high refractive index, and
that in [13] and [14] present a three-dimensional

(a) Bird’s-eye View

y
z

x

(b) Top View

(c) Side View
Figure 1: Lens of rectangular metallic chips
for terahertz wave band
metamaterial in the terahertz wave band. The effective
permittivity and permeability of a metal slit array are
derived and the proper refractive index is estimated as 1 in
[15]. The work in [16] reports anomalies in a doublelayered metallic slit. It is relatively easy to fabricate a
terahertz-band metamaterial by metallic processing and
chemical reduction on a film with thin metal [13], [14]
compared to a metamaterial in optical range because the

dimensions of the unit element are on the order of tens of
microns.
This paper presents the focusing effect of an artificial
dielectric lens with metallic rectangular chips in the
terahertz wave band and operational explanation of the
focusing length through use of a periodic analysis model.
The periodic analysis model, which is extracted from the
full model by assuming periodicity, confirms the phase
delay used to estimate the focusing effect in the full model.
Commercial EM simulators are now quite powerful but are
still computationally heavy for the design and optimization
of a whole array. A lens with a large but finite and
complicated unit cell array is generally cumbersome and
challenging to design. The work in [2] comments the
necessity of further publication for an explanation of the
lens operation. The analysis and design using the periodic
model is fast and effective and can be used in an iterative
design procedure [15]. An HFSS simulation of the full
model confirms that the focusing length is longer with the
larger periodicity of rectangular metal chips along the
direction transverse to the propagation direction. It also
confirms a nonuniform change for the periodicity along the
propagation direction and the longer focusing length with
narrower rectangular chips. These phenomena are
demonstrated by the periodic analysis model. Results from
the periodic model imply the possibility of efficient design
for a full size lens. The dimensions of the full model in the
analysis are small compared with those of the actual lens to
reduce analysis time. Section 2 explains the structure and
dimensions of artificial dielectric lens with metallic chips.
Section 3 shows the analysis results of the periodic model
and Section 4 shows those of full model.

polarized electric field propagates through the lens. For a
true dielectric material, the phase of electromagnetic wave
in the dielectric material is delayed by the slow-wave effect.
This effect is caused by the molecules and atoms in the
dielectric material acting as electrical dipoles to the
electromagnetic wave. Thus, the lens shape focuses the
electromagnetic wave. In the metallic lens, each of the
rectangular metallic chips macroscopically acts as an
electrical dipole and the behavior is similar to a dielectric
material. The lens dimensions, r=1.32 mm (2.21 ), R=1.60
mm (2.67 ) and h=0.70 mm (1.17 ), are used for the full
model analysis. Figure 2 shows the unit cell models. Pattern
A focuses on the characteristics for periodicity of
rectangular metal chips along the direction transverse to the
propagation direction. Pattern B focuses on the
characteristics for the periodicity along the propagation
direction. Pattern C focuses on the characteristics for the
rectangular chip size. The spacing of adjacent rectangular
chips is fixed with 40 m (0.067 ) in Pattern C. Table 1
shows the parameters of the reference model in Fig. 2. The
design frequency is 0.5 THz.

3. Phase delay analysis by periodic model
Figure 3 shows the periodic analysis model extracted
from the full model. The phase delay is derived from the
analysis of the periodic model in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows the
phase delay results by Ansys HFSS (Ver. 13).
The dimensions of periodicity px and py in Pattern A are
px=py=160 m (0.27 ), 200 m (0.33 ), 240 m (0.40 ).
The delayed phases at the 10th chip are -255.3, -159.4 and 108.3 degrees with px=py=160 m, 200 m and 240 m,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The phase delay
decreases as the periodicity px and py increase.
The dimensions of pz in Pattern B are pz=30 m
(0.050 ), 70 m (0.12 ), 110 m (0.18 ). The delayed
phases at the output edge are -209.9, -255.3 and -191.4
degrees with pz=30 m, 70 m and 110 m, respectively, as

2. Artificial dielectric lens
with metallic rectangular chips
Figure 1 shows the artificial dielectric lens with metallic
rectangular chips. A +z traveling TEM wave with a x-
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Figure 2: Unit cell models
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shown in Fig. 4 (b). The length of horizontal axis in Fig. 4
(b) is normalized by wavelength. The phase delay changes
nonuniformly with the periodicity px and py. These
phenomena may be caused by the standing wave between
the metal chips. The phase delay from pz=30 m to pz=190
m changes with periodicity, even though that from pz=190
m to pz=230 m does not change with periodicity. The
dimensions of periodicity a and b in Pattern C are a=b=80
m (0.13 ), 120 m (0.20 ), 160 m (0.27 ). The delayed
phase at the 10th chip are -155.3, -255.3 and -391.1 degrees
with a=80 m, 120 m and 160 m, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 4 (c). The phase delay increases as the chip size a
and b increase.
The decreasing phase delays imply a decreasing of
refractive index, which results in an increasing of the
focusing length.
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4. Lens full model analysis
Only one quarter of the analysis model is analyzed using
image theory [16] in order to reduce the problem size. The
full wave analysis results are obtained by Ansys HFSS (Ver.
13). The workstation CPU is an Intel Xeon 5690 (3.46 GHz
6 Core) x 2 and applied memory is 129 GB. It took 26 hours
23 minutes to analyze the reference model. The incident
electric field is shown in Figure 5 for the reference model. It
is verified that the lens with rectangular metallic chips
produces a focusing effect. The local maximum value of the
electric field magnitude is 3.6 times that of the incident
wave at 1.12 mm (3.03 ) from the top of lens sphere.
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Figure 4: Phase delay for analysis model
with periodic boundary walls.

Figure 3: Analysis model with periodic boundary walls for
estimation of phase delay.

4.1. Pattern A

Table 1: Lens parameters for reference model.

Figure 6 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern A-1, px=py=200 m (0.33 ). For Pattern A-1, the
local maximum value of the electric field magnitude is 3.0
times that of the incident wave at 1.89 mm (3.15 ) from the
top of the lens sphere, as shown in Figure 9 (b). Fig. 6 (b)
shows the full model analysis result for Pattern A-2,
px=py=240 m (0.40 ). For Pattern A-2, the local maximum
value of the electric field magnitude is 2.4 times that of the
incident wave at 2.25 mm (3.75 ) from the top of the lens
sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). The periodic model results in
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Figure 7 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern B-1, pz=30 m (0.050 ). For Pattern B-1, the local
maximum value of the electric field magnitude is 3.0 times
that of the incident wave at 1.49 mm (2.48 ) from the top of
the lens sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). Fig. 7 (b) shows the
full model analysis result for Pattern B-2, pz=110 m
(0.18 ). For Pattern B-2, the local maximum value of the
electric field magnitude is 3.4 times that of the incident
wave at 1.50 mm (2.50 ) from the top of the lens sphere, as
shown in Fig. 9 (b). The phase delay for pz=30 m exists
between that for pz=70 m and pz=110 m, as shown in Fig.
4 (b). Fig. 4 shows a nonuniform change for the periodicity
along the propagation direction and a longer focusing length
with narrower rectangular chips. The periodic model results
shown in Fig. 4 (b) are qualitatively consistent with those of
full model because the focusing length for pz=30 m exists
between that for pz=70 m and pz=110 m, as shown in Fig.
9 (b). This suggests we can simplify the design of unit cell
array with exact size to an iterative one by using a periodic
model, even under nonuniform changes with parameters.
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Figure 8 (a) shows the full model analysis result for
Pattern C-1, a=b=80 m (0.13 ). For Pattern C-1, the local
maximum value of the electric field magnitude is 3.0 times
that of the incident wave at 1.57 mm (2.62 ) from the top of
the lens sphere, as shown in Fig. 9 (c). Fig. 6 (b) shows the
full model analysis result for Pattern C-2, a=b=160 m
(0.27 ). For Pattern C-2, the local maximum value of the
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Figure 7: Full wave analysis results for pattern B.
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2

dielectric lens that consist of metallic rectangular chips in
the terahertz wave band and an explanation of the focusing
length using a periodic analysis model. The periodic model
analyses confirm the phase delay, and the full model
analyses confirm the focus effect. The full model analysis
confirms that the focusing length is longer with the larger
periodicity of rectangular metal chips along the direction
transverse to the propagation direction. It also confirms a
nonuniform change for the periodicity along the
propagation direction and a longer focusing length with
narrower rectangular chips. The periodic model analysis can
be used for iterative design of the refractive index for
artificial dielectric lens with metallic rectangular chips,
even under nonuniform changes with parameters. We are
planning to fabricate the lenses and measure the focusing
effect and the equivalent refractive index.
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matrix can enhance significantly the transparency of thin
gold film. In addition, we show that the transmission
intensity and peak position of our device can be tuned by
adjusting the coating thickness or filling factor of Spiromolecules in composite. Furthermore the developed
plasmonic transparent device shows gas detection potential
which makes it as a new smart optical sensor.

Abstract
Smart materials drawn the attention of the scientists due to
their promising potential application in modern society.
Among the demanded materials for opto-electronics,
transparent conductors are highly requested and possibility
to control their optical transparency opens up a new door in
optical industry. Here we experimentally demonstrate a
smart transparent conductive metal based on plasmonics.
We show that by coating a thin gold film with
polymeric/Spiro-molecules composite the transparency of
the film not only be enhanced rather than the resonance
transmission peak can be tuned by adjusting the coating
thickness and the wt% of Spiro-molecules content. Using
photoswitchable molecules as plasmonic coupler give us the
opportunity to demonstrate the first photoswitchable
transparent conductor. In other words, the transmission of
our device can be enhanced/reduced upon VIS or UV
illumination, respectively which demonstrates its potential
application for smart optical devices such as smart
windows. Although the recovery time takes almost one day,
we tremendously reduced it to a short time by exposing the
device to certain organic vapors, demonstrating a
photobleaching gas sensor.

2. Experimental procedure
Spirophenanthrooxazine (SPO) was provided by
Sigma Aldrich. For making solution out of SPO, general
laboratory grade acetone was used. Polystyrene (PS) grain
was dissolved in toluene and stirred before further usage. All
the metallic film were deposited by sputtering. For that, a
home made vacuum chamber is used. The 0.026 M solution
of SPO was prepared by dissolving SPO powder in acetone.
The 1 wt% PS solution was diluted with toluene to different
concentration in order to have different thicknesses after
spin coating. The spin coating was done on the gold coated
glass plate by means of Spincoater® (P6700 Series). The
rate of spinning was changed and optimized to achieve the
desire thickness. Optimization showed that 1000 rpm
rotation speed for 60 seconds gives the best uniform film.
The samples thickness were measured by a profilometer
(Dectak 8000 surface profile measuring system).
To analyze the switchability of the coatings, a 35W
UV spot light lamp (LABINO-AB) was utilized and
irradiation time kept constant for all experiments (20
seconds). Optical measurements were carried out by UVVis/IR spectrometer (Lambda 900). In all cases, the
transmission value was normalized to the transmission of
bare glass substrate to exclude the intrinsic reflectivity of
glass.
To speed up the switching of the stacks, the
samples after UV illumination were exposed to Acetone,
Isopropanol, Toluene and Ethanol vapors. For that purpose,
the samples placed as a top lid of a beaker containing 5 ml
solution and the distance between the lid and the surface of
the solvent kept constant for all the samples (8 cm). Right
away after the samples were exposed, the optical spectra
were measured to observe the role of the solvent vapor on
the switching properties. The mentioned process was done
for different time periods to calculate the right time of
recovery for each sample. All experiments were done in air
and room temperature.

1. Introduction
Transparent conductors (TCs) are in high demand
because of ever increasing growth of solar power industry
and optical displays. There have been tremendous efforts to
finding a replacing materials with comparable or even
superior properties to that of conventional TCs (e.g. ITO) [15]. (For review refer to [6]). Thin metallic films due to their
high electrical conductivity could be one of the best
replacing materials for ITO, however their poor
transparency makes their application as TCs limited.
Recently a new plasmonic coating method is developed in
our group to improve the optical transparency of the thin
metallic film with the aid of dipole-dipole interaction [7].
Since the fabrication method of the mentioned system is
PVD (Physical vapor deposition), applying chemical
techniques could make the final device even more cost
effective and simple. We have found out that deposition of
Spiro molecules embedded in a polymeric matrix fabricated
with spin coating on a thin metallic film give a high
transparency to the metal substrate while having a high
electrical conductivity [8].
In this work we show that the similar optical response can be
extracted from the system out of Gold. In other word, here
we show that the Spiro molecule embedded in polymeric
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the value that of plasmon of gold, matching condition if
fulfilled and consequently the reflection significantly
dropped due to the plasmon excitation. In other words, as
soon as the dipole/image interaction of the chromophores
strongly interact with the free electrons of the metal, a
plasmon resonance activates and the broad drop in the
reflectivity as well as high transmission happens. other
interesting observation is the reflectivity dips occur in the
range of 300-450 nm (Figure 1 dashed area) where the
screening plasma frequencies of the metal film are expected.
However further investigation is still needed to explore this
phenomenon. On the other hand, exceeding the critical
concentration of molecules results in a larger wave-vector
which is comparable or even larger than the wavevector of
internal reflection of the sample and the reflectivity start to
increases. Additionally, since the interaction between
molecules related to the space between them, it seems that
enhanced reflection by concentration is also related to the
inter-molecular interaction[12].

Figure 1: (left)Transmittance (solid lines) and refection
(dashed lines) spectra of 15nm gold film coated with 15nm
of spiro/polymer composite with different filling factor of
SPO.

3. Results and Discussion
It is well known that the excitation of the surface plasmon
associated with the trapping of the light, leading to a
significant reflection drop while the induced charges on the
metal
mirror
by
dipole/image
reduce
the
absorption/scattering of the structure. Both of the two
mentioned phenomena enhance the transparency of metal
films [7-8]. In the present work, we implemented the
mentioned concept to make thin gold film highly transparent
by using photoswitchable molecules (acting as dipoles)
incorporated in Polystyrene. Our structure shows gas
detection potential which makes it as a new smart optical
sensor.
Although Spiro molecules are known as light
absorbers, by proper design of the SPO doped coating one
can enhance the transmission of metal film as well [8]. In
Figure 1, the transmission spectra of 15nm gold film coated
with 15nm of spiro/polymer composite with different filling
factor of SPO is shown. It is clear that depending on the
filling factor of SPO, the transparency of gold film is
changed however the best efficiency of the film achieved
when the concentration of molecules was set to 40%.
Interestingly the change in transmission intensity for the
pure PS film deposited on gold is negligible which shows
that molecules (dipoles) plays a significant role in the
observed phenomena. Reflection spectra is influenced the
same by composite film and the 40% concentrated coating
reduces the reflectivity more efficiently (Figure 1).
Spiro molecules (SPO) are chemical species in
which the dipole moments amend their conformation upon
UV illumination from close (off) to open (on) states [9-10].
However, even in the close form the SPO molecules could
be polarized because of thermal equilibrium with its open
form[11]. Therefore those polarized molecules near the base
metallic film (gold) can induce a dipole image on the film
and changes the charge distribution on the surface which can
be considered as an in-plane wave-vector (kInd).[12] This
distribution will be altered when the concentration of
molecules varies (Figure 2) and when the kInd vector reaches

Figure 2: Schematic dipole-film interaction of a (a) high
concentration (Closely separated dipole images) and (b) low
concentrated (Highly separated dipole images) PS-SPO
solution on the Au film surface. The induced dipole images
are shown immediately under the interface.
Calculation showed that the transmission
enhancement up to 65% in red part of spectrum can be
achieved which is less than the silver system where the
enhancement was greater in the UV to green part of
frequencies [8] . We attribute the difference to the intrinsic
optical properties of the metal layers. In fact we believe that
using alloys instead of single metal would give rise into a
broader transparency peak.
SPO under UV illumination switches to
photomerocyanine (PMC) form which absorbs light at
visible frequencies due to its HOMO/LUMO transition[13].
Illumination of composite coating showed that a drastic drop
in transmission. The relative changes in intensity is also
around 65% which means, by switching one can tune the
optical transparency of gold.
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One problem regarding application of SPO is that
the recovery time of the system after illumination with UVlight is pretty long (almost one day). We demonstrated a
method to accelerate recovery time of this molecules to very
short time by exposing the molecules in on state to some gas
vapor [3]. The method worked by considering the fact that
the conformation changes of the molecules in soft matrix is
easier than hard one. Therefore, when the SPO embedded in
polymeric matrix come to contact with some solvent gas
vapor, the polymer matrix expand due to the swelling and it
turns softer. Consequently, the movement of molecules in
the matrix is fastened and correspondingly the switchability
process accelerated. In other words, exposing the sample to
organic vapor of a good solvent which acts as plasticizer for
PS, the polymer film should expand and facilitate reverseswitching of SPO i.e. bleaching process.

Toluene
Acetone
Ethanol
Isopropanol

40
35

Recovery (%)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 4: Recovery percentage of the device exposed to different
gas vapours.

To implement our device as transparent conductor, in
addition to a high transparency, high conductivity is also
required. Indeed, the conductivity measurements showed
that the electrical resistively of the coated gold film is
comparable to that of the bare gold. It is worth mentioning
that a photovoltaic device based on our plasmonic
transparent conductor is under investigation.

4. Conclusions
As summary, here in this work, we study a new kind of
smart transparent conductive metal based on a thin gold
film coated with Spirophenanthrooxazine (SPO)/polymer
composite. Our results showed that transparency
enhancement up to 65% (relative to the intrinsic value of
thin metal film) can be achieved in a system composed on
15nm PS/SPO (40%) composite deposited on 15nm gold
film. We attributed the observed phenomena to the induced
charge from the molecular dipole onto the base film which
can excite plasmon at certain concentration of molecules
and diminish the reflectivity of the film. Moreover fast
recovery of the molecules from on to off state by exposing
the UV-illuminated samples (low transparent ones) to
organic vapor gases is realized. The recovery time of the
SPO was extremely reduced to few seconds and hence
established a new optical gas sensor.

Figure 3: The comparison between before (solid) and after
(dashed line) UV light illumination the thin film Spiro
molecule composites of 40% SPO with different thickness
on 15nm gold film.
Based on kinetically study of the recovery percentage of the
device upon exposure to different solvent is illustrated in
Figure 4. The response for Toluene and Acetone are very
fast, however response for Ethanol was slower and takes
more than 20 minutes. In the case of Isopropanol, the optical
recovery was the slowest and in the measured period of
experiments, full recovery was not achieved. It seems that
photoresponse of the developed stacks highly depends on
the gas type (solvent) and therefore can be used as a
selective gas sensor.
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Abstract
We present a study of the attenuation length in a onedimensional array of alternating left- and right- handed materials in which both the permittivities and the permeabilities are disordered. This type of structure has been shown
to present an anomaly in the attenuation length when only
permeabilities are disordered. We derive a simple analytical expression of the attenuation length, when the disorder
in the refraction index is due to perturbations in both the
permeability and the permittivity. Our expression is able
to explain the transition to the anomalous behavior when
perturbation only in the permeability or only in the permittivity is considered. Besides, we show that the anomaly
is dramatically affected when considering perturbations in
permeability and permittivity. The coupling effects are able
to restore the ordinary localization length.

1. Introduction
In electromagnetism, the design of materials with negative
index has offered new perspectives in nano science [1, 2].
In light of the properties of these new materials, the propagation and localization in periodic one-dimensional system
has been revisited (e.g. [3], see also [4, 5] for a review on
1D propagation in disordered media). Recently, periodic
bilayered structures formed by alternating left-handed and
right-handed materials have been investigated and they revealed the surprising behavior of the so-called mixed-stack
[6, 7]. A mixed-stack is a particular periodic structure with
a unit cell formed of two layers of same length d = d1 = d2
and opposite refractive indices n1 = n2 . Such unit cell
does not accumulate phase and leads to a transparent structure with perfect transmission. When perturbation in the
permittivity is introduced, leading to perturbed refractive
index and perturbed impedance, an anomaly in the attenuation length has been exhibited, resulting in a significant
suppression of Anderson localization [6, 7]. Very recently,
the localization length Lloc has been derived for this case
[8], leading to the prediction Lloc / Q 4 (kd) 8 (Q being
the perturbation strength and k = 2⇡/ the wavenumber)
which is valid in the low frequency regime.
In this Letter, we revisit this anomaly. By deriving a
simple analytical expression for the attenuation length in
mixed-stacks, we can analyze the conditions leading to the
transition to the anomalous behavior. We show that the transition begins for N Q2 (kd)2 = 1 and that increasing the

length N of the structure produces an increase in the attenuation length until it reaches the localization length as
N ! 1. For /d . 10, the localization length is reached
after N Q2 (kd)2 > 100 and our analytical expression is
accurate to characterize the transition. For /d & 10,
at lower frequency, we may notice in the numerical results of [7, 8] that the localization length is reached after
N Q4 (kd)8 > 100, that is for much larger structure sizes
(and this is the regime predicted in [8] ). Of course, this
raises the question of whether or not such regimes can take
place in the experiments involving actual designed structures. Currently, designed metamaterial layers work at typically ⇠ d [9, 10]. This is the case because such layers are
realized by stacking two dimensional arrays of resonators of
thickness ⇠ /10 (for instance, split ring resonators combined with continuous wires [9], or fishnets [10]) and, to
limit the losses, a small number (about 10) of stacks is
used. In optics, the problem of losses in metal is crucial
and the most recent metamaterial layers have micrometer
lengths in the infrared frequency regime [10]. For the application to bilayered structures using left-handed materials, the problem of losses remains, in addition to compactness constraints, which limits also the value of N . Under
these conditions, it is of importance to carefully describe
the transmission properties of structures with moderate size
and working in the frequency regime ⇠ d.

Another important practical aspect is the fact that a perturbation in the refractive index results in general from simultaneous perturbations in permittivity ✏ and in permeability µ. These perturbations can be evaluated but they
cannot be controlled, in particular at micro and nano-scales
because of manufacturing inaccuracies. In this Letter, we
show that the behaviors of the attenuation and localization
lengths are dramatically different when including a perturbation in the permeability µ in addition to the previously
considered perturbation in permittivity ✏. Although the resulting perturbation in the refractive index simply follows
from superposition, n = µ + ✏ at dominant order, the
obtained attenuation length does not follow from superposition. Indeed, coupling effects in ✏ and µ are able to make
the anomaly to disappear, or in other words, coupling effects restore the ordinary localization.

2. Perturbative expansion

3. Layers with perturbations only in ✏

We propose a derivation of the attenuation length lN (with
1/lN ⌘ hlog |TN |i/N and TN is the transmission coefficient) based on the analysis of the electric and magnetic
fields E, H in a structure of length N (d1 +d2 )/2, with N/2
unit cells (N is an even number). In the unperturbed structure, the unit cell is formed of two layers 1-2, of lengths da
p
(a = 1, 2), with refractive indices na = ± ✏a µa (the upper
and lower signs, respectively, refer to right-handed and lefthanded materials). The unperturbed
p structure is transparent
when Z1 = Z2 , with Za = Z0 µa /✏a (perfect impedance
matching without reflection). In each layer j, perturbations
in both ✏ and µ are considered, µj = µa (1 + µj )2 and
✏j = ✏a (1+ ✏j )2 with uncorrelated µj and ✏j , distributed
uniformly on [ Qµ , Qµ ] and [ Q✏ , Q✏ ] respectively. The
resulting perturbation in the refractive
index nj is disq

– We first consider the case where Qµ = 0 and Q = Q✏ ,
corresponding to the situation considered in [6, 7, 8]. We
can notice that the result is the same if Q = Qµ , Q✏ = 0.
The attenuation length for a structure of size N (d1 + d2 )/2
is
1
1
Q2
=
A(k1 d1 , k2 d2 , Q, N ),
(4)
lN
l1
12
⇢
1
Q2
1
=
1
[f (x1 ) cos 2k1 d1 + f (x2 ) cos 2k2 d2 ] ,
l1
12
2
(5)
with xa ⌘ 2Qka da (a = 1, 2) and f (x) ⌘ 3sincx
6(sincx cos x)/x2 , where sincx ⌘ sin x/x. The general form of A has no particular interest and we refer to
the appendix for its expression (simplified expressions are
given in the following).
The key point is the following: A depends on N ,
and it is responsible for the anomaly that occurs only for
k2 d2 = k1 d1 (this agrees with the observation of [11]
that a structure, with d1 6= d2 and k2 = k1 , does not
present the anomaly). This is illustrated in Fig. 1: it can
be seen that A has amplitude unity only in the vicinity of
k2 d2 = k1 d1 ; otherwise it is at least one order of magnitude smaller. In this latter case, it is negligible and the
attenuation length takes a simple form, independent of N ,
lN = l1 that characterizes the transmission properties of
the structure for any size N . Moreover, we recover the expected behavior of the localization length in the high frequency regime, l1 ! 12/Q2 since f ! 0, and in the low
frequency regime, 1/l1 = Q2 /12 (sin2 k1 d1 + sin2 k2 d2 )
since f ! 1, as obtained in [11]. Of course, taking into
account the exact form of the function f allows to better
describe the attenuation length for intermediate values of
the wavelength .
If the unit cell does not accumulate phase, for alternating right-handed and left-handed materials with kd =
k1 d1 = k2 d2 , Eq. (4) simplifies to

tributed on [ Q, Q] with Q = Q2✏ + Q2µ .
We define the electric and magnetic fields Ej and Hj at
the boundary between the layers j and (j + 1), satisfying
✓

Ej
Hj

1
1

◆

=

✓

cos 'j
i sin 'j /Zj

iZj sin 'j
cos 'j

◆✓

Ej
Hj

◆

(1)
with 'j ⌘ kj dj and where the time dependence ei!t has
been considered. For small disorder, the impedances remain close to each other and we introduce a small parameter
1)/2. Decomposing Ej into right-going
j ⌘ (Zj /Zj 1
Ej+ and left-going Ej waves, we get
eikj d Ej+ = Ej+ 1 +
e ikj d Ej = Ej 1

+
j (Ej 1
+
j (Ej 1

Ej 1 ),
Ej 1 ),

(2)

+
with the boundary conditions E1+ = 1, EN
+2 = T , E1 =
R, EN +2 = 0. Defining a term of phase accumulation
Pj
i j +
Ej and Dj ⌘
j ⌘
l=2 'l , and the quantities Pj ⌘ e
i j
e
Ej , we obtain

Pj = 1 +
Dj =

j
X

l=2
N
+2
X

l

l=j+1

l

⇥

⇥

e

Pl

1

2iKl

e
1d

2iKl

Pl

1

1d

Dl

Dl

1

1

⇤

⇤

1
Q2 ⇥
=
1
lN
12

,
(3)

f (x) cos 2kd

with x ⌘ 2Qkd, h(x) ⌘
A = h2 (x)B) and

,

B(r, kd, N ) ⌘

where we used P1 = 1 and DN +2 = 0. The transmission
coefficient is TN = e i N +1 PN +2 and the aim is to derive the attenuation length lN . This is achieved by solving
(3) iteratively owing to the small parameter j . Analytical
expressions presented in this Letter are obtained at the second iteration, leading to a prediction accurate up to O(Q3 ).
Note that this second order in Q is also the approximation
used in the semi analytical WSA used in [6, 7] [see Eq. (12)
in [7] where the term Rn2 1 t2n rn is omitted, and this term is
O(Q3 ) at best]. In the following, for clarity, we first inspect
the case where only a perturbation in ✏ is considered, and
then, we inspect the case with perturbations both in ✏ and µ
for a unit cell with no phase accumulation.

p

⇤
h2 (x)B(sincx, kd, N ) ,

3[sincx

(6)
cos x]/x (such that

1 rN ⇥
1 + r2
N (1 r2 )2
1 r cos 2kd
.
1 r2

2r cos 2kd

⇤

(7)
The main characteristics of A are illustrated in the inset of
Fig. 1. A transition can be observed for N Q2 (kd)2 ⇠ 1.
For /d . 10, A reaches asymptotically a value that does
not compensate the 1/l1 term in Eq. (4). Consequently,
1/lN is of the same order as 1/l1 and there is no anomaly.
For /d & 10, A reaches asymptotically a value that compensates the 1/l1 term in Eq. (4), leading to an increase in
lN and thus to the aforementioned anomaly; this is consistent with the results of [8]. This means also that in this low
2

2

term vanishes, which restores the ordinary Anderson localization.
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Figure 1: A as a function of k2 d2 /k1 d1 , curves given for
k1 d1 = 2⇡/4.3: lower red curve Q = .025 and upper
black curve Q = 0.25 (plain line N = 100 and dotted
line N = 1000). The inset shows A as a function of N , for
kd = k1 d1 = k2 d2 . N is normalized to N Q2 (kd)2 and
A normalized to A/(kd)2 . /d = 4 (blue lower curve), and
/d = 40, 400 (upper red and black curves, almost undistinguishable) for Q = 0.025 (plain line) and Q = 0.25
(dotted line).
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frequency regime, our perturbation expansion is no more
valid and, as suggested by [8], would necessitate to go to
order 4 in Q. Finally, note that the wavelengths smaller
than the unit cell length ( /d < 1) are not concerned by
the anomaly because the term (1 f (2Qkd) cos 2kd) ! 1
while A remains smaller than 0.1 (the behavior of A for
small wavelengths is not reported here).
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Figure 2: Attenuation length lN of a mixed-stack for
lengths N = 30 and N = 103 as a function of /d. Dots
show the numerical results and plain lines correspond to our
prediction in Eq. (8). Different curves correspond to Qµ =
0 (black dots), Qµ = 0.1 (magenta dots)
q and Qµ = Q✏ =
p
Q/ 2 (red dots) for constant Q =
Q2µ + Q2✏ = 0.25
(constant perturbation strength in the refractive index). Result for the homogeneous stack (usual Anderson localization) are not represented and would be superposed on the
Q✏ = Qµ case (red dots).

4. M-stack with disorder in ✏ and µ
– To assess the robustness of the anomaly, we consider now
perturbations both in ✏ and µ but still under the condition
of no phase accumulation in the unit cell, kd = k1 d1 =
k2 d2 . Using the same perturbation technique, we find a
generalized expression of Eq. (6):
Q2✏
[1 f (x✏ ) sincxµ cos 2kd]
12
Q2µ
+
[1 f (xµ ) sincx✏ cos 2kd]
12
Q✏ Qµ
+
cos 2kd h(x✏ )h(xµ )
6
2 B(R, kd, N )
[Q✏ h(x✏ )sincxµ Qµ h(xµ )sincx✏ ]
,
12
(8)
with R ⌘ sincx✏ sincxµ . Here, the first three terms are
independent of N and they essentially follow from the superposition of l1 values (Q = Q✏ and Qµ in Eq. (5)) . The
fourth term is dependent on N . This term, responsible for
the anomaly when Qµ = 0, has here a much more complex structure that is not in general able to compensate the
first three terms. For instance, in the case Q✏ = Qµ , this
1
lN

Qµ=Qε

10

=

Our results are exemplified in Figs. 2 and 3 and compared with direct numerical calculations (numerics have
been done with 103 104 averages). We considered two
different sizes of mixed-stacks N = 30 and N = 103 for a
constant refractive index perturbation Q q
= 0.25, resulting
p
from Qµ = 0, 0.1 and Q/ 2 (and Q✏ = Q2 Q2µ ). Our
conclusions are twofold:
1) When the perturbation in the refractive indices result
from perturbations both in ✏ and µ, a significant decrease
in the attenuation length is visible at low frequency (Fig.
2). For Qµ ⇠ Q✏ , the usual localization is restored, similar
to the localization observed in the so-called homogeneous3

permittivity, which is the case when designing left-handed
material. This is of particular practical interest since we
have shown that the combined effects of perturbations in
permeability and permittivity strongly affect the behavior
of the attenuation length and they are able to restore the
ordinary Anderson localization.
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6. Appendix– Technical calculations
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The term A is given by
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⇥

e 2i'1 X2 h2 (x1 ) + e 2i'2 X1 h2 (x2 )
+h(x1 )h(x2 ) [2 + 0 ]
(9)
with Xa ⌘ sincxa , 'a ⌘ ka da (a = 1, 2),
X 2 ⌘ X1 X2 , ' ⌘ '1 + '2 , and 0 ⌘
i' N
[1
(Xe i'⇤)2 ] e 2i' /N ,
⌘
⇥ 2i'(Xe )⇤ ]/[1
⇥
e
/2
(Xe i' )2 .
0 / 1
The third iteration has been done for mixed-stack, with
kd = k1 d1 = k2 d2 and Q = Q✏ . The extra term in
(3)
Q3 is 1/lN :
A('1 , '2 , Q, N ) =

4

10

N

Figure 3: Attenuation length lN of a mixed-stack as a function of N for /d = 3 and /d = 10. Same convention as
on Fig. 2 is used. The transition starts for N = 1/Q2 (kd)2
(N ⇠ 4 for /d = 3 and N ⇠ 40 for /d = 10). For
/d = 10, Qµ = 0, the asymptotic lN = Lloc ⇠ 107 is
found from [6, 7] for N > 107 .

1
(3)
lN

stack (corresponding to a unit cell with kd = k1 d1 = k2 d2
[6, 7]). In this case, the validity of our expression in Eq. (8)
is satisfactory in the whole range of frequencies.
2) It is confirmed that, when perturbation only in ✏ is
considered, the anomaly starts for N Q2 (kd)2 = 1 (Fig. 3).
For /d . 10, the saturation at the localization length occurs for N Q2 (kd)2 > 100 and our calculation at second
order, Eq. (6), is accurate to describe the whole transition
(in this regime, the prediction of [8] does not apply). We
derived the attenuation length at third order and it appears
to be more accurate although still unsatisfactory for low frequencies (Fig. 3). Indeed, for /d & 10, in light of the calculations in [8], the next order in Q4 is necessary to entirely
capture the transition in the low frequency regime and, by
analyzing the numerical results in [7, 8], it appears that the
attenuation length reaches the localization length for typically N Q4 (kd)8 > 100. This corresponds to the anomaly
with a huge localization length.

=

Q3
4

sin 2kd



1 XN
+
N (1 X 2 )2
G(X, kd, Q)
+
,
(1 X 2 )
F (X, kd, Q)

(10)
⇥
⇤
with F ⌘ m1 (1 + X 2 )/3 m21 (1 X 2 ) 2Xm2 ,
G ⌘ Xm1 m2
m1 /3 + m3 (1 X 2 ). m1 , m2 , m3
are explicit functions defined by m1 (aQ) ⌘ ihxeiax i/Q,
m2 (aQ) ⌘ hx2 eiax i/Q2 and m3 (aQ) ⌘ ihx3 eiax i/Q3 for
x distributed uniformly on [ Q, Q].
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Abstract
Fourier-Bessel functions are used to expand the field and
dielectric in the 2D cylindrical Maxwell's equations
recasting their solutions into eigenvalue problems. The
eigenvalues obtained are the localized states of the given
structure with their density indicating optical band gaps.
The technique is shown for both TE and TM polarizations
within a triangular lattice photonic crystal. The accuracy
and efficiency of the results are compared relative to finite
difference techniques.

1. Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs) are typically characterized based on
the translational periodicity that is present within the
dielectric layout. Accordingly methods for analyzing these
structures are often set in Cartesian coordinates. Two
common techniques are finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD)[1] or the plane-wave expansion method
(PWEM)[2]. The FDTD method is robust through its
discretization of Maxwell’s equations and the dielectric.
However, there are significant computational requirements.
The more efficient PWEM expands the dielectric and field
terms within Maxwell’s equations in order to recast the
equations as eigenvalue expressions.
This technique
operates in Fourier space and requires the presence of the
unit cell that is a feature within translational structures.
The configuration of translational structures requires the
introduction of rotational symmetry such as the 6-fold
symmetry within the triangular lattice. There are also other
structures such as photonic quasi-crystals that only have
rotational symmetry about a central point. Analyzing
structures with only rotational symmetry and their optical
characteristics is normally done using FDTD or a supercell
variation to the PWEM [3-4].
This work proposes a biorthonormal basis method for
the analysis of 2D structures containing rotational
symmetry. The analysis will be completed in cylindrical
coordinates using Fourier-Bessel (FB) functions[5]. The
structures are defined in r and θ while they are taken to be
infinite in z. Biorthonormal basis solutions have been used
in optical fibers [6-7] and outside of the field of optics FB
functions have been used in the study of circular patterns
[5]. Section 2 will examine the use of FB functions in the
recasting of Maxwell’s equations into eigenvalue

expressions. It will show how the eigenvalue solutions
provide the frequencies (eigenvalues) and mode profiles
(eigenvectors) for supported localized modes. Section 3 will
make use of the technique on the triangular lattice PC,
presenting the resulting data and discussing convergence
criteria. Section 4 will provide a brief summary and
conclusions.
2.

Theory

Maxwell’s equations can be combined to give what are
known as the master equations for both TE and TM
polarizations respectively [8].

 1
 ω 
∇ × 
∇ × H(r ) =   H(r )
ε
(
r
)
 r
 c
2

 ω 
1


∇ × ∇ ×
D(r ) =   D(r )
ε r (r )

 c
2

(1)
(2)

where D(r ) = ε o ε r (r )E(r ) . In the case of (2) the relative
dielectric constant, ε r (r ) , is treated as a single value and the
equation to be rewritten as
2

1
ω 
∇ × (∇ × E(r )) =   E(r )
ε r (r )
c

(3)

The goal of using these equations is to express them as
eigenvalue expressions such that the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors can be determined. In PWEM analysis the
dielectric and fields are expanded using Fourier functions as
the basis. The eigenvalues thus obtained are the frequencies
for the propagating Bloch modes through the structure. In
our analysis, Fourier-Bessel functions, (4) and (5), are used
to expand the inverse dielectric and the desired field
component, Hz or Ez for TE and TM polarizations
respectively.

1
= ∑q ,m κ qε ,mε J 0 (ρ q r )e − jmεθ
ε
ε r (r )

(4)

− jΓθ
Field = ∑n,Γ κ nField
,Γ J 0 ( ρ n r )e

(5)

where Field is the respective Hz or Ez field component for
the given polarization, ρ n is the nth zero of the Bessel

function scaled by the radius, b, of the dielectric extent.
mε and Γ are integers related to the rotational symmetries

Equations (7)-(10) can be rewritten to be independent of
the radial extend, b, by performing a change of variable rnew
= r/b and letting rnew be over the interval [0,1]. These are
calculated for all required ranges of n’, n, and q and stored
as look-up tables. It should also be noted that the integrand
within (10) included a 1/r term. If the origin is included in
the interval of integration the resulting values of the integral
would be infinity. Fortunately (10) results from both first
and second order derivatives of the field with respect to θ.
The first and second order derivatives of the field around the
origin are zero allowing us to leave the origin out of the
integration.
In the calculations this is achieved by
integrating from δr to b. Convergence testing with a radial
extent, b, of 2.5 µm showed that the results from both (6)
and (7) converged to eigenvalue wavelength variations of
less than 5 nm as δr decreases from 24.30 nm to 5.20 nm.
Values of δr below 5.20 nm caused the results to diverge
rapidly resulting in solutions to the expressions that were
either undefined or infinite in value.

in the inverse dielectric and field respectively. In previous
work it was shown that the field profile within the structure
would only have significant expansion coefficients when the
rotational symmetries, Γ , followed the relationship
Γ = mε ± kθ ; kθ is defined as an integer related to the
base rotational order of the mode being sought, i.e. 1 for a
dipole-like mode [9].
The advantage to using FB functions is that they are the
sum of the products of two distinct profiles, Fig. 1. The
incorporation of the two profiles allows the FB functions to
efficiently model the general radial shape of the centrally
localized modes while also modeling the rotational
symmetry present in both the modes and dielectric structure.

3. Results
Practical testing of the FB expansion method was conducted
using a triangular array of circular air holes (εr = 1.00) in a
silicon background (εr = 12.1104), Fig. 2. The PC was
designed with a lattice constant, a, of 0.630 µm and a hole
radius to lattice constant, r/a, ratio of 0.48. The parameters
were chosen to ensure a complete TE/TM band gap.

Fig. 1: Two example profiles used in a Fourier-Bessel
product. The profile on the left is the Bessel function,
Jo(ρ6r), while the profile on the right is the exponential term,
ej6θ.
In order to recast equations (1) and (3) the curls must be
expanded into cylindrical coordinates. The FB expansions,
(4) and (5), can then be inserted and using the orthogonality
conditions [5] of the Bessel and exponential functions the
master equations can be rewritten into the following
expressions.

∑κ (εΓ'−Γ ),q (ρ n2 S + Γ' ΓT − ρ n ρ qU )κ ΓH,n =
z

Γ,n ,q

∑ κ (εΓ'−Γ ),q (ρ n2 S + Γ 2T )κ ΓH,n =
z

Γ ,n ,q

ω2
c2

κ ΓH',n '
z

ω2
c2

(6)

κ ΓH',n '
z

(7)

Where S, T, and U are given below and used to simplify the
expressions.
Fig. 2: Triangular lattice of air holes (εr = 1.00, white) in
a silicon background (εr = 12.1104, gray) with a lattice
constant, a, of 0.630 µm and r/a = 0.48.

b

S=

T=

2 ∫ rJ 0 (ρ n ' r )J 0 (ρ n r )J 0 (ρ q r )dr
0

b 2 J 12 (ρ n 'b )

2∫

b

0

1
J 0 (ρ n ' r )J 0 (ρ n r )J 0 (ρ q r )dr
r
b 2 J 12 (ρ n 'b )

(8)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the FB expansion
method a baseline is established using FDTD. The structure
was discretized on a 160 point/µm Cartesian grid and
excited with a noise source, with the desired polarization,
located at the origin. The noise source contains sufficient
spectral randomness to partially excite any modes supported
by the structure. The temporal progression of the desired
field component is monitored at points about the center and
along the edge of the structure for defining localized state
and band gap wavelengths respectively. Fourier transforms

(9)

b

U=

2 ∫ rJ 0 (ρ n ' r )J1 (ρ n r )J1 (ρ q r )dr
0

b 2 J12 (ρ n 'b )

(10)
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are performed using the time information to obtain the
frequency spectrums. The TE FDTD simulations show that
the band gap is located from 1.176 µm to 1.810 µm. The
nature of the band edges allows a +- 20 nm range from the
higher to lowest amplitude over which the band edge is
identified. The stated values are located in the middle of
this range. The TM simulations give a band gap location
from 1.221 µm to 1.461 µm.
To perform the FB expansion the Cartesian grid from
the FDTD calculations is converted to a grid in cylindrical
coordinates with 576 points/µm in r and 1440 points/2π in θ
using Taylor expansions. The FB expansion coefficients,
200 Bessel terms and 100 exponential terms, for εr-1 are
calculated over a 5 µm diameter circle about the center of
the rotational symmetry. In order to focus on the angular
symmetry, the magnitude of the expansion coefficients are
plotted, Fig. 3, such that the radial components are
overlapped at their rotational order. Each order mε has 100
points for the 200 radial components, q, used in the
expansion. For clarity only the first 48 rotational orders are
shown. Convergence tests addressing the density of the
cylindrical grid showed that increasing the resolution would
reduce the minor contributions at mε = 2, 4, etc. but would
only result in the final results for mode wavelengths, varying
by less than 1%. Additionally this would only affect terms
that included these rotational orders i.e. kθ = 2 or 4 for the
triangular lattice.

gap regions and those determined by FDTD simulations
shown in gray. The gaps within the clustered eigenvalues
indicate the band gap to be from approximately 1.131 µm to
1.861 µm. The determination of the upper edge of the band
gap is based on the combined information from the
monopole (kθ = 0) and dipole (kθ = 1) results around this
region. Further reconstruction of the modes is necessary for
a more accurate estimate. The estimated values correspond
to the FDTD band gap edges to within less than 4% error.
The major difference between the two techniques is that the
FDTD method shows the wavelengths that propagate versus
those that are forbidden. The FB method is showing
stationary states whose density allows approximate gaps to
be determined.

Fig. 4: The TE monopole and dipole FB expansion results
for the triangular lattice with shaded area indicating the band
gap obtained from FDTD simulations.
The accuracy of the technique is dependent upon the
number of Bessel terms, n and q, and exponential terms, mε
and Γ, used in the calculations. These values were verified
in convergence tests showing that an increase from 100
Bessel terms to 200 terms causes wavelength shifts of less
than 1% for both polarizations. An increase of 100
exponential terms to 150 terms resulted in wavelength
changes of less than 7%.
The nature and location of the band gap determined
through the Bessel expansion method can be further
explored by examining the eigenvectors as they provide the

Fig. 3: Magnitude of the Fourier-Bessel expansion
coefficients for the triangular lattice, 6-fold rotational. The
expansion was done for a 5 µm diameter circle about the
center of the PC with 200 Bessel and 100 exponential terms.
The results in Fig. 3 show that the expansion
coefficients can be used to determine rotational symmetry of
the structure as only expansion coefficients with significant
values correspond to the multiples of the rotational order of
the dielectric, in this case the 6-fold of the triangular lattice.
The expansion coefficients are then used in (6) and (7)
along with the kθ of the mode being sought. The
expressions are then recast into an eigenvalue solution and
solved to obtain the eigenvalues, ω2/c2. The sorted absolute
values of the eigenvalues are converted to wavelength and
shown in Fig. 4. Each eigenvalue corresponds to a state
supported by the structure under examination. The regions
where the states are sparse indicate band gaps. Fig. 4 shows
the strong agreement between the Bessel expansion TE band

κ nField
,Γ

terms that are then used in (4) to reconstruct the field

profile of a given state. The modes within the band gap are
either centrally localized modes or interfaces states. The
interface states are the result of the boundary conditions at r
= b imposed by the use of Bessel functions in the radial
direction. These functions force the field and inverse
dielectric to be zero at this boundary. As these states result
from the boundary conditions they are ignored in the
comparison with FDTD. Fig. 5 shows the centrally
localized TE monopole state present within the indicated
band gap. The wavelength for the monopole was calculated
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to be 1.469 µm using the FB expansion method. This value
gives has a 0.41% error when compared to the 1.475 µm
value determine through FDTD simulations. Neither the
FDTD simulations nor the FB expansion method found
dipole states within the given band gap.

1.293 µm and a mode profile shown in Fig. 7. This value
gives a 0.84% error from the 1.304 µm value determined
with FDTD. As with the TE polarization neither technique
located a dipole within the given band gap.

Fig. 7: TM Monopole field profile obtained using
eigenvectors in a Fourier-Bessel reconstruction.

Fig. 5: TE Monopole field profile obtained using
eigenvectors in a Fourier-Bessel reconstruction.

4. Conclusions

Using (7) the TM analysis of the structure was also
completed with the sorted eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 6.
The FB expansion method indicates an approximate band
gap with lower and upper edges at 1.114 µm and 1.476 µm
respectively. These are within 110 nm, less than 9% error,
of the FDTD results, shown in gray.

This work has proposed a new method for the study of
dielectric structures that contain rotational symmetry using
Fourier-Bessel functions as the basis. The technique has
been shown to be effective in studying both TE and TM
polarizations giving band gaps that are in good agreement
with FDTD simulations. The Fourier-Bessel expansions
method was also able to find modes and calculate their
wavelength values to within 1% error of the FDTD results.
The use of the Fourier-Bessel expansion method does
introduce interface states due to the boundary conditions
imposed by the Bessel functions at the radial extent of the
photonic crystal being studied. Removal of these states will
be one aspect that will be addressed moving forward with
this research. Future work will also focus on the use of the
technique to generate full band structures akin to those
obtained using the more traditional plane-wave expansionmethod.
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Abstract
A new taper based on curvilinear-lattice photonic crystal
used for coupling two ridge waveguides with different
widths has been theoretically investigated. The studies were
carried out by using the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method. Coupling efficiency around 75 % was
obtained for waveguides whose widths were related by a
factor of eleven.

1. Introduction
Photonic Crystals (PCs) are structures with a periodic
modulation of dielectric materials which can occur in one,
two or three dimensions. This kind of material can possibly
inhibit the propagation of the light in one or more bands of
frequencies [1]. The bandwidth of light that can not go
through the material is known as Photonic Band Gap (PBG).
Furthermore, parameters like materials, lattice type,
geometrical distribution of materials in an unitary cell,
among others, have a huge influence on the PBG behavior.
There are practically infinite combinatorial possibilities
of geometry and material for structuring a PC. The first PCs
proposed and studied were composed of simple geometric
forms. However, in the last few years many researchers
have used several methods of search and optimization to
explore new configurations of PCs with optimized
properties [2,3,4,5].
By using PCs it is possible to obtain more compact
devices in integrated optics [6]. An interesting class of
integrated devices based on PCs emerge as an alternative to
the coupling light between different waveguides (optical
fibers, ridge waveguide, PBG waveguide, among others)
[7,8,9]. Generally, these devices (based on PCs) are a kind
of tapers or lenses [1], [10,11].
This work presents a new optical taper based on
curvilinear-lattice PC using silicon rods and air as a
background material. The simulations were carried out by
means of a FDTD code in a 2-D approach. In the device
analysis, the transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, was
considered. The remainder sections describe the design
approach, the numerical results, the discussions, and the
conclusions.

2. Design Approach
In general, the sub-class of PBG materials with curvilinear
lattice has scatters positioned in curvilinear arrangement. J.
Zarbakhsh et al. [12] have stated that square and triangular

lattices presented a large complete PBG for the TM light
polarization for 2-D PCs made up silicon cylinders with the
same radii in an air background. Besides that, they
presented a small difference in the spectral position of the
PBG, while the cylinder systems assumed different types of
lattices. In their investigation, they proposed a PC based on
curvilinear lattice, with short-range periodicity. They also
investigated a waveguide bend (Figure 1) where they
observed very small local density of states (LDOS) in the
outer region of waveguide and a high transmission in the
inner region.

Figure 1: Waveguide bend based in curvilinear-lattice PC
[12]. The cylinders consist of silicon and are immersed in
air background.
Considering this material arrangement we have
proposed a taper for coupling waveguides whose widths
were related by a factor of eleven.
Figure 2(a)-(b) shows the two PBG waveguides without
and with the new taper, respectively. Waveguides W11 and
W1 are formed by removing eleven and one silicon rod
layers in the square-lattice PC. The distance between them
corresponds to 8 times the lattice constant (a).
The new taper is shown in Figure 2 (b), where the PC
structure is formed by curvilinear lattice with silicon rods
and with air in the background. The lattice constant is the
same as that of the PC which composes the waveguides, but
using curvilinear instead of square lattice.

Figure 3: Normalized transmission of coupling between the
waveguides without curvilinear taper.

(a)

In Figure 3 one can observe that the coupling works
badly. The transmission of around 20% between the
waveguides was observed.
After that, we investigated the coupling achieved when
the taper is part of the setup (Figure 2(b)). Figure 4 shows
its normalized transmission.

(b)
Figure 2: The PBG waveguides (W11 and W1) to be
coupled. (a) it shows the waveguides without taper. (b) it
shows the waveguides with taper.
In Figure 2 the silicon region is in white and the air
region is in black. The input and output waveguides are in
left and right regions, respectively. Figure 2(b) shows,
intuitively, that the PC itself (with curvilinear-lattice) is
used to strangle the incident light (from W11) towards the
output waveguide (W1).

Figure 4: Normalized transmission curve of the setup in
Figure 2(b).
In Figure 4, the normalized transmission between the
optical waveguides can be seen; one can observe that the
device works as predicted. The transmissions around 75 %
at normalized frequency (a/λ) within the range of
bandwidth 0.35 to 0.39 (a/λ). Although a normalized
transmission around 75 % may seem reasonably good for
this taper, it is important to highlight that the width factor of
the waveguides is 11:1, and this coupling occurs in a short
distance (8a).
Figure 5 shows pulse snapshots in the above mentioned
setup for distinct time steps; one can see the pulse shape
being accommodated by the taper and by the output
waveguide.

3. Numerical Results and Discussions
In the numerical analyses, we consider the coupling
between two waveguides with distinct widths: one with 11a
and the other with 1a, were “a” is the lattice constant of the
square and curvilinear lattices of the PCs. The considered
taper for this setup has length of 8a and it was designed
with silicon rods, with radii of 0.2a and n=3.4 [13], in the
air background, as shown in Figure 2(b).
The simulations were carried out in time-domain using
an implementation of FDTD [14]. The input was excited
with a gaussian pulse with a central frequency at 0.37a/λ
and w=0.007. The material dispersion was not considered.
Each simulation took around 1:10 hours. First, we simulated
the coupling between the waveguides without the taper.
Figure 3 shows the normalized transmission of the setup;
depicted in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 5 shows that the mode is being strangled by the
taper in order to adjust it to the output waveguide, as
predicted.
Moreover, the new configuration of taper for optical
waveguides presents an easy geometry allowing its
fabrication using traditional techniques [15].

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed and theoretically designed
a taper based on a curvilinear-lattice PC for coupling ridge
waveguides with distinct widths. Coupling efficiency
around 75 % has been achieved for a wideband and for a
relatively short distance between the waveguides. In future
works, optimized versions of this taper considering a
wideband, a higher transmission and a shorter length will be
addressed.

(a)
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New Application to Microstrip Antennas with Metamaterial Substrates
Marinaldo Neto • Humberto Fernandes • Valentin Roda

Abstract The propagation characteristics of the rectangular
microstrip patch antenna on metamaterial substrate are
determined via full wave method, Transverse Transmission
Line – TTL. Compared to other full wave methods, the TTL
is an efficient tool to determine the resonant frequency,
making possible a significant algebraic simplification of the
equations involved in the process. Numerical results of
resonant frequencies and return loss are found as functions
of the metamaterial properties.
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Introduction

Recently, a great deal of attention has been given to the
properties of the artiﬁcial materials, named metamaterials,
due to their interesting anomalous electromagnetic features
and wide variety of applications. The metamaterial consist
of periodic metallic arrangements, embedded in a low
dielectric host medium, providing an effective medium with
effective permittivity and permeability at any frequency of
interest [1-7].
This work presents a rigorous full-wave analysis of
rectangular microstrip patch antenna printed on a
metamaterial substrate. Microstrip antennas consist of a
patch conductor on a dielectric substrate and a ground plane
at the bottom [8], as shown in Fig. 1. The analysis uses TTL
method in the Fourier transform domain, and combines
dyadic Green’s functions with Galerkin’s method to
determine the radiation properties of rectangular microstrip
patch antenna [9].
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Fig. 1 Rectangular microstrip patch antenna on metamaterial
substrate
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Theory of metamaterials

Artificial materials have been developed with certain
desirable dielectric and magnetic characteristics. New
techniques and means of production have enabled the
development of new materials with characteristics that
cannot be found in nature [4]. Such artificial materials with
properties that are not found in ubiquitous materials are
called metamaterials. These can also be defined as artificial
effectively homogeneous electromagnetic structures with
unusual properties not readily available in nature [5].
An effectively homogeneous structure is a structure whose
structural average cell size p is much smaller than the guided
wavelength λg, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, this average
cell size should be at least smaller than a quarter of
wavelength p < λg/4. The condition p = λg /4 will refer to the
effective – homogeneity limit, to ensure that refractive
phenomena will dominate over scattering/diffraction
phenomena when a wave propagates inside the MTM
medium. The constitutive parameters are the permittivity ε
and the permeability µ, which are related to the refractive
index n in [5]:

n = ± µr ε r

(1)

The Fig. 2 shows the first metamaterial proposed by Pendry,
consisting of metals and dielectrics and following the actual
condition of homogeneity [5].
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Fig. 2 (a) Structure consisting Thin-wire (TW). (b) Structure
consisting Split-ring resonator (SRR)
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For TW structure the negative permittivity is theoretically
obtained from [10].

ε eff (ω ) = 1 −

(ω

2
ω pe

2

+ jωξ e )

(2)

2π c02
ω =
 p
p 2 ln  
r

NKN

NKO

(3)

c0 is the velocity of light in free space, p is the period of the

ζe

µeff (ω ) = 1 −

we have εr < 0 when ω

< ωep , Fig. 3.

NKS

(5)

π r2
p2

3 pc02
 2w 
π ln   r 3
 d 

(6)

(7)

(4)
Where d is the distance between the rings and w is the width
of the rings. is the loss factor of the metal, given by:

where σ is the conductivity of metal.
For Re(εr) < 0 we have ω 2 < (ωep2 − ζ e2 ) . Reducing

Fω 2
ω 2 − ω02m + jωζ m

F=

ω02m =

2

πσ

NKR

Where ω is the magnetic resonant frequency resonance, F is
the factor of the cell and r is the inner radius of the smaller
ring.

is given by

 pω 
ε 0  ep 
r 
ζe = 

NKQ

Fig. 3 Resonance frequency as a function of effective relative
permittivity

arrangement and r is the radius of the wires. Therefore, it is
possible to manipulate the plasma frequency only through
the dimensions of the wires, p and r.
The metal loss factor

NKP
Ñ=EdeòF

A periodic arrangement of SRRs has an effective magnetic
permeability given by [10]:

where is the plasma frequency, which is given by:
2
pe

JMKU =
N

ζe = 0

ζe =

2 pR`
r µ0

Where R’ is the metal resistance.

(8)

Of considerations we can say that to

ω0 m < ω < ω0 m

µr < 0

we have

(1 − F ) = ωmp , Fig. 4 .

Starting from the general field equations of the LTT method
and applying the tensors in (1) and (2), the field equations
in the Fourier transform domain for the microstrip antenna
with metamaterial substrate shown in Fig. 1 are given by:

Fig. 4 Resonance frequency as a function of effective relative
permeability

Therefore, values of a material with negative ε and µ can be
made to certain frequency bands.

3

Theory

The MTM used in the structure described in Fig. 1 can be
characterized by the tensor matrix below [4]:

 µ xx

µ = µ0  0
 0
 ε xx

ε = ε 0  0
 0

0

µ yy
0
0

ε yy
0

3.1. Field Structure

0 
0 

µ zz 

(9)

0
0

ε zz 

(10)

Eɶ xi =



∂ ɶ
ɶ  (11)
−
α
+
β
ϖµ
µ
j
E
H

0
n
y
k
zz
y
k02ε xx µ zz + γ 12 
∂y


Eɶ zi =



∂ ɶ
E y + α nϖµ0 µ xx Hɶ y  (12)
− j βk
k ε µ xx + γ 
∂y


1

1

2
0 zz

2
i

Hɶ xi =



∂ ɶ
H y + β kϖε 0ε zz Eɶ y  (13)
 − jα n
k ε µ xx + γ 
∂y


Hɶ zi =



∂ ɶ
H y + α nϖε 0ε xx Eɶ y  (14)
− jβk
k ε µ zz + γ 
∂y


1

2
0 zz

2
i

1

2
0 xx

2
i

The fields
and of equations (11)-(14) are determined
from wave equations in the spectral domain (15) and (16):
ɶ
∂ 2 Ey
ɶ =0
− γ 2 Ey
(15)
∂y 2
2 ɶ
∂ Hy
ɶ =0
− γ 2 Hy
(16)
∂y 2
3.2. Admittance Matrix
Applying equations (11) - (14) the boundary conditions
appropriate to the structure a system of equations is
obtained in matrix form. This matrix is called the
admittance or impedance matrix, depending on how the
matrix equation is represented:

 Yxx Yxz   Eɶ xh   Jɶ x 

  = 
Yzx Yzz   Eɶ zh   Jɶ z 

(17)

Where for example:
Yxx =

 γ 2 cot gh(γ1h)(k02ε xx µxxαn2 − βk2γ12 )

+ γ 1 (k22 − βk2 ) (18)
γ1γ 2ϖµ 0 
(βk2 µzz + αn2 µxx )

j

The matrix inversion is used and the current densities
in the interface are expanded using basis functions:

 Z xx Z xz   Jɶ zh   Eɶ xh 
Z Z   ɶ  =  ɶ 
 zx zz   J xh   E zh 

(19)

n

Jɶxh = ∑ axi ⋅ fɶxi (α n , β k )

(20)

Jɶzh = ∑ azj ⋅ fɶzj (α n , β k )

(21)

i =1
m

j =1

The Fourier transform of the basis function used in the study
is given by:
β l
2π 2 l ⋅ cos k 
~
 2  ⋅ Joα w 
(22)
f x (α n , β k ) =
 n 
2
2
2
π − (β k l)


Equation (19) is transformed into a homogeneous matrix
equation - provided that the determinant of the matrix is
zero. The non-trivial solution corresponding to the
characteristic equation of the structure and its roots provide
a complex resonant frequency.

 K xx
K
 zx

K xz  a x  0
⋅
=
K zz  a z  0

(23)

In the second case (CASE 2), the analysis considers that the
periodic arrangement of metallic elements is embedded in a
dielectric with permittivity εr and permeability µr, therefore
εzz = εeff , εxx = εyy = εr, µzz = µeff, and µxx = µyy = 1,as follows:

ε r

ε = ε0  0
0



0

εr
0

1 0 0 
0 
 


0  µ = µ0 0 1 0  (18)
0 0 µeff 
ε eff 



Numerical computations are performed considering that the
metamaterial has εeff = 9.8 and µeff = 3.1.The resonant size of
the patch is calculated at 250 MHz, as presented in [5]. We
consider enhanced positive electric permittivity and
magnetic permeability for microwave applications [5].
Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the resonant frequency as a
function of the length l, (w = 93.0 mm and h = 0.127 cm).
The metamaterial substrate is deﬁned as given by (17). It is
observed that as the dimension of the length increases, the
resonant frequency decreases, as expected. Also, the use of
magneto-dielectric materials, as antenna substrate, yields to
the miniaturization of the antenna.

For Example:
∞
∞
~
~
~
~
K xx = ∑ f x ⋅ Zxx ⋅ f x * ; K xz = ∑ f z ⋅ Zxz ⋅ f x * (24)
−∞

4

−∞

Results

The developed formulation has been used for the calculation
of the resonance frequency of the proposed antenna
supported by metamaterial substrate. This artiﬁcial medium
exhibits anisotropic properties with effective permittivity εeff
and permeability µeff [4-6]. Results are obtained taking into
account two possible conﬁguration of the metamaterial
tensors by considering the variations of the effective
permittivity and permeability [1].
In the ﬁrst conﬁguration (CASE 1), we consider that the
components of the permittivity assume values εzz = εeff and
εxx = εyy = 1. On the other hand, the permeability elements
are µzz = 1 and µxx = µyy = µeff, so for these2-D structures,
we have

1

ε = ε 0 0
0



0 
 µeff
 
1 0  µ = µ0  0
 0
0 ε eff 
0

0

µeff
0

0
0  (17)

1 

Fig. 3 Resonance frequency as function of the patch length

In Figure 3 numerical results are presented for the resonant
frequency versus patch length with different values of
effective permittivities along the same optical axis (z - axis),
CASE 1. It appears that the antenna printed on a substrate
with high dielectric constant has a low resonance frequency,
which contributes to miniaturization of the device. The
behavior of resonance frequency when the change occurs
over µeff is similar to that observed in εeff as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 shows curves of the resonant frequency as a function
of the length l for an rectangular patch with w = 93.0 mm
and h = 0.127 cm. The metamaterial is characterized by εeff,
= 9.8, εr = 3.38, µeff = 3.1 and µr = 3.1 (CASE 2). We can
see that the antenna with an isotropic substrate has a higher
resonance frequency compared to the antenna with uniaxial
material bianisotropic. The same behavior can be observed
in Fig. 8, for w = 46.5 mm.

Fig. 4 Resonance frequency as function of the patch length

Fig.7 Resonance frequency as function of the patch length

Fig. 5 Resonance frequency as function of the patch length
Using the Ansoft HFSS®, the return loss of the structure with
bianisotrópico substrate (h = 0,127 cm) is obtained, as shown in
Fig. 6. It appears that for the square patch, with w = l = 9,3 cm, the
return loss is -22 dB.

Fig. 8 Resonance frequency as function of the length

5

Fig. 6 Return loss as function of the resonance frequency

Conclusions

Theoretical and numerical results have been presented for
the rectangular microstrip patch antenna on metamaterial
substrate. The TTL method, in the Fourier transform domain

was used in the determination of the electrical and magnetic
fields, in all regions.
The results were obtained for the complex resonance
frequency. It can be seen that the use of magneto-dielectric
materials, as substrate’s antenna, yields to the
miniaturization of these structures.
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Abstract
1
Normalized frequency (a/ )

We have designed a flat graded index lens made from a
metallic graded 2D photonic crystal. The gradient of index
has been obtained by varying the filling factor of a flat slab
of photonic crystal in the direction perpendicular to that of
the propagation of the electromagnetic field. This gradient
has been designed in such a way that the flat slab focuses
a plane wave. With applications in the microwave range in
view, we considered a photonic crystal which consists of
copper strips.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1. Introduction
The relation of dispersion of photonic cristals ! = !(k)
is as a band structure, so that there are bandgaps in which
the electromagnetic field cannot propagate. Apart from
the bandgaps of photonic crystals, that is, in the photonic
bands, the propagation of the electromagnetic field is governed by the shape of these bands [1]. Besides, graded photonic crystals (GPC) have been demonstrated to enhance
the ability of photonic crystals to control the light propagation [2]. GPC are obtained by gradual modications of
photonic crystal parameters, such as the lattice period, the
filling factor or the dielectric constant. Several phenomena involving GPC have already been demonstrated such as
light bending, quasi-transparency or focusing [3, 4, 5, 6].
In this communication, we report on the design of a GPC
slab whose filling factor was varied. The gradient of the
filling factor results in a gradient of the index of refraction,
which allows the slab to focus a plane wave. The GPC was
designed so as to it behaves as an homogeneous isotropic
material. We consider a metallic photonic crystal for applications in microwave domain, such as antenna applications
[7, 8, 9, 10], because in this domain of frequency, losses are
very low [11].

2. Design
On one hand, gradient-index optics finds many applications
in imagery and in telecommunications and has been quite
studied for a long time (see reference [12] for a review). On
the other hand, photonic crystals permit to control the flow
of the electromagnetic field via the shape of their photonic
bands which rely the group velocity vg to the wave vector

0

= 1.22
= 182

3
6

X

M

Figure 1: Band structures of two 2D metallic photonic crystals made of copper strips arranged in a square lattice with
lattice constant a = 12 mm. The incident electric field is
parallel to the axis of the strips (TM mode). In the first
photonic band, at the frequency /a = 0.4, the IFC are
circular. The width of the strips of each photonic crystal
is constant. The blue and the red curves correspond to the
smallest width and to the greatest width of the strips, respectively.
k, according to the relation [1]
vg = rk !(k) .
Thereby, the wave vector k is perpendicular to the isofrequency curves (IFC). These represent the relation of dispersion at a given frequency.
On their part, GPC rely on a small variation of one of
the parameters over one period of the lattice of the photonic crystal. This small variation gradually modifies the
dispersion properties. Consequently, engineering the IFC
allows the control of the direction of the wave vector k.
IFC may have a great variety of shapes. If these are circular
shapes, the photonic crystal can be assumed as a homogeneous isotropic medium. Moreover, at the interface of the
photonic crystal with vacuum, the tangential component of
the wave vector k is continuous. These are the key points to

0.6
light cone
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filling factor from 0.18-3 to 5 -3
-0.6
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0.4

-0.6
0.6

kx (2 /a)

IFC may be circular. Two band structures, which give rise
to circular IFC, are reported in Fig. 1, that of the smallest
width of the strips and that of the greatest width of the
strips. The working frequency is /a = 0.4. The corresponding IFC for six values of the filling factor ⌘ and that
of the vacuum are shown on Fig. 2. When the IFC are circular, the effective index nef f can be calculated from the
ratio of the radius of the IFC to that of the relation of dispersion of the vacuum. This latter is generally called the
”light cone”. Thus, we deduced a ”calibration curve”, that
is, the variation of the effective index nef f with the filling
factor ⌘, nef f = nef f (⌘). The former decreases as the
latter increases.
Then, we considered the graded index lens, that is, a
slab of homogeneous medium, whose index of refraction
is modified from center towards the edges. Graded index
lens acts as a phase compensator (see Fig. 3), that is, all
optical paths across the slab are equal [15]. The shape of
the positive index of refraction is given by [15]
n(r) = n(0)

Figure 2: Six iso-frequency curves and that of the vacuum
at /a = 0.4, the latter being referred to as the light cone.
Each of these curves is circular and corresponds to width of
the constitutive of the GPC. The filling factor varies from
0.18 10 3 (red curve) to 5 10 3 (purple curve).

r2 + f 2
d

f

,

where f is the focal length of the lens, d is its thickness,
r is the radial distance from the optical axis and n(0) = 1
is the index of refraction along the optical axis of the lens.
The focal length and the thickness were chosen f = 15 cm
and d = 6 cm, respectively. Thanks to the previously deduced relation between the effective index nef f and the filling factor ⌘ (nef f = nef f (⌘)), we extrapolated the different widths of the constitutive strips in order to design the
required gradient index n(r). The width of the strips increases from the optical axis towards the edges. As the
width w of the strips increases, the effective index nef f
decreases. A sketch of the whole device, made of printed
circuit board (PCB), is reported in Fig. 4.

design a graded index lens from a graded photonic crystal.
For applications in the X band frequency range, we considered a 2D photonic crystal made of metallic strips periodically arranged in a square lattice whose side is a. The
strips are onto a dielectric substrate. Indeed, in the microwave range, metals can be considered as ideal metals,
because ohmic losses are very low [11]. Thus, the elementary cell of the considered photonic crystal consists of a 12
mm wide square within which a 35 µm thick strip is centered. The filling factor ⌘ is given by
⌘=

p

3. Simulations
Then, we simulated the whole device via a ”home made”
FDTD code source which involves Perfectly Matched
Layer boundaries conditions and the Total Field/Scattered
Field method [13]. It consisted of five layers of copper
strips. Simulations were carried out at 10 GHz (normalized frequency a/ = 0.4), firstly with a plane wave incident on the lens. The results of the simulations are reported
in Fig. 5 and the map of the mean value of the square of
the electric field (Ez2 ) highlights that the simulated focal
length is around f = 15 cm. Actually, the thickness d of
the slab is not negligible compared to the focal length f ,
so that the slab cannot be assumed as a thin lens. The corresponding shape of the electric field in the focal plane is
reported in Fig. 6. Full width at half maximum (FWHM)
is 2.35 cm, so that FWHM = 0.78 . It can be seen that
the outer secondary maximum are high. Edge effects have
been attributed to this. Indeed, it can be noticed in Fig. 5
that the electric field is not null on the edges of the domain
of simulation. The discretization of the constitutive strips

tw
a2

So as to design the GPC, the filling factor ⌘ has been varied by varying the width w of the strips. We calculated
band structures and IFC for several values of the filling factor ⌘ via a ”home made” Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) code source which describes the unit cell with Periodic Boundaries Conditions [13]. The polarization of the
incident wave was transverse magnetic (TM), the electric
field being parallel to the axis. The conductivity of the copper strips is taken into account ( = 5.9 107 S/m) in the
simulations. As the thickness of the strips is very small
against their width, this would have necessitated a very fine
mesh size and consequently very long numerical calculations. Consequently, we carried out the FDTD simulations
using a subgridding scheme based on mesh nesting [14].
Thereby, the dielectric substrate is not simulated.
In the first photonic band of square metallic lattices, the
2

n(r)
r
f
n(0)
Axis of the lens

k
H

!
#

"

d

Figure 3: Gradient index lens which behaves as a phase
compensator, that is, all the incident parallel rays converge
towards the focal point with the same optical path. The index of refraction n(r) is varied symmetrically and perpendicularly to the axis of the lens, from r = 0 (optical axis of
the lens) towards the edges. f is the focal length of the lens
and d is its thickness.

"
a
d

Figure 4: Sketch of the graded 2D photonic crystal slab
made of metallic strips onto a dielectric substrate. The
width w of the strips increases from the axis of the slab
towards the edges, whereas their thickness t is constant to
35 µm. a is the period lattice which is constant. The direction of the wave vector k is shown and is perpendicular
to the gradient. There is no strip along the axis of the lens
since n(0) = 1. Inset : The elementary cell is a square of
side a within which a 35 µm thick strip is centered.

by a square mesh also brings about discrepancy in the simulations.
Secondly, so as to confirm our device really works as a
graded index lens, we carried out further simulations with a
punctual source located at the focal point. The results of the
simulations are reported in Fig. 7 and it can be noticed that
the designed GPC actually transforms a cylindrical incident
wave into a plane wave. Both cases of simulations showed
that the slab acts as a convex lens which focuses an incident
plane wave and which transforms a cylindrical wave into a
plane wave. Besides, this devices comprised only a few layers, so that it proves that GPC have the ability to efficiently
control the propagation of light.
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Abstract
A one-dimensional transmission line-based medium capable
of bidirectional lossless negative group delay signal
propagation is described. The microwave circuit comprises
two symmetric resonator loaded transmission lines with
active gain compensation and coupled through power
combiners. We demonstrate the circuit is conditionally
stable and capable of transmitting a finite bandwidth pulse
in both directions. A group delay of -600 ps in either
direction is achieved for a Gaussian pulse with a bandwidth
of 14 MHz modulated at a frequency of 280 MHz.

1. Introduction
Media exhibiting superluminal or negative group delay
(NGD) have been explored in the optical regime [1] as well
as the microwave regime where they are commonly
implemented using loaded transmission lines [2]. Passive
devices based on resonator loaded transmission lines can
provide NGD in regions of anomalous dispersion but are
accompanied by loss. Several active circuit designs, which
incorporate gain elements, have been proposed to
compensate for this loss [3-9]. These circuit topologies are,
however,
inherently
unidirectional.
Bidirectional
transmission line media have recently been demonstrated
that are capable of superluminal group velocity using shunt
negative capacitance devices [10], and negative group
velocity using symmetric coupled active transmission lines
[11]. In this paper we present a bidirectional lossless NGD
transmission line and demonstrate measurements of stable
time-domain pulse propagation with NGD in both
directions through this media.
Circuits exhibiting superluminal or negative group delay
have enabled many novel microwave devices through their
ability to provide phase equalization or delay compensation.
Several passive NGD circuits, mostly based on series or
parallel RLC resonators have been reported [2,12,13].
These devices exhibit large attenuation for any reasonable
NGD, and there is a trade-off between the achieved NGD
and attenuation at the resonance frequency [7]. The
attenuation can be compensated by cascading active
elements with resonators or by integrating the resonator
within the amplifier feedback circuitry. The use of active
elements limits the signal transmission in gain-compensated
NGD media to be unidirectional and places restrictions on

their application. For example, the gain-compensated NGD
application in series-fed phased arrays [14,15] can be used
for either transmit or receive modes, but not simultaneously.
In [11] a symmetric bilateral gain-compensated NGD circuit
was presented which enabled a bilateral lossless constant
phase shifter. Most studies of NGD microwave devices
present the frequency behavior, with few examining the timedomain response to finite bandwidth waveforms and their
associated distortion [16].

2. Bidirectional NGD Media
In this paper we present a one-dimensional medium that
exhibits NGD without absorption in both directions. The
medium enables finite bandwidth pulses to propagate in
both directions without loss as shown in Fig. 1a. This would
also enable construction of a finite sized (delay) medium
exhibiting lossless zero delay.

Figure 1a) Bidirectional medium with length τ0=c/l
exhibiting negative group delay and b) its implementation
using a symmetric coupled resonator-loaded transmission
line circuit with active gain compensation.

The bidirectional NGD device comprises two symmetric
resonator loaded transmission lines with active gain
compensation, which are coupled through power combiners
as shown in Fig. 1b. The resonator-loaded transmission lines
in each of the branches (A-B) are used to produce the NGD
and can be constructed using several different topologies as
previously described in [6]. A passive resonator based
circuit exhibiting negative group delay will inherently have
attenuation associated with it. The attenuation is
compensated by cascading an active gain stage with the
NGD circuit. Various approaches, involving cascaded NGD
circuit-amplifiers [3], integration of the NGD resonator in
the feedback path of an op-amp [7] or use of the out-of-band
negative phase characteristic in the roll-off of an amplifier
has been used to achieve lossless NGD [17] in transmission
line based media. However, all these previous approaches
are unidirectional due to the active gain stages in these
circuits.
The 2-port description of the circuit in Fig. 1b will be
derived by considering the transmission and reflection
coefficients of the branches (A-B). A passive resonatorbased NGD circuit comprised of simple resonators can be
modeled using a cascaded second-order transfer function
[7]. For the generic gain-compensated case of Fig. 1, the
transmission coefficient of a matched cascaded N-stage
design is

AB
S21 = S12 = L2 S21

1 + S11AB I .
AB 2 2
) I
1− (S21

(4)

At the resonance frequency we note that for splitters with
good isolation, such that |S21ABI|<<1 and |S11ABI|<<1, the
transmission coefficient is S21 = L2S21AB.
The transmission coefficient phase and the differentialphase group delay can be expressed, respectively, as

⎛ Im(S21 ) ⎞
dφ (ω )
.
φ (ω ) = tan −1⎜
⎟ and τ g = −
dω
⎝ Re(S21 ) ⎠

(5)

The minimum group delay (largest NGD, if it becomes
negative) occurs approximately at the resonance frequency,
and can be evaluated from (2) as
GD21 = τ g
ω =ω 0

=−

2Qtot
1− 1/ A1/totN
N 21/ N − 1
+ τ AB + 2τ L ,
2 1/ N
ω0
1− (2 / Atot
)

(6)

where τAB is the positive group delay associated with the
physical delay of the NGD circuit (A-B) and τL is the delay
due to the coupler.

⎡ 1 + jQ(ω ω 0 − ω 0 ω ) ⎤ − jβl
AB
(ω ) = −G ⎢ 1/ N
S21
⎥ e , (1)
⎣ Atot + jQ(ω ω 0 − ω 0 ω ) ⎦
N

where Q is the chosen quality factor of individual
resonators, ω0 is the resonance frequency, and Atot is the
maximum out-of-band magnitude swing of the overall Nstage design (Atot=AN). Here, G is the compensating
amplifier gain and compensates for the NGD resonator loss
as well as losses in the splitters and |G/Atot||>1 or
|S21AB(ω)|>1. The exp(-jβl) term accounts for the phase shift
due to finite physical dimensions. Expression (1) assumes
ideal wideband input and/or output matching of the
cascaded stages. The overall N-stage bandwidth is
determined by the overall quality factor Qtot=ω0/Δω.
Assuming 1/(2Qtot)<<1, and with Atot > 21/2 yields
Qtot = Q

2 1/ N
) .
1− (2 / Atot
1/ N
2 −1

(2)

The bidirectional gain-compensated NGD circuit is shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of two 3-dB power splitters/combiners
with high isolation, and two amplifiers, one for each
propagation direction, as shown in Fig. 1b. Assuming the
power divider-couplers have an insertion loss, L, and
isolation, I, and with |S22AB(ω)|=0 the overall transfer and
reflection coefficients for the bidirectional circuit is
S11 = S22 = L2

(S ) I + S ,
1 − (S ) I
AB 2
21

AB
11
AB 2 2
21

Figure 2a) Bidirectional resonator-loaded transmission
line circuit exhibiting NGD and b) its equivalent circuit
block diagram.
2.1. Bidirectional gain-compensated NGD circuit
The constructed bidirectional NGD circuit is shown in Fig.
2a, with its equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2b. In this work
we employ a T-network of series / parallel resonators for

(3)

2

the NGD passive circuit [13], equivalent to the N=3 stage
cascaded second order filter (1). The resonator is cascaded
with a wideband, low group delay, amplifier with a gain, G,
and an attenuator with insertion loss LATTN. The attenuator
after the amplifier is used to adjust the total insertion loss of
the circuit so that a net gain of the bidirectional circuit is
zero. When the resonance frequency and quality factor of
the stages are equal, the transmission and reflection
coefficients of the individual NGD–gain compensated
branches (A-B) is
AB
S21
= Gtot

S11AB =

1
2
e − jωτ AB ,
1 + z p 2 + y s (1 + z p )

2
1 2z p − y s (1− z p ) − jωτ AB ,
e
1 + z p 2 + y s (1 + z p )

(7)
(8)

where
zp =

R p /Z 0
Z 0 /Rs
,
, ys =
⎛ ω ω0 ⎞
⎛ ω ω0 ⎞
1+ jQ⎜
− ⎟
1+ jQ⎜
− ⎟
⎝ω 0 ω ⎠
⎝ω0 ω ⎠

Q = Qp =

Rp
L p /C p

ω0 = ω p =
Rs =

Z 02 − R p2
2R p

= Qs =

1
= ωs =
LpC p

, Atot =

(9)

Ls /Cs ,
Rs

(10)

1 ,
LsCs

(11)

Z 0 + Rp .
Z 0 − Rp

Figure 3a) Measured S-parameters of the gaincompensated resonator-loaded transmission line single
branch (A-B) in Fig. 2b and b) its measured group delay.

(12)

Equation (12) puts limits on the possible values of Rp. Here
Gtot = GLATTN with LATTN = -3 dB in the constructed circuit.
A resonant frequency of f0 = 310 MHz, a Q = 2.62 and an
out-of-band gain Atot = 2.84 (9.1 dB) were chosen as design
parameters along with a reference impedance Z0 = 50Ω. The
gain is chosen so that G = Atot/(LLATTN) where L is the
coupler insertion loss.
2.2. Measured frequency response and group delay
The measured S-parameters of the single-branch (A-B) gain
compensated circuit are shown in Fig. 3a. The measured
resonance frequency was 280 MHz, while the gain at the
resonance was 7.2 dB. The amplifiers are designed for a
gain of slightly over 6 dB at the resonant frequency, in order
to compensate for loss at the two splitters. The resonance
frequency and matching of the circuit deviate slightly from
the theoretically designed values due to the actual chosen
values of the R,L,C components and parasitic effects. The
values used in the fabricated resonator design were Rp=24Ω,
Lp=4.7nH, Cp=56pF and Rs=43Ω, Ls=39nH, Cs=6.8pF. Fig.
3b shows the measured group delay of the single-branch (AB) circuit. Ignoring the positive delays, τAB and τL, Equation
(3) predicts a group delay of GD21 = -2.3 ns at the resonance
frequency, while the measured value is -1.8 ns.

Figure 4a) Measured S-parameters of the entire
bidirectional NGD circuit and b) the measured group
delay in both directions.
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The measured S-parameters and group delay of the overall
bilateral circuit from Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b,
respectively. For matched terminations at both ports, the
circuit is stable at all frequencies (both |S11| and |S22| are
below 0 dB). The transmission coefficients in both
directions at the resonance frequency are fully compensated
(|S21| and |S12| are both 0.38 dB). The circuit exhibits a
maximum negative group delay of 0.85 ns at the resonance
frequency, in both directions. This includes the delay of the
amplifier, the splitter/combiners and the interconnecting
transmission lines. The speed-of-light delay across the
physical length of the circuit (14.5 cm) in air would be
483ps. The negative group delay produced by this circuit
would enable compensating for a physical length of 0.4 m.

3. Bidirectional Pulse Propagation
The bidirectional and stable NGD operation of the circuit is
demonstrated in the time-domain by propagation of the
same Gaussian modulated pulse through the circuit in both
directions. The time-domain reflectometry experiment
shown in Fig. 5a is employed. The setup uses 50Ω delay
lines, with delays TD1 and TD2, to separate the incident,
reflected and two-way transmitted pulses for a device under
test (DUT) inserted in the propagation path. A short-circuit
load is placed at the end of the second delay line so that the
same pulse transmitted in the forward direction through the
DUT is reflected back and is transmitted through it in the
reverse direction. Fig. 5b shows an example of the
measured waveform when the bidirectional NGD circuit is
the DUT. It clearly indicates the incident pulse, the reflected
pulse from the DUT (due to non-zero S11) and the two-way
transmitted pulse. Three different devices were used for the
DUT; a very short 15 ps delay line, a 443 ps delay line
(approximately equal to the speed-of-light delay across the
14.5 cm physical length of the NGD circuit), and the
bidirectional NGD circuit.

Figure 5a) Time-domain reflectometry measurement of a
14MHz bandwidth Gaussian pulse modulated at 280MHz as
it propagates in both directions through the DUT and b)
example waveform indicating incident, reflected and twoway transmitted pulses.

The measured two-way transmitted pulses for the three
devices are shown in Fig. 6a. Fig. 6b shows the normalized
envelopes of the three two-way transmitted pulses. Using a
three parameter fit of the Gaussian envelopes, the measured
two-way delay of the pulse peak (relative to the 15 ps delay
line peak) was 965 ps for the 443 ps delay line. The
measured delay was -1.200 ns and for the NGD circuit (oneway group delay of -600 ps). The amplitude of the NGD
device waveform is slightly amplified, by a factor of 1.25
(1.12 for one-way transmission), with respect to the other
two devices due to the slightly larger overall gain for a finite
bandwidth signal (|S21(ω)| is slightly larger than unity at
frequencies other than the resonant frequency). The pulse
shape for the NGD device is also slightly distorted, as
expected, due to the non-linear frequency response near the
resonant frequency. This demonstrates the ability to advance
a finite bandwidth pulse in both directions.

Figure 6a) Measured two-way transmitted modulated
pulses through the 15 ps and 443 ps delay line devices
and the bidirectional NGD device and b) the envelopes of
the pulses, indicating peak delays of 965 ps and -1.201 ns
relative to the 15 ps delay line.
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4. Bidirectional Circuit Stability
Due to the large out-of-band gain, |S21(ω m0)|~Atot>1, and
the greater-than-unity reverse transmission coefficient,
|S12(ω )|=|S21(ω )|>1, the bidirectional circuit is potentially
unstable. For the demonstrated NDG circuit, the measured
input and output reflection coefficients are less than 0 dB
for all frequencies as shown in Fig. 4a, making the bilateral
circuit stable for the case of matched terminations
(|ΓIN|=|S11(ω )|=|ΓOUT|=|S22(ω )|<1 for |ΓL|,|ΓS|=0, where ΓL is
the load termination reflection coefficient and ΓS is the
source termination reflection coefficient). To analyze the
stability of the bidirectional circuit, the input and output
reflection coefficients for the general termination case are
considered. For stable operation [18],
ΓIN = S11 +

2
S21
S2 Γ
ΓL
< 1, ΓOUT = S22 + 12 S < 1.
1− ΓL S22
1− ΓS S11

(13)

Using (13), and the S-parameters of the bidirectional
circuit, the range of impedances for which the circuit will be
stable can be identified. Using expressions for identifying
the regions of instability [18] a conditional stability analysis
was performed to identify the range of impedances for
which the circuit remains stable. The analysis was
performed using the NGD design equations (3-4),(7-12),
with a resonant frequency of f0=310 MHz, a Q = 2.62 and an
out-of-band gain Atot = 2.84 (9.1 dB). Since the power
splitter/combiners have a finite isolation and an insertion
loss, these will affect the result. Fig. 7a shows the simulated
S-parameters of the NGD circuit for I=-34 dB and L=-3 dB.
Fig. 7b indicates the maximum magnitude of the complex
termination reflection coefficient, |Γ|max, for which the
circuit is stable (|ΓL|max = |ΓS|max due to the symmetry of S).
This is a lower limit since the circuit could be stable for
larger magnitudes but only for certain angles. The circuit is
conditionally stable for all frequencies. At frequencies near
f0, the circuit is stable for almost all values of |Γ|. For all
possible L, I values, the bidirectional circuit will be
conditionally stable since |S12(ω )|=|S21(ω )| >1.

Figure 7a) Simulated S-parameters for a bidirectional
NGD circuit and the resonator within branch (A-B) with
f0=310 MHz, Q = 2.62, Atot = 2.84 and I=-34 dB, C=-34
dB and b) maximum allowed termination reflection
coefficient magnitude, |ΓL|max, for stability.
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5. Conclusions
A bidirectional, conditionally stable gain-compensated
circuit exhibiting NGD was presented. The design operates
at 280 MHz, but it can be extended to higher frequency
through proper choice of amplifiers and power splitters. The
bidirectional NGD device has application in minimization
of transmitting/receiving beam-squint in linear phased
arrays, bidirectional baluns, or bidirectional 90° feed for
circular polarization of antennas. By matching the NGD
with the medium delay, the bidirectional lossless behavior
would enable construction of a finite size medium
exhibiting the properties of a spatial void for finite
bandwidth signals.
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Abstract
Acoustic
metamaterials
constructed
by
resonant
microelements in subwavelength scale were generally
characterized by the effective medium approximation
theory, which neglects the interaction between adjacent
elements. In this paper, we show that twisting the
orientation of resonators in acoustic metamaterials produces
secondary coupled resonant modes by introducing internal
vibration interaction. Metamaterials composed of single-slit
Helmholtz resonator arranged in two-dimensional square
lattice are investigated. We rotate a portion of the resonator
so that the adjacent resonators in X direction have a twist
angle of . For the system with
= 180°, the coupling
interaction produces the symmetric coupled mode in inphase oscillation and the anti-symmetric coupled mode in
out-of-phase oscillation. This acoustic analog of
“hybridization effect” leads to a sharp transparency window
in the extended locally-resonant forbidden gap, which is
analogous to the phenomenon of electromagnetically
induced transparency. Such coupled resonant modes may
have potential applications in sound wave manipulations
such as acoustic filtering and imaging.

1. Introduction
Recently, acoustic metamaterials have received high interest
due to their unprecedented physical behavior beyond those
found in nature [1, 2]. In particular, the effective bulk
modulus and mass density can be simultaneously or
independently negative within a certain frequency region,
which is unattainable using traditional composites. These
intriguing properties allows ability to control sound in novel
ways, ranging from acoustic cloaking [3-5] and
subwavelength imaging [6-10] to sound energy
superabsorption [11]. Most of the acoustic metamaterials
reported to date are based on localized resonance induced by
the subwavelength microelements. Negative effective bulk
modulus and mass density can derive from appropriate
monopolar and dipolar resonance, respectively [12]. One
famous example is the engineered acoustic metamaterial
consisting of Helmholtz resonator (HR), which is a tiny
structure featuring a miniature gap analogous to the metal
split-ring resonator in electromagnetic metamaterials [13].
Unique properties such as low-frequency locally-resonant
band gap and anomalous transmission behavior have been

demonstrated theoretically and experimentally [10, 14-17],
and further numerical retrieval analysis of transmissionreflection coefficients also confirms the negative bulk
modulus in one-dimensional HR chain and two-dimensional
HR array [18-20]. Subsequent researches observe negative
refraction, surface modes and superlensing effect via
homogenization near resonance in a finite array of HRs [9,
10, 15].
The acoustic metamaterials derive their overall
properties from individual sub-wavelength resonators.
Changing the size and geometry of the HR determines the
acoustic properties of the metamaterial and its operation
frequency. The general case of describing an acoustic
metamaterial uses the effective media approximation (EMA)
theory [1, 14]. In EMA model, since the resonator element
is much smaller in size than the working wavelength, the
response of the acoustic metamaterial is treated as the
averaged effects of the individual element’s resonance
response. Thus the metamaterial can be characterized by the
effective parameters of mass density and bulk modulus.
However, the EMA theory ignores the coupling
interactions between the resonator elements, which always
exist when the elements are structured into metamaterials.
Previous studies demonstrate that parallel HRs with
identical resonant frequency could couple with each other,
and the intensive interaction between adjacent HRs
significantly extends the width of the locally-resonant
forbidden gap, which is different from the case in solid
elastic metamaterials [21]. The aim of our work is to
demonstrate the coupled resonant modes in twisted acoustic
metamaterials. In this paper, significant modulation to the
band structure is investigated using the analyses of the
dispersion curves and the transmission spectra. We identify
these coupled resonances through the pressure fields of the
supercell’s eigenmodes. The adjunct resonator elements
oscillate in-phase for the symmetric coupled mode and outof-phase for the anti-symmetric coupled mode. These
coupled resonant modes further lead to some “hybridization
effect”, which split the dispersion curves and causes the
occurrence of sharp transparency window in the extended
forbidden gap. This kind of coupled resonant mode may be
used to develop novel functional acoustic devices in the
future, including acoustic imaging with deep subwavelength
resolution and acoustic transparency.

and the corresponding normalized frequency fRd/c0 is 0.11.
The HR chain in x-direction could be modeled as a 1D
transmission line with periodic loaded L-C shunt branches.
We further give a qualitative description on the coupling
effect from the view point of acoustic circuit. Due to the
twisted configuration, the near-field coupling interaction
between close-spaced slits is significant enhanced and its
influence could be characterized as an mutual acoustic mass
M. M takes negative value when the two HRs oscillate inphase since the mass loading at the outlet of the slit is
decreased, and vice versa. Thus a coupled acoustic
propagation mode may be established in this case and could
be used to open a transparency window in forbidden gap, as
illustrated below.

2. Description of the model
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrates the schematic configuration
of the regular acoustic metamaterial and the proposed
twisted metamaterial. The cut-off view of the samples in x-y
plane and the schematics of the corresponding supercells are
plotted in the upper and lower panels, respectively. The
structure we investigated is comprised of identical HRs
periodically arranged in square lattice. The HRs are
cylindrical metal shells with single slit. The outer and inner
radii of the shells are a and b, respectively. The lattice
constant is d and the height of the slit is h. The system is
translationally invariant in the z-direction. The host medium
is fluid such as water with bulk modulus 0 and mass density
0, and the HRs are assumed as rigid-walled due to the
mismatched acoustic impedance between metal and fluid. A
supercell contains two HRs aligned along the x axis and the
right HR is rotated with twist angle of [ = 0° for regular
metamaterial in Fig. 1(a) and
= 180° for twisted
metamaterial in Fig.1 (b)].

Figure 1: Scheme
equivalent acoustic
metamaterials with
metamaterials with

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Band structures
To describe the coupling properties for acoustic wave
propagating within the twisted structure, we first calculate
the band structure of the metamaterials. The band structure
of the composite metamaterial can be calculated by solving
the acoustic eigenvalue problem of the supercell. The
periodic boundary conditions are applied to the supercell
along the x-direction and y-direction based on Bloch’s
theorem. The finite element technique transforms the wave
equation into a generalized acoustic eigenvalue problem
expressed by [K(kx - 2M]P=0, where K(kx) and M are the
stiffness and mass matrices. An alternative searching
arithmetic is employed to determine the eigenfrequency .
The spatial discretization is fine enough for the convergence
in our numerical experiments.

diagram and the corresponding
circuit of (a) the regular acoustic
= 0° and (b) the twisted acoustic
= 180°.

Let us now consider the behavior of the individual HR.
Since the incident wavelength is considerably long
compared with the HR’s transverse dimensions in x-y plane,
we can employ the well-known theory of equivalent acoustic
circuits to model the acoustic metamaterials. For simplicity,
we use the 2D model. Figure 1(a) shows a circuit section
composed of standard L-C oscillating circles, and the
repeated circuit sections will further construct an acoustic
transmission line in x-direction. The short slit of the split
ring acts as an inductor with acoustic mass MHR= 0*(a-b)/h,
and the inner cavity acts as a capacity with acoustic
capacitance CHR= b2/ 0c02. In all our studies, the host
medium is chosen as water with 0 = 2.19 GPa and 0 = 998
kg/m3, and the geometry size of the resonator is set as
a=0.48 m, b=0.34 m, h=0.05 m and d=1 m unless otherwise
specified. To include the influence of periodicity on the
acoustic radiation of the slit, we employ an equivalent extra
mass radiation mass and revise the effective acoustic mass
as Meff = 0(a-b+2.85h)/h. Hence the resonant frequency fR
[=(1/MeffCHR)0.5/(2 )] of the HR is obtained to be 164 Hz,

Figure 2: Band structures for (a) regular and (b) twisted
acoustic metamaterials. The corresponding normalized
transmission spectra are shown in panel (c).
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The band structures for regular and twisted
metamaterials are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
As a first observation, we can see one Bragg-scattering (BR)
gap from 0.256 to 0.808 and one locally-resonant (LR) gap
from 0.089 ~ 0.167 for regular acoustic metamaterials with
= 0°. The phenomenon is consistent with previous studies
for regular HR chain and array [14, 15, 21]. In contrast,
although the position and width of the BR gap for twisted
metamaterial are exactly the same as that for regular
metamaterial, the number of transmission bands below BR
gap is doubled. Generally, two native bands separated by
the only LR gap exist in the frequency range below the BR
gap for regular metamaterial [Fig. 2(a)], which originate
from the eigen-vibration of the individual HRs. However,
four transmission bands intersected by two LR gaps exist in
the frequency region below the BR gap for the twisted case
[Fig. 2(b)]. The origin of the four transmission bands could
be ascribed to the symmetric and asymmetric combination
of original eigen-vibration modes by the intensive coupling
interaction, which will be discussed in the following section.
The calculations assume that the dissipation is weak and the
vibration amplitude is limited, hence the viscosity loss is
not included in this case. We also take the large loss factor
into consideration and find that the band structures change a
little.
In order to confirm the analysis of band structures, the
transmission spectra through finite supercells are calculated
using the full-wave finite element simulations. The
computational domain is shown in the inset of Fig. 2(c).
Bloch conditions are applied in the y-direction since the
structure is supposed to be infinite in this direction. A plane
wave source with the amplitude of 1 Pa is added on the left
surface of the domain. In order to improve the accuracy of
the numerical model, the perfect match layers are added at
the external boundaries to simulate the infinite region.
Sound wave transmissions through the periodic superlattice
are calculated, as shown in Fig. 2(c). We note that the LR
transmission gap appears at 0.089 ~ 0.167 for the case of
regular acoustic metamaterials, which is in agreement with
the dispersion curves [as shown in Fig. 2(a)]. On the other
hand, the LR gaps appear at 0.060 ~ 0.121 and 0.146 ~
0.233 for the case of twisted acoustic metamaterials. Note
that a narrow transparency window extends from 0.121 to
0.146 which located between the two LR gaps [see Fig.
2(b)]. This secondary transparency window should be
attributed to the splitting of the dispersion curves. We also
note that both BR gaps appear at 0.256 ~ 0.808 for the two
cases. In general, the transmission spectra are in agreement
with the dispersion curves. The consistency demonstrates
the drastic effect of subwavelength coupling interaction on
the propagation of acoustic waves.
We continue to study the transparency window inside
the extended LR gap through the pressure field of wave
propagation. The edge of third dispersion curve is utilized as
load frequency since only one eigenmode is supported in
this case. The pressure fields at the load frequencies of 200
Hz for the two cases are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively. For comparison, the corresponding profile
along the cross-section line of y=d/2 are plotted in each

panel. Since the frequency of incident wave is inside the LR
gap for the case of regular metamaterials, the incident wave
could only penetrate the first few HRs and the interior field
is nearly zero. In this case, the propagation of the wave is
forbidden, and most of the incident energy is reflected
backward. These results are consistent with the dispersion
curves and transmission spectra. On contrary, the incident
wave could effectively propagate through the superlattice for
the case of twisted metamaterials. The variation trend of the
absolute value of the pressure field is periodic, which can be
determined by the periodicity of the supercell. In this case,
the supercells exhibit unique oscillation modes in which the
two HRs in each supercell vibrate in-phase with each other.
Note that the pressure amplitude in the supercell region is
significantly higher than that of the incident and transmitted
wave. This phenomenon should be attributed to the intensive
resonance in the HRs through coupling interaction. This
finding should have substantial practical applications, for
example in controlling and filtering the propagation wave
via tuning the twisted structure.

Figure 3: Pressure fields and the corresponding profile
along the cross-section line of y=d/2 at the load frequency
of 200 Hz for (a) regular and (b) twisted acoustic
metamaterials. The red (blue) corresponds to the
maximum (minimum) pressure. The plane wave with the
amplitude of 1 Pa travels along the x-direction.
It is interesting to note that the acoustic transparency
window induced by coupled resonance is different from that
induced by coupling between the rod-resonator modes [22],
although both structures employ twisted configuration. In
the rod-resonators with a twist angle of 45° relative to each
other, the surface resonant modes with identical resonant
frequencies but different quality factors respectively act as
radiative mode and dark mode, and the destructive
interference of them results in electromagnetically-inducedtransparency like effect. Importantly, the distance of the
rod-resonators is much longer than the wavelength. In
contrast, the HRs in our proposal can be deep
subwavelength spaced, which is very compact for
construction. The transparency is achieved through the
cancellation of opposite contributions from the two HRs.
3.2. Eigenmodes distributions
In order to explore the physical mechanism causing such
splitting of the dispersion curves illustrated in Fig. 2, we
further investigate the recombination of acoustic vibration
modes induced by the twisted structure. Sound waves in the
metamaterials propagate through the particle vibrations in
the constructive resonant microelements in subwavelength
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Comparing mode A0 with mode A1 and A2 for the
twisted acoustic metamaterials with
= 180° [see Figs.
4(a1) and 4(a2)], an interesting observation is that the
oscillation of the adjacent cells exhibit in both in-phase and
out-of-phase patterns. For the case of mode A1, the left and
right HRs exhibit in-phase vibration along the x-direction
[Fig. 4(a1)]. As a result, the entire supercell also shows
antisymmetric pressure field distribution with respect to the
mid-plane along x-direction (the plane of x = d). In contrary,
the left and right HRs vibrate out of phase for the case of
mode A2, leading to the symmetric variation of the pressure
field [Fig. 4(a2)]. Therefore, the twisted structure combines
the vibration mode of standalone HR into a pair of
asymmetric and symmetric modes, which is analogous to
the bonding and anti-bonding magnetic plasmon modes in
magnetic dimer [23]. Similar effect of eigenmode
recombination is also found in other transmission band. For
example, the mode B0 [Fig. 3(b0)] constructs the symmetric
mode B1 [Fig. 4(b1)] and antisymmetric mode B2 [Fig.
5(b2)]. We outline the physical mechanism which leads to
the combination effect as follows. The hybridization of the
acoustic response in the case of = 180° is mainly due to
vibration coupling between the HRs. Each HR in deep
subwavelength scale can be viewed as a quasi-atom, and the
supercell of the coupled metamaterial with = 180° can be
regarded as a quasi-molecule. The quasi-atom possesses
strong polarity caused by its nonaxisymmetrical structure,
and the local amplitude at the short neck may be extremely
high. For regular metamaterial with = 0°, the polar axes of
all of the HRs lie in the same direction, and the interactions
between adjacent cells are so weak that the periodic cells
vibrate in-phase independently [as shown in Fig. 3(a)]. On
contrary, for twisted metamaterial with = 180°, the polar
axes of the two HRs in the quasi-molecule lie in opposite
direction, and the significantly enhanced interaction couples
the left and right HRs without obvious modification to their
standalone eigenmodes. The decoupled eigenmode A0 can
combine in symmetric and asymmetric manners, leading to
the splitting of the dispersion relations (e.g. the two
transmission bands for regular acoustic metamaterials with
= 0° below the BR gap split into four transmission bands
for twisted metamaterials with = 180° as illustrated in Fig.
2). In general, the splitting of the dispersion curves
originates from the hybridization of the original decoupled
modes with small frequency offset.

scale, which can be decomposed into eigenmodes with the
characteristic oscillation pattern. In this section, we
characterize the eigenmodes through the pressure field
distribution of the supercell. By assigning both the wavevector kx and frequency , the specific eigenmodes are
excited and the pressure data at each node are recorded to
reconstruct the eigenmodes. The eigenmodes defined at the
zone edge below the BS gap are discussed. We have also
investigated the other modes with k values located at general
positions of the dispersion curves, e.g. at zone center. The
results show that the coupling interaction maintains the
effect of mode recombination, which are not listed in the
paper.

Figure 4: Pressure field distributions of the eigenmodes.
Panels (a0) and (b0) correspond to modes A0 and B0 for the
regular acoustic metamaterials, and panels (a1), (a2), (b1)
and (b2) correspond to modes A1, A2, B1 and B2 for the
twisted acoustic metamaterials. The direction (size) of the
cones indicates the direction (magnitude) of velocity vector,
and the red (blue) correspond to the maximum (minimum)
pressure.

3.3. Evolution of coupling effect with the lattice constant
As illustrated above, the coupling interaction is crucial in the
hybridization effect of the transmission bands. The strength
of the coupling interaction depends strongly on the distance
between the quasi-atoms and for the considered geometry
can be tuned by changing the lattice constant d. Therefore,
we investigate the band structure with the lattice constant
ranging from d = 0 to 1.6 m. The evolution of bandgap
extent is extracted from the band structures and illustrated as
a function of the lattice constant d in Fig. 5, where panels (a)
and (b) correspond to the regular acoustic metamaterials
with = 0° and twisted acoustic metamaterials with =
180°, respectively. It is found that the sensitivity of the

Based on the mode characterization method, we first
depict the pressure fields of the eigenmodes A0 [marked in
Fig. 2(a)] for regular acoustic metamaterials with the twist
angle of = 0° in Fig. 4(a0). In this case, the dominant
particle motion occurs in the short neck, and the upper/lower
region outside the resonator. The pressure distribution
exhibits symmetric variation with respect to the mid-plane
of the short-neck (the plane of y = d/2). Note that the
eigenmodes are defined at the zone edge with kxd/ = 1 and
= 2d, for which the adjacent unit cells move in antiphase.
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bandgaps to the lattice constant is different. Three remarks
should be noted. (1) Both BS gaps for the two cases
(bounded by curves with blue open squares and blue open
circles) gradually shrink in the same trend and the midgap
frequencies move downward. Its upper (lower) band-edge
frequency decreases from 0.80 (0.26) to 0.37 (0.23) when
the lattice constant d is increased from 1 m to 1.6 m. This
phenomenon, which is analogous to the BS gap in phononiccrystals composed of solid cylinders periodically arranged in
the background of fluid, should be attributed to the fact that
the periodicity of the scatterer has to be of the same lengthscale as half the wavelength of the sound waves. (2) The
width of the LR gap for the case of regular metamaterial also
gradually shrinks. However, its midgap frequency
eventually approaches 0.12, which is almost unchanged and
equals the resonant frequency of the individual HR. (3) For
the case of twisted metamaterial, similar dependence on the
lattice constant is also observed in both the first and the
second LR gap. In addition, the transparency window
between the two LR gaps also depends on the lattice
constant. Its upper edge frequency (indicated by curve with
red solid up-triangles and) first slightly increases from 0.15
at d = 1 m to 0.16 at d = 1.1 m and then decreases to 0.13 at
d = 1.6 m. Meanwhile, its lower edge frequency (indicated
by curve with black solid circles) maintains the value of 0.12
which is almost unchanged.

lattice constant are shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d). It is found
that the location and width of transmission gaps agree with
the band structures. In addition, the transparency window
lies within the frequency region defined by the transmission
bands of the infinite system. From above observations, we
can conclude that the strength of the coupling interaction
depends strongly on the lattice constant, which performs as
a key factor in engineering the band gap and acoustic
transparency window.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have studied the coupled resonant modes
in acoustic metamaterials composed of single-slit
Helmholtz resonators with twist angle between adjacent
cells. The coupling effects are demonstrated by the
consistent band structures and transmission spectra, in
which doubled dispersion curves and a sharp transparency
window in the extended LR gap are observed. Due to the
resonance interaction, eigen-vibration mode of individual
HR recombined into a pair of symmetric coupled mode in
in-phase oscillation and anti-symmetric coupled mode in
out-of-phase oscillation. By adjusting the coupling strength
which strongly depends on the separation distance
determined by the lattice constant, transmission and modes
of an acoustic metamaterial are highly tunable. Thus, the
coupled resonant modes, introduced by twisting the
orientation of resonators in acoustic metamaterial, may
provide a new way of tailoring their acoustic properties.
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Abstract
Phononic crystals (PCs) commonly consisted of two
materials with huge contrasted elastic properties and mass
densities are generally studied in theory such as the finite
element method for many difficulties in the experiments. In
this paper, the laser-ultrasonic non-destructive testing is
introduced to investigate the propagation of Lamb waves in
two-dimensional PC plates. The existence of band gaps for
low order Lamb wave modes is demonstrated
experimentally. Crucial parameters such as the thickness of
PC plate and the periodical arrangement of scatterers are
discussed in detail for the influence of location of band gaps.
The finite element analysis agrees well with the result of the
laser-ultrasonic measurement.

1. Introduction
Phononic crystals (PCs) are periodic elastic structures
which consist of two or more materials with much different
elastic properties such as mass density and elastic constants.
For frequencies within a complete band gap, the vibration
and propagation of acoustic waves are forbidden, whatever
the polarization and the wave vector. Absolute forbidden
band gaps donate many potential applications, such as
acoustic filters, elastic wave guides, vibration isolators, and
chemical and biological sensors [1-7]. Sigalas et al. [8]
theoretically proved the existence of frequency gaps in the
periodic elastic solid materials by imbedding golden/lead
spheres in the host medium of aluminum/silicon. From then
on, many efforts have been devoted to studies of forbidden
band gaps of bulk and surface acoustic waves propagating
in phononic crystals with one-, two- and three-dimensional
periodic arrays theoretically and experimentally [9-15].
Due to the coupling of longitudinal and transversal
strain components at the plate boundaries with complex
wave vectors, Lamb waves in PC plate are more interesting
and complicated. Earlier studies mainly focus on the
calculation of Lamb waves propagating in the onedimension (1D) PC plate in theory. Chen et al. [15] has
studied the propagation of the lower-order Lamb waves in
1D composite thin plates. Gao et al. [16] have studied the
band gap structures of Lamb waves in 1D quasiperiodic
composite thin plates and the thin PC plate with 1D PC
layer coated on a substrate by using the finite element

method. Hsu et al. [17] has investigated the band gap
structures of Lamb waves in two-dimension composite thin
plates according to the plane wave expansion method.
However, little experimental observation and the research in
a higher dimension are known.

2. Laser-ultrasonic detection of Lamb waves
2.1. Experiment system
The Laser-ultrasonic measurement is an effective
means to determine the vibrations in solid materials due to
its advantages of non-contact and non-destruction. For the
Lamb wave measurements, a modified optical detection
system with the laser-induced vibrations based on the study
of Kavalerov et al. [18] is employed, as schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The detection is performed with a 632.8
nm reflected probe beam by means of a balanced photo
receiver (BPR) that measures the optical intensity difference
between the two parts of the probe beam detached by the
mirror set M3, which implies information of the
propagation of acoustic waves in the sample plate.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Laser-ultrasonic
detection system.

The displacement of Lamb waves induced by the pulse
laser propagated in the sample plate is

2.2. Principal of the detection
When the system is in the static balance with no
vibration in the sample plate, the optical spot is divided by
two mirrors of M3, seeing the solid line in Fig. 2. The
amplitude distribution of the Gaussian probe beam can be
written as
E ( x, y )

E0
x2 y 2 ,
exp(
)
2
2 R
R2

u ( x, t ) u0 cos( t kx) ,

where u0 is the amplitude of Lamb waves, is the angular
frequency and k is the wave number. The deflection angle
of the reflected probe beam caused by the propagation of
acoustic waves in the sample plate at the detection point can
be approximated as

(1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the probe beam at the central
of the beam, R is radius of the optical spot on M3. Then the
intensity of the divided two parts is
R

P1

R2 x2

s
R

P2

R2 x2

s

R

2

x

2

R2 x2

2

E ( x, y )dxdy ,

u
x

(2)

s

E 2 ( x, y )dxdy

P2

2 E02 (1 exp( 1 / 2)) s
.
R
2 E02 (1 exp( 1/ 2)) s
R

where

P1
t

P2

t

4 E02 (1 exp( 1/ 2)) s ,
R

(6)

,

F3

(7)

where F3 is the focal length of the collimating lens L3.
Then combining Equation (4) and (7), the output signal
of BPR can be express as
i

4 t E02 F3
(1 exp( 1 / 2)) .
R

(8)

For wideband Lamb waves, Equation (8) can be
written as

(3)

i

n
4 t E02 F2
(1 exp( 1/ 2))
R
i 1
ki u0i sin( i t ki x)

i

.

(9)

3. Experimental results and numerical simulations

The two parts of the detection beam are absorbed at
two photodiodes of BPR, and the output i which is the
difference of the two can be described as
i

ku0 sin( t kx) .

And the deflection shift of the optical spot on M3 is

where S is the deflection of the probe beam which is
practically negligible in the static balance condition.
While Lamb waves pass the detection point, the
reflected probe beam is disturbed and the deflection of the
spot on M3 s is shown in Fig. 2. Then the intensity
variation of the two parts of the probe beam is obtained
P1

(5)

We investigate theoretically and experimentally the
propagation of Lamb waves in two-dimension (2D) PC
plates. The laser-ultrasonic measurement is introduced to
detect surface particle displacements of composite thin
plates caused by the propagation of Lamb waves. The
transmission properties of Lamb waves in PC plate are
calculated employing the finite element method.

(4)

is the transformation efficiency of two photodiodes.

Table 1: Thermal conductivity kxx, thermal expansion
coefficient , heat capacity c, density , bulk modulus K
and Poisson's ratio of aluminum (A) and air (B).
Material
Aluminum (A)
Air (B)
240

0.026

[10 /K]

23.2

3700

c [J/kg×K]

880

1005

kxx [W/ ×K]
-6

3

[kg/m ]
5

2

K [10 N/m ]

2.7
6.8*10
0.34

1.29
5

1.01
-

Two patterns of composite thin plates (foursquare and
triangular distribution) are schematically shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), respectively. The PCs are created by patterning air
(B) filled holes in the aluminum (A) thin plates with the
thickness of 0.3 mm. The radius of air holes is r= 1.5 mm,
the lattice constant is a= 4 mm, and the filling rate of 2D

Figure 2: The deflection of the reflected probe beam in
the cross section.
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propagated in sample 01 [see the solid curve in Fig. 4 (b)],
which are obtained from 0.24 MHz to 0.3 MHz (the
bandwidth f= 0.06 MHz, corresponding bandwidth/center
frequency ratio f / fm= 0.222), 0.45 MHz to 0.54 MHz ( f=
0.09 MHz, f / fm= 0.182) and 0.77 MHz to 0.91 MHz ( f=
0.14 MHz, f / fm= 0.167), respectively.

PCs systems is
r 2 a 2 0.442 . Table 1 shows the
parameters of the samples used in the experiments and
numerical simulations.

Figure 3: Schematic configuration of the 2D phononiccrystal plate: (a) foursquare distribution; (b) triangular
distribution.

Figure 5: (a) The detected transmission spectrum of
Lamb waves in sample 01; (b) Dispersion curves of
Lamb waves.
The calculated results of sample 01 are shown in Fig. 5
(b). As shown by the hatched region in Fig. 5, the first
absolute forbidden band gap of calculated results is
obtained from 0.32 MHz to 0.41 MHz with the bandwidth
of 0.09 MHz ( f / fm= 0.246), which is wider slightly than
the experimental result with a little blue shift of center
frequency fm. The dispersion curves reveal three absolute
forbidden band gaps in low frequency, which bring out the
location characters of Lamb wave band gaps in the 2D PC
thin plate and basically agreed with the experimental results.
There are two mainly possible causes of variances. On the
one hand restricted by the mechanical process, the structural
parameters and material parameters of the sample
composite thin plate do not strictly equal to that of the
calculated model, which affect much on the band structure
of Lamb waves[19]. And there are some unavoidable
systematic and measurement errors. On the other hand the
infinite PC model is employed neglected boundary
problems such as reflection and dispersion which exist in
experiment detection. The locations of the other two
absolute forbidden band gaps are also plotted in Fig. 5 (b).
Based on the calculation, the second band gap is found from
0.48 MHz to 0.62 MHz with the bandwidth of 0.14 MHz ( f
/ fm= 0.254), which is comparable to the case of the first one.
The third one is localized from 0.86 MHz to 1.04 MHz
(compared with the detected result 0.77 MHz to 0.91 MHz
in Fig. 5 (a)) with the bandwidth of 0.18 MHz (0.14 MHz)
and the ratio f / fm of 0.189 (0.167). Thus, the bandwidths
of three calculated absolute forbidden band gaps are broad
slightly with a little shift of center frequency.
We patterned the scatterers in the triangular arrangement
in a thin aluminum plate, while other parameters of the

Figure 4: Transmitted waveforms of Lamb waves
propagated in (a1) aluminum plate; (a2) sample 01
(foursquare distribution); (b) transmission spectra in
aluminum plate (dot curve) and sample 01 (solid curve).
Figure 4 (a2) shows that the transmitted waveform for
the 2D composite plate with foursquare distribution PCs
(sample 01) is distorted visibly, compared to the aluminum
thin plate presented in Fig. 4 (a1). Three acoustic band gaps
are noted in the transmission spectra of Lamb waves
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composite plate remain constant as shown in Fig. 3 (b).
Figure 6 (a) indicates that periodic structures have a strong
impact on the propagation of Lamb waves. On the basis of
experiment results, the spectrum of transmission for Lamb
waves in composite sample plate 02 is plotted (the solid
curve in Fig. 6 (b)) and presents three acoustic band gaps
compared with the one of aluminum plate (dot curve).

exposit that there are one partial forbidden band and two
absolute forbidden bands of Lamb waves in low frequency
range for sample 02, which is great different with .the case
for sample 01. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 7, the huge
influence of the arrangement of scatterers on the band
structure of Lamb waves in a 2D PC plate is confirmed not
only in theory but also in experiment.

Figure 7: (a) The detected transmission spectrum of
Lamb waves in sample 02; (b) Dispersion curves of
Lamb waves.

4. Conclusions
The propagation of Lamb wave in 2D PC thin plate is
studied. The calculated results show the periodical
arrangement of scatterers strongly modifies the location of
Lamb wave band gaps. The PC with scatterers patterned
squarely shows three absolute forbidden bands, while the
PC with scatterers patterned triangularly presents one partial
forbidden band and two absolute forbidden bands in low
frequency domain. On the basis of calculations, 2D PC
plates are manufactured. Through laser-ultrasonic
measurements, acoustic band gaps in the PC plates are
observed experimentally, which confirms the existence of
Lamb wave band gaps in 2D PC plates. The transmit power
spectra detected in the experiments mainly agree with the
calculate results.

Figure 6: Transmitted waveforms of Lamb waves
propagated in (a1) aluminum plate; (a2) sample 02
(triangular distribution); (b) transmission spectra:
aluminum plate (dot curve) and sample 02 (solid curve).
Figure 7 shows the band structure of Lamb waves
propagated in the composite plate with triangular
distribution PCs (sample 02). Compared with the dispersion
curves (Fig. 7 (b)), it is found that the first slit on
transmission spectrum indicated by the arrows is not
absolute forbidden band. The second absolute forbidden
band obtained by experimental detection (numerical
calculation) is localized from 0.6 MHz to 0.72 MHz (0.71
MHz to 0.82 MHz) with the bandwidth of 0.12 MHz (0.11
MHz) and the ratio f / fm of 0.182 (0.144). And the third
absolute forbidden band obtained by detection is extends
from the frequency of 0.9 MHz to 1.03 MHz with f = 0.13
MHz and fm= 0.965 MHz, while the calculated one is
localized from 1.04 MHz to 1.15 MHz with f = 0.11 MHz
and fm= 1.095 MHz. The bandwidths of two results are
mainly closely while the center frequencies have little shift,
and the characters of the variances between two results are
much similar to the case of sample 01. Figure 7 (a) and (b)
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Abstract
Based on the effective medium approximation, we propose
a practical implementation of cylindrical acoustic cloak
with concentric alternating multilayered structure of
homogeneous isotropic materials, which can perfectly
mimic the ideal radius-dependent and anisotropic ordinary
lens cloak. The proposal exhibits near-ideal cloaking
performance such as low-scattering and shadow-reducing at
a wide range frequency, thus can hide an object from the
detection of acoustic wave. The acoustic waves can pass
through the cloaking shell with unchanged wavefront shape,
which endues the cloaked object with duplex
communication ability. More simulations on the acoustic
far-field scattering patterns and total scattering cross-section
(TSCS) are performed to investigate the layer number and
frequency dependence of cloaking effect, and the results
show that the thinner layers exhibit better cloaking effect.
The proposal may significantly facilitate the experimental
demonstration of acoustic cloak.

1. Introduction
Recently, transformation optics has attracted increasing
interest, since it offers a conceptual design technique to
create a wide variety of unprecedented optical effects and
functional devices by controlling the paths of
electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation at will [1-8]. One
of the most remarkable applications enabled by this
technique is the so-called invisibility cloak, which can bend
light around a region of space and make any object in the
region seem invisible. The invisibility cloak has been
experimentally realized at microwave [4] and optical [8]
frequencies with the aid of artificial EM metamaterials.
Since the acoustic wave equation is also transformation
invariant, the transformation-based method was then further
extended to manipulate acoustic wave in similar manner
and design the inaudibility cloak, which may significantly
reduce the acoustic signature of the cloaked object and
make it acoustically undetectable [9-26].
There are two schemes been developed to achieve the
cloaking effect of scattering cancellation and acoustic
transparency, according to whether the cloaked object has
capability of sending and receiving information. The first
scheme is to expand a point or a line in one coordinate
system into a hole (cloaked region with spherical,

cylindrical, wedged or other shapes) in another [9-21].
Since a point/line is defined as the smallest/thinnest
mathematical entity, nothing can penetrate them, i.e. in the
transformed coordinate system the wave can not get into the
hole because it must locally follow the coordinate system.
The object inside the hole thus becomes invisible, but
meanwhile it loses communication with the surroundings
because no wave can penetrate the cloak. In order to get
around such an inherent limitation, the second scheme was
then proposed in which the object lies outside the cloak or
encircled by lens [7, 22-26]. In the external cloak scheme
the object is canceled out by its anti-object made of
negative materials for the propagating waves [7, 22-24],
while the lens can be regarded as perfectly-matched layer
which can mach two mismatched domains, so it can cloak
object from external illumination too [25-26]. Both in antiobject and hyperlens proposal, single-negative even lefthand materials were needed until it was subsequently found
that ordinary lens made of positive materials can also hide
an object from detection of acoustic wave [26]. However,
the implement of ordinary lens cloak depends on the
medium with radius-dependent and anisotropic density and
bulk modulus, which is still difficult to realize because of
the limited resource of natural materials with radial
anisotropy. One possible solution is to use acoustic artificial
metamaterial composed of subwavelength resonant
inclusions, but the metamaterial works in a limited
frequency range and its local resonance may result in
considerable absorption of wave [15, 27-29].
In this paper, we employ the principle of layered system
used in invisibility cloak [5-6] and the first scheme
inaudibility cloak [16-20] to design two-dimensional (2D)
ordinary lens acoustic cloak. The proposed cloak is
implemented with concentric alternating multilayered
structure of homogeneous isotropic materials. Based on the
effective medium approximation [30], when each layer has
proper parameters and enough thin thickness, the
multilayered structure can behave as a single effective
medium with radius-dependent and anisotropic density and
bulk modulus. Full-wave simulations by finite element
method (FEM) are performed to demonstrate the properties
of the proposed structure. The simulation results clearly
show near-ideal cloaking performance such as lowscattering and shadow-reducing. Meanwhile, the acoustic
wave can pass through the cloaking shell changelessly

By solving Eq. (4), we eventually obtain the parameters of
the 2D ideal acoustic cloak [26]

which makes the cloaked object capable of exchanging
information with the surroundings by acoustic wave for any
purpose. It is noteworthy that the proposed cloak has a wide
operating frequency region in which the upper limit is only
determined by layer thickness. With the feasibility of
designing an acoustic cloak by ordinary isotropic materials
instead of acoustic metamaterial with complex structured
inclusions, this proposal may significantly facilitate the
experimental demonstration of acoustic cloak.

r

According to the acoustic transformation theory, when
original space x'(r', ', z') is transformed into physical space
x(r, , z) by a radial mapping in cylindrical geometry (r'=f(r),
'= , z'=z), the density and bulk modulus in the physical
space can be expressed as
f (r )r / f (r ) ,
r / ( f (r ) f (r )) ,

f (r ) / (rf (r )) ,

(1)

where ' and ' are the density and bulk modulus in the
original space. It can be noticed in Eq. (1) that r/ ' and / '
are reciprocal. In order to simplify the parameters, we set r
becomes constant too. Suppose
as a constant, then
f'(r)r/f(r)=n, then the general form of transformation
function f(r) which yields constant r and can be obtained
as
f (r )

mr n .

0

,

0

/n,

( r b) 2

2n
0

n,

(5)

with coefficient n=1+0.5lg( ''/ 0)/lg(b/a). It can be noticed
in Eq. (5) that, the density of the cloak is anisotropic but
homogeneous, and only the bulk modulus is spatially variant.
As is shown in Fig. 1, there are two cases. (1) '' > 0a2/b2,
then the coefficient n should locate at the range (0, + ) and
the parameters of the cloak are all positive. (2) '' < a2 0/b2,
then the coefficient n locates at the range (- , 0) and the
parameters of the cloak are all negative. The cloak with
negative parameters has been discussed, so we only consider
the first case in this paper.
Full-wave simulations are performed by FEM to
demonstrate the cloaking effect. In all simulations in this
paper, the host medium is set as water with the density
3
0=998 kg/m and the bulk modulus
0=2.19 GPa, the
cloaked object has density 0, bulk modulus ''=2.25 0 and
radius a=1.0 m, the outer and inner radius of the cloaking
shell are chosen as b=1.5 m and a=1.0 m, and the acoustic
plane wave travels from left to right with spatial frequency
in host medium k0=4 , unless otherwise specified. The
acoustic parameters of the cloaking shell can be readily
obtained by inserting the corresponding coefficients into Eq.
(5).

2. Ideal cloak

r

n

(2)

Here, m and n are two unknown coefficients which can be
obtained by the requirement of continuous condition of f(r)
at boundary.

Figure 2: Acoustic pressure field distributions for (a)
uncloaked scatterer and (b) cloaked scatterer.
The acoustic pressure field distributions for uncloaked
and cloaked scatterer are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. As observed, without the cloak the plane wave
is strongly disturbed by the scatterer, which results in the
remarkable backward reflection and the sharp-edged
acoustic shadow. With the cloak, both the backward
reflection and shadow are significantly suppressed, which
results in the undisturbed pressure field outside the shell.
Moreover, the incident plane wave can pass through the
cloaking shell with unchanged wavefront shape, which
makes the cloaked object capable of receiving information
from the surroundings without distortion.
It should be noted that, the density 0 and bulk modulus
'' of the cloaked object is in fact the effective parameters.
Because the object in water generally has a composite
structure, we treat the object as a homogeneous effective
medium. In Figs. 3 a square region (-0.25 m<x<0.25m, -0.25
m<y<0.25 m) within the object is constructed by two kinds
of alternately stacking layers with same geometry size. The
width and length of each layer are 0.05 m and 0.5 m. The

Figure 1: The transformation function f(r) of the cloak.
For a central cylindrical object with density 0, bulk
modulus '' and radius a, its corresponding transformation
function is
f1 (r )

r

0

/

,

(3)

as shown in Fig. 1. Here 0 and 0 are the density and bulk
modulus of the host medium. In order to cancel the
scattering of the object, we shield it by an acoustic cloaking
shell with inner (outer) radius a (b). As is shown in Fig. 1,
the transformation function f2(r) to produce acoustic
cloaking must fulfill the continuous conditions that
f 2 (a)

f1 (a ) , f 2 (b) b .

(4)
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and isotropic density A ( B) and bulk modulus A ( B), it
can be properly treated as a single anisotropic medium
which has the transverse isotropic density along the rdirection and -direction based on the effective medium
approximation, if only the thickness of each layer is much
smaller compared with the incident wavelength. The
effective density tensor and bulk modulus of the layered
structure take the following form

mass density and bulk modulus of the two kind layers are
1=1.5 0, 1=2 '' and 2=0.5 0, 2=2 ''/3, respectively. The
other region of the cloaked object has density 0 and bulk
modulus ''=2.25 0. The total effective parameters of the
cloaked object are 0 and '', so the parameters of the
cloaking shell are same with that in Fig. 2(b). Comparing
Fig. 3(b) with Fig. 3(a), the cloaking shell can significantly
reduce the scattering and the cloaking effect is valid for the
composite object.

A

r

B

, 1

1

1

1

1
1

1

(

1

(

1
A

),
B

),

A

(6)

B

are the radial and angular components of
where, r and
the effective anisotropic density tensor, respectively, is the
effective bulk modulus, and is the ratio for the thicknesses
of B layers (dB) and A layers (dA).
Figure 3: Acoustic pressure field distributions for (a)
uncloaked composite scatterer and (b) cloaked composite
scatterer.
In order to yield perfect cloaking effect, the effective
mass density of the object must equal 0 exactly. However,
the density of the object suspending underwater is just
approximately same with 0, and it may be variation with the
work condition (e.g., submarine). Now we maintain the
parameters of the cloaking shell in Fig. 2(b) and multiply the
mass density and bulk modulus of the cloaked object by a
factor . In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the factor are chosen as =0.7
and =1.5, respectively. It is apparent that at a relatively
wide range (0.7< <1.5) of objects, the cloaking effect is
robust because the change of the parameters of the cloaked
object only induces slight turbulences.

Figure 5: (a) The structure of acoustic layered system. (b)
The schematic of 2N-layered acoustic cloak.
Now we come to realize the radius-dependent, anisotropic
acoustic cloaking shell described by Eq. (5) using layered
structures of homogeneous isotropic materials described by
Eq. (6). First, break the ideal continuous shell into N layers
which have stepwise discrete parameters distribution. The
material in each layer is thus anisotropic and homogenous.
Then, mimic each anisotropic layer by alternating layers of
isotropic materials A and B whose parameters are precisely
designed by Eq. (6) from the corresponding anisotropic layer.
If N is large enough, each anisotropic but homogeneous
layer can be mimicked by only two isotropic and
homogeneous layers A and B. Finally, the inhomogeneous
anisotropic cloaking shell is approximately implemented by
2N discrete layers of homogeneous isotropic materials, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). Suppose the layers have equal thickness
( =1) and substitute Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), then the density and
bulk modulus of each layer can be obtained as follows

Figure 4: Acoustic pressure field distributions for cloaked
object with (a) =0.7 and (b) =1.5.

2i 1

3. Layered cloak
2i

The parameters of the cloaking shell are anisotropic and
inhomogeneous, which makes it difficult to experimentally
realize. So we further construct the cloak by alternating
homogeneous isotropic materials. As verified in Ref. [16,
30], the transverse isotropic density can be mimicked by an
alternating layered system. Figure 5(a) shows the structure
of acoustic layered system in cylindrical coordinates. For a
concentric layered structure consisting of two kinds of
alternating layers A (B) whose parameters are homogeneous

n 2 1)

(n

n 2 1)

(n

n(ri b) 2 n

0

,

, i=1, 2, 3, … , N,

, i=1, 2, 3, … , 2N,

0
i

0

(7)
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with ri=a+(2i-1)(b-a)/4N, i=1, 2, 3, … , 2N.
The acoustic pressure field distributions for cylindrical
scatterer shielded by the 10-layered cloak and 40-layered
cloak are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively.
Comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 6(a), when the scatterer is
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shielded by the 10-layered cloak (2N = 10, dA = /10), the
deformation of pressure field decreases but the scattering is
still very large. Figure 6(b) shows the efficient cloaking
effect by the 40-layered cloak (2N = 40, dA = /40). Outside
the cloaking shell, the scattering is greatly reduced and the
plane wave field is almost undisturbed. For an exterior
observer, the acoustic field seems to be emitted from the
source directly as if there is no scatterer in the host medium.
The absence of scattered waves clearly verifies the efficient
cloaking effect of the proposed layered cloak. And it is
worth pointing out that the incident plane wave can pass
through the cloaking shell with the shape of the wavefront
unchanged, which makes it capable of receiving information
from the surroundings. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) imply that the
proposed cloak with larger layer number 2N produces
smaller scattering for external illumination, and the cloaking
performance is quite excellent when 2N becomes large
enough (e.g., 2N = 40).

by integrating the far-field scattering pattern over . Figure
7(b) depicts the TSCS as a function of layer number 2N at
= 0.5a. For the bare scatterer (2N = 0), the TSCS is about
4.1. When the scatterer is shielded by a 2-layered cloak, the
TSCS is 8.1 and it may significantly drop as the layer
number 2N increases. Finally, the TSCS will decrease to
zero when 2N is large enough. It is clearly shown in Fig. 7(b)
that the larger layer number, the smaller this 2N-layered
cloak produces scattering for fixed external illumination.
For the purpose of quantitatively analyzing the cloaking
effect, the acoustic far-field scattering pattern [5, 11] is
calculated by using the acoustic scattering theory under
plane wave incidence. Figure 7(a) plots the acoustic far-field
scattering patterns for different 2N-layered cloak at = 0.5a.
For the bare scatterer, the maximum scattering is 46.12 dB
at = 0° which corresponds to the sharp forward shadow
behind the scatterer. When it is shielded by the 40-layered
(10-layered) cloak, the forward ( = 0°) scattering
dramatically decreases to 12.98 dB (32.21 dB). The
maximum reduction (94.17 dB) of scattering due to the
presence of 40-layered cloak occurs in = 80°, and at most
angles ( 71.11%) the reduction is more than 25 dB. It can be
found in Fig. 7(a) that, when the layer number 2N is
increasing the scattering of such 2N-layered cloak
significantly drops compared with that of a bare cylindrical
scatterer, which clearly demonstrates the efficiency of the
layered cloaking system.
We also investigate the performance of the multilayered
cloak with different wavelengths. The acoustic pressure field
distributions of 40-layered cloak for plane wave incidence
with wavelength = 1.5a (dA = /120) and = a/6 (dA =
3 /40) are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
Compared to Fig. 6(b), the pressure field in Fig. 8(a) suffers
so smaller disturbance from the scatterer that the
deformation of exterior plane wave can not been caught by
the naked eye. Namely, the cloaking effect improves as the
wavelength increases from = 0.5a to = 1.5a, but in
contrast the cloaking effect markedly degrades when the
wavelength is decreased to a/6, as shown in Fig. 8(b). It is
clearly seen that the plane wave field is strongly disturbed
and the wavefront becomes discontinuous, indicating nonnegligible scattering appears.

Figure 6: Acoustic pressure field distributions for (a) 10layered cloak and (b) 40-layered cloak.

Figure 7: (a) The acoustic far-field scattering patterns and (b)
TSCS for different 2N-layered cloak.

Figure 9: (a) The far-field scattering patterns of 40-layered
cloak under plane wave incidence with different wavelength
. (b) The frequency dependence of TSCSs for bare scatterer
and 40-layered cloak.

Figure 8: Acoustic pressure field distributions of 40-layered
cloak with (a) = 1.5a and (b) = a/6.
We further investigate the acoustic total scattering crosssection (TSCS) [11] which is defined as the ratio of the total
scattered power to the incident power and can be calculated

We further quantify the directional performance of the
cloak with different wavelengths. Figure 9(a) plots the
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scattering patterns of 40-layered cloak for wavelength =
a/6,
= 0.5a and
= 1.5a. As observed, when the
wavelength decreases from 1.5a to 0.5a and further to a/6,
the scattering increases dramatically in all directions. For =
1.5a and = a/6, the scatterings in the direction = 0° ( =
180°) are -20.79 dB and -46.42 dB (59.17 dB and 0.59 dB),
respectively. Namely, the forward shadow (backward
reflection) increases 79.96 dB (47.01 dB) as
only
decreases from 1.5a to a/6. The scattering patterns
accurately match the pressure field distributions in Fig. 8.
In order to present an overall performance on the cloak’s
operating frequency, we further calculate the acoustic TSCS
spectra under different frequency, and depict it as a function
of the normalized frequency k0a (2 / ) in Fig. 9(b). At
extremely low frequency (k0a 0), the size of the scatterer
and 40-layered cloak are much smaller than the wavelength,
the TSCSs for three cases thus approach zero. As k0a
increases from 0 to 5.66 and further to 45, the TSCS of the
bare scatterer first rapidly increases to 5.3 and then oscillates
around average value 4, while the TSCSs for two types of
40-layered cloak increase monotonously with k0a. However,
the TSCS of the 40-layered cloak is always smaller than that
for bare scatterer in the range of k0a = 0 - 44.55, which
distinctly confirms the efficient cloaking effect of the
proposed layered structure, and the cloaking effect is
gradually degraded as the frequency increases (or
wavelength decreases). In the range of k0a = 0 – 27.02, the
TSCS of the cloak maintains below 0.44 and the cloaking
efficiency keeps above 90%. As k0a is further increased to
44.55, the TSCS of the cloak increases dramatically and
equals to that for bare scatterer at last, the cloaking
efficiency thus vanishes. If the cutoff frequency is defined as
a benchmark distinguishing whether the cloaking effect
exists, then the operating frequency of the 40-layered cloak
is 0 - 44.55. The frequency dependence of the cloaking
effect agrees well with Figs. 8 and 9(a).
The investigation about the layer number and frequency
dependence of the cloaking effect clearly show that the
thinner the layers compared with incident wavelength, the
better this 2N-layered structure cloaks the scatterer. This
character can be easily explained by effective medium
approximation. The layered cloak is characterized as an
effective anisotropic material, and the mimic works if only
dA (dB) << . When the wavelength decreases or the layers
become thick the long-wavelength limit will be destroyed,
which directly degrades the working condition of the
approximation, and hence, attenuates the cloaking effect. As
a result, the better cloaking effects and wider operating
frequency could be obtained by thinner alternating layers.
However, in practical realization it is difficulty to coat too
many thin layers which follow the parameter described by
Eq. (3), we thus have to terminate the coating process at a
proper medium value of layer number 2N considering the
fabrication cost and implementation difficulty.
Since the wave from external sources can pass through
the cloaking shell, we have also considered the case where a
source is put inside the cloaked region to decide whether the
wave can travel from inside to external region. The
simulation results are given in Fig. 10 in which the point

source is located at (1.0 m, 180°). Without cloak, the wave
directly travels into the distance, but the wavefront shape no
longer keeps cylindrical because of the scattering by the
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 10(a). In Fig. 10(b) the
cylindrical wave can pass through the cloaking shell and
reach the outside with changeless wavefront shape, which
makes it capable to send information to outside. In addition,
the cloaking shell produces an imaginary image P' at (0.67
m, 180°), which results in an intriguing effect that for an
exterior observer the acoustic wave appears to be radiated
from the point P'.

Figure 10: Acoustic pressure field distributions for (a) bare
scatterer and (b) 40-layered cloak. The acoustic wave is
incident from a point source located at (1.0 m, 180°) with
wavelength in host medium = 0.5a.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented an inaudibility cloaking
scheme by mimicking the radius-dependent and anisotropic
ordinary lens through alternating layered structures of
homogeneous isotropic materials based on the effective
medium approximation. The low-scattering and shadowreducing properties have been demonstrated, which make an
acoustic sensor undetectable. Since the wave can pass
through the cloaking shell with changeless wavefront shape,
the cloaked object is able to exchange information with the
outside environment by acoustic wave for the purpose of
communication or detection. The investigation about layer
number and operating frequency show that the thinner layers
produce better cloaking effect. Moreover, the proposed
scheme has no requirement of any anisotropic or
inhomogeneous materials which are usually constructed by
resonant metamaterial, thus the layered cloak may have a
wide operating frequency range in which the upper limit is
only decided by layer thickness. The proposal may
significantly facilitate the experimental demonstration of
acoustic cloaking.
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Abstract
Transformation method provides an efficient way to control
wave propagation by materials. The transformed relations
for field and material during a transformation are essential
to fulfill this method. However, there are no general
methods to obtain the transformed relations for a general
physic process; all the results in literatures are derived case
by case. As a result, the degree to which this transformation
concept can be applied to other physical phenomena
remains an open question. Recently, Hu et al. present a
general framework for determining the transformed
relations of physical quantities in arbitrary PDE in its
application scope according to the idea of transformation
method. In this paper, we will review the main concepts of
this general theory, particularly the difference between this
idea and the usual method. The flexibility of this method is
shown by an example.

1. Introduction
The transformation method proposed for electromagnetic
(EM) waves [1-3] has been found many applications to
control and manipulate electromagnetic fields with help of
electromagnetic metamaterials, such as cloaks [2,4]. The
method is also extended to acoustic wave for liquid
materials [5,6], heat conduction [7] and matter waves [8].
The basic principle of transformation method is based on
the form-invariance of the corresponding equations under a
general spatial mapping, and then the needed materials to
distribute the fields in a prescribed manner can be
constructed directly. Consider a physical process described
, the field u and material C are
on an initial space
related together at a point x and time t by a differential
equation F as
F (x, t , u(x, t ), C(x))

0, x

.

(1)

The operator F announces the certain physical mechanism
between C and u in every point within . If F is forminvariant under the mapping which transform the space
to ' by x ' x '(x) , i.e. there is
F (x ', t , u '(x ', t ), C '(x '))

0 , x'

',

(2)

can also be
then the attached field u and materials C in
mapped to ' as u ' and C ' . The idea of transformation

method is to carefully perform a specifical mapping so that
the transformed field u ' in the transformed space follows a
designed way, and C ' then tells how to realize this function
by the material distribution. Hence, the transformed
relations for field and material during a transformation, i.e.,
Tu : u

u ' , TC : C

C' ,

(3)

are essential to fulfill this method.
To obtain Eq. (3) for different equations, different
groups have come up with different methods. Pendry et al.
[2] rebuild the Maxwell’s equations in a small
parallelepiped and find the transformed relations with help
of both the contravariant and covariant components of
vectors. The similar method is used by Cummer et al. [9] to
obtain the velocity transformation for scalar acoustic
equations. Greenleaf et al. [10] analyze the Helmholtz
equation with respect to Riemannian metrics, and then the
transformed relations can be obtained by comparison of the
equations in Riemannian space and Euclidian space. Milton
et al. [11] give another concise mathematical formulation.
They utilize tensor calculation to prove that for a given
transformation of field and material in the Maxwell’s
equations, the equations can retain their form. Norris [12]
shows that the material transformations of generalizedacoustic equations are not uniquely defined based on the
pentamode elastic material theory [13]. Interestingly,
Leonhardt et al. [14] find that general relativity provides the
recipes for calculating the required electromagnetic material
properties. Recently, the so-called “change of variable”
method which was developed by Milton et al. [11] has been
extended by Vasquez et al. [15] and Norris et al. [16] to
obtain the transformations of the elastodynamics equations.
The main idea of the this “change of variable” method is:
one should first assume certain transformed relations for
some physical quantities between x and x ' , and then
reestablish the whole equations and other quantities also
respect to x ' , according to the calculus rules. If the
reestablished equations have the same form as the original
one, then the equations are declared to be form-invariant,
and the transformed relations Eq. (3) can be easily obtained
by comparing the two sets of equations; otherwise, the
equations are considered as form-variant and thus the
transformation method can not be applied. By this method,
the two groups achieve coincident results for transformation
elastodynamics: if the transformed elasticity tensor is

where A is the Jacobian transformation tensor with the
x 'i / x j , then the transformations of other
components Aij

assumed to be full symmetric, then the reestablished
elastodynamics equations are changed from Navier’s
equations to Willis’ equation; if one want to retain the form
of Navier’s equations, the transformed elasticity tensor
should be asymmetric, which is first shown by Brun et al.
[17] for the transformation elastodynamics as a special case.
The abovementioned methods are, generally speaking,
based on the mathematical interpretation of the forminvariance. In this interpretation, the “form-invariance” is a
pure mathematical property of a given set of equations. One
needs first to find the transformed equations to verify
whether they have the same forms as the original ones, if
that is the case, the transformed relations for fields and
materials can be obtained. Recently, Hu et al. and Chang et
al. [18-20] have proposed another method to obtain the Eq.
(3). In their method, the “form-invariance” is interpreted
from the physical point of view, i.e., if the governing
equation Eq. (1) is used for both homogeneous (isotropous)
and inhomogeneous (anisotropic) materials, it is considered
as form-invariant. In this framework, there is no need to
find the transformed governing equation, because any
reasonable governing equation must have clear answer for
their application scope. The physical interpretation of forminvariance bring about conveniences in obtaining the
transformed relations for field and material during a
transformation, however as it is totally different to the usual
methods, the difference and relationship between these two
ideas should be give more clarifications. That is the
objective of this paper.
The paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, the
“change of variable” method in transformation method is
discussed, and the ambiguity implied in this idea is pointed
out, then in Section 3 the method based on the physical
interpretation of form-invariance is discussed. A sample is
given to show the flexibility of this method in Section 4,
with a concluding summary of the paper in Section 5.

physical quantities, , C ,
can be derived by submitting
Eq. (5) to (4) and rewriting the equations respect to x ' . The
“test function” method can be introduced to simplify the
derivation [11]. One can find that the chain rule in calculus
will lead to the form-variance of Eq. (4) in the new space
' [11]
' '

C u,

' C ' ' u ' S ' u ' ,(6)

u ' B Tu ,

(7)

where B is an arbitrary invertible matrix-like transformation
operator. As the arbitrary operator B is introduced, the
transformations of quantities in Eq. (6) are nonunique
[15,16]
C 'ijkl

J 1 Aim B jn Akp Blq Cmnpq ,

S 'ijk

J 1 Aim B jn

D 'kij

B 'ijk ,

ij

J 1 Bik B jk

Bkq
xp

J

Cmnpq ,

1

2

(8)

Bin B jq
Cmnpq ,
xm x p

where J det A . Hence, it is obvious that
(a) If C ' needs to be full symmetric, i.e., C 'ijkl = C ' jikl =
C 'klij , then one has to set B

A , the transformed equations

become Eq. (6), and this the case by adopting the
assumption of Eq. (5);
(b) If the transformed equations need to be keep their
original form as Eq. (4), i.e., D ' S ' 0 in Eq. (6), then
one has to set B = const, and thus C ' loses it full symmetry
because there may has C 'ijkl C ' jikl . If B I , the result of
Brun et al. [17] can be included as a specifical case.
So far it is seems that the analyses are complete.
However, the following question makes the above result
becomes debatable: although Eq. (7) is more general than
Eq. (5), it is still a special case, so why the special result
should be think as the general one, and assert that Eq. (4)
can not retain their form if the transformed elasticity tensor
C ' needs to be full symmetric? The real general
transformation of displacement vector is

(4)

is 2-order stress
where u denotes displacement vector,
tensor, C is 4-order elasticity tensor,
is density and
is
the frequency. If one physical quantity transformation can be
given first, then all the others can be obtained. For example,
if one assumes the displacement vector has this
transformation [11]

u ' (AT ) 1 u ,

'u ' ,

Realizing that the assumption of Eq. (5) is just a special
case, Vasquez et al. [15] and Norris et al. [16] then propose
a more general transformation of the displacement vector

The “change of variable” method is a representative method
to obtain the Eq. (3) based on the mathematical
interpretation of form-invariance. The main idea of this
method has been briefly introduced in Section 1. In this
section, we will give more detailed introduction to this
method in context of elastodynamics according to Ref. [11,
15-16], and the ambiguity of this method will be
demonstrate subsequently.
The governing equations of elastodynamics are
u,

2

which are of the form of Willis’ equations.

2. The “change of variable” method in
transformation method

2

D' u'

u '(x ')

f (x ', x, u(x)) ,

(9)

where f is an arbitrary continuous function, it can be
much more complex than Eq. (7). In fact, as shown by
Cevery [21], a time-harmonic solution of the elastodynamic

(5)

2

equation (4) for an inhomogeneous medium can be written
in the form of a vectorial ray series
u(x ', t )
n

U n (x ')
exp[ i (t T (x ')] ,
n
0 ( i )

not, instead, it concern for what kind of mapping (forminvariance) the equations have, or the characters of the
transformed relations Eq. (3).
>>1 ), one can
For high frequency elastic waves (
only use the zeroth-order term in the series of Eq. (10)

(10)

and the system can be solved successively according to its
recurrent character. Other literatures about the displacement
solutions of inhomogeneous elastodynamic can be found in
Ref. [22]. This type of displacement vector can not be
expressed by the simple transformation Eq. (7). For the
isotropous homogeneous medium, we can assume the
to
transformations of the material parameters from space
' , which transform the medium to anisotropies
inhomogeneous one
g (x ', x, C) : C

u 0 (x ', t )

(x ') ,

(11)

where g and h are given functions, and C is of full
symmetric by this transformation, then the displacement
solution u can be obtained by Eq. (10) in space ' . We
have

'

2

u,

C u, x

2

u,

C 'u , x '

3. Physical interpretation of the form-invariance
'

(12)

The objective of the transformation method is to control
some physical fields by designed appropriate materials, and
the achieved materials are usually inhomogeneous and
anisotropic. Thus, if one wants to manipulate the physical
fields in such media, he must in advance know the
governing equations for these materials. In view of this, Hu
et al. [18] give the physical interpretation of the forminvariance: the governing equation (1) is used for isotropic
homogeneous materials, if it can also be used for the
anisotropic inhomogeneous materials, then it is considered
as form-invariant. Namely, in this interpretation, Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2) are the governing equations for isotropic
homogeneous and anisotropic inhomogeneous materials,
respectively. For example, in classical physics, Maxwell’s
equations

where u is the solution of the isotropous homogeneous
, which can be of a harmonic plane
medium in space
wave form
u ( x ) = U(x) exp ( i (t T (x))) .

(13)

Thus, according to Eq. (12), there must exist point-to-point
and '
mapping between space
C

C(x ') ,

(x ') ,
u(x, t )

(15)

In this approximation, Eq. (10) is reduced to the form of
plane wave form Eq. (13), which presents a smooth wave
field, and can be used in the frame work of transformation
method. The local linear transformation must exist between
the displacement vectors u and u 0 because of their
identical forms. This condition is also true for
electromagnetic and acoustic waves, if the local linear
transformation can be found, then Eq. (3) can be used in
transformation method. However, this “local linear” restrict
can not be naturally introduced into the “change of
variable” method, because this restrict is based on the
strong physical and engineering background, while the
“change of variable” method is based on the mathematical
interpretation of the “form-invariance”. Thus, deeper
physical insight should be introduced into the
transformation method.

C(x ') ,

h(x ', x, ) :

U 0 (x ') exp[ i (t T (x ')] .

(14)

u(x ', t ) .

Equations (14) clearly show that even if the elasticity tensor
keeps full symmetric, the elastodynamic equation (4) can be
form-invariant for a general space mapping, provide the
transformation of the displacement vector can be properly
assumed. This result disagrees with the assertions (a) and (b)
in this section.
However, although the elastodynamic equation can, in
principle, be form-invariant from the pure mathematic point
of view, it not indicates that Eq. (14) can be used in the
framework of transformation method to control the
displacement field. This is because the inhomogeneous
elastodynamic equations are equivalent to have non-physical
sources term, thus the displacement solution Eq. (10) is not a
smooth wave field, but a scattered wave field [21], which
usually can not satisfy the engineering design requirement.
This fact demystifies the key point in the transformation
method: the method does not concern for whether the
governing equations can be mapped (form-invariance) or

E

H
,
t

H

E
,
t

(16)

can be equally used for both isotropic homogeneous
materials and anisotropic inhomogeneous materials.
Similarly, the classical acoustic wave equation

p

u, p

u,

(17)

can also be equally used for both isotropic homogeneous
materials and anisotropic inhomogeneous materials, where
the mass density is assumed to have a tensor form in general.
For the classical elastodynamics equations (4), although
some use it for inhomogeneous materials, but as shown in
Ref. [23,24], in such cases elastodynamics should be
governed by Willis equations.
The essential difference between acoustics (or optics)
and elastodynamics is that the former is established by the

3

first-order approximation, i.e., the variation of a quantity
around a point is expressed by Taylor series expansion with
higher-order terms being neglected. Then the physical model
of the Eq. (16) or (17) is simply based on a point, which can
be used for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous
materials. In contrast, elastodynamics must consider the
moment effect, thus the physical model is based on a finite
area rather than a point that cannot support moment. The
balance equation of angular momentum by first-order
approximation is written as (without summation)
ij

1 ij
dxi
2 xi

ji

1
ji
dx j ,
2 xj

there are V = 1e '1 e '1 + 2e '2 e '2 + 3e '3 e '3 . The physical field
u and material C in the initial space are rigidly rotated
with the element to the local system e ' of the transformed
space, in the new local Cartesian system e ' the components
of the field u and material C will then be rescaled along
e 'i . Symbolically the transformations can be written as
Vq R : q

ji

(20)

where Vq is the scaling tensor for the quantity q, and has a
diagonal form in the specially established frame e ' , i.e.,
Vq diag[q1 , q2 , q3 ] , where qi are scaling factors to be

(18)

determined. The form-invariance of Eq. (1) and (2) and
differential
relation
between
the
two
spaces
/ x 'i (1/ i ) / xi can lead to the some conditions for
determining the scaling factors. In addition, one should
assume during the mapping, each type of energy is
conserved and there is not energy conversion. If w(u, C)
and w '(u ', C ') denote respectively any type of energy
densities in the initial and transformed spaces, the volume of
an element dv becomes 1 2 3dv during the mapping, so
the energy conservation of each point leads to the following
physical constraint condition

where i,j=1,2,3 i j . Equations (18) complete the
elastodynamics equations in addition to Eq. (4). However,
Eq. (18) are difficult to solve, so one can simplified it to
ij

q ', q u, C ,

(19)

by zero-order approximations. Equation (19) is usually
omitted in Navier’s equation because it is included by the
symmetry of classical elasticity tensor. Thus, equations (4)
with symmetric elasticity tensor in fact use zero-order
approximation and are proper only for slowly varying
materials (or high-frequency waves).
The detailed discussions on the precision of the
governing equations are beyond the scope of this paper.
What we want to emphasize is that in the physical
interpretation, the “form-invariance” or “form-variance” of
the governing equations is already known before obtaining
Eq. (3). The anisotropic inhomogeneous material can be
regarded as transformed from the isotropic homogeneous
one. However the transformation can be arbitrary, different
transformations will lead to different material, then how to
find the appropriate transformation that can be used to
control the physical fields? The transformation method gives
a graceful solution: it connects the material transformation
to a point-to-point coordinates mapping between the two
materials and the local properties of the transformed
material is determined by the local geometrical property of
this space mapping. Though this way, the material can be
transformed via a certain visualized method point by point,
in turn the physical fields related to material.
Hu et al. [25] further recognize that the space mapping is
equivalent to space deformation. If Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are
established by first-order approximation, the local linear
transformation must exist between them. So the space
deformation can also be interpreted by first-order
approximation, or the space deformation is regarded as local
affine deformation point-by-point, and the physical
quantities transformations are equivalent to physical
quantities deformations arouse by space deformation.
Afterwards, according to continuum mechanics, the
deformation gradient tensor A (equals to the Jacobian
transformation tensor) induced by the space mapping can be
decomposed by a rotation (orthogonal) tensor R and a pure
stretch tensor V as A VR . Suppose at each point e 'i and
i respectively the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of V, then

w(u, C)

w '(u ', C ')

1 2 3

.

(21)

The energy conservation will provide other constraint
condition for the scaling factors. The constraint conditions
will allow one finally to determine the transformed relations
for the field and material.
This theory provides a general method to determine the
transformed relations for any physical process governed by
a set of PDE, if the PDEs are established by the first-order
approximation. Hu et al. [18] show that the constraint
conditions are not enough to determine completely the
transformed relation for transformation acoustics, leaving a
possibility to define them differently as found in the
literature. New acoustic transformations with constant
density or modulus are also proposed. They also show that
the transformed relation is uniquely determined for
transformation optics. With help of this theory, we have a
convenient method to explore the transformation method in
a vast range of potential dynamical systems.

4. Transformation elastodynamics sample
The theory based on the physical interpretation of the forminvariance can work well for those equations established by
the first-order approximation, because in these cases the
equations can be equally used for both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous materials. However, the method is not
limited for those equations; the physical view make it has
more flexibility in material design compared to the usual
method such as change of variable method.
Recall the physical interpretation of the form-invariance,
the designer should in advance knows the governing
equations for the inhomogeneous and anisotropic material,
thus, even if the equations is not a standard first-order

4

approximation but within some application scope they can
be used in the inhomogeneous media, then the forminvariance still exists. Take the elastodynamics as an
example. It is known that Eq. (4) with symmetric elasticity
tensor can not be used in inhomogeneous materials,
however, in the high-frequency waves or slowly varying
materials cases, these equations can be used
approximatively. Therefore, in this limit, one can still
explore the method introduced in the previous section to
obtain the transformed relations of Eq. (4).
As shown in Ref. [21,26], the researches on the high
frequency (short wavelength) have a long history in
acoustic and elastodynamic wave propagation problems for
various important applications, such as in seismology,
petroleum exploration, nondestructive ultrasound evaluation
and other important areas. In addition, as shown in Ref. [21],
the condition of high frequency has only a relative meaning.
It requires that the appropriate material parameters of the
media do not vary greatly over an order of wavelength, for
example, in seismology, sometime the wave with frequency
8 Hz can be considered as high frequency. Thus, the high
frequency transformation elastodynamics is useful in
practice.
The transformed relations are derived directly from the
constraint conditions, none of transformed relation is preassumed, and as the constraint equations of elastodynamics
have non-unique solution, various transformations can be
obtained [19-20]. Interestingly, in the local conformal space
mapping, which will lead to both isotropic transformed
modulus and density, the impedance-matched condition for
both S and P waves in perpendicularly incident cases exists
E'

E,

'

,

'

/

,

parameter Eobs 10 E and other parameters are as same as
the background. It is shown that the cloak can obviously
reduce the scattering.

x'

x

x ,.

Figure 1: The space mapping of the approximative elastic
waves cloak with isotropous homogeneous material.
(a)

(22)

(b)

(c)

(23)

>1 is a constant real. Then with help of the
where
designed cloak, the scattering arouse by the obstacle in the
hole can be smaller compared to that without the cloak,
because the cloak as effective as to “compress” the obstacle
size. Equations (22) guarantee there are no scattering in the
incident boundary, and the cloak is of isotropous and
homogeneous. The space mapping is shown in Fig. 1. The
simulation result is shown in Fig. 2, where the constant
scaling factor
=3 and the background media is the
structural steel with material parameters E 200Gpa ,
0.33 and

x

'

denote Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
where E and
ratio of the media, respectively, and is the local scaling
factors of the conformal space mapping. Equations (22)
show that for the perpendicularly incident elastic waves, the
impedance-matched condition does not require the
boundary between the transformed media and the
background media to be fixed, in contrast to the
electromagnetic waves [27,28]. Thus, we can design an
approximative elastic waves cloak with isotropous
homogeneous material. Let a region with a hole has a
uniform magnifying
x'

x'

'

Figure 2: The simulation result (total displacement) of the
designed elastic waves cloak. (a) Original waves without
obstacle; (b) waves without cloak; (c) waves with the
designed cloak.

7850 kg/m3 . The obstacle has material
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5. Discussion and conclusions
This paper review some important concepts and methods
contained in transformation method. The transformed
relations for field and material during a transformation,
equations (3), are very important in the framework of
transformation method. The usual methods to obtain Eq. (3)
are based on the mathematical interpretation of the forminvariance, where the form-invariance is a pure
mathematical property of a given set of equations, that one
need to verify. The “change of variable” method is a
representative method of this idea. It needs to assume
certain transformed relations for some physical quantities
first, and then express the others in a general arbitrary
curvilinear coordinate system according to the coordinate
transformation laws. Thus the results depend on the preassumed transformed relations and this method can not
obtain the full transformed relations. More important, the
mathematical interpretation of the form-invariance masks
the physical essence implicated in the transformation
method, i.e., the most important question need to answer is
not whether the governing equations can be mapped or not,
but what kind of mapping the equations have.
An alternative interpretation to the form-invariance is
explored. The main idea is that if the governing equation is
used for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous materials
in its known scope, or it is physically form-invariant, then
there is no need to find the governing equation for the
inhomogeneous materials by “change of variable” method.
If the governing equation is established by the first-order
approximation, one can also interpret the general mapping
by first-order approximation. The transformed material
property and physical field are constrained by some
constraint conditions. The flexibility of this method is
discussed, followed by a demonstration of an isotropous
homogeneous approximative elastic cloak.
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Abstract
We overview the results of theoretical and on-going
experimental investigations of electrically ultra-thin
metamaterial-inspired absorbers operating in the range of
millimetre and submillimetre waves and intended for
integration with spectrally-selective bolometric devices.
The attainability of values up to 180 for the ratio of the freespace wavelength to the absorber’s thickness is
experimentally demonstrated. The first prototypes of
spectrophotometric and imaging detectors utilizing
metamaterial-based radiation-sensitive pixels are presented.

1. Introduction
The range of short millimeter and submillimeter waves of
the terahertz spectrum (0.1-1 THz) remains an attractive
area for applied sciences and technologies due to high
penetrability of T-rays through various optically opaque
materials and media, as well as attainability of a sufficient
spatial resolution upon object imaging [1, 2]. When
investigating objects, their data information can be
noticeably increased if different spectral bands and
polarization discrimination are involved in data processing.
Such terahertz sensors or cameras, combining the options of
high spatial resolution, multispectral capability, polarization
sensitivity, low cost and real-time operation are
commercially unavailable and remain much demanded.
In this contribution we discuss the concepts of microGolay cell arrays and THz-to-IR converters, as the flexible
uncooled bolometric detectors with the aforementioned
functional capabilities that were recently developed by our
group for spectropolarimetric applications and imaging with
CW terahertz oscillators [3-5]. Both the micro-Golay cell
array detector and the THz-to-IR converter are estimated to
be flexible to the choice of the operating wavelength and
have no principle constraint on the array’s overall
dimensions due to an optical readout system, which does

not demand development of a specially designed
multiplexer system integrated with sensitive elements. It is
essential that adaptation of these detectors to the THz band
became feasible due to elaboration of the concept of
electrically thin electromagnetic absorbers with a close to
unity absorptivity within a desired frequency range [6, 7].
Such absorbers are frequently considered as a kind of
artificial engineered or metamaterial structures and can be
effectively designed by using the concept of highimpedance or artificial impedance surfaces (AISs) [7].
Unlike the classical Salisbury, Jaumann, or Dallenbach
electromagnetic absorbers based on unfavorably thick
quarter-wave absorbing layers, the AIS absorbers allow one
to attain the ratio of the free-space wavelength
to the
absorber’s thickness d of at least several tens. The condition
/ d >> 1 is essential for decreasing the absorber’s heat
capacity that enables achieving high sensitivity and low
response time of the bolometric detector. The investigations
also show that the increase of the / d ratio inevitably leads
to decreasing the absorption bandwidth, making AIS
absorbers ideally applicable to bolometric detectors with a
high spectral resolution.
In this work we overview the results of theoretical and
experimental investigations of ultra-thin AIS absorbers of
different configurations, designed for narrow-band
operation in the frequency range 0.05-0.5 THz. The
prospects for application of such absorbers in uncooled
bolometric sensors are experimentally demonstrated.

2. Ideology of ultra-thin absorbers
The ideology of high-performance electromagnetic
absorbers, exhibiting a considerable excess of the operating
free-space wavelength over the absorber thickness d, is
built on manipulating a spatial distribution of the
electromagnetic field to shift the electric field antinode onto
the lossy surface of the absorber. This goal can be
effectively achieved by using a high-impedance surface

(HIS) approach [7]. The conventional HIS is represented by
a subwavelength single-layer frequency-selective surface
(FSS) of a capacitive kind placed over a thin grounded
dielectric slab. At the HIS resonance frequency, the surface
impedance tends to infinity, yielding a zero reflection
phase. In this case, the tangential component of the total
magnetic filed formed by the incident and reflected waves
vanishes upon the HIS surface (the “magnetic wall”
condition), while the electric component is maximized. By
properly incorporating dissipative losses into FSS or the
dielectric slab, the regime of perfect absorption can be
further easily realized. If a dissipative parameter is chosen
to be small enough, the absorption resonance Q-factor and
the absorber’s / d ratio can reach the level of several
hundreds that is attractive for spectrophotometric
applications.

3.

Selected results

Figure 1: Implementing a 3-spectral polarization-sensitive
terahertz imager based on the THz-to-IR converter concept
[3]–[5]. (a) Matrix structure of absorbers with split ring
resonator elements. (b) Spectral absorptivity of matrix pixels
for optimal polarization. (c) Movie’s screen-shots at realtime imaging of the radiation beam from a backward-wave
oscillator of the milliwatt output radiation power level.

By appealing to an equivalent circuit model analysis and 3D
full-wave electromagnetic simulations, we thoroughly
analyze the ultimate performance of ultra-thin absorbers
with different FSS geometries and establish fundamental
relations between the resonant absorption bandwidth,
wavelength-to-thickness ratio, FSS conductivity, dielectric
slab loss tangent, and other parameters (see [3] for details).
Through the performed analysis we highlight the advantage
of the low-loss bulk materials to maximize the absorber’s
/ d ratio and spectral selectivity. As a result, when
implementing experimentally, polypropylene (PP) material
was chosen as the caring dielectric for the absorber’s
substrates (PP permittivity:
2.27–j 4 10-4), while highly
conductive metallization (with typical conductivity
2 107 S/m and thickness 0.4 m) was utilized in the
FSS and “ground” layers. Our analysis shows that for PPbased absorbers the energy dissipation occurs mainly in the
metallized FSS layer, unlike the results of other research
groups reported on absorption predominance in the
dielectric slab [6, 7].
Designed for operation in the frequency range 0.05–
0.5 THz and utilizing FSS of different geometries, the
experimental prototypes of ultra-thin absorbers were
fabricated via a contact photolithography technique.
Limited by the fabrication technology, the absorber’s / d
ratios in our case were shown to attain the values ~50 for
FSS with split-ring resonator elements, while reaching the
record-breaking magnitudes ~180 for FSS comprised by
metallic patches. The results of the electromagnetic
modeling for such ultra-thin absorbers are in a good
agreement with their experimental characterization by using
a subTHz BWO-spectrometer and AB mm™ Vector
Network Analyzer, which demonstrated 90-99.9% of the
resonant absorptivity for the designed wavelengths at
bandwidth selectivity of several percent.
The developed absorbers were further effectively used
for integration with T-ray sensing devices (single-channel
and matrix sensors), and we present the first results on
single- and multi-spectral subterahertz imaging and
spectropolarimetry using such detectors (Fig. 1).
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[5,8,14].  A  single-mode  cavity  with  sub-wavelength  size  has  
Abstract  
also   been   proposed   based   on   the   ENG-MNG   pair   and   lead  
We   theoretically   and   experimentally   investigate   the   to   unusual   Rabi   splitting   when  an   artificial   “atom”   was   put  
establishment  process  of  the  tunneling  mode  in  the  conjugate   into   the   interface[13].   The   conjugate   matched   ENG-MNG  
matched   pair   consisting   of   ε-negative   (ENG)   and  μ-negative   pair   can   be   reduced   to   nihility   without   any   reflection   and  
(MNG)   materials   based   on   time-domain   method.   The   phase  shift  when  steady  state  response  is  built,  whereas  the  
one-dimensional   conjugate  matched   pair  is  realized   by   using   foundation  of  the  steady  state  resonance  is  not  instantaneous,  
transmission  line  approach  and  the  position  and  time  behavior   it  requires  a  certain  time.  In  Ref.14,  Andrea  et  al  studied  the  
of   the   transmitted   signal   along   the   pair   is   measured   and   tunneling  mechanics  theoretically  by  using  finite-difference  
recorded   by   oscilloscope.   It   is   found   that   the   field   does   not   time-domain   (FDTD)   method.   The   studies   about  
decay   to   zero   in   a   finite   length   single   negative   material   and   instantaneous   process   of   the   interaction   between   wave   and  
the   average   power   flow   is   a   constant.   While   for   a   conjugate   metamaterials   will   help   us   to   understand   some   interesting  
matched   ENG/MNG   pair,   the   incident   field   attenuates   in   physical   phenomenon   [15].   In   this   paper,   the   (near)  
ENG   material   in   the   first   instance   and   then   the   fields   are   conjugate  matched  pair  containing  ENG  and  MNG  materials  
rapidly   enhanced   at   ENG-MNG   interface   due   to   the   strong   are   made   of   L-C   loaded   transmission   lines,   the  
interaction  between  the  evanescent  wave  and  MNG  material.   establishment  process   of  the  tunneling  mode  is  investigated  
After   a   certain  time,  the   steady   state  resonance   is   eventually   by  time  domain  analysis,  simulation  and  measurement.  
achieved.   It   is   revealed   that   there   is   a   combination   of  
2.  Model  and  theory  
travelling  wave  and  reactive  standing  wave  inside  the  bilayer  
with   the   ratio   between   them   varying   with   the   position   and   We  consider  a  single  ENG  slab  with  the  thickness  of  dENG  in  
time.   It   is   also   proved   that   the   bilayer   can   be   treated   as   an   free   space   using  the   coordinates   shown   in   Fig.1   firstly.   For  
open  resonator,  in  which  the  charging  up  characteristic  time  is   the   sake   of   simplicity,   we   only   consider   a   TM   plane   wave  
(Ex,  Hy)  incident  normally  on  the  slab.  The  general  solution  
in  proportion  to  the  Q  factor  of  the  structure.     
of   electric   field   in   phasor   form   can   be   written  
1.  Introduction  
as: E x  E  e  jk z  E  e  jk z ,  where  wave  number   k i   i i ,  
2

i

and   E+  and   E-   are   the   electric   field   coefficients   of   forward  
wave   and   backward   wave,    i and   i    are   the   permittivity  
and   permeability   respectively.   In   free   space,   the   wave  
number     k i   0 0    is  real,  so  the  solution  represents  the  
traveling   wave.   However,   inside   the   ENG   slab,   the   wave  
number   ki  j | i i |    becomes   imaginary.   People   tend   to  

Metamaterials,   including   negative-index   materials   [1,2]  
and   single  negative   materials  [3-6]  have   attracted   intensive  
studies   in   the   past   few   years,   due   to   their   unique  
electromagnetic  properties  and  potential  applications  [7-13].  
One   of   the   most   important   applications   of   negative-index  
material   is   super-resolution   imaging   which   come   from   the  
amplification   of   evanescent   waves[6,7].   The   studies   of   the  
evanescent  wave  amplification  becomes  very  important  and  
desirable.   There   are   two   kinds   of   single   negative  
metamaterials:  one  is  the  ε-negative  (ENG)  medium  and  the  
other   is   the   μ-negative   (MNG)   medium.   For   the   single  
negative   materials,   the   electromagnetic(EM)   wave   is  
evanescent,   but   it   is   surprising   that   the   complete   tunneling  
mode   was   found   in   a   conjugate   matched   pairing   structure  
made   of   ENG   and   MNG   metamaterials,   where   the  
evanescent   field   is   amplified   [5].   For   the   steady   state   case,  
the  EM  field  of  the  tunneling  mode  is  exponentially  increase  
from   the   boundary   to   the   center   of   the   pair   and   strongly  
localized   on   the   interface.   Many   applications   based   on   the  
tunneling   mode   such   as   transparency,   subwavelength  
imaging   and   self-collimation   properties   have   been   studied  
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simply  regard  the  solution  here  as  the  evanescent  wave,  and  
the   single  negative   material   can  not   support   power   flow.   In  
fact   the   situation   is   not   rigorous   exponentially   decay   in   a  
finite  ENG  slab.  After  applying  the  boundary  conditions  on  
the   two   interfaces   of   the   ENG   slab  and   some   mathematical  
manipulation,  the  EM  field  can  be  expressed  as:  
Ex  Ex e jE    and   H y  H y e j H                                  (1)  

the   phase   difference 1 between   the   electric   field   and  
magnetic   field   in   Regions   1   is      E   H .   It   is   easy   to  
obtain   that   the   average   power   flow pENG in   the   finite   ENG  
material  is  constant,     

  

pENG 
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where   k    .   The   propagation   property   is   similar   in   a  
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being   equal   to  the  average   power   flow   in   Regions   0   and   3.  
where  1   E1   H 1 and    2   E 2   H 2 ,   which   change  

finite  MNG  slab.  So  in  a  finite  single  negative  metamaterial,  
the  power  flow  decrease  with  the  thickness  but  not  zero,  the  
average   power   flow   is   constant   along   the   slab   since   the  
phase   difference   between   electric   field   and   magnetic   field  
varies   with   the   position.   For   the  ENG/MNG   bilayer   shown  
in  the  inset  of  Fig.  1,  People  also  tend  to  simply  regard  the  
solution  here  as   the   evanescent   wave,   and   the   structure   can  
not   support   power   flow.   In   fact   the   situation   is   more  
complicated   and   needs   a   rigorous   analysis.   After   applying  
the   boundary   conditions   on   the   three   interfaces   of   the  
ENG/MNG  slabs  and  some  mathematical  manipulation,  the  
EM   field   can   be   obtained.   Interesting,   the   complete  
tunneling   can   happen   in   the   ENG/MNG   bilayer   when   the  
condition  is  satisfied  [4,14]:  
1 1 d1  2  2 d 2    and 1 /  1  2 /  2    (3)     

with   the   position.   The   constant   power   flow   has   confirmed  
the   complete   tunneling   inside   this   conjugate   matched  
ENG/MNG   bilayer,  and   the  EM   fields   inside   the   conjugate  
matched   ENG/MNG   bilayer   is   a   hybrid   of   the   traveling  
wave  and  the  reactive  standing  wave[16].     
Consider   an   example   where   the   Drude   models   for   the  
permittivity  and  permeability  in  the  lossless  ENG  and  MNG  
2
2
slabs   are:    1 /  0  2  4 / f , 1 / 0  2 ,    2 /  0  2  4 / f ,  

 2 /  0  2 ,   where f is   frequency   measured   in   GHz   and  
d1  d 2  37.5mm .   According   to   the   conjugate   matched  
condition   Eq.(3),   the   bilayer   exhibits   a   complete   tunneling  
mode  at  f0=1GHz  shown  in  the  inset  of  Fig.1.  The  analytical  
amplitude   of   the   steady   electric   and   magnetic   fields   are  
plotted  in  Fig.  1.  It  is  clear  that  the  amplitudes  of  Ex  and  Hy  
reach  to  their  peaks  at  the  interface  of  the  bilayer  and  decay  
‘exponentially’  towards  either  edge  of  ENG/MNG  slab.     
At  the   tunneling   frequency,   there  is  a   substantial  amount  
of   EM   energy   ( WEM  WENG  WMNG )   stored   in   the  tunneling  
structure   which   work   as   a   resonator   and   the   total  
instantaneous   EM   energy   can   be   calculated. Under   the  
  
lossless   condition,   the   output   quality   (Q)   factor   of   the  
tunneling  mode  can  be  define  as   Q  WEM / pav 3 .  

where   d1   and   d2  are   the   thickness   of   ENG  and   MNG   slabs,  
respectively.     

  

Figure  1  The  EM  field  distribution  of  the  conjugate  matched  
bilayer  of  ENG/MNG  at  the  resonance  frequency,  the  insets  
are   the   schematics   and   the   transmission   spectrum   of   the  
bilayer  of  ENG  and  MNG  slabs.  
As  a  special  case,  a  conjugate  matched  blayer  is  denoted  
by:   1   2   ,   1  2   and   d1=d2=d,   we   have:  
k    ,   (i=1,   2).   The   steady   state   EM   fields   in   the  
bilayer  can  be  expressed  as  follows.  
Region  1  (0<  z  <d):     

Ex1  E0 cosh  kz   j E0 sinh  kz   Ex1 e j                (4)  
0
   H  E0 cosh  kz   j E0 sinh  kz   H e j                   (5)     
y1
y1
0


  

Figure   2.   The   analytical   and   FDTD   simulated   charging-up  
characteristic   times   τ/T   vs   thickness   d   of   the   conjugated  
matched   ENG/MNG   slabs,   the   parameters   are   the   same   as  
those  in  Fig.1.     

E1

H1

Region  2  (d<  z  <2d):  
   E  E cosh[k ( z  2d )]  j  E sinh[k ( z  2d )]  E e j (6)  
x2
0
0
x2

It  will  takes  a  certain  amount  of  time  to  tunnel  thought  the  
ENG/MNG  and  reach  to  its  steady   state   [14].   The   transient  
process   of   the   complete   tunneling   can   be   quantitatively  
described   by   the   charging   up   characteristic   time   τ.   The  
charging   up   process   of   the   resonator   with   a   rectangular  
waveform  signal  follows  1-exp(-αt)[17],  where  the  charging  
up   coefficient   α=ω/2Q.   So   the   charging   up   characteristic  
time  τ  /T=(2/π)[(sinh(2kd))/2  +  tan-1  (e2kd)  –π/4]  [16]  under  
the   conditions   in   Fig.   1,   where   T   is   the   cycle   of   the   wave  
and  d  is  the  thickness  of  the  slab.  It  increases  exponentially  
with  the  thickness  of  the  slabs,  corresponding  to  the  increase  

E2

H y2

0
E0
E0
 cosh[k ( z  2d )]  j sinh[k ( z  2d )]  H y 2 e j H 2 (7)  
0


where  the  wave  impedance      /  and    0  0 /  0 .  It  
is   quite   easy   to   prove   that   the   average   power   flow pavi in  
Regions  1  and  2  is  constant  (i  =  1,  2),     

  

  

of   Q   factor   of   the   tunneling   mode   as   shown   in   Fig.2   (the  
solid  line).  
In  order  to  study  the  transient  process,  we  have  simulated  
the   building   up   of   the   complete   tunneling   mode   in   this  
conjugate  matched  pair  of  ENG/MNG  slabs  by  using  FDTD  
method   [18].   The   problem   space   is   1500   cells   long,   where  
 z  0 / 1120    with 0  300mm ,   the   thicknesses   of   the  
ENG   and   MNG   layers   are   d ENG  d MNG  140 z ,   the   time  

wave   incidents   on   the   first   interface   between   air   and   ENG  
material   until   arrive   at   the   ENG/MNG   interface,   then   the  
field   amplitude   begins   to   increase   because   of   the   multiple  
reflections  within  the  bilayer.  Especially,  the  field  amplitude  
at   the   ENG-MNG   interface   is   rapidly   improved   due   to   a  
strongest   reactive   field.   When   the   EM   field   reaches   to   the  
steady  state,  the  field  amplitude  is  equal  at  the  entrance  and  
the  exit  faces  of  the  bilayer  without  any  phase  shift.        

3.  Experiment  and  simulation  

step   is   set   to   be     t  0.5z / c  0.4464 ps .   A   plane  
sinusoidal   wave   is   launched   at   about   a   half   wavelength  
away   from   the   surface   of   ENG   with   a   rectangular  
waveform.     

Single   negative   metamaterials   can   be   realized   by  
periodically   arranged   metallic   structures   and   dielectric  
composite   [3,4].   In   addition,   in   a   transmission   line   (TL)  
loaded   with   lumped   elements   characterized   by  
nonresonance,   MNG   and   ENG   metamaterials   can   also   be  
realized   with   low   loss[19].   For   the   sake   of   simplicity,   the  
transmission  lines  loading  shunt  inductor  L  (series  capacitor  
C)  possessing  ENG  (MNG)  properties  in  a  certain  range  of  
frequencies   are   termed   as   ENG   (MNG)   TLs,   the   circuit  
models  of  ENG  TL  and  an  MNG  TL  are  shown  in  Fig.  4(a).  
In   experiment,   ENG   and   MNG   TL   units   have   been  
fabricated  on  a  FR-4  substrate  (with  relative  permittivity  of  
4.75,  thickness  of  1.6mm).  Fig  4(b)  shows  the  photograph  of  
the   fabricated   pair   structure   ENG6MNG6   by   cascading   six  
ENG  TL  units  with  six  MNG  TL  units.  The  S-parameters  of  
the  units  are  simulated  by  Agilent  Advanced  Design  system  
(ADS)  and  measured  by  means  of  an  Agilent  8722ES  vector  
network  analyzer.  The  ENG  TL   unit   with   the   characteristic  
impedance   of   50Ω   is   designed   to   have   the   unit   length   of  
dENG=7mm,   the   loaded   shunt   inductor   LENG=15nH,   and   the  
MNG   TL   unit   to   have   dMNG=7mm,   series   capacitor  
CMNG=6pF,   respectively.   They   can   be   regarded   as   single  
negative  materials  below  1.3GHz,  and  the  ENG/MNG  pairs  
possess   tunneling   mode   at   the   resonance   frequency   [16].  
The  simulated  and  measured  S-parameters  of  the  MNG  TL,  
ENG   TL   containg   ten   TL   units   and   the   paired   structure  
MNGnENGn   (n=4,6,8)   are   shown   in   Fig.5.   The   simulated  
tunneling   frequency   f0=1.04GHz   accords   well   with   the  
experimental   data   f0=1.01GHz.   It   is   evident   that   the  
tunneling   mode   is   robust   against   the   scaling   change   of   the  
pair   structure   and   the   pair   can   work   as   a   sub-wavelength  
open-cavity  resonator  [13].  

                             
     

     

  

Figure   3.   (a)   FDTD   simulated   time  histories   of   the   electric  
field  at  the  entrance  to  ENG,  at  the  ENG/MNG  interface  and  
at  the  exit  of  MNG  slab,  respectively.  (b)  The  electric  field  
distribution   along   ENG/MNG   pair   at   different   time   points  
marked  by  a,  b,  c,  d,  e  and  f  in  Fig.3  (a),  respectively.  
The   amplitude   and   the   phase   information   of   the   electric  
and  magnetic  fields  at  any  position  can  be  obtained  from  the  
temporal   evolution.   In   Fig.   3(a),   the   time   histories   of   the  
electric   field   (magnetic   fields   are   not   shown   here)   at   the  
entrance  of  ENG,  at  the  ENG/MNG  interface  and  at  the  exit  
of   MNG   slab   are   plotted   respectively.   In   Fig.   3(b),   the  
transient  field  distributions  built  inside  the  pair  are  plotted  at  
different  time  points  which  are  marked  by  a,  b,  c,  d,  e  and  f  
as   shown   in   Fig.   3(a).   It   is   evident   that   the   electric   field  
amplitude   begins   to   attenuate   in   ENG   material   when   the  

  

  
Figure  4  (a)  The  circuit  model  of  ENG  and  MNG  TLs  with  
the  loading  shunt  inductor  (L)  and  series  capacitors  (C);;  (b)  
The  photograph  of  the  fabricated  pair  structure  ENG6MNG6  
by  cascading  six  ENG  TL  units  with  six  MNG  TL  units.  

  

  

Figure   5   The   simulated   (a)   and   measured   (b)   S-parameters  
of   the   MNG   TL,   ENG   TL   and   the   paired   structure  
MNGnENGn  with  n=4,  6  and  8.  
In   order   to   investigate   the   field   establishment   process   of  
the   tunneling   mode   in   experiments,   a   time-domain  
measurement   system   is   setup.   The   Tektronix   arbitrary  
waveform   generator   (AWG710)   is   used   to   generate   the  
rectangle  envelope  of  signal,  while  the  Agilent  vector  signal  
generator   (E8267D)   is   used   to   generate   the   carrier   wave  
with   the   tunneling   frequency(1.01GHz   in   measurement).  
The   rectangle   modulated   signal   is   then   injected   into   the  
  
ENG/MNG  pair.   A   Tektronix   P7350   differential  probe   with  
Figure  
6.  
(a)  
The  
measured  
time  
histories  
of  
the  
incident  
the   input   impendence   100   kΩ   is   used   to   measure   the  
rectangle  modulated  sinusoidal  signal  with  carrier  frequency  
waveform   at   P0,   P1,   P2…..P12,   along   the   pair.   The   position  
of   1.01GHz   at   3rd,   6th   and   9th   unit   respectively,   the   marker  
and   time   behavior   of   the   transmitted   signal   along   the   pair  
points   a,   b,   c,   d   denote   different   time   points.   (b)   The  
are   measured   and   recorded   by   oscilloscope.   The   detailed  
measured   voltage   distribution   along   the   ENG6MNG6   at  
time-domain   measurement   information   could   be   found   in  
different  time  points.  
Ref.   20.   Fig.   6(a)   shows   the  measured   time  histories   of   the  
rd
th
th
voltage   distribution   at   the   3 ,   6    and   9    unit   of   the  
fabricated   sample,   respectively,   that   is   p3,   p6   and   p9.   There  
are   some   small   fluctuations   in   the   first  instance   because   of  
reflection.  Fig.  6(b)  shows  the  measured  voltage  distribution  
along  ENG6MNG6  at  different  time  points  which  marked  by  
a,   b,   c   and   d   shown   in   Fig.   6(a).   The   voltage   distribution  
along   the   ENG6MNG6   transmission   line   changes   with   time  
and  position  and  the  tendency  agrees  well  with  that  obtained  
in   FDTD   simulation.   This   clearly   illustrates   the  
instantaneous   response   of   the   tunneling   mode   in   the  
conjugate  matched  ENG/MNG  pair.     
Furthermore,   the   charging   up   characteristic   time   τ   can  
also   be   obtained   by   fitting   the   signal   magnitude   probed   at  
  
P12  as  shown  in  Fig.4(b)  with  decay-exponential  function.  In  
Figure   7   The   ADS   simulated   and   measured   charging   up  
measurement,   a   rectangle   modulated   sinusoidal   signal   with  
characteristic   time   (τ/T)   (logarithmic   scale)   of  
f  1.01GHz    is   used.   The   charging   up   characteristic   time  
ENGn/MNGn  vs  the  unit  number  n  with  different  dielectric  
of  ENGn/MNGn  vs  the  unit  number  n  is  plotted  in  Fig.7.  It  
loss.     
is  shown  that  τ  increases  exponentially   with  the  pair  length  
under  the  lossless  condition.  The  building  up  process  of  the         4.  Conclusions  
tunneling   mode   in   the   lossy   ENG/MNG   TL   pair   is   also  
In   conclusion,   the   instantaneous   establishment   process   of  
modeled   in   ADS.   While   with   the   increase   of   the   dielectric  
the  tunneling  mode  in  a  conjugate  matched  ENG-MNG  pair  
loss tan  ,   the   tunneling   mode   needs   less   time   to   reach   to  
is   theoretically   and   experimentally   studied   based   on  
the   steady   state   since   the   total   Q   factor   of   the   resonator  
transmission  line  approach.  It  is  found  that  the  field  does  not  
decreases.   It   can   be   seen   that   the   measured   charging   up  
decay  to  zero  in  a  finite  length  single  negative  material  and  
characteristic   times   fit   well   in   the   range   of   simulated   ones  
the   average   power   flow   is   a   constant.   For   a   conjugate  
with  losses.  
matched   ENG/MNG   bilayer,   it   can   be   work   as   a  

  

  

sub-wavelength  open-cavity  resonator.  The  transient  process  
of  the  complete  tunneling  can  be  quantitatively  described  by  
the   charging   up   characteristic   time,   which   increases  
exponentially  with  the  thickness  of  the  slabs.     
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Abstract
The emission of a current line source surrounded by a
cylindrical shell of left-handed material (LHM) is studied
theoretically. The use of LHM shell greatly improves the
directional emission of the line source, while in a broadband
frequency range its radar cross-section is lower than that of
a parabolic reflector antenna with the same aperture size.
This may be useful in stealth antenna design. We prove the
directive emission is due to the negative refraction and the
focus effect occurring at the interface of the LHM shell.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials are engineered composites that exhibit
superior properties that do not find in nature and not
observed in the constituent materials. Owing to their
abnormal electromagnetic characteristics, metamaterials
have drawn significant scientific and engineering interest.
Many works have devoted to the physics and possible
applications of the metamaterials. The most well-known
applications are superlens [1] and cloaking [2]. Besides,
theoretical studies predict the great advantages from
metamaterials in antenna design. For example, resonant
conditions for strongly subwavelength patch antennas and
using metamaterials to improve the source radiation have
been discussed. Ziolkowski [3] proved that double negative
metamaterials could increase the power radiation of
electrically small antenna. Ghoshm [4] studied gain
enhancement of antennas using metamaterials, which
including left-handed materials (LHM) and single-negative
materials. Enhancing the directional emission is another
important application of metamaterials. Enoch [5] first
showed that energy radiated by a source embedded in an
isotropic metamaterial was concentrated in the narrow cone
in the surrounding media. After that, directive emission
enhancement was studied for the radiators with anisotropic
metamaterials [6] and cylindrical metamaterials [7-8]. Many
theoretical works have been backed up with prototypes
experimentally verifying the proposed ideas, which
stimulate many interests in antenna design [9-14]. People
are trying to design new antennas with metamaterials to
improve the antenna performances.
In this work, we will show that the line source
surrounded by a cylindrical shell of left-handed
metamaterial has a very good directional emission; while it

has a lower radar cross section in a broadband frequency
range. This feature provides a new way for designing stealth
antennas. We prove that the directive emission is caused by
the negative refraction and focus effects at the interface of
the LHM shell.

2. Theoretical model
Consider that a radiator consists of a line source and a
surrounding cylindrical shell as shown in Fig.1. The line
source and the shell are infinite long along z-axis, so the
source emission reduces into a two-dimensional problem.
The shell is with the inner radius a and outer radius b,
respectively, which separating the calculation area into the
regions I, II and III. Without loss of the generality, we
assume the current line source is on x-axis in the region I. It
produces a TMz mode electromagnetic (EM) wave, which
can be expressed, in cylindrical coordinate, as [15]
i
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is the wave number in free space. The

excited EM wave spreads outward and at steady state, the
total field in each region is:

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of LHM directional antenna,
which includes a line source and an LHM shell
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energy concentrates in a small angle along x-axis forming a
narrow beam. The power flow distribution is the same as
that of the far-field radiation pattern though they are
obtained by the different methods. This confirms the
computing results of the field distribution. The directivity
derived from radiation pattern is about 20, much greater
than that of the line source without LHM shell. As a
compare, we replace the LHM by a normal material with
r= r=+1.2, and recalculated the radiation pattern. The
result is shown in Fig. 3(a) in dash line. Quit different from
the radiation pattern of the LHM shell, the radiation does
not focus on any direction but almost radiates uniformly.
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In the above Jn is the Bessel function of first kind and Hn is
the Hankel function of second kind. The coefficients An, Bn,
Cn and Dn are unknowns. Using the continuous conditions
of the electric and magnetic fields at boundaries r = a and b,
we have a system of linear equations with four unknowns.
Solving the equations, the field distribution in each region is
obtained, and then the far-field radiation pattern can be
derived. Corresponding magnetic fields can be derived by
Maxwell equation, which are:
Ez
i
i Ez
(5)
, H
H

3. Radiation of a line source with LHM shell
We suppose the shell in Fig.1 is made of a uniform
dispersive material. Its permittivity r and permeability r
follows Drude model and Lorentz model [17], respectively,
i.e.
r

r

1

2
ep

1

i
F
2
m0

(6)
e

2
mp

j

(7)
m

where ep and e are electric plasma frequency and damping
coefficient; mp, m and m are magnetic plasma frequency,
magnetic resonance frequency and magnetic damping
coefficient, respectively. We assume fp= p/2 =4.24GHz,
fmp= mp/2 =6.5GHz, fm0= m0/2 =2.1GHz and F=0.22. For
simplicity, the damping coefficient e and m are supposed
zero in this work. It is easy to verify r and r are both
negative in the frequency range 2.1 to 3.7GHz. Specifically,
at 3GHz both r and r are negative one; the impedance of
shell matches that of free space.
The normalized electric far-field radiation pattern at
3GHz is shown in Fig. 3(a) in solid line. The shell is
assumed, respectively, with inner radius a=1.5 and outer
where is the wavelength in free space at
radius b=3.5
the working frequency. The line source is near the inner
wall at 0=1.35 . We see the radiation has a sharp main
beam along x-axis. The sharp beam marks the EM energy
mostly focusing on that direction. To display this feature
intuitively, we did simulation of the time averaged power
flow by the finite element solver COMSOL. The result,
shown in Fig. 3(b), illustrates the most of the outgoing EM

Figure 3. (a) Far-field radiation pattern of the line source at
3GHz at which the shell has r r=-1 (solid line). The dash
line is for the shell with r r =1.2. (b) Power flow
distribution of the line source radiation for LHM shell.
The difference between the two radiation patterns
demonstrates the LHM shell greatly improves the directive
emission of the line source when it locates at a proper
position; this system can be considered as a directional
antenna (LHM antenna). With the far-field distribution, we
have the total radiation power of the line source. It is about
1.15P0, where P0 is total radiation power of the line source
in free space. The LHM shell does not reduce total power
delivered by the line source because of the impedance
match at working frequency. The slight increase of the total
power is related to the high mode excitation [3].

2

It may be helpful to compare the directive emission of
the LHM antenna with a known directional antenna having
the same aperture size. Here, a parabolic reflector antenna is
used for a comparison. The aperture size of the parabolic
antenna is 2a, same as the diameter of the LHM shell.
Figure 4 is the far-field radiation pattern of two antennas,
and the inset shows a comparison of their feature size. We
see two antennas all have a sharp main beam. The halfpower bandwidth HPBW, which measures the main beam
width, is about 11 for the LHM antenna, slightly larger
than that of the parabolic antenna 9 . The two main beams
are almost the same, indicating their similar directional
emission characteristics. Though the larger sidelobe and
backlobes cause the directivity of the LHM antenna is lower
than that of parabolic antenna, the use of LHM shell
increases the focusing ability of the line source obviously.

Figure 5. RCS ratio of LHM antenna to parabolic antenna
shown in the inset of Fig. 4.
The directive emission shown above can be explained
by the negative refraction at outer interface and the focus
effect at inner interface of the LHM shell. The process can
be proved by the LHM shell illuminated by a plane wave.
According to the reciprocal principle of the antenna, if the
incident plane wave can create a focus point within the
region I, a real source at this point will produce a plane
wave out of the LHM shell. We did simulations with shell
parameters a=1.5 0, and b=3.5 0 at 3GHz at which and
are both negative one. Figure 6 gives time averaged power
flow density distribution when the plane wave incident from
the right-hand side. In the figure, we see a sharp light spot
S1, representing the high power flow density, is on x-axis in
the region I near the inner wall of the shell. The spot
position is about 1.35 0, same as the source position in
radiation pattern calculation in Fig. 3. The ray tracing can
explain the presence of the light spot. As the incident ray
meets the outer interface, negative refraction occurs. The
refracted rays will form a focus. Its position is b/2 according
to the Gauss' formula since the shell's index n is -1 at 3GHz.
Thus, we need the inner radius a be smaller than b/2.
Otherwise, the refracted rays will meet the inner interface of
the LHM shell, and then second refraction at the interface
causes the rays diversity in region I. If the condition a<b/2
is satisfied, a focus will appear within the LHM shell due to
the refraction at the inner interface. This focus as a second
source generates a high quality image source, the light spot
S1, in the region I according to the near field imaging
principle of LHM. Indeed, in Fig. 6 we can find the light
spot S2 within the LHM shell; the position is about 1.6 0
slightly smaller than b/2. This is because the shell size is not
much larger than the operating wavelength as required by
geometric optics. Therefore, it can be expected that a good
directional radiation is formed as the line source sets at the
position light spot S1.

Figure 4. Far-field radiation patterns for LHM antenna and
a parabolic antenna with same feature aperture size of LHM
antenna. The inset shows the compare of the feature size of
two antennas.
Another advantage using LHM shell is its lower radar
cross section. In 2D, the radar cross-section is defined as,
E2
(8)
2
lim s2
Ei
where Es is the scattering field and Ei is the incident field.
We compare the radar cross-section of our antennas with a
parabolic reflector antenna having the same feature size.
Figure 5 shows the ratio
LHM and P
LHM
P , where
are the radar cross-section of LHM shell and parabolic
reflector, respectively. The dispersive and of LHM is
considered in calculations. We see in broadband frequencies
the for LHM antenna is never greater, but mostly much
smaller than that of parabolic antenna. This is due to the
impedance mismatch at the interface of the LHM shell and
free space is much smaller than that of for metallic reflector.
The relative larger of the LHM shell at 3 GHz is due to
the focus effects, which will be explained below. The high
directivity with lower radar cross-section in broadband
frequency makes the LHM antenna useful in design of
stealth antennas, which has been becoming more and more
important in stealth technology today.
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Figure 6. Power flow distribution for the LHM shell
illuminated by the plane wave incident from right-hand side.
The negative refraction at the outer interface of LHM forms
the light spots S2, which in turn as a second source creates
the spot S1 by the image process of LHM at inner interface.
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4. Conclusions
We have explored the radiation property of the LHM
antenna made of the current line source and the surrounding
LHM shell. The study shows this antenna has a good
directional emission when the line source locates near the
inner wall of the LHM shell. The directive emission is
attributed to the negative refraction and the focus effect
happening at the interface of the LHM shell, and can be
well explained by ray tracing. The lower radar cross-section
in broadband frequencies makes the LHM antenna useful in
designing stealth antennas.
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became an exciting researching field with much different

Abstract
The two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial is realized by
using the isotropic transmission line approach. When an
electromagnetic (EM) wave hits the interface between the
positive and negative refractive index materials, the
reflected wave will build up firstly, and after a while, the
wave front moves eventually in the negative refracted
direction.

Finite-difference

time-domain

(FDTD)

simulations and experiment are used to study the time
evolution of an EM wave as it hits the interface.

1.

future advancements in physics, material sciences and
telecommunications. [6-9]
In this paper, we report a two-dimensional microwave
metamaterial composed of the isotropic periodically loaded
transmission line structure which can exhibit the negative
refraction phenomenon. With the time-domain experiment,
we find that when the electromagnetic wave hits the
interface between PRI region and NRI region, the reflective
wave will build up firstly then the refractive wave will turn
up. In the time domain experiment we use the Gaussian
modulated pluses as the input signal.

Introduction

In 1904, Schuster firstly came up with the concept of
negative refraction in his book
Veselago

[2]

simultaneously

[1]

. At the end of 1960s,

discussed the material which possessed
negative

permittivity,

and

negative

2.

Negative refraction in metamaterial

2.1 Parameters calculation

In

particular

frequency

band,

the

two-dimensional

permeability, would exhibit unusual properties such as

microwave metamaterial consists of negative refractive

negative index of refraction. In 1998, Pendry suggested that

index (NRI) metamaterial region with simultaneously

some specific structures would have both

eff

negative permittivity and permeability, and positive

After that, there

refractive index (PRI) region with simultaneously positive

have been numerous theoretical and experimental studies. In

permittivity and permeability [10-13]. The NRI metamaterial

negative (over a range of frequencies).
[3]

eff

and

have employed the

region is constructed by periodically transmission line

transfer matrix technique to calculate the transmission and

medium with inductors and capacitors. And the PRI one is

reflection properties of the structure suggested by Pendry

[4]

consisted of the microstrip grids.

and realized experimentally by Smith et al.. Later, Smith et

We structured a negative refraction sample with isotropic

al. proved that the data of Ref. [3] can be fitted by length

periodically loaded transmission line. The height of bottom

independent and frequency dependent

eff

found that in a frequency region both

eff

and
and

eff .

They

metal layer is 0.018mm. The sample is fabricated on a

eff

were

ceramic (

= 4.75

= 1) substrate of height h=1.6mm

negative with negligible imaginary parts. In this negative

and form the PRI region measuring 3×4 cells. The adjacent

region, n was found to be unambiguously negative. These

NRI region shaped isosceles triangle is measured 11×11

unusual results have raised objections both to the

cells. Both the PRI medium and the NRI medium are

interpretation of the experimental data and to the

consisted of a square grid of w=2.8mm wide microstrip

realizability of negative refraction. Since then, metamaterial

lines with d=10mm period. The shunt inductance is L =
15nH and the series capacitance is C= 3.3 pF.

In the PRI region,
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line. C and L are loaded capacitance and inductance.
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effective permeability and g is conduct factor which is
decided by the structure.
In the NRI region,
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Figure 1: Dispersion figure of refractive index

and

permeability of NRI region. The relative index of refraction
in PRI and NRI region is

n rP

2

n rN

re

r n

(7)

r

(8)

r n

2.2 Negative refractive index
So, we have the dispersion figure of refractive index in PRI
and NRI region shown in Fig. 1. The x axis is frequency
and the y axis is square power of refractive index n. We
want to have the -1 relative refractive index, so we have the
next equation. According to the transfer matrix, we can
calculate the wave vector, phase velocity and group
velocity.

n rP

d

Figure 2: Dispersion figure of wave vector.

n rN

d

(9)

L0

1
2C 0
2
Cd

1
2
Ld

The frequency band with the negative permittivity and
permeability in first passband is from Bragg frequency to

(10)

the cutoff frequency. The focus frequency in this band is in
the condition that the relative refractive index is –1. The

p

/

(11)

g

/

(12)

second passband over 1.54GHz has the simultaneously
positive permittivity and permeability.
So we have the results that the broadband region from
0.36GHz to 1.54GHz has the negative refractive index.

When the frequency equals 0.73GHz, the sample presents a

around the interface. From Table we can see the time that

relative refractive index of –1 and the best impedance match.

wave reach to the reflection refion is shorter than the

We put 0.73GHz to the equation (11) and (12), so in the

refrction

NRI region,

3.

3.1

p

=-1.1*108 m/s,

g

=2.4*107 m/s.

Experimental observation on building on
negative refraction

Negative refraction sample

Fig.3 is the experimental negative refraction sample. Port 1
is input terminal, while Port 2 and Port 3 are the reflection
and refraction ones. Horizontal side is signed with numbers

region,

and

the

time

difference

symmetrical points are all about 0.94ns.

g

p

between

=-1.0*108 m/s,

=2.7*107 m/s the data of experiment are much closed to

the theory. According that we observe that when
electromagnetic (EM) wave hits the interface between a
positive and negative refractive index material, the reflected
wave will build up firstly, and after a while, the wave
moves in the negative refracted direction.

and vertical side is expressed with letters. We put 50
resistance on the sample boundry to match the impedance.
3.2

Time domain measurement

In CST simulation and experiment, we use the time-domain
method to measure all the data and compare with the
theoretical results. The experimental instruments of
time-domain measurement are shown schematically in Fig.4.
The Tektronix arbitrary waveform generator (AWG710) is
used to generate the Gaussian envelope of signal while the
Agilent vector signal generator (E8267D) is used to
generate the carrier wave with the same frequency of focus,
0.73GHz. Because the AWG710 gives a 10MHz reference
clock signal to the E8267D and a trigger signal to the
oscilloscope, these three instruments are synchronized. So

Figure 3 Negative refraction sample

the waveforms tested from different positions could be
compared. The Tektronix P7260 probe with an input
waveforms at different positions. Finally, the oscilloscope
shows the waveforms and outputs the data.
We measure the sample in three routes point by point. Then

10MHz IN

I IN (+)

10MHz REF OUT

Agilent
E8267D

Tektronix
AWG 710

RF Output 50

CH1

Marker

Tektronix
TDS 7704B
CH1

pick up 4F, 6D and 6H three dots. These three points have
the same distance from the interface. The waveform of these
three points is shown in Fig. 5. Point 4F is in the input

Probe:
Tektronix P7260

region, point 6H is in the reflection region and point 6D is
in the refraction region. From the figure we can see the

Sample

reflected wave build up firstly then the refracted wave
turned up. Table 1 is the time difference between these
points.Six points are picked up to be the example. Three of
them are in the reflection region, another three are in the
refraction refion. At the same time, they are all symmetrical

Figure 4 Time domain measurement.
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Abstract
We have considered the realization of metamaterials based
on semiconductor quantum nanostructures, in particular,
with the structural arrangement as in quantum cascade laser
(QCL) designed to achieve optical gain in the mid-infrared
and terahertz part of the spectrum. The entire structure is
placed in a strong external magnetic field which facilitates
the attainment of sufficient population inversion, necessary
to manipulate the permittivity and enable left-handed
regime.

1. Introduction
In recent years a new type of artificial electromagnetic
composites termed metamaterials (MTMs) has been
extensively studied and developed. The broad range of
configurations of these materials has introduced a variety of
otherwise unexpected physical phenomena, among which
the realization of negative refractive index and cloaking
effect have been among the most interesting ones [1].
Composite metamaterial elements are patterned in a
periodic array to form metamaterials, and the dimensions of
unit cells, which metamaterials are composed of, are
significantly less than the wavelength, on the order of tenths
of wavelengths. Thus metamaterials can be considered as an
effective medium and are well described by magnetic
permeability and electric permittivity, in accordance with
the macroscopic form of Maxwell’s equations.
The advent of MTMs enabled control of
electromagnetic properties of materials, going beyond the
limit that is attainable with naturally existing structures.
This is especially important for the technologically relevant
terahertz frequency regime, because the tools that are
necessary to construct devices operating within this spectral
range are mainly lacking. Considerable efforts are
underway to fill this ‘THz gap’ in view of the useful
potential applications of the THz radiation. Techniques to
control and manipulate THz waves are lagging behind, but
moderate progress has been made in THz generation and

detection and one of the recent examples is the THz
quantum cascade laser.
In this paper we have considered the realization of
metamaterials with the structural composition as in quantum
cascade lasers which are intended to exhibit negative
refraction in the mid-infrared and terahertz part of the
spectrum. Our metamaterials belong to low-loss and active
optical materials, and are made of very thin GaAs/AlGaAs
layers, whose configuration corresponds to quantum
cascade laser. They are subjected to very strong magnetic
fields which enable modulation of the optical gain by
discretizing the in-plane electron motion and thus make it
possible to obtain negative index of refraction.

2. Theoretical consideration
Quantum cascade laser is a low-dimensional semiconductor
quantum structure that consists of series of identical stages,
allowing each electron to emit many photons during its
transit through the structure. This scheme provides excellent
laser performance in terms of optical gain and output
power, thus it has been successfully utilized in many
different applications (high-sensitivity gas sensing, infrared
imaging, security monitoring and non-invasive medical
diagnostics) in the mid-infrared and far-infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum [2-7]. However, in spite of
impressive properties demonstrated in the mid infrared, the
operation in the THz part of the spectrum is subject to
inherent limitations. Therefore, a lot of research effort has
been invested recently into developing different approaches
to overcome these limitations.
Many of the proposed and experimentally demonstrated
metamaterials are based on inclusions of smart metallic
films, wires, or spheres and therefore exhibit high optical
losses which are detrimental to their performance and
considerably limit their usefulness [8-10]. One of the major
challenges in new metamaterial development is to design
active metamaterials, i.e. to compensate the losses by
adding gain. Active metamaterials, which comprise thin
layers of semiconductors materials with particular layout,

may be used to realize substantial optical gain via carrier
injection at frequencies of interest [8,9,11,12]. Specifically,
the QCL-like structural profile allows for significant
tunability of output properties and offers prospects for
efficient engineering of effective permittivity [2,4,13,14].
The relative magnetic permeability of a semiconductor1 , while the dielectric
based non-magnetic material is
permittivity tensor may be written as [9]:

0
0
0

0
0

(1)

0

This form is valid for quantum well based semiconductor
nanostructures which exhibit strong anisotropy of optical
properties. Here,
is the permittivity component along the
quantum well planes, and is equal to the average
permittivity of the background materials ( b ), while
describes the interaction along the growth (z) axis and may
be represented by the Lorentz model [15]:

e2
b
0

Lm

zm,n

Ns , m Ns , n

i

nm

n

2

(2)
nm

Here, L is the length of the unit cell in z direction, N s,i
represents the electron sheet density in i-th state,

nm

is the

resonant transition frequency between states n and m,

is

the frequency of the input light,
linewidth, while

nm

denotes the transition

En , l ( B )

En 0

zmn is the transition matrix element

between states n and m. According to Eq. (2), the normal
component of dielectric permittivity strongly depends on
the populations of electron energy levels. Our goal was to
meet the criteria for negative refraction, which in case of
anisotropic, single-negative, metamaterial read [16]:
0,

Re

0

(3)

In the case of a passive configuration, when the upper
levels are less occupied than the lower ones, both parts, the
are always positive. But
imaginary and the real one, of
in the active configuration, the total dielectric permittivity
could be made negative by controlling the carrier
distribution (Eq. (2)). Hence, in order to obtain negative
, one clearly has to achieve high
values of the real part of
enough population inversion N s , n

N s , m to cancel out the

background term and reverse the sign of the real part of Eq.
(2).
The active region of the QCL structures under
consideration consists of two and three coupled quantum
wells, for the terahertz and mid-infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum, respectively, biased by an
external electric field. Each period of the structure has three
crucial energy states, and the laser transitions occur between
the upper (n=3) and the lower (n=2) energy state. The main
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scattering mechanism is the electron-LO-phonon scattering,
which is responsible for depopulation of the lower laser
state. The active region is surrounded by the
emitter/collector barriers, which enable injection of carriers
from the preceding active region/extraction from the lower
subband.
The direct use of LO-phonon scattering for lower state
depopulation offers two advantages. First, when the ground
energy state (n=1) is separated from the lower laser state
(n=2) by the resonant LO-phonon energy, depopulation can
is extremely fast. Second, the large energy separation
between these two states provides intrinsic protection
against thermal backfilling of the lower radiative state. Both
properties are very important for lasers at longer
wavelengths (which are within our subject of interest),
because they allow for higher temperature operation.
Therefore, our semiconductor QCL structures are designed
so that the energy difference between the states E2 and E1
is approximately equal to LO-phonon energy in order to
maintaining high population inversion.
In normal operating conditions, the electron motion in
QCL structure is quantized along the growth direction only
and free in the direction parallel to QW planes (x-y). When
a strong perpendicular magnetic field is introduced, the inplane electron motion becomes discretized as well, and
continuous two-dimensional energy subbands are split into
series of discrete Landau levels (LLs) whose energies, with
band nonparabolicity included, are given by [17-21]:
(l

1
eB
)
2 m , n ( En 0 )

1
8l 2 8l 5
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where

c

0

(4)
l2 l 1

2
0

c

eB / m , n ( En 0 ) is the cyclotron frequency, En0

the in-plane energy of the state n for zero in-plane wave
vector ( k 0 ), l=0,1,2,... is the Landau index, m n ( En 0 )
represents the energy-dependent in-plane electron effective
mass and B is the external magnetic field. The mean values
of non-parabolicity parameters 0 , 0 , averaged over
the z-coordinate, are given according to [20]. It is obvious
from Eq. (4) that the energy separations between Landau
levels depends on the strength of the applied magnetic field
which influences all the relevant relaxation processes in the
structure and consequently the lifetime of carriers in the
upper laser level. This enables one to control the population
inversion in the active region and to influence the overall
operation of the QCL structure, as described in detail in
Ref.[18]. Here, such effect may be used to tune the carrier
relaxation rates and their distributions over LLs which is
important because it strongly affects the permittivity.
To calculate the normal component of the permittivity,
one must first find the electron distribution over all Landau
levels, by solving the nonlinear system of rate equations
[11]:

Nf
t

ff
i f

N i WEi

Ef

Nf
i f

f i WE f

Ei

(5)

where indices i,f run over all Landau levels in all of the
periods of the QCL and the probability that the state i is
(eB) Ni according to the
unoccupied is given by fi 1
Fermi-Dirac distribution. The periodic QCL design enables
solving the system of rate equations in a simplified form as
described in [18]. Each state and its LLs can be associated
with one of the periods of the QCL due to the wave-function
localization properties. We assume that inside the cascade
there is a globally linear potential variation, which enables
the use of periodic boundary conditions for the particle
surface densities. Each period is assumed to have an
identical set of N Landau levels, with identical electron
distributions. Out of the total of N, there are N 1 linearly
independent equations, so one of them is replaced by the
particle conservation law:
Ni N S , where N S is the
i

maximally enhanced relaxation rate from the (3,0) state,
there is a huge drop in the optical gain, and conversely, for
certain values of B there appears a peak of the gain. The
total permittivity is calculated according to Eq. (2), and two
particular cases, one for magnetic fields which enhances the
population inversion and one where a minima of population
inversion is found, are presented in Fig. 1. The injection
current is kept constant for all displayed magnetic field
strengths. It is not necessary to reach extremely high values
of the optical gain in order to obtain negative real part of the
permittivity. As shown, this can be accomplished for
regular carrier sheet densities, but at specific values of
magnetic at which the population inversion is enhanced.

total electron sheet density

3. Results and Discussion
The calculations are performed for GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
cascade laser structures, designed to emit radiation at midinfrared and THz frequencies, under the influence of an
intense external magnetic field.
The first structure under consideration is a
GaAs/Al0.38Ga0.62As QCL, comprising three quantum wells
per period, gain-optimized by the genetic algorithm for
7.3 m [12]. Starting from the left well the
emission at
layer widths are: 11Å, 32Å, 39Å, 23Å, 38Å and the barrier
height is UB=0.317eV. The applied electric field in the zdirection is K=48kV/cm, and the minima of energy
subbands (prior to the application of external magnetic
field) are at E1 ( k 0) 0.083eV , E2 ( k 0) 0.119eV and

E3 ( k

0)

0.290eV . The material parameters used in

calculations are: m* = 0.0665 m0 ( m0 is the free electron
mass), nm 5 meV , b 13 and the one period length (the
active region plus the corresponding injector/collector)
L=500Å.
Oscillations of the relaxation rate with magnetic field
for transitions from the ground LL of the third subband, into
which the majority of carriers are injected, into the two sets
of LLs of the two lower subbands are very pronounced. The
prominent peaks are found at values of the magnetic field
which satisfy the resonance conditions for LO phonon
emission. On the contrary, when the arrangement of Landau
levels is such that there is no level situated at
LO below
the state (3,0), this type of scattering is inhibited, and the
lifetime of the upper laser state is increased. When the
current injection is constant, the modulation of lifetimes of
all the states in the system results in either a suppression or
an enhancement of population inversion between states
(3,0) and (2,0). Thus, for magnetic field values at which the
configuration of relevant electronic states leads to
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on frequency in a mid-IR
Figure 1: The dependence of
QCL for various magnetic field values, at NS=1·1011cm-2
and T=300K
The realistic effects of band non-parabolicity influence
the energy separation between the levels relevant for the
radiative transition, thus the resonant wavelength becomes
dependent on the magnetic field. This allows for the small
shift of wavelength at which the minima of R and I are
achieved and it may be used for fine-tuning of the
permittivity.
Figure 2 illustrates how the frequency range
, at
which metamaterial behaves as left-handed, depends on the
electron sheet densities and on magnetic field values. Dark
blue regions correspond to situations at which negativerefraction cannot be obtained. Even if the structure is
exposed to very high values of B, in these cases it is
impossible to reach high enough population inversion in
QCL to obtain a left-handed regime. We observe that it is
necessary to set (by doping) the total electron sheet density
to at least N s 1 1010 cm-2, so that the metamaterial could
enter the desired working regime for some magnetic fields.
The increase in the doping level leads to spreading of the
magnetic field range at which negative-refraction may be
reached, and the frequency range at which material behaves
as left-handed. The widest range
occurs at magnetic
field which enhances the population inversion (B=27T) and

it is quite large for all electron sheet densities above N s (min) .
On the other hand, the narrowest bandwidth corresponds to
B at which the configuration of relevant electronic states
leads to a maximally enhanced relaxation rate from the (3,0)
state and that is for B=30T

scattering [22,23]. This type of scattering must be accounted
for in calculations because of the small difference between
adjacent levels. The numerical parameters used in
calculations (in addition to the above parameters for MIR
QCL) are: UB=0.125eV, relevant parameters for interface
roughness scattering =1.5Å (height of roughness) and
=60Å (correlation length).

(a)

Figure 3: Conduction band profile of a single period of twowell THz quantum cascade laser.

(b)

The dependence of the modal gain on the applied
magnetic field for this structure is illustrated in Figure 4.
The oscillations of the relaxation rate with B are again very
pronounced, with two distinct peaks around B=9 T and
B=17.5 T. When the arrangement of LLs is such that there is
no level situated near the state (3,0), or at
LO below it,
the relevant scattering rates are minimal and the modal gain
is significantly increased.

Figure 2: (a) The dependence of
on electron sheet
densities for various magnetic field values presented as a 3D
plot, at T=300K. (b) Orthographic projection of the
dependence of
on electron sheet densities NS and
magnetic field B.
In order to present some results of our ongoing work,
which is focused on designing negative-index metamaterials
based on terahertz QCLs, we describe the second analyzed
structure. It is a GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As QCL, comprising two
quantum wells per period, designed to emit radiation at 4.6
THz [13]. The layer widths are 56, 71, 31, 167 Å, starting
from the emitter towards the collector barrier, and the
electric field is 17 kVcm-1. The calculated energy difference
between subbands 3 and 2 is 20.9 meV, while the difference
between the lower laser state and the ground state is
E2 E1 36meV
LO . The conduction band diagram of
one period of the structure is illustrated in Figure 3.
In modeling this THz QCL an additional nonradiative
relaxation mechanism that affects the operation of the
structure must be included: the interface roughness

4

Figure 4: The modal gain in a THz QCL as a function of the
applied magnetic field at NS=2.2·1012cm-2 and T=77K
For magnetic field which maximizes the optical gain in this
structure (B=17.4T), with high enough doping level
(NS=5·1011cm-2) it is possible to achieve negative values of
(Fig. 5).
the real part of
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Figure 5: The dependence of
on the radiation
wavelength in a THz QCL, for B=17.4 T at NS=5·1011cm-2
and T=77K.

4. Conclusions
The calculations are performed for GaAs/AlGaAs quantum
cascade laser structures, design to emit radiation at midinfrared and THz frequencies, under the influence of an
intense external magnetic field. Their energies depend on
the field, which, together with the fact that scattering rates
between states are sensitive to their energy spacing, enables
one to selectively enhance or inhibit different relaxation
channels by varying the magnetic-field strength, which
translates into a field-induced modulation of the population
inversion.
The results presented in this paper show that it is
possible to obtain a sufficiently high degree of population
inversion to invert the sign of Re( ) i.e. to obtain its
negative values. In fact, for mid-infrared structure we can
even distinguish two frequency ranges where the structure
behaves as left-handed. For certain magnetic fields that
enhance the optical gain, those two regions may even merge
into a very wide one. However, the fact that the structure is
exposed to a very strong magnetic field, may not be
sufficient condition to obtain high enough population
inversion in the QCL active region to enable the left-handed
regime. The other condition that must be fulfilled is the total
electron sheet density, which in our case needs to be at least
N s 1 1010 cm-2. An increase in the doping level leads to
extension of magnetic field range at which negativerefraction is achieved and the corresponding frequency
span.
For the THz metamaterial structure we have also
achieved the desired operating regime, but only for higher
doping levels and applied magnetic fields which maximize
the optical gain. This is due to a large background
permittivity of GaAs, so our future work will focus on
exploring other semiconductor materials, with lower
background permittivity, in order to design left-handed
metamaterials which require much lower magnetic field
strengths.
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Abstract
In this paper, a comparative analysis of the tunneling times
of electromagnetic waves (EM) propagating in isotropic and
anisotropic media is presented. The expressions for
calculating the tunneling times in layered periodic material,
which possesses anisotropic properties due to its structure,
are derived. Corresponding numerical calculations are
performed for a new types of anisotropic semiconductor
metamaterial. In the first case the analyzed layered structure
consists of two differently doped In0.53Ga0.47As
semiconductor. In the second observation, the layered
structure is made of alternately placed layers of doped
In0.53Ga0.47As and undoped Al0.48Ga0.52As. It is shown that
two peaks emerge in the dependence of the dwell time on
the incident wave frequency, one of which corresponds to
the peaks of absorption and the group delay, while the other
one is a consequence of anisotropy. These two peaks are
affected by variations of layers' doping densities
Furthermore, with the increase of the incident angle of
incoming EM wave, the dwell time peak occurs at the upper
boundary frequency of the frequency interval for which the
structure exhibits negative refractive index.

1. Introduction
Recently, a lot of attention has been paid to a specific class
of artificial materials, called negative-refractive-index
metamaterials (NIMs). The theoretical concept of interesting
feature of negative index of refraction dates back to the
beginning of the 20th century as reported in [1], although
most of the references point to the work of Veselago [2].
Depending on the sign of the constitutive parameters of a
certain material (permittivity 1 and permeability ), two
types of NIMs can be distinguished: single-negative NIMs
(SN NIMs) [3] and double-negative NIMs (DN NIMs) [4].
The latter ones are also known as left-handed metamaterials
(LHMs), since the electric field, magnetic field and wave
vector of propagating EM wave follow a left-hand rule.
With ongoing progress in technology, the gap between
theoretical predictions of negative refraction and realization
of materials that exhibit such behavior has been overcome.
A number of pioneering theoretical studies [5-7] suggested
how these peculiar properties could be realized in

funcionally-designed and built materials, and experiments
subsequently confirmed those predictions [8-10]. Design and
production of NIMs have experienced rapid progress in the
past decade, especially in the field of optics where they
found a lot of applications using unusual properties such as
inverse Snell’s law, inverse Doppler shift, backward
Cerenkov radiation, etc [11-13]. Furthermore, novel designs
also provide NIMs that exhibit negative refractive index at
near-infrared and optical frequencies [4,14-16].
Another way to obtain negative refractive index in a material
is to introduce anisotropy in the system, keeping the
resonance only in one of the constitutive parameters, e.g.
[17]. Based on this concept, one class of SN NIMs named
semiconductor metamaterials, experienced a rapid progress
in past few years [18,19]. These artificial materials represent
anisotropic layered semiconductor structures which exhibit
negative refractive index properties in a certain range of
frequencies. Such design facilitates the fabrication of
metamaterials with reduced losses.
From a point of a quantum description, photons and
electrons can be treated analogously and exhibit many
similar characteristics. Similarities in their behavior provide
numerous
opportunities
for
studying
interesting
electromagnetic effects that also occur in quantum
mechanics [20]. As a consequence of this correspondence,
the concept of quantum tunneling can be used for
description of an EM wave encountering the obstacle with
lower refractive index than the surrounding medium. One of
the quantities that describes tunneling phenomenon is the
tunneling time. The debate about the most appropriate
definitions for tunneling times has been on for many years.
Two of them, the dwell time and the group delay, are
accepted as the most apt [21]. The first one is related to
propagation of electromagnetic energy through the barrier,
while the second one refers to the wave phase propagation.
The relation between these times was first derived by
Winful. Presuming an obstacle made of a nonmagnetic
1 ) with a positive index of refraction, he
material (
expressed the group delay as the sum of the dwell time and a
term called the self-interference time [22,23], which
represents the time that a wave packet spends in front of the
obstacle interfering with its reflected part. Only when the

which constitute the structure. Relations for permittivity of
each layer can be expressed by the Drude model:

background medium is dispersive this time is nonzero.
Furthermore, the more general relations between tunneling
times have been calculated for different types of isotropic
NIMs, such as: linear absorptive dispersive [24,25],
nonlinear non-absorptive non-dispersive [26] and nonlinear
absorptive dispersive NIMs [27]. The impact of the GoosHänchen shift on these times has been calculated, as well
[28,29].

1(2)

Here,
and
1
permittivities,

Relying on the design of the above mentioned anisotropic
layered structure, we derive appropriate expressions for
determination of tunneling times in such type of media.
Corresponding numerical results, performed by using the
parameters of semiconductor NIMs provided in [19],
indicate strong impact of anisotropy on tunneling of EM
wave through such a structure.
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This expression describes the refraction of the Poynting
vector at the boundary between isotropic and anisotropic
medium and is valid in case of a structures with small
losses, as indicated in [19]. If we observe an anisotropic
structure whose absorption cannot be neglected, the
following expression for the effective refractive index can
be obtained (the derivation is given in the Appendix):
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Therefore, the expression for the effective refractive index
of Poynting vector in anisotropic structure presented in [19]
is given by:

The permittivity tensor for this structure is given by the
following expression:

||

i

In isotropic media, the negative refractive index of the
obstacle causes the directions of energy flow and the phase
velocity, i.e. the Poynting and the wave vector, to be
opposite therein [16]. However both vectors refract
negatively. In an anisotropic medium the situation is
different. Due to the anisotropy of the material the Poynting
vector, which points in the direction of energy flow, and the
wave vector, directed along the wave front normal, are
usually non-parallel. As the geometry of the system implies
solely the conservation of tangential components of the
wave vector at an interface of two layers, the travelling wave
can experience positive refraction with respect to the wave
vector and negative refraction with respect to the Poynting
vector [30].

Figure 1. The model of anisotropic obstacle with thickness
L, placed inside a planar waveguide. x is the propagation
axis, while
stands for the incident angle.

0
0

p1(2)

2

range of frequencies. Additionally, such anisotropy of the
system affects only the propagation of TM modes, since
boundary conditions imply negative refraction only in this
case.

The observed model considers a non-magnetic obstacle
1 ) made of a large number of alternately placed layers
(
of two different semiconductors (both linear, absorptive and
dispersive), so that the whole structure exhibits anisotropy
via the effective permittivity . The obstacle is placed
inside the waveguide with given constitutive parameters:
permittivity b and permeability b ( b , b 0 ), as
depicted in Fig. 1. Incident planar wave is TM polarized.

0

2

2
p1(2)
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stand for the damping frequencies of these layers. For
simplicity, here we assume e1
. Furthermore,
e2
e
is the incident EM wave frequency. The analysis takes into
consideration
only
non-magnetic
materials,
i.e.
permeabilities of the obstacle and the surrounding
waveguide are equal to 1 ( =1 and b =1). As shown in
[18], the presented system possesses negative index of
refraction when Re
0 and Re ||
0 in a certain

2. Theoretical consideration
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represent the permittivity for orthogonal

and parallel polarization, respectively, and 1 and 2 stand
for the permittivities of the two types of semiconductors
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(analogous) electrical circuit. Here, H y is the y component

2 2

of the magnetic field inside the obstacle. In addition,
k sin
is the propagation constant and L is the
b 0

||
2

(6)

obstacle length. The other way for calculating the stored
EM energy is based on determining the EM energy density
inside the obstacle as described in [34]. However the energy
density (ED) method offers exact solutions only in cases
when it is possible to determine all losses in the material, as
for instance in structures whose permittivity and
permeability are described by the Drude and the Lorentz
model, respectively [35,36]. If these parameters are
arbitrarily complex functions, it is usually not possible to
derive the exact expression for EM energy density, primarily
due to impossibility of separating the contributions which
are related to losses in the medium, from those that are
related to the time derivative of EM density. Therefore, to
avoid these problems and in order to obtain accurate results,
we opted for the EC method.

) , while the parameter

is derived according to the Snell’s law for anisotropic
medium:

Im
1
1
2

k xt

2

2

||

1
Re

k xt

.

2

2

(7)

||

The parameter k xt2

||

2
b sin

1

The EM energy density can be represented as a sum of two
contributions, one originating from the electric field and the
second one originating from the magnetic field. Since our
model describes a nonmagnetic obstacle, the magnetic part
of the EM magnetic energy density equals [34]:

k02 represents the x-

component of the transmitted wave vector, while k0 and
stand for the wave vector in vacuum and the incident angle,
respectively. Note that the negative refraction of the
Poynting vector occurs only in case when the expression in
Equation (5) has negative value, i.e. when ' 0 . In the
limit case of low material absorption,
||

2.1.1.

'
||

1,

'

wm

Tunneling times definitions

we

Pin

,

E
t

The dwell time is defined as the time spent by a wave packet
in a given region of space [22,31,32]:
W

0

H ) 4.

(10)

Starting from the expression for the work per unit volume
(i.e., energy density), necessary for establishing the electric
field E in an isotropic media with permittivity ( ) , we
have [33]:

,

and Equation (5) reduces to the Equation (4).

d

2

(

D
dt ,
t

(11)

where D represents the corresponding electric displacement
field. Similarly, the work done by electrical circuit equals:

(8)
Wec

VIdt
t

V
t

q
dt ,
t

(12)

where W stands for the stored EM energy inside the
obstacle and Pin

2

0

H 0 SCS (4

0 b

time averaged incident power. Here,

0

where V is the electrical potential difference between two
ends of a circuit, while I
q t represents the current of a
branch of the circuit. In case of a circuit with linear electric
response, expression for the electric charge reads:

) represents the
b

k0 cos , SCS

stands for the cross-section and H 0 is the incident
magnetic field amplitude.

qˆ( )

In order to calculate the stored EM energy, we start from the
Helmholtz equation for anisotropic media:

||

dx

2

(

k02

2

) H y ( x)

0.

1
Vˆ ( ) .
j Z( )

(13)

Here, Iˆ( ) , Vˆ ( ) and Z ( ) represent the current, the
voltage and the circuit impedance in the frequency domain,
respectively, while q(t ) Re qˆ ( ) exp( j t ) . Adopting the

2

d H y ( x)

1 ˆ
I( )
j

(9)

following analogies: V

E and q
D and comparing
( ) Eˆ ( ) , we
the Equation (13) with expression Dˆ ( )
find:

and apply the Equivalent Circuit (EC) method [33], which is
based on analogy between electric energy density in the
material and the work done by the corresponding

3

1
j Z( )

( ).

By adding Equations (10), (17) and (18), and integrating
spatially, we arrive to a relation for the stored
electromagnetic energy density in the obstacle

(14)

Schematic of the equivalent circuit of the permittivity of
parallel polarization || in a semiconductor metamaterial is

0S

W

depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the equivalent circuit of
semiconductor metamaterial.
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where H0 stands for the incident magnetic field strength and
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On the other hand, the group delay can be determined from
the frequency derivative of the transmission phase shift, i.e.:
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Finally, the expression for the dwell time in a semiconductor
metamaterial reads:

Using the similar procedure, the expression for the electric
energy density for parallel polarization reads:
0(

2
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Here, the following substitutions have been introduced:
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Based on the above analysis, it is easy to conclude that the
equivalent circuit of this material can be represented by the
serial connection of two RLC circuits shown in Fig. 2. By
calculating the work done by electric circuit depicted in Fig.
2, the expression for the electric energy density for normal
polarization is derived to be:
2

)eff
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2
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x 0
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In the direction of the EM field flow, the permittivity of the
structure reads:
1
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r

are

the

transmittance and the reflectance, respectively, while
0
t
0 L stands for the phase of the transmitted wave.

.

4

With the standard procedure of subtracting the conjugate of
the Helmholtz equation multiplied by dH y dx from the

3. Numerical results
Numerical calculations were carried out for three different
structures, two of which are anisotropic semiconductor
metamaterials, while the last one represents the isotropic
NIMs.

derivative of the Helmholtz equation, with respect to
multiplied by H *y , and integrating this expression along the
obstacle, the integral in Equation (23) can be derived as a
function of the group delay. Now, the relationship between
the tunneling times, the group delay and the dwell time,
reads:
1
f

g

d

i

loss

interface

,

(25)

In the first setting, the structure from Fig. 1 is composed of a
large number of alternately placed absorptive layers of two
differently doped In0.53Ga0.47As samples. The doping density
of even layers is fixed and equals nd 7.5 1024 cm-3
( p ~ nd ), while the odd layers' doping density is varied in

(26)

the range of 0 nd 12 1024 cm-3. The parameters of these
materials used in our calculations were: 1
2 12.15 ,
THz,
10
THz,
21
4.75
(
/
1.6,
e
p1
p2
p1
p1 1.6)

(27)

and the incident angle is equal to / 3.2 . The length of
the barrier is set to L 3.6 m, and the surrounding medium
is air ( b 1 , b 1 ).

where:
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As shown in Equation (25), the group delay can be
represented as a sum of several contributions, one of which
is the dwell time. These contributions are consequences of:
1) interference of the incident wave with its reflected part in
front of the obstacle, named the self-interference time:

||

i

Im R 1
f

1 d
0 d

0

Im R ,

(28)

2) the absorptive nature of the obstacle:
L

Im

s
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d

(29)

,

2

and
3) the difference in permittivities between the obstacle and
the surrounding waveguide:
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The latter has non-zero value only if the condition
satisfied, which is always fulfilled since

(30)

||
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b

Figure 3. (a) The dwell time and (b) the group delay vs.
incident field frequency in anisotropic media for
different doping densities of odd layers
(the arrow depicts increasing doping density).

is

has a complex

value.
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Its dependence on incident field frequency is depicted in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 depicts dependence of tunneling times on incident
field frequency for different doping densities. It can be seen
that the anisotropy of the obstacle causes the emergence of
two peaks in dwell time, i.e. the peaks are a consequence of
two plasma resonance frequencies of layers. The increase of
odd layers' doping density shifts and enhances the regular
dwell time's peak which is the consequence of the
absorption of the obstacle toward higher frequencies. The
second peak of dwell time dependence on corresponds to
the peaks of absorption and group delay in the structure. In
the case of isotropic medium only one peak exists, which is
depicted by solid black line.While the dwell time has local
maxima for the boundary frequencies of the frequency
ranges when effective refractive index is negative, group
delay reaches minima. With the decrease of doping density,
the group delay becomes smaller and even negative at its
first local minimum meaning that in narrow frequency
region, both the group velocity and phase velocity are
negative. This phenomenon indicates that the output wave
leaves the obstacle prior than the input wave enters [37]. On
the other hand, for doping densities nd 7.5 1024 cm-3
group delay remains positive.

Figure 4. The real part of effective index of refraction vs.
incident field frequency. For low frequencies, effective
refractive index is pure imaginary quantity.

The second investigated structure is made of alternately
placed layers of In0.53Ga0.47As (in Fig. 1 material with
permittivity 1 ) and Al0.48Ga0.52As (in Fig. 1 material with
permittivity 2 ). This semiconductor metamaterial is
developed by Hoffman [19] and exhibits negative index of
refraction in infrared frequency domain. In order to ensure
plasma resonance for free carriers the layers of InGaAs are
uniformly doped ( pInGaAs 0 ), while the layers of
AlGaAs remain undoped, which leaves them non-dispersive
and non-absorptive. The parameters of these materials are:
12.15 , p1 214.75 THz, e 10 THz, 2 10.23 ,
1
p2

Figure 5. Dependence of (a) absorption (b) dwell time and
(c) group delay on the wavelength of incident EM wave for
different angles of incidence. Vertical black lines indicate
the boundaries of the area of negative refractive index of
anisotropic obstacle for TM polarized EM waves.

0 . The length of the obstacle is set to L 1 m, and

the surrounding medium is air ( b 1 , b 1 ). The real
part of effective index of refraction of this particular
structure is negative for frequencies 158.7 THz
p1 .
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Numerical results obtained for quantities of interest are
depicted in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5b which describes the
dependence of the dwell time on the wavelength of incident
wave , the dwell time exhibits small oscillations for
incident wavelengths lower than 8 m. This dwell time's
oscillating nature arises from the structure of the system,
since in this interval of incident wavelengths the obstacle
behaves like a Bragg grating, because the period of the
observed structure is comparable with
. For higher
8 m) the oscillations vanish.
incident wavelengths (
The angle of incident wave also affects the behavior of the
dwell time. The increase of incident angle causes the
decrease in oscillations. The interesting feature of the dwell
time is that, for non-zero incident angles, it reaches a
maximum at frequency
p1 for which the index of
refraction becomes negative.
On the other hand, the absorption (Fig. 5a) peaks at the
second boundary of the interval of negative index of
refraction (158.7 THz) for all incident angles. Similar
situation can be noticed in the behavior of the group delay,
which can reach even negative values at this frequency for
some incident angles (Fig. 5c).

Figure 6. Dependence of the real part of refractive index
(red solid line), the real part of permittivity (blue dashed
line) and the real part of permeability (grey dashed line) of
isotropic metamaterial on incident wave frequency.

In this case, the refractive index of the obstacle is calculated
from an expression n
if
(
) 0 and
(
) 0 , as derived in [38]. Assuming the following

The peak position frequency mismatch between the group
delay and the dwell time has not been evidenced so far in the
linear media, and is a direct consequence of anisotropy. This
difference in peak position frequency can be observed
between the absorption and the dwell time, as well. Only in
the case of zero angle of incidence (blue solid line) both
tunneling times, the dwell time and the group delay, and the
absorption have maximum values at the second boundary of
the frequency interval for which the structure exhibits
negative refractive index.

dependences:
(

derived

F
2

2
0

2
0

i

,

=0.05

p

, and

m

(31)

0

m

exp[i (

0 , index of refraction can be
) / 2] .

For

the

Here, two frequency regions in which the material has
negative index of refraction can be distinguished. The green
one corresponds to the frequency region in which only the
real part of permittivity is negative, while the permeability
remains positive. On the other hand, for frequencies in the
grey region (4 GHz
6 GHz), both
and have
negative values, and in this frequency interval the obstacle
behaves as a DN NIM.

m

=0.05

n

,

), where

n
. Consequently, it can be shown that the sign of the
real part of the refractive index is directly proportional to
the sign of the expression Re( ) Im( ) Im( ) Re( ) [38].

Fig. 7 depicts the dependences of the absorption, the dwell
time and the group delay on incident field frequency for
three different incident angles. For greater than 6 , the
negative Goos-Hänchen shift occurs [39], hence they are not
considered. From Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, it is evident that the
absorption and the dwell time have a similar profile, in
contrast to group delay. Both the absorption and the dwell
time reach local maxima at the boundary frequencies of the
interval for which the obstacle behaves as DN NIM (grey
area in Fig. 6). Unlike the situation in an anisotropic

The third analyzed structure is a magnetic obstacle, whose
parameters are [32]: p =10 GHz, 0 =4 GHz, F=1.25,
e

as

e

exp(i

the refractive index of isotropic obstacle can be represented by

where 0 is the resonance frequency of the magnetic dipole
oscillators, F is a measure of the strength of interaction
between the oscillators and the magnetic field and m stands
for the damping frequency for the magnetic field. The
permittivity of the obstacle is expressed by the Drude model.

=1,

[0, ]) , since

),

observed obstacle, it is evident that (
)
0
) 1 0 , which implies that for all frequencies
and (

As already mentioned, in case of isotropic media, negative
refractive index can be achieved only if the obstacle has
resonances in both of constitutive parameters, i.e. in
and . Therefore, the permeability of such an obstacle
can be described as [24]:
1

,

exp(i

. The obstacle is

placed in air and it possesses negative refractive index for
3.52 GHz
6.57 GHz, as depicted in Fig. 6. The length
of the obstacle is L 1 cm.
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obstacle, the peak position frequencies of absorption and the
dwell time match. On the other hand, the group delay has
local minima at these frequencies, and, the same as in case
of anisotropic medium, it can reach negative value in a
narrow frequency range for nonzero incident angles. For
zero incident angle, the peaks positioned at the frequency
6 GHz vanish for all three quantities, leaving only those
centered at resonant frequency 0 4 GHz.

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, the influence of properties of two types of
anisotropic media on tunneling times has been investigated
and compared to the case of isotropic materials. For the
model that considers an obstacle made of alternately placed
layers of two linear, absorptive and dispersive materials with
anisotropic properties placed inside air, we obtained the
expressions for calculating the tunneling times. The
derivation shows that the group delay may be expressed as a
sum of different times related to the tunneling effect: the
dwell time, the self-interference time, the time related to the
absorptive nature of the obstacle and the time which is a
consequence of the permittivity difference between the
obstacle and the surrounding waveguide. In case of a
structure which is made of a large number of alternately
placed absorptive layers of two differently doped
In0.53Ga0.47As samples, numerical calculations showed that
the anisotropy of the structure causes the emergence of an
additional peak in the dwell time, compared to the situation
in isotropic media. With the increase of the odd layers'
doping density, the regular dwell time peak which exists due
to the absorption of the obstacle shifts and enhances toward
higher frequencies. On the other hand, the change in the
doping density of the second layer causes the group delay to
reach minimal values at the boundary frequencies of the
frequency ranges where the effective refractive index is
negative. The decrease of the doping density is followed by
the decrease of the group delay, too. It may even become
negative at its first local minimum in a narrow frequency
region. For the second structure, we used a new type of
semiconductor metamaterial: layered anisotropic structure
made of alternately placed layers of In0.53Ga0.47As and
Al0.48Ga0.52As. The first material is doped, while the other
one remains undoped and therefore non-dispersive.
Numerical results showed that this structure possesses
negative refractive index for incident frequencies in the
range 158.7 THz
214.75 THz. The increase of the
angle of incident wave causes the increase of tunneling
times and absorption in the frequency range for which the
structure has negative refractive index. At higher
frequencies, the oscillations caused by Bragg reflections
become smaller as the incident angle grows. The results also
indicate a peak frequency mismatch between the dwell time
and the group delay, on one hand, and the dwell time and the
absorption, on the other hand, and this phenomenon is
noticed for the first time in linear media. Only in case of the
zero angle of incidence all three quantities, i.e. the dwell
time, the group delay and the absorption, reach their
maximum values at the second boundary of the frequency
interval for which the structure exhibits negative refractive
index.
In a case of EM wave propagation through an obstacle made
of isotropic NIM, we showed that, unlike the situation
observed in anisotropic obstacles, the peak position
frequencies of absorption and the dwell time match for all
incident angles. On the other hand, the group delay exhibits
similar behavior as in anisotropic media.

Figure 7. Dependence of (a) the absorption (b) the dwell
time and (c) the group delay on the incident field frequency
for different angles of incidence. Green area indicates the
frequency region for which the isotropic obstacle possesses
negative refractive index.
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Appendix
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The Poynting vector for the observed structure is equal to:
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and
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Analogously, the Poynting vector of the incident wave is
equal to:
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jb , the previous expression becomes:

a

where k zt represents the z-component of the transmitted
wave vector. Inserting Equations (A2) into Equation (A1),
and neglecting the imaginary parts, the Poynting vector in
anisotropic structure reads (Fig. 8):
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From the Snell’s law, effective index of refraction is:

b

'

1

Finally, by inserting Equations (A7), (A10) and (A11) in
Equation (A5), we arrive to the expression for effective
refractive index (5).

Figure 8. Schematic representation of the Poynting vector
refraction. Sr and r are the Poynting vector of reflected
wave and reflected angle, respectively.
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where t represents the refraction angle. From Equations
(A3) and (A4) it follows:
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Abstract
Transformation Optics (TO) can be applied as an alternative to conventional optical design. A Cooke triplet based
on TO is re-engineered using metamaterials (MTM). The
triplet is simulated using the Finite-Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD). The MTM triplet performs, in terms
of Siedel aberrations, as well as a conventional triplet design. A TO-designed triplet with dielectrics, materials without a permittivity less than 1, is also simulated. The device
is demonstrated to be broadband and can be easily fabricated.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials could be classified as materials possessing
negative values of either permittivity or permeability or
both [1]. However, recently the concept has been extended
to any materials/structures which are artificially made and
possess novel properties that cannot be found in nature.
Much interest in MTMs has been generated around the
holy-grail applications of sub-wavelength imaging [2]. The
more lucrative applications of MTMs are in the field of
electromagnetic engineering, where metamaterials potentially offer, for example, a novel way of designing optical systems such as compressed lenses [3]. Negative index MTMs allow aberrations to be minimised more successfully in optical systems [4]. More recently, transformation optics (TO) is developed to manipulate electromagnetic
waves and has led to the possibility of invisibility cloak [5].
Most of TO based devices rely on the use of MTMs, however, a carpet cloak [6] which cloaks a grounded metallic
object has less of a divergence in material parameters in the
construction and operated at a wide band width overcoming
two key limitations of MTMs: losses and narrowband operation. Moreover, the concept of TO can be used to modify conventional devices such as lenses, which translate and
magnify objects with materials of varying refractive index
[7].
In this paper, we intend to apply TO to re-engineer one
of the classic optical devices, the Cooke Triplet lens. The
lens was invented by Dennis Taylor in 1893 and via an
elegant design it is able to minimise all five major Seidel
aberrations. The triplet consists of three lenses, two made
of crown glass either side of one lens made of flint glass.

The five major aberrations were described by Siedel and
are spherical, coma, astigmatism, distortion and field curvature. A triplet eliminates the aberrations at the edges of
the image compared with a single lens minimising the distortion and field curvature. The removal of aberrations from
images is one of the key goals for optics designers in camera and film technology. The objective of this study is to
derive material properties of a single device designed using
TO to control the propagation of light in the same way as
the Cooke Triplet lens does in a conventional system. Exotic material properties are generated from a rigorous transformation therefore MTMs are required in the design of the
proposed lens. In this paper, we apply the Finite-Difference
Time Domain (FDTD) technique to evaluate lens performance. Additionally, we hope to compare the MTM lens
with a simplified one, where MTMs are replaced with conventional dielectrics. We expect that the simplified lens will
be able to perform better at a broad band of frequencies than
the MTM design but with a slightly degraded performance.

2. The method for designing a MTM triplet
Ray tracing is a key concept in lens design based on Snell’s
law of refraction and that light travels along a straight line
in a medium of constant refractive index. The theory of TO
says that light perceives a virtual or distorted space when it
enters a medium and is distorted in a similar manner to the
bending of spacetime due to large masses in the theory of
relativity. Ray tracing was carried out on a Cooke Triplet
in the lens library in OSLO, see Fig.1. The materials properties of the Cooke Triplet were then re-engineered using
TO.
A distorted coordinate system is generated from the
ray tracing procedure. These rays form the boundary between 8 different grid blocks. A quasi-orthogonal, structured grid was generated by solving for the partial differential equation via an iterative solution with the rays forming
the boundary of the blocks. As the triplet is symmetrical
about the optical axis only the top half is presented, see
Fig.2. The smoothness of the permittivity values and hence
the performance of the device were very sensitive to detrimental changes in the smoothness and orthogonality of the
grid. The grid was made smoother and more orthogonal by
using the Laplace control function. The outermost wings

Figure 1: The rays for the transformation used as the distorted geometry were taken from the dashed box region.

Figure 2: The plot shows the discrete permittivity map for
the top half of the Cooke triplet where the cell size is about
λ /10.
Figure 3: Electric field distributions when (a) a conventional triplet, (b) a MTM triplet and (c) a reduced nonMTM triplet is applied. The focusing of the lens is evident
in this plot of the field distribution following the FDTD simulation. Major losses occur by reflection and by scattering
from the lens. The true focus is taken in all results as the extended maximum far from the lens rather than the maximum
close to the lens surface.

have " less than that of free space due to the expansion of
space in this region.
The metric tensor defines a metric for distance in a coordinate system. A metric tensor was calculated for each
grid cell, see Fig. 2 is a discrete calculation. The vector
defining the coordinate system in the x direction, x, and the
vector defining the coordinate system in the y direction, y
were combined to yield the metric tensor as follows:
!
"
gxx gxy
g=
(1)
gxy gyy

3. Results

where gxy = x · y and x and y are basis vectors of each
unit cell.
Maxwell’s equations are invariant under coordinate
transformation therefore, if we take the materials interpretation for the transformation where where the permittivity and
permeability tensors are expressed in terms of the metric
tensor, a material can be designed with the material properties for the propagation characteristics for the distorted
geometry.
√
(2)
"ij = µij = +/ − gg ij

An FDTD simulation was carried out to simulate the electromagnetic interaction with the lens. The FDTD Method
is a common tool for simulating electromagnetic fields and
has been used widely in the study of metamaterials [8].
The simulation was made in 2D using the TM mode as
3D can be achieved using rotation or extending the 2D
model. A rectangular computational domain is truncated
with perfectly matched layers. The simulation was carried
out with a Total Field Scattering Field (TFSF) continuous
plane wave source at 8 GHz. The simulation uses a cell
size of λ/10. The MTM parts are dispersive and are simulated using the Drude model [9]. The energy map derived
from the Ez component of the electromagnetic field for a
conventional triplet, a MTM triplet, and a reduced nonMTM triplet is displayed in figure 3. When a plane wave
is launched from the left, the focal length, as can be seen
from Fig.3, is approximately the same for all three lenses.
We also investigate five major abbreviations of the proposed
MTM triplet related to conventional optical systems.

The device is engineered to be an all-dielectric device
where the permeability does not vary in the device and the
refractive index only depends on permittivity. Materials
with a permeability which is not equal to one are rare in
nature. The permeability can be held constant and the permittivity tensor varied during the transformation to allow
for the design of a device which only varied in terms of
permittivity. This condition is true so long as the grid is
quasi-orthogonal [6].
2

3.3. Coma
The coma is due to oblique rays being refracted more at
the edge of the lens than at the centre of the lens. This
behaviour results in a comet-shaped blur as the image is
formed at diminishing focal point perpendicular to optical
axis. This aberration is simulated for a lens in FDTD by using a plane wave source angled at 18 degrees to the optical
axis and measuring the irradiance distribution at the focus
perpendicular to the optical axis. The coma in the MTM
triplet is half the spread and with fewer peaks compared to
the coma from the non-MTM triplet.
3.4. Distortion
Distortion occurs when a source far away from the optical
axis is imaged and sufferers a greater magnification than a
source close to the optical axis. The magnification is the
ratio of the image height over the object height. The image
height is the distance of the focus from the perpendicular
optical axis; the object height is the height of the chief ray
extended backwards to the start of the simulation. The results of the distortion in a conventional triplet design are
given in Fig. 4. Barrel distortion is visible for the conventional lens. The distortion is clearly much greater in
the MTM Cooke Triplet and the single lens. The MTM
triplet has a similar distortion to the single lens rather than
the triplet lens because it behaves as a single concave lens
would and does not act as a Cooke Triplet. The off-axis
simulations also reveal that the MTM triplet is able to focus
at much larger angles than the conventional lens.
Figure 4: The five Siedel aberrations results from a deviation from the paraxial approximation resulting in a shift in
focal point. This diagram describes each Siedel aberration.
It serves as the basis for calculating the aberrations in this
paper.

4. Discussion
We have presented a method to design a Cooke Triplet that
can be generalised to design any optical system containing
multiple lenses with transformation optics. The optical system designed with this method will benefit from having a
flat profile and be made of only a single dielectric block
compared with a conventional optical system made from
many lenses with curved surfaces. This design is broadband
and can be fabricated with low-cost dielectric materials. To
the authors’ knowledge this is the first use of ray tracing
to define the electromagnetic propagation characteristics of
an optical system for spatial transformation and serves as
a key step in speeding the design methodology for using
transformation media to design optical systems.
The results show that the field distribution outside the
MTM device is very much like the field distribution outside the conventional triplet however there are slight differences in the distortion and coma in the two. The reduced,
non-MTM triplet suffers from a serious coma and generally suffers from poorer image aberrations. The distortion
for the MTM triplet is much larger than the conventional
design and is close to that of a single lens. A limitation of
the work is the lack of geometrical optics and ray tracing
analysis available to the FDTD method which would allow
a direct comparison with work on meta material lens aberrations which use analytical formulae for the Siedel aberra-

3.1. Spherical aberration
Spherical aberration occurs due to the focus for the rays at
the edge of the lens being a different focal length than for
those rays close to the optical axis. This is simulated by
using a plane wave incident on the lens and investigating
the distribution of irradiance along the optical axis around
the true focal length, see Fig. 4. The transverse spherical
aberration for the MTM triplet is similar to the conventional
triplet but with less energy scattered outside the main beam.
The spherical aberration for the reduced lens is poorer in the
reduced lens.
3.2. Chromatic aberration
Chromatic aberration is due to the permittivity of a material
being dependant on frequency. The chromatic aberration is
simulated used a Gaussian pulse as a source in FDTD and
sampling the electric field at 5.63 GHz, 6.67 GHz and 8
GHz. The simulation results show that the displacements
of the focal point at different frequencies are similar for all
three lenses.
3

tions [4] rather than full wave electromagnetic simulations
which restricts the results of this paper to that of plots of
the EM field rather than numbers and coefficients. Further
work would include fabrication of the triplet using dielectric materials and a hole-drilling fabrication technique with
experimental verification on a near field scanner.
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Abstract
Coordinate transformation is an emerging field which offers
a powerful and unprecedented ability to manipulate and
control electromagnetic waves. Using this tool, we
demonstrate the design of novel antenna concepts by
tailoring their radiation properties. The wave manipulation
is enabled through the use of engineered dispersive
composite metamaterials that realize the space coordinate
transformation. Three types of antennas are considered for
design: a directive, a beam steerable and a quasi-isotropic
one. Numerical simulations together with experimental
measurements are performed in order to validate the
coordinate transformation concept. Near-field cartography
and far-field pattern measurements performed on a
fabricated prototype agree qualitatively with Finite Element
Method (FEM) simulations. It is shown that a particular
radiation pattern can be tailored at ease into a desired one
by modifying the electromagnetic properties of the space
around radiator. This idea opens the way to novel antenna
design techniques for various application domains such as
the aeronautical and transport fields.

1. Introduction
Coordinate transformation (also called transformation optics
or transformation electromagnetics) is a powerful
mathematical tool that is used to generate a new
transformed space from an initial one where solutions of
Maxwell’s equations are known by manipulating
electromagnetic waves. As a first step, it consists in
imagining a virtual space with desired topological
properties, which will contain the underlying physics. This
approach has been revived when J. B. Pendry et al. [1] have
proposed an interpretation where permeability and
permittivity tensors components can be viewed as a material
in the original space. It is as if the new material mimicks the
defined topological space. Since this pioneering work of J.
B. Pendry and that of U. Leonhardt et al. [2], transformation
optics is an emerging field where Maxwell’s equations are
form invariant under a coordinate transformation. It offers
an unconventional strategy to the design of novel class
metamaterial devices. The most striking application
conceived so far via coordinate transformation concept is
the invisibility cloak for which various designs have been
presented in microwave [3-5] and optical regimes [6-8].
Other interesting wave manipulation applications such as

wave concentrators [9], field rotators [10], electromagnetic
wormholes [11], waveguide transitions and bends [12-16]
have also been proposed. Concerning antenna applications,
focusing lens antennas [17-19] and the engineering of
radiation patterns [20] have been proposed. The
performances of an omnidirectional retroreflector [21]
based on the transmutation of singularities [22] and
Luneberg lenses [23] have also been experimentally
demonstrated. An octave-bandwidth horn antenna has
experimentally validated for satellite communications [24].
Recently, techniques of source transformation [25-27] have
offered new opportunities for the design of active devices
with source distribution included in the transformed space.
Using this last approach, we review the design of three
antenna models where the radiation pattern is tailored
specifically in each case. The first one concerns an ultradirective antenna obtained by stretching a source into an
extended coherent radiator [28-30]. The design has been
implemented through the use of judiciously engineered
metamaterials and the device is shown experimentally to
produce an ultra-directive emission. The idea has been
extended to a second device, a wave bending one, so as to
achieve a steered beam antenna via a rotational coordinate
transformation. Experimental measurements have shown a
beam steering as much as 66°. Finally, we present the
numerical design of a quasi-isotropic antenna achieved by
expanding the space around a directive source [31].

2. Ultra-directive antenna
The ultra-directive antenna is based on the transformation
of a cylindrical space into a rectangular one. The schematic
principle of the transformation is presented in Fig. 1. The
theoretical underlying physics of the transformation
involved here has been detailed recently in [28]. The
concept is as follows: the imagined space of our proposed
antenna is obtained by transforming a flat isotropic
cylindrical half-space with zero Riemann curvature tensor
described in polar coordinates {r, θ} into a flat space in
squeezed Cartesian coordinates. x’, y’ and z’ are the
coordinates in the virtual transformed rectangular space and
x, y, z are those in the initial real cylindrical space. We
assume free space in the cylinder, with isotropic
permeability and permittivity tensors ε0 and µ0. In the
theoretical study of [28], we have shown that the coordinate
transformation can be implemented by a material obeying
the following tensors:

( )

ψ i ' j ' = g i ' j ' det g i ' j '

1
2

−

ψ,

Discrete values are then created for the desired variation
of µyy and εzz to secure a practical realization producing
experimental performances close to theory. Fig. 2 shows the
photography of the fabricated prototype. A microstrip
square patch antenna printed on a 0.787 mm thick low-loss
dielectric substrate (Rogers RT/Duroid 5870TM with 17.5
µm copper cladding, εr = 2.33 and tanδ = 0.0012) is used as
radiating source. A surrounding material made of
alternating electric metamaterial and magnetic metamaterial
layers is used to capture the emanating omnidirectional
radiation from the patch source and transform it into a
directive one. The metamaterial is a discrete structure
composed of five different regions where permittivity and
permeability vary according to (3) and to the profile of Fig.
1(b).
The axial permittivity εzz and permeability µyy show
respectively values ranging from 0.12 to 4.15 and from 1.58
to 15.3. The bulk metamaterial is assembled using 56 layers
of dielectric boards on which subwavelength resonant
structures are printed. 28 layers contain SRRs [32] and 28
others contain ELCs [33], shown in the insets of Fig. 2 and
known to provide respectively a magnetic and an electric
response. Each layer is made of 5 regions of metamaterials
corresponding to the discretized values of Fig. 1(b).
Because of constraints of the layout, we choose a
rectangular unit cell with dimensions 3.333 mm for both
resonators. The layout consists of 5 regions, each of which
is three unit cells long (10 mm). We are able to obtain the
desired εzz and µyy by tuning the resonators’ geometric
parameters, as illustrated and detailed in Fig. 3. The SRR
and ELC resonators are simulated with finite-element
method based Ansys HFSS commercial code for the [8 GHz
– 15 GHz] frequency band. The calculated S-parameters are
then utilized to extract the effective material parameters µyy
and εzz, through the use of a retrieval process described in
[34]. µyy and εzz are respectively shown in Fig. 4(a) and
4(b). The insets of Fig. 4 show the variation of the two
material parameters in the vicinity of 10 GHz.

(1)

where ψ represents the permittivity or permeability tensor
and g, the metric tensor of our designed space. The material
must then be able to produce the following dielectric tensors
presenting no non-diagonal components (2):



ε ij = µ ij = diag  ε xx ( x' ),


where

ε xx ( x ' ) =

πx'
e

and


1
, αε xx ( x' )  , (2)
ε xx ( x ' )


α=

d2
, with d representing
4L2

the diameter of the initial cylindrical space and e and L,
respectively, the width and length of the rectangular target
space. For a practical implementation using metamaterials,
the dimensions of the semi-cylindrical space is set so that α
= 4 in order to obtain achievable values for the
electromagnetic parameters. We also consider a polarized
electromagnetic wave with an electric field pointing in the
z-direction, which allows modifying the dispersion equation
in order to simplify the electromagnetic parameters without
changing Maxwell’s equations and propagation in the
structure. This leads to a metamaterial which is described
with e = 0.15 m and L = 0.05 m by:

µ xx = 1 ; µ yy =

1
2

(ε xx )

;

ε zz = 4(ε xx )2 ,

(3)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Transformation of a cylindrical space into a
rectangular one. (b) Continuous (continuous lines) and
discretized (dashed lines) variations of permeability and
permittivity of the material.

Figure 2: Photography of the structure of the antenna. The
inserts show the permittivity (left) and the permeability
(right) layers of the material.
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The metamaterial layers are mounted 2 by 2 with a
constant air spacing of 2.2 mm between each. Overall
dimensions of the antenna are 15 cm x 15 cm x 5 cm. Farfield patterns measurements are performed in an anechoic
chamber, where the metamaterial-based antenna is used as
emitter and a wideband [2 GHz – 18 GHz] is used as
receiver. The E-plane radiation pattern is measured at 10.6
GHz for computer-controlled elevation angle varying from 90° to +90°. Fig. 5 presents the comparison between
simulations and experiments for the patch source alone and
the metamaterial antenna. The transformation of the patch’s
omnidirectional radiation into a directive is clearly
established. A narrow half-power beamwidth of 13° is
observed for the measured antenna. These performances are
competitive with classical high directivity antennas such as
parabolic reflector antennas.

Figure 3: Unit cell of the SRR used as magnetic material
and of the ELC used as electric material. The tables
summarize the dimensions of these two metamaterial cells
to achieve the different values of the electromagnetic
parameters needed for the transformation.

Figure 5: (a) Calculated and (b) measured radiation pattern
at 10.6 GHz of the proposed metamaterial antenna (blue)
and the microstrip patch radiator alone (red).

3. Azimuthal antenna
Here, we propose a two-dimensional coordinate
transformation, which transforms the vertical radiation of a
plane source into a directive azimuthal emission. Let us
consider a source radiating in a rectangular space.
Theoretically this radiation emitted from the latter source
can be transformed into an azimuthal one using
transformation optics. The transformation procedure is noted
F(x’,y’) and consists in bending the emission. Fig. 6 shows
the operating principle of this rotational coordinate
transformation. Mathematically, F(x’,y’) can be expressed
as:

x( = axcos (by )

y( = axsin (by ) ,
z( = z


(a)

(4)

where x , y , and z
are the coordinates in the bent
space, and x, y and z are those in the initial rectangular
space. In the initial space, we assume free space. L2-L1 and
L are respectively the width and the length of the rectangular
space. The rotational transformation of Fig. 6 is defined by
parameter a considered as an “expansion” parameter and
parameter b which controls the rotation angle of the
transformation F(x’,y’). By substituting the new coordinate
system in the tensor components, and after some
simplifications, the material parameters are derived. After

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Magnetic response of the SRR for the 5
regions. (b) Electric response of the ELC for the 5 regions.
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diagonalization, calculations lead to permeability and
permittivity tensors given in the diagonal base by:

ψ
0
0 
 rr
ε= 0 ψ
0  ε0
θθ


 0
0 ψ 

zz 
with:

ψ

rr

=

For the physical prototype fabrication, we simplify the
calculated material parameters through a parameter reduction
procedure. We set a polarization of the electromagnetic field
such that the magnetic field is along the z-direction. In this
case, the relevant electromagnetic parameters are µzz, εθθ and
εrr. We maintain εθθ and µzz constant and the new set of
coordinates is given by (6):

ψ
0
0 
 rr
µ = 0 ψ
0  µ0
θθ


 0
0 ψ 

zz 

a
a
1
,
;ψ = r ;ψ =
zz abr
br θθ b

(5)

ε

2
1
=   ÷ 1.7 ; ε = 2.8 ; µ = 1.7 ,
rr  br 
θθ
zz

(6)

Figure 6: Schematic principle of the 2D rotational
coordinate transformation. The emission in a rectangular
space is transformed into an azimuthal one.
The transformation formulation is implemented using
finite-element method based commercial solver Comsol
Multiphysics. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of 2D simulation
between a plane source made of current lines in yz plane
above a limited metallic ground plane (Fig. 7(a)) and the
same source surrounded by a metamaterial defined by Eq. (5)
[Fig. 7(b)]. Fig. 7(c) and 7(d) show respectively the far-field
patterns of the plane source without and with the
metamaterial structure. The left shift of the peak corresponds
to a rotation of 76° of the emitted radiation.

Figure 8: (a) Profile of the material parameters. (b) Single
metamaterial layer composed of 10 unit cells providing the
material parameters necessary for the coordinate
transformation. (c) Front and rear view of the metamaterial
cells.
Figure 7: (a)-(b) Calculated emission of a plane current
source above a limited metallic ground plane without and
with the metamaterial structure. (c)-(d) Calculated
normalized far field of the antenna without and with
metamaterial. A 76° rotation of the radiation is clearly
observed.

Setting physical parameter b = 6 allows an optimization
of the material parameter εrr. The profile of the different
parameters is presented in Fig. 8(a). We consider fabricating
the prototype composed of 30 identical layers where each
layer is divided in 10 unit cells as illustrated by the single
layer in Fig. 8(b). For the discretization of the material
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parameters, meta-atoms producing electric resonances are
designed on the 0.787 mm thick low loss (tanδ = 0.0013)
RO3003TM dielectric substrate. We choose a rectangular unit
cell with dimensions 5 mm for the resonators. We are able to
obtain the desired εzz and µyy by tuning the resonators’
geometric parameters. The 10 cells presented in Fig. 8(c) are
designed to constitute the discrete variation of εrr. Table I
summarizes the corresponding electromagnetic parameters of
the cells. The cells are composed of respectively SRRs and
ELCs to secure µzz and εrr. εθθ is produced by a host medium,
which is a commercially available resin.
Table 1: Electromagnetic parameters µzz, and εrr for the 10
cells of the metamaterial layers. The length Lθ of each cell
is given as a function of its position along the layer.
Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ri (mm)
52.5
57.5
62.5
67.5
72.5
77.5
82.5
87.5
92.5
97.5

Lθi (mm)
2.75
3.01
3.27
3.53
3.8
4.06
4.32
4.58
4.84
5.1

µzz

εrr

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

5.8
4.842
4.096
3.504
3.04
2.664
2.35
2.09
1.87
1.68

Table 1. The bulk metamaterial is assembled using 30 layers
of RO3003TM dielectric boards on which subwavelength
resonant structures are printed. The layers are mounted 1 by
1 in a molded matrix with a constant angle of 3° between
each. A commercially available liquid resin is then flowed
into the mold. This resin constitutes the host medium and is
an important design parameter which is closely linked to εθθ.
Its measured permittivity is close to 2.8. The mold is
removed after solidification of the resin.

For numerical verifications of the proposed device
performances, a microstrip patch antenna presenting a quasiomnidirectional radiation is used as the feeding source of the
metamaterial antenna. This patch source is optimized for a
10 GHz operation. A 3D simulation of the patch antenna and
the layered metamaterial is performed using HFSS as
illustrated in Fig. 9(a). Fig. 9(b) shows the calculated energy
distribution in the middle plane of the layered metamaterial
structure. We shall note that the latter structure firstly
transforms the quasi-omnidirectional radiation of the patch
source into a directive one and also maintains this highly
directive emission after the 76° rotation.

Figure 9: (a) Simulated design consisting of 30
metamaterial layers each composed of 10 cells. (b)
Calculated energy distribution at 10 GHz.
To validate experimentally the azimuthal directive
emission, the device shown in Fig. 10(a) is fabricated. A
microstrip square patch antenna printed on a 1 mm thick
epoxy dielectric substrate (εr = 3.9 and tanδ = 0.02) is used
as radiating source. The metamaterial is a discrete structure
composed of 10 different regions where permittivity and
permeability vary according to Eq. (6) and to the values of

Figure 10: (a) Photography of the fabricated prototype. (b)
Simulated and measured S11 parameter of the patch source
alone and the metamaterial antenna. (c) Far-field E-plane
radiation patterns of the patch source alone and of the
metamaterial antenna.
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r ' = α (1 − e qr )

θ ' = θ
z' = z


S11 parameter measurements are first performed on the
fabricated prototype. The measured S11 parameter of the
metamaterial antenna is compared with the HFSS-simulated
one in Fig. 10(b). A good agreement can be observed and
return losses reaching 18 dB is observed experimentally at
10.3 GHz compared to 15 dB calculated. This quantity is
further compared with that of the feeding patch antenna
alone. A better matching can be clearly observed for the
metamaterial antenna. The E-plane far-field radiation pattern
of the metamaterial antenna is measured in a fully anechoic
chamber. Measurements are performed for computercontrolled elevation angle varying from -90° to +90°. The
measured far-field radiation pattern is presented for the
metamaterial device (Fig. 10(c)). From the experiments, we
can clearly observe the transformation of the omnidirectional far-field radiation of the patch antenna into a
directive one which is further bent at an angle of 66°, which
is consistent to the 76° predicted by numerical simulations.
The difference in bending angle is due to the fabrication
tolerances of the meta-atoms providing the gradient radial
permittivity and to the positioning of the patch source.

with

α=

D
2

1
1−

qD
e 2

, (7)

where r’, θ’, and z’ are the coordinates in the transformed
cylindrical space, and r, θ, and z are those in the initial
cylindrical space. In the initial space, we assume free space,
with isotropic permittivity and permeability tensors ε0 and
µ0. Parameter q (in m-1) appearing in Eq. (4) must be
negative in order to secure the impedance matching
condition. This parameter is an expansion factor which can
be physically viewed as to what extent space is expanded. A
high (negative) value of q means a high expansion whereas a
low (negative) value of q means a nearly zero expansion.
Calculations lead to permeability and permittivity tensors
given in the diagonal base by:

0
ψ rr

ψ =  0 ψ θθ
 0
0


4. Isotropic antenna
Conversely to the previous sections, here we focus our
attention on how coordinate transformation can be applied
to transform directive emissions into isotropic ones. An
intuitive schematic principle to illustrate the proposed
method is presented in Fig. 11. Let us consider a source
radiating in a circular space as shown in Fig. 11(a) and a
circular region bounded by the blue circle around this
source limits the radiation zone. The “space stretching”
coordinate
transformation
consists
in
stretching
exponentially the central zone of this delimited circular
region represented by the red circle as illustrated in Fig.
11(b).

with:

 qr (r '−α )

r'
0  
 
0 =
0


ψ zz 

0



0
r'
qr (r '−α )
0

 r' 
ln1 - 
α ,
r= 
q





0


r

r ' q (r '−α ) 
0

(8)

The components in the Cartesian coordinate system are
calculated and are as follows:
ψ = ψ cos2 (θ ) +ψ sin 2 (θ )
θθ
rr
 xx
=
(
=
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
 xy
θθ )sin(θ )cos(θ ) ,
yx
rr

2
2
ψ yy = ψ rr sin (θ ) +ψ θθ cos (θ )

(9)

By fixing the electric field directed along the z-axis and
by adjusting the dispersion equation without changing
propagation in the structure, the following reduced
parameters can be obtained:



µ rr = 1

2


 ,
r'

µθθ = 
 qr (r '−α ) 

2

r
 ε zz =  
 r' 


Figure 11: (a) initial space, (b) transformed space, (c) the
blue curve shows the transformation rule made of an
expansion followed by a compression.
The expansion procedure is further followed by a
compression of the annular region formed between the red
and blue circles so as to secure a good impedance matching
with free space. Fig. 11(c) summarizes the exponential form
of our coordinate transformation. The diameter of the
transformed (generated metamaterial) circular medium is
noted D.
Mathematically this transformation is expressed as [31]:

(10)

Fig. 12 presents simulations results of the source
radiating in the initial circular space at an operating
frequency of 4 GHz for several values of q. The current
direction of the source is supposed to be along the z-axis.
Simulations are performed in a Transverse Electric (TE)
mode with the electric field polarized along z-direction. The
surface current source is considered to have a width of 10

6

cm, which is greater than the 7.5 cm wavelength at 4 GHz.
Radiation boundary conditions are placed around the
calculation domain in order to plot the radiation properties.
Continuity of the field is assured in the interior boundaries.
As stated previously and verified from the different electric
field distribution patterns, a high negative value of q leads to
a quasi-perfect isotropic emission since the space expansion
is higher. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in Fig.
12(d) for q = -40 m-1.

Measurements have shown as much as 66° beam steering.
Finally, a space expansion coordinate transformation has
been theoretically presented so as to transform a directive
emission into an isotropic one.

Figure 13: (a) Far field radiation pattern of the emission
with (q = -40 m-1) and without transformation. (b) Influence
of the expansion parameter q on the proposed coordinate
transformation. The emitted radiation is more and more
isotropic as q tends to high negative values.
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Abstract
Multifunctional metamaterials under development in our
group are based on a hierarchical combination, from nano to
macroscale, of conductive inclusions and polymer matrices.
The paper illustrates this hybrid approach for a metallic
honeycomb filled with a carbon nanotube-reinforced
polymer foam. The waveguide characteristic of the
honeycomb combined with the electromagnetic properties
of the foam lead to large power absorption above the cut-off
frequency of the waveguide, situated in the GHz range.
Below cut-off, electromagnetic shielding is also offered by
total reflection at input interface of the hybrid, preventing
the signal transmission.

1. Introduction
Due to the generalization of electronic devices in most
human technologies and the growth of wireless
communications and radar detection, electromagnetic
interference (EMI) shielding has become essential for
keeping the external environment unpolluted from potential
radiations as well as for proper operation of the electronic
devices. Shielding by EM absorption, which is preferable
over reflection in certain instances, requires combining a
low dielectric constant with high electrical conductivity,
which are antagonist properties in the world of materials.
Various topologies based on carbonaceous nanocomposite
materials are developed in our group [1-2]. This paper
discusses a hierarchical architecture involving a metallic
honeycomb filled with a carbon nanotube-reinforced
polymer foam (Fig. 1).

2. Multihierarchical topology
Filling insulating polymers with carbon based filler such as
carbon nanotubes (CNT) make them conductive. Thanks to
the formation of a percolating network, a relatively low
amount of CNT is sufficient to raise the electrical
conductivity of the insulating polymer [3]. However, this
effect goes along with the increase of the relative

permittivity of the material promoting EM wave reflections,
which is undesirable for radar absorbing materials (RAMs).
Decreasing the permittivity of materials can be achieved by
foaming [4]-[5].
The insertion of the nanocomposite foam in the honeycomb
lattice contributes to decrease the real part of the relative
effective permittivity Re{εr,eff} of the material, being close
to the permittivity of air in a certain frequency range. Below
the cut-off frequency of the hexagonal waveguide, shielding
by reflection is achieved and above the cut-off frequency,
higher EM absorption levels are reached by the hybrid
compared to the conductive foam alone. Varying the cell
shape of the honeycomb changes the cut-off frequency [1],
hence the range for high absorption.

Figure 1: Multimaterial and multiscale strategy developed
to reach high EM absorption levels in the GHz range
starting from (a) CNT dispersed in a polymer matrix which
is (b) foamed and (c) inserted in a metallic honeycomb.

3. Strategy for EMI reduction
Designing materials with high absorption properties is
achieved by reducing both reflection and transmission of
EM waves. The fraction of EM power absorbed by a slab of
material, denoted hereby absorption index A, is defined by
the ratio between absorbed power Pabs and incident power
Pin, expressed as:

A=

Pref Pout
Pabs
2
2
= 1−
−
= 1 − S11 − S 21
Pin
Pin
Pin

where S11, S21 are the S-parameters. This definition of the
absorption index, because of its normalization to incoming
power, truly characterizes the performances of a microwave
absorber, i.e. a material showing simultaneously low
reflection at the input interface between air and hybrid and
high absorption inside the hybrid: a value of A close to 1 (or
100%) implies that both S11 associated to input reflection
and mismatch, and S21 associated to residual power outgoing
from the hybrid, are minimized. It is thus an alternate
formulation, compared to reflectivity, for characterizing the
performances of an absorber. Reversely, the shielding
effectiveness of the material results from the sum of the
reflected and the absorbed powers by the material

Pin
1
2
=
= 1 (1 − S11 − A)
2
Pout S21

A high SE translates into a low fraction of the power
flowing out of the material. EMI shielding can thus be
obtained either by maximizing A (efficient absorber) or
input reflection coefficient S11. Frequency operating range
of each mechanism can be tuned by the size of the
honeycomb cell.
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Absorption index
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4. Results
The contribution of the honeycomb waveguide on the real
part of the effective permittivity Re{εr,eff} is highlighted on
Fig. 2 for honeycomb filled with polycarbonate (PC) foam
containing 1wt.% CNT. Below the cut-off frequency, the
effective permittivity is negative for the hybrid while it
remains almost constant and positive over the whole
frequency range for the nanocomposite foam alone. The
conductivity is not significantly modified by the presence of
the metallic honeycomb. In this case, the cut-off frequency
was measured at 10.4 GHz for the PC based hybrid. In each
case, the geometrical parameters were X=0 or 4.76mm and
α=60° (see Fig.1).
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Figure 3: Measured real part ε’ of relative effective
permittivity (top) and conductivity σ (bottom) for PC-CNT
1wt.% foams with honeycomb (solid blue line, X = 4.76
mm) and without (dashed black line).

5. Conclusions and perspectives

ε´

EMI shielding is achieved by combining the waveguide
properties of a metallic honeycomb structure filled with a
polymer foam reinforced with CNT. Above the cut-off
frequency set by the hexagonal waveguide, the
nanocomposite filling foam attenuates the propagating EM
waves inside the hybrid. The resulting absorption index A is
higher than for the nanocomposite foam alone.
Experimental results validate the developed analytical
model. Tuning and optimizing the performance of the
hybrid is now possible thanks to the model. While reaching
high absorption index below 5 GHz remains difficult with
acceptable cell size X and material thickness t, shielding by
total reflection mechanism is acting below the cut-off as in
an air vent.
The particular hierarchical organization of the studied
hybrid materials offers interesting perspectives for
multifunctional structures. In particular, high EM
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A closed form model of the EM reflection and absorption
has been developed based on the propagation in the
hexagonal waveguide modelled as an equivalent
transmission line. It provides a tool for the optimization of
the hybrid [6].
The absorption index of the hybrid extracted from the
measured S-parameters is shown in Fig. 3 for the PC-CNT
1wt% foam filling a 7mm thick aluminium honeycomb. The
cut-off frequency has been measured at 10.5 GHz. The
prediction obtained with the analytical model using the
electrical properties of the foam, the honeycomb cell size
and the material thickness as parameters is in good
agreement with the measurement. The inset shows the
Shielding Effectiveness (SE) of the hybrid. As announced,
SE is significantly improved below the cut-off due to the
high reflection at the input interface.
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Figure 2: Measured real part ε’ of relative effective
permittivity (top) and conductivity σ (bottom) for PC-CNT
1wt.% foams with honeycomb (solid blue line, X = 4.76
mm) and without (dashed black line).

2

absorption could be combined with lightness and stiffness if
a honeycomb filled with a CNT-polymer foam was
sandwiched between rigid dielectric plates. Currently,
mechanical test campaigns are being performed to
determine the bending and impact resistance of the material
and guide the design of sandwich structures with high
mechanical performances [7]. Good thermal conductivity
across the structure is also achieved owing to the presence
of a metallic honeycomb, while foams can help for
protection against dust. Finally, synergy with acoustic
shielding performances could be considered.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method to improve the circular
polarization of an Archimedean spiral antenna placed over a
radial Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC). Results have
been compared with the same radiating element over a more
classical AMC reflector. A prototype of an Archimedean
two-wire spiral antenna has been built to operate from
0.5GHz to 6GHz. Measurement results with this radial
AMC give a relative bandwidth of 79%, in which the
broadside RHCP gain is improved. In this bandwidth the
axial ratio is less than 2dB whereas it is higher than 3dB
with a classical cartesian shape of AMC reflector.

1. Introduction
The needs of the current wireless applications, both civilian
and military, require antennas that are at the same time, low
cost, low thickness and broadband. Planar spiral antennas
are widely used to fulfill the aforementioned specifications.
An Archimedean spiral antenna radiates a circularly
polarized bi-directional beam. In most applications, this bidirectional beam must be transformed into a unidirectional
one. A classical solution consists in backing a cavity filled
by an electromagnetic absorber behind the radiating
element. However, the antenna is bulky and loses one half
of the radiated power.
Another approach consists in taking advantage of the
backward radiated electric field by reflecting it in-phase
with the forward radiated electric field thanks to an
Artificial Magnetic Conductor (AMC) [1]. In [2], a
reflector based on AMC called Quasi Artificial Magnetic
Conductor (QAMC) has been presented. The term “quasi”
has been chosen because the QAMC is composed of a few
elementary cells.
In this paper we present the improvement of the cartesian
QAMC by a reflector suitable to the geometry and the
radiation of the Archimedean spiral antenna. The spiral
antenna is presented in section 2. The method to design the
QAMC is introduced in section 3. In section 4 the spiral
antenna is placed over the two different QAMC and
compared in order to validate the new design. Then
measurements are presented and discussed.

2. Archimedean spiral antenna
The two-wire Archimedean spiral antenna introduced by
Kaiser [3], is widely used in airborne systems due to its

wideband intrinsic characteristics. This kind of antenna has
active areas which depend of the frequency. Thus, these
areas are defined by D=λ/π, where D is the diameter of the
area and λ the free space wavelength. The knowledge of
these active areas enables to adapt the geometry of the
reflector to these areas.
The inner diameter and the outer diameter of the prototype
of the Archimedean two-wire spiral antenna are respectively
Din=6.3mm and Dout=300mm which define, respectively,
the highest and the lowest operating frequencies
fhigh=15GHz and flow=0.3GHz. Nevertheless, we are going
to present results from 0.5GHz to 6GHz, because it is the
required bandwidth for the targeted application. The width
of the spiral arms is warm=1.25mm, the spiral arms are
separated with a distance equal to the arm width to produce
a self-complementary structure and thus maintain
broadband characteristics [4].
The antenna is printed on a dielectric substrate Duroid
RT5880, the thickness is hsub=1.575mm, the relative
dielectric permittivity is εr=2.2 and the dissipation factor is
tanδ=0.0009 (@10GHz).

3. AMC Reflector
3.1. Cartesian QAMC reflector

The reflection phase is defined as the phase of the reflected
electric field at the reflecting surface.
It is normalized to the phase of the incident electric field at
the reflecting surface. The reflection phase method is used to
identify the frequency band in which the AMC behavior
occurs [5]. In the case which the AMC is an infinite periodic
structure, the phase diagram can be obtained by applying
periodic conditions of Floquet on an elementary cell in order
to simulate an infinite AMC [6].
The AMC bandwidth depends on their dimensions [7] and
has been defined for a reflection phase varying between +/120° [8]. In this bandwidth the spiral antenna placed over an
AMC reflector should have a broadside gain higher than the
spiral antenna in free space.
The dimensions of the AMC are w=17.35mm and
g=2.65mm, where w is the length of a square patch and g the
gap between two patches (cf. Fig. 2a).
The AMC substrate is Arlon CuClad 250 with a thickness
hamc=4 x 1.565mm, the relative dielectric permittivity is
εr=2.5 and the dissipation factor is tanδ=0.0018 (@10GHz).
The cartesian QAMC reflector shown in Fig. 2a is
composed of a planar array of only 4x4 elementary cells [2]

and it is placed 4mm under the antenna substrate. The
diameter of the QAMC reflector is equal to λ1GHz/π
(100.8mm).

3.3. Results

The Archimedean spiral antenna defined in section 2 has
been simulated over the two aforementioned QAMC. Figure
3 presents the broadside realized gain for the copolarization and the cross-polarization radiated by the
antenna and also the phase diagram of the AMC defined in
section 3.1. Simulations have been performed with CST
Microwave Studio®.

3.2. Radial QAMC reflector

The radial QAMC reflector resulting from the
transformation of the cartesian one is shown in Fig. 2 The
method consists in placing the patches under the targeted
active area [9]. The active area at a given frequency can be
identified by using the electromagnetic energy density (cf.
Fig. 1) defines as follows (1).


        


(1)

Where ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and the permeability in
free space, E and H are the magnitude of the electric and
magnetic fields.

Figure 3: Left scale (simulated gain): Comparison
between the two QAMC, Right scale (phase): Reflection
phase diagram of the AMC.
According to Fig 3. the reflection phase of the AMC is
included between +/-120° from 1.68GHz to 3.36GHz and
leads to a relative bandwidth of 66%. Fig. 3 shows that the
spiral antenna placed over a cartesian QAMC has a
broadside LHCP gain (cross-polarization component)
higher than -10dB from 4.5GHz to 6GHz. The spiral
antenna placed over a radial QAMC has a broadside LHCP
gain less than -10dB from 0.5GHz to 6GHz. The two
configurations have a similar broadside RHPC gain (copolarization component) from 1GHz to 3.5GHz. In order to
validate those results, a prototype has been realized.

Figure 1: Electromagnetic energy density at 2.5GHz.
The dimensions of the radial patches are the same as for the
square patches, i.e. they have a length equal to w and the
gap between two patches in the radial or ortho-radial
direction is equal to g (cf. Fig. 2b).
The radial QAMC is composed of 2 rows of 12 patches.
The distance between the center of the radial QAMC and
half the length (w/2) of a patch of the first row (cf. Fig. 2b)
is chosen so that the patches operate under this active area
at the frequency for which the phase reflection of the AMC
is equal to zero. (cf. Fig. 3). This occurs at 2.7GHz and
D2.7GHz=35.34mm).
The second row is only present to assure the periodicity in
the radial direction.

4. Configurations
We present hereafter the different configurations that have
been measured. The configuration named ASRef,
corresponds to the spiral antenna placed above a cavity
completely filled with an electromagnetic absorber, with a
height habs=55.26mm (cf. Fig. 4).
This configuration will be used as the reference to evaluate
the benefits of the proposed structures.
Archimedean twowire spiral
antenna

(a)
(b)
Figure 2: QAMC top view: (a) Cartesian QAMC, (b)
Radial QAMC.

Figure 4: Spiral antenna over the cavity.
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The distance between the antenna substrate and the surface
of the QAMC reflectors is hair=4mm (cf. Fig. 5).
So the total thickness of the antenna is equal to
ht=hsub+hair+hamc=11.835mm i.e. λ1.68GHz/15. In order to not
disturb the behavior of the spiral antenna at low frequency,
absorber is put all around the QAMC reflectors (cf. Fig. 5).
These two configurations are named ASC-QAMC and ASRQAMC respectively, where ASC-QAMC refers to the spiral
antenna above the cartesian QAMC and ASR-QAMC to the
spiral antenna above the radial QAMC.

The antenna is fed at the center of the spiral through a
broadband tapered balun (cf. Fig. 6).
It is required to transform the impedance presented by the
input balanced line of the spiral equal 160Ω to the
unbalanced line of the coaxial connector equal to 50Ω.
The size of the balun is 300mm x 60mm [2], and it is placed
in a shielded cavity (cf. Fig. 7).

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Configurations: (a) ASRef, (b) ASC/R-QAMC.
Figure 8: Definition of φ planes.

5. Results and discussion
In this section, measurements of the aforementioned
configurations are analyzed.
Fig. 9 shows that the ASRef has a good impedance matching
from 0.5GHz to 6GHz defined for a return loss level less
than -10dB.
The ASC-QAMC has also a good impedance matching from
0.5GHz to 6GHz. The return loss level of the ASQ-AMC
presents a minor increase between 4.7GHz to 4.8GHz.
Figure 6: Top and bottom view of the balun.

Wideband balun inside

Figure 9: Return loss versus frequency.

Figure 7: The whole antenna: Cavity of the antenna
assembled with the shielded cavity of the balun.
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Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the broadside RHCP gain
(co-polarization
component)
for
the
different
configurations. We observe the same behavior from 0.5GHz
to 3.3GHz for ASC-QAMC and ASR-QAMC.
For both configurations the broadside RHCP gain is higher
than the ASRef from 1.65GHz to 3.8GHz i.e. a relative
bandwidth of 79%. It’s interesting to note that this band is
greater than the theoretical bandwidth of 66% deduced
previously from the phase diagram.

the broadside RHCP gain of the ASC-QAMC and ASR-QAMC is
higher than ASRef, then the relative bandwidth of the ASCQAMC decreases to 67% and the relative bandwidth of the
ASR-QAMC remains to 79% i.e. a difference of 12% between
the two configurations.

Figure 12: Axial ratio versus frequency.
Table 1 summarizes the measurements results. Those are
given from 1.65GHz to 3.8GHz, which corresponds to the
operational bandwidth of 79%.

Figure 10: Broadside gain (RHCP) versus frequency.

Table 1: Radiation characteristics comparison between
the two QAMC.
ASC-QAMC
ASR-QAMC
Return Loss
< -10dB
< -10dB
Co-polarization
3dB to 7dB
3dB to 9dB
Level (RHCP
broadside gain)
Cross-polarization
< -6dB
< -12dB
Level (LHCP
broadside gain)
Axial Ratio
< 5dB
< 2dB

Fig. 11 presents the broadside LHCP gain (crosspolarization component) for the different configurations.
We can see that the broadside LHCP gain of the ASR-QAMC
remains below -10dB from 0.5GHz to 6GHz. Unlike the
broadside LHCP gain of the ASC-QAMC is higher than -10dB
for frequencies higher than 3.25GHz.

Finally, it is important to check if the radiation pattern is
stable on the desired bandwidth. That means that the beam
stays directional and the broadside RHCP gain does not
present any sharp variations.
The following figures present the radiation patterns (in dB)
for all configurations. All results are normalized by the
value of the broadside RHCP gain.

Figure 11: Broadside gain (LHCP) versus frequency.
In order to evaluate the benefits of the radial QAMC the
axial ratio (AR), which defines the quality of the circular
polarization [10], is presented in figure 12.
The AR level of the ASRef remains below 3dB from 0.5 GHz
to 6GHz i.e. a relative bandwidth of 169%, thanks to the
absorber cavity. The AR level of the ASC-QAMC is less than
3 dB from 0.5GHz to 3.3GHz i.e. a relative bandwidth of
74%. At 4.4GHz broadside RHCP and LCHP gains have
the same value and that is why at this frequency the AR
level is higher than 10dB. Then the polarization is no more
circular but linear.
With the radial QAMC, the AR level of the ASR-QAMC is less
than 3dB from 0.5GHz to 4GHz i.e. a relative bandwidth of
157%. But if we only considered the bandwidth in which

Figure 13: ASRef radiation pattern versus frequency for
φ=0°.
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The paper demonstrates that an Archimedean spiral antenna
placed above a radial QAMC can achieve wideband
properties with a thickness of only λ1.65GHz/15.3. This new
design can be improved by reducing the dimensions of the
patches in order to have different patches for different
frequency bands.
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Figure 14: ASC-QAMC radiation pattern versus frequency
for φ=0°.

Figure 15: ASR-QAMC radiation pattern versus frequency
for φ=0°.
The radiation pattern of the ASRef is stable from 0.5GHz to
6GHz, thanks to the absorber cavity (cf. Fig. 13).
Fig. 14 and 15 show that radiation patterns of the ASC-QAMC
and the ASR-QAMC are almost similar from 0.5GHz to
3.6GHz. For frequencies higher than 3.6GHz the radiation
pattern of the ASC-QAMC begins to be disturbed.
The radiation pattern of the ASR-QAMC stays stable up to
3.8GHz, and then it also begins to be disturbed, but in the
center of the radial QAMC there is enough space to put
another reflector in order to reduce this discontinuity.

6. Conclusions
We have shown that it is possible to design a radial QAMC
reflector suitable to the geometry and the radiation of the
Archimedean spiral antenna. The method consists in
determining the active area and in designing circular
patches with the dimensions given by the cartesian AMC.
The simulation shows that the RHCP broadside gain of the
two QAMC is almost similar.
In order to validate these results an Archimedean spiral
antenna printed on Duroid RT 5880 substrate has been
realized and placed 4mm above the two QAMC.
Measurements results show a relative bandwidth of 79%,
larger than the theoretical bandwidth of 66%, defined by a
reflection phase included between +/-120°. With the radial
QAMC the broadside LHCP gain is improved and the axial
ratio is below 2dB from 1.65GHz to 3.8GHz.
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Abstract
Most carpet invisibility cloaks are generated from quasiconformal transformation, which usually require large
number of precisely defined sub-wavelength artificial unit
cell structures. We present in this paper the design,
fabrication and performance test of a quasi threedimensional carpet cloak made of normal dielectric in the
microwave regime. Taking advantage of a simple linear
coordinate transformation we design a carpet cloak with
homogeneous anisotropic medium and then practically
realize the device with multilayer of alternating normal
dielectric slabs based on the effective medium theory. As a
proof-of-concept example, we fabricate the carpet cloak
with multilayer of FR4 dielectric slabs with air spacing. The
performance of the fabricated design is verified through
full-wave numerical simulation and measurement of the farfield scattering electromagnetic waves in a microwave
anechoic chamber. Experimental results have demonstrated
pronounced cloaking effect in a very broad band from 8
GHz to 18 GHz (whole X and Ku band) due to the low loss,
non-dispersive feature of the multilayer dielectric structure.

1. Introduction
Recent progress in transformation optics (TO) [1] provides
us a precise design tool of engineered metamaterials that
could be applied to the manipulation of electromagnetic
(EM) waves, such as the invisibility cloaking and other
interesting applications [2-4]. However, the perfect
invisibility cloak suffers from singular material properties
and dispersions, which limits its realization and application.
To avoid these limitations, several reduced invisibility
cloaks with simplified constitutive parameters have been
proposed and realized with the resonant metamaterial
structures. Recently, to overcome the narrow-band
operation of the resonant metamaterials, a special cloaking
scheme, called the ‘carpet cloak’ which is based on quasiconformal coordinate transformation, has been proposed
and studied [5-12].
Most carpet cloaks are generated from quasi-conformal
transformation, which leads to minimal anisotropy and
facilitates the fabrications with metamaterials [5]. However,
the material properties retrieved from this procedure are
highly inhomogeneous, which in the microwave regime
usually rely on large number of precisely defined sub-

wavelength artificial structures [6], or require accurately
defined nano-scale patterns made by sophisticated timeconsuming nanofabrication processes in the optical regime
[7]. Another drawback, as recently suggested in a
theoretical study [8], is that the isotropy cloak structure
derived from the quasi-conformal transformation will lead
to lateral shift of the scattering fields, making the carpet
cloak still visible to near field detection. Another attempt to
achieve carpet cloak is to use simple linear coordinate
transformation which results in cloak with anisotropic but
homogeneous material parameters [9]. This proposal has
been applied in the infrared frequency to realize twodimensional cloak with silicon grating structures [10]. It has
also been used recently to achieve macroscopic invisibility
cloak based on the natural birefringent crystal calcite and
the cloak performance has been experimentally
demonstrated for a specific polarization at the visible
frequencies [11-12]. However, since the natural transparent
birefringent crystals are quite limited and their anisotropy
can not be engineered as desired, the design flexibility is
restricted for this type of cloak.
In this paper, we will show the design, fabrication and
performance test of a quasi three-dimensional (3D) carpet
cloak made of normal dielectric in the microwave regime.
Taking advantage of a simple linear coordinate
transformation [10] we have designed a carpet cloak with
homogeneous anisotropic medium and then practically
realized the device with multilayer of alternating normal
dielectric slabs based on the effective medium theory
(EMT). Such design has overcome the problem of lateral
shift of the near field scattering. As a proof-of-concept
example, we have fabricated the carpet cloak with
multilayer of normal dielectric slabs with air spacing. The
performance of the carpet cloak through out the whole X,
and Ku band (from 8 GHz to 18 GHz) is validated through
full wave EM simulation based on finite element method
and measurement of the EM scattering fields in a
microwave anechoic chamber.

2. Design of the cloak
To avoid the lateral shift of the scattering fields in the carpet
cloak designed with the quasi-conformal transformation, we
employ a straightforward linear coordinate transformation
similar to that discussed in [9-10]. Fig. 1(a) indicates

further consider a transverse-magnetic (TM) field
polarization for the incident EM wave (the magnetic field
along the z axis), and as far as the trajectory of EM wave is
concerned, Eq. (3) can be simplified to a nonmagnetic form
for the material parameters with = 1, and
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where z can be an arbitrary value for the TM polarization.
As a direct consequence of the simple linear coordinate
transformation, we find that the material parameters
described in Eq. (4) only require a spatially invariant
permittivity tensor, and can be easily realized through a
certain birefringent dielectric with its optical axis rotated by
a certain angle with the z-axis. The principal values of the
permittivity tensor xc , yc and zc can be determined through

(a)

diagonalization of the parameters in Eq. (4),
(b)
Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the coordinate transformation
and the resulted carpet cloak. (b) Realization of the
quasi 3D carpet cloak with multilayer of alternating
dielectric 1 and 2. The cloak is covered on a bumped
perfect conducting surface enabling a cloaked region
underneath.
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3. Implementation and characterization

(2)

As a proof-of-concept example of our proposal, we have
designed a quasi 3D carpet cloak at microwave regime.
Assuming k1 = 1, k2 = 0.17, a = 100 mm, and the cloak is
immersed in a background medium of r = 1.75. From Eqs.
(1) - (6), the relative permittivity of the dielectric 1 and 2
composing the carpet cloak is determined as 4.4 and 1.0,
respectively, and the rotation angle is about 25.8 with
respect to x-axis. Considering the practical realization, we
replace the background medium with free space, which in
principle will cause slight reflections at the boundary
between the cloak and the background medium due to wave

where
M

0

cos
0

where 1 and 2 are the permittivity and is the thickness
ratio of the two isotropic dielectrics, respectively. We
simply let
= 1 for the consideration of achieving
maximum anisotropy. This multilayer approach allows us
more freedom to design the carpet cloak with desired shape
(different slope k1, or k2) and material parameters.

(1)

M, .

0

sin
0

c
x

We could then obtain the material parameters for the left
block of the carpet cloak with the standard TO procedures
as
M,

c
x

Unlike the previous works that use natural birefringent
crystal calcite to design the cloak [11, 12], here we employ
a more flexible way to realize the birefringent dielectric
through multilayer of alternating dielectric 1 and dielectric
2 (indicated schematically in Fig. 1(b)) based on the EMT
[10, 13]. The required dielectric materials in the multilayer
are determined through

z

r

0

a birefringent dielectric crystal described by

x

y

sin

For the TM polarization

schematically the coordinate transformation under which a
virtual space (x, y, z) with a triangular cross-section in the xy plane is squeezed into a region with a quadrilateral crosssection (gray region) in the physical space (x , y , z ),
leaving the lower triangle part as the cloaked region. The
whole carpet cloak is a 3D structure stretched infinitely and
uniformly along the z axis. Supposing the outer surface of
the carpet cloak or the cloaked region has a the slope of k1,
or k2, respectively, the transformation can be defined as
x

cos

0

, (3)
0
k1 ( k1 k 2 )

or
represents the permittivity or permeability
and
tensor for the cloak in the physical space, while r or r
represents the relative permittivity or permeability of the
background medium in the virtual space, respectively. We
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impedance mismatch, but the wave trajectory inside the
cloak and thus the cloaking effect will keep unchanged.
To verify the design, we study how the EM waves interact
with the carpet cloak with full-wave numerical calculations
based on the finite element method (Comsol Multiphysics).
Suppose a Gauss beam with TM polarization incidents
= 135 with respect to x-axis.
along an azimuth angle of
A flat conducting sheet produces a near perfect specular
reflection of the incident beam, whereas the presence of a
reflective bump structure produces considerable diffuse
reflection as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). From the near field
distributions of the magnetic field illustrated in Fig. 2 (b),
one could easily “detect” the bump structure from the
irregular scattering. However, if we consider a background
medium with permittivity of 1.75, and cover the bump with
an anisotropic carpet cloak determined from Eq. (4), the
bump becomes invisible, with a near field distribution of
specular reflection (Fig. 2(c)) mimicking that of a flat
reflective sheet (Fig. 2(a)). Consider the practical realization,
we replace the background medium with free space, and
construct the cloak with multilayer of alternating dielectrics
as proposed before. FR4 dielectric (usually used in the print
circuit board technology) with permittivity of 4.4 and loss
tangent of 0.025 has been used for dielectric 1, while air
spacing for dielectric 2. Both have a thickness of 1.5 mm.
Fig. 2(d) illustrates the near field distributions which
represents a specular reflection similar to that of Fig. 2(c)
indicating that the reduced multilayer cloak design still has
good performance.
We have also calculated the far-field pattern of the
scattering field through the near-to-far-field extrapolation
algorithm, and compared in Fig. 3. Both the anisotropic and
the multilayer cloaks result in confined far-field scattering
along the specular direction ( = 45 ) similar to that from a
flat reflective sheet, while the bare bump results in irregular
scattering fields with two lobes around = 28° and = 68°.
The slight backward scattering by the anisotropic or the
multilayer cloak is due to the nonmagnetic reduction and
the removal of the background medium resulting in small
impedance mismatching.
To implement the designed cloak, we fabricate a quasi 3D
carpet cloak composed of multilayer of FR4 slab and air
spacing as depicted in Fig. 4. The cloak is aimed to work in
the X and Ku band, covering frequency from 8 GHz to 18
GHz. The center frequency corresponds to a free space
wavelength of about 23 mm. The whole structure is about
300 mm long (about 13 times of the wavelength) in the z
direction, 200 mm wide in the x direction and 100 mm high,
creating a cloak region about 200 mm wide and 17 mm high
in the center.
To satisfy the effective medium theory described in Eq. (6),
either the FR4 slab or air spacing has a thickness of 1.5mm,
about 1/15 of the center free space wavelength. The carpet
cloak covers a reflective bump (copper board) on an
aluminum perfect conducting board with the size of 300
mm × 300 mm.
The performance of the multilayer cloak is tested in a
microwave anechoic chamber. Two standard rectangular
horn antennas are used as the transmitter and receiver and

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2: Full-wave simulations of the magnetic field
distributions of incident EM beam interacting with (a) flat
conducting sheet; (b) bare conducting bump; (c) bump
covered by carpet cloak with a background dielectric with
permittivity of 1.75; (d) bump covered by carpet cloak
composed of multilayer of FR4 slabs with air spacing.
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demonstrates a very broad band performance through out
the whole X and Ku band, which is due to the nondispersive and low loss feature of the multilayer structure.
Since the carpet cloak is designed based on transformation
optics; therefore, it should in principle work for all incident
angles. We have checked the cases for other incident angles,
and pronounced cloaking performance has been verified. In
Fig. 7 we show one example for the case of incidence along
the azimuth angle of 120 . Both the simulation and the
measurement for the far-field scattering indicate that the
majority scattering field is along the specular direction at
the azimuth angle of 60 , verifying the functionality of the
carpet cloak. We notice that a small side lobe appears along
the azimuth angle of 150 , which is caused by the reflection
at the left surface of the cloak due to wave impedance
mismatch.

Figure 3: The far field distributions of the scattered EM
waves for the different cases indicated by the legends.
linked to a vector network analyzer to measure the
scattering field. Both horns can be moved along an arc rail
to change their azimuth angles as shown in Fig. 5. To obtain
a quasi plane wave of TM polarization, we mainly take
advantage of the far field phenomenon of the horns. We fix
the incident wave at an azimuth angle of 135 , and record
the scattering field as a function of the azimuth angle
from 10 to 80 through out the whole X and Ku band. The
scattering field amplitude has been normalized to that of the
specular reflection by a flat conducting plate of 300 mm
300 mm. We measured the scattering for three different
cases: flat conducting plate, conducting bump, and the
bump covered by the multilayer cloak as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 5(a), (b) and (c), respectively.
The measured results are compared in Fig. 6 for the three
different cases. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the flat conducting
sheet produce an idea mirror-reflection with single peak
scattering at the specular direction ( = 45 ). However, the
bumped conducting sheet generates irregular scattering with
two main lobes roughly around = 30° and = 70°, as
shown in Fig. 6(b), which agrees roughly with the
simulation in Fig. 3. When the bump is covered with the
multilayer cloak, the mirror-reflection is restored with
pronounced single peak around = 45° as shown in Fig.
6(c), imitating that of the flat reflective sheet without any
bump. The experiment results have obviously validated the
design procedure of realizing the carpet cloak through
multilayer of normal dielectrics. The cloak also

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5: Experimental scheme of measuring the far-field
scattering EM field as a function of azimuth angle. (a) the
flat conducting sheet; (b) the bare conducing bump; and
(c) bump covered by the multilayer carpet cloak.

Figure 4: Photograph of the fabricated multilayer cloak.
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Incidence

Figure 7: The far field distributions of the scattered EM
wave for the incidence along azimuth angle of 120 (at 10
GHz). The measurement is carried out from 10 to 80
with a step of 5 .

(a)

multilayer of stacked FR4 dielectric slabs and air spacing
based on the EMT. The effectiveness of the device has been
verified through full-wave simulation and validated by
measurement of the far-field scattering pattern on the
fabricated sample, which demonstrated the broad band
cloaking effect through out the whole X and Ku band. The
proposed design procedure through multilayer of normal
dielectrics provides us a cost effective and easy-to-fabricate
way to obtain EM cloaking device, and can be further scale
to terahertz or optical frequency regime through
conventional multilayer thin film technology. We also
believe the multilayer approach allows us more freedom in
realization of dielectric medium with desired anisotropy of
material parameters, and thus can be applied to
experimental demonstrations of other transformation optics
devices.
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Abstract
It is shown that it is possible to realize strong coupling between a surface plasmon and a guided mode in a layered
structure. The dispersion relation of such a structure is obtained through the S-matrix algorithm combined with the
Cauchy integral technique that allows for rigorous computations of complex poles. The strong coupling is demonstrated by the presence of an anticrossing in the dispersion
diagram and simultaneously by the presence of a crossing
in the loss diagram. The temporal characteristics of the different modes and the decay of the losses in the propagation
of the hybridized surface plasmons are studied.

1. Introduction
A surface plasmon (SP) is a transverse magnetic (TM)polarized electromagnetic wave coupled to the collective
longitudinal oscillations of the free electron density existing near the surface of metal [1]. The requirement for the
existence of a SP is that the metal in contact with the dielectric must have a relative permittivity whose real part is
negative at the frequency of light which will be used to excite the SP.
Besides, emission through SPs is very efficient deexcitation mechanism for emitting materials close to a metallic
surface. Indeed, the modification of the spontaneous emission of molecules situated near a metal surface with regard
to their emission in the space was experimentally demonstrated by K. H. Drexhage and al. [2]. Furthermore, in
1999, P. T. Worthing and al. [3] etablished that the mode
of deexcitation privileged for ions Eu3+ close to a metallic
surface are the SPs modes. These results were obtained in a
weak coupling regime. The dynamics of the excitement is
then irreversible and the probability of the presence of the
transmitter in the incited state decreases exponentially. SPs
were extensively studied in this regime.
When the interaction between an electronic level and
an electromagnetic mode increases, it can enter in a regime
of strong coupling. This regime was studied in an extensive
way in optical microcavities since the works of C. Weisbush
and al. [4]. More recently, it was demonstrated between
SPs and excitons in organic semiconductors [5, 6, 7]. It is a
phenomenon that is interesting both from the point of view
of fundamental quantum physics as well as from the point
of view of technology.
In the present work, we investigate the strong coupling
between a SP and a guided mode in a multilayered planar

Figure 1: General scheem of a multilayered structure.
structure. First of all, the determination of the poles [8] of
the S-matrix determinant allows to draw the complex dispersion relation of the structure. Moreover, we used a finite
difference time domain (FDTD) algorithm for frequency
dependant media which reveals temporal characteristics of
the different modes [9].

2. Theory
It is well known that SPs only exist under TM-polarization.
We consider a multilayered structure with N films with dielectric permittivities "p . In this case, the transverse magnetic field can be reprensented by :
8
< u0 (x, z) = Iei(↵x+ 0 y) + Rei(↵x 0 y)
u (x, z) = ap ei(↵x+ p y) + bp ei(↵x p y)
: p
uN (x, z) = T ei(↵x+ N y) + I 0 ei(↵x N y)

(1)

For each medium, ↵2 + p2 = k02 "p µ0 . The constants I,
I , R, T , ap and bp are the amplitudes of the different waves
(figure 1). The boundary conditions lead to the system of
equations we have to solve with the formalism of the Smatrix.
0

2.1. The S-matrix formalism
The S-matrix formalism allows to find the coefficients of
reflexion and transmission R and T but also all the modes

of the structure. Indeed, it relates the outgoing amplitudes,
R and T , to the incoming ones, I and I 0 :
✓
◆
✓
◆
R
I
= S(!, ↵)
(2)
T
I0

The modes of the structure are then defined by the existence of outgoing waves in the absence of excitement.
With OU T = (R, T ), this condition is translated by
S 1 OU T = 0. Thus, to find the modes of the structure,
for each frequency !, we look for the propagation constant
↵ which correspond to the cancellation of the determinant
of the matrix S 1 or in an equivalent way to the maximization of the determinant of the S-matrix. In other words, we
have to find the poles of detS(!, ↵). For each !, we look
for the corresponding poles ↵0 in the complex plane by using Cauchy integrals :
Z
Z
↵0 =
↵S(!, ↵)d↵/ S(!, ↵)d↵
(3)

Figure 2: Multilayered structure with a dielectric waveguide ("g ) with eg = 130 nm and a metallic film ("m ) with
em = 45 nm inserted between two dielectrics hosts ("1 and
"2 ) and separated by a dielectric layer. The thickness e is
the parameter which is going to change in the simulations.

Where is a closed loop of the complex plane containing the seeked poles. This method enables to obtain the
dispersion and loss diagrams corresponding to the studied
structure.

0.5

2.2. Finite Difference Time Domain method

0.45

A model based on the two-dimensional FDTD method with
frequency dependent media is used [10]. We consider an
isotropic and non-magnetic multilayered structure (fig. 2)
with dielectric functions "1 , "2 , "g and "m (!) = "1
!p /(!(! + i )) ; where !p is the plasma frequency and
the damping frequency [11]. With "0 and µ0 egal to 1, we
have the constitutive relations B = H and D = "m (!)E.
Therefore, the relationship between D and E becomes a
convolution in the FDTD algorithm. With the Z transform,
it’s possible to replace discrete convolution with multiplications [12], so that the constitutive relation for D and E
becomes :

ω / ωp

0.4

!p2
"1
1
+
(
t
1 z

1
1

1

z

1e

).
t

complete device
SP
GM

0.2

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035
αR

0.04

0.045

0.05

0.055

Figure 3: Dispersion relation for a thickness e = 98 nm
: the normalized frequency (to the plasma frequency !p )
in function of the real part of the propagation constant ↵.
Taken separately, the modes have the dispersion relations
in blue and red.

where t is the time step used in FDTD and "m (z) corresponds to "m (!) in z-space :

"m (z) =

0.3
0.25

(4)

D(z) = "m (z)E(z) t,

0.35

allow the manufacturing of this structure to test experimentally our results [14].
To reveal the interactions between these modes, we
draw the dispersion relations obtained for this structure with
the research of the poles of the determinant of the S-matrix.
The results are summarized is the figures 3 and 4.
In figure 3, we note the presence of an anticrossing of
the dispersion curves (black points) when for the same values of the frequency and the propagation constant, we have
a crossing in the uncoupled case (blue and red points). This
anticrossing arround ↵R = 0.29 is the result of hybridization of the guided mode and the SP which lives below the
metallic layer, closer to the waveguide. This is the first
proof of the strong coupling between these modes.

(5)

3. Complex dispersion relation
We consider the structure in figure 2 which is a stratified
medium containing a dielectric waveguide near a metallic film, the whole being embedded between two dielectric
hosts and separated by a dielectric layer of thickness e. This
structure supports three different modes : a guided mode
(GM) which lives in the medium with "g and two SPs over
the interfaces of the metal. For this simulations, the permittivity of the metal is taken from the experimental results of
E. Palik [13]. All the permittivities values was chosen to
2
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Figure 4: Loss diagram for a thickness e = 98 nm : the normalized frequency (to the plasma frequency !p ) in function
of the imaginary part of ↵. Separately, the absorption of
each mode is in blue and red.
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Figure 5: Temporal oscillations between the MG (in black)
and the SP under the metal (in red) with a sinusoidal incident beam.

5. Conclusion
Another way we can illustrate this strong coupling is to
consider the curves of the loss diagram in the figure 4. Once
again, the blue and ref points are relative to the uncoupled
case. The loss diagram reveal the decay of the losses for the
SP below the metallic layer. Indeed, whereas the losses for
the guided mode increase, those for the SP decrease until
obtaining the crossing of the curves : there is an exchange
of energy between the guided mode and the plasmon.
Then, it’s possible to look at the spatial structure of the
hybrid mode. When we excite the structure at the wavelength = 409 nm which corresponds to the anticrossing
of the curves, the mode oscillates between the waveguide
and the lower interface of the metallic layer. These oscillations are spatial Rabi oscillations with a period bigger than
the micrometer.

The existence of a strong coupling regime between SP and
a guided mode in a multilayered structure was demonstrated. The numerical tools used allow to obtain a rigorous computation of the dispersion relation and loss diagram. The FDTD algorithm reveals temporal oscillations
between these modes.
This study is a first step towards the realization of a
transfert of energy between these modes like in Spaser
[15, 16].
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4. Temporal oscillations
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Abstract
In this paper we provide an overview of the anomalous and
enhanced nonlinear effects available when optical nonlinear
materials are combined inside plasmonic waveguide
structures. Broad, bistable and all-optical switching
responses are exhibited at the cut-off frequency of these
waveguides, characterized by reduced Q-factor resonances.
These phenomena are due to the large field enhancement
obtained inside specific plasmonic gratings, which ensures a
significant boosting of the nonlinear operation. Several
exciting applications are proposed, which may potentially
lead to new optical components and add to the optical
nanocircuit paradigm.

1. Introduction
The research fields of plasmonics and metamaterials have
recently led to a series of exciting applications in optics,
such as subwavelength imaging [1], the cloak of invisibility
[2], [3] and -near-zero (ENZ) media [4], [5]. The linear
operation of these devices has been widely studied during
the last years and successfully implemented experimentally
[6]-[11]. However, novel directions to the optical
metamaterial research are promised by the inclusion of gain
[12] and nonlinear materials [13], [14].
In this work, we mainly focus on an overview of the
wave interaction of third-order Kerr nonlinear (3) materials
loaded to plasmonic metamaterial waveguides. Kerr optical
materials generally exhibit a very weak nonlinearity at optical
frequencies, with values in the order of 10 20 m 2 / V 2 [15]. In
the past, several research studies have focused on enhancing
these weak third-order nonlinear effects based on plasmonic
structures. For instance, Kerr nonlinear materials may be
loaded at the gap of plasmonic nanoantennas to achieve
stronger nonlinear effects, such as optical bistability and
efficient all-optical switching [16]. The strong resonant fields
confined at the nanoantenna’s nanogap are the main reason of
the boosted nonlinear performance. Nevertheless, these
effects are based on narrowband resonant operation
characterized by high Q-factors. Even more importantly, the
strongly enhanced fields are confined to an extremely small
volume at the gap of the nanoantenna, a fact which limits the
actual size of the effectively enhanced Kerr material, limiting
the overall nonlinear performance.
Alternative approaches to increase third-order nonlinear
effects have been based on plasmonic gratings [17], [18] and

exotic metamaterial structures [19]. Again, all these works
suffer from narrowband operation (high Q-factor
resonances). In particular, the authors in [17] proposed to use
the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) concept [20] to
achieve broad optical bistability. EOT is based on FabryPerot (FP) constructive wave interference, leading to a wellknown standing wave distribution in the slits. All these
resonant phenomena base the nonlinearity enhancement on
field localization and, as in Purcell effect, require high Qfactors and narrow bandwidths to achieve stronger
nonlinearity enhancement.
Here, we propose an improved way to achieve strong
optical nonlinearities, combining lower Q-factors and a
larger available volume over which the nonlinear effect may
be increased. An ideal field configuration to efficiently
boost optical nonlinear effects would require strong, highly
confined, homogeneous electric fields with uniform phase
over a large volume. All of these properties surprisingly
exist in ENZ metamaterial structures. The quasi-static field
distribution inside an ENZ channel can provide highly
enhanced homogeneous fields combined with constant
phase distribution [4], [5]. Moreover, these effects can be
realized for elongated, theoretically infinite, channels,
whose shape may be bent in arbitrary ways. Phase matching
is also achieved at the ENZ operation, a critical advantage
towards boosted nonlinearities, especially when exciting
electrically large nonlinear samples.
In this paper, we review and present additional
numerical results on the scattering and bistable properties of
a three-dimensional (3D) array of plasmonic ENZ channels
standing in free-space, a geometry firstly presented in [21].
Inside these plasmonic waveguides, ENZ and FP tunneling
can be obtained in distinct frequency regimes, allowing an
easy comparison between the two methods to enhance the
nonlinear response of Kerr materials. The ENZ resonance is
realized at the cut-off frequency of the slits, as it will be
discussed in the following, a function of the transverse
dimension of the slits, i.e., their width. On the contrary, the
FP resonances arise at higher frequencies, when the
longitudinal dimension of the slits, i.e., their length, is
proportional to half of the guided wavelength in the slit.
Note that the proposed structure is different from the one
proposed in [17], where only FP resonances are supported,
since the slits were 2-D, without cut-off. We will introduce
Kerr nonlinear materials inside the plasmonic channels and
we will verify that at the ENZ frequency regime stronger
bistable effects are dominant compared to FP tunneling

The slab is composed of Ag and has a relative
permittivity which follows the Drude dispersion model at
optical
frequencies:
f p2 / f f i
,
Ag

[21]. More importantly, we will explicitly demonstrate that
broad bistability and strong all-optical switching can be
obtained at the ENZ operation, which is characterized by
reduced Q-factor resonances, different to other available
techniques for plasmonic enhanced optical nonlinearities
[16]-[19]. Finally, the effective permittivity at the cut-off
frequency of the array of plasmonic waveguides will be
derived applying a homogenization procedure. We will
demonstrate that the proposed plasmonic grating in fact
constitutes an artificial nonlinear metamaterial with ENZ
linear properties and drastically enhanced nonlinear
properties. This unconventional response opens the
possibility to modulate from low positive to low negative
values the effective permittivity, as a function of the applied
intensity and of the type of loaded third-order nonlinear
material. We envision novel optical nonlinear devices
inspired by the proposed structure, such as self-tunable
slow-light devices, low-intensity optical memories, switches
and tunable sensors.

fp

2175 THz,

4.35 THz,

5 [22]. The apertures

are loaded with Kerr nonlinear material with a relative
permittivity
chosen

(3)
ch

L

and

2.2

L

(3)

20

2

2

Ech . The linear permittivity is

the

nonlinear

susceptibility

2

4.4 10 m / V . These are typical values for
nonlinear optical materials [15]. Finally, the magnitude of
the localized electric field inside the elongated channels is
depicted as Ech .
The dominant transmitted mode in this type of
rectangular plasmonic waveguides is quasi-TE10. It ‘feels’
an effective near-zero permittivity, when we operate at the
cut-off frequency of the plasmonic channels. In our
previous works [5], [21], we derived a simple
homogenization approach to describe the effective
permittivity of the nonlinear structure shown in Fig. 1. The
effective permittivity is given by the formula

2. Theoretical analysis of the problem
The geometry of the plasmonic geometry under study is
depicted in Fig. 1. Narrow rectangular apertures loaded with
third-order (3) Kerr nonlinear optical materials are carved
in a thick silver (Ag) screen. The design parameters are
chosen to be: height t 40nm , width w 200nm , length
l 500nm and periods a b 400nm . These dimensions
are selected on purpose in order to obtain the ENZ
frequency close to first and second FP resonances, in order
to be able to clearly compare their performance, as it will be
shown later in this paper. Note that the height of the
channels is chosen much smaller than their width t w
and the periods are selected a, b t with the aim to
achieve stronger field confinement at the ENZ operation
[5].

2
pp
eff

where

pp

k

2
0

2
ch
pp

w 2

ch

2

/ Re

(1)

,

Ag

is the guided wavenumber in the associated

parallel-plate plasmonic waveguide with the same height t
as the apertures, but infinite width [23]. Equation (1) is also
dependent to the permittivity of the material loaded inside
the slits ch , the silver’s permittivity Ag and the width w
of the plasmonic waveguides. In the limit
supposed to be perfectly conductor) and

pp

(Ag

Ag

k0

ch

, Eq.

(1) takes the simple form
2
eff

ch

(2)

k0 w

and the classic cut-off condition is obtained in order to
achieve zero effective permittivity eff 0 , which is:
w

( k0

ch

) . The nonlinear Kerr permittivity may be

substituted into the channel permittivity in Eq. (2) and an
elegant and compact formula may be derived for the
effective permittivity of the slab:
2
eff

Figure 1: A plane wave impinges at normal incidence on a
nonlinear ENZ metamaterial slab. Narrow rectangular
apertures loaded with third-order Kerr nonlinear optical
materials (red) are carved in an elongated silver screen
(light grey).

L

2
0

k w2

(3)

2

Ech .

(3)

At the quasi-static ENZ operation, the enhanced electric
field inside the slits can be directly evaluated by power
conservation at the discontinuities in the E and H planes of
the grating [21]. It varies only with the geometric parameters

2

of the plasmonic channels and the incident electric field,
providing the following result:
ba

Ech

tw

(4)

Ein .

Hence, Eq. (4) may be substituted in Eq. (3) to obtain the
general formula for the effective permittivity of the
nonlinear metamaterial slab shown in Fig. 1 as a function of
the structure’s geometry, nonlinear material parameters and
input intensity:
2
eff

L

b2 a 2
w2 t 2

k02 w2

(3)

2

(5)

Ein .

Equation (5) explicitly describes the effective permittivity
of an artificial nonlinear metamaterial at its ENZ operation.
The proposed nonlinear metamaterial has very interesting
properties. First, it can realize an enhanced effective
nonlinear susceptibility, which varies only with the
geometrical parameters of the structure and it is equal to
ba
wt

(3)
eff

Figure 2: The effective permittivity of an artificial
nonlinear ENZ metamaterial as in Fig. 1, as a function
of: (a) the input electric field and (b) the input optical
intensity. Positive values of effective permittivity are
obtained for focusing nonlinearities (3) 0 (black
solid lines) and negative values for defocusing
nonlinearities (3) 0 (red dashed lines) for both
figures.

2
(3)

(6)

.

As a result, the effective nonlinearity in the current
geometry at the ENZ resonance is strongly enhanced:
(3)
400 (3) . Furthermore, at the cut-off frequency (ENZ
eff
2
(k0 w) 2 . The corresponding effective
operation) L
permittivity varies only with its nonlinear part in Eq. (5),
and it is given by the simple formula:

eff

b2 a 2
w2 t 2

(3)

2

Ein .

3. Linear and nonlinear operation
First, we study the linear case, when linear dielectrics are
loaded inside the slits of Fig. 1. The material loaded in the
channels has similar permittivity as glass, which is given
by: (3) 0
2.2 . The transmission coefficient
ch
L
of the proposed structure is computed with rigorous full
wave simulations. The numerical simulations are based on
finite integration technique and they employ commercially
available software [24]. The transmission coefficient of the
structure as a function of frequency is plotted in Fig. 3. The
first transmission peak is found around f ENZ 295 THz and
it corresponds to the cut-off frequency of the plasmonic
rectangular waveguide. This peak is independent of the
channel’s length and it has a moderate Q-factor QENZ 48 .
Two distinct resonances follow the ENZ operation, which
correspond to the first and second FP frequency regimes.
They are found at approximately f FP1 322 THz and
f FP 2 384 THz for the current geometry. These resonances
depend highly on the channel’s length, and they have
similar Q-factors as the ENZ operation. Note that with
further optimization of the current geometry, these
resonances may be easily tuned to optical frequencies rather
than infrared. Moreover, the Q-factor of the ENZ resonance
can become even lower, if we further decrease the channel’s
length [5].

(7)

Equation (7) clearly shows that the proposed metamaterial
design can inherently modulate its effective permittivity
only by changing the nonlinear susceptibility of the material
or the structure’s geometry. It can lead to positive or
negative values of effective permittivities, in case focusing
(3)
nonlinearities
0 or defocusing nonlinearities
(3)

0 are employed, respectively.
The aforementioned concept is graphically depicted in
Fig. 2(a). It is obvious that the effective permittivity can
take positive/negative values with a maximum/minimum
value of 0.4 when focusing/defocusing nonlinearities are
loaded inside the slits of the metasurface. In a similar way,
the effective permittivity versus the input optical intensity is
plotted in Fig. 2(b). Now, a linear curve is obtained due to

the relationship: I in

Ein

2

2

0

, where

0

377

is the

free-space impedance. The proposed artificial nonlinear
metamaterial can have plenty of interesting potential
applications in the research field of metamaterials, such as
novel slow-wave devices and nonlinear cloaking coatings.

3

Figure 3: Transmission coefficient versus frequency for
linear material loaded in the slits shown in Fig. 1. Three
distinct resonances (ENZ, FP 1, FP 2) exist with almost
similar, relative low, Q-factors.
Next, the 3D electric field distributions are computed
and demonstrated in Fig. 4 inside one plasmonic waveguide
slit at the ENZ, first FP and second FP resonances. These
distributions further help us to achieve a more in depth
physical understanding of each tunneling mechanism. The
field distribution in the ENZ case is drastically different
compared to the FP resonances. Homogeneous, highly
confined and constant phase fields are obtained at the ENZ
frequency [Fig. 4(a)], contrary to the standing wave field
distributions of the first and second order FP resonances
[Figs. 4(b), (c)]. This explains the reason why the
transmission at the ENZ is slightly reduced compared to FP
resonances (see Fig. 3). The enhanced homogeneous fields
will be more dissipated due to the losses in the silver walls
of the plasmonic waveguide. In a similar and even stronger
way, we expect that the nonlinear effects will be boosted at
the ENZ frequency, when the slits will be filled with Kerr
nonlinear media, due to the high total field enhancement.
Now, we load Kerr nonlinear materials inside the slits to
study the nonlinear response of the geometry of Fig. 1. The
nonlinear transmission versus frequency for a moderate
input optical intensity of I in 3000 MW / cm 2 is depicted in
Fig. 5. It is obvious that a broader bistable performance is
obtained at the ENZ operation compared to weaker bistable
curves at both FP resonances. This is a direct consequence
of the enhanced homogeneous total field at the ENZ
operation (the comparison was shown in Fig. 4). Moreover,
it is very important to stress that the current broad bistable
effects obtained at the ENZ frequency can be achieved with
moderate input intensities and with reduced Q-factor
resonances, computed before in Fig. 3. This very interesting
enhanced nonlinear optical effect is demonstrated for this
specific example, but it may be tuned to different
frequencies and geometries, as a function of the desired
application. We speculate that this phenomenon can directly
lead to more practical and efficient optical memories and
switches, due to the larger hysteresis available at the ENZ
frequency.

Figure 4: The electric field distributions are computed
inside the narrow rectangular apertures at the a) ENZ
operation and at the b) 1st FP and c) 2nd FP frequency
resonances. Homogeneous and highly confined fields are
obtained at the ENZ frequency (a), on the contrary standing
wave field patterns are observed at the first (b) and second
(c) FP frequencies.

Figure 5: Transmission coefficient versus frequency for
the slab nonlinear operation. A strongest hysteresis and
bistable response is clearly obtained at the ENZ
frequency.
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4. Conclusions
In this work, we have demonstrated a robust way to achieve
boosted optical nonlinear responses with moderate optical
intensities and reduced Q-factor resonances. The design of
artificial ENZ metamaterials standing in free-space was
proposed and the formula of its effective permittivity was
computed. Interestingly, its performance can be purely
modulated by the type of nonlinear materials introduced
inside its apertures. Positive or negative permittivity values
can be obtained with plenty of potential applications in the
field of artificially engineered nonlinear metamaterial
devices. We believe that the proposed structure can be
fabricated within available nanofabrication methods, such
as nanoskiving [25]. The peculiar quasi-static properties of
effective ENZ media obtained at the channel cut-off were
utilized in order to achieve huge bistable response with a
low Q-factor resonance confined in a large spatial extent.
Finally, in a similar way to nonlinearities, the Purcell factor
can be enhanced at the ENZ operation without the usual
restrictions of small volumes and high Q-factor resonances
[26]. This can have interesting potential applications in
future optical nanocircuits and laser designs.
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Abstract
A dual Composite Right-/Left-Handed Transmission Line
(CRLH TL) implementation that presents multiband behaviour is proposed in this contribution. The artificial TL
is realized by loading a host microstrip line with alternate
rectangular stubs and slots. The required series and shunt
immittances are respectively provided by the slot and the
stub. Due to the distributed nature of these immittances, the
resultant phase response presents theoretically infinite RH
and LH alternate bands, thus being appropriate for multiband applications. The design methodology is described
with the help of a proposed TLs-based equivalent circuit
and highlights the simplicity for balance condition. Full
wave simulated results of the dispersion characteristics and
frequency response of a unit-cell and a three-cells structure
are presented.

wM
lM

lS

wH

wS
p
Figure 1: Unit-cell geometry.

1. Introduction
Although metamaterials have been theoretically studied
since the appearance of Veselago’s paper [1], this field did
not experience much activity until 2002, when three different research groups developed the Transmission Line (TL)
approach of metamaterials [2, 3, 4]. This new approach allowed countless applications in microwave engineering to
arise. Most of them are based on the so-called Composite Right-/Left-Handed Transmission Line (CRLH), which
behaves as a LH medium at low frequencies and as RH at
higher frequencies under certain assumptions. After the introduction of the CRLH TL, artificial TLs with different
topologies were proposed, like the ‘dual’ [5] or the ‘extended’ [6]. Even a derivation of artificial TLs of arbitrary
order was presented in [7]. This way, a specific dispersion
diagram can be synthesized by simply cascading the necessary unit-cells.
Several realizations of artificial TLs with high order
in planar technology can be found in the literature. Recently, a planar dual CRLH TL based on the use of Defected Ground Structure (DGS) with inter-digital gap was
demonstrated [8]. An alternative for this structure was presented by the authors in [9], which makes use of alternate dumbbell-shaped DGSs and stubs for building a triband artificial TL and has the advantage of simple design
for the balanced case. However, its important stop band
and its lack of matching over the rest of the studied bandwidth have limited its possible applications. In this contribution we present a variant of the mentioned structure,

which uses alternate rectangular stubs and slots for providing the required shunt and series immittances, respectively. The proposed unit-cell presents improved frequency
behaviour, with reduced stop bands. Moreover, the analysis
of the structure and design methodology are provided here
in terms of the distributed immittances, instead of lumped
elements, thus extending its validity and being more accurate.
This contribution is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the geometry of the proposed unit-cell and its equivalent circuit using TLs. Section 3 deals with the design
methodology for achieving a balance CRLH TL. In Section 4, the results for a design example of unit-cell and for
the corresponding three-cells CRLH TL are shown. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions.

2. Unit-Cell Geometry And Equivalent
Circuit
The proposed unit-cell is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a
host microstrip TL loaded by a rectangular stub and a rectangular slot etched on its ground plane. In the figure, wH
stands for the width of the host microstrip line; wM and lM ,
for the stub width and length, respectively, and wS and lS
represent the slot width and length, respectively. In addition, p stands for the unit-cell length.
A slot etched on the ground plane of a microstrip line
behaves as a series impedance. This impedance can be ap-
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of the proposed unit-cell of Fig.
1. (b) is a simplified version of (a).
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Figure 3: Required characteristic impedance of the host
transmission line at 4 GHz as a function of the slot and stub
widths, according to (2b).

proximated to the one presented by the corresponding slotline terminated in short circuit. Likewise, a stub behaves as
a shunt admittance which is equivalent to the one presented
by the corresponding microstrip line terminated by open
circuit. Therefore, the slot and stub equivalent impedances
can be written as follows:
j
θS
Zslot = − ZS cot
2
2
j
θM
Zstub = ZM tan
2
2

45

θS = θM
1!
ZH =
ZM ZS .
2

(2a)
(2b)

It can be assumed that the widths of the stub and slot are
the practically only geometric variables that determine the
characteristic parameters of the equivalent microstrip and
slotline, respectively. This means that, once the widths of
the elements are chosen, the parameters ZM , εM , ZS and
εS are already determined. Then, the lengths of the elements can be adjusted to make them present the sames poles
and zeros. Therefore, the design process can be reduced to
a few steps:

(1a)
(1b)

where ZS and ZM are the characteristic impedances and
θS /2 and θM /2, the electrical lengths of the corresponding
slotline and microstrip TLs. The resultant impedances in
(1a) and in (1b) are the result of the parallel connection of
two slotlines terminated in short circuit and two microstrip
lines terminated by open circuit. The physical lengths of
these transmission lines would be 1/2(lM − wH ) for the
stub and 1/2lS for the slot, since the stub is measured
from the edge of the host microstrip line and the slot from
the middle. However, the short and open circuits effects
lengthen the slotline and microstrip line, respectively [10].
Therefore, the equivalent lengths will be slightly greater
than the physical ones.
A straightforward equivalent circuit for the proposed
unit-cell is shown in Fig. 2, where ZH and θH stand for the
characteristic impedance and electrical length of the host
microstrip line, respectively.

• Choose a pair of elements widths wM and wS to
obtain the desired ZH according to (2b) or, alternatively, adjust the width of the host transmission line
wH to satisfy (2b).
• Choose the slot length to make it resonate at the desired frequency.
• Adjust the stub length, taking into account the different effective permittivities of the slot and stub, to
satisfy (2a).
A unit-cell example on ARLON 1000 substrate with
εr = 10 and h=50 mil has been designed. We have chosen
that substrate in order to reduce as much as possible the radiation losses of the slot, which can be achieved with thick
substrates with high permittivity. For this substrate it is possible to obtain the required characteristic impedance of the
host TL for the balance condition as a function of the stub
and slot widths, according to (2b). This is shown in Fig. 3
for the ARLON 1000 substrate at 4 GHz. Although a 50Ωcharacteristic impedance can be achieved using reasonable

3. Design
Ignoring the host microstrip sections, the series impedance
of the unit-cell corresponds to (1a) and the shunt admittance, to the inverse of (1b). In order to achieve balance
condition, they must present exactly the same critical frequencies (poles and zeros). This way, two conditions must
be fulfilled for the balanced case:
2
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Figure 4: S-Parameters of the unit-cell design example.

Figure 5: Phase factor for different cell lengths p.

widths on this substrate, we have preferred to choose equal
slot and stub widths, since for 50 Ω the slot width has to
be higher, thus introducing more radiation losses. Therefore, we have chosen wS = wM = 0.3 mm, for which the
required characteristic impedance of the host TL is 39 Ω,
approximately. Therefore, we have adjusted the host TL
width to present 39 Ω, that is wH = 1.95 mm. Next, the slot
length has been set to 30 mm in order to get the first resonance below 3 GHz (fr1 =2.4 GHz) and to obtain several
LH-RH transitions in a reasonable bandwidth. Then, the
stub length has been adjusted to fulfill (2a). To do that, we
use the effective permittivities of the corresponding slotline
and microstrip TL to theoretically make an approximation
of the required stub physical length. However, an optimization step is needed due to the aforementioned short and end
effects, which are not considered in the proposed equivalent
circuit of Fig. 2. The resultant stub length is 27.25 mm.

adjacent cells. A multiband behaviour can be appreciated,
with several RH-LH and LH-RH transitions, with good balance achievement, since practically no stop bands appear
when the phase factor takes the null value. Moreover, it can
be observed, that as p increases, the phase factor curve is
shifted to the left, thus introducing more phase at the same
frequency and loosing its non-linearity. This is the effect
of the feeding microstrip sections, since for higher lengths
the microstrip sections are longer and they contribute to
the total phase response to a greater extent. Therefore, the
cell length should not be so high that the linear phase response of the host microstrip line disguises the non-linear
behaviour of the intrinsic cell.
In order to study the potential of the unit-cell to build a
CRLH TL, we have analyzed a three-cells structure. In Fig.
6, the resultant S11 for different cell lengths is depicted.
It can be observed that the reflection coefficient strongly
depends on the cell length (on the distances between adjacent slot/stub elements), experiencing a matching worsening when the cells get closer, which can be attributed to
coupling effects.
Keeping a compromise between the linearity effect and
the matching worsening, we have selected p = 5.5 mm.
For this case, Fig. 7 shows the S-Parameters of the resultant three-cells structure. Although, as expected, the behaviour has worsened with respect to that of the unit-cell,
three broad pass-bands are obtained, which contain both LH
and RH behaviour. For example, good matching has been
achieved for f = 3.4 GHz, at which a transition from LH
to RH occurs, with |S11 |=-14 dB and |S12 |=-2.4 dB or for
f = 9.8 GHz, a transition from RH to LH, with |S11 |=10.5 dB and |S12 |=-1.8 dB.
Finally, in order to check whether the phase factor of
a single cell can predict the behaviour of an artificial TL
made up of several cells, Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the phase factors of the single cell and the three-cells
structure. For the sake of comparison, the phase response of
the three-cells structure has been divided by the number of
cells. Very good agreement is obtained up to 11 GHz. From

4. Results
The design example, described in Sec. 3 has been analysed
by means of full-wave electromagnetic simulation. Fig. 4
shows the S-Parameters of the unit-cell. It can be appreciated that good matching (better than 10 dB) is achieved
over the whole band, with the exception of some small stop
bands located at the resonance frequencies of the slot/stub.
Due to the different frequency dispersion of the equivalent circuit parameters of the slot and stub (characteristic
impedance and effective permittivity of the corresponding
slotline and microstrip TL), the possibility to achieve good
matching in the whole band is limited. This effect is more
pronounced at the resonance frequencies, where the equivalent slot and stub impedances in (1a) and (1b) factor of a
unit-cell for different present a zero and a pole, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the phase factor of a unit-cell for different
cell lengths p. The curve for p = 0 represents the phase
factor of the intrinsic unit-cell, that is, the phase that the
slot-strip introduces without including the phase that comes
from the sections of the microstrip feeding TL that separate
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Figure 6: |S11 | of the three-cells structure with different cell
lengths.

Figure 8: Phase factor of the unit-cell compared to the
phase response of the three-cells structure (divided by
three), for p = 5.5 mm.

0

design methodology, since balanced multiband behaviour
has been achieved. Moreover, the structure presents good
matching over some broad frequency bands, which contain
LH-RH and RH-LH transitions, making it very appropriate for multiband applications. Since the unit-cell is based
on the use of slots, this structure can be a good choice for
antenna applications, such as leaky-wave antennas.
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Abstract
In this paper, it is shown that split ring resonators (SRRs)
and complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) can be
used to selectively suppress the odd (slot) mode or the even
(fundamental) mode, respectively, in coplanar waveguides
(CPWs). To this end, it is necessary to symmetrically etch
the SRRs and the CSRRs in the line. An interpretation of
this behavior is reported. The paper is also supported by
experimental results, and some applications are highlighted.

will be shown, these CSRR-loaded CPW lines are
transparent for the slot mode and opaque for the
fundamental mode in the vicinity of CSRR resonance. The
circuit model of a CPW loaded with symmetrically etched
SRRs/CSRRs is provided in this paper, and used to analyze
the behavior of the line. The paper is supported by
experimental results, and, finally, some potential
applications are highlighted.
(a)

1. Introduction
Coplanar waveguides loaded with pairs of split ring
resonators (SRRs) (see Fig. 1a) have been proposed as a
mean to achieve one-dimensional planar negative
permeability structures [1]. As consequence of the negative
effective permeability, these structures inhibit the
fundamental (even) mode of the CPW in the vicinity of the
resonance frequency of the SRRs. Alternatively, the stop
band behavior of these structures can be interpreted as due
to the inductive coupling between the CPW and the pairs of
SRRs at resonance. The circuit model (unit cell) of CPW
transmission lines loaded with pairs of SRRs was first
introduced in [1], and later revised in [2]. In [1], the
magnetic wall concept was used, taking benefit of the
symmetry of the structure and the even nature of the
fundamental mode of the CPW. In [2], the unit cell was
modeled by considering both SRRs (i.e., the magnetic wall
concept was not used). Indeed, the main relevant
improvement of the model reported in [2], as compared to
the model reported in [1], is the position of the inductance
modeling the shunt strips of CPWs loaded with the pairs of
SRRs and shunt connected strips (i.e., left handed lines).
However, this aspect is not fundamental for this paper since
we are not considering left handed lines, that is, the CPW
lines are only loaded with SRRs.
The lines considered in this paper are CPWs loaded with
single SRRs symmetrically etched in the back substrate
side. As will be shown, these lines are transparent to signal
propagation for the fundamental (even) CPW mode,
whereas they inhibit the odd (slot) mode in the vicinity of
SRR resonance. For completeness, we will also analyze
CPWs loaded with complementary split ring resonators
(CSRRs) [3] symmetrically etched in the central strip. As

(b)

Figure 1: CPW loaded with symmetrically etched SRRs;
CPW loaded with pairs of SRRs (a) [1], and CPW
loaded with single SRRs (b). The ground plane is
depicted in light grey. The SRRs are etched in the back
side metallization. The relevant dimensions are
indicated.

2. Selective mode suppression in SRR- and CSRRloaded CPW transmission lines
The first CPW transmission lines under study are loaded
with single and symmetrically etched SRRs, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). For the fundamental CPW mode, there is a
magnetic wall at the symmetry plane of the structure, and
the SRRs cannot be excited at their first resonance since
they exhibit an electric wall at their symmetry plane at this

resonance [4]. The magnetic field lines generated by the
currents flowing on the CPW structure are contra
directional in the slot regions. Since the SRRs are
symmetrically etched in the back substrate side, the axial
components of the magnetic field lines within the SRR
region exactly cancel, there is not a net axial magnetic field
in that region, and the SRRs cannot be magnetically driven
(the symmetry also precludes that the particles can be
excited by means of the electric field present between the
central strip and the ground planes). Thus, the structure is
transparent for the fundamental CPW mode. However, there
is a net axial magnetic field within the SRR region for the
slot (odd) mode, the particle is excited at its first resonance
and, as a result, the injected power is expected to return
back to the source at that frequency.

Let us now consider that the CPW is loaded with a
square-shaped CSRR symmetrically etched in the central
strip, as the inset of Fig. 2(b) illustrates. In this case, the
magnetic wall of the CPW structure (fundamental mode) is
perfectly aligned with the magnetic wall of the particle at its
resonance frequency [5], and signal is inhibited in the
vicinity of CSRR resonance. Conversely, for the slot mode,
there is not a net axial electric field in the inner metallic
region of the CSRR, the resonator cannot be excited, and
the line is transparent for this mode (symmetry also cancels
the particle activation through the magnetic field induced in
the line).
To demonstrate the previous statements, we have
simulated (by means of the commercial software Agilent
Momentum) the transmission and reflection coefficients of a
CPW loaded with a single square-shaped SRR for the even
and odd mode (see Fig. 2a). As can be seen, the structure is
transparent to the fundamental (even) mode, but a notch is
clearly visible at SRR resonance for the slot mode. For the
CPW loaded with a CSRR (Fig. 2b), the fundamental mode
is inhibited in the vicinity of CSRR resonance, whereas the
slot mode is transmitted between the input and output ports.
The main conclusions of this section are: (i) a CPW
loaded with a symmetric SRR exhibits for the odd mode an
identical behavior to that of a CPW loaded with pairs of
SRRs for the fundamental mode, that is, a notch in the
transmission coefficient; however, the line is transparent to
the fundamental mode; (ii) a CPW loaded with a CSRR in
the central strip inhibits the fundamental mode in the
vicinity of particle resonance (similar to microstrip lines
with CSRRs etched in the ground plane), but it is
transparent to the odd mode.

(a)

(b)

3. Circuit model of a CPW loaded with symmetric
SRRs
The lumped element equivalent circuit model of the
structure of Fig. 1(b) (unit cell) is depicted in Fig. 3(a). The
coupling between adjacent resonators is considered to be
negligible. The metallic terminals at ports 1 and 2 (shown in
Fig. 1b) are also indicated for a better comprehension. C
models the slot capacitance of the CPW line, Le is the
inductance of the line for the fundamental mode, Lo is the
inductance of the line for the odd mode, the SRR is
modeled as a resonant tank (Ls-Cs), M is the mutual
inductance between the SRR and each half of the CPW
transmission line, and, finally, Ca accounts for the electric
coupling between the line and the SRRs. The electric
coupling between the CPW transmission line and the SRR
has been neglected so far. However, contrary to previous
reported structures (for instance, that shown in Fig. 1a), in
the structure of Fig. 1(b), the slits of the SRR are aligned
with the line axis. It is well known that SRRs exhibit cross
polarization, that is, they can be excited by means of an
axial magnetic field, but they can also be driven by means
of an electric field with a non negligible component in the
plane of the particle and orthogonal to the plane containing
the slits. Since for the odd mode of a CPW, there is a net
electric field across the slots of the CPW transmission line,
the electric coupling cannot be a priori neglected.

Figure 2: Frequency response for CPW (e) and slot (o)
mode of the indicated CPW loaded with (a) SRR and
(b) CSRR. The substrate is the Rogers RO3010 with
thickness h=1.27 mm and dielectric constant εr=10.2.
The dimensions are: for the SRR and CSRR, c=d=0.2
mm, and side length=7.6 mm; for the CPW lines, W=4
mm (a), W=8 mm (b), G=1 mm (a), and G=1.4 mm
(b). The characteristic impedance of the CPW mode
(even mode) is 50 Ω. The even and odd modes are fed
by, respectively, a 50 Ω coplanar port and a 100 Ω
differential port.
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For the fundamental (even) mode, the terminals A1, A2,
B1 and B2 are grounded, a magnetic wall arises in the
symmetry plane, the SRR is opened, and the equivalent
circuit model is simply that of a conventional transmission
line (Fig. 3b). For the odd mode, the feeding signal is
applied between the terminals A1 and B1 (i.e., port 1 and 2
are differential ports). Thus, the symmetry plane exhibits a
virtual ground, and the equivalent circuit model that results
after applying the electric wall concept is identical to that of
a CPW loaded with a pair of SRRs [1], namely a
transmission line inductively coupled to a SRR, but
including electric coupling as well (Fig. 3c).
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Figure 3: Equivalent circuit model (unit cell) of a CPW
loaded with symmetrically etched SRRs (a); equivalent
circuit model for the even mode (b); equivalent circuit
model for the odd mode (c).
From the electromagnetic simulation of the structure of
Fig. 2(a) corresponding to the odd mode, we can extract the
parameters of the model of Fig. 3(c), according to the
procedure described in [6]. Actually, the procedure
described in [6] does not account for electric coupling. The
circuit simulation obtained from the extracted parameters
does not accurately fit to the full wave simulations of Fig.
2(a) for the odd mode. This means that electric coupling
must be considered for an accurate description of the
structure. Therefore, we have inferred the new circuit values
(including Ca) by curve fitting. The comparison between the
circuit and electromagnetic simulations is shown in Fig. 4,
where the element values are indicated (see figure caption).
As can be appreciated, good agreement is obtained by
including electric coupling in the circuit simulation.

Figure 4: Comparison of the electromagnetic and circuit
simulation of the structure of Fig. 2(a) for the odd mode.
The element values (referred to the circuit of Fig. 3c)
are: C= 1.38 pF, Lo=2.96 nH, Ls=3.66 nH, Cs= 2.73 pF,
M=0.66 nH, and Ca= 0.4 pF.

4. Circuit model of a CPW loaded with symmetric
CSRRs
The lumped element equivalent circuit model of the CPW
loaded with CSRRs in the central strip (Fig. 2b) is shown in
Fig. 5 (inter-resonator coupling has not been considered). C
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models the slot capacitance of the CPW line, Le is the
inductance of the line for the fundamental mode, Lo is the
inductance of the line for the odd mode, the CSRR is
modeled as a resonant tank (Lc-Cc), and, finally, M accounts
for the magnetic coupling between the line and the CSRR.
The magnetic coupling between the CPW transmission line
and the CSRR has been neglected so far. However, contrary
to previous reported structures, in the structure of Fig. 2(b),
the slits of the CSRR are aligned with the line axis. Under
these conditions, cross polarization effects are present and,
hence, inductive coupling must be also included for
accurate modeling.
Following a procedure similar to that explained in the
previous section, we have extracted the parameters for the
even mode corresponding to the electromagnetic simulation
of the structure shown in Fig. 2(b) [7]. The comparison
between the electromagnetic and circuit simulation is
depicted in Fig. 6 (the element values are indicated in the
caption), where it can be appreciated that the circuit and
electromagnetic simulations are in good accordance.
(a)
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M
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Le / 2
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Lo / 2
A1

A2

Lo / 2

Lo / 2

On the other hand, we have designed the same structures
without the CPW to slot line transition (Fig. 8a), and we
have obtained the transmission coefficient (Fig. 8b) which
corresponds to the fundamental mode (the structure has not
been fabricated; hence it has been obtained through full
wave electromagnetic simulation). In this case, the situation
is reversed, that is, the notch is caused by the CSRR, and the
line is transparent at the resonance frequency of the SRR.
dddd

B2

M Lo /2
Lc

B1

C

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Equivalent circuit model (unit cell) of a CPW
loaded with symmetrically etched CSRRs (a);
equivalent circuit model for the even mode (b);
equivalent circuit model for the odd mode (c).

5. Experimental validation
In order to experimentally validate the selective mode
suppression in CPWs, we have designed some structures.
One of them consists of a CPW loaded with a SRR in its
back substrate side and with a CSRR in the central strip
(Fig. 7a), while another structure is the same structure
without the SRR. We have fed the CPWs by means of a slot
line to generate the odd mode, and it is clear from Fig. 7b
that the presence of the SRR inhibits this mode at SRR
resonance (while this mode is not affected by the CSRR).

Figure 6: Comparison of the electromagnetic and circuit
simulation of the structure of Fig. 2(b) for the even
mode. The element values (referred to the circuit of Fig.
5b) are: C= 0.75 pF, Le=2.13 nH, Lc=0.49 nH, Cc= 17.3
pF, and M=0.2 nH.
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(a)

(a)

TOP

BOTTOM

(b)

(b)

Figure 7: CPW loaded with a SRR and a CSRR and fed
through a slot line to generate the slot mode (a) and
frequency response (b). The substrate is the Rogers
RO3010 with h=1.27 mm, εr=10.2, and loss tangent
tanδ=0.0023. The dimensions are: for the SRR, c=d=0.2
mm, and side length=7.6 mm; for the CSRR dimensions,
c=d=0.2 mm, longitudinal side length=12.6 mm, and
transverse side length=3.6 mm; for the CPW, W=4 mm,
and G=1 mm; for the slot line, the slot width is 1.5 mm.

Figure 8: CPW loaded with a SRR and a CSRR and
excited through the fundamental (even) mode (a) and
frequency response (b). The substrate and dimensions
are those indicated in the caption of Fig. 7.
inhomogeneities in the surrounding medium, etc., and
sensing/detection can be simply carried out by measuring
the transmission coefficient (many other sensors based on
the variation of the resonance frequency of split rings have
been reported [9-16]).
For which concern CSRR-loaded CPWs, the presence
of these particles causes notches in the transmission
coefficient for the fundamental mode, and this can be useful
for the rejection of interfering signals in communication
systems. As long as the CSRRs are etched in the central
strip, this undesired signal suppression can be achieved
without the penalty of increasing device area and cost.
In this paper, the potentiality of the reported structures
is illustrated by means of a proof-of-concept demonstrator of
a radiofrequency bar code [17]. The idea is to each SRRs
with different dimensions (i.e., providing different resonance
frequencies) in the back substrate side of a CPW
transmission line. If the SRRs are aligned with the symmetry
plane of the CPW structures, the line is transparent.
However, we can codify the line by laterally displacing the
SRRs, since this produces a transmission zero in the
transmission coefficient at the corresponding frequency, and
this can be easily monitored. This frequency domain
codification is similar to that reported in [18], but in our case
it is not necessary to remove the SRR to set a logic ‘0’; it
suffices by aligning it with the line; hence, our approach
opens the possibility to implement reconfigurable
radiofrequency bar codes. A 3-bit bar code with the

Notice that in Fig. 7(b) the response exhibits certain
insertion losses due to the impedance mismatch on the
coaxial (50 Ω impedance) to slot line (it has been found that
it exhibits about 100 Ω impedance) transition. Nevertheless,
this is irrelevant for the purpose of this work, since the main
aim is to demonstrate the selective mode suppression of both
CPW even and odd modes by using either SRRs or CSRRs.

6. Potential applications
CPW structures loaded with single SRRs or CSRRs may
find applications in several fields. For example, CPW
transmission lines with symmetrically loaded SRRs inhibit
the slot mode, keeping the fundamental mode unaltered.
Thus, a set of SRR properly designed can be useful in
certain CPW applications where the slot mode typically
appears and must be suppressed. Another potential
application
of
SRR-loaded
lines
concerns
the
implementation of novel sensors and detectors based on the
loss of symmetry of the reported structures [8]. The lack of
symmetry can be caused by many different reasons, such as
a displacement or rotation, the presence of particles,
edefeefdeede
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sequence ‘101’, that is, with two SRRs laterally shifted and
with one SRR centered is depicted in Fig. 9(a), whereas Fig.
9(b) shows the simulated frequency response. For
comparison,
the
simulated
frequency
response
corresponding to the code ‘010’, is also depicted. With the
purpose to prevent the presence of the odd mode, the ground
planes are connected through backside strips and vias. With
these results, the radiofrequency bar code proof-of-concept
based on CPW structures loaded with SRRs is validated.

applications of these structures have been highlighted, with
special emphasis to radiofrequency bar codes. A proof-ofconcept demonstrator of a CPW transmission line with a 3bit spectral signature has been provided. Work is in progress
to implement practical bar codes with a higher number of
bits, and to the development of new sensors based on the
symmetry properties of CPW transmission lines.
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Abstract
Perfect drain for the Maxwell Fish Eye (MFE) is a nonmagnetic dissipative region placed in the focal point to
absorb all the incident radiation without reflection or
scattering. The perfect drain was recently designed as a
material with complex permittivity
that depends on
frequency. However, this material is only a theoretical
material, so it can not be used in practical devices. Recently,
the perfect drain has been claimed as necessary to achieve
super-resolution [Leonhard 2009, New J. Phys. 11 093040],
which has increased the interest for practical perfect drains
suitable for manufacturing. Here, we analyze the superresolution properties of a device equivalent to the MFE,
known as Spherical Geodesic Waveguide (SGW), loaded
with the perfect drain. In the SGW the source and drain are
implemented with coaxial probes. The perfect drain is
realized using a circuit (made of a resistance and a
capacitor) connected to the drain coaxial probes. Superresolution analysis for this device is done in Comsol
Multiphysics. The results of simulations predict the superresolution up to /3000 and optimum power transmission
from the source to the drain.

1. Introduction
“Super-resolution” stands for the capacity of an optical
system to produce images with details below the classic
Abbe diffraction limit. In the last decade super-resolution
has been shown experimentally with devices made of lefthanded materials [1][2] (that is, materials with negative
dielectric and magnetic constants) [3][4]. Unfortunately,
high absorption and small (wavelength scale) source-toimage distance are both present in these experiments.
Nevertheless, these devices have been claimed to reach the
theoretical limit of infinite resolution [4].
An alternative device for perfect imaging has recently been
proposed [6][7]: the Maxwell Fish Eye (MFE) lens. Unlike
previous perfect imaging devices, MFE uses materials with a
positive, isotropic refractive index distribution. This device
is very well known in the framework of Geometrical Optics
because it is an Absolute Instrument [5], so every object
point has a stigmatic image point.

Leonhardt [6] analyzed Helmholtz wave fields in the MFE
lens in two dimensions (2D). These Helmholtz wave fields
describe TE-polarized modes in a cylindrical MFE, i.e.,
modes in which electric field vector points orthogonally to
the cross section of the cylinder. Leonhardt found a family
of Helmholtz wave fields which have a monopole
asymptotic behavior at an object point as well as at its
stigmatic image point. Each one of these solutions describes
a wave propagating from the object point to the image point.
It coincides asymptotically with an outward (monopole)
Helmholtz wave at the object point, as generated by a point
source, and with an inward (monopole) wave at the image
point, as it was sunk by an “infinitely-well localized drain”
(which we call a “perfect point drain”). This perfect point
drain absorbs the incident wave, with no reflection or
scattering. This result has also been confirmed via a
different approach [8].
The physical significance of a passive perfect point drain has
been controversial [9]-[18]. In references [5] and [6] the
perfect point drain was not physically described, but only
considered as a mathematical entity (a point drain is
represented by Dirac-delta as the point source). However, a
rigorous example of a passive perfect point drain for the
MFE has recently been found, clarifying the controversy
[19]. It consists of a dissipative region whose diameter tends
takes a
towards zero and whose complex permittivity
specific value depending on the operation frequency.
Two sets of experiments have recently been carried out to
support the super-resolution capability in the MFE. In the
first one, super-resolution with positive refraction has been
demonstrated for the very first time at a microwavefrequency ( =3 cm) [20][21]. The experimental results
showed that two sources with a distance of /5 from each
other (where denotes the local wavelength = 0/n) could
be resolved with an array made up of 10 drains spaced /20,
which exceeded the ~ /2.5 classic diffraction limit. Results
with closer sources were not reported, but it should be noted
that this experiment was limited to the resolution of the
array of drains.
The second set of experiments has been carried out for the
near infrared frequency ( = 1.55 µm), but resolution below
the diffraction limit was not found [22]. The authors assume
that the failure in the experimental demonstration is due to

manufacturing flaws in the prototype.

2. Microwave circuit and parameters of the
simulation.

Although the perfect drain has not been used in these
experiments, i.e. there was a reflected wave from the drain
to the source, the MFE has shown super-resolution for
microwave frequencies. This means that the perfect drain is
not necessary for reaching the super-resolution (see [23]).
However, in this paper we will show that the use of the
perfect drain increases super-resolution.

The SGW is bounded by two metallic spherical shells. The
media between the shells is air. Two coaxial probes have
been used to simulate the source and drain in the SGW.
Consider the microwave circuit consists of the generator Vg
with the impedance Zg (on the source port side), coaxial
lines, the SGW, and the load with the impedance ZL (on the
drain port side), as shown in Figure 1.

Recently, a device equivalent to the MFE, Spherical
Geodesic Waveguide (SGW) made for microwave
frequencies has been presented [23][24]. The SGW is a
spherical waveguide filled with a non-magnetic material and
isotropic refractive index distribution proportional to 1/r
( = (r0/r)2 and = 1), r being the distance to the center of
the spheres. Transformation Optics theory [25] proves that
the TE-polarized electric modes of the cylindrical MFE are
transformed into radial-polarized modes in the SGW, so
both have the same imaging properties. When the waveguide
thickness is small enough, the variation of the refractive
index within the two spherical shells can be ignored
resulting in a constant refractive index within the
waveguide. In [23] the SGW has been analyzed using two
coaxial probes (source and drain) loaded with the
characteristics impedance. The results have shown the
super-resolution up to /500 for a discrete number of
frequencies, called notch frequencies, that are close to the
well known Schumman Resonance frequencies of spherical
systems. For other frequencies the system did not present
resolution below diffraction limit. In these analysis the
perfect drain has not been used, thus beside the incident
wave, a reflected wave existed in the SGW as well.
However, the super-resolution properties have been shown.

Vg

Zg Source
Coaxial line

L

Spherical
Wave
Guide

Rm

RM

Coaxial line
Load
Figure 1 Complete microwave circuit analyzed in this
paper formed by: the source (Vg and Zg) connected to a
coaxial transmission line of length L, the load
connected (ZL) to other identical transmission line and
the spherical waveguide. RM and Rm are radius of the
external and internal metallic spheres.

Herein, we present an improvement of the super-resolution
using the SGW with the perfect drain. The perfect drain is
realized using a circuit (made of a resistance and a
capacitor) connected to the drain coaxial probe. The
difference between the presented drain and the perfect drain
proposed in [19] is the practical realization. While in [19]
the perfect drain is made of a material with complex
permittivity , here it is only a coaxial line loaded with a
resistor and a capacitor of conventional values (for example,
R=2.57 and C= 55.05pF for f=0.25 GHz). Using the
circuital model for the perfect drain, the Comsol simulations
have shown the super-resolution up to /3000 for the same
discrete frequencies as in [23], which is much higher than
the /500 obtained without perfect drain.
In section 2, it is described the complete microwave circuits.
In section 3 modal analysis of the SGW is made including:
the rigorous procedure used to find the perfect drain, the
analysis of the transmitted and evanescent modes and the
concept of voltage and current wave in the SWG. Discussion
and conclusions are presented in section 4.

The same circuit has been analyzed in [23] with the
condition ZL=Zg=Z0, where Z0 is the characteristics
impedance of the coaxial line, so we have:

| S 21 |2

Pload
Pmax

(1)

Where, S21 is the scattering parameter of the circuit [26],
Pload is the power delivered to the load ZL and Pmax is the
maximum power that can be delivered by the generator. In
[23] the results have been presented using function |S21|2
obtained for different frequencies and displacements .
Here, in Section 4, it is repeated the same procedure using
the impedance that simulates the perfect drain (it will be
calculated in Section 3 and will be called Zpd). The circuit is
designed in Comsol with the conditions ZL=Zg=Zpd (see
Figure 1). The super-resolution is analyzed via function
Pload/Pmax for different frequencies and displacements. Note,
that now Pload/Pmax is different from |S21|2.

2

3.1. Field in the coaxial line (region 1).

3. Modal analysis of the structure and numerical
procedure to find the perfect drain.

Due to the symmetry of the structure, the field of the coaxial
probe is completely described by the TEM modes of the line
[26]:
Ve
Ve
E (
e jko z
e jko z )
Ln(b / a )
Ln(b / a )
(3)

The perfect drain, defined by the impedance ZL, absorbs all
the incident radiation without reflection inside the SWG
when the source and drain are placed in opposite pole
( =0). In this section we present a rigorous procedure to
find this impedance for a wide band of frequencies. The
structure does not depend on the cylindrical (coaxial) and
spherical (SWG) coordinate , thus:
- The unique modes of the coaxial guide without
dependence are the TEM modes, so in the interface
between the coaxial and sphere only exist the TEM
modes, incident and reflected [26].
-

H(r , ) H (r , )

(

Ve
e
Ln(b / a )

(2)

Ve
1
(
/ RM sin( ) Ln(b / a)

H

The complete analysis of the modes is done using the same
procedure explained by Wu in [27] on a radial-line/coaxialline junction. Figure 2 shows the complete region of the
junction separated into three regions: the coaxial (region 1),
the SGW (region 2) and the common region (region 3). The
electronic field is calculated in each of these three regions
using the procedure described below.

With the condition RM – Rm << RM one complete set of
solutions inside the SWG fulfilling the boundary condition
of metallic surfaces is [28]:
Er ( r , )
An Fvn (cos( ) Bn R n (cos( ))
n

b

Region 3

RM
E (r , )
n

Region 2

H (r , )

a

Figure 2 Three regions of the junction used for the analysis.
The coaxial is the white region, the SGW the blue and the
common region is the read. a and b are the angles in
spherical coordinates covered by the inner and outer
conductor of the coaxial.
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Where An and Bn are constants and Fvn and Rvn, are called
Forwards and Reverse Legendre functions defined as:

The dimension of the structure analyzed here are
(Figure 1 and Figure 2):
Rm=1000 mm.

(r Rm )n
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b

-
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)
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3.2. Field in the SGW (Region 2).

z
Region 1

Ve
e jko z )
Ln(b / a )

jko z

Where a and b are the diameters of the internal and external
coaxial (Figure 2), and z the cylindrical coordinates, ko the
propagation constant and Ve+ and Ve- constants. With the
condition b << RM, on the surface z=0 the approximation
=RMsin( ) can be used (Figure 1and Figure 2).
Ve
Ve
E (
)
RM sin( ) Ln(b / a ) RM sin( ) Ln(b / a )
(4)

Inside the SGW the electric and magnetic fields are
necessary of the form:

E(r , ) E r (r , )r E (r , )

1
/

H

Fvn ( x)
Rvn ( x)

Pvn ( x)
Pvn ( x)

j
j

2
2

Q n ( x)

(6)

Q n ( x)

Pvn and Qvn , are the Legendre function of first and second
kind.

3

3.3. Field in the common region of coaxial and SGW
(region 3).

a1

The solution in this region has the same form as the solution
expressed in Equation (5), but now having an additional
term, one particular solution, necessary to fulfill the
boundary conditions at the common surfaces.
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In the coaxial line (on the drain side) the term for the electric
field has the same form (Ve has to be replaced by Vs, by , Dn by Gn and En by In):

(9)
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Different modes inside the sphere are defined by n= n+j n
(see Equation (5)), which is in general a complex number.
According to the asymptotic expression of Legendre
functions Pvn(x) and Qvn(x) for x close to 1 and -1 the
following results are obtained [29]:

2

Solving the differential Equation (9), the particular solution
for the fields Ep an Hp is obtained:
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3.4. Transmitted and not transmitted modes.
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From the second equation in (8), it is necessary:
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Where the particular solution Ep and Hp has to fulfill the
Maxwell equations and the boundary conditions at r=RM and
r=Rm.
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Where dn and en are the expansion constants satisfying
j dn=-en. The complete field in this region is then:
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The fields defined in Equations (10) and (11) can be
expresed as follow:
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n

( ), Gamma function

Having in mind the SGW dimension and the frequencies of
interest (the microwave frequencies from 0.2 GHz to
0.4 GHz) the parameter n is real only for n=0. For example
for f=300 MHz, 0 =4.98, 1 =-0.5+631.4j, 2 =-0.5+1262.9j
etc. Figure 3 shows for example the graphs for
Log(|Fvn(cos( ))/Fvn(cos( b))|)
and

Where a1 and a2 are two integration constants. These
constants are obtained using the boundary conditions for Ep
at r=RM and r=Rm (Ep=0 for metallic surface):

4

3.5. Boundary conditions.

Log(|Rvn(cos( ))/Rvn(cos( b))|) respect to for one complex
n=-0.5+4.0j ( b is defined in Figure 2). Clearly |Fvn(cos( ))|
suffers a near exponential attenuation between = b and
= - b as shown in Equation (14). The same occurs for
|Rvn(cos( ))| between = - b and = b. The similar results
are found for every complex n, so Fvn(cos( )) and
Rvn(cos( )) can be considered evanescent waves. The SWG
works as a single-mode with the electric and magnetic fields
far for the interface region given by:
E( r , )

k
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0

j

0

A0 Fv' (cos( ) B0 R ' 0 (cos( ))
0

1
r

The coefficients An and Bn from Equation (5), Dn, En, Gn and
In from Equation (7) are obtained using the following
boundary conditions (Figure 2):
- Tangent electric field in the inner conductor is null.
- Electric and magnetic field are the same in the
common surface between regions 1 and 2.
- The same conditions in the coaxial at the drain side.
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Where a and b are defined in Figure 2. When the voltage
in the two coaxial lines (Ve=Ve++Ve- and Vs=Vs++Vs- ) are
known, the system (17) can be solved for each n.

3.6. Perfect Drain.
According the previous analysis, the SGW work as a singlemode guide, so the condition for the perfect drain (there is
no reflected wave in the guide) is satisfied when B0=0 in
Equation (15). The procedure to obtain the perfect drain
consists of the following steps:
- In Equation (17) for n=0 it is imposed the condition
B0=0. Then A0, D0, E0, G0, I0 and Vs++Vs- are
calculated. Vs++Vs- is the necessary voltage (on the
drain side coaxial) for perfect wave absorption in
the SWG.
- The coefficient An, Bn, Dn, En, Gn and In are
obtained using Equation (17) and the voltage
Vs++Vs- calculated in the previous step.
- The field H for r=RM and a < < b is computed
using Equation (13).
- For the sake of uniqueness of solution, this field
has to depend on as in Equation (4). The voltage
Vs+-Vs- is then obtained.
- The impedance of the coaxial line at r=RM and the
load are defined as:
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This equation explains clearly the concept of F 0 and R 0 as
incident and reflected waves.
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The Poynting vector and transmitted power through a
have the
surface, defined by =cte, in the direction
following form:
1
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Figure 3 Graphs for Log(|Fvn(cos( ))/Fvn(cos( b))|)
and Log(|Rvn(cos( ))/Rvn(cos( - b)| ) as function of
for n=-0.5+4.0j. Fvn(cos( )) and Rvn(cos( )) have a
near exponential attenuation similar to the evanescent
waves in conventional waveguides. The modes with
complex n are not transmitted. The only modes that
exist inside the SWG far from the interface are the
modes having real n.
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Vs VsVs - Vs-
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Vs e jko L Vs- e- jko L
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Figure 4 shows the real and imaginary parts of the perfect
drain impedance calculated for a band of frequencies of
interest, the results show some oscillation due numerical
error in the calculation. Linear approximation is presented.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the module of the
theoretical electric field (in the case of the perfect drain,
there exit only forward wave, given by the function Fv0( ))
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shifted /N (for =1m corresponding to 0.3 GHz and
N>100) in the neighborhood of the image point, that is, =
, see Figure 1. When the drain port is placed in the image
point, all the power is delivered perfectly. This can be
achieved for all the frequencies using corresponding perfect
drain impedance (Figure 4). However, when the drain is
moved from the image point, some of the power reflects, so
the power delivered to the drain decreases. This power drop
is extremely abrupt for some frequencies very close to the
Schumann frequencies, called notch frequencies (see also
[23]).

and the module of the electric field simulated in COMSOL.
Although the theoretical value of the electric field at =0
and = is infinite (due to the properties of the Legendre
functions), for the sake of clearness of the graphs in Figure 5
we did not extend the theoretical graph to these points.
Figure 5 shows perfect matching between the theoretical and
simulated fields for f=0.25 GHz. The circuit parameters are
calculated using the linear approximations presented in
Figure 4, R=2.57 and C= 55.05pF.

Figure 6 shows Pload/Pmax as function of the frequency in a
narrow band around a notch frequency (close to =5) for
different drain port positions. The notches get wider when
the drain port is shifted further from the image point of the
source, but the null of Pload/Pmax remains fixed.The
frequencies corresponding to these nulls are called notch
frequencies.

Figure 4 Real (in red) and imaginary (in blue) parts
of the perfect drain impedance for different
frequencies.

Figure 6 Detail of Pload/Pmax as function of the frequency in
a narrow band around a notch frequency for different drain
port positions. The notch frequency is f=0.2606874 GHz.
( =4.996). The nearest Schumann frequency is
f=0.26086609 GHz ( =5) which is out the range of this
Figure.

Figure 5 The module of the theoretic electric field (in
red) and the modul of the electric filed simulated in
Comsol (in blue) for the SGW with the perfect drain.

The curves correspond to different shifts of the drain port.
The shifts are in all cases much smaller than wavelength
(from /100 to /3000 with =1.15084047 m that correspond
to f=0.2606874 GHz, see Figure 6). These results are quite
surprising, since close to a specific frequency the power
transmitted to the drain port suddenly reduces to a value
near zero.

4. SR analysis of the SGW matched with the
perfect drain.
The SGW with the perfect drain is designed and analyzed in
Comsol, in the same way as described in [32] In order to
show super-resolution properties of the SGW, we have made
several simulations for different displacements of the drain
port, and for different values of frequency.

4.2. Pload/Pmax as function of drain port shift for different
frequencies.
Since Pload/Pmax is proportional to the transmitted power, the
graph representing Pload/Pmax versus the shift (Figure 7) is
equivalent to the Point-Spread-Function (PSF) commonly
used in Optics. This equivalence may seem surprising since
the PSF is defined as the square of the electric field
amplitude calculated in the absence of absorbers in the
image space, and Pload/Pmax is defined in terms of the power

4.1. Pload/Pmax as function of frequencies for different
drain port position.
We have computed Pload/Pmax using COMSOL for a
frequency range between 0.2 GHz and 0.4 GHz for different
positions of the drain port. The source port is fixed at the
source’s image point, that is, = 0, while the drain port is
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the red. The latter, whose frequency f=0.26068741 GHz
corresponds to =4.99636) is the highest resolution that we
have obtained. Computations for frequencies near the notch
frequency show essentially null Pload/Pmax values for shifts >
/3000 (as in the red line in the picture). Pload/Pmax values for
shifts below /3000 (excepting no shift or shifts very near to
zero) and frequencies near a notch frequency are
inconsistent (the solver did not converge to a single solution
due to numerical errors). It seems that Leonhardt’s assertion
of infinite resolution (i.e., perfect imaging) may occur for
the discrete notch frequencies in the SGW, although the
mentioned inconsistencies have prevented us from
numerically predicting resolutions beyond /3000.

transmitted to an absorber. However, the equivalence comes
from the fact that, in Optics, the detection at the image is
assumed to be made with a sensor which does not perturb
the free-space fields; or that even if it does perturb the fields,
it is assumed that still the sensor signal is proportional to the
field amplitude (or its square, which is the PSF. Figure 7
shows Pload/Pmax versus the drain port shifts for two
frequencies. The blue curve corresponds to f=0.2847 GHz,
i.e., far from a notch frequency ( = 5.5).
Let us define “resolution” as the arc length (in wavelength
units) that a drain port needs to be shifted so Pload/Pmax drops
to 10% (not far from the Rayleigh criteria in Optics, which
refers to the first null). With this definition, the diffraction
limited resolution given by the blue curve is /3. The red
curve corresponds to notch frequency f=0.26068741 GHz (
=4.996) which clearly shows a much better resolution.

Figure 9 Bandwidth as a function of the resolution. The
abscissa axis shows N, meaning that the resolution is better
than /N.

Figure 7 Pload/Pmax as function of the drain port shift
for a frequency near a notch one (red curve) and for a
frequency far from the notch one (blue curve).

The /3000 resolution is achieved only for a narrow
bandwidth ( 10 Hz, which is much smaller than the notch
frequency 0.3GHz). If larger bandwidths are needed, lower
resolutions (but still sub-wavelength) may be achieved.
Figure 9 shows the bandwidth vs. N, meaning that the
resolution is better that /N. The bandwidth has been
calculated as fmax fmin with fmax and fmin fulfilling Pload/Pmax
(fmax)=Pload/Pmax (fmin) =0.1, using the information of the
curves in Figure 6. The linear dependence shown in Figure 9
(slope -2) reveals that the product N 2 bandwidth is constant
in the range analyzed here.

Figure 8 is a blow-up of Figure 7 in the upper neighborhood
of a notch frequency. The graph for frequencies slightly
below the notch frequency is similar. Note that Figure 8
shows the same information as Figure 6 but plotting
Pload/Pmax vs. the drain port shift (expressed in units of ) and
using the frequency as a parameter.

5. Discussion.
Leonhardt in [6] and [7] suggested that MFE should produce
perfect imaging for any frequency using perfect drains.
However, the experiments in [20][21] and simulations from
[23], have shown super-resolution properties of the MFE,
although the perfect drain has not been used. In these
references, the coaxial probes were loaded with their
characteristic impedances, so the absorption of the incident
wave was not perfect. Leonhardt assumed that the ability of
the MFE to propagate the wave, generated by a point source,
toward to a perfect point drain was enough to guarantee
perfect imaging. This does not seem to be sufficient, since it
does not provide information on how much power the drain
will absorb when it is displaced out of the image point. The
simulations presented here show that super-resolution only

Figure 8 Pload/Pmax as function of the drain port shift
for different frequencies corresponding to superresolution between /3000 and /140.
From the orange to the red curves, increasing resolutions are
achieved: 0.007 (that is, /140) for the orange to /3000 for
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Optics. 13(2): p. 024016.
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on `Perfect imaging with positive refraction in three
dimensions” Physical Review A. 82(5): p. 057802.
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comment on `Perfect imaging without negative
refraction' 2011 New J. Phys. 13 028001.
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refraction' New J. Phys. 13 028002.
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2010 Perfect imaging without negative refraction for
microwaves ArXiv:1007.2530v1.
[21] Ma YG, Sahebdivan S, Ong CK, Tyc T, Leonhardt U.
2010 Evidence for subwavelength imaging with positive
refraction New J. Phys. 13 033016.
[22] Gabrielli LH, Leonhardt U, Lipson M. 2010 Perfect
imaging in the optical domain using dielectric materials
ArXiv:1007.2564v1.
[23] Miñano J.C, Marqués R, González J.C, Benítez P.,
Delgado V., Grabovi ki D. and Freire M. 2011 SuperResolution for a point source better than /500 using
positive refraction New Journal of Physics. 13(2011)
125009.
[24] Miñano J.C., Benítez P, González JC. 2010 Perfect
imaging with geodesic waveguides New Journal of
Physics. 12(12): p. 123023.
[25] Leonhardt U, 2010 . Geometry and Light: The Science
of Invisibility, Dover.
[26] Pozar David M. 2005 Microwave Engineering. John
Wiley&Son Inc.
[27] Wu D. and Ruan C. 1998 Analysis on a radialline/coaxial-line junction Electronics Letters Vol. 34,
No.10 p.994.
[28] Akira Ishamuro 1991 Electromagnetic wave
propagation, radiation and scattering. Prentice-Hall.
[29] Erdélyi A, Magnus W, Oberhettinger F and Tricomi F
G 1953 Higher Transcendental Functions vol I (New
York: McGraw-Hill).
[30] Jackson D.J. 1998 Classical Electrodynamics. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.3rd ed.
[31] Solimeno S, Crosignani B, DiPorto P, 1986 Guiding,
Diffraction and Confinement of Optical Radiation,
Academic Press.
[32] Grabovi ki D, Gonzalez J.C, Miñano J.C, and Benitez
P., Super-resolution Properties of the Maxwell FishEye, Proc. Comsol Conference, Stuttgart 2011

happens for a particular set of frequencies known as notch
frequencies, the same one as in [23]. The presented results
have shown maximum super-resolution /3000, which is
much higher than in the case where there were not perfect
drains ( /500, see [23]). Also, the frequency bandwidth has
increased 20 times, e.g. for /500 the bandwidth is about
400 Hz (Figure 9), while in [23] it was only 20 Hz.
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Abstract
Extinction spectra of nanocubes supported by a
symmetry breaking dielectric substrate are very
different from those in solution. In this work we varied
the refractive index of the substrate in order to optimize
the refractive index sensitivity (RIS) of supported silver
nanocube monolayers. We found that on thin (5-7 nm)
silicon films the RIS is characterized by the figure of
merit (FOM) for the quadrupolar plasmonic mode as
high as 5.0, making silicon supported silver nanocube
monolayers a promising sensing platform.

1. Introduction
Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) of noble
metal nanoparticles have been studied intensely in
recent years. The ability to control and tune LSPRs is
crucial to both understanding and application in the field
of plasmonics [1]. Progress made in fabrication methods
[2] and theory for metal nanoparticles has allowed for
development of novel optical and sensing materials [3].
When the LSPRs of these particles are excited, a strong
enhancement of their local electric fields occurs at the
surface of the particles. This field enhancement allows
for increased signal from optical techniques such as
Raman [4,5], IR [6], and fluorescence [7-10]
spectroscopy. The spectral extinction spectra of LSPRs
are also very sensitive to the refractive index of their
local environment making them an excellent platform
for sensing [3,11]. The plasmonic signature of metal
nanostructures can be influenced in several ways by
modifying their size, shape, and material [1,12], but also
through interparticle interactions [13] and particle
substrate interactions [14,15]. Such investigations have
shown unique properties such as collective modes and
Fano like resonances [16].
Plasmonic signatures of nanoparticles that are
supported by a dielectric material exhibit significant
changes in their LSPRs when compared to particles in
colloidal solutions. The most notable change is the
splitting of a single dipolar plasmonic mode into two
distinct modes [16-18]. When dealing with spherical
nanoparticles these two new modes correspond to
dipolar oscillations with orthogonal polarizations [18].
However, when nanocubes are deposited on a dielectric
support their substrate interaction leads to plasmon

mode hybridization, resulting in two distinct bands with
corresponding charge oscillations located at the opposite
sides of the nanocube [14,16-18]. Separation between
the bands in the case of cubes was found to be greater
than that for the spherical particles dependent on the
size [17], edge and corner sharpness, as well as distance
from the substrate [19]. Each of these hybrid bands
present in the nanocubes is sensitive to the refractive
index of their respective environments, one being the
substrate and the other the surrounding medium in
which the supported layer is immersed [14,16,17]. In
the present work we fabricated quasi-periodic arrays of
silver nanocubes on substrates with varying refractive
indices. This allowed for a series of refractive index
sensitivity measurements that relate the changes in
refractive index of the substrate to changes in the
surrounding medium.

2. Experimental
2.1. Chemicals
Silver nitrate 99+%, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) with a
molecular weight of 55000, anhydrous 99.8% ethylene
glycol (EG), anhydrous sodium sulfide, and chloroform
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
obtained.
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids,
Alabaster, AL. Ethanol (95%) were obtained from
Brampton and used without further purification.
2.2. Preparation of Nanocubes
Silver nanocubes (NC) with an edge length of 55 nm
were synthesized according to the procedure described
in the literature [20]. Typically, a 100 mL round bottom
flask containing 35 mL of EG and a clean stir bar was
placed in an oil bath set to 150°C and allowed to heat
for 1 h. Using a glass syringe 5 mL of EG containing
0.4 g of dissolved PVP was injected. Five minutes later
using a micropipette 400 µL of 3 mM sodium sulfide
dissolved in EG was added. After an additional 5 min
2.5 mL of 282 mM silver nitrate dissolved in EG was
injected slowly using a glass syringe. Upon addition of
the silver nitrate the solution immediately turned black,
slowly became a transparent yellow, and then changed
to an ochre colour while some plating in the flask
occurred. The reaction was monitored by periodically

taking small aliquots out of the reaction flask using a
pasture pipette and dispersing it in a cuvette filled with
ethanol for UV-visible spectroscopy. The reaction was
quenched by placing the flask in an ice bath when the
appearance of a small but distinct peak at 350 nm was
observed in the spectra.

The plasmon shifts were plotted as a function of the
refractive index. The refractive index sensitivities were
obtained from the slope of the linear fitting.
2.6. Topographical Measurements
The topography of the NC monolayers, transferred onto
substrates at different surface pressures, was obtained
using an Ntegra (NTMDT, Russia) atomic force
microscope in semi contact mode in air at 23 °C with
512x512 points per image. A 100x100 µm2 scanner
(Ntegra) and cantilevers with rotated monolithic silicon
tips (125 µm long, 40 N/m spring constant Tap 300Al,
resonance frequency 315 kHz, Budget Sensors) were
used for all topographic measurements. The typical scan
rate was 0.5 Hz. AFM images were further processed by
Nova image processing software.

2.3. Purification of Colloidal Silver Nanocubes
The as-synthesized colloidal nanocubes contained
unreacted EG, an excess of PVP. EG and PVP were
removed by diluting the colloidal solution with ethanol
(1:1 by volume) followed by centrifugation at 12 000
rpm. The precipitate was collected and redispersed in
ethanol by sonication. This process was repeated 30
times for complete removal of EG and PVP. The
purified silver NC solution was further subjected to
washing with chloroform by centrifugation (at least 3
times) prior to LB film preparation. The final volume
of the nanocube solution was 4 mL.

3. Results and Discussion
Colloidal silver nanocubes of ~55 nm edge size used in
the present study are characterized by an extinction
spectrum with a single dipolar LSPR peak at 443 nm,
and a small peak at 350 nm [23]. Applications
exploiting plasmonic properties often require
nanoparticles to be deposited on a solid substrate. We
have previously shown that Langmuir Blodgett
monolayer technique allows not only effective
deposition but also control of plasmonic properties of
monolayers of silver nanocubes [14,15,17]. Such
monolayers are proven to be effective in enhancing
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signal but
also in probing refractive index change in the
environment, and therefore represent a powerful
sensing platform. Plasmonic properties of supported by
a dielectric nanocubes however differ significantly
from those in a suspension [1,3,14,23]. LSPR- induced
charges in such dielectric substrates disturb the
nanocube electric field leading to plasmon mode
hybridization with the appearance of two new bands:
dipolar (D) and quadrupolar (Q). The charge
oscillations for these new bands are located at the
opposite sides of the cube: dipolar near the substrate
and quadrupolar away from the substrate [1,3,14,23].
The degree of spectral separation between the two
bands and the refractive index sensitivity depend on the
distance between the substrate and the cubes, contact
area and the refractive index (nRI) of the substrate
(Figure 1) [1,14,23].
In this work we prepared a monolayer of 55
nm silver nanocubes on several substrates with varying
refractive indices. The samples were found to be very
homogeneous with very uniform nanocubes (Figure
1a). In addition, to minimize interparticle dipolar
coupling the monolayer was prepared from a mixture of
nanocubes and a phospholipid DOPC. We have
previously shown that by using mixtures consisting of
nanocubes and lipids of different kind it is possible to
pattern the nanocubes in monolayers. Depending on the
lipid properties we were able to obtain homogeneously
dispersed nanocubes, as shown in figure 1a. It turns out

2.4. Preparation of LB Monolayers
Nanocube substrates were prepared according to the
procedure reported previously [21]. Briefly, a NIMA
311D trough, filled with Milli Q water (18.2 mΩ cm),
was used to prepare the Langmuir monolayers of
different NC samples. In order to form monolayers, an
appropriate amount of each sample was deposited onto
the water surface using a micro syringe. Each
monolayer was left for 20 min to allow chloroform
evaporation. The surface pressure of the monolayer was
measured with a paper Wilhelmy plate. Before
transferring the monolayer onto solid supports several
isotherm cycles were performed to anneal the films to
surface pressures in the solid phase. Monolayers of
nanocube/DOPC mixtures were transferred onto
substrates cleaned with aqua regia and subsequently
with mixture of chloroform and methanol at various
surface pressures by vertical upward dipping at 2
mm/min at room temperature.
2.5. UV-Vis Measurements
UV-vis spectra of monolayers deposited on the
substrates were recorded using a Shimadzu UV-2450
UV-vis spectrophotometer. Spectra were analyzed using
GRAMS/AI spectral data processing software. Spectral
deconvolution was performed using an appropriate
number of mixed Gaussian-Lorentzian functions as well
as a linear baseline to achieve the best fit to the original
trace while minimizing χ2 values. To determine the
refractive index sensitivities (RIS), the monolayer slides
were immersed in water/EG solutions with varying
volume percentages and the extinction spectra
measured. The refractive indices of the mixtures were
calculated from the volume percentages of the
ingredients according to the Lorentz-Lorenz equation
[22]. The refractive indices of the pure solvents were
1.3334 and 1.4318, for water and EG respectively [22].
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that in such monolayers separation between the
nanocubes was maintained at ~130 nm (Figure 1b). As
a result extinction spectra of supported nanocubes
contained only small long wavelength peaks
corresponding to dipole-dipole coupling between
adjacent cubes, observed at Figure 1c in the 550-700

nm spectral region. We used four substrates with
increasing refractive indexes: glass, sapphire, 5 nm Si
film deposited on glass, and a 7 nm Si film deposited
on glass. Due to plasmonic band hybridization two
bands visible in the spectra are observed and assigned
to Q and D modes.

Figure 1: Supported silver nanocube monolayer prepared by Langmuir Blodgett technique: (a) AFM topography
and (b) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) images indicate the size (55 nm) and the average inter-particle distance (130 nm);
(c) extinction spectra of supported silver nanocube monolayers indicate strong dependence of the dipolar (D) but not
quadrupolar (Q) mode on the substrate refractive index.
Since charge oscillations corresponding to the D
mode are located near the substrate surface the dipolar
band shows strong dependence on the substrate
refractive index, and red-shifts by more than 50 nm
when the refractive index of the substrate changes from
1.52 for glass to ~3.0 for a 7 nm silicon film (Figure 1c
inset). In contrast the quadrupolar mode is insensitive to
the substrate refractive index.
At the same time, both modes were found to be
sensitive to the refractive index change of the medium
(Figure 2). And, since change oscillations corresponding
to the Q mode are located at the nanocube side away
from eth substrate, it was found to have a stronger
dependence than the D mode (Figure 2 inset) [14,23].
At the same time, the nature of the supporting dielectric
substrates appears to play a crucial role in our ability to
track spectral changes associated with the medium
refractive index change. For example, when nRI of the
substrates is relatively low, as for glass, where nRI=1.52,

upon immersion in liquid plasmon mode hybridization
disappears (Figure 2). This is due to insufficiently large
refractive index change between the substrate and the
medium to induce plasmon mode hybridization. As a
result, plasmonic signature of glass supported silver
nanocube monolayer immersed in water resembles that
of colloidal nanocubes, mentioned before. The main
band observed in such monolayer corresponds to dipolar
oscillations and show modest sensitivity to the medium
refractive index (Figure 2). At the same time, if the
substrate has a sufficiently high nRI, as with the 7 nm
silicon film (n~3.0), the dipolar and quadrupolar bands
remain clearly distinguished even when submerged in
high refractive index liquids, such as ethylene glycol
(Figure 2). The Q and D bands remain well separated in
various solutions- pure water and ethylene glycol. By
tracking the position of each band in solvents with
increasing nRI we were able to determine the refractive
index sensitivity (RIS) of the quadrupolar band to be
3

~150 refractive index units/ nm, which is about twice as
high as for the D mode (Figure 2 inset). Another
parameter that is often used in evaluating sensitivity of
various platforms to the refractive index change, namely
the Figure of merit (FOM), was introduced as a ratio of

RIS to the full width at half maximum for a band. From
the data obtained in this work we were able to obtain the
figure of merit for the quadrupolar band as high as ~5.0.
This value is one of the highest reported so far for
plasmonic nanostructures.

Figure 2: Solution refractive index sensing using nanocube monolayers deposited on glass and on a 7nm thick
silicon film. Inset shows solution refractive index dependences of the dipolar (D) and quadrupolar (Q) peaks.

4. Conclusions
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Abstract
We optimized the resolution of nanohole arrays in metal
films for refractive index sensing by increasing the
sensitivity with modifications to the hole-array parameters
and by reducing the noise of the sensor system. The
nanohole array parameters (including film thickness,
periodicity and diameter) were first optimized by finitedifference time-domain simulations, and then fabricated and
tested, showing good agreement between the two cases
(theory and experiment) in terms of optimal parameters. To
improve the sensitivity and to reduce the noise, the laser
source wavelength was optimized (including the efficiency
of the camera for detection) and the intensity was increased
to reduce shot noise. A bulk resolution of 6×10-7 RIU was
demonstrated. Due to the collinear microscope geometry
and potential for multiplexing of nanohole arrays, these
results are encouraging for future biosensing applications.

1. Introduction
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensing is an established
technology for monitoring refractive index changes due to
mass loading at a surface of a metal film. Since the
discovery of extraordinary optical transmission through
nanohole arrays in metal films [1], it has been demonstrated
that these arrays may be used for sensing applications [2-3].
Compared to Kretschmann-type SPR, sensing using the
nanohole arrays is extremely promising for future
technologies because it allows for: a small footprint for
dense integration, a high degree of multiplexing, collinear
optical detection for facile integration and combined
optofluidic functionality [4-25].
The optimization of sensors includes sensitivity, resolution,
reproducibility and accuracy. Sensitivity depends on the
sensor output to the change in refractive index. Resolution is
defined as the smallest change in refractive index that the
nanohole array sensor can detect and is limited by the noise
of the system [26]. Commercial SPR instruments have a
resolution of 10-7 refractive index units (RIU) [27]. So far,
the resolution of nanohole arrays has been demonstrated to
be between 10-4-10-6 RIU; however, those works used
complicated optical setups [28-30].

In this work, we optimize the resolution of nanohole arrays
in metal films for refractive index sensing by increasing the
sensitivity with modifications to the hole-array parameters
and by reducing the noise of the sensor system. We achieve
a bulk resolution of 6×10-7 RIU. Due to the collinear
microscope geometry and potential for dense multiplexing
of nanohole arrays with optofluidic functionality [31-33],
the results are encouraging for future biosensing
applications.

2. Simulation methods and results
To have an idea of the optimal parameters for nanohole
sensors, we performed comprehensive calculations of the
transmission spectra of nanohole arrays using the finitedifference time-domain method (FDTD). To model the
dispersive gold film a fit to the experimental data of Johnson
and Christy was used [34]. The substrate was taken to have
refractive index of 1.52 (for glass) and the refractive index
of the background was varied to determine the sensitivity.
The simulation domain used perfectly matched layer
boundaries to prevent reflections and Bloch boundary
conditions for the periodic structure. A plane wave source
was used normally incident on the nanohole array. A
frequency domain profile monitor collected the transmission
through the holes in the visible and near infrared wavelength
range. A mesh over-ride of 2 nm was used over the metal
film, and this was confirmed to capture the surface plasmon
dispersion by finite difference mode calculations. The
sensitivity was determined by noting the change in the
transmission characteristics for varying refractive index of
the solution surrounding the holes.
Periodicity of the array, hole-diameter, and metal thickness
were varied to obtain the best performance of the nanohole
array sensor. FDTD simulations were carried out for holediameters from 140 nm to 250 nm, periodicities from
415 nm to 570 nm, and gold film thicknesses from 100 nm
to 500 nm.
Fig. 1(a) shows the transmission spectrum of the optimized
nanohole arrays for film thickness of 100 nm. The
optimization was determined in terms of the resolution,
assuming that shot noise is the dominant factor (for which
the noise scales as the square root of the intensity).
Considering this, the resolution, when changing the

refractive index from n1 = 1.330

to n2 = 1.331 will be

Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectrum and resolution
parameter for a 500 nm gold film thickness. The optimal
parameters for this thickness were hole-diameter of 260 nm
and periodicity of 570 nm. The largest R value change is at
the wavelength of 655 nm.

proportional to the resolution parameter, R :
R=

I n1 − I n 2

(1)

I n1

Using Equation (1), we compare the performance between
the nanohole arrays, where I n1 and I n 2 are the transmission
intensities for the different refractive index values. Fig. 1(b)
shows that the optimal wavelength for operation is at 648
nm for this film thickness, and this occurs for a holediameter of 150 nm and a periodicity of 425 nm.

Fig. 3. Results of FDTD simulations. (a) Spectrum of a
circular nanohole array of diameter 260 nm and periodicity
570 nm in a gold film of 500 nm thickness. (b) Optimal
wavelength for operation is 655 nm.
Comparing Figs. 1-3, it is clear that the thicker films provide
better performance. In practice, however, we are limited by
the ability to make high-aspect nanoholes in thick films and
the duration of milling, and so we do not attempt larger
thicknesses than 500 nm in this work. It is also interesting to
note that the optimal wavelength of operation was
consistently around 650 nm for all of the film thicknesses,
and this has important ramifications for the sensor
performance, as discussed further in Section 6.

Fig. 1. Results of FDTD simulations. (a) Spectrum of a
circular nanohole array of diameter 150 nm and periodicity
425 nm in a gold film of 100 nm thickness. (b) Optimal
wavelength for operation is at 648 nm.
It is interesting to note here that the optimal periodicity for
the 100 nm film is close to the expected lowest order Bragg
resonance of the plasmon dispersion for this wavelength;
however, this is not the case for the thicker films. We will
discuss this further in Section 6.

3. Fabrication procedure
The nanohole arrays were fabricated by using a FB-2100
(Hitachi) focused ion beam with a gallium ion source. The
ion beam was set to 40 keV for milling, and a beam current
of 0.01 nA. Fig. 4 shows a scanning electron microscope
image of the circular nanohole array. To match the
simulations, the nanohole arrays were milled in film
thicknesses of 100 nm, 300 nm and 500 nm. Due to the cost
of fabrication, the simulations were used to reduce the range
of fabrication parameters. For the 100 nm film thickness, the
periodicity was scanned from 415 nm to 435 nm in steps of
5 nm and the diameters used were 150 nm and 160 nm. For
the 300 nm and 500 nm film thicknesses, the diameters used
were 260 nm and 270 nm and the periodicity was scanned
from 550 nm to 575 nm in steps of 5 nm.

Fig. 2 shows equivalent results for a gold film of 300 nm
thickness. The optimal parameters found were hole-diameter
of 260 nm, periodicity of 570 nm. The wavelength for the
best performance was 655 nm.

Good verticality of the side-walls was confirmed by energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy studies, which showed that
the gold was removed from the region of precisely (to
within 5 nm) the specified radius.

Fig. 2. Results of FDTD simulations. (a) Spectrum of a
circular nanohole array of diameter 260 nm and periodicity
570 nm in a gold film of 300 nm thickness. (b) Optimal
wavelength for operation 655 nm.
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resonances (that are angle-sensitive) are more spectrally
pure [36].
A CCD camera (Thorlabs DCU224C) was used to record a
video of the sub-wavelength structures while flowing
solutions of slightly different refractive index over the
sample. Any change in the refractive index of the solution
appears as a change in intensity. A syringe pump (Harvard
apparatus 11 series) was used for a stable liquid flow rate of
7 µL/min.

Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscope image of circular
apertures with a diameter of 260 nm in a 500 nm thick gold
film.
Fig. 5 shows the microfluidic chip. For measuring change in
intensity due a change in the index of refraction we use a
microfluidic flow channel which consists of a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchip made by rapid
prototyping lithography [35]. The master mold of the
channel was patterned on a silicon wafer using SU-8 50
photoresist. For the development of the microchip, a curing
agent and PDMS (ratio 10:1) were used. The gold sample
with PDMS flow channel was sandwiched between two
acrylic layers to seal the flow channel.
Fig. 6. Schematic of optical setup used for measuring the
change in intensity of the fabricated gold samples with a
super continuum laser source tunable over the visible near
infrared region.

5. Results
In the experiments, the 100 nm thick gold film showed the
largest sensitivity for a hole-diameter of 150 nm and
periodicity of 425 nm, with a resolution of 2×10-6 RIU. The
300 nm thick film showed largest sensitivity for a holediameter of 260 nm and periodicity of 570 nm with a
resolution of 8×10-7 RIU. The 500 nm thick film showed the
largest sensitivity for a hole-diameter of 260 nm and
periodicity of 570 nm, with a resolution of 6×10-7 RIU.
These parameter values are all in close-agreement with the
simulation results. It is clear also that the thicker film gives
better resolution, as expected from the simulations.

Fig. 5. Microchip of a 500 nm thick gold film sample and
with PDMS microfluidic over-channel sandwiched between
acrylic layers.

4. Experimental setup
Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup for measuring the
fabricated gold samples. To enable scanning over a wide
range of wavelengths, a supercontinuum light source
(Fianium SC400) was used. With the acousto-optic tunable
filter (AOTF), any desired wavelength ranging from 400 nm
to 1100 nm could be obtained. This source illuminated the
top surface of the sub-wavelength apertures. A spatial filter
was used to improve the spatial/spectral quality of the laser
beam. Two objective lenses had been set up to measure the
transmission of the nanohole arrays. First, the laser beam
was focused using a microscope objective of 0.1 NA, and
then it was collected with a microscope objective of 0.5 NA.
We experimented with various objective lens combinations,
and we found that this is a good configuration. In particular,
the high NA objective below the glass substrate helps to
acquire a larger number of photons. By contrast, the low NA
objective above the microfluidic channel ensures a low
angular deviation in the incident photons, so that the

Fig. 7 shows the best result obtained among all the arrays,
varying the refractive index to determine the sensitivity. The
curve in Fig. 7(a) has a staircase appearance because it was
acquired by scanning the AOTF in 5 nm steps for 5 second
duration at each step. For convenience, the figure is plotted
versus wavelength instead of time.
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interband absorption peak of gold (around 510 nm). Second,
the magnitude of the relative permittivity at 655 nm is not
too large (it is closer to the plasma frequency than further in
the IR, for example), which allows for significant
electromagnetic field penetration into the metal and
pronounced plasmonic effects. It is fortuitous that the
optimal operation considering the material properties of gold
coincides fairly well with the optimal sensitivity of the CCD
camera used in this experiment (~600 nm), because this
allows for higher photon collection efficiency, and therefore
reduced shot-noise signal-to-noise ratio.
Fig. 7. (a) Representation in time of the spectrum of a
nanohole array while flowing two different refractive index
solutions. (b) Difference in intensities of two refractive
index solutions.

It is common to use the SP Bragg relation to determine the
optimal periodicity for nanohole array sensing:

(

λSP ( i , j ) = p i + j

After choosing the optimal wavelength of operation for the
nanohole array sensor measurements, by the procedure in
Fig. 7, bulk sensitivity measurements were carried out with a
higher intensity of 3.6 mW and using a low-pass finite
impulse response numerical filter. Fig. 8 shows the intensity
change of the circular nanohole arrays subjected to
refractive index change of 0.0005 operating at 655 nm. The
numerical filtering reduced the time resolution to 0.5 frames
per second. The highest resolution that was obtained was
6×10-7 RIU.

where ε m

2

2

)

−

1
2

1/ 2

 ε dε m 
ε +ε 
 d m

(2)

and ε d are the permittivities of metal and

dielectric material, p is the periodicity, i and j are integers
that represent Bragg resonance orders. This gives reasonable
results for predicting the resonance wavelength for thinner
films for the lowest order resonance. For example, the
i = 0 , j = 1 resonance of the 100 nm film with 425 nm
periodicity on the water side is predicted to be 625 nm, and
was observed to be 648 nm in the simulations. We see here,
however, that larger periodicities are required for thicker
films, and these do not seem to match the lowest order
resonance. Indeed, they are closer to the i = 1 ,
j = 1 resonance. The reason for this effect is still under
investigation; however, this shows that future investigations
should not simply chose the lowest order resonance
wavelength as has been done in the past [37].

7. Conclusions
We optimized the resolution of circular nanohole arrays in
metal films for refractive index sensing by increasing the
sensitivity with modifications to the hole-array parameters
(film thickness, periodicity and diameter), by determining
the optimal wavelength of operation, and by reducing the
noise of the sensor system (through increased collection
efficiency, increased intensity and numerical filtering). We
achieve a bulk resolution of 6×10-7 RIU. Due to the collinear
microscope geometry, the potential for multiplexing of
nanohole arrays and improved optofluidic functionality [32],
these results are encouraging for future detection of
chemical and biological species.

Fig. 8. Experimental results for measuring the change in
intensity at 655 nm wavelength for a 500 nm thick gold film.
An array of circular holes with diameter of 260 nm and
periodicity of 570 nm were used.

6. Discussion
First we note that good agreement is seen between the
simulation and the experiments. The achieved resolution of
6×10-7 RIU is a promising step towards competing with
existing commercial SPR devices (10-7 resolution), while
allowing for the integration, multiplexing and optofluidic
advantages of nanohole SPR.
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Abstract
We discuss here potential venues for applications and exotic
features of quantum metamaterials. We explore the
coupling of conventional electromagnetic metamaterials
with quantum emitters and the wave properties of quantum
metamaterials obtained by tailoring their effective band
structure. We discuss anomalous enhancement effects in the
quantum emission properties of individual and collections
of small emitters in the presence of metamaterials, as well
as matter-wave cloaking and anomalous tunneling
phenomena for quantum mechanical waves in artificial
materials with exotic band structures.

1. Introduction
The field of metamaterials and plasmonic materials has
evolved tremendously in the past few years, expanding into
a variety of novel fields and disciplines. Initially based on
purely classical concepts, the trend of the last few years has
been to consider smaller and more closely spaced
nanoparticles, forcing scientists to consider quantum effects
for the proper modeling of metamaterials [1]-[2], in
particular for shorter wavelengths in fields like optics and
plasmonics. In addition, combination of metamaterials with
quantum sources and small optical emitters has
tremendously expanded, together with the application of
optical antennas for which quantum emitters may represent
efficient localized power sources [3]. The field of
metamaterials is currently mature to include quantum
effects, also tailoring the effective band structure of
composite materials to produce anomalous propagation
properties for matter waves. In this paper, we theoretically
discuss potential applications of quantum metamaterials,
considering the coupling of small quantum sources with
electromagnetic systems, and the tailoring of band structure
to produce anomalous quantum effects.
As a first example of our investigations in this area, inspired
by electromagnetic metamaterials, we discuss how lowconstitutive parameters [4]-[8], compared to those available
in nature, may be especially attractive to modify the
quantum emission properties of small sources. Zeropermittivity (ENZ) metamaterial channels have been
proposed to increase the spontaneous emission of small
optical sources within a purely classical analysis [9]. We

discuss here how these effects may be even more dramatic
than what predicted based on purely classical mechanisms,
including the effects of quantum super-radiance in systems
that have a large physical area, but a small electrical size,
due to the large phase velocity of the modes supported in an
ENZ channel.
In addition, we discuss how, by modifying the effective
band structure of metamaterials, we may be able to translate
and extend established metamaterial effects to matter waves.
ENZ tunneling and plasmonic cloaking will be discussed for
matter waves, analyzing the potentials of these effects when
translated into the quantum arena. To this end, transmissionline modeling of wave propagation in quantum
metamaterials will be applied to anomalous constitutive
parameters and composite systems, showing that the tools
successfully used in conventional metamaterials may be
theoretically extended also in the area of quantum
metamaterials.

2. Quantum Metamaterials
Metamaterials are artificial materials characterized by a
wave interaction not commonly available in nature. They
have been mostly applied to electromagnetic and acoustic
waves, but recent interest in the extension and application
of these concepts to matter waves has been explored in a
variety of scenarios. A design mimicking the Veselago’s
lens in optics has been proposed for matter waves,
exploiting an electron focusing effect across a p-n junction
in graphene [10]. Total transmission of cold Rubidium
atoms through an array of sub-De Broglie wavelength slits
has been theoretically demonstrated in [11]. Semiconductor
heterostructures have been exploited to predict total
transmission for electrons in a layered 1D quantum
metamaterial [12]. Cloaking of matter waves using an
invariant transformation of the Schrödinger equation has
been theoretically demonstrated in [13].
In the case of periodic arrays, which make the vast majority
of metamaterial geometries, at frequencies such that the
wavelength is long compared to the periodicity of the
metamaterial, the equations governing the wave propagation
can be homogenized and effective constitutive parameters
may be defined. By carefully designing the sub-wavelength
periodic structure of the medium, materials with anomalous
values of constitutive parameters may be engineered.

Metamaterials are therefore associated with exotic
properties, not directly available in nature, like negative
refraction, extreme parameters, fast or slow waves, and
extraordinary tunneling. These properties make them
particularly interesting for a wide range of applications
including far-field imaging, sensing and cloaking. In this
section we discuss how these concepts may be applied to
matter waves and to electromagnetic waves interacting with
quantum systems, both aspects belonging to the general area
of quantum metamaterials (QMM), whose properties cannot
be described within classical concepts.

and assuming that the strength of the potential is small
compared with the fundamental bandgap, one term in the
expansion (2) is dominant and the solution of equation (1) is
in first approximation

2.1. Classification and general discussion

where Ec 0 is the energy at the extremum, and the effective
mass tensor is defined as:

2.1.1.

F ( r )u n 0 ( r ) .

F ( r ) is the envelope function and satisfies the single-band
effective mass equation:
2

2

Type I quantum metamaterials

As a first type of QMM, we will consider quantum systems
embedded in a conventional electromagnetic metamaterial,
and strongly coupled to it. Here the quantum nature is
brought by the quantum system, which for example may be
represented by quantum dots and/or quantum wells. The
fundamental idea behind type I QMM is that metamaterials
can be exploited to dramatically enhance quantum effects.
An example of type 1 QMM would be a system of quantum
emitters radiating in an electromagnetic metamaterial. We
will treat this type of QMM in section 3 of this paper, and
show that very peculiar properties can be achieved when
including quantum effects in the classical electrodynamic
theory of metamaterials.
2.1.2.

mˆ ij*
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H 0 U (r )
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F continuous
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We see that all the effects from the periodic potential are
absorbed into the effective-mass parameter. Considering the
external potential U as a medium parameter (i.e., the
energy difference at the band edge), we may consider the
material to be an effective homogeneous medium for the
envelope of the quantum particle. This justifies the term
‘quantum metamaterial’.
Examples of type II QMM, for which the single band
effective mass approximation is valid, include conduction
electrons in direct band gap semiconductors operated close
to their point, or cold atoms in an optical lattice. The
analogy between type II QMM and electromagnetic or
acoustic metamaterials make them particularly suitable for
translating and exploiting the most exotic effects discovered
in these fields to matter waves. We will discuss specific
examples of type II QMM in sections 4 and 5.

, (1)

where we have assumed that the potential energy may be
split into a periodic part Vc (r ) and a non-periodic part
U ( r ) , which is assumed to be slowly varying on the scale
of the lattice constant. H 0 represents the part of the full
Hamiltonian that commutes with all the translation
operators constructed from a lattice vector. By virtue of
Bloch’s theorem, it is possible to find a basis of common
eigenvectors of H 0 and all the lattice translation operators.
We denote this basis of Bloch’s functions as
eik .r unk (r ) , where unk (r ) has the lattice periodicity,
nk

and we use it to expand the solution
Schrödinger equation (1) as

2

1

F and mˆ *

The second type of quantum metamaterial (type II QMM)
consists of an artificial medium supporting quantum or
matter waves. In order to further illustrate this concept, let’s
review how the motion of particles can be described by a
wave equation with effective parameters. The timeindependent Schrödinger equation for a particle can be
written as
2m0

( mˆ *

If the potential energy changes very rapidly (for example, in
a heterojunction between two direct band-gap
semiconductors), the theory presented above is still valid if
one considers the boundary condition [15]:

Type II quantum metamaterials

2

(3)

3. Boosting quantum super-radiance in an epsilonnear-zero medium
As example of type I QMM we will consider the emission
properties of a system of identical 2-level quantum emitters
in a metamaterial with extremely low value of effective
permittivity. Consider a non-magnetic background medium
with effective permittivity in which we embed a system of
N identical 2-level quantum emitters, radiating at frequency
0 , for instance quantum dots or atoms. We note N 0 the
concentration of emitters, and d the off-diagonal matrix
element of the dipole moment operator (chosen to be real).
We will assume that at t 0 all the 2-levels atoms are in
their excited state. All the emitters are therefore expected to
spontaneously radiate as a result of the interaction with the
quantum fluctuations of the electric field. The background is
considered as a classical metamaterial in which one can

of the full
(2)

n,k

It can be shown [14] that around a maximum or minimum
in the band diagram, within the single band approximation

2

achieve anomalous values of permittivity at the emission
frequency of the 2-level atoms.
As was first pointed out by Dicke in his original paper [16]
about coherent super-radiance, the independence of the
spontaneous decay of several identical atoms is a wild
assumption, and a more accurate description of the problem
leads to quite different results. Interestingly, the interaction
of the atoms through their radiation electromagnetic fields
results in correlation between the atomic dipole moments,
leading to the formation of macroscopic polarization, the
latter being proportional to the total number of atoms in the
system N . As a consequence, the total radiation intensity is
considerably enhanced, and the spontaneous decay time is
shortened. We shall now describe this effect more
quantitatively, and explain how it can be further enhanced
by decreasing the permittivity of the medium.

determine the scaling properties of super-radiance and the
effect of the background permittivity. We have
t

Z
'

R,

c

x0

(11)

(12)

(13)

0

where c is the phase velocity of light in the considered
medium. Note than this length does not depend on the
permittivity of the background medium. This implies that it
is not possible to extend the spatial range of super-radiance
by tailoring . This is simply related to the fact that when
two emitters are separated by more than x0 , they cannot
interact through their radiation field because the
electromagnetic interaction cannot go faster than the speed
of light in vacuum. As a consequence, they belong to two
different uncorrelated super radiating segments. We
therefore restrict ourselves to a single super-radiating
segment by requiring that the system be smaller than x0 .
The normalization constant for the electric field is:
e0

i

0

d

(14)

The method for solving this system of equation has first
been proposed by Burnham and Chiao when modeling the
coherent resonant fluorescence excited by a short light pulse
[20]. We consider the auto-modeling solution of the
Maxwell-Bloch equation, and numerically solve the
resulting differential equation with the appropriate boundary
conditions. This yields the magnitude of the electric field as
a function of x and t. From its value, we can compute the
radiation intensity (number of photons per unit time radiated
through one end of the system).

(8)
(9)

where Z is the population difference or inversion, R is the
envelope of the non-diagonal element of the local average of
the density matrix, which is linked with the local
polarization of the medium, E is the normalized electric
field,
is the normalized coordinate x and ' is the
normalized retarded time
'

e e0 1

The characteristic length x0 is the above-mentioned ArecchiCourtens length which is given by:

(7)
R

x x0 1 ,

d 2 0 N0
2

0

To address the effect of the permittivity of the medium on
the radiative properties of our quantum metamaterial we
exploit a semi-classical model of super-radiance. This model
is suitable for describing systems whose size exceeds the
emission wavelength. We briefly review the basic
assumptions of this model: we will assume that the system is
a rectangular box whose size is smaller than the ArecchiCourtens length (critical length beyond which the system
splits up to several incoherent super-radiating segments)
[17]. The system is opened at both ends along the x axis. In
addition, we assume that all physical quantities depend only
on one spatial coordinate x and that the quantum dipole
moments and electric fields are polarized along
the y direction. This simple model has been proven to
describe with excellent accuracy experimentally measured
super-radiant pulses [18].
The semi-classical approach that we follow combines the
quantum mechanical treatment of the 2-level system with
the classical treatment of the radiation field. His main result
is the dimensionless Maxwell-Bloch non-linear PDE
equations system [19]
Z

,

where e is the electric field. The frequency 0 gives
information on the characteristic time of super-radiance

3.1. Model

R
'

0

(10)

is the normalized time. The way that these
where
quantities are normalized is of crucial importance to
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Figure 1: Output intensity versus time for different
concentrations of emitters. The relative permittivity of the
background medium is 1.

Figure 2: Output intensity versus time for different value of
the relative permittivity of the background medium, for 100
emitters.

3.2. Results

4. Plasmonic cloaking of matter waves

In order to highlight the exotic features of our quantum
metamaterial we plot in Fig. 1 the number of emitted
photons versus time for different values of total number of
emitters. Fig. 2 compares the output intensity for different
values of the background permittivity. The energy levels of
the identical quantum emitters are assumed to be separated
by 3.1 eV, the dipole moment d is chosen to be 10 29 C.m,
and the cross-sectional area of the system used in the
intensity calculations is 4000 nm2. We notice that the
maximum peak value is proportional to N 2 . This is the
dramatic effect of interaction between the emitters through
their common radiation field. One would indeed expect the
output intensity to be proportional to N if the sources were
independent. We also see that the super-radiance
characteristic time is inversely proportional to the total
number of atoms in the system. This suggests that the
radiation decay time can be extremely short for sufficiently
dense media.
The effect of decreasing the permittivity is also dramatic:
both radiation intensity and characteristic time are roughly
inversely proportional to
. This suggests the use of
metamaterials as background media in order to achieve very
low values of permittivity and further enhance both the
maximum output intensity and the radiation time.
In summary, this very simple model predicts a significant
boosting of spontaneous emission in quantum metamaterials
made of confined identical quantum emitters in an ENZ
background. This result is significantly larger than what
predicted in [9] adopting a purely classical analysis.

As an example of a potential application of type-II QMM,
we investigate the possibility of cloaking matter waves by
cancelling the scattering cross-section of a given potential
profile.
4.1. Preliminaries

Cloaking of matter waves has been theoretically predicted
for spherical systems with given potential energy and
effective mass, by considering an invariant transformation of
the Schrödinger equation [13]. Here, we take a different
approach, similar to what has been done in the field of
plasmonic cloaking. Similar to what proposed for
electromagnetic [21] and acoustic waves [22], the idea is to
exploit the scattering cancellation based on the negative
local polarizability of a cover made of low-permittivity or
low-density metamaterial. The purpose of this cover is to
cancel the dominant scattering terms in the multipole
expansion of the scattered fields. This method is very robust
to geometry since it does not rely on a resonance
phenomenon. The first experimental realization of a cloaked
device for a free-standing 3D object was based on this
principle [23]. We discuss now how plasmonic cloaking
may be translated to matter waves. For the purpose of clarity
we will not consider motion in a periodic potential, and
therefore we consider a quantum particle in vacuum
impinging on a region with non-zero potential U ( r ) . This is
equivalent to setting Vc to zero in equation (1). This
situation corresponds to the usual quantum problem of
scattering by a potential. We make the usual assumptions
that the impinging particles are spinless and structureless.
The potential is not necessarily central, but it is negligible
outside a certain action zone .

4

cover or the core would scatter, but when combined and
interfering with each other, they cancel each other, making
the obstacle totally transparent to the impinging wave. The
cloaking condition is robust to geometry imperfections or
fluctuations in the potentials, since it does not rely on a
resonance phenomenon. The associated low observability of
the cloaked object may find potential application in
electronics, sensing, and imaging.

4.2. Cloaking condition

Let’s start from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in the
position representation: the solution of the Schrödinger
equation satisfies the following integral equation [24]:
(r )

eikz

d 3 r ' G (r

r ')u (r ) (r ) ,

(15)

where
1 eikr
4 r

G (r )

5. Transmission-line theory of guided matter wave

(16)

Given the strong analogy between type II QMM and
conventional electromagnetic or acoustic metamaterials, we
strongly suspect that type-II QMM may be associated with
similar anomalous tunneling phenomena as for classical
metamaterials. These phenomena are well described by
transmission-line (TL) theory. In this section, we first
illustrate the need for a TL theory of matter waves. We
show that TL theory is the most suitable tool to understand
the extraordinary tunneling phenomena associated with
electromagnetic metamaterials, through the examples of
ENZ supercoupling and tunneling at the plasmonic
Brewster angle. Then, we develop a transmission line
theory for guided matter waves which may be directly
applied to transpose those concepts into the quantum world,
paving the way to a variety of exciting applications.

Is the Green’s function associated with the linear operator
2
k 2 and u (r ) is a normalized potential related to the
potential U ( r ) by
2

U (r )

2m0

u (r ) .

(17)

Equation (14) can be solved by iteration, but if the potential
u ( r ) is small enough one can keep only the first term,
following Born approximation
(r )

1
4

eikz

d 3 r ' u (r ')eiK .r ' ,

(18)

where K k s ki is the difference between the scattered
wave vector in the direction r ' and the incident wave vector.
Imagine now to be able to add a potential cover uc ( r )
around the action zone of the potential. Let’s denote by c
the finite domain where the potential cover is non-zero.
Equation (15) becomes:
(r )

1
4

eikz

d 3 r ' u (r ')eiK .r '

d 3 r ' uc (r ')eiK .r '

5.1. ENZ supercoupling

ENZ supercoupling is a peculiar transmission phenomenon
which occurs between two waveguides of very different
cross-sectional areas. Consider an infinite parallel-plate
waveguide directly connected to another infinite waveguide
with much smaller cross section. Intuitively, one would
expect almost total reflection of the TEM waves at the
junction between the two waveguides, because of the huge
impedance mismatch introduced by the difference in crosssections. From TL analysis, however, we find the condition
for having zero reflection as [6]

(19)

c

Cloaking is achieved when the integral over the cover
cancels the one over the initial potential:
d 3 r ' uc (r ')eiK .r '

d 3 r ' u (r ')eiK .r ' .

(20)

h1

For instance, for constant potentials and in the quasistatic
limit, one has the simple condition:
u.

uc

(21)

For spherical constant potentials, if
denotes the ratio
between the shell and the core radii, the cloaking condition
becomes
3

1

3

.

(23)

2

is the
where h denotes the waveguide height and
effective permittivity of the medium filling each waveguide.
We have assumed that the permeability in the two
waveguide is the same. If h2 h1 and the permittivities are
of the same order of magnitude, condition (22) is far from
being fulfilled. But interestingly, if 2 is near zero, total
transmission is paradoxically achieved for a waveguide of
infinitely small h2 [5]. The associated large field
enhancement, uniform all along the small waveguide due to
the ENZ quasistatic response, is peculiarly independent of
its length and shape and has been proposed for novel
concepts in light concentration and harvesting [25], sensing
[26], boosting molecular emission [9] or optical nonlinearity [27].

c

Uc
U

h2 ,
1

c

(22)

The analogies with the case of plasmonic cloaking for
electromagnetic or acoustic waves are evident. The
multipole expansion is replaced by the Born expansion, and
the dipole approximation by the Born approximation. Like
in the electromagnetic case, the cover needs to have opposite
local polarizability to cancel dipolar scattering. Alone, the
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5.2. Plasmonic Brewster angle

Tunneling of electromagnetic waves at the plasmonic
Brewster angle is another example of anomalous tunneling
through a very small aperture. Like ENZ tunneling, it relies
on impedance matching. Therefore, this phenomenon is best
described by transmission line formalism. Consider a
metallic screen corrugated by very narrow slits. It has been
shown [28] that the impedance mismatch with a normally
incident plane wave can be totally compensated if the angle
of incidence satisfies the following matching condition:
sw ,
k0 d

cos( )

2 m*
2

2

E V

a

2

.

a a
( , , z)
2 2

0

ab du
m* dz

iab

0

m*

(26)

k z eikz z .

(28)

m2*k z 2
a2b2

(32)

0

eik z z

(33)

We have presented and theoretically explored exotic
properties and applications of quantum metamaterials. Type
I quantum metamaterials, which are constituted of a
quantum system strongly coupled to a classical
metamaterial, were illustrated by considering the
spontaneous radiation properties of a system of identical
quantum emitters in a near-zero permittivity medium. We
have presented quantitative arguments to support the fact
that super-radiance may be strongly enhanced in an epsilonnear-zero background. Type II quantum metamaterials are
artificial media with exotic effective properties for matter
waves. We have shown how such media can be constructed
by tailoring the band structure of quantum particles in
periodic potentials. Exotic properties of matter wave
metamaterials have been illustrated through several
promising examples. We have shown that in principle it is
possible to achieve plasmonic cloaking for matter waves, by
designing a cover to cancel the scattering from a region of
non-zero potential. In addition, we have shown that the

and the line current as
i( z )

(31)

6. Conclusions

b

(27)

m* k z
ab

An angle of incidence can be taken into account by
appropriately inserting factors cos i in the definitions of
the line voltage and current in order to ensure the continuity
of the probability and probability current at the junctions
between unbounded media and waveguides. This
modification allows a translation of the plasmonic Brewster
tunneling to matter waves, which we will explore in detail
in an upcoming publication.

(25)

eikz z

i

( x, y , z )

We propose the following TL model for the wave
propagation along z. The line voltage u ( z ) is defined as
u( z)

(30)

It is evident how this theory can be exploited to transpose
epsilon-near-zero supercoupling to matter waves, with
similar properties as described in Section 5.1. Moreover,
this theory is obviously valid for plane waves in unbounded
media (or particles with well-defined momentum), written
in the form:

where a and b are the rectangular cross-section dimensions
in the x and y directions, 0 is a constant, and (n, m) is a
pair of nonzero integers. We will restrict ourselves to the
(1,1) mode, for which the guided wave number k z satisfies
the dispersion relation
k z2

ab 2 .
kz
m*

m1*k z1
a1b1

TL theory for matter waves has been proposed to describe
propagation of plane waves in one dimensional problems
[29]. We propose to extend it to the description of guided
matter waves, in order to enable easy transposition of the
two above mentioned extraordinary tunneling. Imagine a
rectangular matter waveguide made out of infinite potential
walls filled up with a type-II QMM with effective
parameters m* and V . The solution of the timeindependent Schrödinger equation for the envelope function
can be written as
n x
m y ik z z
sin
e
a
b

Yp

Note that this definition of voltage and current has been
chosen to ensure the continuity of the probability and
probability current along the line. With these definitions,
the junction between two waveguides with different crosssection can be directly modeled by connecting the two TL
models together. The condition for total transmission
between two semi-infinite waveguides is obtained by
equating the line impedances:

(24)

sin

(29)

Zs
Yp

5.3. TL theory of guided matter waves

0

m*
ab

The line impedance is therefore:

where s is the wave number inside the screen, w is the
width of the slits, k0 is the free space wave number and d
is the periodicity of the grating. This phenomenon is of
particular interest since the associated ultrabroadband
tunneling can span from dc to the visible range for a fixed
incidence angle.

( x, y , z )

Zs

The primary parameters of the line are the shunt line
admittance Yp and the series line impedance Z s , given by
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applications of classical metamaterials may be successfully
translated into the quantum arena. A transmission-line
theory for matter waves has been presented and we have
showed how this tool may be successfully applied to
transpose ENZ supercoupling and plasmonic Brewster
angle tunneling to the quantum wave functions. These
phenomena may be of interest in a variety of applications
including sensing, electronics, or imaging.
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Abstract
A printed Z-shaped electric meta-atom is presented as an
alternative design to the conventional electric-LC (ELC)
resonator. We propose to redesign the ELC resonator
pattern to get a compact and a low cost electric resonator
exhibiting a strong electric response. Our approach consists
in redressing the resonator shape to accommodate higher
inductance and therefore leading to a lower resonance
frequency without being limited by fabrication tolerances.
Simulation and measurement results show that the Z metaatom exhibits an electric response to normally incident
radiation and can be used very effectively in producing
materials with negative permittivity.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials offer remarkable properties that go beyond
conventional natural materials and are actually used in
novel class electromagnetic devices such as invisibility
cloaks [1-5], rotators [6], retroreflectors [7], Luneburg
lenses [8], waveguide tapers [9] and directive antennas [1017]. A typical metamaterial is an artificially engineered
structure made of a periodic array of sub wavelength
metallic or dielectric inclusions called meta-atoms. Various
forms of meta-atoms such as Split Ring Resonator (SRR)
[18] or electric-LC (ELC) resonator [19] have been shown
to be able to produce respectively a wide range of
permeability or permittivity values in the vicinity of the
resonance. Other metamaterial resonators such as the Sshaped structures [20, 21] and the asymmetric cut wire pairs
[22-24] have shown a negative refractive index. In order to
use such resonators in the effective medium regime, the
ratio between the operating wavelength and the unit cell
size must be greater than 4 [25]. Different approaches have
been proposed to increase the latter ratio with the main goal
to shift downwards the resonance frequency of the metaatoms. For instance, solutions such as integrating
interdigital capacitors [26] or using high permittivity or
permeability host substrates [27] have been proposed.
However, such attempts are very limited according to the
fabrication technology when frequency shifts upwards.
It is our aim in this paper to investigate numerically and
experimentally the electromagnetic properties of a Z-shaped
meta-atom in the microwave regime. The latter meta-atom
is obtained by changing the LC equivalent circuit topology

of the ELC resonator. It is reported that the structure
presents an electric resonance which occurs at a lower
frequency than that presented by the ELC resonator for
similar geometrical dimensions. A negative real part of ε is
demonstrated in the vicinity of the resonance. Moreover, the
experimental study of cross-polarization and magnetoelectric coupling in such an electric Z-shaped resonator is
presented. The results are further compared with those of
completely symmetric ELC and electric I-shaped
resonators. It is shown that cross-polarization is near zero in
the resonance vicinity of the Z-shaped resonator, indicating
that a purely electric response is obtained at resonance.

2. From ELC to Z-shaped resonator
We first consider the unit cell of the ELC resonator
introduced in Ref. 19 and presented in Fig. 1(a). In the
effective medium regime, where resonator size is much
smaller than the operating wavelength, the ELC resonator
can be described qualitatively in terms of its equivalent
circuit as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). A capacitor-like structure
couples to the electric field and is connected in parallel to
two loops providing inductance to the circuit. In order to
increase the ratio between the operating wavelength and the
ELC unit cell size it has been suggested that the resonance
frequency of the LC circuit expressed as f r =

1
2π LC

,

can be tuned downwards by introducing additional
inductive loops to accommodate more inductance. Similar
to interdigital capacitors, adding inductive loops can be a
difficult technological task at optical frequencies.
Thus, we propose to transform the LC topology of the
ELC resonator with the main goal to lower the resonance
frequency. This transformation presents also the advantage
of facilitating the metamaterial fabrication process. Hence,
the ELC resonator can be easily reduced to an I-shaped
resonator by removing firstly the two side arms, causing the
inductance of the element to considerably decrease. On the
counterpart, a new capacitance is created between the two
horizontal arms. However, this capacitance C is very weak
compared to that of the gap in the middle of the structure,
which suggests that the transformed resonator will show a
higher resonant frequency than the ELC. Removing the gap
in the middle of the resonator changes the LC circuit
topology and the resulting I-shaped resonator presented in

Fig. 1(c) is equivalent to the circuit given in Fig. 1(d). In
this case without the gap, the capacitance needed for the LC
resonance is given by Cp created between two consecutive
unit cells.

A parametric study of the resonators is performed in
order to point out the importance of the different geometric
parameters in the LC resonance frequency and to provide a
guideline for design of such metamaterials. Three series of
calculations are performed for each resonator; the first one
concerns the width of the strip lines w, the second one for
the length ly and the third one concerns the length lx. The
transmission spectra under normal incidence are shown for
each configuration. The parametric study is presented in the
various parts of Fig. 2. Each column corresponds to a
specific resonator and each row corresponds to the study of
a physical parameter. In all subplots, the green traces
correspond to the nominal values and the red and blue
traces correspond respectively to upper and lower values.
When considering only the resonance corresponding to
nominal parameters (green traces), a resonance is clearly
observed for each type of meta-atom. The I-shaped
resonator presents a resonance frequency of 6.4 GHz,
compared to 5.9 GHz for ELC. This shift toward higher
frequencies was predictable since the inductance and
capacitance are reduced when transforming ELC into Ishaped resonator. The shape transformation induces a
change on the LC topology. In a quasi-static approximation,
where resonator size is very small compared to operating
wavelength, the I-shaped structure can be modeled in the
form of the LC resonance circuit presented in Fig. 1(d). The
equivalent capacitance in the I-shaped structure is then
given by Cp since we neglect the capacitance C. According
to the dimensions wg and lg used for the gap of the ELC, the
capacitance of the latter (Cg) is almost half of the one
created by the periodicity (Cp).
The resonance frequency of the Z-shaped resonator is

Figure 1: Unit cells and equivalent LC circuit models. (a)(b) ELC resonator. (c)-(d) I-shaped resonator. (e)-(f) Zshaped resonator. For all the resonators, the geometrical
dimensions are: ax = ay = 6 mm, lx = 5.7 mm, ly = 5.8 mm, w
= 0.3 mm, wg = 0.45 mm and lg = 2 mm.
Another practical shape transformation aiming to
decrease the resonance frequency of the ELC resonator
without changing the lattice constant consists in adding
physical length to both inductive loops by using a slant line
as presented in Fig. 1(e). Adding physical length when
passing from I-shaped to Z-shaped structure shall produce a
larger phase delay and increases the total inductance of the
metamaterial without requiring additional fabrication steps.
Due to this increase in inductance, the Z-shaped resonator
shall present resonance at a lower frequency. The equivalent
circuit model of the resulting Z-shaped structure is given in
Fig. 1(f).

expressed as

fr =

1
where the inductance is
2π L3C p

 2w
l x2 + l y2 

and the
approximated by L3 ≈ µ 0 t s
 l +
w 
x


ε l  2 w 
inter-cell capacitance by C p ≈ x ln
[18].
π  a y − l y 

3. Parametric analysis of the resonators
To examine and compare the performances of the different
resonators presented in Fig. 1, the properties of the
structures are characterized numerically using a Finite
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) Maxwell’s equations
solver, Microwave Studio Suite by CST. The dielectric
spacer used throughout this study is single face coppercladded epoxy with a relative dielectric constant of 3.9, a
tangential loss of 0.02 and a thickness ts = 0.4 mm. For the
samples reported in this paper, the nominal length of the 17
µm thick copper wires along the x- and y-direction is
respectively lx = 5.7 mm and ly = 5.8 mm and the nominal
width is w = 0.3 mm in both simulations and experiments.
For the capacitive gaps present in the ELC, the nominal
width and length is respectively wg = 0.45 mm and lg = 2
mm. For the unit cell, ax = ay = 6 mm. For an
electromagnetic wave incident with a wave vector and field
polarization of Fig. 1, the different resonators will exhibit a
strong electric response.

The circuit theory then predicts a resonance frequency equal
to 5.2 GHz, which is in good agreement with the simulated
value. Concerning the I-shaped resonator, the inductance is
approximated

by

 2w l y 
L2 ≈ µ 0 t s 
+ 
l
 x w

and

the

calculated resonance frequency is 6.2 GHz. The equivalent
capacitance
of the
ELC
resonator
is
given
by

C pCg
C p + Cg

≈

Cp
3

, and it’s inductance is given by

 2w 2l y l y − 2w − wg
L1 ≈ µ 0 t s 
+
+
w
w
 lx


 . Hence, circuit


theory predicts a resonance frequency of 6.3 GHz for the
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Figure 2: Parametric study of ELC, I-shaped and Z-shaped resonators. Variation of w, ly and lx.
ELC resonator. A good qualitative agreement can be
observed with the resonance frequencies obtained from CST
simulations as shown in Table I. The effective medium ratio
λ/a, i.e. the ratio between the operating wavelength and the
unit cell size, is also given for each meta-atom in Table I.
We can clearly observe that parameters extraction is indeed
possible with the different resonators since λ/a is greater
than 4.
Table 1: Computed and measured resonance frequencies
of the resonators (GHz).
Resonator
ELC
I
Z

Simulated
f0
5.9
6.4
4.9

Calculated
f0
6.3
6.2
5.2

Measured
f0
6
7
4.9

Simulated
λ/a
8.5
7.8
10.2

Commenting on the parametric sweep, the first series of
calculation given in Fig. 2 illustrate the influence of the
strip lines width, w. We observe a shift toward higher
frequencies for the three resonators when increasing w,
since the inductance involved in the LC resonance is
reduced. The second series of calculation is based on the
variation of the vertical length ly, and keeping ay fixed to 6
mm. As ly is increased, the resonance frequency of each
meta-atom is decreased. This is because a higher
capacitance value Cp is present between consecutive cells in

the y-direction and also to higher inductance in the circuits.
The third parametric sweep concerns the horizontal length lx
while keeping ax fixed to 6 mm. An increase in lx causes a
decrease in resonance frequency for the different resonators.
However, this decrease is more important in the ELC metaatom since vertical arms are present in the structure and
therefore a capacitance is created between consecutive cells
in the x-direction. In the I- and Z-shaped resonators, the
decrease is only slight due to the absence of vertical arms.
A variation in lx causes inherently a variation in the length
of the slant line in the Z-shaped resonator. On the other
side, the length of the vertical lines does not vary in the Ishaped structure. Therefore a greater change in inductance
is noted with the Z-type resonator and this explains why the
Z-type resonator presents a larger shift in frequency than the
I-shaped one when lx varies.

4. Experimental measurement of the resonators
Prototypes based on the nominal dimensions have been
fabricated for each resonator using standard lithography
techniques. Total sample size is 18 × 18 cells on a 120 mm
× 120 mm dielectric board. Microwave measurements based
on the experimental setup described in ref. 28 have been
done on the fabricated prototypes in an anechoic chamber
using an Agilent 8722ES network analyser and two dualpolarized 2-18 GHz wideband band horn antennas. In this

case, the two horns are polarized similarly, with the wave
vector and electric field polarization directed as shown in
Fig. 1. Phase referencing and normalization have been
performed in transmission by removing the sample from the
signal path, and in reflection, by replacing the sample with a
copper plate. Measured reflection and transmission
coefficients are compared to the simulated ones in Fig. 3.
Calculated and measured magnitudes of S21 show
clearly a resonance dip for each type of resonator. There is a
very good qualitative agreement between simulations and
measurements, except for I-shaped resonator. This
discrepancy is due to the fact that the dimensions obtained
with the fabricated prototype of the I-shaped structure do
not correspond exactly to those used in simulations. Table I
summarizes the numerical and experimental resonance
frequencies.

transmission coefficients T++, T-+, T+- and T-- using the
following equation [29]:
 T+ +

 T− +

T+ −  1  (T xx + T yy ) + i (T xy − T yx )
 = ×
T− −  2  (T xx − T yy ) + i(Txy + T yx )

(T
(T

xx
xx

− T yy ) − i (T xy + T yx )

+ T yy ) − i (T xy − T yx )

(1)

Figure 4: (a)-(b) Computed magnitude of transmission
coefficient for the circularly polarized EM wave, (c)-(d)
Computed polarization azimuth rotation (θ), (e)-(f)
Computed ellipticity angle (η) for the Z-shaped and ELC
resonators respectively.

Figure 3: (a)-(b) Computed, and (c)-(d) measured reflection
and transmission responses of the different resonators.

5. Study of magneto-electric coupling in the Zshaped resonator

Fig. 4(a) shows the calculated T++ and T-- coefficients
for the Z-shaped meta-atom. We can note that conversely to
the chiral metamaterial presented in Ref. 29, the righthanded and left-handed circularly polarized EM waves are
similar in this case. The same behavior is observed for the
ELC resonator as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). The polarization
azimuth rotation θ = arg T+ + − arg T− − 2 , and the

It can be clearly observed that the ELC and I-shaped
resonators possess a high level of symmetry, implying both
an electric coupling to an electric field and a magnetic
coupling to a magnetic field. However due to the symmetric
configuration, the two inductive loops are equivalent but
opposite, cancelling the magnetic coupling in the structure
[19]. Thus, a purely electric response is obtained from such
structures. In the case of the Z-shaped resonator, the only
apparent symmetry is a rotation of 180° around the z-axis.
Because of the lack of mirror symmetry plane in the Z-type
design, the eigenwave in such structures is not as simple as
the y-direction linear polarized wave defined in Fig. 1. For
this reason, cross-polarizing behaviour and magnetoelectric
coupling study need to be addressed.
We first start by verifying the electromagnetic (EM)
wave polarization of the Z-shaped structure. Two linear
eigenmodes corresponding to x-polarized and y-polarized
waves are considered in the numerical simulations.
Therefore, four linear transmission coefficients Txx, Tyx, Txy
and Tyy are obtained and used to calculate circular

[ ( )

ellipticity

T

( )]

−T



1
−−

η = arcsin + +

2
T
+
T
−− 
 ++

of elliptically

polarized light, are presented in Figs. 4(c) and 4(e) and
Figs. 4(d) and 4(f) for the Z-shaped and ELC resonator,
respectively. Compared to Ref. 29, the polarization rotation
and the ellipticity present very low values close to zero for
both the Z-shaped and the ELC resonators, suggesting that
the structures do not possess chiral properties.
Further investigations about magnetoelectric coupling are
performed by comparing the magnetic field vector
distribution in the Z-shaped and ELC resonators at
resonance. As it can be observed in Fig. 5, a magnetic loop
is formed on each side of the central line in both resonators.
The magnetic field vectors of the loops point in opposite
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directions, cancelling the magnetic coupling in the
resonators. It can therefore be deduced that similarly to the
ELC resonator, a purely electric response can be obtained
from the Z-shaped meta-atom.

although the lack of symmetry in the design. Crosspolarization measurements have also been performed on the
highly symmetric I-shaped metamaterial and results
consistent with the ELC have been observed.

Figure 5: .Magnetic field vector distribution at resonance in
the Z-shaped and ELC resonators.

6. Experimental measurement of bianisotropy
Figure 6: Comparison of cross-polarization measurements
for the various ELC, Z-shaped and I-shaped designs. (a)-(c)
0° incidence. (d)-(f) 45° oblique incidence. For calibration,
horns aligned and cross-polarization transmission
measurements are shown for no sample present (blue and
magenta colors).

To experimentally verify bianisotropy effect in the Zshaped
meta-atom,
cross-polarization
transmission
measurements are performed on the 18 × 18 cells fabricated
sample as detailed in [30]. Conversely to co-polarization (or
desired polarization) measurements performed in section 4,
here the two horns are polarized orthogonally with respect
to each other. The horn antenna used as emitter is polarized
with an electric field along the y-direction whereas the one
used as receiver is polarized with an electric field along the
x-direction, such that the E-plane of one horn is oriented
90° with respect to the other.
Measurements on the various element samples are
presented in Fig. 6(a)-(c) for normal incidence (0°) and in
Fig. 6(d)-(f) for 45° incidence in E-plane. For
normalization, co- and cross-polarization measurements are
performed with no sample present. It can clearly be
observed that in both incidence cases, cross-polarization
level of the ELC sample is commensurate with that of no
sample present. For the Z-shaped metamaterial sample,
cross-polarization is considered negligible below 6 GHz
since the level is almost the same as in free space (without
the sample). However, the cross-polarization level tends to
increase above 6 GHz, indicating the presence of magnetoelectric coupling. The resonance frequency of the Z-shaped
metamaterial sample having been experimentally measured
at 4.9 GHz, we can therefore deduce that the latter
resonance is purely electric similar to the ELC meta-atom,

7. Effective parameters retrieval
Using reflection and transmission responses from a single
layer of the sample and considering a y-direction linear
polarized wave, effective parameters can be extracted using
the retrieval procedure described in [31]. This is possible
since the structure period along the propagation direction is
very small compared to the working wavelength. In
performing the retrieval, we assume a z-direction size az = 6
mm corresponding to a cubic unit cell as proposed in Ref.
19. Extracted permittivity ε and permeability µ are shown
for ELC, I-shaped, and Z-shaped resonators in the various
parts of Fig. 7. Real and imaginary parts of µ are
respectively shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). As stated above,
the ELC resonator presents an electric response but no
magnetic response, i.e. the real part of µ is close to unity
over the frequencies of interest. However, the retrieved
parameters do not strictly comply with this principle. As
shown in Fig. 7(a), the real part of µ becomes anti-resonant.
In fact, this anomaly is an artifact introduced during
parameter extraction in a frequency range where the
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medium is highly spatially dispersive [19]. The two other
resonators present similar responses. From Figs. 7(c)-7(f),
we see a strong electric resonance, with the real part of the
permittivity ranging from positive to negative values in the
vicinity of the resonance. The values issued from
measurement data agree very well with those calculated
from numerical simulations. It must be noted that the
extraction from the measured spectra are presented without
any fitting. From the simulated and measured real parts of ε,
it can also be noted that both Z-shaped meta-atoms (with
and without gap) present a wider frequency band where the
values are negative compared to the ELC resonator. Finally,
we stress on the fact that the parameters extracted from the
retrieval procedure described in [31] concerning the Zshaped resonator are valid only in the vicinity of the
resonance, i.e. for frequencies below 6 GHz, since presence
of magneto-electric coupling has been observed for higher
frequencies.

considerably improve the effective medium ratio λ/a. Due
to the simplicity of the structure geometry and to the
absence of capacitive gap, a transposition of geometrical
parameters can be considered for the optical domain.
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Abstract
The Pendry et al. field averaging method for calculation
of effective material parameters is reviewed and its limits
explored. The method is then extended so that it can
accurately calculate the effective material parameters of
lattices where the unit cell size is appreciable but still
quasistatic ( d ~ 0.1λ0 ). The new algorithm is verified by
calculating the effective material properties of periodically
placed particles suspended in free space, as the unit cell size
becomes appreciable. Results of our proposed formulation
are then compared with the Pendry et al. and conventional
volumetric averaging algorithms.

1. Introduction
Artificial materials for electromagnetic and optical
applications typically consist of lattices of dielectric or metal
inclusions of various shapes and sizes [1]. Many inclusion
geometries such as dielectric spheres, metal cylinders, swiss
rolls, and split-ring resonators have been investigated for
their unique electromagnetic behaviors. Successful use of
these materials hinges on the accurate calculation of the
effective permittivity ε eff and permeability µ eff of the
material.
The effective parameters of lattices can be calculated
using a plurality of methods that have been proposed over
the years (see, e.g., [2-5]). In the quasistatic regime, when
the size d of the unit cell of a lattice is small compared to
the operating wavelength, d << λ , and the inclusion volume
is small, it is possible to calculate the effective permittivity
and permeability of the lattices based on the Maxwell
Garnett formula [6]. However, beyond the quasistatic regime
and for high inclusion volume geometries one has to use
more sophisticated approaches.
One often used method to compute effective materials
parameters both in the lab and from computational data is to
equate the scattering parameters of a plane wave incident on
a finite thickness slab to the scattering parameters of an
equivalent transmission line problem [7]. In the lab, free
space measurement systems are used to measure such
scattering parameters and computationally such problems
can be solved trivially. However, contemporary work on
artificial materials has focused on periodic materials that

have lattice constants that are in the 0.05λ0 to 0.4λ0 range
and are only a few layers thick in the direction of wave
propagation. Calculation of effective material parameters
from such geometries using transmission line equivalent
problems is very difficult at best. As identified by others,
periodic materials cannot be exactly modeled by a single
section of homogeneous transmission line [8,9]. Near the
edges of a finite thickness slab the truncation of the lattices
cause the particles near the truncation to polarize differently
than those in an infinite lattice. This edge effect results in
both spatially varying and inherently anisotropic material
parameters near the edge of the slab. To mitigate the effect
this problem has on the calculated effective material
problems one could create a finite thickness slab that is
many cells thick in an attempt to average out the edge effect.
However, this does not completely eliminate the error
caused by the only approximate transmission line model and
results in an unknown and unpredictable amount of inherent
error in the calculated effective material parameters.
To avoid the inherent error of transmission line models,
we instead chose to investigate methods of calculating
effective materials using only the information contained
within a single unit cell away from the lattice edges where
the local electromagnetic behavior is nearly identical to that
of the behavior of an infinite lattice. One particularly
appealing method in the literature is proposed by Pendry
et al. [5]. In the proposed method, effective material
parameters of periodic materials are calculated using only
the local E , D , H , and B fields averaged over unit cells.
The average values of D and B fields are defined as
surface integrals of the local field values while the averages
of E and H fields are defined as line integrals of the local
fields. These local fields can be obtained by numerically
solving the corresponding boundary-value problem for
Maxwell’s equations with an appropriate solver.
Though this approach has been previously reported to
give good results for lattices of some types, the proposers of
the Pendry et al. method have identified two serious
problems with the method [10,11]. First, it's only rigorously
valid in the quasistatic limit and returns increasingly
inaccurate material parameters as the size of the unit cell
increases. Second, beyond the quasistatic limit it returns
complex material parameters for lossless problems.
To eliminate these problems, we are proposing a
modification to the Pendry et al. method. Our modification

is based on using surface averages instead of line averages
for the definition of the averaged electric and magnetic
fields.
In this communication, we first briefly discuss the Pendry
et al. method and its limitations. Next our modification to
the Pendry et al. method is described and how it is applied.
We then apply the Pendry et al. method, our proposed
modified method, and the conventional volume averaging
method to three periodic materials consisting of (a) free
space, (b) dielectric spheres, and (c) dielectric cubes. Lastly,
we report the accuracy of the Pendry et al. method and our
proposed modified method.

if the local distributions of all the fields E , D , H , and B
are known. The distributions of E and H fields can be
obtained by numerically solving the respective boundary
value problem with a full wave solver. The distributions of
D and B fields can then be calculated from those of E
and H fields by using the constitutive relations
D = ε 0ε r E ,

with ε 0 = 8.85 × 10 −12 F/m and µ 0 = 4π × 10 −7 H/m being
the permittivity and permeability of free space and ε r and
µ r are the local relative permittivity and permeability
within the unit cell.
Note the following advantages of the Pendry et al.
method:
i) it only utilizes local field information and thus
simulations can be created that have little or negligible
edge effect problems;
ii) the field quantities used in the method can be easily
calculated using an appropriate commercial software.
However, the Pendry et al. method also has the following
limitation: it is only correct, strictly speaking, in the
quasistatic case. For lattices with an appreciable unit cell
size, it provides a poor description of their effective
parameters [10,11].
As an illustration, we calculated, based on Eqs. (1)-(3),
the effective parameters of a lattice of empty cells with nonnegligible unit cell size when compared to the wavelength of
the incident wave. The local field data sets used in Eqs. (2)(3) were obtained from CST Microwave Studio Suite by
simulating the propagation of a plane wave incident
normally onto a slab of free space. The slab was split into
simple cubic cells (SCCs) of cell size d . The total thickness
of the slab was 9 unit cells and the necessary field
calculations were performed on the unit cell at the center of
the slab. The time domain solver was used to calculate the
numerical results and was set to terminate after the energy of
the system had run down to -80 dB. Automatic meshing of
the geometry was set to 50 lines per wavelength
(convergence of this and the geometries discussed later in
this paper were verified but are not shown here). Once
calculated, post processing templates within the software
were used to calculate the necessary line and surface
averages. Ratios of the averaged quantities were finally used
to calculate the effective material parameters. The
calculation results for both the real and imaginary parts of
the relative values ε eff, r ≡ ε eff / ε 0 and µ eff, r ≡ µ eff / µ 0 of
ε eff and µ eff as functions of the unit cell size are presented
in Fig. 2 (red dashed curves).
As seen from Fig. 2(a), the calculated values of the real
′ r ≡ Re ε eff, r and µ eff,
′ r ≡ Re µ eff, r progressively
parts of ε eff,
diverge away from the value ε r′ = µ r′ = 1 of free space as the
unit cell size increases from d / λ = 0 to approx. 0.7 and
then converges in an oscillating manner to a final value of
′ r = µ eff,
′ r = 0 . A similar oscillating behavior is observed
ε eff,
′′ r ≡ Im ε eff, r and µ eff,
′′ r ≡ Im µ eff, r ,
for the imaginary parts ε eff,
as seen in Fig. 2(b). Conversely, and purely coincidentally
because of the loss free geometry, the final value of

2. Pendry et al. and modified averaging methods
According to Pendry et al., the effective permittivity and
permeability tensors of a lattice of inclusions can be
calculated as [10,11]

(ε eff )ij ≡

Di
Ej

S

(µ eff )ij ≡

,

L

Bi
Hj

S

(1)

L

where Fi is the i th component of the respective field
( F = E , D, H , B ) and the averages Fi S , Fi L are defined
as surface and line integrals
Fi

S

≡

1
S

Fi dS ,

(2)

S

1
(3)
Fi dL
LL
with specific integration surface S and integration path L .
The latter is designated along one of the edges of the unit
cell and the surface S is designated as one of the cell’s
faces as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fi

L

B = µ0 µr H ,

≡

Figure 1: The integration surface S and integration path
L used in Eqs. (2)-(3) to calculate the average values of
z -components of the fields. For x - and y -components,
both the line L and the surface normal n must be in the
respective directions.
Eqs. (1)-(3) play a central role in the Pendry et al.
averaging method. They define how to calculate the
effective permittivity and permeability tensors ε eff and µ eff

2

′′ r and µ eff,
′′ r coincides with the true value
calculated ε eff,
ε r′′ = µ r′′ = 0 for vacuum.

(a)

The discrepancy between the calculated and true values
of ε eff , µ eff of free space has been explained [10,11] as
caused by the spatial variation of the electric and magnetic
fields of the incident wave over large enough unit cells. Due
to this variation, the effective parameters of free space
calculated from Eqs. (1)-(3) become [10]
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where k is the wave number of the incident wave
propagating along one of the lattice’s axis. The oscillating
behavior of both the real and imaginary parts of ε eff and
µ eff as functions of the unit cell size d , which is predicted
by analytical expressions (5)-(6), is exactly what is observed
in our numerical results shown in Fig. 2.
It should be mentioned that the calculation of ε eff and
µ eff of a lattice of empty cells was performed, within the
Pendry et al. averaging method, for the first time in [10] and
then repeated in [11]. However, the expressions (6) for the
′′ , µ eff
′′ are not given explicitly in either
imaginary parts ε eff
of these works.
Formally, the difference between (ε eff , µ eff ) and
(ε 0 , µ 0 ) is due to the oscillating factors appearing in Eqs.
(4)-(6). To match the values of (ε eff , µ eff ) calculated by the
Pendry et al. method to the values (ε 0 , µ 0 ) of free space, it
has been proposed [10,11] to simply remove the respective
phase factors [exp(ikd ) − 1] /(ikd ) or sin(kd ) /(kd ) from Eqs.
(4)-(5). However, such “handmade correction” is valid for
only the case of empty cells considered here. For the general
case of non-empty cells with arbitrary inclusions it is still
not clear what is the “phase factor” that has to be eliminated
from the calculation results to obtain correct values of ε eff ,
µ eff .
Since at large enough d / λ values the line integral
definition (3) for the average E and H fields cannot take
into account the phase variation of the fields over the unit
cells in the direction of wave propagation, we propose to
modify the Pendry et al. method in order to automatically
account for the variation. Namely, we propose the use of
surface averages for E and H fields instead of the line
averages (3). Accordingly, Eqs. (1) are replaced by
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Figure 2: Computed (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of
the relative effective permittivity and permeability of free
space considered as a lattice of empty cells.
Dependence of the error in the real part of the computed
′ ) / ε 0 on the unit cell size d
permittivity value ∆ ≡ (ε 0 − ε eff
is presented in Fig. 3. As seen from the plot, even at
d / λ = 0.2 , where one might expect the Pendry et al.
method to give quite satisfactory results, the calculated value
′ of free space contains an error approximately 25%.
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dielectric spheres and cubes. For comparison, we have also
implemented the Pendry et al. method as well as the
rigorous volume averaging method where the effective
material parameters are defined as [12]

where the surface averages E j S ′ , H j S ′ are calculated
similarly to Eq. (2) but now over the surface S ′ selected as
explained in Fig. 4. Note that our modified definitions for
the averages of E and H in Eqs. (7)-(8) do not compute
the average value normal to the plane as used in the
definitions for the average electric or magnetic flux
densities. Rather, it calculates the average tangential value in
the i th direction over the plane S ′ .

(ε eff )ij ≡
(µ eff )ij ≡

Di

V

Ej

V

Bi

V

Hj

,

,

V

where
Fi

V

≡

1
V

Fi dV
V

and V is the entire volume of the unit cell under
investigation. While volume averaging as defined above
may be appear to be an appealing method, it should be noted
that it becomes very difficult to implement once highly
conducting materials are added to the unit cell design due to
the polarization of the conducting object. However, since we
are only dealing with dielectric materials here it provides
highly accurate data to compare with our proposed method.

Figure 4: The integration surface S ′ used in Eqs. (7)-(8)
to calculate the average values of z -components of E
and H fields. For the other two components, surface S ′
is defined by the respective axis and the wave vector k
of the incident wave.

3.1. Dielectric spheres

A simple cubic lattice of dielectric spheres with a volume
fill factor of 0.3 and relative permittivity of 8 was modeled
and its effective permittivity was computed. The real and
imaginary components of the effective permittivity are
shown in Fig. 5. As seen from the data, our proposed
method returns nearly identical effective permittivity
parameters as the volume averaging method up to a unit cell
size of 0.3 free space wavelengths. In contrast, the Pendry et
al. method immediately diverges away. To quantify the
divergence of both our proposed method and the Pendry et
al. method away from the volume averaging method, we
have computed the difference between the computations and
normalized the resulting difference to that of the volume
averaging method, ∆ ≡ (ε eff, V − ε eff ) / ε eff, V . This divergence
is shown in Fig. 6 and is plotted in percent. As seen from the
plot, the Pendry et al. method incurs significant error (up to
approx. 210% at d / λ0 = 0.3 ) while our proposed method
incurs little error.
Note that the values of ε eff , µ eff computed by using the
Pendry et al. method are complex even in cases of lossless
inclusions such as those presented here. This is due first to
the peculiarities of the Pendry et al. method itself and
second the complex representation of the local
electromagnetic fields provided by CST Microwave Studio
Suite [which uses an exp( jωt ) time convention, j ≡ −i ] or
any other electrodynamic solver. Within the Pendry et al.
method, one might avoid the appearance of nonzero
imaginary parts of the effective parameters of lossless
lattices by using a real-valued representation of all the fields.
This was actually done in [11] where a sinusoidal form of
the incident wave has been used instead of the exponential
one while deriving analytical expressions for the effective

Note that our approach can be proven rigorously (the
proof will be published elsewhere) in the static
approximation from first principles—the general properties
of the static electric and magnetic fields and conventional
spatial averaging of the local fields. Moreover, in the
quasistatic limit our proposed method is identical to the
Pendry et al. method. However, as the unit cell size
increases, our approach provides more accurate results for
lattices of larger unit cell size in the region of d / λ values
where the Pendry et al. method fails.
To illustrate the advantages of our modified method, we
first calculated, based on Eqs. (7)-(8), the effective
parameters of free space. The results are presented in Fig. 2
by the blue solid curves. As seen from Fig. 2, our approach
returns correct results for ε eff and µ eff of free space
regardless of the unit cell size. Such perfect agreement
between these calculated and theoretical results is a unique
case and will not generalize to any other unit cell geometry.
Generally, our proposed method will give only approximate
values of the effective parameters, but far more accurate
than the Pendry et al. method.
Lastly, the very concept of the effective parameters is
questionably applicable to lattices with unit cells that are of
the order of the wavelength of incident waves. Therefore, as
the unit cell size becomes too large it should be expected
that our averaging method will also fail.

3. Numerical results and discussion
To further investigate the validity of our proposed
method, we have applied it to simple cubic lattices of

4

parameters of free space. However, such an approach cannot
be exploited in numerical calculations if complex values of
the local fields provided by eigensolvers by default are used
to calculate the average fields.
(a)

To avoid the appearance of nonzero imaginary parts of
numerically calculated effective parameters of lossless
lattices, Smith and Pendry proposed [11] to calculate the
field averages at two phases of the incident wave 90º apart.
This correction to the initial Pendry et al. method allows one
′′ , µ eff
′′ . Comparatively our
to obtain plausible results on ε eff
′′ = 0 , µ eff
′′ = 0
modified method yields correct values ε eff
from complex local fields automatically, see Fig. 5(b),
without invoking any additional correction procedures.
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Re(εeff, r )
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3.2. Dielectric cubes
2

A simple cubic lattice of dielectric cubes with a volume
fill factor of 0.4 and relative permittivity of 8 was modeled
and its effective permittivity was computed. The real and
imaginary components of the effective permittivity are
shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 5: Computed (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of
the relative effective permittivity of periodic material
consisting of dielectric spheres of ε r = 8 at a fill factor of
0.3 vs. normalized unit cell size of the material.
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consisting of dielectric cubes of ε r = 8 at a fill factor of
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As seen from the data, our proposed method returns
effective permittivity parameters that are very close to those
returned by the volume averaging method. In contrast, the
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divergence of both our proposed method and the Pendry
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Figure 6: Difference between Pendry et al. method or our
proposed method from the volume averaging method.
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et al. method away from the volume averaging method is
shown in Fig. 8 and is plotted in percent. As seen from the
plot, until a unit cell size of 0.35 wavelengths our proposed
method incurs approximately 5% error or less. Comparatively, the Pendry et al. method incurs more than 5%
error after a unit cell size of just 0.013 λ0 .
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Figure 8: Difference between Pendry et al. method or our
proposed method from the volume averaging method.

4. Conclusions
Our proposed modification to the averaging method of
Pendry et al. allows one to calculate the effective material
parameters of lattices of particles to a much higher degree of
accuracy for the case of appreciable unit cell size. For small
unit cell sizes, d << λ0 , our proposed method returns
identical results to that of the Pendry et al. method as well as
the conventional volume averaging method. For the
intermediate region 0.02 < d / λ0 < 0.3 , our method provides
more favorable results than the Pendry et al. method. Our
quantification of the error of the calculated effective
material parameters of cube and sphere media show that the
Pendry et al. method incurs 5% or more error for
d / λ0 > 0.02 . Comparatively, our proposed method incurs
more than 5% error for a much larger d / λ0 > 0.35 .
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Abstract
The coordinate transformation approach is applied for the
design of an optical mode adaptor between two different
width waveguides in the near IR telecom optical domain.
The control of the mode profile in the adaptor is achieved
by considering a composite waveguide consisting of a thin
metamaterial (MM) layer intercalated between 2µm thick
SU8 photoresist slab and a glass substrate. We demonstrate
that intercalated metafilm enables the realization of a space
coordinate transformation and allows a precise control of
the light propagation in the composite waveguide.
Numerical simulations and experimental realizations of the
metamaterial layer are performed in order to validate the
device concept and realization feasibility .

2. Mode adaptor for the waveguides with low
refractive index
The considered structure consists of two different width
waveguides with an intermediate mode adaptor region
between. The waveguides are made of SU8 photoresist
which refractive index n=1.96. The width of the wide
waveguide is around 10µm and that of the narrow one is
2µm. The intermediate region acting as mode adaptor is
composed of a thin metafilm, and SU8 layer on a glass
substrate(figure 1). To verify the operation of such a mode
adaptor the following calculations are performed at the
wavelength λ=1.55µm.

1. Introduction
Metamaterials have recently attracted considerable interests
because of their unusual properties, not encountered with
conventional materials and allowing their applications in a
novel class coordinate transformation based devices [1-10].
By using these new properties, it becomes possible the
creation of innovative components such as “perfect lens” to
produce images beyond the diffraction limit, modulators
and cloaks that able to make the region of space invisible
[1-8]. Despite these very attractive features, the there is a
number of issues limiting MMs implementation, especially
in the optical domain. These structures are often metallic
with important losses due to the high absorption coefficient
of metals in the infrared and visible domains. In addition,
the fabrication of these composite materials having
subwavelength dimensions requires nanoscale precision
control[9]. Given the current state of nanotechnology,
optical MMs can be realized in a simple way by planar
monolayer structures. In a precedent study we have
demonstrated that planar MMs can be used in guided wave
configuration by placing a sheet of MMs on the top of the
Silicon slab waveguide [10]. In this study we further extend
the concept to a different kind of technological
implementation. We aim to demonstrate that an efficient
control of the light flow by a thin metamaterial layer can be
also achieved in the case of lower index waveguides with
different MM layer disposition.

Figure 1: (a) Geometry of the mode adaptor considered in
this study. (b) Cross-sectional view of the input wave guide,
(c) cross- sectional view of the mode adaptor .
As we shown in [10], the first step corresponds to the
calculation of the mode adaptor using Comsol multiphysics
based on the finite elements method in 2D and then in the
second step to the calculation of the transition in 3D. Figure
2 shows the calculated propagation of the light in the taper
in 2D with HFSS and COMSOL respectively. We see that
the signal was efficiently transmitted from the input
waveguide to the output waveguide.
On the example shown in the figure 1, the adaptor metafilm
is located beneath the SU8 layer (the region shown in orange
in the figure 1). Another possible configuration would be

In the figure 3 we compare the propagation with two
optimized thicknesses of 30 (a) and 100 nm (b)
respectively. It should be noted that to reduce the
computational time and improve the results precision, we
have exploited the symmetry of the structure to reduce the
size of the computational domain. Initially, the considered
cases seems identical but looking more closely at the
distribution of the energy in XY plan, the metamaterial
layer will tend to control the signal between the waveguides
by compressing itself. But, as it demonstrated in figure 3,
the role of mode adaptor is much more efficient for a
thickness of 100nm, as compared to 30nm. In the case of
30nm we can say that the signal is less confined by the
mode adaptor (metamaterial layer). One can explain this
fact by the weak thickness of 30nm compared to 2µm
height of the SU8 layer of the structure.

place the metafilm on the top of SU8 layer. To determine
what configuration is optimal a series of simulation was
performed in which the metafilm is placed in two positions,
above and below the SU8 layer.

Figure 2: Propagation of the electric field (?) between two
waveguides in presence of mode adaptor (a) with HFSS (b)
with COMSOL.
Comparing the efficiency of two configurations, the
transition between the two waveguides is more efficient
when metafilm is located below the SU8, as represented in
the figure 2. The thickness of the transformed region may
be the cause of this result. The thickness of the transformed
region plays an important role in the transmission. To find
out the suitable thickness of the transformed layer different
cases were tested.

Figure 4: Top: Studied structure in 3D. Middle: Graph of the
transmission in function with f. bottom: the distribution of
transversal energy in different coordinate of x: (a) x=0.5µm,
(b) x= 2.5µm and (c) x= 4.2 µm.

Figure 3: Propagation of the transversal energy in the
structure (a) thickness of mode adaptor is about 30nm (b)
thickness of mode adaptor is 100nm

2

incidence using a particular solution of Smith’s generalized
formula. In this study we are interested to this point.

3. Results
As we demonstrate in the reference 10 the transmission
critically depends on the proportionality factor in the
expression of the permittivity (reminder: corresponds to a
factor of space compression in the transformed region).
This result implies that the interactions between the
transformed optical region and the SOI waveguide must be
carefully adjusted. By plotting the transmission in function
of f, we find the optimized value of f is equal to 2. In the
next figure this graph with its results in structure is
presented. In the most favorable case, the signal is much
more confined and symmetric, and the profile of the electric
field remains quite Gaussian. At the end of the taper the
signal is well confined in the small waveguide.

4.

5. Fabrication
In view of the realization of the mode adaptor adaptor, we
start to develop the fabrication process of the MMs in a
clean room. As show in figure 6, we think make the final
device with a layer of metallic cut wire, whose dimensions
vary to achieve the space transformation. At this stage of
our study, we were able to fabricate a multilayer
metamaterial made of metallic cut wires on planar substrate,
as shown in the views of SEM in figure6. The dimensions
and the period of the cut wires are sub-micron so that the
entire layer behaves as a homogeneous medium in
wavelength. Therefore, these structures can be performed
by electron beam lithography followed by metallization (TiAu) and a lift-off procedure (figure 6(a)). Looking to
develop the fabrication, we arrive to have the multilayer
structures (4 layers) on the glass substrate (figure 6(b)).

Discretization

The next figure shows the complete transition in 3D with a
discretization of the metamaterial layer.

Figure 5: Geometry of the structure in 3D with a
discretization of the metamaterial layer.
This discretization is the first step conducting to the
design of a realistic device. The yellow layer contains the
discretized units cells of the metamaterial layer. As in the
reference 10 each cell corresponds to a different value of
permittivity tensor. The next step will be the replacement of
each cell by the real materials cell [11]. Regarding the subwavelength features, optical MMs can be reasonably
described in terms of effective electromagnetic parameters.
However, there are several experimental or fundamental
difficulties to retrieve these parameters from the
measurement of thin films of MMs. Generally speaking the
dielectric permittivity and the magnetic permeability can be
retrieved from the transmission and reflection of a single
layer at normal incidence, provided by an interferometer
technique which is used to simultaneously measurement of
the phase and the amplitude of both coefficients [12-14].
But this procedure is not well applicable in our case [15].
Another difficulty is the fact that the layer of metamaterial
has two different interfaces such as one with the air and the
other with a dielectric substrate in our case. It should be
noted that the retrieval method proposed by Smith et al.
consider that the MMs as a homogeneous layer to which it
is possible to reverse the scattering data to determine the
refractive index and the impedance from transmission and
reflection coefficients calculated for normal incidence.
Lupu et al. [15] has shown that this method can be
generalized through the inversion of the characteristic
matrix of medium in the most general case of oblique

Figure 6: (a) monolayer of gold cut wire: length 440nm,
width 30nm, and thickness 50nm (b) 4 layers of gold cut
wire made on a glass substrate separated by a 65 nm
dielectric layer.
We should mention that the thickness of the wires is
50nm; the width is about 30 nm and their length 440nm. We
control the position of each wire layer with respect to its
neighbors. So we can obtain different optical index easily
[16, 17]. Figure 7 present the numerical simulations and
experimental results of these structures.

3

multilayer metamaterial allowing the engineering of
refractive index at infrared wavelengths
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